
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To sleslie@swca.com

04/02/2009 01:04 PM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
tfurgason@swca .com

bcc

Subject Proposed Rosemont Mine - Recreation Analysis

Steve:

Thanks for your help with the issue statement worksheet for recreation and the chapter 3 outline.

We should discuss what your next few steps will be. I'massuming you're familiar with the MPO and
Reclamation Plan. What else do you need?

Some other assorted thoughts related to recreation...
1. We have GISfiles for recreation sites (including developed sites, trailheads, sightseeing routes, etc.),
ROS settings, and trails for the Santa Ritas. Doyou already have this data? You also may want topo,
roads, land ownership, wilderness, etc. You'll want to create a recreation resources map for the vicinity to
determine which opportunities (including the many places mentioned by the public), are potentailly
effected by the project. Since your analysis will also include off-forest sites (tourism in nearby
communities, other nearby public lands, etc.), you'll also want this data, though I don't know ifwe have
much.

2. At our meeting this week, Kathy Arnold (RCC) mentioned that she has a map of noise limits for the
project. I recommend that you get this info and overlay it onto the map from step 1.
3. A portion of the Arizona Trail has been relocated by RCC to avoid the project area. We have a GIS file
for this trail, but I'm doubtful that it's the current route, and although i can ask our folks to GPS this trail, it's
far from certain whether they'll have time to do so. What do you recommend?
4. I have heard that the Arizona Trail has been nominated as a National Scenic Trail. Would you please
look into the status of this bill...and what typically results from such a designation? (I'm guessing there will
be increased use)
5. Do you have any ideas for estimating the types and numbers of visitors to the site? It'd be nice to have
something better than just an exhaustive list of all the possible dispersed recreation activities that might
happen in the area. For example, ADOT's road counters on Hwy83 might be helpful (this data is on their
website). Also, I think I remember that Keith Graves (the past Nogales DistrictRanger) was handing out
flyers to OHV visitors at the site. Wouldyou please give hima call to discuss whether he received any
input or data from this? Keith's number is (520) 403-4528. Are hunting permits site-specific (and
therefore provide additional data)? Perhaps you have other ideas for quantifying use.
6. Idon't knowwhat recreation special use permittees operate in the Santa Ritas (or in the project area).
Please call our special uses person, Duane Bennett at (520) 378-2838 to get information.
7. When do you plan to draft the Affected Environment section for recreation? Do you want/need to visit
the project area?
8. Atour meeting this week we began discussing alternatives. Doyou have any thoughts on alternatives
(or mitigation) for recreation?

Would you please provide a rough strategy for your work (steps/tasks, schedule, etc.) using the issue
statements and worksheet, items above, and any additional thoughts you have? That would be a good
start for our further discussions.

Thanks!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701



(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

03/25/2009 02:35 PM
cc

bcc

Subject RE: Visual Resource Strategy

Debby,

Thanks for the email- I need to say that we are having email issues and if I do not respond it may very
well be because we are selectively not receiving emails. So I apologize, and ask that if I do not seem to
respond by email to let me know. Then I can call IT again to fix the problems.

I sent the revised strategy sheet right after our conversation; I am resending it in case you did not receive
it. If you had sent it back to me for more revisions, please resend your message.

Did you have the RCC meeting or ID Team meeting and discuss the strategy yet?

I look forward to catching up!

Thanks for checking in,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2009 10:59 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Visual Resource Strategy

Marcie: Were you going to send me the revised strategy spreadsheet? Or are you still working on it?
Send it whenever it's ready for my review. Thanks! Debby[attachment
"Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-03-19.xls" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

09/30/2009 11:48 AM
bcc

Subject Visual!~ need to coordinate

Hello Debby,

Ijust heard from Tom that the EIS is due to the FS by Oct 12- which you know I will be out from Oct 3-18,
so I have 2.5 days to supply the following that has been requested for visual (from Tom F):

For your section (indicated below), I would like everybody to complete as much of the following by
October 12 :

1. Finalize Bounds of Analysis (Lara has the GIS data layers for all of the Alternatives) we
have this done for visual

2. Finalize Draft Affected Environment section based on the Bounds of Analysis -1 will
look at edits to include the concern level information and request maps for
the AE section

3. Prepare a very brief Plan of Analysis to determine environmental consequences of each
Alternative. This may be simplya sentence such as "Use GIS to calculate acreages of
impact." In the case of Night Skies and Visual Iwill simply insert the Scopes of Work from
DSP and Marcie (Respectively). We should talk about these as I am still expecting
that we are still to do the Specialist Report. In which case, we need to draft
an outline as to what goes in the specialist report vs the main EIS. As you
know, we are still waiting to hear about the Change Order for visual
simulations.

4. Draft Consequences section of Chapter 3 for those sections where data and
documentation exists (e.g., grazing, plants, etc.). Tom is giving Visuals some leeway
on this, as he knows we do not have all of the tools to complete the analysis.

5. Identify data needs to complete Consequences section and submit a budget for your time
to complete the section. This is where we should consult our list and also draft

the Specialist Report outline to cover what we envision still needing.

Obviously, itwill take time in October to complete the whole section. The timing is just terrible with my
vacation, but we will do what we can.

Are you available sometime on Weds- Friday to discuss?
Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938



wwwiswea:com



Thank you,

Marcie

From: Melissa Reichard

Sent: Wednesday, August 04, 2010 8:46 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Cc: Trent Reeder; Jonathan Rigg; Tom Furgason
Subject: Quarry pictures

Ladies-

I was out there today and was able to get all the way to the plant entrance- pretty exciting! I also
collected some sample rocks, just in case anyone needed them. The previous pictures that were taken
were actually well outside the 10 mile mark, so this should definitely be a defensible color scheme for
the sims.

I made 7 separate stops and took some non-zoom and zoomed pictures. Lara gave me a GPS so that we
could tell you specifically where I was. I will get that unit back to her tomorrow so she can work that
magic. The guestimated ranges of these picture grouping are as follows:

Stop 02- about 9 miles from the Quarry, on Santa Rita Road
Stop 03- about 6 miles from the Quarry, on Santa Rita Road at the electric line crossing
Stop 04- about 4.5 miles from the Quarry, on Santa Rita Road, just past a small dirt road that Ithink is
supposed to be Wilmot
Stop 05-just outside 3 miles from the Quarry, on Santa Rita Road
Stop 06- about 1.5 mile out on the white road going to the Quarry
Stop 07- about 1 mile out on the white road going to the Quarry
Stop 08- about 500 feet from the plant entrance (also where sample rocks were pulled)

Inthe end, Idefinitely captured whatever colors are there. Iattached the pictures and Larawill be able
to give you more definite ranges once Ican get this machine back to her. I hope this fits what you
needed. Iattached a few from Stop 8, but the rest will have to be uploaded to WebEx. I will send out a
link tomorrow for that.

Melissa 'Rxiohard

Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
(520)325-9194 ofc (520)250-6204 cell

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this email is intended onlyfor the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and maycontaininformation that isprivileged, confidential and/or exemptfromdisclosure underapplicable law. If
youare not the intended recipientor an authorized representative of the intended recipient,you are hereby notifiedthat any
review, dissemination or copying of this emailand itsattachments, ifany,or the information contained herein is prohibited. If
youhavereceived thisemail inerror, pleaseimmediately notify the sender byreturnemail and delete thisemailfromyour
system. Thank you.



"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

05/27/2010 08:21 AM

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Public Roads

Debby,

Very good to know, I'll coordinate with Tom and Jonathan about getting the information from
Rosemont.

Closing those roads to public access will definitely change the intensity of impacts.

Steve

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 8:17 AM
To: Stephen Leslie
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Public Roads

Hi Steve,

Some new information...

At yesterday's meeting, Rosemont mentioned that MSHA has imposed some new requirements on public
roads. Specifically, if roads are to be used for mine activities, they must be closed to the public. This
would include the road over Gunsight Pass, as well as other roads currently open to the public that cross

Rosemont's private land.

As you proceed with the road studies/maps for recreation access (existing and proposed), please include
these new restrictions. I recommend that you get in touch with Tom Furgason to determine what the best
way to obtain this information from Rosemont. I have not had much success getting information from
them myself.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

03/05/2009 03:21 PM

To "MarcieBidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Simulations^

Marcie:

Bev called me on her way out of town for 2 weeks (she's rafting the Grand Canyon). I told her that you
wanted to get information about the simulations Rosemont is doing (or plans to do). She told me that you
can contact Rosemont directly, but first you need to send an email to Kent, the FS Rosemont project
manager while Bev's away (kellett@fs.fed.us) and ask him if it's ok for you to contact Rosemont. Kent
should be able to give you the ok. And please cc Bev (beverson@fs.fed.us) and me with your email
correspondence with Kent.

Thanks.

Debby



Melissa Reichard To sldavis@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
<mreichard@swca.com> ehornung@swca.com, sgriset@swca.com,
Sent by: rosemonteis tfurgason@swca.com, rbowers@swca.com,
<notify@weboffice.com> cc Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>

05/07/2009 01:12 PM
bcc

Subject Rosemont Virtual Tour

History: Q This message has been forwarded.

Hello All-

I just got the Virtual Tour from Rosemont. Basically, it is Jamie Sturgess talking about
Rosemont's plans, the current and future operations. Some explanation of Core samples and the
type of ore deposit is also discussed. Although it is from their website and is done according to
that audience, it does offer some good shots of the area and the land where the pit is proposed
and also some views out to SR83 etc. So, take a look if you are interested.

Thanks!

Mel

P.S. It will probably require your computer to have Quicktime or othermovie viewing software
installed.

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see. To go directly to the
item, click the link belowor paste it into your web browser. Please note that some email clients
require that all the letters and numbers in the link appear onone line, orelse it won't go to the
right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=144756>



"Dale Ortman PE"

<daleortmanpe@live.com>

04/22/2010 06:55 AM

To "'Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Beverley A
Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D Roth"'
<mroth@fs.fed.us>, '"Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '"

bcc

Subject RE: Horst's draft final report - Debby's draft comments

History: <P This message has been replied to.

Debby,

To date, I have only received IDT comments from you on the draft landform report prepared by Horst
Schor. Please confirm that no other IDT members have commented on the report and that I have all
comments from the IDT.

Regards,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Friday, April 16, 2010 9:50 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel"
Cc: 'Tom Furgason'; 'Beverley A Everson'; 'Melinda D Roth'; 'Salek Shafiqullah - USFS '; Rochelle Dresser
(rdesser@fs.fed.us); 'Marcie BidwelP
Subject: RE: Horst's draft final report - Debby's draft comments

Debby,

Yes, there are major issues with this report. I'm committed to other work until early next week, but I
will get back to you at that time. Please continue thinking about the report and engage with the other
IDT members to develop a suite of comments from the CNF. I'm targeting having a set of comments for
Horst by the latter part of next week. The contract gives us one round of review for the draft report so I



want to be sure we have everyone's input.

Regards,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 15, 2010 10:39 AM
To: daleortmanpe@live.com
Subject: Horst's draft final report - Debby's draft comments

Dale,

I just reviewed the report and here are my initial comments. I'd like to consolidate all of our comments
(mine, yours, Salek's, and maybe Tom and/or Marcie's).

In the mean time, please give me a call to discuss. There are some fairly major issues....

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed. us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

02/24/2010 12:06 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Terry L Austin"
<tlaustin@fs.fed.us>, "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Roads and Trails

Debby,

Can you tell me if the CLs have changed since the version that you sent dated September 15th, 2009?

Additionaly, I recommend that these be forwarded to EPG for their analysis process, as CLs are central to
their work as well.

Thanks,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Terry LAustin; Marcie Bidwell; Walter Keyes
Cc: Debby Kriegel

Subject: Rosemont Roads and Trails

Attached is the latest map of concern levels for travelways in and around the Santa Ritas.

Terry: Would you please send this shapefile to Marcie?

J\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_off\dkriegel\rosemont\conclev\SantaRitaConcemLevels2010.shp

Marcie: Please be sure you're using this version for SMS analysis.

Walt: This map shows the relative scenery/rec importance of roads and trails in the Santa Ritas. Will you
be working on recommendations for reconnecting some of the roads around the project area? Rosemont
proposed doing this in the MPO (see section 3-5 and figure 3-7), but the actual locations they show on
their maps reallydon't connect much (Kathy says these maps are conceptual). Each alternative will need
some new road segments, and we might also want a post-mine road map of some sort. Let's talk about
this when you have a few minutes.

Thanks.



History:

"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Charles Coyle"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <ccoyle@swca.com>, "Tom Furgason"

04/15/2009 01:54 PM <tfurgason@swca.com>
cc

bcc

Subject Rosemont Mine-visual report update

<^> This message has been forwarded.

Debby,
Great working together today- as we discussed, Iwill start processing the visual analysis maps and other
immediate agenda items in support of Affected Environment immediately. I am looking forward to diving in
full-throttle to make progress on the immediate items. I am invigorated to finally have the full go-ahead to
make progress with the scope finally approved and signed.

Also, Iwill work with Tom and Charles to see ifwe can arrange for meetings the week of May 6th in
Tucson for face-to-face working sessions, key observation pointselection, site tour, and other working
meetings.

I am including Tom and Charles on this email to keep them in the loop as to what my process will be and
how we are tracking (1) current scope items and (2) additional items that you are working to have funded.

Iwill follow this email to all of you with a summary that shows committment of hours from the approved
scope of work to each of the Visual Resource Proposal items.

Tom and Charles,
In moving the visual assessment forward, I will be calling you to discuss Visual and GIS tasks involved
(and staff resources) that were included within the Visual Technical Report process. I will call to discuss
the following:

1. Visual study- Charles was anticipating that RCC would deliver a visual product of some sort-1 would like
to find out more about what and when.

2. GIS visual mapping-1 can do it here or ifyou would prefer Tucson do it, lets discuss
3. Site Tour- Debbyand Iwould like to document KOPsand do some more exploration; Iwould like to
coordinate this with you and any other potential tour coming up.
4. Review of the strategy attached and how SWCA's scope and schedule will guide this process.

The spreadsheet attached is the working version of the visual assessment process that Debbyand I have
fleshed out; The letter is a draft that Debby has written for Bev and Rita to take to RCC regarding
additional visual research that she would like included in the process that is currently beyond our scope.
These items are flagged in the spreadsheet as "N" for NO under "Witing Current Contract" on the strategy
spreadsheet. My next step is to match hours to items on the strategy that will represent (1) EIS budget
tasks and (2) Visual Technical Report.

Thanks! Hope to see you all soon-
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2009 2:32 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Mine



Marcie,

Thanks for taking time to discuss the project with me today. I look forward to seeing progress and
products in the near future!

2 items are attached: the latest strategy and draft text for a letter from our Forest Supervisor to Rosemont.
Let me know ifyou have comments on either item. I'll need your comments on the letter within the next
day or two.

After making some initial contacts, Iwas referred to others who might have experience or helpful
information. Please call each of these folks and ask about good mine reclamation and land sculpting
examples. And please follow up on any leads you have as well!

• ASLA Reclamation and Restoration Professional Interest Group.
• Diane Tafoya, Forest Service Geologist, Southwest Regional Office, (505) 842-3275. She

probably has experience with many projects, but one mentioned was the El Chaete Pumice mine
on the Santa Fe and her work with Bill Kraussman, who helped with SMS work.

• Maria McGaha, Forest Service Environmental Engineer, Southwest Regional Office, (505)
842-3837. Maria has worked on mine reclamation projects.

• Holly Fliniau, USDA, (303) 275-5547. Worked on a project called Reilly Pass mine, which may
have good examples.

• Mike Dunn, Forest Service Minerals Specialist, Rocky Mountain Region, (303) 275-5101. He may
know of mines with good land sculpting, including Henderson mine and Climax mine. He also
may refer you to Paul Simmer or Dan Lovato (landscape architect)...the field folks on these
projects.

• Donna Kim (414-297-3613) and Bill Mains (815-423-6370), both Forest Service folks from Region
8. They've worked on big scale mountain top mining projects on the Monongahela NF in West
Virginia. Also contact Mary Frye, the landscape architect there, at 404-347-3357.

• Bill Kraussman, Forest Service Geometromics Group Leader, Southwest Regional Office, (505)
842-3846. Bill might have some good tips on visibility analysis, modeling, mines, and
reclamation.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

(520) 388-8427
dkriegel@fs.fed.us

[attachment "VisuaLResource_Proposal_2009-04-15.xls" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "RosemontLtr041309.doc" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



tfk.
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

08/02/2010 07:54 AM

To Ruth Doyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mbidwell@swca.com, tjchute@msn.com,
tfurgason@swca.com, Melinda D

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont EIS - VMS vs SMS - Need your input ASAPD

I concur that the focus of the DEIS analysis should focus on SMS, as it is a better disclosure tool.
However, we will still need to briefly address consistency with the Forest Plan VQO.

Reta Laford

Deputy Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest

Phone: 520-388-8307

Ruth Doyle/R3/USDAFS

Ruth Doyle/R3/USDAFS

07/29/2010 01:00 PM To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc mbidwell@swca.com, Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tjchute@msn.com _

Subject Re: Rosemont EIS - VMS vs SMS - Need your input ASAPQ

Debby,

I concur with your rationale and recommend using the Scenery Management System for Rosemont EIS
analysis. One of the reasons why the FS developed the system is to be more defensible in court. In the
event the decision on this project is litigated, using SMS may provide for a stronger, more supportable
scenery analysis.

Ruth Doyle
Regional Landscape Architect
Southwest Regional Office
505.842.3451

e-mail: rdoyle@fs.fed.us
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

07/29/2010 01:32 PM To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tjchute@msn.com,
Ruth Doyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mbidwell@swca.com

Subject Rosemont EIS - VMS vs SMS - Need your input ASAP

SWCA has asked for written clarification (an email response should suffice) on whether to utilize the old
Visual Management System (and VQOs) currently in our Forest Plan, or to use the Scenery Management
System (SMS) for effects analysis for the Rosemont EIS. Although the systems have many similarities,
the maps are different, and each system uses different terminology. We'd very much like to avoid 2
parallel analyses, one with each system.



The EIS will clearly state what is currently in the Forest Plan. However, VQO maps are broad-brush,
forest-level mapping, and need refinement for project level work. And unfortunately, the VQO maps lack
details for project-level work (e.g., there are no sensitivity level maps). I recommend that they use SMS
for the project level analysis. Using SMS (and Scenic Integrity Objectives) will effect things like the "acres
meeting objectives" chart, but probably not much (since few parts of Rosemont will meet any visual quality
objectives). There may be other analysis pieces that will be different using SMS, but I don't see that as a
major problem.

Rationale for using SMS, includes:
1. Since the mid 1990s, National Forests have been directed to use the SMS (Reynolds, 2380, August 22,
1994; McDougle, 2380, March 10, 1997; and Furnish, 1920/2380, June 11, 2001...I have copies of all 3
letters ifyou'd like to see them).
2. In 2001, Coronado National Forest completed its SMS inventory (and we have another letter from the
Forest Supervisor at the time directing us to use SMS).
3. Forest Service Manual and Handbook directives both use exclusively SMS.
4. The revised forest plan will incorporate SMS, and the record of decision for the Forest Plan is expected
to be completed in August 2011 ...which could easily be ahead of the Rosemont FEIS and decision.

I also suggest that the Rosemont EIS (or project record if that's more appropriate) includes a clear
statement about the fact that the Forest Plan uses VMS, but for the Rosemont project analysis, SMS terms
and process will be applied.

Please let me know if you agree with this rationale ASAP. SWCA needs an answer quickly because
they are forging ahead with affects analysis.

Thanks!



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

01/22/2010 03:33 PM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont - Scopeofwork for Recreation©

1. Yes, I likeyour idea of putting all alternatives on a map and seeing ifthere really is just 1 AZtrail KOP
that works for all. Can you proceed with this and let me knowwhat you find? Iagree withyou that KOP6
might be good.
2. Iguess we'll have to livewith sims at year 10 and year 20+. This might be ok. Ifthere are effects in
other years, hopefully we can identity and describe them. The buttress would be one of these. Another
would be that white tailings will be visible from highpointsalong 83 and AZtrail in the early years until the
outer shell is higher than viewers. We can't simulate everything...
3. lam not aware of any ADOT road siting meetings. Do they have a date scheduled? Doyou think that
you or I should attend? EPG is doing a site visit on Monday, but obviously neither of us will be attending
that one.

4. Good to know.

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'TrentReeder"
01/22/2010 02:32 PM <treeder@swca.com>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont - Scope of workfor Recreation

Debby,

I forgot to mention a few things:

1. RCC/TT also asked that we finalize which KOP we will be using for the Arizona Trail simulations
point.

I find this one trickyto pick, considering (1) different points will be more important to different alternatives
and (2) there is talk of rerouting the trail to avoid the mine works and that location has not be determined.
So the KOP needs to be (1) somewhere that has representiative views of (2) a section that will remain
where it is.

You and I collected 4 points for the trail- three that we hiked to from one spot, and one that we drove to
along the Rosemont access road. I will send a KOP map in the next email. The following KOPS are:

KOP 5- (Preferred by RCC, could work) Furthest south on the trail that we photographed that
day. The pano looks weird cause we took 360 of photographs. Tom was thinking that this section
of the trail is most likelyto stay where it is, and the reroute would happen further north from here. I
cannot confirm that, cause I have not put any thought into rerouting of the trail yet. But sounds like
sound logic. Not my favorite panorama photogprahy, but it works if this is the one.

KOP 6- (could work well) Further north, along the trail, full panorama includes from south to north,
but the mine would be largelyto the west (middleof the pano). This may still be far enough away



to see views around the pile but I am not sure.

KOP 7- (may be too close and relocated from here) Furthest north on this part of our hike,
possibly under the pileor at least near the edge of the pile (i.e. part of the trail that would move)
but I need Trent to confirm. I cant tell on this map very clearly.

KOP 13- (probablytoo close to make sense in a simulation, all you would see is mine) We drove
in from Rosemont access at mm 44 and then walked a few hundred yards- this spot would be
within a few humdred yards of the toe of the slope. This will be so close to the mine that the pile
will be all you see. on the left side of the page.

To know where the trail would possibly move, I would think we would want to see all of the alternatives laid
onto one map, and then see ifthere is a logical response that would work for all alternatives. In doing
some rough measurements, currenly the trail makes several loops to-and-away from the tails- at the
longest loop away being 1 mile.

• Box Canyon Road - MPO = .5 miles approx.
• Along MPO, with breaks away from it = 5 miles approx.
• Northern extents of MPO buries trail = .25 miles approx.
• North of MPO to FS Boundary = 4.5 miles approx.

2. Phasing for Simulations: For new alternatives, RCC will not have contour data for three phases
for simulations; they will have 10 yr and final (20 yr). They should complete yr 20 this week.

The USFS is required to use "best available data" for analysis, and to consider short-term and long-term
impacts. In talking with Tom, I am still a little fuzzy as to what short-term has been defined as, but I think
its safe to say that its somewhere between 1-5 years (early construction, breaking ground) and then
long-term is everything after that.

RCC is developing two phases of engineered drawings, regardless of what alternative-10 yr and 20 yr. No
inbetween engineering will be available for the new alternatives. So the visual analysis will not be able to
do "in between years" for simulations, or to "pick the worst case scenario year" before or after the berm is
completed.

Additionally, the "berm" is thought that it will not be finished in the same year for each alternative, and that
the completion date is more like yr 7 rather than yr 5 as it was originallythought.

3. Future meetings? ADOT or Transmission?
Kathy invited Tom and I to attend future meetings with you (or ifyou cant attend)-1 think she mentioned:

• ADOT, for siting of the entrance road and SR 83 intersection. Sounds like this might end up being
near MM46- the picnic table turn out?

• Transmission siting with EPG- (this one may be a figment of my imagination, unless it sounds
familiar to you)?

4. Rosemont's "proposed fenceline"- is a typo. What is labeled the fenceline on the viewshed maps is
actually the "project boundary", or zone of influence, or what ever else that they are calling it.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/



dkriegel@fs.fed.us
[attachment "KOP_13_Panorama.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"KOP_05_Panorama.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "KOP_06_Panorama.pdf
deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "KOP_07_Panorama.pdf deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



History:

Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

08/02/2010 09:56 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject DEIS Resource Section Template_CE.doc

<J5> This message has been replied to. • i

Debby,

Attached is the general template for each resource section in Chapter 3. The only change since the May
18 meeting that affects all resources is the addition of a section at the end titled "Irreversible and
Irretrievable Commitment of Resources". Some specialists, most notably Larry and Geoff, have
substantially changed the outline in response to a need for a different structure. Larry and Geoff have
been working very well together and have made some good changes to the organization.

Tom DEIS Resource Section Template_CE.doc



<feK
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

04/30/2010 01:19 PM

To karnold@rosemontcopper.com

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby

bcc

Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

Subject Fw: Phased Tailings Data and ReclamationConcept data
Visual Simulations

Kathy, Here is an email regarding today's short discussion of visual needs. Ifyou have questions or
concerns, please work directly with Debby. Thanks.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

— Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 04/30/2010 01:17 PM

#

/^ZZL Beverley AY^Z Everson/R3/USDAFS

04/26/2010 03:05 PM
//

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Phased TailingsData and ReclamationConcept data
Visual Simulations

Hi Mindee,

Please see the message from Debby below. Can you please add this to the status meeting agenda?
Thank you.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 04/26/2010 03:02 PM

Debby Kriege!/R3/USDAFS

04/26/2010 01:24 PM To BeverleyA Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc mbidwell@swca.com, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Fw: Phased Tailings Data and Reclamation Conceptdata
Visual Simulations



Bev,

Iwould like for Marcie to be able to get started with at least one visual simulation of the mine. The phased
tailings alternative seems most logical, because it appears to have the most complete data.

Before she can begin, we need Rosemont to provide 2 things:
1. Confirmation that the undulating topography shown in the Reclamation Plan Update is what they are
proposing for the phased tailings alternative.
2. Contour data for this topography.

Would you please forward this request to Rosemont, or bring it up at an upcoming meeting with them?

Thanks!

Debby

Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 04/26/2010 01:16 PM -—

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/26/2010 10:31 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Trent Reeder"
<treeder@swca.com>

cc

Subject Phased TailingsData and Reclamation Concept data

Hello Debby,

As requested, Trent and I checked data uploaded regarding the Phased Tailings Alternative (#3), and we
do not have contours associated with Phased Tailings and the Reclamation Update.

Therefore, once you receive an official answer as to if Reclamation Update will be
supplementing/replacing the Phased Tailings Alternative, SWCA will need to receive the contour data
before we can proceed with simulations of that alternative.

Thanks,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

03/08/2010 12:06 PM
bcc

Subject RE: Visual Resources SOW

Debby,

This appears to the be scope that was negotiated with Jamie in January. I believe this is the same list that
we have been working through, but can take a closer look later this afternoon.

As to the file that you mention below, Iwill check with Mike who is out in the field right now. I suspect that
you need to download the file, re-name itwith a .zip extension and then you will be able to open it. I will
check with him when he returns.

More this afternoon,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 10:28 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Fw: Visual Resources SOW

Marcie:

Good morning. I have a couple of questions for you....
1. Is this SOW (see next message) something that I need to review or that we need to discuss? Or is it
simply the currently funded tasks on the same list we've been using?
2. On WebEx, in the Visual Resources folder, there is a document called "Visual Simulation Panorama

Revised" with a file name "KOP Panorama.7z" dated Jan 19, 2010. Ican't open it. Did you post this?

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel
(520) 388-8427

-— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 03/08/2010 10:23 AM —

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
03/08/2010 06:11 AM cc

Subject Fw: Visual Resources SOW



Hi Debby,

Attached is the latest SOW for SWCA visual resources. Please take a look and see if it covers what

you've been looking for.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 03/08/2010 06:10 AM —

Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

03/03/2010 03:50 PM cc
Subject Visual Resources SOW

Bev,

I'msorry to makeyou ask again. Here is the visual SOW that we are authorized to workon. Pleasekeep in mind
that any violations in assumptions will likely require more money from Rosemont.

Tom



ST^zi' Beverley A
AypZZ. Everson/R3/USDAFS

'^'S'/'^-'- 07/14/2010 03:09 PM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Fw: Barrel Only Description

History: £3 This message has been replied to.

Debby,

Thanks for the copy of the memo that you wrote on the landforming alternative. You provided a good
description of the evolution of the alternative, and what you would like to have done to complete it. We'll
see where it goes from here.

As for the description of the alternative, here's what Dale provided. He mostly just described
responsiveness to issues. Can you add anything in terms of a description, ie., slopes, size compared to
other alternatives, compatability with natural topography compared with other alternatives, etc.?

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 07/14/2010 03:06 PM -—

"Dale Ortman PE"

<daleortmanpe@live.com>

07/14/2010 01:12 PM

To '"Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "'Lara Mitchell'" <lmitchell@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>, '"Jonathan Rigg'"
<jrigg@swca.com>

Subject RE: Barrel Only Description

Bev;

We do not have any numbers from Rosemont/TetraTech on the new Barrel-Only landform, but here's a
bullet list of the resource areas that we discussed during the development process.

• Water Resources - Primary driver for initial development of the Barrel-Only Alternative
with the objective of keeping the McCleary drainage open.
• Visual - Primary driver for development of the new Barrel-Only landform
• Water Resources - New landform maintains McCleary open and provides a primary
drainage path tying into Barrel Canyon; also provides for modified concave slopes on some
slopes

• Recreation/Grazing/Wildlife/ - Post-mine resource may benefit from variable



topography

Resources that will likely suffer negative impacts are:

• Heritage Sites - Includes taking the BallCourt
• Air Quality - Active mine work occurs close to SR83

What we have is agreement on the basic topography and footprint of the potential alternative and
Rosemont's assurance that they can construct the facility. Currently Rosemont is tasked with additional
engineering, especially regarding the surface water controls, to add to the description.

Regards,

Dale

From: Jonathan Rigg [mailto:jrigg@swca.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 12:27 PM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Lara Mitchell; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Barrel Only Description

Bev,

Got a hold of Dale and he will be sending you a brief description of the updated Barrel Only alternative
that was approved last Friday. Rosemont was tasked with determining total acreages, etc., and we have
not yet received that data. Lara is working on making sure the Figure for tomorrow is this latest
version. Dale will email you the description as soon as possible.

Thanks!

Jonathan Rigg
Environmental Planner

SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street

Tucson, Arizona
Phone:(520)325-9194
Fax: (520) 325-2033
Email: jrigg@swca.com



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Stu Bengson" <sbengson@aol.com>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Kathy Arnold" <kamold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Debby
05/20/2010 04:11 PM Krjeger <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

bcc

Subject Consultation on plants and tree growth at the Rosemont
Mine

Hello Stu,

Debby Kriegel, the Coronado Landscape Architect and I (SWCA Environmental Consultants) are working
on the visual resource assessment and reclamation plan as it relates to revegetation for the Rosemont
EIS. KathyArnold suggested that you would be a good resource to discuss the potential for plant growth
and success on growht medium similar to that proposed at Rosemont Copper Mine.

Iwould like to ask you a few questions at some point regarding good information resources that we might
be able to review and include in our literature search for revegetation.

Please kindly let me know your availability for a discussion,

Thank you,
Marcie Bidwell

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com

From: Kathy Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com]
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 9:11 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Cc: Stu Bengson
Subject: Stu Bengson

Ladies -

Ifyou have questions regarding plants and trees and growth -Stu Bengson is available for consultation.
Hisemail is sbengson(5>aol.com. Please just keep me in the loop as to the amount of involvement he
has so that Iwill be aware of any charges he may have.

Stu please bill directly to me -this is part of that POthat Scott issued for you last week.

Thanks -

Kathy
Kathcrine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Directorof Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold®rosemontcopper.com



JfT^ROSEMONT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the

intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

09/02/2009 08:46 AM

To tfurgason@swca.com

cc BeverleyA Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont - SWCA Cost Estimate for Simulations for
Proposed Action

Tom,

This week Ibriefed our new regional directorof recreationon the Rosemont project. His background is in
landscape architecture, so we discussed the simulations too. He asked about SWCA's cost estimate for
the simulations for the proposed action. He thinks that the FS should know what the total cost is, since the
FS is asking for this workand Rosemont may ask questions about the proposed work.

Please provide this information.

Thanks.

Debby



"MarcieBidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Charles Coyle"
<mbidweII@swca.com> <ccoyle@swca.com>, 'Tom Furgason"
07/30/2009 07*07 PM <tfurgason@swca.com>, 'Trent Reeder"

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont - Simulations Needed for Proposed Action

History: ^> Thjs message hasbeen forwarded.

Debby,

I have briefed Tom and Charles on the basic "stratified simulation strategy" concept that you have
attached here; I will work these additional simulations into tasks to accompany our original proposal at
your request.

Basically, we will add a "not visible" and "distantly visible" tasks to the original . I think we can accomplish
the first with diagrams and existing photography, and the second with a simpler simulation technology, and
still keep costs controlled.

I think I can swing the Pepper Dates. Will confirm and let you know. Yes, I will plan on spending more time
there for field work as currently fits in the budget. Perhaps the simulation budget will be in the works by the
end of the month. We are looking forward to getting that started and I will need more background
photography images for that work.

Thanks,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2009 9:34 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Simulations Needed for Proposed Action

Marcie,

I just met with our forest supervisor and deputy forest supervisor to discuss the bare minimum number of
simulations likely to be needed for the proposed action. They support this strategy, and I recommend this
for your proposal to Rosemont.

Also, the field review with Dr. Jimmy Pepper is scheduled for August 22-23. Do these dates work for you?
On the same visit you could get some other field work done (like photographing the other KOPs and
visiting the Mission Mine complex), we could try to do the eyeball miles study from Hwy 83, etc.

Thanks.

Debby

Simulation_Slfalegy_Proposed_Action.doc



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Trent Reeder"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <treeder@swca.com>
07/28/2009 02:14 PM cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Terrain Profiles

History: ^ This message has been replied to.

Debby,

Thanks for letting us know. Trent and Iwill check in with Tom to find out what is the plan for the
alternatives.

Glad that you liked the section line. Very illustrative. We were thinking we could use this tool to
accompany the "low budget, not visible sims" to show why you could not see the MPO from certain
western KOPs (such as Maderia Canyon).

Did you receive that second section of text taht I sent you? Iam finalizing the draft to go to Charles. Just
wanted to get your comments on that section if you had any.

Good point on the research of 1000 feet walls-
Any word on the Pepper presentation?

Thanks!

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tue 7/28/2009 10:52 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Trent Reeder
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: RE: Rosemont Terrain Profiles

Marcie and Trent,

Thank you for doing this! Removing 1000' of the back of the pit is definitely beyond crazy. For the
proposed action, it appears that less than 400' would be visible, but knowing that 400' is still a lot, I'm now
convinced that treating the back of the pit (by blasting horizontal terraces, spraying with Permeon, etc.) to
lessen the visual impact will be more appropriate than removing the ridge.

For the alternatives with open views from Hwy 83 into the pit, this cross section is an eye opener, as you'll
need to accurately show it in the simulations. However, this cross section might help Marcie focus
research on finding examples that are in the ballpark of 1000".

Iam told that Alternative 6C is now on WebEx. Will you have time soon to put this into the 3D model?
Can the 3 of us finally do a 3D flyaround sometime soon?

Thanks.



Debby

"Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwelI@swca.com>

'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

07/24/2009 02:44 PM cc
Subject RE: Rosemont Terrain Profiles

Debby,

The graph has a measurable scale that you can use to estimate how much of the ridge would remain and
how much would need to be removed to "not see the back of the pit" which was the question that you had
asked.

Let us know ifyou have any questions,
Marcie

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Friday, July 24, 2009 3:39 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: Rosemont Terrain Profiles

Hi Debby,

I have attached a PDF with Profile Line Graphs showing a crosscut section of both the existing terrain and
the Proposed Action terrain. The graphs represent the results of a Line of Sight Analysis that entails
drawing a linefrom an observer point (KOP 12), to a target locationfor whichwas an arbitraryspot on the
other side of the ridge. I made sure the line would dissect the proposed pit and cut across the pit floor for
greatest elevation change. The Green and Red line colors represent sections that would be visible
(Green) and sections not visible (red) from KOP 12.

Please let me know ifyou have additional questions. Thanks!

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist

SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303

Work (970) 385-8566

Fax (970) 385-1938



www.swca.com



Minimum Simulations Needed for Rosemont EIS - Proposed Action
July 30,2009

Confirm that proposed action is not visible - No simulations needed
• Madera Canyon
• San Xavier

• Tucson

• Vail

• Corona de Tucson

• Sahuarita

• Green Valley

Proiect effects small and/or distant - Simulate year with most effects (2 simulations)
• Sonoita (KOP 8)
• Las Cienegas Conservation Area (KOP 11)

Proiect effects moderate - Simulate year with most visible effects, and post-reclamation
ifview expected to be much different from existing view (3-6 simulations)

• Mt. Wrightson Wilderness (KOP 17)
• HiltonRd.(KOP16)
• Box Canyon (KOP 21)

Proiect effects large - Simulate as follows (7-8 simulations)
• Arizona Trail - 1 simulation of typical view along trail at the toe of the waste rock
• Hwy 83 pullout (KOP 12) - Simulate2-3 phases (constructionor early mine

years, during active mine with most visible effects if it's different than the
construction or early mine simulation, and post reclamation)

• OHV staging area at KOP4 - Simulate 3 phases (construction or early mineyears,
during active mine with most visible effects, and post reclamation)

TOTAL 12-16 SIMULATIONS



"Marcie Bidwell" To "TrentReeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel'
<mbidwell@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
07/07/2009 09:09 AM cc

bcc

Subject Rating Sheet"

History: <gi This message has been replied to.

Here is a tool I created for the flyaround. «Rosemont KOPs.xls»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

pa

www.swca.com Rosemont K0Ps.xls



KOP GIS FLYOVER ALT1 ALT 2 ALT 3 ALT 4

Proposed Upper Barrel Upper Barrel Schoelfield

ALT 5

Sycamore

NAME COMMENTS

KOP 001 Maderia Canyon -1.2 mi

KOP 002 Duval Mine Road Overpass None Minimal/No

KOP 003 Corona de Tucson None None

KOP 004 SR 83 Roadside Table

KOP 005 (duplicate)

KOP 005-2 Arizona Trail- South Project

KOP 006 Arizona Trail- southern project

KOP 007 Arizona Trail- Barrel Canyon he

KOP 008 Sonoita Junction Minimal Minimal Minimal Minimal None

KOP ?? (duplicate)

KOP 009 SR 83 and Fellows Ranch Road

KOP 010 Empire Ranch/BLM road

KOP 011 BLM kiosk and entry

KOP 012 SR 83 View Stop Highest Moderate Moderate High None

KOP 013 Arizona Trail and USFS 4064

KOP 014 USFS 231

KOP 015 USFS 231 ATV Staging Area

KOP 16 Hilton Road High Highest None

KOP 17

KOP 18

KOP 19



"Stephen Leslie" To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<sleslie@swca.com>

03/25/2009 10:59 AM
cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont - Recreation Issue Statements

Debby

Here is the revised Cause and Effect Worksheet. I expect to be in Ely around 3:30 your time if anything
comes up.

Thanks,
Steve

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2009 3:58 PM
To: Stephen Leslie
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Recreation Issue Statements

Steve: Here's a rough structure that might be better for hanging details on. Let's discuss Wednesday
morning. Thanks! Debby

#56 Restriction, Disturbance, or Loss of Recreation Opportunities

Direct Effects

• Loss of public access to -4500 acres of land in the project area during operation of mine.
• Loss of access to other lands if public roads or trails are blocked by project.
• Mine-related activities effect on nearby recreation settings (quiet, solitude).
• Permanent change in recreation setting (landscape) after mining operations cease.
• Reduction in public safety during mining operations and post closure.

Indirect Effects

• Increase in visitors to other locations (some of which are already crowded).
• Conflicts between National Forest recreation special use permittees.
• Loss or reduction in tourism revenues associated with visitors to the area.

Cumulative Effects

• Continued loss/alteration of natural public lands for recreation in southeastern Arizona,
[attachment "Cause and Effect Worksheet_56_Recreation.sol.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Trent Reeder" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<treeder@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "David Harris"<dharris@swca.com>

08/03/201011:56 AM cc
bcc

Subject RE: VQO- Viewer Sensitivity Figure

Oh, I shouldVe mentioned to Marcie that the Viewer Sensitivity Legend depicts classifications that also
fall outside the Santa Rita EMA. If needed I can clip the data to the Santa Rita EMA to help
refine/shorten the legend. Just let me know. Thanks

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com
130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Tuesday, August 03, 2010 12:51 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; David Harris
Cc: Trent Reeder

Subject: VQO-Viewer Sensitivity Figure

Hello Debby and David,

Here is the VQO figure showing sensitivity- The data has all of the classes written out in one column, so
its hard to work with. Trent did a great job isolating the values of our area to create this map. We used
the terminology from the Coronado National Forest Scenery Inventory (2001) that you gave me, where
Terry (USFS GIS) presents her methodology on creating these layers.

Side note, regarding your conversation/comment regarding "sensitive viewers" term. Following USFS
manuals, we know that the USFS refers to it as constituent "sensitivity" and yet you thought that
sensitive viewers was too "insensitive" of a use of the term- David and I will work on a solution and

suggest something.

Please let us know your comments on this figure,
Marcie

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants
treeder@swca.com



130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com



"Marcie Bidwell" To <lmitchel@swca.com>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
07/28/2010 12:33 PM <jrigg@swca.com>, <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

bcc

Subject FW: Forest Boundaryand Comments on Figures

History: ^ jnjSmessage has been replied to.

Hello Lara,
(will someone with Terri's email in their system please forward this to her (USFS GIS)- thanks)

I am hoping that you can help resolve the boundary issues, as Trent and I are slammed with other details.
Trent, chime in as much as you have time.

The comments are refering to the data layer that you received from Terry yesterday. Trent said that you
and he checked it with the rest of the USFS data and the one on the FS website.

The following comments regarding boundaries is relevant to the entire EIS process; the specific figure
comments we can handle here in DUR.

Debby, after Lara and Trent give this one more look, its back to the FS to fix it. We are working with your
data, and its what we have been given to use.

Thanks

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wed 7/28/2010 11:29 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Forest Boundary and Comments on Figures

The Forest Boundary has the following problems:
1. On the Bounds of Analysis map, it is missing all wilderness areas
2. On the other 3 maps, it is missing areas mostly on the east side (though there are some smaller
areas on the west and south sides). The Forest boundary should be on the outside of all the
colored areas shown on the VQO, SIO, and SA maps. There are private lands within the Forest
boundary.

Other comments on figures:
1. Legend should read "recreation sites" (not "recreation points").
2. Add Corona de Tucson to BOA map.
3. The proposed construction area is not shown on VQO, SIO, and SA maps.
4. Show private lands within the Forest boundary on the VQO and SIO maps (probably in white
or grey). Not so important on SA map (indicating objectives on private lands is the problem).



5. On SIO map, show CL1 (the most important travelways) in the brightest color (red), CL2 in
med bright color (blue), and CL3 in lightest color (yellow). Also, it's very difficult to see yellow
lines on a yellow background...darken something up a bit.
6. On the SA map, the AZ trail on the map is a different symbol than "roads and trails" in the
legend. Either add "AZ Trail" to the legend, or show it on the map in the light grey color. Also,
it's very difficult to see light grey lines on a light grey background (Indistinct)...darken something
up.

7. AddaKOPmap.

Thanks.

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 07/28/2010 11:09 AM —

Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS

To Debby Kriege!/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
07/28/201010:57 AM cc

Subject Fw: Santa Rita Boundary is attached

A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A

Terry L. Austin
G IS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8356
fax: (520)388-8332

email: tlaustin@fs.fed.us (
A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*

— Forwarded by Terry L Austin/R3/USDAFS on 07/28/2010 10:57 AM —

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwe!l@swca.com> To ,Terfy LAustin« <tiaustin@fs.fed.us>, "Lara Mitchell" <lmitcheII@swca.com>
cc 'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>,

07/28/2010 10:04AM "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>
Subjec RE: Santa Rita Boundary is attached

t

Hello Debby,

We have received the boundary from Terry and we have compared it with the data that we have at
SWCA.

It is the same boundary and the same one is on the Coronado GIS website.



Is there a specific area that you are concerned about? I recommend that you highlight the areas that are
your concern and share it with us. Feel free to make changes on the maps or figures that I have already
provided.

Also, you mentioned that you have edits for the figures. Please forward those as soon as you can. Trent is
in the office this week for a few hours and can make adjustments ifwe receive them now.

Thanks

Marcie

From: Terry L Austin [mailto:tlaustin@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wed 7/28/2010 6:34 AM
To: Lara Mitchell; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: Santa Rita Boundary is attached

A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A

Terry L. Austin
GIS/Data Specialist
Ecosystem Management Planning
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8356
fax: (520)388-8332

email: tlaustin@fs.fed.us
A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*A*



"Dale Ortman PE" To '"Horst"' <hjschor@jps.net>
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

H ^ cc '"Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Salek Shafiqullah
03/24/2010 07:21 AM USFS"<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, '"Beverley AEverson'"

<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason'"
bcc

Subject Landform Project

History: ^ This message hasbeen replied to.

Horst,

Please review the email below from Debby. As you can see things are in flux with the landform project
and we would like to propose that we still have a project update teleconference tomorrow (Thursday)
at 3:30 PM; however we would like to hold on the final report for the time being. FYI, Jamie and Kathy
referred to in Debby's email are both with Rosemont (Jamie Sturgess, VP of New Projects & Kathy
Arnold, Director of Environmental & Regulatory Affairs) and have been invited by the CNF to participate
in the update conference call and any ongoing project work. Following the teleconference we will
review the existing SOW and make revisions as needed.

Please get back to me with any questions.

Cheers,

Dale

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 1:34 PM
To: Dale Ortman PE

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: FW: Rosemont "Other Facilities" List
Importance: High

Dale,

I presented a brief overview of landforming work by Golder and draft work by Shor to Rosemont today.
Jamie and Kathy had lots of immediate comments and questions, but both seem open and willing to
consider the ideas. Some specific questions they had:

1. Can they get a copy of the Golder Report? The technical content of this report is beyond FS expertise.
Will you provide a review and determine whether it is complete and final?

2. Horst's draft design...
• Can Rosemont review the draft design immediately and then meet with you, me, and Horst to

discuss the work before Horst's contract is complete? Jamie would like to have a more iterative
process, rather than Horst simply finishing his work and turning in a final report. Some input from
Rosemont on what concepts are fine and what concepts are not feasible would create a much
better alternative, and I'm hoping that Horstwill also see the value of this (and we'll need your
thoughts on whether this is workable within his contract). Horst was planning to make a



presentation at 3:30 on Thursday, and this time works for both Jamie and Kathy. Can you talk to
Horst about a slightly different presentation? (i.e., a discussion with RCC) The only alternate date
that would work for Jamie and Kathy is next Thursday, April 1.
Does the design truly accommodate the volume of waste rock and tailings? Kathy was skeptical,
and would like to review the electronic files immediately. Can Horst provide these prior to
Thursday so she can review them briefly?

Does the leach facility as previously designed fit under the landformed shape?

How would the PWTS pond and plant need to be reconfigured?
Did Horst utilize Golder's parameters? If not, what would be needed for Golder to evaluate

stability? Is 3:1 the steepest slope on the landformed design?
Can the design avoid the ballcourt area? (I called Horst last week to ask him to give this another
shot)
Where did the tailings shape come from? I thought that Horst mentioned that it came from the
Upper Barrel alternative, but it looks a lot like Rosemont Ranch.

Thanks Dale!

Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest

(520) 388-8427



Very noisy 85 Gas engine lawn mower at 5 feet.
Bulldozer, excavator, or paver at 50 feet.
Personal watercraft at 20 feet.

Pneumatic wrench at 50 feet.

80 Forklift or front-end loader at 50 feet.

Motorboat at 50 feet.

Table saw at 25 feet.

Vacuum cleaner at 5 feet.

Have a great holiday weekend. Til talk with you soon.

Steve



"Melissa Reichard" To <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<mreichard@swca.com> <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Dale Ortman PE"
05/17/2010 02'14 PM <daleortmanpe@live.com>, <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Kathy

bcc

Subject Action items from Reclamation meeting

History: gi This message has been replied to.

Action Items/Assignments:
• Facility & features meeting- integrating into IDTmeeting on May 24

• Debby- Research and revegetation information that FS needs to Kathy by May 28
• Melissa- Forward Holly's revegetation presentation made to Cooperators to Marcie

• Melissa- Post mine land use determinations feedback from IDTto Debbyby Thursday

to Melissa by Friday May 21st- for Monday's meeting

• Bev- Regional commitment for land reclamation bonding

• Melissa- merge reclamation element grids from Debby and RCC

Melissa 'R.dtkard

Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants

(520)325-9194 ofc. (520)250-6204 cell



"Marcie Bidwell" To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca .com>

07/15/2009 01:34 PM
cc

bcc

Subject RE:Simulation task list~ is this what you are looking for?

Debby,

Thanks for your thoughts on the simulations, I will work this in with my table and see what we get.

I added your language into the Scope for Sims and sent it to Charles. You , Reta and Bev should receive it
soon. Regarding the 28 sims, I am just afraid that RCC will freak out if we start with that large of a
number. Do you think we can start with the 10 sims and then see if we need to do more (thinking we will); I
just dont want to loose the work due to the price tag and the number of simulations.

Also, I put an assumption that all views with the mining equipment and facilities in it are time and materials
beyond the standard sim hours.

I left it at 5 and you can discuss it with Bev (to raise it) or we can start with the highest important sims and
then decide (at the intial stage) that you want it expanded. They are watching prices very closely right now.

I can add a task for more 3D model research (Basically creating the gis snapshots of the alternatives).

Ifwe did 28 sims, its going to be really, really expensive, even if some of them are simple.

Anyway, here it comes through the pike and you can discuss it with Bev and Reta. Had to get something in
there. We fully expect there to need to be change orders to follow on.

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2009 8:34 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Simulation task list" is this what you are looking for?

Marcie:

See my comments below in red and the attached document Please call me ifyou want to discuss any of
this.

Two other questions:

1. How is your research of other mines going?

2. Do you think you are budgeted sufficiently to complete currently funded tasks?



Thanks!

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

07/14/2009 10:23 AM

To.,Debby Krieger <dkrlegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Simulation task list" is this what you are looking for?

Debbie,

can you give this a quick review and let me know if this is what you are looking for- in table below. Please
edit if you want and send back. I will submit to Charles and Tom to resubmit to you, Bev, and Reta.

Also, I am attaching the list of actions that we reviewed this morning (whats funded, not funded, simulation
request)

Bold- Simulation request

Italics- underway as Alternative Development

Plain- not funded, not included

«Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-07-14 Review.pdf»
Task 1. Consultation with USFS and Rosemont to Select Simulations and Phases

(Note: consulting with Rosemont should help them understand why we selected the
simulation points and phases, but the USFS needs to have the final say)

ReviewallKOPs established by the USFS andselect-§-(Estimated = 28. See the attached
document.) key observation points (KOPs) topropose to USFSfor simulations.

Prepare and review "existing conditions" panoramas for potential KOP simulations. Select-a-phases

to represent for each KOP in addition to Reclamation (i.e. construction at 5 years, etc).

Meetwith USFS and RCC (including Sage/Tetratech reclamation team) to reviewdata, KOP
selection and "photorealistic" process.
Task 2. 3D Surface and Scene construction

Collect nessecary (typo) data andgenerate 3-Ddigital surfaces for the MPO at each construction
phase selected for simulations. This step will include researching what thepitwill look like and
generating 3D plant facilities if needed.

Create one set of 3-D GIS Arc Globe working maps and diagrams Construct 3-D working diagrams

for RCC and USFS to review potential scenes from each KOP to be selected.
Review with USFS and RCC forproposed simulations (i.e. does the KOP portraya scene which is

representative of desired viewshed and phase of constructionfor visual analysis.
Task 3. Visual Simulations Construction and Review with USFS/RCC

Create photo-realistic computer simulations of MPO for~§-KOPs and-Q-phases for each KOP.
Eachsimulation will show waste rock and tailing pile forms, pit, roads, and infrastructure.



Prepare photorealistic simulation images for 5 KOPs.
Review draft simulations with resources specialists from RCC, USFS, and SWCA to direct specific

aspects ofrenderings: reclamation, soils, vegetation, etc.
Complete a Draft review with USFS and RCC staff at meeting in Tucson.

Task 4. Photo Simulation Finalization

Complete changes to simulations and submit to USFS and RCC for finalapproval.

I recommend that your proposal also include other currently unfunded work, including the following:
• Conduct site visits to other mines to glean best management practices (1g)
• Determine landscape patterns and explore concepts for shaping waste rock and tailings piles that

better protects and mimics natural landforms and valued landscape character. Conduct site
analysis. Define criteria for shaping new topography to mimic surrounding landscape and provide
natural drainage patterns to direct and slow water for plants, determine revegetation species,
sizes, and patterns, and explore options for possible roads and/or trails on piles (modified 3d and
3f)

• Prepare "before" images (3g)

• Show results of simulations to IDTand get feedback (3i)
• One more site visit (including a meeting with Dr. Pepper)

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-07-14 Review.pdf deleted by
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, dharris@swca.com
08/12/2010 01:25 PM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Update on Visual Section and ProgressQ

Thanks for the update! My comments are below in red.

Also, I was at the site with Jeff Fehmi this morning looking at the test plots. I am now convinced that the
Arkose rock is a medium reddish-brown and the Gila Conglomerate is not terribly light-colored, so your
simulation colors are fine (you already knew that, it just took me some time to convince myself!). I have
photos if you're interested.

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "David Harris"
08/12/2010 09:54 AM <dharris@swca.com>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>

Subject Update on Visual Section and Progress

Hello David and Debby,

A report in~ David and Iwill draft an updated schedule today and forward it to you. Below is
the message that Isent to Tom Furguson on Monday, figuring that he would circulate it to the
USFS. I had not seen this until just now. Good overview of progress. I look forward to seeing a
schedule.

Environmental Consequences chapter is being written. We are doing some more calculations of
areas of SIOs, Scenic Attractiveness Affected, etc. Thus far, I believe that you have reviewed all
of the figures that we are planning to place in the section; David and Iwere going to report the
differences in acres of impact in a table beyond the figures that you have seen (i.e. not multiple
maps of basically the same information summarized different ways). I've reviewed many
simulations, and we discussed the draft, unpopulated tables you had in your outline. Is this what
you mean by all figures have been reviewed?

Simulations are moving, but slower than expected due to technical difficulties with file
exchanges and staff scheduling. Our client access site that we are using for sharing files has
been down for a few days, with spotty service.

Since Monday, I have seen another 4 simulations and made comments on them. I sent them
back to Chris to edit a few things before sending on to you.



Simulation of Pit Modified to show "connected" benches- Debby, please review this
simulation for the pit and pit only. This looks fine to me. Do you want Rosemont to verify?
One question I have: Are the diversion channels shown?

Caveats ~ The buildings are as they will be shown (blocks), however we will adjust the color. It
matches the digital paint chip that we were sent, but I think it would be more washed out in
reality in the bright sun in this picture. The buildings look way too light-coloredalready.
Didn'twe agree to use CarlsbadCanyon (the BLMstandard color) for everything but the MPO?

Additionally, the roads and graded plant site will be more 3Dimensional and lighter, like a road
surface, than its shown here. Finally, the access and perimeter roads will also be lighter. Finally,
the structures for the transmission line is in this simulation, but the conveyor isn't really
established yet. The supports are shown, but not the actual conveyor. We are obviously
working on that as well.

Thank you,

Marcie

«KOP_2_SCH_20YR.]pg»

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 12:07 AM
To: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard
Cc: David Harris; Trent Reeder; Tom Yoder
Subject: Update on Visual Section and Progress

Hello Tom, Melissa, and Jonathan,

I am writing this email to update you on the progress that we have made thus far in the mad
dash to complete the Visual Resource Assessment in record time. Well, in summary, we have
been working at a tremendous pace and testing the strength of human will to work. I am very
proud of what we have accomplished. That being said, I must at the same time must tell you
that we are falling off schedule due to the complexity of the project, the level of detail
involved, the enormity of what there is to accomplish, and summer schedules. It's just too
tight. The original schedule that we are attempting to follow from July 16 did not really include
any extra time for quality assurance, additional tasks, or the occasional redirection from the
USFS. Additionally, we did not anticipate certain pieces of this process, such as that the
Scholefield alternative would need correction (flying alternative), Debby would need assistance
for SWCA to print and deliver copies of all of the simulations, and that Melissa would need to
take photos of the quarry.

The following is an accounting of what we have accomplished. I think you will agree that we are
making enormous progress considering the corners we were given and who we are working



with. Please celebrate this success with me by reading on:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS SINCE JULY 16

1. Additional data was posted by Tetra Tech during the week of July 23 (after the lockbox),
including changes to the grading of roads, updates on other layers, and rock color data. We
continued to download and check data for critical changes during this week.

2. Additional staff was added to assist with completion of the tasks agreed upon on 7/16.
Namely, David Harris from SLC office is assisting with EC analysis, edits to the AE, and quality
assurance; he has been studying up on the project and is now fully up to speed. Additionally,
Chris Loftus (photoreal illustrator) has picked up more hours. However, Mike Andres
(GIS/layoutfor final figures) has become a temporary employee in the Durango office and his
availability is limited. Mike's change in status also affects my availability, as he was my only
back up on a few other projects requiring field monitoring and he will not be able to regularly
assist with figure production for Rosemont. Finally, Trent is now on vacation for his wedding;
he will be out until August 30.

3. I hosted the Vegetation and Color webinar on July 22, as promised. Bob Lefebre, Terry,
Debby, and Bev attended from the USFS. It was decided at that webinar that Bob's discussion
of expected vegetation results would be used for simulations. However, it was also discussed
that Bob's piece lists expected vegetation for North or south communities, and the simulations
are primarily showing east and west views of the alternatives. We decided to keep to the
assumption of less than 10% cover (etc) for these slopes as well.

4. I prepared a detailed slide show for Debby to present at the USFS- RCC meeting on the
simulations showing the process, color sources, and structure of the simulation process for the
meeting on July 23. At this meeting, feedback was received that the pit and colors of the pit
should consider the way that the marble quarry appears differently at different distances.
Melissa took those pictures the week of August 2-4 and sent those pictures to me on Friday.
We have studied those pictures and are working the results into the simulations as we produce
them.

5. GIS Scenes of all simulations were completed and provided to Debby for review. To assist
her review, Melissa and Jonathan assisted in downloading files and saving them to a disk for
her to review the GIS images. I provided a detailed walk through last week.

6. Updated Affected Environment- we submitted the AE on time to Debby; she and RO have
reviewed it. We are making changes and updates to it now. We hope to complete that this
week to SWCA editing and formatting to be added into the EIS.

7. Outline of Environmental Consequences- David and I submitted a rough outline to Debby
for feedback last week. She made comments and submitted a simpler version back to us. It is
clear that the EIS outline provided by the USFS (for all EIS sections) is problematic for visual



resources, in particular with the sections for Impacts Common to All Action Alternatives and
Mitigation Effectiveness. These sections add complexity to the flow of the visual resources
analysis. David and I are reviewing examples of how other complex analysis sections have dealt
with these pieces. We hope to have these issues worked out soon, and resubmit the outline to
Debby early this week.

We added analysis sections to include the Cooperating Agencies that have
specific information or regulations related to visual resources- specifically, BLM
and Pima County. BLM analysis will include the lands affected by the
transmission line or the mine. Pima County analysis will include the protection
for gateways and protected mountains overlay zones in the Pima County Codes.

8. Map figures- Map figures were recreated as necessary, to update them to show the new
data that we had received.

9. EPG Transmission Analysis- David and I talked with Crystal at EPG to discuss her analysis
for the TEP process. As noted above, the affects of the transmission line, waterline, and utility
corridor will be incorporated into the EC as appropriate.

10. Chapter 2- Additionally, I provided comments regarding Chapter 2 and the descriptions
of the mitigation listed and ideas for what appears to still be missing that is needed for
discussion and accuracy with the mitigation table.

11. Simulation Reviews- We have completed first drafts of approximately 21 of the total 29
simulations. However, as some comments regarding pit and color were received after the first
draft was initiated, these changes have not been incorporated into all of the drafts. I still think
that this progress is incredible. We will continue to bring the pit and color changes all the way
through the simulations and then present a COMPLETE DRAFT in figure template for USFS
review.

12. Review of Rock Colors posted by Tetra Tech-1 reviewed the rock colors that Tetra Tech
posted to the website on July 23. These are the photos of the drill logs with cores in boxes.
They are not useful for colors to be seen in the photographs of the pit as they were taken when
the cores were wet and not in direct sun. We will continue with our original process until
someone can produce better images for us.

Iwill consult with the team tomorrow and send you an updated schedule. We are doing the
best we can, captain! She cant take much more.

Hope you had a good weekend,

Marcie



Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com[attachment "KOP_2_SCH_20YR.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
08/20/2009 11 •14AM tfurgason@swca.com, ccoyle@swca.com

cc mbidwell@swca.com, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Alternatives 6B and 6C

Marcie, Trent, and Ijust spent an hour or two looking at alternatives 6B and 6C in the 3-D model. Trent's
modeling of 6B was pretty straightforward, but modeling 6C was troublesome because:

• The drawing provided by Rosemont uses different contour intervals and shows incremental phases,
so it's tough to be certain about the final top surfaces.

• The eastern lobe (near Hwy83) has an elevation label of 4925*. which Trent confirmed matches the
other topo lines for the proposed waste rock pile here, but this is actually below existing grade. It
makes no sense that Rosemont would dig a crater if they're trying to lose material.

• It is not clear why Rosemont would choose build the many buttresses that end rather abruptly in this
alternative. They've told me that building buttresses is expensive, so why have they chosen to do
this, especially when they're leaving a crater between them? Are these buttresses somehow helpful
to transporting material?

We need to speak with the engineer who drew alternative 6C to get some clarification. Once we
understand what we're looking at (and verify that it's correct), we should be able to recommend 6B or 6C.
Itwould likely be useful to get Trent a drawing that shows only the final top surface of 6C with a consistent
contour interval ASAP. Does anyone know who did this drawing?

Marcie will be at the Tucson SWCA office tomorrow morning and will talk with Tom about how to get
answers to these questions. The earliest possible date that Marcie, Trent, and I could reassemble to look
at this again is Wed, August 26. Assuming we have a Rosemont meeting that day that starts at 9,
hopefully we can meet earlier in the morning and have an answer at that time.

Thanks.



Terry Chute" To "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel"
<tjchute@msn.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
07/26/201004:59 PM cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Beverley A

Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont DEIS - Visual Quality and Recreation delays

Debby,

We know you are working hard and doing the best you can - that is all we can ask and we all
appreciate your efforts. There continues to be lots of moving parts with the visual analysis
and, unfortunately, no one person controls them all. Thanks for keeping us informed - please
continue to do so.

Tom - Can you please check on Tuesday to see if we can get these products to Debby? Thanks.

Terry Chute

From: Debbv Kriegel

Sent: Monday, July 26, 2010 4:24 PM
To: tichute@msn.com; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Debbv Kriegel

Subject: Rosemont DEIS - Visual Quality and Recreation delays

It is nearly 3:30 on Monday.

SWCA was supposed to have the recreation affected environment to me today. Steve Leslie called me

this morning to say he would get this to me by the end of the day. I am still waiting.

SWCA was supposed to have the visual quality affected environment, some simulations, and an outline
for the environmental consequences to me on Friday. Late this morning, Marcie sent me a link to the
SWCA website where she has posted some simulations. They are problematic for me to download, so I
have asked for printed versions, which Melissa is working on. At noon, Marcie Bidwell sent me the
affected environment without maps, graphics, or photos, and with numerous other gaps (comments with
questions, references missing, and some of my comments from November not incorporated). I left her a
voicemail stating that I need a more complete version. I have not seen anything for the environmental
consequences outline.

The RO and me were supposed to comment on these items by this Friday, but that was based on having
the whole week to review, and now I need to FedEx items to the RO, which will take another day. This is
a lot of material to review very quickly, and we've already lost today.

Just wanted you to know that there continue to be problems and delays.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

06/08/2010 11:35 AM

To mbidwell@swca.com

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Project Record

Hi Marcie,

At a handful of meetings with Tetra Tech and others, you typed up meeting minutes. Would you please
forward these documents to Melissa to put in the project record?

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed. us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us



"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

02/10/2010 09:24 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Update Status of Progress RE: Visualization
Coordination Meeting, Notes and Follow Up Questions

j History: <£> This message has been replied to.

I will give you a call this morning; it would be good to check in. I think this conversation is a good example
of where we are all using slightly different language, but asking for the same thing- a dose of reality, as
much as possible. Its defining what is possible to know at this time that we are waiting on. Golder, Tt,
Horst, etc will be informing this.
I was thinking that Golder and Horst were mainly focusing on one alternative. SOunds like from the
discusison that there may be further reaching analysis to other alternatives.

Are you available at 11:00 today?

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 8:32 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: Update Status of Progress RE: Visualization Coordination Meeting, Notes and Follow Up
Questions

I think I'm confused about "raw" data vs benches vs "un-smoothed". I trust that you are simulating the
actual conditions that would be visible at years 10,20, etc.

Please call me if we need to discuss..

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbldwell@swca.
com>

02/09/2010 04:58

PM

To "MarcieBidwell" <mbidweil@swca.com>, "KathyArnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Carrasco, Joel"
<Joel.Carrasco@tetratech.com>, "Krizek, David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Keepers, Ashley"

<Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, 'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>
cc

Subjec Update Status of Progress RE: Visualization Coordination Meeting, Notes and Follow Up Questions
t

Hello Debby, Kathy, Tom and David,



David and I discussed both of our questions and we offer the following as the answers for your
approval/agreement:

1. Simulations by SWCA and Viewshed Analysis by Tetra Tech will use the same contours as base
data so that the two tools are consistent and comparable for the analysis.

2. Alternatives will all be shown as "raw" contours, rather than a mix of stages of engineering
resolution. Thus the MPO and Phased Tailings will be shown as the un-smoothed versions, such
as Figure 11 in the Reclamation (and not use the reclamation contours presented for the MPO in
Figure 12 of the reclamation plan as asked below).

3. SWCA will use the contours "as given" to us from Tetra Tech and show benches where
designed in the "raw" format.

4. Tetra Tech will provide SWCA with a sketch of stormwater runoff for "watershed design" and
SWCA will use these sketches to approximate the location of stormwater channels. Tetra Tech will

include notes where there are major go/no go changes in the stormwater planning (anticipated).

5. For the SWCA simulations, reclamation will be generalized for all of the alternatives in a similar
fashion.

Thank you, (David, did I miss anything?)

Marcie

See notes in bold below to show specific answers to questions.

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 4:24 PM

To: 'KathyArnold'; 'Debby Kriegel'; Tom Furgason; Carrasco, Joel; 'Krizek, David'; 'Keepers, Ashley'; Trent Reeder

Subject: Visualization Coordination Meeting, Notes and Follow UpQuestions

MPO- Specific Questions-

1. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for vizualizations at Y10 is

as presented in Figure 9 of the Reclamation and Closure Plan (RCP). SWCA will show benches as

presented in Figure 9, but will use the updated contours as recently delivered by Tetra Tech.

2. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for visualizations at Y20
should be shown as Figure 11 or Figure 12 of the RCP. Figure 11, without the final reclamation
grading.

3. Please indicate what the geodatabase layer name is that will have the "composite of yearly
reclamation areas" in the data provided. SWCA will not use this "composite" for the MPO as a
detailed phasing diagram does not exist for each alternative. SWCA will generalize the reclamation
as starting at the bottom and adding a new ring with each year (the yearly rings will not be super
pronounced by YR10).



4. SWCA understands that the MPO should show benches as the following: waste rock, as 100 ft running
slopes for each bench and approximately 100ft wide road/bench surface; and tailings as 50 ft benches
and running surface; the attached image shows the output from the MPO with benches as submitted.
Please confirm if this is what we should use for final grading. As stated above, grading will be
used as delivered. Generally, these descriptions apply to each alternative, with some exceptions
to be noted by Tetra Tech.

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To mbidwell@swca.com

11/19/2008 10:05 AM cc tfurgason@swca.com, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont EIS - Recreation DataH)

Hi Marcie:

As I mentioned, there is no recreation-specific data for the project area. However, there are 3 sources of
general information that can be used to provide some quantitative analysis for recreation:

1. Arizona SCORP (Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan), available at
http://pr.state.az.us/publications/index.html#SCORP. This has lots of good Arizona and Pima County
data.

2. ADOT road counters on Hwy 83. Go to http://www.dot.state.az.us/ and on the left side, pick
"Multimodal Planning" and "Traffic Data", then "Traffic Counts", open the pdf and scroll several pages to
SR83. The last 2 items (Hwy 82 to 1-10) give traffic counts for the area near the proposed project.

3. The Forest Service's NVUM (National Visitor Use Monitoring), which provides recreation data for the
Coronado National Forest. Go to http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/nvum/ and select the report for
the Coronado.

Also, I've been thinking about what you said about getting other resources involved and/or supporting an
alternative with radically different waste rock shaping. I talked to Bev about this and she thinks the key
resources ready to proceed with this are recreation, scenery, and wildlife. She thinks the other resources
may be interested later, once the ideas are farther along. Then Ispoke with wildlife biologist Larry Jones
and he is VERY interested in being involved in crafting an alternative like this. However, he is not
available until December. He would like to know what we find out from Dale and Daniel might be possible.
Then he will join us for the next few steps...whatever they are!!

Thanks!

Debby



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Charles Coyle"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <ccoyle@swca.com>
06/25/2009 11:44 AM cc "Lara Mitchell" <lmitchell@swca.com>

bcc

Subject Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

History: <JP This message has been replied to.

Debby and Charles,

Incorporating feed back and input from both of you and multiple sources, here is the final version of hte
bounds of analysis.

Please let me know if you have any questions!
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2009 9:04 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Marcie: Here are my comments (in red). Thanks. Debby

VISUAL RESOURCES:

1. The temporal bounds of analysis for Visual Resources is intended to include the area that may
impact or be impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal bounds of analysis
include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. Additionally, within the
Operations time boundary, a sub-boundary for visual resources will include the completion
reclamation of the tailings berm perimeter buttress that is intended to screen the mine operation.
(the lastsentence is not necessary, as this will be covered within the other boundaries, but ifyou
think it's important to mention, that's fine)

2. The geographic bounds of the visual resource analysis is defined as (1) the project site (project
boundary), (2) Nogalcs Forest Unit, Santa Rita EMA (3) Coroneado National Forest, and (4)
Santa Cruz County and Eastern Pima Countiesy.

LAND USE: Is this a new issue?

1. The temporal bounds of analysis for Land Use is intended to describe the land use planning
that may impact or be impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal bounds of
analysis include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.

2. Geographic- The potential impacts to Land Use Resources include the project area and
surrounding lands as they are managed for land use, and are defined as (1) the project site
(project boundary), (2) Nogales ForestUnit, (3) Coronodo National Forest, and (4) southern
Santa Cruz and northern Pima Counties.



"Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwell@swca.com>

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
06/15/2009 11:55 AM cc

Subject Bounds" Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Hello Debby

Welcome back~ hope you had a great time up north on vacation.

Please see the bounds of analysis discussion below. I had sent you a short description of it before you left,
but I am not sure that we actually decided. I have further added on to that description and descriptions.

As we need to have an easily definable area, I shy'd away from doing a visual analysis of all areas that
can see the Santa Ritas, and tried to use boundaries that already exist. You and I have discussed that
Tucson is within view of the Santa Ritas, and thought that Pima County might be a good way to capture
that area in a easier to define way.

Finally, I also suggested that we use the Nogales Forest Unit and the Coronado NF as two others, as the
LRMP is defined by those units.

Please confirm/comment on the list below,
Thanks!

Marcie

From: Lara Mitchell

Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 10:34 AM

To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Hi Marcie

Just wanted to double check on the bounds for the maps, you want to show all of the Coronado NF,
highlighted in blue on the attached screen shot? And all of Pima county, all the way out past Ajo?

Thanks

«visual_miles.pdf»

From: Marcie Bidwell



Sent: Friday, June 12, 2009 3:19 PM
To: Lara Mitchell; Charles Coyle; Stephen Leslie
Subject: Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Lara and Charles!

Here is what I recommend to the Forest forvisuals. The boundaries should be existing GIS files.

VISUALS:

1. The temporal bounds of analysis for Visual Resources is intended to include the area thatmay
impact orbe impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal boundsof analysis
include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. Additionally, within the
Operations time boundary, a sub-boundary for visuals will include the completion reclamation of
the tailings berm that is intended to screenthe mine operation.

2. The geographic bounds of the visual resource analysis is defined as (1) the project site (project
boundary), (2) Nogales Forest Unit, (3) Coronodo National Forest, and (4) Santa Cruz and Pima
Counties.

LAND USE:

1. The temporal bounds ofanalysis for LandUse is intendedto describe the land use planning
that may impact or be impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporalbounds of
analysis include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.

2. Geographic- The potential impacts to LandUse Resources include the projectarea and
surrounding lands as they are managed for land use, and are defined as (1) the project site
(project boundary), (2) Nogales ForestUnit, (3) CoronodoNational Forest, and (4) southern
Santa Cruz and northern Pima Counties.

If "northern Santa Cruz" and "southern Pima" is hard to define (perhaps cut them in half), then we
could use the whole counties. Either way.

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "visual_miles.pdf' deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]

VisualResources Bounds ofAnalysis-mdb.doc



Rosemont Recreation and Wilderness Bounds of Analysis

The boundsofanalysis for the elements of the Recreation and Wilderness disciplines as presented in the

RosemontProject EIS Draft Chapter 3 Affected Environment Outline, May 19, 2009 will apply to both

the group of twelve issues deemed "significant" by the CNF and any additional issues that may be

described in Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless of a determination of"significance". The

bounds ofanalysis for recreation and wilderness encompass both the temporal and spatial extent

necessary to describe the recreation and wilderness resources that may be impacted by the proposed

project. The potential impacts to recreationand wildernessare related to disruption ofaccess, diminished

quality of recreational setting and values, increased noise, decreased opportunities for solitude, reduced

public safety, conflicts with special use permittees, and increases in visitation to other sites as a result of

visitor displacement.

Temporal bounds are described in terms ofthe four phases being applied to the Rosemont Project. These

four phases consist of: Construction, Operations, Closure and Post Closure. The potential impacts

described above would occur throughout and following the active mine life. As such, the temporal bounds

ofanalysis for recreation and wilderness would include all four phases of the proposed action.

Spatial bounds are described by the geographic area to be used for analysis; this memo describes the

spatial bounds in general geographic terms (need map). The potential impacts to recreation and

wildernesswould occur within the following geographicbounds consisting of the active project area, the

forest unit encompassingthe Santa Rita Mountainsof the CNF, including the Mount Wrightson

Wilderness and the Las Colinas section ofthe Arizona Trail, as well as the BLM managed Las Cienegas
Conservation Area east of the forest unit.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

07/15/2009 07:34 AM

To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Simulation tasklist" is this what you are looking for?[I)

Marcie:

See mycomments below in red and the attached document. Please call me ifyou want to discuss any of
this.

Two other questions:
1. Howis your research of other mines going?
2. Doyou thinkyou are budgeted sufficiently to complete currently funded tasks?

Thanks!

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwel!@swca.com>

07/14/2009 10:23 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Simulation task list"" is thiswhatyouare looking for?

Debbie,

can you give this a quick review and let me know ifthis is what you are looking for- in table below. Please
edit ifyou wantand send back. Iwill submit to Charlesand Tom to resubmit to you, Bev, and Reta.

Also, I am attaching the listof actions that we reviewed this morning (whats funded, not funded, simulation
request)

Bold- Simulation request

Italics- underwayas Alternative Development
Plain- not funded, not included

«Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-07-14 Review.pdf»
Task 1. Consultation with USFS and Rosemont to Select Simulations and Phases
(Note: consulting with Rosemont should help them understand whywe selected the
simulation points and phases, but the USFS needs to have the final say)

Review allKOPs established by the USFSandselect-§-(Estimated = 28. See the attached
document.) key observation points (KOPs) topropose to USFSfor simulations.

Prepare and review "existing conditions" panoramas for potential KOP simulations. Select-a-phases



to represent for each KOP in addition to Reclamation (i.e. construction at 5 years, etc).
Meet with USFS and RCC (including Sage/Tetratech reclamation team) to reviewdata, KOP

selection and "photo realistic" process.
Task 2. 3D Surface and Scene construction

Collectnessecary (typo) data and generate 3-D digital surfaces for the MPO at each construction
phase selected for simulations. This step will include researching what the pit will look like and
generating 3D plant facilities if needed.

Create oneset of3-D GIS Arc Globe working mapsanddiagrams Construct 3-D working diagrams
forRCC and USFS to review potential scenes from each KOP to be selected.

Reviewwith USFS andRCC for proposedsimulations (i.e. does the KOP portray a scene which is
representative of desired viewshed and phase of construction for visual analysis.
Task 3. Visual Simulations Construction and Review with USFS/RCC

Create photo-realistic computersimulations of MPO for-5-KOPs and-2-phases for each KOP.
Each simulation will show waste rock and tailing pile forms, pit, roads, and infrastructure.

Prepare photorealistic simulationimages for5 KOPs.
Review draft simulations with resources specialists from RCC, USFS, and SWCA to directspecific

aspects of renderings: reclamation, soils, vegetation, etc.
Complete a Draft review with USFS and RCC staffat meeting in Tucson.

Task 4. Photo Simulation Finalization

Complete changes to simulations and submit to USFSand RCC for final approval.

I recommend that your proposal also includeother currently unfunded work, including the following:

• Conduct site visits to other mines to glean best management practices (1 g)

• Determine landscape patterns and explore concepts for shaping waste rock and tailings piles that
better protects and mimics natural landforms and valued landscape character. Conduct site analysis.
Define criteria for shaping new topography to mimic surrounding landscape and provide natural
drainage patterns to direct and slow water for plants, determine revegetation species, sizes, and
patterns, and explore options for possible roads and/or trails on piles (modified 3d and 3f)

• Prepare "before" images (3g)

• Show results of simulations to IDT and get feedback (3i)

• One more site visit (including a meeting with Dr. Pepper)

Simulation_Strategy.doc

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-07-14 Review.pdf deleted by
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



DRAFT

Simulations Needed for Rosemont Analysis
July 15,2009

Proiect not visible (no simulations needed?)
• Madera Canyon (0)
• San Xavier (0)

Total 0 simulations

Proiect effects very small - Very easy simulations - Only simulate worst year

Tucson (2 locations) - only Sycamore visible (2)
Vail - only Sycamore visible (1)
Corona de Tucson - only Sycamore visible (1)
Sahuarita - only Sycamore visible (1)
Sonoita (1)
Green Valley (1-19) - only Sycamore visible (1)
Las Cienegas Conservation Area (1)
Wildernesses (2 simulations) (2)

Total 10 simple simulations

Proiect effects moderate - Simulate worst year and post-reclamation

• Hilton Rd. (2)
• Box Canyon (2)

Total 4 simulations

Proiect effects very large - Simulations will require extensive work to properly show pit,
plant, waste rock and tailings, roads, utilities, etc. with much foreground detail. Need to
simulate appropriate phases (construction, year 5/10/15/20, closure, and/or full
reclamation)

• Arizona Trail (1 simulation showing view along trail at the toe of-700 ft waste
rock slope and 1 simulation showing view ofalternative 1)

• Hwy 83 (2 KOPs)
• FS Roads and/or OHV trails or staging area (2 KOPs)

Totals: 2 simulationsfor Arizona Trail
4 simulationsfor other locations on forestx 7phases maximum = 28 total
possible simulations. Select % ofthese to finalize. Total = 14.



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Horst" <hjschor@jps.net>, "Debby Kriegel"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
03/08/2010 05-42 PM cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Melissa

Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>
bcc

Subject RE: USFS Key Observation Points (KOPs) for Rosemont
Copper Project

Hello Horst,

After our call, I asked our GIS folks to help package the KOPs in a CAD or PDF format for you. Stand by.

Additionally, here are two tools for understanding the viewsheds and screening.

SH83 VS DZ Existing-notes.pdf is a linear viewshed analysis for the Scenic 83 corridor that shows the
landscape that is visible from the highway and screening areas as well. The Red, orange and yellow show
different distance zones that are USFS standards for management for activities (detailed in the legend).

Site Analysis.pdf shows the main KOPs (all have new numbers now) and their viewshed directions.
Additinally, I have shown the main screening areas as green.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Marcie

« 11204_Site Analysis.pdf» «11204_SH83_VSb_DZ_Existing-notes.pdf;

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 4:40 PM

To: 'Horst'; 'Debby Kriegel'

Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard

Subject: USFS Key Observation Points (KOPs) for RosemontCopper Project

Hello Horst,

Please find attached the shapefiles for the Key Observation Points (KOPs) for the Visual Analysis. These
locations were choosen by the Forest Serviceas the best representation of views in the project area.

These are the KOPs that SWCA will be using to represent the typical views for the most sensitive viewers.
The KOPs along Scenic Road 83 are the placeswith the"most visible" conditions for views of the storage
areas and the pit (should it not be blocked from view by the storage areas).

Let me know ifyou have any questions regarding these locations.
Cheers,

Marcie



« File: UpdatedKOPs.zip »

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "11204_Site Analysis.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "11204_SH83_VSb_DZ_Existing-notes.pdf deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



/T^zi Beverley A To karnold@rosemontcopper.com, mrecihard@swca.com,
//S*r^ Everson/R3/USDAFS Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

^• S/pZL+ 04/21/2010 1236PM cc Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
ifcjY ' bcc

Subject Fw: Commentson Tetra Tech's Viewshed Analysis Reports

I History: ^ Tnjs message has been replied to. j

Kathy,

Please see Debby's comments on the recent viewshed analysis reports, below. Mel, I'm cc'ing to you for
the admin record.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 04/21/2010 12:23 PM —

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

04/21/2010 11:26AM To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Commentson Tetra Tech's Viewshed Analysis Reports

I have reviewed the 6 "Viewshed Analysis" reports from March. Please forward my comments to
Rosemont. Thank you.

Review_Rosemont_Reports_Viewshed_Analysis_MPO_and_Alternatives.doc



United States Forest Coronado National Forest 300 W. Congress
USDA department of Service Supervisor's Office Tucson, Arizona 85701

Agriculture Phone (520) 388-8300

To: Bev Everson, Project Manager

FAX (520) 388-8305

File code: 2380

Date: April 21, 2010

This letter provides feedback on 6 ""Viewshed Analysis'* reports dated March 8, 2010. The
reports were prepared by Tetra Tech and provided by Rosemont Copper Company.

These reports provide cumulative analysis of visibility for the MPO and 4 alternatives from a
group of Key Observation Points (KOPs), and an assessment of how a partial pit backfill
alternative would be different.

The reports are helpful; they provide additional information for visual resource analysis and
should be useful as SWCA begins creation of visual simulations. I do, however, have some
comments:

1. Label all of the reports "Draft Cumulative Viewshed Analysis for Select KOPs" rather than
'"Viewshed Analysis'". Alternatives for this project are still being refined and therefore these
reports should all be considered draft for now. Once alternatives are approved and better
defined, these reports should be revisited and updated as needed. Additionally, these are not
comprehensive viewshed analyses, but rather cumulative analyses for specific KOPs, so the title
should clearly state this. In the final versions, be sure to run the visibility using proposed
contours for all mine elements including the heap leach, plant site grading, access road grading,
diversion channels, etc.

2. Replace the sentence in the first paragraph of each report that reads "This analysis quantifies
the visible disturbance areas associated with each of the alternatives" with 'This analysis
provides cumulative analysis of visible disturbances associated with each of the alternatives from
select KOPs.'* These are not comprehensiveviewshed analyses, nor do they provide quantities
(acres).

3. Explain why KOPs 4 and 5 were not used (something like "Per FS and SWCA direction, only
KOPs within 5 miles of project were used to focus the results on foreground and middleground
visibility").
4. On the Scholefield/McCleary report's ultimate year map, the visibility (colors) within the pit
are obscured by the strong contour lines. Correct this to be consistent with the other maps
(showing the pit outline only).
5. On the Sycamore/Barrel report, section 2.0 does not indicate that KOP 9 (Sahuarila Road)
was used (though the maps indicate that it was included).
6. Include a statement on each report that indicates the metadata/process used for the mapping,
such as:

This viewshedanalysis utilizes GIS(program) to select the cells from a digital elevation
model (DEM) as visible or non-visiblefrom one or more observation points or lines. The
viewshedfor each KOP observation point wasderivedfrom the United States Geologic
Society's xxx Quadrangle of10 * 10 meter cell resolution. Viewshed analysis parameters
were defined for each KOP to account for viewer height andtofocus the analysis fieldof
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view. Theseparametersproduce a more accurate viewshedresult, and also reduce
processing timeandfile size. The parameters usedfor this analysis includexxxxx.

Thank you.

/s/ Debby Kriegel

DEBBY KRIEGEL

Forest Landscape Architect



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidweII@swca.com>

03/01/2010 11:09 AM
bcc

Subject RE:Test run of vegetation

This is the MPO, using all of the contours that Tt provided in their original data set and assuming that each
one is a channel. The vertical drop structures are just superimposed, in one location as a test.

Veg, educated opinion (more solid than a guess, but still no other source).

Using San Manuel, at 3-4 years of growth on their pileas spotty veg, mostly filled in; and San Manuel test
plots in other locations where 8-10 yrs of growth are showing some trees, very spotty in wet locations; and
Narraganset, at 50 yrs with no purposeful reveg (natural selection) showing good shrub cover.... (so
backing that up in time).

I hope to document it soon with more research on my own. I have not followed up on your most recent
request/discussion with Kathy. Need to contact Holly, the grad student researcher to see ifshe can fill in a
few more examples from the site.

BUt thats what I got to work with. Thought we would mock it up and see what it looks like.

Will proceed (including with the research to document how we picked this veg).
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 10:45 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Test run of vegetation

Hi Marcie:

Is this the MPO, or the phased tailings alternative? You mention that it's the MPO (last line in your first
message below), but if this is the MPO, how did you get stormwater benches for it?

Howdid you determine the size of plants/reveg for 10-13 years of growth and 20 years of growth? They
lookabout right to me...did you get some input from someone, or use an educated guess?

I think itwill be very worthwhile to complete one whole simulation. Itwill generate good discussion on
benches and landforming, revegetation, pit color mitigation, and many other things. So yes, proceed!

Thanks I!

Debby



"Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwell@swca.com>
To.«Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

03/01/2010 09:47 AM cc

Subject RE: Test run of vegetation

Thats correct, just a sliver, so that we can test the concept; ifyou think this works, we can take it to the
rest of the view.

Should we proceed?

Thanks for the update on stormwater and Golder's report. I realize lots of us are depending on that
information, but just wanted to make sure that you were aware that we were still waiting.

Thanks!

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 12:49 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: Test run of vegetation

These look good. Werethey meant to be only a smallsliverofthe view (i.e., not the whole 110degree
view)?

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidweII@swca.com>

02/26/2010 11:52 AM

Debby, Dale and Tom,

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "DaleOrtman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, 'Tom
Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

cc

Subjec Test run of vegetation
t



While we are waiting on direction on stormwater, we are refining our technique for showing vegetation on
the waste rock.

Plese find two samples that show:

• vegetation gradient from 20yrs growth at the bottom to 10-13 years growth at the top

• benches at every contour that Tt data currently shows (every 50 feet)
• vegetation concentration on the benches and associated with water drainage courses across the

slope.
• a rock course, not sized or designed YET, for stormwater drop structures- these would be

positioned and sized according to Tt direction for "typical" stormwater placement.
• View 4- shows less blue/grey "atmosphere" affect, the View 5, shows more "atmosphere" (which

refers to the tendancy for objects in the distance to be affected by haze and distortion, to appear
more blue-greyish, like the Santa Rita ridge in the background).

• Pit colors- not shown. We are working on that separtely.

Future simulations will show this patchy and variable vegetation randomly distributed horizontally across
the slopes to respond to aspect, moisture concentration, and other factors of randomness that affect
regrowth.

Please let me know your thoughts or to schedule a time when we can discuss these examples. Iwould
like to forward them on to Tt and Rosemont after we have reviewed them and are comfortable with them

internally.

Thanks!

Marcie

From: Chris Loftus [mailto:chris@loftuslandscapestudio.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 11:03 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: FW: Next Steps~ thought I would write it up for clarity

Images attached this time...

Chris Loftus, RLA, ASLA
Loftus Landscape Studio

landscape architecture | sustainable site strategies
970.903.2930 | www.loftuslandscapestudio.com

From: Chris Loftus [mailto:chris@loftuslandscapestudio.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 11:02 AM
To: 'Marcie Bidwell'

Subject: RE: Next Steps~ thought I would write it up forclarity



Marcie,

Attached are two new sample images. Number 4 shows the darker veg and clean edge; number 5 adds a
gray filterover the entire waste rock slope.

I'll be checking email again late this afternoon.

Thanks,

Chris Loftus, RLA, ASLA
Loftus Landscape Studio

landscape architecture | sustainable site strategies
970.903.2930 | www.loftuslandscapestudio.com

From: Marcie Bidwell [mailto:mbidwell@swca.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 3:42 PM
To: Chris Loftus

Subject: Next Steps~ thought I would write it up for clarity

To Recap-
• KOP 2-UPDATED (changed my mind) Pleasedoa version ofthe darker green to theveg, and to

clean uptheedge by the road now. Iwill wait to receive thatto send itto Debby for feed back, (as
long as you thinkyou have time this week)

KOP 6-apply soils and grassestothis KOP. Think about if other veg would be visible. Benching
would be faint, I would think from this distance.

Pit Colors- When you receive from Mike, apply colors/textures to the full pit (with notails in front
ofit). Use the PDF ofrock colors for a guide. However, colors would beseveral shades lighter,
dueto lack ofvarnish and exposure. Assume that the pit has been exposed for 20years of
weathering (and so bench failures, etcwill be in the image, like our reference photography).

Waiting on:

• Stormwater benching direction for KOPs 1-3, possibly others.
• 3D data from Tetra Tech for other alternatives (so far we are working on the Alt 2, MPO only)

Marcie Demmy Bidwell



Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com

Version: 9.0.733 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2709 - Release Date: 02/25/10 00:34:00



Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

06/29/2010 03:55 PM

To George McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us,
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,

bcc

Subject Re: Barrel-Only LandformH)

Dale, Tom and Jonathan,

Can this info be added to the map?

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

George
McKay/R3/USD

AFS

06/29/2010

03:21 PM

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, cablair@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, Jeremy J Sautter/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Kendall Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Ijones02@fs.fed.us, Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mfarrell@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us, seanlockwood@fs.fed.us,
sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter

Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES. William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subjec Re. Barre|.0niy LandformLink

Is there a reason why this map does not show section and private ownership lines? Itwould make it a
heck of a loteasier to orientatethe alternative to the land ownershipand real world if it did, especially for
lands.

Beverley A
Everson/R3/US

DAFS

06/29/2010

02:40 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,cablair@fs.fed.us, ccleblanc@fs.fed.us,dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Ijones02@fs.fed.us, Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mfarre[l@fs.fed.us, mreichard@swca.com, rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us, seanlockwood@fs.fed.us,
sldavis@fs.fed.us,sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,tfurgason@swca.com,Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William BGiIlespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jeremy J



Sautter/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

cc

Subjec Barrel-Only Landform
t

FYI. Also, we will be discussing this briefly in the IDT meeting tomorrow. Iwill send the link to the

Scholefield footprint that we will also be discussing, briefly.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 06/29/2010 02:38 PM —

"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live. To '"Debby Krieger <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, '"Salek Shafiqullah'" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>,
com> <mbidwell@swca.com>, '"Kathy Arnold'" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,

<fsamorano@rosemontcopper.com>, '"Krizek, David"1 <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>

06/27/2010 07:02PM cc '"Beverley AEverson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, <tfurgason@swca.com>, '"JonathanRigg'"
<jrigg@swca.com>, '"Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subjec Barrel-Only Landform
t

All,

Attached is the latest landform topography developed by Rosemont for the Barrel-Only landform alternative. This
landform has been developed through the joint efforts of the CNF, SWCA, Rosemont, and TetraTech and

incorporates the following elements:

• Extension of the Upper Barrel drainage within the landform

• Multiple ridge landforms with differing elevations

• Potential for variable slopes on eastern flanks of the landform

• Potential for reduction in number of drainage control benches on eastern flank of landform

• Improved stormwater discharge control utilizing the extension of the Upper Barrel drainage
• Maintain overall 3:1 slopes with drainage benches on west side of landform to provide required storage

capacity and maintain tailings placement operations



• Maintain waste rock perimeter buttress surrounding tailings

• Maintain encapsulation of the heap leach facility

The team has done an excellent job in the collaborative effort to develop this landform concept. I believe we have
reached a point in the process where the landform concept should be turned over to Rosemont for final
engineering development as the Barrel-Only Alternative for consideration in the DEIS. I recommend that, in
addition to the general design objectives listed above, Rosemont develop the following during the final

engineering:

• Confirm constructability of the landform

• Summarize the concurrent & final reclamation plan

• General layout of rock sub-drains & flow-through drains
• General stormwater control plan, including commitment to the design criteria currently in the Site Water

Management Plan Update

th

In addition, I propose that we not meet on June 30 as currently scheduled but the team review the attached
landform and provide any additional design objectives for Rosemont to include in the final engineering. Please get

back to me ASAP with comments and any design objectives you believe should be included in the final design.

Ifyou have any questions please email me or try the Utah phone listed below.

Regards,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpeOlive.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

[attachment "Prelim Barrel_Proposed Survey Area.pdf' deleted by George
McKay/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Kathy Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Debby
<mbidwell@swca.com> Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
01/26/2010 03'17 PM <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Keepers, Ashley"

bcc

Subject Combined KOP list and Reference map

Hello All,

Please find attached the list of KOPs, in a table format that shows the previous naming convention from
each list/set of KOPs (USFS, Tetra Tech) and the new naming convention. Please note that the two digit
format was chosen to differentiate these KOPs from the way that either list used in the past (to keep a
clue in the name as to which list the KOP will be).

This table has been updated to correctly list the original names; please replace the earlier file.

Also, I am attaching a map of the combined KOPs to serve as the master list.

In the next email, I will include the actual shapefiles for the GPS points.

Thank you,
Marcie

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 2:27 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: KOP PL map

What do you think?[attachment "11204_KOPs_PL.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "KOP Combined List_2010-01-25.xls" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel /R3/USDAFS

05/27/2009 12:18 PM

To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject June 4th Meetingwith Rosemont's reclamation team (Tetra
Tech and Sage)Hi

Marcie,

Bev juststopped by totell methatthe meeting ison. You weren't planning to be town next week, right?
Hopefully immediately afterthe meeting I'll havea chance to letyou know how things went, but if the
meeting goes until noon I'll be rushing to the airport (and will be out until June 15). Did you haveany
specific issues or questionsforme to bring up? I'm assuming that they'll show us what they'reworking on
and I'll give them some feedback.

Some of my concerns/questions will be:
1. Whether Sage's watercolor picture of the reshaped piles is feasible and has had a full realitycheck by
Rosemont

2. What Tetra Tech thinks is technically feasible in terms of recontouring, land sculpting, etc.
3. How they are using the data we gave them (KOPs, CLs, etc.) - by the way, did you get them evaluation
criteria and affected environment stuff??

4. The style of their simulations (so theirs and SWCA's can be compatible) <p>>

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell @swca .com>

05/26/2009 02:31 PM

To

cc

"DebbyKriegel". ^U^A^ /VM^
Subject June 4th?

Have you heard anything about that meeting happening?
Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue
Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com

@)Scats' SiVn £yhi3^



Debby Kriegel /R3/USDAFS To jlyndes@sagelandscape.com, kavid.krizek@tetratech.com,
05/07/2009 02-27 PM Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

tfurgason@swca.com, mbidwell@swca.com, Saiek
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

bcc

Subject Rosemont - Action Items from May7 meeting

History: . ^ This message has been forwarded.

Action items from the flipchart at today's meeting:

1. Meeting in 3 weeks (tentative date = morning of June 4th)
• Progress meeting
• Sage &Tetra Tech to provide modified proposed action: stormwater, reclamation plan, and visual

work

• USFS will provide Feedback
• Sage will provide examples of other simulation projects

2. SWCA will provide Tetra Tech and Sage with (1) KOP GPS points ASAP, and (2) Evaluation Criteria
and Affected Environment in 3 weeks

3. Tetra Tech will provide the USFS (Saiek) and SWCA with new survey topo (2' contours) and oblique
aerial photos by May 15

4. USFS will provide Tetra Tech and Sage with Concern Level 1 &2 travelways by May 15

5. USFS will provide desired condition for project area by May 15

Thanks everyone!

Tom: Please forward this to Dale...I don't have his email address.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



-Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

07/14/2009 07:28 AM
bcc

Subject Table of Eye Ball Miles

| History: ^ y^ismessage has been replied to.

Table 5. Anticipated Visual Impacts for Project Segment and Components.

Segment VRM Class Contrast Rating Miles inview Minutes inView ADT' Est. Traveler Visual Effects

(minutes X ADT) Impact Determination

1 II and III Weak 4.4 5.3 1,430 7,579 Low Impact
1A II and III Weak 7.0 8.4 1,430 12,012 Low Impact

2 II and HI Weak- Strong 2.0 4.0 unknown unknown Moderate Impact
2A II, III, and IV Weak- Strong 4.7 9.4 unknown unknown Moderate Impact

Paradise Substation and Alternative HI Moderate N/A N/A unknown unknown Low Impact
3 II Weak - Moderate 5.3 7.1 unknown unknown Moderate Impact

4 II Moderate - Strong 1.0 1.2 1,620 1,944 StrongImpact
4A II Weak- Moderate 1.0 1.2 1,620 1,944 Moderate Impact

5 II and III Weak - Moderate 6.8 8.2 2,230 18,286 Moderate Impact
6 III and IV Weak 1.0 0.9 2,280 2,052 Low Impact

6A III Weak-Strong 13.6 13.7 2,280 31,236 Strong Impact
Jonah Substation IV Weak 0 0 0 0 No Impact

Average Daily Traffic;2 determined based on Contrast Rating, Visual Effects, and VRM class objectives

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/23/2009 06:35 AM

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Letter to RCC

<p This message has been replied to.History:

Debby,

here ya go~ add or change ifyou wish
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wed 4/22/2009 12:19 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: Letter to RCC

Rough assumptions:
1. I don't need animations, but do need a model that a viewer can move around in to determine KOPs,

etc.

2. Up to 20 KOPs?!
3. There will likely be 3-5 alternatives (one of which I am optimistic that your work will lead to)

I don't need to see the costs, but undoubtedly Rosemont will want this info. I recommend you include at
least 15% contingency for every work item.

Does this help?

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbfdwell@swca.com>
To,,Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

04/22/2009 09:12 AM
cc

Subject Letter to RCC

Debby,

I know we had talked trying to prepare a budget to accompany this letter, and I am having a hard time
doing so, just because of the range of effort that could go under the visual simulations- do you want
animation or photos, how many KOPs, how many alternatives.

I can still set up the format likewe discussed, but was curious ifyou were anticipating dollar amounts?



That would be hard to estimate at this moment with any feeling of clarity.

Let me know if you feel strongly,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Visual RCC scope_estimate- 2009-04-22.xls" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"David Harris"

<dharris@swca.com>

08/13/2010 10:52 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont working outline

Thanks for the comments Debby. Iwill remove SA from the analysis calculations. As I move through the
analysis I will ensure that there's consistency in format, and minimal repetition.

David Harris

SWCA Environmental Consultants

801-322-4307 (Office)
801-230-8359 (Cell)

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, August 13, 2010 11:38 AM
To: David Harris; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: Re: Rosemont working outline

This is looking better! Here are my comments. Thanks!

"David Harris" <dharris@swca.com>

08/12/2010 01:51 PM

Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com:
SubjectRosemont working outline

Debby,

Here's a revised, functional, working outline that we devised late last week, based on your conference call and
comments. The outline is overdue, I realize; however, I've made substantial progress is doing the environmental
consequences section writeup. Most of the introductory and explanatory parts of the consequences section have
been written. Marcie and Iare now working through the analysis subsections. As you will see in the outline, the
approach that we think would satisfy the complexity of the analysis and also make sense of it is to apply a
combination quantitative-qualitative approach, using GIS calculations of as-seen and project footprint acres and
miles of potential impacts with landscape contrast analysis. I will have all of the simulations by tomorrow and we
are working on getting the GIS calculations by early next week.

David Harris

SWCA Environmental Consultants



801-322-4307 (Office)

801-230-8359 (Cell)
[attachment "Rosemont EC Outline 8-12-10.docx" deleted by Debby KriegeJ/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

01/07/2010 10:03 AM

To tfurgason@swca.com

cc

bcc

Subject

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

Fw: Rosemont - Schedule for Recreation and Visual Quality
Work

Please send me a copy of Steve's SOW. I'd like one for Marcie's work too. I currently have no idea of
what they intend to get done before the upcoming deadlines for draft EIS.

Thanks.

Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 01/07/2010 10:00 AM

"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

12/18/2009 12:54 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont - Schedule for Recreation Work

Debby

I've left you two voice messages regarding the recreation SOW. I've already submitted a SOW to Tom
based on your requested list of tasks.

Steve

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2009 11:52 AM
To: Stephen Leslie
Cc: Tom Furgason; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Schedule for Recreation Work

Steve,

I haven't heard from you since I submitted my comments on your draft Affected Environment chapter on

November 5. When will you provide a revised draft?

Please put together a proposed schedule for completing recreation work, and submit it to me by January
4th. Attached is a list of tasks; you'll need to assign a date to each task. Most should look very familiar to
you, and hopefully some you've already done. As you know, there is a January 15 DEIS internal review

and the DEIS goes to the printer on March 15. There is a lot of recreation work to do.

I'm also attaching the formal comments from the Arizona Trail Association.



If youare having problems making progress on this project, please let me andTom know immediately.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed. us



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

07/19/2010 10:46 AM

To "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>, "Terry Chute'
<tjchute@msn.com>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Friday's meeting notes with deadlines

Hello All,

I am sending updated meeting notes from Friday's Data Transfer Meeting with Tetra Tech and SWCA.
The only update is that I included the table from Tetra Tech with handwritten updates as to what layers
are still outstanding, who is responsible, and when they will be provided.

Thanks!

Marcie

From: Melissa Reichard

Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 11:19 AM
To: Terry Chute; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason; Debby Kriegel; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: Friday's meeting notes with deadlines

All-

Here are the meeting notes from Friday that include all the new deadlines for visual resources.

Thanks!

Melissa 'R.ticMard

Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants

(520)325-9194 ofc. (520)250-6204 cell

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this email is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If
you are not the intended recipient or an authorized representative of the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
review, dissemination or copying of this email and its attachments, if any, or the information contained herein is prohibited. If
you have received this email in error, please immediately notify the sender by return email and delete this email from your
system. Thank you.

[attachment "Tt USFS Reclamation Mtg_2010-07-16.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Terry Austin 02/26/2010 07:47:11 Afo

"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Terry LAustin"
<mbldwell @swca .com> <tlaustin@fs.fed.us>, "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Roads and Trails

02/24/2010 12:06 PM

Debby,

Can you tell me if the CLs have changed since the version that you sent dated September 15th, 2009?

Additionaly, Irecommend that these beforwarded to EPG for their analysis process, as CLs are central to
their work as well.

Thanks,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 2:54 PM
To: Terry LAustin; Marcie Bidwell; Walter Keyes
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Roads and Trails

Attached is the latest map of concern levels fortravelways inand around the Santa Ritas

Terry: Would you please send this shapefile to Marcie?
J\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_off\dkriegel\rosemont\conclev\SantaRitaConcernLevels2010.shp

Marcie: Please be sure you're using this version for SMS analysis.

Walt: This map shows the relative scenery/rec importance of roads and trails in the Santa Ritas. Will you
be working on recommendations for reconnecting some of the roads around the project area ? Rosemont
proposed doing this inthe MPO (see section 3-5 and figure 3-7), but the actual locations they show on
their maps really don't connect much (Kathy says these maps are conceptual). Each alternative will need
some new road segments, and we might also want a post-mine road map of some sort. Let's talk about
this when you have a few minutes.

Thanks.



"Melissa Reichard" To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mreichard@swca.com>

06/02/2010 04:06 PM

cc

bcc

Subject Sorry for the delayed response

History: ^ This message has been replied to.

Debby-

I got your message and the info you have been sending me to put in the record are great! Thanks for
working on it!! Lara was out yesterday, so Ijust found out about the SDCP GIS layers. We actually don't
have any layers for the SDCP at all. If you get some from Pima County and want to send them our way,
that would be great.

I hope that helps.

Melissa RxLckard

Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants

(520)325-9194 ofc. (520)250-6204 cell

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information in this email is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If
you are not the intended recipient or an authorized representative of the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
review, dissemination or copying of this email and its attachments, ifany, or the information contained herein is prohibited. If
you have receivedthis email in error, please immediately notifythe sender by return email and delete this email from your
system. Thank you.



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/16/2010 08:48 AM
bcc

Subject Data Gaps Request

Hello Debby,

No word yet from Tom on the scope questions that I forwarded.

Here is the revised document for the Data Gaps. Please feel free to edit as you need to. I am out the rest
of the day. Have a good weekend

Cheers,

Marcie

«Rosemont_Data_Gaps_040810-04-13.docx»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Rosemont_Data_Gaps_040810-04-13.docx" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



sleslie@swca.com To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
07/02/2010 06:55 AM cc

bcc

Subject Re: Recreation Affected Environment

Please respond to
sleslie@swca.com

History: <£3 This message has been replied to.

Absolutely. I'll get the maps inserted when I get back next week so you'll have them when you
get back. Enjoy your time off.Steve

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

From: Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
Date: Fri, 2 Jul 2010 07:50:36 -0600
To: Stephen Leslie<sleslie@swca.com>
Subject: Re: Recreation Affected Environment

Steve,

Thanks for working on this. Iwould like to see the maps included before I review it again. I'm in on
Tuesday, but then I'll be out of the office until July 13 (first time I've taken more than a day off this year!!
Can you provide a version with maps by the 13th?

Hope you have a happy 4th of July weekend!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

"Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>

"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

07/01/2010 04:29 PM cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com:
Subject Recreation Affected Environment



Debby-

I have incorporated all of your changes and updated information to address your additional comments and

requests from your email last week.

The maps are done, just haven't inserted them into the text. I'll be out of the office tomorrow, but can answer any

additional questions next week.

Thanks,

Steve



SWCA
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Attendees:

-••

VISUAL ANLAYSIS

COORDINATION MEETING

Debby Kriegel, USFS Landscape Architect

Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper Company

David Krizek, Tetra Tech

Joel Carrasco, Tefra Tech

Tom Furguson, SWCA Environmental Consultants

Marcie Bidwell, SWCA Environmental Consultants

January 29, 2010
Coronado National Forest

Tucson, Arizona

Tetra Tech Scope

• Viewshed Analysis- complete viewshed analysis for 6 KOPs within middleground distance

• Simulations of Phased Tailings Alternative with Vegetation- two growths (mature and immature vegetation)

• Simulations/Illustrations as Aerial/Oblique views (2 orientations) for Phased Tailings Alternative showing
"opportunity" and reclamation plans

• Engineering of conceptual massing for other alternatives

SWCA Scope of Work

• Seen Area Analysis - extent of visibility for each alternative

• Simulations (3 KOPs)- 10YR and 20YR

• Land Form Diagrams- (5 KOPs)- 20 YR

• Line of Sight/Section Diagrams for Not Visible KOPs- will vary by alternative

• Visual Specialist Report & EIS

Coordination of Data

• KOPs- combined selection to include 8 selected KOPs (see table attached)

o Tetra Tech to recompute the viewshed analysis for 6 KOPs, and submit as Multiple KOP
diagrams to USFS for use in the visual analysis by SWCA.

• Alternatives Contours (3D)- 10 Yr and 20 Yr for KOP 1, 2, and 3 (44MM, 46MM, and Arizona Trail)

• Facilities 3D- Mine operations, transmission, access roads- 5-10 days

• Reclamation grading- facilities footprint- to follow 1-2 weeks

• Reclamation standards for simulations-

o Soil colors to be simulated from the arkos and helia conglomerate used in the revegetation
test plots.

o Tetra Tech to develop "typical" standards for waste rock and tailings to be applied to all
alternatives.

o SWCA to use 100 ft benches and approximate water courses for typical shaping.
o SWCA to use typical standards and hillshade to adapt vegetation to south and north slopes.



SWCA to use examples photography from site photography submitted by Rosemont
(Rosemonttest plots, Narragansett, San Manuel, and others) and SWCA field photography
to show examples of vegetation

KOP COMBINED LIST- EAST ALTERNATIVES

KOP

NAME

FINAL

Location USFS KOP Name TT KOP Name

KOP 01 MM 46- Picnic Table Pull Off KOP 4 Rep/aces KOP-1
KOP 02 MM 44- Scenic Pull Off KOP 12 Replaces KOP-3
KOP 03 Arizona Trail KOP 5 Replaces KOP-4
KOP 04 Mount Wrightson- Four Spring Trail Replaces KOP 17 KOP-11

KOP 05 North of Sonoita Junction KOP 8 KOP-12

KOP 06 Las Cienegas BLM Kiosk/ Empire Ranch Entry KOP 11 (new)
KOP 07 Hilton Ranch Road rural residential area KOP 16 (new)
KOP 08 BoxCanyon Road/ Arizona Trail Crossing (new) KOP-7

KOPS- WEST ALTERNATIVES OPTIONS

KOP

NAME

FINAL

Location Sensitive Viewers
USFS KOP

Name

TTKOP

Name

KOP 9 Sahuarita Road Local, Residences KOP 20

KOP 10 Madera Canyon Recreation KOP1

KOP 11 Duval Mine Road Over Pass- US 19 Local, Residences, Tourism KOP 2

KOP 12 Corona del Tucson Rural Residential KOP 3

KOP 17 San Xavier- southern Tucson, tribal lands Tribal, residential

KOP Tucson (options) Residential/industrial

KOP

KOP

Next Steps

•Tetra Tech to post Alternative Data with Z-values on their FTP site.

• SWCA is to inform the USFS and RCC when we use information provided by Tetra Tech so that Rosemont
may submit information to the Admin Record officially.

• Tetra Tech will compute Viewshed Analysis for the 6 KOPs within the middleground and submit maps (1)
per alternative and send shape file data to the USFS for inclusion in the EIS specialist report.

• SWCA will refine simulations to show:

1. revegation as phased over 1-10 years, following the MPO plan and estimating other
alternatives. Show stronger growth of trees on bench tops and north facing slopes.

2. soils colors to be similar to arkos and helia conglomerate

3. rock colors as Tetra Tech color diagram will show

4. benches- 50 ft benches in pit, and piles with 100ft benches with 100ft rises in between or as
shown on CAD layers for alternatives.

5. Transmission alignments to followover Santa Ritas and directly to site as in Barrel Only
alignment.

6. Follow Tetra Tech "typical" treatments for stormwater and revegetation on other alternatives.



Immediate Action Items

^!H!IIBy.ll.UJItll.lJI>J.iUIII.TJIJlJ,ll.!JJUlJl.f.lt.W!l

David Krizek

1. Tetra Tech will post color diagram and pit run colors on the Tetra Tech FTP
site.

Rosemont

KathyArnold

2. Call Holly and let her know that SWCA would like to know the veg-shrub-
tree mix for the EIS analysis.

Rosemont

Jaime/Jeff/Holly
3. Submit (or request that Holly submit) photographic vegetation record of

revegetation observations on the site.

Rosemont

Kathy Arnold
4. Submit upcoming agave report and updated seed mix for inclusion in the

EIS.

SWCA/Marcie Bidwell 5. Request mining photography from USFS (Bev) and SWCA (Tom, Dale) from
the mine tours regarding vegetation and other research photography for
use in simulations.

Tetra Tech/ David
Krizek 6. Tetra Tech to supply SWCA with "typical" benching and stormwater design

standards for SWCA to include on alternatives without designed features for
(1) tailings and (2) waste rock to guide SWCA's simulations.

Tetra Tech/ David
Krizek 7. Tetra Tech to complete the "reclamation element table" for SWCA (attached)

to guide assumptions within the simulations for the Specialist Report and
EIS.

SWCA/Marcie Bidwell 8. Communicate back to Rosemont (Kathy Arnold) what pieces Tetra Tech has
provided as data to make sure these pieces are officially submitted to the
record.

Tetra Tech/David Krizek 9. Compute ViewshedAnalysis for 6 KOPs within the middle ground (KOP 1,
2, 3, 6, 7, 8) and submit one map with combined results to USFS.

SWCA/Marcie Bidwell 10. Submit minutes from meeting to admin record.



ReclamationElement

Time
Slopes-Degree&Percent

Reclaimed
SoilVegetationFacilities

YR1

YR2

YR3

YR4

YR5

YR10

YR20

YR50
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/'p^Zl.BeverleyAEverson/R3/USDAFS
^^////^^l08/11/200801:46PM
£Z

ToRetaLaford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,TeresaAnnCiapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
JohnAble/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,AndreaWCampbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
JenniferRuyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,BeverleyA
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,WalterKeyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Keith
LGraves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,DeborahKSebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
TamiEmmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,GeorgeMcKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
RobertLefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,ShaneLyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,ChristopherCLeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
WilliamBGilIespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,MaryM
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,AlanBelauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,ThomasSkinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,KendraLBourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,RoxaneMRaley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,tfurgason@swca.com,mreichard@swca

cc

bcc

Subjecttourdatemix-up!SILVERBELLOPERATIONTHISWEEK,SanManuelnextweek-
meetat8:30thisWednesday

HiEveryone,

Imistakenlytoldsomeofyouonthebuslastweekthatthisweek'stourwastoSanManueltoseereclamationthere.Iwasoffbyaweek;this
week'stouristotheSilverBellMineoperation,andnextweekisSanManuel.Wewillbedepartingbybusfortheminefromthefrontofthe
FederalBuildingthisWednesdaymorningat8:30.

SilverBellisacopperoperation(inspiteofitsname),andisanexampleofaleachingoperationsimilartowhatwillbeoccurringattheCarlotta
operationoncetheyareupandrunning(forthoseofyouthatattendedthatfieldtrip).AtSilverBell,theyuseaweaksolutionofhydrochloricacidto
dissolvecopperionsfromtheoreandelectricitytoextractthecopperfromsolutionandontoinertanodes(platesofunrefinedimpuremetal).The
thencopper-coatedplatesarecalledcathodes.

FYI,thecopper-ladensolutioniscalledpregnantleachsolutionorPLS.TheplatingoccursinanSXEW(solutionextraction/electowinning)plant.
ForthoseofyouthatwereontheRosemontfieldtriptheelectrowinningprocessisanalogoustothenailthatwasdippedintothedropof
hydrochloricacidthecompanygeologisthadputonapieceofore,causingthenailtobecoatedwithcopper.

Cananyonetellmewhattypeoforelendsitselftothistypeofprocessing??Whatistheothertypeofore,andhowisitprocessed?

Here'satougherquestion;howdoeachoftheoretypesform?Also,wouldtheproposedRosemontoperationbedoingbothtypesofore
processingthroughoutthelifeoftheoperation?Whyorwhynot?

Bev



DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

03/19/2009 12:44 PM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
bcc

Subject Rosemont design exploration - possible process H)

This might work for step 3

1. 3a and 3b: no change, do first

2. 1/2day virtual (teleconference or similar) strategy meeting with LAs, wildlife, hydrologists (and maybe
mining specialists) to

• Show results of 3a and 3b

• Brainstorm current resource values and landscape patterns
• Identify opportunities (e.g., more natural landforms, save some drainageway habitat, catch runoff,

avoid archy sites, warping/ledges) and constraints (bigger footprint, operational costs, max slopes) for
resources

• Demonstrate some concepts with simple clay model

3. LAsgo to computer specialist to create one possible option

4. Another 1/2 day virtual meeting with all to show results and discuss options

5. LAsgo back to computer specialist to create other options as needed

6. Select tentative key viewpoints...



Trent,

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

07/22/2010 01:43 PM

To "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

cc "Beverley AEverson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Krizek, David'
<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "KatherineArnold"
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Marcie Bidwell"

bcc

Subject Re: Scholefield Conveyor 3DQ

Why does the perimeter road appear to zigzag all across the south foothills? I thought that the perimeter
road was always around the toe of the tailings and waste rock piles. Please get Rosemont to confirm the
location.

Also, get confirmation from Rosemont and Tetra Tech on the distance between conveyor and power line.

And I'm pretty sure that the conveyor has a road on each side of it.

Otherwise looks good to me!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us

"Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com:

"Trent Reeder"
<treeder@swca.com>

07/22/2010 10:57 AM

To

cc

"Krizek, David"<David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Katherine
Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>, "BeverleyA Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel"
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

Subject Scholefield Conveyor 3D

Hello,

I've attached acomposite 3D scene from KOP 2depicting a model of the conveyor system. You will
have to zoom in to seesome detail, but because ofthe large landscape thefeatures start to lose detail
due to their size compared to the whole scene. Below are notes about the scene:

• Scene is from KOP 2, but Iturned the camera toshow the conveyor system. Basically



sweeping from west (left) to northwest (right)
• Conveyor "tube" is 6 ft. diameter.

• Conveyor pillars are 21 ft. tall and 10ft. wide with the conveyor tube ontop. (From the
conveyor specs sheet from M3, the pillars range from 16-26ft tall)
• Conveyor pillars are spaced 60ft' apart, (also from the conveyor specsheet which
depicted only a couple of pillars)
• Conveyor Transmission route was offset the conveyor route by 30ft in between the
conveyor lineand perimeter road edge. (This was my idea)
• Transmission polesare 50 ft. tall and spaced400 ft. apart.
• Transmission poles represent a wooden monopole.
• Perimeter road is in orange depicted 12 ft. wide (used the width from Phased Tailings
perimeter road)

• The Scholefield perimeter road center line follows the same conveyor alignment, butwas
offset the conveyor alignment by 162 ft.

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants
treeder@swca.com
130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A
Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com

[attachment "Scholefield_Conveyor_3D.JPG" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com> „_ . _

^* cc "Stephen Leslie <sleslie@swca.com>
05/19/2010 03:56 PM

bcc

Subject Pit Draft

Hello Debby,

Please find the draft of the pit diagram for you to review. Its an initial draft, and a better one will be coming
by the end of the week.

Marcie

From: Chris Loftus [mailto:chris@loftuslandscapestudio.com]
Sent: Monday, May 03, 2010 11:39 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Pit Draft

Hi Marcie.

Attached is a low-resolution draftof the pitcolors. I'm still adding bench failures, some vegetation, and
shadows, butyou can address the colorsfrom thisdraft. Are the hues/tones subtle enough? Too subtle?
Overall brightness/contrast okay? I used the tones from the GIS key forthe Quartz and Epitaph sections
because I don't have examples.

Let me know your thoughts...

Thanks,

Chris Loftus, RLA, ASLA
Loftus Landscape Studio
landscape architecture | sustainable site strategies
970.903.2930 | www.loftuslandscapestudio.com
[attachment "KOP2-Pit-Colors.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

11/02/2009 04:06 PM
bcc

Subject Visual Proposal

History: ^ This message has been replied to.

«Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-17-15 Update.pdf» «Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-17-15
Update.xls»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

•Mft*.

WWW.SWCa.com Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-17-15 Update.pdf Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-17-15 Update.xls



RosemontEIS-VisualFundingUpdate07/15/2009onTasksRemainingunfundedfrom4/15/2009DRAFTStrategyforVisualResourceAnalysisI
III

Note:Thisdocumentsummarizesupdotoonfundingforunfundedtasks,responsibilities,andschedulerequestedbyUSFSesof4/15/2009.

Italics=AlternativesAnalysisfunded:BOLD=SimulationsRequest(07/15/2009forMPOonly;RegularFont=Notfunded4/15andnoadditionalrequesttodate.

TaskDescriptionofWork
SWCA

responsibilitiesUSFSresponsibilities
Proposed
CompletionDate

AssociatedEIS

TimelineStep&
DateStatus

Within
Current

Visuals

ContractNotes

1flConductshevisitsofotherminesitestogleanbestmanagementpracticesfor
projectproposal

Visitminingsites;
arrangetoursfor
USFS,SWCAand
others

Attendsitevisitsas

appropriate
Summer2009Notfundedasof

4/15/2009

N

3aIdentifyalternatelocationstopotentiallyplacewasterockandtailings(unseenor
seldomseenlocationswithfewwildlife,archaeology,andotherresource
concerns).ConsiderusingaMcHarg-likemappingprocess.

Providemaps.Site
visitsasneeded.

Providewildlifeand

archeologydataas
neededandreview

maps

AlternativesAlternatives

AnalysisFunding
NConsidervisual,wildlife,cultural,watersheds,4springs,riparian,

recreationsites,TES,access,etc.

3bCreate3-Dcomputersimulationsofexistinglandscapeandproposedmine.ProvidesimulationsReviewsimulationAlternativesSimulations

MPOChange
OrderRequest

N

3dPrepareapresentationfortheworkshoptoshowsiteanalysisandexisting
conditions,topography,andlandscapepatternsforworkshop.Incorporate
productsfromstep3aand3b.

PreparepresentationReviewpresentationAlternativesAlternatives

AnalysisFunding
N

3eFacilitateaworkshopwithUSFSlandscapearchitect,otherUSFSandSWCA
staff(wildlifebiologists,hydrotogists,recreationspecialists,transportation
specialist,etc),andremediationandminingexperts(potentiallyRCC)to
generateinitialideastoexplorethatachieveUSFSdesigngoals(visual,
vegetation,wildlife,habitat,hydrology,recreationsetting,transportation).
Potentialareastoaddress:bestlocationsforwasterockandtailingspiles,
shapingofwasterockandtailingspiles,treatmentofsideslopes,etc.ACTION
ITEMS:Brainstormcurrentresourcevaluesandlandscapepatterns;Identify
opportunitiesandconstraintsforresources:anddemonstratesomeconcepts
withsimpledaymodel.

Leadandfacilitate

workshop
ParticipateinworkshopAlternativesAlternatives

AnalysisFunding
NPossiblyutilizeafacilitatortodirecttheworkshopandoutcomes.

Inviteestotheworkshopwouldincludespecialistswithinterestin
constructivelycritiquingtheproposedactionandidentifying
potentialdesignresponses.Possiblydeveloparough,quick
cardboardmodeloftheExistingTopographyand/orProposed
Action(considerpayingastudent).Considerreshapingpileonly
withinBarrelCanyondrainage,butalsolookforalternativesthat
wouldlessenresourceimpacts.Consideralsofutureroadsand
trailsthroughthearea(includingonwasterockpiles)aftermineis
closed.

3fExploreandrefineconceptsidentifiedinworkshopforalternativeplacementand
shapingofwasterockandtailingspilesthatbetterprotectsandmimicsnatural
landformsandvaluedlandscapecharacter.Exploreradicallydifferentshapingto
avoidthemonolithicform,flattop,andevensideslopes.Consideroptionsthat
maybenefitwildlifehabitatandotherresourcesandthosethatmightmitigate
impactsofthepit(suchasremovingthemostvisiblewesternedge).If3-D
computermodelingisnotsufficienttocompletethisstep,utilizeothermethods
suchasatopographicmodel.

Leadprocessand
completework.
ProvideideastoIDT

duringdiscussionof
alternatives.

Reviewandadvise.

Participatein3-D
computermodeling
sessions.

AlternativesAlternatives

AnalysisFunding
N

3gSelecttentativekeyviewpointsforsimulations.Documenttheselocations
withphotographyandGPS.Prepare"before"Images.

Providedraftandfinal.

Sitevisitsasneeded.

ReviewandcommentAlternativesSimulations

MPOChange
OrderRequest

NConsiderresultsoftask3a.

3h

3i

Createoneormore3-Dcomputersimulationsofpotentiallandscapeforms
andrefinedlandscapeideasfortheproposedmineincludingwasterock
andtailingpileforms.

Provide3Dmodeland

simulations

ReviewsimulationAlternativesSimulations

MPOChange
OrderRequest

N

Showresultsofstep3htoworkshopgroupandgetadditionalfeedback.HostameetingAttendmeetingAlternativesSimulations

MPOChange
OrderRequest
Simulations

MPOChange
OrderRequest

NMayneedtoaltersimulationand/orcreateadditionalsimulations
followingthisstep.

3jPreparePhotoRealorartistrenderedsimulationdrawingsorvideo
simulationdrivingdownscenicbywayand/orotherkeytravelways.

Provide3D

Simulations

ReviewsimulationAlternativesNRCCmaywanttoconsiderhavingatopnotchvisualizationdone
byahighendcompany



RosemontEIS-VisualFundingUpdate07/16/2009onTasksRemainingunfundedfrom4/15/2009DRAFTStrategyforVisualResourceAnalysis
II'
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Note:T

Italics=AlternativesAnalysisfunded;BOLD=SimulationsRequest(07/15/200

DescriptionofWork

9forMPOonly;Regul

SWCA

responsibilities

arFont=Notfunded4/15

USFSresponsibilities

andnoadditionalrei

Proposed
CompletionDate

]uesttodate.

AssociatedEIS

TimelineStep&
DateStatus

Within

Current

Visuals

ContractNotes

igConductsitevisitsofotherminesitestogleanbestmanagementpracticesfor
projectproposal

Visitminingsites;
arrangetoursfor
USFS,SWCAand
others

Attendsitevisitsas

appropriate
Summer2009Notfundedasof

4/15/2009

N

3aIdentifyalternatelocationstopotentiallyplacewasterockandtattings(unseenor
seldomseenlocationswithfewwildlife,archaeology,andotherresource
concerns).ConsiderusingaMcHarg-likemappingprocess.

Providemaps.Site
visitsasneeded.

Providewildlifeand

archeologydataas
neededandreview

maps

AlternativesAlternatives

AnalysisFunding
NConsidervisual,wildlife,cultural,watersheds,4springs,riparian,

recreationsites,TES,access,etc.

3bCreate3-Dcomputersimulationsofexistinglandscapeandproposedmine.ProvidesimulationsReviewsimulationAlternativesSimulations

MPOChange
OrderRequest

N

3dPrepareapresentationtortheworkshoptoshowsiteanalysisandexisting
conditions,topography,andlandscapepatternstorworkshop.Incorporate
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N
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"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

08/10/2010 10:40 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "David Harris"
<dharris@swca.com>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Plant and BLM Color Chart

Hello Debby,

Sorry for the responses at all kinds of crazy hours. Working too much lately.

The plant would likely not be seen in the MPO even at YR 10 from KOP 1 & 2; I don't remember seeing

KOP 7 (the only other potential); as per direction from you in realization that we will not have YR 10
data, SWCA has not worked on the YR 10 simulations since July 16. However, the facilities should be out
of site probably by around YR 7 (which is supposedly when the buttress will be completely filled in, per
the MPO).

Thank you for confirming that the MPO color should follow Rosemonts selected color.

Cheers,

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 8:28 AM
To: David Harris; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Plant and BLM Color Chart

David: Thank you for sending the BLM Standard Environmental Colors chart! I had looked at this chart
on my computer screen, and also printed it on 2 color laserprinters and 2 plotters. Amazingly, none of
these was close to the colors on the actual chart. I agree with you that Carlsbad Canyon would be a good
choice for the Rosemont plant. Although I might normally lean toward something darker, it's probably a
good balance between blending with landscape colors and not being too dark for buildings with no cooling
systems.

Marcie: We're still awaiting photos of the lighter 2 colors from VP buildings, and I'm hoping they'll also
send a sample of Patrician/Cool bronze. However, ifyou can't wait for these answers, I recommend that
you proceed with simulations using Carlsbad Canyon for the alternatives (Phased, Barrel Only, and
Scholefield). Although Clarissa referred us to VP buildings, KathyArnold continues to tell me that we can't
specify a specific vendor color. She wants us to specify a ballpark color (or color range) so that multiple
vendors can bid on the buildings/siding. I agree with you that the MPO should probably be lightstone so it
can be compared with mitigation. The plantwill be seen in the 10-year MPO simulations, right?

Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest
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Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

05/10/2010 12:52 PM

To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Visual Scope, reviewed and ready for approval.Q

Marcie,

Let's talk sometime soon. I have many comments on your scope of work (attached), and lots of additional
questions:
1. Which tasks are funded (and which are not)?
2. What happened to the research task? I realize that my original thoughts on this have been scaled
down, and there may not be any great large-scale mine landforming and/or revegetation projects, but can
you at least get in touch with the ASLA Reclamation and Restoration professional group? Also, if Horst
(or others) finds a good example, it is still feasible that you and I might need to travel to it. I recommend
that you just mention in your scope of work that this might be necessary, but is currently unfunded.
3. Are you expecting to simulate the plant yourself?
4. Will you be creating a reverse viewshed study (like Jimmy Pepper provided) for each alternative?
5. Will the powerline (and associated road and water line) going over the ridge be included in any planned
simulations? We now know that EPG is not simulating this, and it's a big visual effect, so I think we need
to discuss.

6. Is there a way to include something for scale (like a person or a car) in at least some of the
simulations? We haven't talked about this, but I think it's critical.

The snow on the Santa Ritas has now melted, so taking KOP photos from Tucson can happen any time.
In the mean time, our Forest Supervisor has decided that the Sycamore/Barrel alternative is not moving
forward, but I recommend that you or Johnathan go ahead and take the photos anyway. Our Forest
Supervisor has announced that she is retiring next month, and who knows what the next forest supervisor
might want. Also, it's possible that the public will demand this alternative return to analysis and/or want to
see that we took views from Tucson seriously (potentially a photo could be included in your specialist
report). Pick a clear day. It's been windy a lot lately and the air quality has been bad.

The reclamation meeting on Monday (May 17) starts at 9:00 am. When does your flight arrive? On
Tuesday I have a dental appt. at 2:15, but could work with you all morning. Wednesday, I'm normally tied
up in Rosemont IDT meetings.

Thanks.

Debby

Scope_Visual_Fi esources_2010_04_30_DK_Comments. doc

'Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com:

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

05/10/2010 08:15 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard'
<mreichard@swca.com>, "Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

Subject Visual Scope, reviewed and ready for approval.



Hello Debby,

Please find attached the Visual Scope with a few edits to it. Basically, we made sure that the number of
KOPs and data set assumptions matched with the level of effort that was agreed upon with Jamie in
January (i.e. middle cost estimate). I believe that this version is now ready for your approval.

Also, I hve booked flights to Tucson for the Reclamation Technology Transfer meeting on May 17th; to be
conservative, I booked my flights to be in Tucson for May 17-19, as I had not heard a final schedule. In
communcating with Dale, it appears that the meeting is still considered to be one day; that would give you
and Iat least Tuesday to work together, and I can either work from the Tucson office on Weds or try to fly
standby to return earlier.

I do not consider the Reclamation Transfer meeting to be in this visual budget, and will pursue
arrangements with Tom/Dale for the time.

Finally, I am preparing a Project Update, several maps and image drafts for you to review, either priorto
this meeting or as a part of that trip to Tucson. I should have these to you shortly.

More to follow,

Marcie

«Scope-Visual Resources_2010-04-30.doc»
Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Scope-Visual Resources_2010-04-30.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"DaleOrtman PE" To "Horst Schor" <hjschor@jps.net>
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

cc "'Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda D
05/04/2010 06:59 AM Roth"' <mroth@fs.fed.us>, '"Debby Kriegel'"

<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, '"Salek Shafiqullah - USFS "*
bcc

Subject Rosemont Landform Report - ReviewComments

Horst,

Attached are the review comments for the draft landform report and response to Rosemont
constraints. Please let me know the timeframe for revising the report in response to the comments.

Ifyou have any questions please contact me.

Regards,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

20100504_ortman_schor_drafMandform-rpl-review-comments_memo.pdf



Task 5.2.Issue 2—Visual Resources

.Task (whv are these "sub" tasks?)A. Affected Enyironment: jjpdate for 6_ Ajternatiyps
and Connected Actions

> Update affected environment Jo incorporatefllternatives.Tfor specialist report
and ElSjCollect KOP in Tucson area .wjthi GPS and photography.

> Update basic existing conditions maps to show key observation points (KOPs),
sensitive viewer areas, bounds of analysis, concern levels, and scenic objective
classes.

Subtask B. Prepare Alternatives Data: Convert CAD and Construct 3D CIS Surface

> Process CAD data and model data for GISdigital elevation modeling. Generate
3-D digital surfaces for the MPO and proposed alternatives at each construction
phase selected for simulations.

> Create one set of 3-D working maps and diagrams for USFS and RCC to review
potential scene from each KOP to be selected.

> Budget Assumptions: 12 data sets (what is a "data set"?) to process each
alternative at 20-yr Phase and one additional time phase mid-construction.

Subtask C. Prepare KOPs, Existing Conditions, Panoramas, and Visibility Maps

> Review all alternatives and KOPs established by the USFS and KOPs to propose to
USFS for analysis, simulations, and level of detail for connected actions to define
areas where impacts from the project is expected to be highly visible, distantly
visible, and not visible (i.e. blocked or out of view)

> Prepare "existing conditions" panoramas for potential KOP simulations and
review for use as simulations. For KOPswhere project would be visible, select a
phase to represent for each KOPin addition to Reclamation (i.e. construction at
5 years, etc.).

> Meet with USFS and RCC to review data, KOP selection and "photo realistic"
process (1-2 meetings depending on plan) (what "plan"?) includes meeting
preparations, meetings, and meeting summaries. Review draft simulations with
specialists from USFS, SWCA. and RCC to direct specific aspects of renderings
(soils, revea, etc.)

> Budget Assumptions: 8 KOPs 20-yr Phase and additional Phase for 6 KOPs

Subtask D. Draft Specialist Report Analysis Methodology and Evaluation Criteria

> Draft analysis methods and evaluation criteria that will be used to define and
evaluate project effects for the project resources included in the study for all
alternatives and KOPs.
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Subtask E. Draft Visibility Diagrams and Simulations; Review with USFS/RCC

> Create computer simulations of proposed alternatives (6 total action
alternatives) for selected KOPs for highly visible, moderately visible,and distantly
visible locations. Highlyvisible and moderately visible KOPs simulations will show 2
phases of the proposed alternatives for each KOP (e.g. TBD construction phase
and 20-yr final reclamation). Each simulation will show waste rock and tailing pile
forms, pit, roads, stormwater, vegetation, and infrastructure.

> For KOPs where the MPO and proposed alternatives would not be visible,
prepare a section diagram or labeled panorama showing key landscape
features and visual screen.

> Prepare photorealistic simulation images for KOPs.

> Review draft simulations with resources specialist from RCC, USFS, and SWCA to
direct specific aspects of renderings; reclamation, soils, vegetation, etc.

> Complete a Draft review with USFS and RCC staff at meeting in Tucson.

Subtask F. Prepare Environmental Consequences Analysis

> Prepare an environmental consequences analysis for Specialist Report. Report
will include analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects, and compare
alternatives. Utilize direction from FSM/FSH and USFS Project Level Scenery

Analysis, should analyze differencesineffects from changes in the,tailingpile - - {Formatted: Highlight
design specifics or location and potential for remediation and mitigation to
affect long-term visual quality, (what does the highlighted text mean?)

> Deliverables: Completed Visual Resources Specialist Report for all alternatives
including draft simulations, visibility diagrams, and maps. As needed, provide
text for EIS.

Subtask G. Finalize Diagrams and Simulations; Review with USFS/RCC

> Complete changes to simulations.

> Submit final formatted figures (e.g. panoramas, diagrams, simulations) to USFS
and RCC for final approval.

> Budget Assumptions: Diagrams and Simulations will focus on land forms and will
include 1 final review with USFS and RCC.

Subtask H. Final Specialist Report.

> Finalize Specialist Report and review with USFS.

Assumptions:

> Costs are based upon deliverables for each proposal according to the number
of KOPsbrought forward for simulations and figure diagrams. All alternatives will
describe up to 24 KOPs for the analysis process. Revised USFS and USFS original
budgets include up to 8 panoramas.!??}, non-visible KOPs diagrams for up to 6



KOPs, and simulations of highly visible and moderately visible KOPs for 8 KOPs for
each of 6 proposed alternatives (up to 48 simulations) at 20-yr final reclamation
and up to 6 KOPsfor a construction phase per alternative (36 simulations).
However, not all KOPs will require simulations for all alternatives (i.e. Sycamore
canyon will not be visible from many of the KOPs along SR 83). KOPs and level of
detail for simulations will be formalized at the initial simulation meeting; however
costs are assumed based upon the list of KOPs provided by the USFS Simulation
Strategy.

> RCC to provide all data and elevations required for simulations, including a 3D
model of any facilities, structures, or transmission infrastructure. USFS, RCC and
SWCA will collectively contribute example imagery for depicting coloration,
texture, formations, structures, and other details for portrayal in the simulations
prior to simulations initiating. Surface data or changes to surface data that is
provided/requested after 3D modeling is initiated will be incorporated on a time
and materials basis. Direction regarding these details that is received after
simulations have been initiated that varies dramatically may result in a change
order. Simulations that require detailed development of the mine plantTwill be
completed on a time and materials basis. Field work for 10 of the 14 KOPs has
already been collected under the Visual Technical Report scope. SWCA assumes
that Mt. Wrightson has been photographed by Rosemont's subcontractorsJare
the photos good enough?) and SWCA will be able to use this panorama for
simulations. It is assumed that field documentation will be required for Box
Canyon and Tucson KOPs at a minimum. Changes to the KOPs or to the
construction phase selected for simulation after this meeting may require
additional field work and may result in a change order. Additional KOPs,
simulations, phases, or alternatives may be requested for an additional fee.

> Simulations will be classified as "highly visible" or "moderately visible". Highly visible
simulations will show detailed variations in land form, vegetation, color, and
texture for tailings and waste rock placement. Moderately visible simulations will
show general variations in land form, vegetation, color and texture due to the
level of detail being reduced by the distance of the viewer from the project
area.

> Should KOPs require extensive (define) visualization of mining facilities, conveyors,
equipment, transmission lines, etc, the work for these layers will be performed on
a time and material basis, due to the unpredictable level of detail and effort
required for these structures.

> RCC and USFS (we likely need a 3,rd party consultant and/or study) are to agree
upon the level of reclamation and vegetation success to be rendered prior to
initiation of photoreal simulations. Changes in the direction given to SWCA to
represent these aspects will require a change order, should they require
additional time and effort to address.

> RCC will provide example photographs of existing reclamation, mining structures,
vegetation mixes, soil types and colors, and other data to SWCA prior to the
initiation of the simulations. Necessary imagery will be discussed at simulation
initiation meeting in Jqsk_V?,
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This estimate assumes that SWCA will create 3D surfaces for MPO and proposed
alternatives from RCC CAD drawings for up to 2 phases of construction. Should
RCC provide GISsurfaces, these costs may be reduced accordingly fFask-2?).-
Changes in data, proposed action, and level of detail requested for simulations,
phases of construction, and resolution of imagery after project initiation will
require adjustments based upon time and materials. SWCA will submit surfaces to
RCC and USFS for review prior to creation of simulations.

Cost estimate includes two in-person meetings as two trips to Tucson for Marcie
Bidwell to work with USFS and RCC on simulations, per direction of USFS staff.
Additional trips may be required by USFS or RCC, and these will be arranged
through an additional change order. Each task includes meeting hours for senior
staff, visual specialist, editors as necessary and senior GIS under each task;
additional meetings may be arranged on a time and materials basis.

Thisscope of work includes one round of draft review and one round of final
review (of specialist report or simulations? Probably need 2 draft reviews of both.
Subtask B mentions the first review for simulations, which is likely the first draft
review, and the first review of affected environment can't be considered the last
draft review.). Additional changes, reviews, or updates will require an additional
change order. Ideally, review of final images will require minimal edits agreeable
to both USFS and RCC for accurate portrayal of the MPO. Explorations of
mitigationvoptipns (such as.pojnting facilities alternative-colors or reducing pit
contrast through other than agreed-upon mitiogtion treatmentsJ Twquld be
covered under an additional scope. USFS and RCC should attempt to
synchronize their comments prior to submittal to SWCA; should differences of
opinion occur, SWCA will^default.to USFSguidanceas.the official[SWCA client.
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Trent Reeder" To "MarcieBidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>,"Debby Kriegel"
<treeder@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason"
06/30/20100900AM <tfurgason@swca.com>,"Jonathan Rigg"

cc

bcc

Subject RE: BoxCanyon Road assessment

History: ^ jnjs message has been replied to.

Here are two viewshed images from the Box Canyon road south of the project area . Viewable
areas are in red. The first one is a viewshed analysis from TT's current KOP8 location. Second
image depicts a linear viewshed from a segment of the Box Canyon road (blue line). Results
from the linear viewshed analysis can be a little misleading because of the overlap of
viewsheds from the line. I shorten the analysis segment of Box Canyon road to an area where I
believe would reveal more of the MPO. The current location of KOP 8 is in a low drainage with
terrain upslope on both sides. As you move towards the west along the road, it opens up into
more of a "bowl". Once at the intersection of Rd 231 and Box Canyon, the MPO Waste Rock
southern slope would be quite visible. The last attachment depicts the shorter Box Canyon
segment in blue and the viewshed results of this segment.

The green dot represents an approximate location where TT took the KOP 8 photos. Iwas able
to locate this photo point by comparing both KOP 8 and KOP 3 panoramas, for which segments
of each panorama overlap. In addition, Icompared visible vegetation patterns/densities using
aerial images along with matching terrain characteristics between the panoramas and 3D
generated surfaces.

Marcie mentioned that see took some photos along the Box Canyon road for which I will do
some research to see if I can match those photos to some earlier GPS point data. If I can find a
match, perhaps this will replace the current KOP 8 location. Iwill keep you updated on my
progress.

Trent

«TT KOP 8 Viewshed.pdf» «Box Canyon Road Viewshed.pdf» «Box Canyon Road
Viewshed_b.pdf»
From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Friday, June 25, 2010 12:40 PM
To: Trent Reeder; Debby Kriegel; Debby Kriegel; Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: Box Canyon Road assessment

Trent,

I talked with Debby regarding the Box Canyon Road KOP and its alignment issues (that the Tt GPS point
and Tt photos do not align for Box Canyon).

We thought that ifyou did a linear viewshed analysis, we could determine if there is a point on the road
that will have open views, or not; then we can assess if its important to have a field person retake those
photographs.



Does that seem reasonable? Use a footprint that would be closer to the southern boundary (MPO, Upper
Barrel) if you can.

Thanks!

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.comrattachment "TT KOP 8 Viewshed.pdf deleted bv Debbv Krieqel/R3/USDAFS1 [attachment
"Box Canvon Road Viewshed.pdf deleted bv Debbv Krieqel/R3/USDAFS1 [attachment "Box Canvon Road
Viewshed b.pdf deleted bv Debbv Krieqel/R3/USDAFS1



"Trent Reeder" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<treeder@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

04/08/2010 09:19 AM cc
bcc

Subject RE: Viewshed Example

We did receive their GIS data. It will take a few hours to download then I will overlay their results and
possibly work through their process.

Trent

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 3:15 PM
To: Trent Reeder; Debby Kriegel
Subject: RE: Viewshed Example

Trent,

Did we receive the data as shapefiles from Tt? Ifwe did, would it be possible to overlay your analysis and
theirs to see how they compare?

Debby,
To answer your question, different software and different data will both effect the results. Most importantly,
Trent mentioned that if they used the larger pixel size data, that could make the real difference. One 30-
meter pixel is 100 feet, so an easy data difference can eliminate 2 benches.

For your letter, I would recommend that you ask them to provide a paragraph describing their methods
and data sources, so that (1) its recorded in the record and (2) we can better think through the differences.
An example is included below.

The differences may be just developed from pixel sizes; it may also include parameters set (such as
height of pixel, etc). As the we did not require a particular size and process, this may be hard to set after
the fact. Seeing their meta data/process would help to define the differences.

Does that help?
Marcie

A viewshed analysis utilizes GIS (program) to select the cells from a digital elevationmodel
(DEM) as visible or non-visible from one or more observation points or lines. The viewshed for
each KOP observation point was derived from the United States Geologic Society's xxx
Quadrangle of 10 x 10 meter cell resolution. Viewshed analysis parameters were defined for
each KOP to account for viewer height and to focus the analysis field of view. These parameters
produce a more accurate viewshed result, and also reduce processing time and file size. The
parameters used for this analysis include xxxxx



From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 1:58 PM
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Viewshed Example
Hi Debby,

Here are two images from the same KOP 2 location showing the viewshed analysis results for
Scholefiled/McCleary. The first image is a plan view of our viewshed results. The green color represents
viewable terrain from KOP 2. The second image shows a 3D version from KOP 2 with the viewshed
results (in green) overlaying the 3D terrain.

Reviewing TT's KOP 2 Alt 5 viewshed analysis, their viewhsed analysis is not too different than the
attached images we created. I believe TT is using different GIS software to generate their viewsheds.
Because we are using two different GISsoftware to generate these viewsheds, both software
algorithms may differ in how they compute viewsheds.

Another thing to point out in their Scholefield/McClearyviewshed PDF, we noticed that the Heap Pile
southeast of the pit was not turned on, but it looks like they did take that Heap Pile into account in their
viewshed analysis and this does obscure some of the pit.

Please let me know if you have additional questions. Thanks!

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants
treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com



"Marcle Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "David Harris"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <dharris@swca.com>

08/11/2010 06:45 AM cc
bcc

Subject RE: External Visual Input -Fw: Scoping Comment for Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the Proposed
Rosemont Copper Project

Thank you Debby

David, you and I had discussed that most of the alternatives will probably require a plan amendment for
visual resources. We need to make sure we include that in our EC assessment.

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tue 8/10/2010 12:27 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; David Harris
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Fw: External Visual Input -Fw: Scoping Comment for Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) on the Proposed Rosemont Copper Project

Marcie and David:

Below is a link to formal input on visual impacts from 5 very important public groups. Please review the
letter and maps as you work on environmental consequences and incorporate appropriate parts of their
concerns and conclusions into your analysis. I suspect most of their topics are covered, so this might
simply provide a good cross-check.

Other thoughts:
1. Iftheir visibility map (map #1) differs substantially from yours, I'd like to understand why (e.g., is their
methodology different from yours?).
2. On map #2, they differentiated visibility of the various project features (pit, piles, etc.). Howdifficult
would it be for you to run the visibility this way? Idon't see this as a critical thing to do, but ifyou have few
points on the pitand a few on the pile and it's relatively quick to let the computer run these groups
separately and together, it has some value (different impacts from different areas).
3. I like the 1-mile concentric circles on their maps, and it helps provide a quick overview of distances
(especiallyfor background). Can you add somethingsimilarto the ones you're doing?
4. TerryChase (our new NEPA person) is working on the cumulative effects list. The possible future
mines are currently on the draft list, but it's unclear whether there is sufficient information about these
mines to conclude that they're "reasonably foreseeable future actions". Stay tuned for more direction on
that. However, I'd liketo see these mines mentioned in your cumulativeeffects analysis, even ifwe are
not technically deemed reasonably foreseeable.

Per my phone message this morning, please provide revised target dates for submitting the draft
environmental consequences and remaining simulations. Iwill take your inputto FS leadership so we're
being up-front about the newtimeline, and Iwantto giveour regional LA a heads-up to be readyfor
reviews.



Thanks.

Debby

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 08/10/2010 11:31 AM —

Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

cc Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
08/06/2010 09:00 PM Subjec External Visual Input -Fw: Scoping Comment for Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the

t Proposed Rosemont Copper Project

Debby - Please see that this scoping input is appropriately considered.

Tom - Please enter the linked document into the record. Also, please see that it is
appropriately considered.

Reta Laford

Acting Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest

Phone: 520-388-8307

— Forwarded by Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS on 08/06/2010 08:58 PM —

Lisa Froefich

<lisa@scenlcsantaritas.org> To <riaford@fs.fed.us>
cc

08/04/2010 04:56 PM Subjec Re: Scoping Comment for Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the Proposed
t Rosemont Copper Project

Dear Ms. Laford,

Isent the below email a couple of weeks ago and we have since realized that we included a duplicate panoramic
image instead of two different images. Ifyou would, can you please follow this link to download our revised
document?

http://www.scenicsantaritas.org/VisibilitvAnalvsis/USFSVisibilitvAnalvsisCommentLetterFinalREVISED.pdf

Can you please confirm that you received this email and were able to download the revised document?

Thank you so much,

Lisa



Lisa Froeiich, Coordinator
Save the Scenic Santa Ritas

8987 E.Tanque Verde #309-157
Tucson, AZ 85749

520-445-6615

lisaOscenicsantaritas.org

From: Lisa Froeiich <lisa(5)scenicsantaritas.org>

Date: Fri, 23 Jul 2010 16:13:06 -0700

To: <rlaford@fs.fed.us>

Conversation: Scoping Comment for Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the Proposed Rosemont
Copper Project
Subject: Scoping Comment for Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the Proposed Rosemont Copper
Project

Dear Ms. Laford,

Save the Scenic Santa Ritas, the Mountain Empire Action Alliance, the Center for Biological Diversity, the Arizona
Mining Reform Coalition, and Sky Island Alliance would like to submit a completed visibility analysis of the
proposed Rosemont Copper project. Due to the large size of the scoping comment, we have uploaded the file to
our server and ask that you download it by following this link:

http://www.scenicsantaritas.org/VisibilitvAnalvsis/USFSVisibilitvAnalvsisCommentLetterFINAL.pdf

Please let me know if you have any trouble downloading this document.

The analysis consists of the following four elements:

(1) Asummary of the methodology and data used for the analysis;

(2) Fourvisibility maps: 1. General Visibility Analysis of Proposed Rosemont Copper Project; 2. Detailed Visibility
Analysis of Proposed Rosemont Copper Project; 3. Visibility Analyses of Additional Mines Planned by Augusta
Resources; 4. Visibility Analyses of Augusta Resources Planned Mines

(3) Panoramic Photographs showing visibility of the proposed and planned mines on both the east and west sides
of the Santa Rita Mountains; and

(4) Asummary of the qualifications of the personnel involved in the preparation of the materials.

Please do not hesitate to contact Save the Scenic Santa Ritasor any of the undersigned organizations with
questions or comments.

Sincerely,

Lisa Froeiich

Lisa Froeiich, Coordinator



Save the Scenic Santa Ritas

8987 E.Tanque Verde #309-157
Tucson, AZ 85749

520-445-6615

lisafSscenicsantaritas.org

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked byAVG-www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.441 /Virus Database: 271.1.1/3059 - Release Date: 08/08/10 17:57:00



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<mbidweII@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>,
06/25/201011 40AM "Tom Fur9ason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"

bcc

Subject BoxCanyon Road assessment

Trent,

I talked with pebby regarding the Box Canyon Road KOP and its alignment issues (that the Tt GPS point
and Tt photos do not align for Box Canyon).

We thought that if you did a linear viewshed analysis, we could determine if there is a point on the road
that will have open views, or not; then we can assess if its important to have a field person retake those
photographs.

Does that seem reasonable? Use a footprint that would be closer to the southern boundary (MPO, Upper
Barrel) if you can.

Thanks!

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To tfurgason@swca.com

02/12/2010 10:40 AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Fw: Rosemont information request

History: i^. This message has been forwarded.
L__.

Tom: Would you please check with Dale on this? I have not received a response from anyone. Thanks.
Debby

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 02/12/2010 10:38 AM —

^T~\ Me,inda DRoth/R3/USDAFS
^T&—Z± 02/04/2010 03:45 PM To tfurgason@swca, jrigg@swca.com, daleortmanpe@live.com

7^\A^k cc Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
V/ ^aJz bidwell@swca.com, Debby

<BKZ7 Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
^* Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont information request^

Tom/Dale/Jonathan: See msg. below. Do we have this level of detail already somewhere?

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriege!/R3/USDAFS

02/04/2010 0925 AM To Me,inda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, bidwell@swca.com

Subject Rosemont information request

Bev and Mindee,

I have read the MPO and Reclamation and Closure Plan and attend regular Rosemont meetings, but I
continue to be surprised by learning about additional mine-related features that would effect visual quality
and recreation. This is due to my lack of experience on large mines, and I simply don't understand the
scale and appearance of many of these features.

We have good information on the pit, plant, and access road, and will be getting more information on the
power line and grading for the waste rock and tailings piles. It's the rest of the stuff that I find myself
unclear about.



Iwould like to formally request information from Rosemont. This information will be needed for both visual
quality and recreation analyses, and is likely of value to other IDT members. I will need complete
information for each feature (written descriptions, sizes, photos of equivalent items from other mines,
details, etc.), as well as maps of where these features will be located.

1. All above-ground constructed features (other than the pit, plant, access road, and power line) that will
be needed for mine operations, including, but not limited to: buildings, drainage structures (headwalls,
hardened drainageways, etc.), well enclosures/housings, conveyors, slabs, roads, fences, and
above-ground water lines.

2. All facilities and other improvements that must remain after mine closure, including, but not limited to:
buildings, constructed drainage structures (headwalls, hardened drainageways, etc.), well
enclosures/housings, slabs, roads, fences, and above-ground utility lines.

3. Areas (other than the pit and waste rock and tailings piles) that will require major grading during mine
operations or will not be returned to natural topography after mine closure. This would include
embankments (sediment ponds, containment areas, compliance dams, diversion basins, etc.), grading for
the plant site and mine access road, perimeter roads, and other similar areas.

Please forward this request to Rosemont.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us



"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

03/10/2009 09:25 AM

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Simulations

Debbie,

Iwill call you to discuss this when I return from a meeting (near noon).

THanks,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2009 2:39 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Rosemont Simulations

would like you to follow up with this. Thanks.

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

03/06/2009 10:03 AM

To, 'Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Simulations

Hello Debbie,

Glad to hear that you were able to catch Bev. I can make the call if I am the best person to do it, but I
wanted to suggest that if the call came from the USFS (i.e. you) it may have better results. Because that
would then place the USFS as the authority to say, this is what I want/not what I want.

I think itwould be a good thing for youto be the person askingwhat they are delivering, and then stating
what deliverables you require. SWCA's role is to support the USFS, but not to supercede it.

(Grand Canyonsounds so nice right now...) We will all have to send Bevgood vibrations to carry her
through Lava and Crystal Rapids!

What do you think about that approach?
Marcie



From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 3:22 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Simulations

Marcie:

Bev called me on her way out of town for 2 weeks (she's rafting the Grand Canyon). I told her that you
wanted to get information about the simulations Rosemont is doing (or plans to do). She told me that you
can contact Rosemont directly, but first you need to send an email to Kent, the FS Rosemont project
manager while Bev's away (kellett@fs.fed.us) and ask him if it's ok for you to contact Rosemont. Kent
should be able to give you the ok. And please cc Bev (beverson@fs.fed.us) and me with your email
correspondence with Kent.

Thanks.

Debby



Marcie:

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

09/04/2009 11:54 AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont Mine - Field Visit in SeptemberQ

The IDT meeting went well. Two of the alternatives will change. The Sycamore Canyon alternative will be
altered to avoid placing any waste rock in McCleary Canyon; tailings will go in Sycamore and waste rock
in Barrel. The McCleary/Scholefield alternative will be altered to remove the waste rock piled in upper
McCleary on the mineral claim. Rosemont needs to provide some information for the mineral claim, then
Dale and/or Tetra Tech will draw something for each alternative, then we'll get to see the results.

Tom Fergason mentioned that the Mountain Empire Alliance weekend might influence bounds of analysis
for some resources. Can you confirm whether our bounds of analysis for visual resources includes the
whole valley?

I had a long conversation with Jimmy Pepper yesterday. He had some specific requests:
1. He thinks we ought to do a visibility map similar to what he showed us on the first morning -- plotting a
few points on the top of the waste rock and tailings piles and/or top of the pit, and viewing out to show the
extent of what areas are visible. Although this is the reverse of what VRMS and SMS do (i.e., both
systems view FROM sensitive travelway TO the mine), I'd like to ask if you and Trent could create this
map fairly simply. It could be a good graphic for the proposed action analysis. Would this take a lot of
time?

2. He asked for copies of the draft KOP map so far and the concern level map. I'll send these to him next
week.

3. He would like to say involved as we proceed with visual work. Let's keep him in mind as we move
forward. He might be a good person to show some of our simulations to in order to decide how detailed
they should be.

You have one more trip to Tucson currently funded, right? Ifthe trip below gets postponed (which is
relatively likely), when were you thinking of coming down next? What field work do you need to do for
currently funded tasks (affected environment, proposed action, etc.)?

Thanks. Have a good weekend!

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
09/02/2009 01:09 PM cc

Subject RE: Proposed Rosemont Mine - Field Visit in September

Debby,

Howdid the meeting go today? I am in the office ifyou want to discuss it.



As to the trip below, I guess I should mention that until the Simulations Budget is approved (which I
understand that RCC has stated that they will not approve more work until the Alternatives are finalzied),
the "next trip"for me is still hypothetical. Additionally, I need to be careful that we keep the meetings and
field time to what would fit in that budget. Sorry to be so mindful of the time commitment, but its a sign of
the times.

Let me know ifyou have any feedback regarding alternatives.
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkrlegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 1:43 PM
To: rich@soil-tech.com; Francisco Valenzuela; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Proposed Rosemont Mine - Field Visit in September

I'd like to attempt to schedule some field time on this project later this month, ideally with all 4 of us. A
couple of tasks to focus on are:

1. Rich Beemls, with Soil-Tech, mentioned that he may be in the Tucson area in late September. We
were hoping to look at reveg test plots and/or the rock that will be on the back of the pit and/or on the
surface of waste rock and tailing piles, and experiment with Permeon.

2. Francisco, the new FS R3 director of recreation (who is also a landscape architect), has indicated that
he may be willing to visit the site and provide some insight and advice for visual resources and recreation
settings as alternatives are developed and simulations begin.

Marcie and Ijust looked at our schedules, and the best dates for both of us are Sept. 24-30. Afterthat
Marcie is unavailable until after October 17.

Francisco and Rich: Could you make a trip to Tucson during this window? Which dates would be best for
you?

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us



Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

03/09/2009 10:38 AM

To "Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Recreation Headings andSubheadings^

Steve, Debby will be your Forest contact for Recreation.

Debby, Steve will be away from the office this week and requests you call him on his cell
702-277-1806. I spoke with him this morning.

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team

Coronado National Forest

TEL 520-388-8458

FAX 520-388-8332

"Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>

"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

03/09/2009 09:02 AM

To <sldavis@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Rosemont Recreation Headings and Subheadings

Sarah,

Here is a draft outline for the recreation affected environment/current environmental conditions section of
the Rosemont EIS. Please let me know ifyou would like to add or subtract any headings/subheadings.

Thanks very much.

Steve Leslie

Environmental Planner

SWCA Environmental Consultants

2820 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite 15
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
sleslie@swca.com
Office-702-248-3880

Cell - 702-277-1806 RosemontRecreation Headings and Subheadings.doc



3.0 Affected Environment

3.1 RECREATION AND TOURISM

3.1.1 General Setting

3.1.1.1 Supply of Recreation Opportunities

3.1.1.1.1 Recreation Opportunity Spectrum

3.1.1.1.2 Recreation Places

3.1.1.2 Existing Use Levels and Trends

3.1.1.2.1 Forest Use

3.1.1.2.2 Resident Recreation

3.1.1.2.3 Tourism

3.1.1.2.4 [Commercial Outfitterand Guide Use[ Comment [Si]: Notsureif this is appropriate for
the Rosemont Project Area.



Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,^^r—\ Mennaa u rcouimo/uou«ro io ueDDy isriegeimj/uoi.

jy^u-^ 11/19/2009 04:02 PM ^ tfurgason@swca.com
It

Subject Re: Rosemont - Compensatory LandsOD

Tom - See Debby's request for GIS assistance...

Debby - as soon as Ihave some idea of possible parcels, Iwill start the dialog with Rosemont. If today's
meeting identified any parcelselectioncriteria or listed what resources need to be compensated for, that
too would be helpful. Thx.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriege!/R3/USDAFS

11/19/2009 03:46 PM To Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont - Compensatory Lands

Mindee,

This afternoon we had our first meeting with cooperating agencies to brainstorm ideas for possible
compensatory lands for the Rosemont mine. Arizona Game & Fish has about a dozen ideas and wants to
talk to The Nature Conservancy about more, Pima County has a bunch of thoughts and a map of other
high priority lands, and the Tohono O'odham Nation is going to meet with the Archaeological Conservancy
to come up with a list.

The group recommends that the first step in the process be to create a GIS map and database to compile
all the ideas and information about each piece of land. We plan to meet again January 12, and ideally
we'd want to have a first draft of this product.

I would like to request some of SWCA's GIS person's time to do this work. I can collect ideas from the
cooperators and provide guidance to SWCA.

Please let me know if this will be possible. Thanks!

Debby



"Tom Furgason" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<tfurgason@swca.com>

11/18/2009 12:08 PM
cc

bcc

Subject Pima County map guide

http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/qis/maps/mapquide/mqmap.cfm?path=/qis/maps/mapquide/dotmap65.mwf

Tom Furgason
Program Director
SWCA Environmental Consultants

343 West Franklin Street

Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax



f^ZZi Beverley A
/,OpZz Everson/R3/USDAFS

'"I^N V/?^' 06/02/2009 06:12 PM

To karnold@rosemontcopper.com, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Rosemont KOPs and Desired Condition

Kathy, please see Debby's message and enclosure below. Can you forward this information to Joy and to
David? Thank you. Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 06/02/2009 06:09 PM —

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

06/02/2009 01:21 PM To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Rosemont KOPs and Desired Condition

Bev,

Atour meeting on May7th, David Krizek (Tetra Tech) and Joy Lyndes (Sage) asked for KOPs (Key
Observation Points) from SWCA and a desired condition statement from the USFS.

Here is a draft desired condition statement:

DesiredCondilioadoc

The message below contains a zip file with the KOPs identified so far.

Please forward to David and Joy. David's email is david.krizek@tetratech.com. Joy's email is
jlyndes@sagelandscape.com.

Thanks!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 06/02/2009 01:13 PM

"Trent Reeder"
<treeder@swca.com>

06/02/2009 08:18 AM

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont KOPshapefile

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2009 10:29 AM
To: 'Debby Kriegel'
Cc: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Rosemont KOP shapefile

Hi Debby,

Here's a shapefile consisting of all project KOP locations. Please let me know if you need anything else.

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com

Rosept_K0Ps.zip



Desired Condition - Northern Santa Rita Mountains - Scenic Quality and Recreation
Debby Kriegel, May 8, 2009

The diverse landscapes of the northern Santa Rita Mountains offer a variety of settings for a
broad range of recreational opportunities and a place for visitors to escape from busy urban life
into quiet, natural, wild places. Visitors enjoy vast open space, canyon bottoms with mature
trees, golden rolling grasslands dotted with oak and juniper, and rugged, rocky mountain
ridgetops. Visitors rarely see utilitarian structures (such as power lines and buildings), and mines
that are no longer operationalhave been completely naturalizedby restoring topography and
vegetation to blend with the surrounding landscape.

Lands along the Patagonia-SonoitaScenic Road (AZ Hwy 83) and along Forest Service roads
appear natural. Visitors find occasional developed recreation facilities (suchas picnic tables, an
OHV staging area, and trailhead signs), but these facilities are in character with the National
Forest setting.

Dispersed recreation activities in the area include scenic driving, hiking, horseback riding,
birdwatching, camping, hunting, and more. Visitors use off-highway vehicles responsibly and
stayon designated roads. Dispersed campsites are small and clean, and resource damage is not a
problem.

Landscapes away from roads, and lands along the Arizona Trail, provide opportunities for
solitude and spending time in pristine wildlands withminimal evidence of humanactivity. The
Arizona Trail is well-marked and well maintained. Access roadsto trailheads are open and
maintained, and trailheads provide adequate parking and turnaround space. Damage to resources
at trailheads is minimal, and wildcat trails are rare.



"Lara Mitchell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<lmitchell@swca.com>

07/26/2010 01:29 PM
bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont West Access Road, Water Line, and Power
Line

Per the data we received from TT on Thurs, July 22 , the water line (it's the same alignment for al
alternatives) goes through Lopez Pass.
-Lara

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 1:41 PM
To: Lara Mitchell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont West Access Road, Water Line, and Power Line

Lara,

On Friday, we took a hard drive to Tetra Tech and collected GIS data for the MPO and alternatives.
When you're back in the office and have time to review this data, please look at the following files for the
MPO and each alternative:

• West access road

• Power line

• Water line

Which are over Gunsight Pass? Which are over Lopez Pass?

Thanks!!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us



History:

"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

06/15/2009 08:07 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>, "Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com>, "Lara Mitchell"
<lmitchell@swca.com>

bcc

Subject Recreation and Wilderness Bounds of Analysis- Rosemont

<£> This message has been replied to.

Debby,

Welcome back. Here is an initial draft of the bounds of analysis for recreation and wilderness. I'll be
available to discuss further and refine this as necessary when you get a chance.

Thanks,
Steve Leslie

Environmental Planner

SWCA Environmental Consultants

2820 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite 15
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102

702-248-3880 Rec and Wild BndsofAnalysis.doc



Rosemont Recreation and Wilderness Bounds of Analysis

The bounds of analysisfor the elementsof the Recreation and Wilderness disciplinesas presentedin the
Rosemont Project EIS Draft Chapter 3 Affected Environment Outline, May 19,2009 will apply to both

the group oftwelve issues deemed "significant" by the CNF and any additional issues that may be

described in Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless ofa determination of"significance". The

bounds ofanalysis for recreationand wildernessencompass both the temporal and spatial extent

necessary to describe the recreation and wilderness resources that may be impacted by the proposed

project. The potential impacts to recreationand wildernessare related to disruption ofaccess, diminished

quality of recreational setting and values, increasednoise, decreased opportunities for solitude, reduced

public safety, conflicts with special use permittees, and increases in visitation to other sites as a result of

visitor displacement.

Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four phases being applied to the Rosemont Project. These

four phases consist of: Construction,Operations,Closure and Post Closure. The potential impacts

described above wouldoccur throughoutand following the active mine life. As such, the temporal bounds
of analysis for recreation and wilderness would include all four phasesofthe proposed action.

Spatial bounds are described by the geographicarea to be used for analysis; this memo describes the
spatial bounds in general geographic terms (need map). The potential impacts to recreation and

wilderness would occur within the following geographic bounds consisting of the active projectarea, the
forest unit encompassing the SantaRita Mountains of the CNF, including the Mount Wrightson
Wilderness andthe LasColinas section of the Arizona Trail, as well as the BLM managed LasCienegas
Conservation Area east of the forest unit.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
02/04/2010 0925 AM Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, bidwell@swca.com

bcc

Subject Rosemont information request

Bev and Mindee,

I have read the MPO and Reclamation and Closure Plan and attend regular Rosemont meetings, but I
continue to be surprised by learning about additional mine-related features that would effect visual quality
and recreation. This is due to my lack of experience on large mines, and I simply don't understand the
scale and appearance of many of these features.

We have good information on the pit, plant, and access road, and will be getting more information on the
power line and grading for the waste rock and tailings piles. It's the rest of the stuff that I find myself
unclear about.

Iwould like to formally request information from Rosemont. This information will be needed for both visual
quality and recreation analyses, and is likely of value to other IDT members. I will need complete
information for each feature (written descriptions, sizes, photos of equivalent items from other mines,
details, etc.), as well as maps of where these features will be located.

1. All above-ground constructed features (other than the pit, plant, access road, and power line) that will
be needed for mine operations, including, but not limited to: buildings, drainage structures (headwalls,
hardened drainageways, etc.), well enclosures/housings, conveyors, slabs, roads, fences, and
above-ground water lines.

2. All facilities and other improvements that must remain after mine closure, including, but not limitedto:
buildings, constructed drainage structures (headwalls, hardened drainageways, etc.), well
enclosures/housings, slabs, roads, fences, and above-ground utility lines.

3. Areas (other than the pitand waste rock and tailings piles) that will require major grading during mine
operations or will not be returned to natural topography after mine closure. This would include
embankments (sediment ponds, containment areas, compliance dams, diversion basins, etc.), grading for
the plant site and mine access road, perimeter roads, and other similar areas.

Please forward this request to Rosemont.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us



L.

"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com> ,„ „ _, „ _, ^ Mr^ ._,

cc 'Trent Reedef <treeder@swca.com>, David Hams
08/03/2010 03:10 PM <dharris@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RE: VQO- ViewerSensitivity Figure

History: ^ jnjS message has beenreplied to.

You had requested that we show the other VQOvalues other than preservation, retention etc. All of
these attributes are in one shapefile (this is not multiple files).

This is the other data that Trent has from Terri for VQOs.

Hope that helps,

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, August 03, 2010 3:39 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Trent Reeder
Cc: David Harris

Subject: RE: VQO- Viewer Sensitivity Figure

I'm confused. What is the purpose of this map? My comments will be very different depending on what
you are trying to show.

"David Harris" <dharris@swca.com>
To"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

08/03/2010 12:32 PM cc'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>
SubjectRE: VQO- Viewer Sensitivity Figure

Two things about the map that immediately come to mind.
1) The gradual color gradations between most distinct to least distinct make it difficult to distinguish on the
map. It is possible to make these more obvious and contrasting so the viewer can easily see the differences? The
idea of using color changes for fore, middle, and background is good, but the gradation maybe not so good. A
greater color range might make for easier interpretation.
2) This is a lot of information to present. Do we need to show everything? How about showing what's critically
important, like the Concern Levels 1 and 2 for Most Distinct and Distinct?

David Harris

SWCA Environmental Consultants



801-322-4307 (Office)

801-230-8359 (Cell)

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Tuesday, August 03, 2010 12:51 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; David Harris
Cc: Trent Reeder

Subject: VQO- Viewer Sensitivity Figure

Hello Debby and David,

Here is the VQOfigure showing sensitivity- The data has all of the classes written out in one column, so its hard to
work with. Trent did a great job isolating the values of our area to create this map. We used the terminology from
the Coronado National Forest Scenery Inventory (2001) that you gave me, where Terry (USFS GIS) presents her
methodology on creating these layers.

Side note, regarding your conversation/comment regarding "sensitive viewers" term. Following USFS manuals, we
know that the USFS refers to it as constituent "sensitivity" and yet you thought that sensitive viewers was too
"insensitive" of a use of the term- David and I will work on a solution and suggest something.

Please let us know your comments on this figure,

Marcie

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist

SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303

Work (970) 385-8566

Fax (970) 385-1938

www.swca.com

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.441 /Virus Database: 271.1.1/3045 - Release Date: 08/02/10 06:35:00



"Melissa Reichard" To "Debby Kriegei" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell"
<mreichard@swca.com> <mbidwell@swca.com>

08/03/2010 09:26 AM cc
bcc

Subject RE: FW: Photos of the Marble Quarry

History: ^ j^js message has been replied to.

I have Lara working on a map for me. Do you ladies remember where the original shots were taken

from? I will be bringing my SLR- do you have any needs for me to use or not use zooms?

From: Debby Kriegei [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2010 12:22 PM
To: Melissa Reichard; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegei
Subject: Re: FW: Photos of the Marble Quarry

Having Lara do a map would be a good starting point. You'll want her to find a road map (including roads
on the Santa Rita Experimental Range) and overlay with some distance markers. Make sure it's around
noon on a clear day so shadows and clouds don't alter the colors. The goal is to look at the color of the
rock from various distances to see whether it is less white (or bluer, etc.) when viewed farther away.

Two additional thoughts:
1. Ifyou can get even closer to the quarry, get a couple of photos of the rock color right up close too (or
even pick up a piece of the white rock!).
2. I recommend re-shooting the more distant photos (5-10 miles) on the same day, just for consistency
(same light, weather, camera, etc.).

Thanks!!

Marcie: Jamie's comment was just about the color of the rock at various distances. He did not have
issues with the pit looking like it was in front of the mountain (that was a separate comment from Kathy).
Also, do you know for a fact that the existing quarry rock is the same type as would be in the upper pit?

"Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>
Debby Kriegei" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwell@swca.com:

08/02/2010 11:14 AM
cc

SubjectFW: Photos of the Marble Quarry

Ladies-



Iwill be going to take these pictures. Can you tell me spots that I should go to that would
capture what you are looking for? I don't know where these shots were taken and where spots
would be to get the distance and angle that you need. Suggestions? If not, the only other way I
can think of would be to ask Lara to get me some sort of map with a couple mile radius. Is that
how you would go about this?

Thanks!

Mel

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 4:20 PM
To: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Photos of the Marble Quarry

Hello Tom, Jonathan and Melissa,

So I understand from Debby that we need to photograph the Marble Quarry to see what the
rock looks like per Jamie's suggestion for improving the simulations for the pit. Specifically to
make it appear less "in front of the mountain.

I have two pictures that I shared with Debby- she suggested that we needed some that were in
closer range with the quarry.

Do you have some one that could photograph the quarry from these approximate distance
ranges?

1. 1-2 miles away

2. 3-4 miles away

I have these, which I approximate as being 5 and 10 or so distances.

Thanks!

Marcie

«DSC_0163JPG» «DSC_0160.JPG»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A



Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



"Dale Ortman PE"

<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/28/2010 07:16 AM

To <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, <mreichard@swca.com>,
<jrigg@swca.com>, "'Debby Kriegel"' <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

bcc

Subject RE:June 4th Reclamation meeting

Marcie,

At this stage in the process I do not see where a trip to Tucson for the June 4 meeting will be cost
effective. Rosemont is working on the basic feasibility of a revised drainage plan and until that is
worked out and we have maps of the fundamental topography most everything else is premature.
However, if you have other reasons to be in Tucson and the meeting fits your schedule then you are
certainly welcome.

Cheers,

Dale

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2010 8:43 AM
To: mbidwell@swca.com; daleortmanpe@live.com
Cc: sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; jrigg@swca.com; Debby Kriegel
Subject: RE: June 4th Reclamation meeting

Marcie: I think that the purpose of the meeting is for Rosemont to show us the options for moving tailings
cells around and some rough shaping for a canyon-like drainageway on the waste rock. If their
presentation can be done on-line, you probably don't need to be in the room to provide comments. If they
only bring printed maps, it'd be great if you could be here. I guess I'm also not certain whether we are
likely to be doing any preliminary design work on that day or just reviewing Rosemont's options for use by
David and Horst to landform later.

Dale: Please advise.

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

05/25/2010 02:04 PM

Hello All,

To"Salek Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>, "Dale

Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>
cc,

Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
SubjectRE: June 4th Reclamation meeting



(thanks for the forward Salek)

I am curious if I am to attend the next meeting in person or on the phone?

My preference would be for in person if its going to involve maps, but I am flexible as to what the change
order may allow.

Thanks! let me know

Marcie

From: Salek Shafiqullah [mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 5:47 PM
To: Melissa Reichard

Cc: Debby Kriegel; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: June 4th Reclamation meeting

Hello Mel,
Marcie also met with us today via conference call. I did not see her name on the invitation list for June
4th. Thanks for checking into this.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest

520-388-8377



History:

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

02/22/2010 09:29 AM

To "Dale Oilman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "'Marcie
BidwelH <mbidwell@swca.com>, jrigg@swca.com

cc "Tom Furgason"' <tfurgason@swca.com>, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Pit Wall Safety Benches - Potential Visual MitigationQ

^ This message has been forwarded.

Dale: This is great. I appreciate you providing these ideas/options. Do you have a
recommendation for how to get a review and initial input from Rosemont?

Marcie: I assume that you will be simulating the MPO's 50-foot lifts. It would be very helpful to
have simulations (even rough ones), at least for double benching and randomized benching, in
order to help us compare these options and determine which would mitigate visual impacts best.
Can you do this?

Jonathan: Please add the following wording to the mitigation table item #15.3.3/238 as follows:

• Treat upper portions of the pit wall that are visible from Highway 83, the Arizona Trail, and
other Concern Level 1 travel ways and residential areas within 5 miles of the pit by (1)
reducing the visual impact of horizontal safety benches by reducing the number of benches
(double benching), placing benches in a randomized pattern, or similar, and (2) applying
Permeon or similar to darken rock to match weathered rock on the ridge at the conclusion of
operations. Verify that selected treatment will not create water quality problems. Review
treatment at least every 5 years and adjust as needed to protect visual quality. If possible,
plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible parts of pit wall.

Thanks.

"Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

"Dale Ortman PE"

<daleortmanpe@live.com>

02/19/2010 12:06 PM

To "'Debby KriegeP <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, '"Marcie Bidwell'"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Tom Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, '"Melissa
Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Pit WallSafety Benches - Potential Visual Mitigation

Debby & Marcie,

Attached is a memo presenting several potential mitigation options for the safety benches on the upper
pit wall.

Cheers,



Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe(5>live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

[attachment "20100219_ortman_kriegel-bidwell_pitbenchmit_memo.pdf' deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

01/12/2010 01:16 PM
bcc

Subject RE: KOP Locations in Tucson

Thanks, that is more legible than my scrawl!
M

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:51 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: KOP Locations in Tucson

The 3 sites that I mentioned were:

1. Interstate 10 at the Wilmot overpass

2. Oracle and River (probably not at street level, but standing on the hill just northeast of the intersection)
3. Craycroft or Swan between River Rd. and Oracle. I can't remember which I told you about. I
recommend driving both to see if there's an ideal spot.

These 3 points represent south, NW and NE Tucson respectively, and would provide pretty widespread
coverage. I have a feeling that #1 will be the best spot for any simulations, since it's closer to the project,
but otherwise a similar view of the Santa Ritas. However, it's worth taking photos at the other two to

confirm this.

Thanks.

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

01/12/201012:32 PM cc
Subject KOP Locations in Tucson

Debby,

I was hoping to record the KOP locations in Tucson while I am here, and I wrote them down wrong when
you gave them to me.

Do you still hve your notes?

Thanks!

Marcie



Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "David Harris"
<mb!dwell@swca.com> <dharris@swca.com>
07/26/2010 12:12 PM cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"

<]rigg@swca.com>
bcc

Subject AE for yourreview

L_!!iSt0'y:_ _ ^ This message has been forwarded. ~ ]

Hello Debby,

Please find for your review the AE section. The outline will follow and Iwill post the maps and
figures to the client access site that you were referenced to for the simulations.

You will notethat we added BLM VRM language; we need to discuss howto deal with the TEP
siting process and what is/is notcovered byEPG's document and process.

Happy reading, call if you would like to discuss anything.
Marcie

«Rosemont Ch 3_DraftAE_2010-07-26.doc»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com[attachment "Rosemont Ch 3_Draft AE 2010-07-26.doc" deleted by Debbv
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

08/02/2010 07:58AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont DEIS - Visual Quality - Affected Environment
ReviewQ

history: ^ jh\s message has beenforwarded.

Marcie: Here are comments from our new Rosemont NEPA person (a retired FS employee who is
working directly for SWCA). I added my comments (marked DK) to some of his comments. Also, now
that you have official written direction to use SMS for the project-level analysis (see Reta's email sent just
minutes ago), please revise the AE to simply state what VQOs are in the forest plan, then move
immediately into SMS. Thanks. Debby

"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
07/30/2010 03:09 PM Cc

Subject Re: Rosemont DEIS - Visual Quality - Affected Environment
Review

Debby,

I took a quick look at the Chapter 3 Affected Environment for visuals that you sent me, and
here are my comments. You'll see a couple things: (1) we are trying to minimize the number
of acronyms we use, so I asked that many of the ones in this section be spelled out. The
amount of acronyms throughout the document is overwhelming for the reader; (2) I need to
step back and look at the Chapter 3 outline, and I have not done that yet. I'm not sure it flows
very well, and as you noted some sections seem out of place given a first overview.

My overall impression is that this is pretty good. We are pretty heavy to technical specific of
the various analysis methods (VHS, SMS, and the BLM method), and that kind of overwhelms
the description of the existing condition of the project area. You might want to look for
opportunities to summarize the analysis methods and put more details in the supporting
documentation, with references in the DEIS. Of course, the reader needs enough in the text of
the EIS to understand the effects we are describing in the Effects Analysis. I cannot make that
judgment until I see the whole thing together, so at this point use your best judgment.

You also sent along document titled Trend Information" -1 did not get a chance to look at it
closely, and I am wondering what the intended us of this document is. I also did not have a

chance to look the figures over.

Thanks for all your hard work. We can talk about this next Tuesday if you have



questions/concerns. Have a great weekend Terry

From: Debby Kriegel

Sent: Tuesday, July 27,2010 1:16 PM
To: Ruth Doyle ; tichute@msn.com
Cc: Debby Kriegel

Subject: Rosemont DEIS - Visual Quality - Affected Environment Review

Here are my comments and some references (per a comment I made in the text). The figures are

attached to Marcie's email message below.

Ruth: Can you add your comments to this marked-up version, or is it too messy?

Terry: As your time permits, I'd appreciate you giving this a quick review for general flow, consistency
with other resources, red flags, etc.

Thanks.

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 07/27/2010 12:08 PM —

"Marcle Bidweli" <
mbidwell@swca.com> To"Marcie Bidweli" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "David

Harris" <dharris@swca.com>

cc

Subj Figures and updated text
ect

07/26/2010 04:07 PM

Hello Debby,

Here are the figures and an updated document.

I think you are right that perhaps you should review it and then have RO review it, rather than do them
simultaneously. This would still keep the RO review moving, and more likely make sure that you approve of the
product before it goes to them.

«Figures_draft2010-07-26.pdf» «Rosemont Ch 3_Draft AE_2010-07-26.doc»
Eventually, when this goes to editing, the figures will be inserted in the text as part of 3.9 or as an appendix.

I can discuss this with you tomorrow, how about 1:00 AZ time?

Thank you,

Marcie



Marcie Demmy Bidweli

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com[attachment "Rosemont Ch 3_DraftAE_2010-07-26.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "Rosemont_Ch_3_Draft_EA_2010_07_30_Chute edits.doc" deleted by
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Lara Mitchell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<lmitchell@swca.com> „, _, „ .. _ „.. .. _ . .

cc "Jonathan Rigg <jrigg@swca.com>, Melissa Reichard
07/21/2010 01:55 PM <mreichard@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont West Access Road, Water Line, and Power
Line

History: c^ This message has been forwarded.

Hi Debby

For the MPO and the 3 alternatives the west access road goes through Lopez Pass.

For the MPO the power line goes through Lopez Pass. For all three alternatives, 4 of the power line
alternative routes (Preferred Route, Alternative 1, Preferred sub alternative and sub alternative 1) all go
through Lopez Pass, one (Alternative 2) comes through farther south, near Box Canyon Road.

For the MPO the water line looks like it comes through Lopez Pass. We are still waiting on water line

data. I was told by Melissa that we would receive it on Friday. I don't have any info for the Alternatives

water lines until we get that data.

So from what I looked at today, no access road or power line goes though Gunsight Pass. I'll have to get

back to you on the water line info.

-Lara

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 1:41 PM
To: Lara Mitchell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont West Access Road, Water Line, and Power Line

Lara,

On Friday, we took a hard drive to Tetra Tech and collected GIS data for the MPO and alternatives.
When you're back in the office and have time to review this data, please look at the following files for the
MPO and each alternative:

• West access road

• Power line

• Water line

Which are over Gunsight Pass? Which are over Lopez Pass?

Thanks!!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305



www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed. us



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

06/01/2010 07:30 AM

To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Simulations - Drainage DrawingsQ

Bev, Mindee, Reta: Note Marcie's statement below (I turned her text red). Ifshe doesn't have the data
from Rosemont by June 15, she won't be able to produce simulations for the DEIS. I believe that this is a
major problem.

Marcie: Please verify with Rosemont and Tetra Tech the correct number of benches to show in the
simulation. I'm confused by items 1 (no benches on tailings) and 2 (6 benches). Which is correct for the
MPO?

larcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

05/28/2010 09:16 AM

To "David Krizek" <david.krizek@tetratech.com>, "Kathy
Arnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Keepers, Ashley"
<Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, "Carrasco, Joel"
<Joel.Carrasco@tetratech.com>, "Trent Reeder"
<treeder@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>, "Lara Mitchell" <lmitchell@swca.com>

Subject RE: Drainage drawing

David,

Good to see you on Monday. You looked refreshed.

Per Kathy's email regarding stormwater, here is an example of what we are looking for as an indication of
stormwater elements- we just need to just know a general indication of where to show drop structures,
detention ponds, etc. This could be hand drawn, or as Trent prepared similar to this diagram. This is to
illustrate what we are requesting.

In the meeting May 19, the MPO was discussed, and it was decided that while several concepts for
reclamation were included in the MPO that have different physical forms (such as ridge and valley, etc)
that the EIS simulations will use the basic topography that Rosemont has provided the FS and SWCA.
Additionally, SWCA will apply vegetation and colors to the surface, but we will not be adjusting the
contours. The idea is that the "MPO is the MPO" to the level designed, not to show possible modifications
to it.

REQUEST:

1. Please indicate by June 3 if Trent's drawing for placement of drop structures and stormwater
ponds will suffice. At that date, we will complete the drafts of the MPO as Trent has shown. Or you may
supply a similar drawing by June 3rd to replace it.



2. Please supply a similar level of drawing for the Scholefield and Barrel Only alternatives with the
contours, when they are ready.

3. Any data that has been requested and not received by June 15th will not be shown in the DEIS
simulations by SWCA, unless special arrangements have been made prior to this date.

A few important points regarding the MPO, drainage, and contours-

1. MPO Contours data set and reclamation- SWCA has been directed to use the set of contours for our

alternatives that are shown in the JPG that is attached (August 2009 and Feb 2010 data downloads).
However we do also have the 2007 contours Shown in Figure 23 Reclamation Plan as well. There are.
differences between these data sets, although their footprints are mostly the same. Notice also that Figure
23 does not show benches or access roads. JPG shows three benches on the waste rock pile and no
specific benches on the tailing pile; the tails are generally evenly stepped throughout.

Important note: we are proceeding with the data set shown in JPG, as recently directed, unless we hear
otherwise by June 3.

2. MPO vs. Reclamation data set. Thus far, SWCA has been using the MPO footprint as shown in the
maps used at Monday's meeting.

I know that you are very familiar with the MPO and its Reclamation Plan and you will notice that the
contours that we have received for the MPO do not look quite like MPO Rec Figure 23 (compared with the
contours shown in MPO SW mdb.jpg). The MPO JPG shows 3-4 benches in some places, but according
to your Preliminary Stormwater Concept, there should be 1 bench per 100 feet of elevation on the waste
rock, or 4-6 benches depending on where one starts counting.

Important note: we are proceeding with the MPOshown benches on the waste rock and assigning a
bench to every 100ft of drop on the tails, which results in 6 benches (approximately), as directed May
19th unless we hear otherwise by June 3.

Thank you for your time and cooperation in advance,
Marcie

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 4:08 PM
To: 'Kathy Arnold'; David Krizek
Cc: Debby Krlegel; Keepers, Ashley; 'Carrasco, Joel'; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Drainage drawing

Hello David,

This request forwarded by Kathy is the conceptual drawing that you and I have been discussing for a few
months now.

The request is to suppliment the Preliminary Stormwater Controland Reclamation Summary with a
conceptual sketch of where the elements described in the text would be placed on each alternative map.
This is consistent with the data requests filed by the Forest Service this year.



Specifically, itwould be for the following alternatives (i.e. Phased Tailings is considered complete):
• MPO-

• Upper Barrel- (once the final design is confirmed)
• Scholefield- (once final design is confirmed)

Additionally, SWCAwould liketo request that the Phased Tailings Contour data and associated layers be
uploaded to the FTP site, as well.

Iwould be glad to discuss this on the phone with you, Ashleyor Joel. And Iwant to extend a thank you for
the recent call inquiry.

Thank you!
Marcie

From: Kathy Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 2:46 PM
To: David Krizek

Cc: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Drainage drawing

David -

I need you to put pen to paper on a drawing (2-d is fine) to show Marcie what your write-up will
(could?) look like in the real world. Hand drawn arrows will be fine.

Cheers!

Kathy
Kathcrine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Directorof Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

kamold@rosemontcopper.com

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the

intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

[attachment "MPO_SW mdb.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "MPO Rec Figure
23.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Tom Furgason" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<tfurgason@swca.com> „„ „ _ „ , _, , . „,. „ . _

cc "Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Mehnda D
12/02/2009 08:31 AM Roth» <mroth@fs.fed.us>

bcc

Subject RE: FW: Rosemont Landforming Assesssment Proposal

History: ^ This message has been forwarded.

Feel free to send it to Horst if the Coronado is satisfied.

Tom

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2009 7:22 AM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Subject: Re: FW: Rosemont Landforming Assesssment Proposal

I'd like to share this scope of work with Horst. Can I send this version to him? Or should I wait until
everyone has reviewed it and revisions made? Please let me know. Thanks.

'Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> To<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda DRoth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel"

<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
. __ „ _.. cc<rlaford@fs.fed.us>, <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>, "Dale Ortman "

12/01/2009 05:03 PM ^ • j a v_ a
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

SubjecFW: Rosemont Landforming Assesssment Proposal
t

Bev,

Attached is Golder's SOW for your consideration. Please let me know ASAP if you feel that George
missed anything. I have forwarded a copy with the costs to Rosemont for their consideration.

Tom

From: Kelley Cox
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 4:51 PM



To: Tom Furgason
Subject: FW: Rosemont Landforming Assesssment Proposal

For you -

Kelley Cox

Senior Administrator

SWCA Environmental Consultants

343 W. Franklin Street

Tucson, Arizona 85701

Phone: 520-325-9194 Fax: 520-325-2033

www.swca.com

Sound Science, Creative Solutions.®

From: Tom Furgason
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 4:28 PM
To: KelleyCox
Subject: FW: Rosemont Landforming Assesssment Proposal

Kelley,

Can you please delete the last sheet and black out the cost estimate on Page 2? Thanks.

Tom

From: Annandale, George [mailto:George_Annandale@golder.com]
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 4:26 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Kidd, Dave; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont Landforming Assesssment Proposal

Tom

Please find attached the proposal for the landforming assessment.

Iwill appreciate it if you can let me know whether the client approved so that we can commence with the work.



Sincerely,

George W. Annandale, D.lng., P.E. | Practice / Program Leader | Golder Associates Inc.
44 Union Blvd. Suite 300, Lakewood, Colorado, USA 80228
T: +1 (303) 980-0540 | D: +1-720-920-4612 | F: +1 (303) 985-2080 | C: +1 (720) 244-3865| E:
qeorqe annandale@qolder.com I www.qolder.com

Tins email transmission is confidential ana may conuen pio;
use, distribution or copying of this transmission other then I
intended recipient, please notify the sender end delete ail c.t

-:t-;ii~v information for ;'••- (••c'esive use of the intended recipient Any
the intended recipient is ctectiy pioh'leted If you are not the

•p:es izlectroiiic med^e ;s <us::ept!b!e to unauthorized modification.

deterioration, and incompatibility Accordingly tee electronic medio ^lesion of any 'red, product may not be relied upon

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

[attachment "09381962 Ltr RosemontMinePropVerlRevB 30NOV09.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwelln

<mbidwell @swca .com>

06/03/2009 01:38 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Charles Coyle'
<ccoyle@swca .com>

bcc

Subject Analysis Criteria and Bounds of Analysis"

Debby,

In preparing for both this weeks meeting and making progress while you are on vacation, here are a few
things.
«Evaluation Criteria- working draft.doc»

1. EVALUATION CRITERIA:

Here is a draft of starting to role the Issue Statements intoAnalysis Questions into Indicators of Change.

Please feel free to edit a way; its just a stab at it.

2. BOUNDS OF ANALYSIS:

Charles asked that all SWCA and USFS specialists work together to define the following (here are my
thoughts). If you agree with this basic outline, Ican convert this to a paragraph format quickly. If you would
recommend something else, please let me know. Edits are welcomed!

These are his specific requests on bounds:

1. Bounds of analysis: define geographic and temporal parameters of what will be analyzed for visual
resources?

• Geographic, will depend on the alternatives and where the viewsheds are in my opinion, but I
would say that the bounds would be related to a clear sky view of the Santa Rita Mountains (or
project area) on a good air quality day, so would include Tucson, views from 19 and 10, Sonoita,
Sahaurita, etc. 3.1.1 Cf^F , S3

• Scales of Analysis- in our Chapter 3 outline, we had discussed using three: Project
r \ <?W Yiewshed, Santa Rita Mountains, and Coronado National Forest. Generally, Isee these as

r fcV J^n $ appropriate to tie them to the disfance zones that we are using (1) foreground viewsheds (project

<¥

area and immediate'Viewsheds), and (2) middleground (close range, Santa Rita mountain views),
and far/background (far Santa Ritas, Coronado, Tucson, etc views).
Temporal- Dale Ortman proposed that we all consider construction, operation, reclamation,
post-closure. Buthe did not indicate when Construction and operations would break. Ithink we
have discussed the following: (1) Initial Construction is 0-5 years; (2) Operation includes

-£S installation of the reclaimed berm 5-15 years; Reclamation begins at Final form 20 years, and
I would argue should be at a reasonable expectation for a reclamation stage at 20,
years.

Wjr3? . -^"Installation of
1»>VPost closure-&i&JF'Jr 50or100(?)
iQ&lPV

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

51 5 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81301
Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938



www.swca.com Evaluation Criteria- working draftdoc
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Evaluation Criteria Visual Impacts Draft June 1,2009

Visual Resource Issue #1:

Presence of mine-related equipment and vehicles (e.g., drills, loading units, trucks,
bulldozers, graders, buildings, tailings, water pipeline, etc.) on Key Observation Points
(KOPs), including Scenic Byway SR 83, USFS Scenic Roads (Box Canyon Road [FR 62],
Madera Canyon Road/Madera Nature Trail #88, Mt. Hopkins Road [FR 184] may directly
affect visual quality.

Analysis Question(s):f(^w\\\ the presence of mine-related equipment and vehicles
affect scenic resourcesfflow will these changes affect different viewing populations
(e.g. recreation, residents, scenic drivers)?jWhere will the presence ofthese activities be
visible in the landscape? ^

IndicatorofChange:
^mpualofchange irinuman activity, cultural elements and mixof land uses » _
•Amount'of change/in scenic attractiveness antterietpoftsclasses to sensitive \J° . .
viewers and important concern areas from chanfefjn activity and cultural \>UW-v
elements /\ \ ••,. ^j&. pY^7^

•Amountof change compared to existing scenic integntyland future desired u^^\ )
conditions / \ % ^fe; IF o*\^

•A cK^nge* inyconcern levels due to changes in iises^ levels ofactivity, and quality of h^

Visual Resource Issue $2(|^ ^%^>^ ,"
Ground distudprjce, topo^i^phyalteratio^Tid landscape changes resulting from
mining-rjla^i^^^sjcleaqng, gradingTdeposition of fill material, open pit, waste
rock duffjps, tailings) mlrJfdirertlyJresult in changes tovisual quality.

2^Analysis $uestion(s): HoWJwill scenic quality be affected from multiple KOPs and for
different clas^&of viewers? CTv^P^f^ fiY ">B^^L 5 <^2V^ "^ f "?

Indicator ofChangefl ^
^roP(V^mount °^cnan8e 'n scenic quality from changes to form, line, texture, and color in
r* the Project Area MX<b*( ^^

•Amount of?dtenge or contrast due to changes in the patterns of vegetation,
landform stale^nd proportion, etc. Qtw<LX>e<L JVi "Sh^ tfv iUL^ ^ ' tl M

•Arnoufit of change measured in acreage due to ground disturbance within sensitive

viewsheds 1>*T»l=*£J*>'Xe c&Ha^^K^ b**^-
•AmoumNgffchange in concern levels due to changes in scenic quality from

landsqape manipulation and activity
fsfO

{^yrjxtf

& fr^-c



Visual Resource Issue #3:

Reclamation that includes infrastructure removal and revegetation of waste rock
facilities and other project-related landscape disturbance may directly result in affects
to visual resources.

Hjfr&vj

Analysis Qupstian(s): Hpw will visual resources be affected by reclamation aqd__ (jdcJOoI
revegetation plansffiow long will it take before reclamation is_successful%What wfib
lefine reclamationisucce^s^What uses will return tothe landscape after reclamation?

Indicators ofChange:
• Length of time until revegetation cover is achieved
•Length of time until vegetation diversity is achieved
•Amount of difference between existing vegetation and revegetated landscape
•Amount of contrast from reclaimed landform and surrounding landscape.

USFS Scenic Integrity Objectives- Forest Service Guidance

Table 1 USFS SMS Scenic Integrity Objectives

IjANnsc^^ ^-^'; ;' " Scenic Integrity Objective

The landscape is intact, with only minute, if any, deviations: The existing
character and sense of place should be expressed at the highest level.
Human influence from hj||||ej|use or management should. appear
completely natural tothefhajori^r^^fiewers.

Very High

The landscape appeirs#|altered anfrintact. Deviations, may be present,
but should repeat the i!r«|j|!>rmJ|§oJ^ and textures of the existing
landscape chapc|§r^so compl^J^^a^^j^i^scjale, that they are not
evident, .j^^tlfe^ ^Hk ^^^^

High

The lan|lcape appears iigjlly alterelJKoticeable changes should remain
visuail^bordinate to thetanjjscape cl^acter being viewed.

Moderate

The landscajl^appears moderately altered. Deviations and changes to
the landscapesrpay begin toBominate the landscape character. These
changes should borrow valued landscape attributes such as size, shape,
edge effects, patte^^f naltral openings, vegetative type changes, or
architectural styles that are outside of the altered landscape.

Low

Source: USFS 2000
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Marcie Demmy To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, <ccoyne@swca.com>,
<marciedemmybidwell@hotm <mbidwell@swca.com>
ail.com> cc

03/13/2009 03:15 PM bcc

Subject

History: <gj This message hasbeen replied to.

Debby,

—I am sending this email from my hotmail as well as SWCA as I am experiencing trouble with me email
and want to make sure that you get it before I sign off. Sorry for duplicates if they both arrive!

Debby,

Sorry to hear that we are receiving conflicting messages from our superiors regarding who needs to
contact RCC. I will ask Charles and Tom to discuss this with Rita (as Bev is out) and then we can act
accordingly.

Here is the word doc outline for Chapter 3, with the visual section inserted into its place in the outline. Idid
not write the recreation or wilderness section, as I was told that USFS had asked for a new contact. In
communicating with Steve Leslie, the new rec person, he said that you had not heard that the change had
been made.

As to the outline, I hope it is more readable; Ierred inthinking that embedding the doc in the email text
would make it easier for you to access.

Iwill send you the basic template before the weekend. I had hoped to talkwith youto clear up some
questions that I had before sending it, but hopefully it is close to what you are looking for.

More to follow,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2009 1:03 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Chapt 3 Outline for Visual Resources ~ to continue discussion

Marcie,

I'm looking over your messages from yesterday, have received your voicemail messages, and have some
general comments:
1. Your outline format for Recreation and Wilderness has very different headings (theirs use "3.2.4.1"
style) and the indents in your message below and the other message with the outline for the visual
technical report get really screwed up in email. Can you please check on the requirements for format and
resend both to me in a Word document? Then Ican edit them and send them back to you. Ihave many
comments on both.

2. I'm no longer overseeing the night skies topic and have told Ben who to contact.
3. Reta and Bev repeatedly tell me that it's not the responsibility for the FS to convince Rosemont of what
work is necessary. The FS is to simply let SWCA know what is needed, and it is SWCA's responsibility to
do the work.



4. This weekend Iwill work onthe proposal and schedule for visual resources that I've been asking you
for. Allof the visual resourcework ties to this and it's really difficult for me to work on the outlines without
it.

Let's talk on Monday.

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com> 03/12/2009
07:58 AM ° "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>, "Ben Gaddis"

<bgaddis@swca.com>

Subjec Chapt 3 Outline for Visual Resources ~ to continue discussion
t

Hello Debbie, Thanks for the examples. I read through them and appreciate your approach.
Here is the outline for you to review and us to discuss. I look forward to your comments. Also, I
understand that you are the point person for Night Sky evaluation as well. Ben Gladdis and I have been
put together as a team for this issue. He and I have discussed an approach and he will be contacting you
today/tomrrow to discuss as well. If you would rather just interface with one of us, let me know. But
together, I think we will have a stronger specialist approach to apply to the project.

Also, just to be complete, Iwas told that (at USFS request) I am no longer the recreation specialist for this
project and that someone else will be your contact person. I am assuming that they have already
contacted you, and that this is your preference. Again, let me know if this is incorrect, and we can discuss
these other issues as well.

As this is just the Chap 2 AE outline, Iwas not sure of how we would introduce remedation effects on
visual resources, perhaps in EC; so to compliment this section that I just submitted to you, I am working
on the Visual Technical Report Outline as well. I will send it along shortly for you to review and then we
can discuss how the these two tools will compliment each other as well.

Also the table showing the compliment of EIS, Techincal Report and other studies has turned out harder
to fill in than I thought. It also will be ready for some comments in another hour or so.

Hope we can catch up today,

Marcie

Windows Live™ Groups: Create an online spot for your favorite groups to meet. Check it

OUt. DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 0UTLINE.doc VisualOutline-2008-03-10.doc



ROSEMONT PROJECT EIS

DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE

March 11, 2009

3.1. AIR QUALITY

3.1.1. [pending]

3.2. WATER RESOURCES

3.2.1. Applicable Laws, Regulation,and Policy
3.2.2. Regional Hydrologic Setting

3.2.2.1. Hydrometerology

3.2.2.2. Surface water

3.2.2.3. Groundwater

3.2.3. State and Local Water Resources Management

3.2.4. Water Resource-Related Regulations

3.2.5. Mine Site Water Resources

3.2.5.1. Surface Water

Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages)

Waters of the United States

Springs and Seeps Inventory

Surface Water Quality

3.2.5.2. Groundwater

Groundwater Investigation & Modeling

Well Inventory

Groundwater Occurrence and Quantity

Groundwater Flow Direction

3.2.6. Offsite Water Resources

3.1.5.1 Mine Water Supply

SantaCruz ValleyGroundwater Resources (Mine WaterSupply)
Groundwater Investigation & Modeling
Groundwater Flow

Groundwater Quantity

Groundwater Quality

3.2.6.1. Tucson AMA Model

3.2.6.2. Sierrita Sulfate Plume Model (FMI-ADWR Consent Order)

3.2.6.3. CAP Recharge

3.2.6.4. Water Resources Downgradient from the Mine Site

Davidson Canyon



Cienega Creek

3.3. GEOLOGY AND MINERALS

3.3.1. Regional Geology

3.3.2. Mine Site Geology

3.3.2.1. Geology (basic geology and structure)

3.3.2.2. Mineral Explorationand Mining History

3.3.2.3. Rosemont Deposit(Rosemont Depositgeologywith emphasis on

difference between sulfide andoxideore which is basic to potential ARD
issues)

3.3.3. Geologic Hazards

3.3.3.1. Seismicity

3.3.3.2. Landslides (this may be just an "Other" category)

3.3.3.3. Subsidence (limited to the known subsidence issues in the Santa Cruz

Valley due to groundwater withdrawal)

3.3.4. Other Geologic Resources

3.3.4.1. Fossils

3.3.4.2. Caves

3.4 SOILS AND RECLAMATION

3.4.1 Soil Occurrence and Characteristics

3.4.2.1 General Soil Characteristics

3.4.2.2 Soils Unit Mapping and Description

3.4.2 Estimates of Existing Erosion Loss

3.4.2.1 Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE)

3.4.3 Existing Disturbance

3.4.3.1 Existing Soil Disturbance

3.4.3.2 Existing Mineral-Related Disturbance

3.4.3.3 Grazing

3.4.4 Suitability for Reclamation

3.4.4.1 Soil Salvage and Placement

3.5 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

3.5.1 Biodiversity

3.5.2 Terrestrial Resources

3.5.3 Aquatic Resources

3.5.4 Vegetation Communities

3.5.4.1 Semidesert Grassland

3.5.4.2 Madrean Evergreen Woodland

3.5.5 Special Status Plants



3.5.5.1 Listed Plant Species

3.5.5.2 Other Special-Status Plants

3.5.5.3 Invasive Species

3.5.6 Special Status Wildlife

3.5.6.1 Listed Wildlife Species

3.5.6.2 Migratory Birds and Raptors

3.5.6.3 Coronado National Forest Management Indicator Species

3.5.6.4 Other Special-Status Wildlife Species

3.6 CULTURAL RESOURCES

3.6.1 Introduction

[Federal LegislationregardingHistoricPropertiesand Heritage Resources;

definitionofAPE]

3.6.2 Previous Archaeological Research

[Summary ofresearch in general area andproject area, withcitations]

3.6.3 Cultural-Historical Overview

[SummaryofPrehistoric/Historic Occupational Periods]

3.6.4 Archaeological Investigations

[Research Themes; Definition ofSite Types; Inventory Methods& Period of

Performance; Criteriafor Evaluations ofSignificance; and Results]

3.6.5 Ethnohistoric Investigations

[Methods; Sources Consulted; Results]

3.6.6 Consultation with Tribal Governments

[Summary ofthe Process; Tribes Consultedby CNF[matrixofconsultation]; and

Results]

3.6.7 Summary of Results

3.7 SOCIOECONOMICS/ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

3.7.1 Study Area

3.7.2 Population, Demographics and Housing

3.7.2.1 Population

3.7.2.2 Ethnicity/Race

3.7.2.3 Housing Inventory

3.7.3 Employment

3.7.3.1 Jobs by Industry

3.7.3.2 Median Income

3.7.3.3 Income Distribution

3.7.4 Economic Activity

3.7.4.1 Economic Output by Industry

iii



3.7.4.2 Taxes and Revenues

3.7.4.3 Property Values

3.7.5 Quality of Life

3.7.5.1 Public Facilities and Services

3.7.5.2 Community Values

3.7.5.3 Social Trends

3.7.6 Environmental Justice

3.7.6.1 Minority Populations

3.7.6.2 Low-Income Populations

3.8 VISUAL RESOURCES

3.8.1 Jntroduction *--^.---(Formatted: Font: Not Bold )
3.8.2 Regulatory Framework '*{ Formatted: Tab stops: Not at 0.58" )

3.8.2.1 USFS Federal Policy and Guidance: Visual Resource Management *- {Formatted: Bullets and Numbering ]
3.6.8.2.1.1 VQOs (manuals, process, etc for each)

3.6.8.2.1.2 SIOs

3.6.8.2.1.3 Wilderness

3.8.2.2 Forest Plan Guidance

3.6.8.2.2.1 Existing policy

3.6.8.2.2.2 Future trends (i.e. current/upcoming Forest Plan process)

3.8.2.3 Special Plans (Federal. State. Regional: i.e. Scenic Byways)

3.6.8.2.3.1.1 Scenic Byway visual resource management

3.6.8.2.3.1.2 Patagonia Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan

3.8.3 Existing Landscape Character and Visual Resources (narrative)

3.6.8.3.1.1 Landforms and landscape features

3.6.8.3.1.2 Vegetation

3.6.8.3.1.3 Color

3.6.8.3.1.4 Textures

3.6.8.3.1.5 Structures & land use

3.8.4 Viewsheds, View Corridors, and Sensitive Viewers

3.6.8.4.1.1 ProjectArea *- {Formatted: Bullets and Numbering ]

3.6.8.4.1.2 Communities and Rural Development Areas

3.6.8.4.1.3 jSante RitaMountains ,..-•{ Formatted: Font: Not Bold
3.6.8.4.1.4 Patagonia Scenic Byway

3.6.8.4.1.5 Wilderness and wilderness study areas

3.8.5 Visual Resource Key Observation Points

3.8.5.1 Description of key observation point process &objective^ * {Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
3.8.5.2 Selection/representation of key observationpoints " 1Formatted: Font: Not Bold

IV



3.8.6 Trends affecting visual resources

3.8.6.1 Forest management activities

3.8.6.2 Non-forest (i.e. Rural development)
•\ Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

^^f^^^l^JAJ}P^/.^Q^^. ->v..-{Deleted: <tf>[peadlngH
\ Formatted: Bullets and Numbering3.9.1 Highways and Roads Description

3.9.1.1 U.S. Highways

3.9.1.2 Interstates

3.9.1.3 State Highways

3.9.1.4 County Roads

3.9.1.5 Forest Service Roads

3.9.1.6 Rosemont Mine Roads

3.9.1.7 Private Roads

3.9.2 Highway and Roads Usage

3.9.2.1 Traffic Volume/Counts

3.9.2.2 Roadway Capacity

3.9.2.3 Level of Service

3.9.2.4 Traffic Patterns

3.9.3 Commercial Transportations

3.9.3.1 Interstate Bus Service

3.9.3.2 Local Bus Service

3.9.3.3 Air Service

3.9.3.4 Railroads

3.10 RECREATION AND TOURISM

3.10.1 General Setting

3.10.2 Supply of Recreation Opportunities

3.10.2.1 Recreation Opportunity Spectrum

3.10.2.2 Recreation Places

3.10.3 Existing Use Levels and Trends

3.10.3.1 Forest Use

3.10.3.2 Resident Recreation

3.10.3.3 Tourism

3.10.3.4 Commercial Outfitter and Guide Use [ifapplicable]

3.11 LIVESTOCK AND GRAZING

3.11.1 Introduction

3.11.2 General Management Direction for Grazing on the CNF

3.11.3 Existing Rangeland Management and Conditions

3.12 LAND USE AND WILDERNESS



3.12.1 Land Status/Ownership
3.12.2 Land Use Plans

3.12.2.1 Forest Service

3.12.2.2 Arizona State Trust Lands

3.12.2.3 Bureau of Land Management

3.12.2.4 Pima County

3.12.3 Land Use

3.12.3.1 Mining

3.12.3.2 Utilities

3.12.3.3 Grazing

3.12.3.4 Recreation

3.12.3.5 Rural Living

3.12.4 Wilderness

3.12.4.1 General Description and Characterization

3.12.4.2 Visitation

3.12.4.3 Access

3.13 NOISE

3.13.1 Regulatory Framework

3.13.2 Thresholds of Significance

3.13.3 Ambient Conditions

3.13.4 Noise Receptors

3.13.5 Blasting Noise

3.13.6 Vehicles and Equipment

3.14 OUTDOOR LIGHTING

3.14.1 [pendingl

3.15 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

3.15.1 Petroleum Products

3.15.1.1 Gasoline. Diesel Fuel, and Kerosene

3.15.1.2 Lubricants and Solvents

3.15.2 Mine Processing Fluids and Reagents

3.15.2.1 Sulfuric Acid

3.15.2.2 SX/EW Electrolyte and Processing Reagents

3.15.3 Explosives

3.15.3.1 Ammonium Nitrate

3.15.3.2 Ammonium Nitrate-Fuel Oil Mixtures

3.15.4 Hazardous Waste Management and Disposal

3.15.5 Miscellaneous Chemicals

VI



3.15.5.1 Laboratory Reagents

3.15.5.2 Cleaning Fluids

3.15.6 Transportation ofHazardous Materials

3.15.7 Storage ofHazardous Materials

3.16 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

3.16.1 Flood Control

3.16.2 Geologic Hazards
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"Marcie BidwelP To "MarcieBidwell" <mbidwe!l@swca.com>,"KathyArnold"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <kamold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
02/09/20100458 PM <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>,'Tom Furgason"

cc

bcc

Subject Update Status of Progress RE:Visualization Coordination
Meeting, Notes and Follow Up Questions

I History: ^ ynjs message has been replied to.

Hello Debby, Kathy, Tom and David,

David and Idiscussed both of our questions and we offer the following as the answers for your
approval/agreement:

1. Simulations by SWCA and Viewshed Analysis by Tetra Tech will use the same contours as base
data so that the two tools are consistent and comparable for the analysis.

2. Alternatives will all be shown as "raw" contours, rather than a mix of stages of engineering
resolution. Thus the MPO and Phased Tailings will be shown as the un-smoothed versions, such
as Figure 11 in the Reclamation (and not use the reclamation contours presented for the MPO in
Figure 12 of the reclamation plan as asked below).

3. SWCA will use the contours "as given" to us from Tetra Tech and show benches where
designed in the "raw" format.

4. Tetra Tech will provide SWCA with a sketch of stormwater runoff for "watershed design" and
SWCA will use these sketches to approximate the location of stormwater channels. Tetra Tech will
include notes where there are major go/no go changes in the stormwater planning (anticipated).

5. For the SWCA simulations, reclamation will be generalized for all of the alternatives in a similar
fashion.

Thank you, (David, did I miss anything?)

Marcie

See notes in bold below to show specific answers to questions.

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 4:24 PM

To: 'KathyArnold'; 'Debby Kriegel'; Tom Furgason; Carrasco, Joel; 'Krizek, David'; 'Keepers, Ashley';Trent Reeder

Subject: Visualization Coordination Meeting, Notes and Follow UpQuestions

MPO- Specific Questions-



1. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for vizualizations at Y10 is

as presented in Figure 9 of the Reclamation and Closure Plan (RCP). SWCA will show benches as

presented in Figure 9, but will use the updated contours as recently delivered by Tetra Tech.

2. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for visualizations at Y20

should be shown as Figure 11 or Figure 12 of the RCP. Figure 11, without the final reclamation
grading.

3. Please indicate what the geodatabase layer name is that will have the "composite of yearly
reclamation areas" in the data provided. SWCA will not use this "composite" for the MPO as a
detailed phasing diagram does not exist for each alternative. SWCA will generalize the reclamation
as starting at the bottom and adding a new ring with each year (the yearly rings will not be super
pronounced by YR10).

4. SWCA understands that the MPO should show benches as the following: waste rock, as 100 ft running
slopes for each bench and approximately 100ft wide road/bench surface; and tailings as 50 ft benches
and running surface; the attached image shows the output from the MPO with benches as submitted.

Please confirm if this is what we should use for final grading. As stated above, grading will be
used as delivered. Generally, these descriptions apply to each alternative, with some exceptions
to be noted by Tetra Tech.

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

06/28/2010 10:06AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Review of Draft Simulation - MPO 10YR KOP 2D

Marcie,

I printed out the simulation. Excellent work, and should be a good starting point for discussions, etc.

I have a few questions/suggestions:
1.1 don't see any benches or vegetation on the south end of the waste rock. Is that because this area is
farther away and/or the benches are so small?
2. As you proceed with simulations, please include a title on each (MPO Year 10, KOP 2, date), any
needed disclaimers (draft, no drop structures shown, assumed tree growth V/year, etc.), and label the
major features (pit, waste rock, heap, perimeter buttress, tailings).
3. The colors on the various elements are really different. I know that the pit is very light color, so that
looks fine to me. The heap and south waste rock are darker and redder, and the buttress and tailings are
lighter. How did you figure out which colors to use? Or are these just starting point colors that you can
tweak after Rosemont provides the core sample photos?
4. I'm sending you a draft document with some revegetation assumptions by our soils/water/air/forestry
person (separate email). Look it over briefly and see whether your simulation assumptions are similar.

Thanks!!!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

larcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com:

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
06/25/2010 11:40 AM cc

Subject Review of MPO 10YR KOP 2

Debby,

Please review and let me know your thoughts-

Thanks!



Marcie

«Alt2_KOP2_Year10_100602.jpg»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Alt2_KOP2_YearlO_100602.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



History:

"TerryChute" To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<tjchute@msn.com>

07/30/2010 03:09 PM
bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont DEIS - Visual Quality - Affected Environment
Review

<£> This message has been replied to.

Debby,

I took a quick look at the Chapter 3 Affected Environment for visuals that you sent me, and
here are my comments. You'll see a couple things: (1) we are trying to minimize the number
of acronyms we use, so I asked that many of the ones in this section be spelled out. The
amount of acronyms throughout the document is overwhelming for the reader; (2) I need to
step back and look at the Chapter 3 outline, and I have not done that yet. I'm not sure it flows
very well, and as you noted some sections seem out of place given a first overview.

My overall impression is that this is pretty good. We are pretty heavy to technical specific of
the various analysis methods (VHS, SMS, and the BLM method), and that kind of overwhelms
the description of the existing condition of the project area. You might want to look for
opportunities to summarize the analysis methods and put more details in the supporting
documentation, with references in the DEIS. Of course, the reader needs enough in the text of
the EIS to understand the effects we are describing in the Effects Analysis. I cannot make that
judgment until I see the whole thing together, so at this point use your best judgment.

You also sent along document titled Trend Information" -1 did not get a chance to look at it
closely, and I am wondering what the intended us of this document is. I also did not have a
chance to look the figures over.

Thanks for all your hard work. We can talk about this next Tuesday if you have
questions/concerns. Have a great weekend Terry

From: Debby Kriegel

Sent: Tuesday, July 27,20101:16PM
To: Ruth Doyle ; tichute@msn.com
Cc: Debby Krie<zel

Subject: Rosemont DEIS - Visual Quality - Affected Environment Review

Here are my comments and some references (per a comment I made in the text). The figures are
attached to Marcie's email message below.

Ruth: Can you add your comments to this marked-up version, or is it too messy?

Terry: As your time permits, I'd appreciate you giving this a quick reviewfor general flow, consistency
with other resources, red flags, etc.



Thanks.

— Forwarded by Debby Kriege!/R3/USDAFS on 07/27/2010 12:08 PM —

"Marcie Bldweli" <
mbldwell@swca.com> To "Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriege!@fs.fed.us>, "David

Harris" <dharris@swca.com>

07/26/2010 04:07 PM cc
Subjec Figures and updated text

t

Hello Debby,

Here are the figures and an updated document.

I think you are right that perhaps you should review it and then have RO review it, rather than do them
simultaneously. This would still keep the RO review moving, and more likely make sure that you approve of the
product before it goes to them.

«Figures_draft2010-07-26.pdf» «Rosemont Ch 3_Draft AE_2010-07-26.doc»
Eventually, when this goes to editing, the figures will be inserted in the text as part of 3.9 or as an appendix.

I can discuss this with you tomorrow, how about 1:00 AZtime?

Thank you,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938



www.swca.comfattachment "Rosemont Ch 3_Draft AE_2010-07-26.doc" deleted by Debby

Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] Rosemont_Ch_3_DrafLEA_201 u_07_30_Chute edits.doc
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Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/09/2010 05:19 PM

To "MarcieBidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Debby
Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Kathy Arnold"
<kamold@rosemontcopper.com>, 'Tom Furgason"

bcc

Subject Re: Follow up request for Reclamation photography^

Marcie,

I received some CDs from some of the field trip participants, but I'm pretty sure that there were a lot of
photos that I did not get copies of. I have not made a library out of the pictures, or otherwise organized
them.

Ithink that the quickest way to get the pictures from those of you that were on field trips (all those cc'd in
this email) to Marcie is for all of you to provide her with any pictures you have that you think would
respond to her request.

I'll check to see what photos I have that would be helpful to you, Marcie.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbtdwell@swca.co
m>

02/09/2010 02:16

PM

To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "KathyArnold"
<kamold@rosemontcopper.com>, 'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"

<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>
cc

Subjec Follow up request for Reclamation photography
t

Hello Bev and Debby,

I understand from Tom that Bevcollectedthe images of the mine tours from everyone's personal cameras
and then builta common library of images.

Iam looking forgood reference images of reclaimed sites that will show vegetation patterns (both



intentional and volunteer). Additionally, we could use some images of mining facilities, as a few of the
simulation views will have straight views into the pit and mine works.

Bev, Would there be any good ones in the files that you created/shared with everybody?

I would prefer to receive these as digital files, and we can save the USFS images on the Web Ex for
convenient sharing.

Thank you for your assistance!

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

10/27/2009 12:15AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis for Visual Resources

Debby,

Sorry I missed you on Friday, still trying to exhale!

Wow, lots to digest in thre. Lets try to catch up this afternoon. In meetings until 3:30 or so AZ time.

Looking forward to learning what I missed.
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 3:26 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis for Visual Resources

Hi Marcie,

Welcome back. Hope you had a fun trip to Yosemite and got some good weather!!

I'm not sure how to stick with entirely political boundaries unless we make it a huge area (i.e., include all
counties where the project might be visible from). Since this is for visual resources, it'd be great to use
entirely viewshed boundaries. At some distance, the visual effects are so far away that they're a moot
point. On the Coronado there is a single telescope building on a mountaintop that can be seen from 40+
miles away, so for a mine the size of Rosemont, we'd want to go farther than that. I'd guess that
mountains will block the views NW of the Tucson valley, but it'd be nice to verify that. I also don't want
you (or Trent) to spend hours and hours on this, unless you think it's important. I do think we need to
minimally extend the boundary east to the top of the Whetstones. One additional option would be to forget
political boundaries and mountains, and just draw a big rectangle around the whole area we'll be looking
at further. That's sort of what some resources did. The north boundary could still follow the Pima County
line, south boundary would still be Mexico, east boundary would be just east of the Whetstones, and west
boundary just beyond the mountain range that the current boundary line follows. What do you

recommend?

Also wanted to let you know that I called Horst Schor (the author of Landforming) and discussed the
Rosemont project with him and whether he might be able to help with landforming primarily for visual
quality and hydrology, as we move toward refining alternatives. He has a consulting business which
specializes in geomorphic restoration and revegetation, and he told me that his personal mission in life is
to "scar up less of the earth's surface." He has 30 years experience in this work, his background includes
civil engineering, environmental studies, geotech, and urban planning. He's worked on hard rock mines,
including a molybdenum mine in New Mexico with 1000' high tailings dumps and immediately had some
ideas for reshaping Rosemont's waste piles. He's worked with numerous government agencies, the
public, landscape architects, and others. He has a truly unique set of skills, and I have recommended to
our folks that we get him involved in Rosemont. Assuming we find money for him, your work wouldn't
really change...we'd just add Horst to the mix. I asked Horst to provide a proposal for an initial visit to
Tucson and the project site, and Mindee is going to ask Rosemont to fund this. Alternately, he could



probably be added to the MOU (maybe even as a subconsultant to SWCA?). What do you think?

I'm sure you're just catching your breath, and I'm out in the field all day tomorrow. Maybewe can talk on
Friday?

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

10/21/200912:29 PM

To,,Debby Kriegel"<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Walter Keyes" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis

Debby,

We can and if so, should do so soon.

Brainstorming options:

1. use all political boundaries
2. use a vewshed analysis to generate the polygons, but how does one pick the alternative to decide what
is visible from where? The viewsheds are huge running up towards Tucson proper?

Its kind of hard, unless we cut it off somewhere.

Just off the cuff thinking....

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 1:17 PM
To: Walter Keyes; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Fw: Rosemont Bounds of Analysis

I just briefly looked at each of these (which is very interesting), and I had a couple of thoughts:

Walt: Shouldn't the transportation Bounds include the mine's access road (and/or forest roads between 83
and the mine)?

Marcie: The SW edge of the Bounds for visual resources follows a ridgeline, but the other boundaries are
political. This bothers me a bit, especially where the eastern Pima County line cuts off on the west flank of
the Whetstone mountains. The project will easily be visiblefrom there, but the ridge is in Cochise County.



Can we revisit this sometime soon?

Thanks.

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 10/21/2009 12:11 PM —

Melissa Reichard
<mreichard@swca To Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, TamiEmmett<temmett@fs.fed.us>, Reta Laford
.com> <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, Larry Jones <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, Sarah Davis <s!davis@fs.fed.us>,Debby Kriegel
Sent by: <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, Beverly Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Art Elek<aelek@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ann
rosemonteis Ciapusci <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, Deborah Sebesta <dsebesta@fs.fed.us>, Kendall Brown
<notify@weboffice. <kbrown03@fs.fed.us>, Salek Shafiqullah <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, George McKay

<gmckay@fs.fed.us>, EliCuriel <ecuriel@fs.fed.us>, Mary Farrell <mfarrell@fs.fed.us>, Robert LeFevre

<rlefevre@fs.fed.us>, Mindee Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, William Gillespie <wgillespie@fs.fed.us>
com>

10/14/2009 03:48

PM

cc Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>
Subjec Rosemont Bounds of Analysis

t

Some of you mentioned in today's meeting that you hadn't seen these. So, I have uploaded the
new drafts of the bounds of analysis maps. The only changes that were made were ones for the
resources that depended on project footprint. Those were reconfigured to include the project
areas of the alternatives.

Any further question should be directed to Bev or Tom.

I hope this helps!

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=l2&id=25518>



"Marcle Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel"<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Chelsa Johnson"
<mbldwell@swca.com> <Cjohnson@epgaz.com>

02/24/201012:18 PM cc
bcc

Subject Review of images, alternatives and CLs

Hello Debby,

I worked with Chelsa today to review the images proposed for simulations.

I am thinking with about 85% certainty that the views EPG/FS have selected will not involve views of the
alternatives, but I recommend that the USFS forward the GIS layers for google earth 3D files and
footprints of the alternatives to EPG to determine that for sure.

Additionally, I mentioned to Chelsa that you had forwarded new CLs and that she would want to obtain
those from the USFS as well. She has used those in her analysis to determine sensitive viewers and
sensitive areas.

Finally, Chelsa and I discussed that EPG is evaluating the siting of the transmission line and that for their
purposes the mine and its associated workings (including the waterline) will be considered "existing
conditions" as ifthere is no mine, there would be no line. This is mostly for your information, (nothing to
decide here unless you have comments). The EIS should cover the ancillary facilities, as I understand it.

Please forward (1) CLs and (2) the alternatives GIS files to Chelsa, if its appropriate.

Thanks,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

04/13/2010 12:27 PM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: FW: Line of Sight for Duval Overpass Road KOP (old
KOP2,newKOP10)H

This is very helpful. The overall style is good, but it brings up some additional thoughts and questions...
1. Someone could ask whether visibility from one point confirms that there is no part of the project that is
visible from anywhere on the west side. For example, the existing mountain ridge is lower in some areas
(such as Gunsight Pass and Box Canyon) and the project is taller in others (such as the south end of the
waste/tails pile). How difficultwould it be to convert lnterstate-19 to points (every 1/2 mile or so) and run
visibility for the whole thing?
2. Ifboth the plan and elevation are used together (i.e., ifthe 1-19 idea above isn't possible), it would be
nice ifthey used the same color for "visible". But since they overlap on the plan view, they would have to
be somewhat differentcolors to show up (like light/dark pinkor light/darkgreen). Or minimally, make the
pit outline a different color (like blue) so it's not the same color as "not visible" on the elevation.
3. What is the blue dot?

4. Editthe legend to read "Tailings and Waste Rock" and "Visible Areas" (instead of 'Tailings"and
"Viewshed").

Thanks!

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
04/13/201011:48 AM cc

Subject FW: Line of Sight for Duval Overpass Road KOP (old KOP 2,
new KOP 10)

Debby,

Mike and Ihave been working on outputs for the non-visible diagrams that we can do from GIS and how to show
them graphically.

We discussed several options- herre is one that combines the viewshed analysis (showing nothing visible on the east
side ofthe ridge for MPO) and the line ofsight process that Trent has shown us earlier.

The map and graphics are still rough, but Iwas curious ifthis is the type ofinformation that you were looking for for
these KOPs. &

Thanks for the comments,

Marcie

From: Michael Andres

Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 12:38 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Line of Sight



Mike Andres

GISSpecialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A
Durango, Colorado 81301
970.385.8566 (Office)
970.385.1938 (Fax)
mandres(5)swca.com

[attachment "11204_Line_of_Sight_ALT_2.pdf' deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Q.

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

1/13/2009 12:37 PM

To DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Horst Schor's Initial Visitd

You have mygo ahead. Tom is also looking to engage an engineer with years of experience regarding
erosion, sedimentation, and stability issues. Ask him also about George Annandale.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

11/13/2009 12:14 PM To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Horst Schor's InitialVisit

Horst was able to get liability insurance, and Tom is proceeding with a contract and setting up dates
(possibly Dec 2-4).

In the mean time...

1. Horst's proposal below lists a number of maps and reports that he would like to have available on the
first day, and most of these I don't have. Can I ask SWCA to pull these items together?
2. Horst also mentions 4 topics to discuss. Much of this is similar to the presentation Tom did recently for
the Regional Leadership Team. Can I ask Tom to make a presentation on the first day?

Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 11/13/2009 11:47 AM

I^r-x Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS
N^-Ji 10/27/2009 04:33 PM To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
If

Subject Re: Fw: Rosemont Mine - Landforming ExpertOU

Rosemont has agreed to fund this proposal. SWCA will take the lead to contract Horst's services. A
couple of Rosemont people would like to be included in the 3-day review and discussion and could both
add to and learn from the discussion. I'll ask Tom at SWCA to keep you tightly in the loop.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42



Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

10/21/2009 12:18 PM To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: RosemontMine - Landforming Expert

Can you provide an answer to this question?

Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 10/21/2009 12:18 PM

Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS

10/13/2009 11:10AM To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Francisco
Valenzuela/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roger D
Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Cordts/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine - Landforming Expertd)

An assessment (costing $7500), could provide a useful comparison withwhat the company proposes for
landform shaping as part of reclamation in their mitigated POA. That seems like a reasonable
expenditure, does our MOU allow spending Rosemont $ for that?. We might want a follow-up cost
estimate that addresses all alternatives. Then the challenge becomes, who pays for that.
(I added Bob Cordts to the mailing list, representing minerals.)

Jeanine Derby, Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest

phone: 520 388-8306
FAX: 520 388-8305

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

10/13/2009 07:35 AM To

cc

Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Francisco
Valenzuela/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roger D
Congdon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES



Subject Rosemont Mine - Landforming Expert

I learned of Horst Schor after reading his book "Landforming", which describes how to re-contour
man-made landscapes to restore natural hydrologyand mimicthe surrounding landscape.

Lastweek Icalled him to discuss whether he might be able to help with the Rosemont project. He has a
consulting business which specializes in geomorphic restoration and revegetation, and he told me that his
personal mission in life is to "scar up less of the earth's surface." He has 30 years experience in this work,
his background includes civil engineering, environmental studies, geotech, and urban planning. He's
worked on hard rock mines, including a molybdenum mine in New Mexicowith 1000' high tailings dumps.
He's worked with numerous government agencies, the EPA, the public, and others.

He has a truly unique set of skills, and I recommend that we get him involved in Rosemont immediately.
The land forms associated with Rosemont are an integral part of the alternatives that will be fleshed out
soon, so his input would be timely. Landform shaping is not mitigation; it effect the footprints of
alternatives, hydrology, how tailings would be placed, etc.

It is clear that the Forest Service, SWCA, and Rosemont do not have the skills necessary to do this type of
work. We need help.

Iasked Horst to provide a resume and a proposal for an initial visit to Tucson and the project site. See his
message and attachments below.

How can we make this happen?

Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 10/13/2009 06:57 AM—

"Horst" <hjschor@jps.net>

10/12/2009 08:34AM To "'Debby Kriegel"'<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Rosemont Copper Project

Dear Debby,

I have reviewed some of the essential components of the data concerning the above referenced project
you submitted to me and have the following general observations to make:

It is obvious that the proposal as outlined will represent a radical and permanent alteration of the of the
entire gemorphology, hydrology and vegetative cover of the area - all of which will of course have a
direct impact on the visual quality. Not only will the site that is directly impacted by the massive,
proposed fill structure be effected, but also the surrounding landscape, in particularthe land downstream.

Diversions and concentration of flows in large (hardened?) channels will destroy the surrounding
downstream runoff patterns thereby damaging the plant life it once supported. This is particularly critical
in sparse rainfall regimes such as yours.



The proposed monolithic dump structure isclearly devoid ofany natural topographic features ornatural
analogs characteristic of the local landscape and purely designed for efficientexcavation, hauling and
placement. The design plan developed appears fairly refined and advanced and probably in the mind of
the future operator meets his ultimate business plan.

Because of the magnitudeof this proposal the challenge will clearly be how to develop a more
environmentally responsible and responsive reclamation and restoration plan that will also meet the
operational needs of the mine proponent.

However- if there is the will - there is also a way. An "engineered" fill structure with all the
characteristics of the conventional, traditional approach to reclamation design is neither the best nor the
only alternative available in today's world. Short term efficiency must be weighed against long term
impact and performance.

I am of the belief that future generations deserve better from us and that we have a responsibility to leave
a more environmentally concerned legacy behind after we extract the "valuables" from the earth.

Debby, attached you will find my Resume/Biography and the Draft Proposal.

Please do call me after you have reviewed this and let me know if there are any questions.

Best regards,

Horst

Biography-Resume for Rosemont Copper Project inArizonadoc Draft proposal for Rosemont Copper Project inArizona.doc



HORST J. SCHOR

RESUME/BIOGRAPHY

Mr. Schor's professional career spans more than 30 years and has included civil
engineering and land planning for, and the management of the development of large
scale hillside mixed use Planned Communities in southern California, i.e. Anaheim Hills
4,300 acres and Talega, 3,000 acres both in the County of Orange. During this time he
developed his Landform Grading and Revegetation Concept to replicate natural slope
and landforms as a means to mitigate for natural topography and landscape destroyed by
human activities or natural processes.

Since 1991 he has been an independent consultant to private and public entities
specializing in Land Development Projects and in Landform/Geomorphic Creation or
Restoration Projects for various private clients and public entities, such as The City of
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, The United States Environmental
Protection Agency, Syncrude Oil of Alberta, Canada, the State of Kentucky EPA, the
Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, the State of New Mexico Land
Office, Chevron Mining Corporation and the Navajo EPA Water Quality Division.

In 1999 he was appointed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency to a six
member panel of experts as a landform/geomorphic restoration specialist to develop
improvements in the mining reclamation process in the mountain top removal/valley fill of
coal mining in the Appalachian Mountains. He also participated in numerous forums
conducted by OSM (Office of Surface Mining), EPA, Mining Engineers Panels, and
others.

He has provided mine reclamation consulting in diverse locations including the oil sands
operations at Fort McMurray in Northern Alberta, Canada, coal mining in the Appalachian
Mountains and on the Navajo Reservation, and most recently, in northern New Mexico on
a large molybdenum mine.

He holds degrees in Civil Engineering and Land Surveying and in Geography with a
specialization in Urban Planning. He is a member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers.

Articles on his "Landform Grading and Revegetation" concept have been published by
the American Society of Civil Engineers Geotechnical Journal, the Urban Land Institute,
Landscape Architect and Specifier News, the Los Angeles Times and others. He has
also received an Award of Merit from the American Planning Association for his concepts.

Mr. Schor has regularly presented his concepts as a guest lecturer at the University of
Wisconsin College of Engineering, the University of California at Irvine and also, at the
invitation of the University of Dresden's, (Germany) School of Landscape Architecture.

In 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. published his book entitled "Landforming; an
Environmental Approach to Hillside Development, Mine Reclamation and Watershed
Restoration."

H.J. SCHOR CONSULTING • 626 N. PIONEER DR. . ANAHEIM, CA. 92805 .(714)778-3767 . FAX: (714) 778-1656 .E-mail: hjSChor@jps.net



HORST J. SCHOR

DRAFT PROPOSAL FOR INITIAL CONSULTING ASSIGNMENT

ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT

October 12, 2009

Three day trip to Tucson and the project site consisting of:

1. First day - am flight in - pm introductory meeting and initial review of
plans and documents.

2. Second day - all day office meetings and field trip to site.
3. Third day - am follow up meetings and discussions, pm return flight

While there, I would like to review any full size plans available including maps of
the existing topography and hydrology, aerial photos, mine grading and drainage
plans and proposals, available geologic and soils maps and any geotechnical
reports and findings, EIS documents as well as anythingelse that would help me
formulate a picture ofthe situation and to arrive at possible alternative approach
concepts to it.

I would to also like to be informed of the following:

1. A brief history ofevents that led to the current stage
2. The mine proponent's position regarding his proposal
3. A summary of the various inputs both pro and con that have been received

so far

4. The local, regional, state and federal agency positions and politics ofthis
proposed project

I am estimating the cost to be as follows:

Three days consulting: 3 days x 8 hours x $250/hr = $6,000

Travel expenses =$1,500

Total estimated proposal =$7,500

The travel expense estimate is based upon a round trip flight from Orange County
to Tucson, two nights accommodation in Tucson, three days car rental and gas,
three days meals.

626 N. PIONEER DR. • ANAHEIM, CA. 92805 • (714)778-3767 • FAX: (714) 778-1656 • E-mail: hjschor@jps.net



Kathy Arnold To Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<karnold@rosemontcopper.co

08/14/2009 08:00 AM

— -

m> cc
bcc

Subject RE:SoilTech rock staining products/msds sheets

History: Q This message has beenforwarded.

I thought that would be a perfect way to handle it - Thank you.

Kathy Arnold | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724
karnold(5)rosemontcopper.com

Roscmont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Anyunauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2009 7:49 AM
To: Kathy Arnold
Subject: RE: Soil Tech rock staining products/msds sheets

Kathy: I'll discuss these concerns with the Permeon rep at today's meeting. Thanks. Debby

Kathy Arnold
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com> ToBeverley AEverson <beverson@fs.fed.us>

ccDebby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, Holly Lawson <hlawson@rosemontcopper.com:

Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
08/13/2009 05:11 PM SubjecRE: Soil Tech rock staining products/msds sheets

t

Bev-

Right now Ithink that you will see Jeff Comoyer, Dennis Fischer, and Holly Lawson from Rosemont. I believe that
David Krizek and possibly one person from Sagealso plan to attend although Iam not in a position to confirm that.

We may have a site that could be used to test the product however, Debbie asked if I needed additional
information and Ihave not had an opportunity to get backto her and tell her yes that Ido before we can allowthis



to be sprayed on our lands. The MSDS information is out of date - MSHA regulations require we have MSDS's
available for our people that are no more than 1 year old and the one provided was over 5 years old. The attached
letters that had environmental information did not have the laboratory sheets attached so it was impossible to tell
the levels of manganesethat the productadded to stormwater in the testing. Iam alsoconcernedwith the quality
of the MSDS - there is no way to tell without extensive laboratory profiling what the waste management
requirements for unused product will be. We need additional information before Ican approve it for use.

Thanks -

Kathy

Kathy Arnold | Directorof Environmental and RegulatoryAffairs

Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com

FVM*%-«r**u

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson. AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including anyattachments, is for the sole use ofthe intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and/orprivileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2009 11:39 AM
To: Kathy Arnold; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: SoilTech rock staining products/msds sheets

Hi Kathy,

Canyou tell mefor sure whatRosemont staffwill be at the meeting? More importantly, are there anyfield
test areas that you can suggest?

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Kathy Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

08/06/2009 05:26 PM To"beverson@fs.fed.us" <beverson@fs.fed.us>



Thanks!

Kathy Arnold
Director Environmental & Regulatory Affairs
Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35310

Tucson, AZ 85740

Cell 520-784-1973

Phone 520-297-7723

cc

SubjectRe: Soil Tech rock staining products/msds sheets

From: Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
To: Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>; Kathy Arnold; Jamie Sturgess
Sent: Thu Aug 06 19:01:28 2009
Subject: Soil Tech rock staining products/msds sheets

Debby,

One of the areas that Rosemont is considering using for test staining nextweek is in their revegetation
test plotareas, where they are transplanting the plants grown in U of A's Extension College nurseries.
Kathy Arnold today expressed concern that the staining may interfere with the test conditions and the U of
A research. Can you please ask Soil Tech for MSDS sheets for Permeon and Plastex?

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



#
Ji

MelindaD Roth/R3/USDAFS To DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

08/24/2010 01:01 PM cc Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mbidwell@swca.com,
tfurgason@swca.com, tjchute@msn.com

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Chapter 2 comments (and EIS organization)
d

I haven't looked at your detailed comments yet. I do notice you reviewed a much earlier version of
Chapter 2. I suspect many of your concerns/findings have been corrected. Terry and SWCA are nearing
completion of a draft Chapter 2 ready for internal and external review soon.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby Kriege!/R3/USDAFS

08/24/2010 1240 PM To tjchute@msn.com, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mbidwell@swca.com, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Chapter 2 comments (and EIS organization)

A week or two ago, I had a phone conversation with Marcie Bidwell. Normally in a NEPA
document/process, there is a proposal, and then alternatives to the proposal (no action and other actions).
Marcie and I had different understandings of whether Rosemont's EIS would be organized this way.

Afterscanning chapter 2, I'm still confused. I also immediately noticed some typos, inconsistencies, and
more:

• The first heading reads "Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action". Is the proposed action really an
alternative? Ifso, what is everything an alternative to?

• On page 2, there is a list of "Alternatives Considered in Detail", which lists No Action, Barrel-Mcleary
(misspelled), Upper Barrel Only (I thought we dropped the word "Upper" a long time ago), and
Scholefield-McCleary (I thought we dropped the word McCleary, now that waste rock will not be
placed in McCleary creek).

• I have many comments on the Visual Quality, Recreation, and Reclamation sections (see attached).

[attachment "Chapter_2_Comments_Kriegel_082410.docx"deleted by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS]

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 08/24/2010 12:02 PM —

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
08/24/201010:50 AM cc



As promised.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Subject Chapter 2, June 21,2010 version.docx



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

01/15/2010 01:07 PM

To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Recreation SOW.docd

Tom,

This scope of work needs the following:
1. Include all of the tasks I asked for on my November 10 list. Many are missing.
2. Include more than one field visit if needed to complete all tasks (didn't you say 2 or 3 trips were
funded?).
3. Add planned dates for each task. Iwould especially like to know what Steve intends to complete
before the DEIS.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

'Torn Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

01/15/2010 09:50 AM

To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

Subject Rosemont Recreation SOW.doc

Debby,

Attached is Steve's portion of the SOW for Recreation.

Tom Rosemont Recrealion SOW.doc



Task X. Recreation

During the Rosemont EIS revision process, SWCA will complete the following actions to address critical
data gapsrelated to recreation issues as identified by the Forest Service:

• Field trip to visit the major recreation sites in the area.

• Review background documents andinformation as requested by Debby Kriegel in order to
bettercharacterize recreation resources in the area ofanalysis:

o Research recreation special use permittees in the Rosemontarea that may be affected
by the mine. Contact Duane Bennett to discuss further.

o Follow up on the status of revision ofTetraTech report "State Route (SR) 83 Scenic
Road Evaluation for Rosemont". On September 14, 2009, Debby provided
comments to Rosemont. Contact the Arizona Department ofTransportation (ADOT)
Scenic Roads Program staff to discuss the mine and determine whether the scenic
road status would change.

• Respond to FS comments on preliminarydraft EIS

• Prepare revised Draft Affected Environment for recreation that includes the following
(Include appropriate graphics, maps, photos, charts/figures, etc):

o Affected environment. Include relevant information from above items.
• Will need mapsto showthe following (can be combinedwhere possible)

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
Roadless Areas

Arizona Trail

Recreation Sites

OHV Trails

Hiking Trails

Environmental consequencesanalysis forthe proposed action and each alternative.
Include analysis ofall mine impacts: pit, plant, waste rockandtailings piles, roads
(including lostaccess, traffic, litter, etc.), power and water lines, displaced recreation,
etc. Use information from site visits, research, and reviews above. Consider impacts
during the activemine life and post-mine. Reference appropriate visual simulations.
Utilize both qualitative (descriptive) and quantitative (acres of ROS, miles of road,
miles of trail, number of rec sites lost, etc.) analysis.

• Will need GIS analysis as follows for each ofthe alternatives
• Calculate acres removed from eachRecreation Opportunity

Spectrum under alternatives
• Quantify roads andtrails that are lost or cut-off by projectarea

disturbance

• Calculate total miles of road and trail lost

• Calculate trailheads, ATV loading and unloading areas, and other
recreation sites lost

• Calculate how much, if any, of the Arizona Trail would be
intersected



• Compare alternative haulage routes with recreation access in the area
of analysis

• Compare alternative project footprints with the two annual recreation
event permits off Gardner Canyon Road as well as any other special
recreation permitted events.

o Cumulative effects analysis
o Recommended mitigations.

• Research potential mitigations to the loss of recreation resources that would
result from the proposedaction and alternatives. Coordinate with Debby
Kriegel to get minutesfrom the meetings she has had with Green Valley
Hiking Club, Arizona Trail Association, and the Arizona Game and Fish
Department. In addition, contact Tom Dwyer (Forest Service Wilderness,
Trails, Wild & Scenic Rivers, Dispersed Rec Program Manager, SW
Regional Office, 505-842-3233) and Jonathon Stevens (Forest Service
CongressionalDesignated Areas and Trails Program Manager, Washington
Office).

Time and budget to complete recreation and wilderness consequencessection:

Task Hours to Complete Cost

Estimate

1 Coordination with GIS 8(105/hour)
2 GIS time 48 (75/hour)
3 Field Visit and Data Collection 48(105/hour)
4 Alternatives Consequences Analysis 80(105/hour)
5 Cumulative Impacts 40(105/hour)
6 Monitoring and Mitigation Section 40(105/hour)
7 Respond to FS comments 24(105/hour)

Total 288



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>, "Tamara Larson"
06/16/2009 08:47 AM <tklarson@swca.com> "Molly Thrash"

<mthrash@swca.com>
bcc

Subject RE: Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

History: g* This message has been replied to.

Debby,
Thanks!

The land use is a new issue for our office, but not necessarily for your oversight. Sorry for confusing you.

I am working on edits and will be back to you shortly. Charles asked that we beef up the paragraphs with
more effects reasoning.

I also wanted to introduce you to Molly and Tamara, here in our Durango office that will be helping with the
new sections. You may hear from them from time to time; Molly will be jumping in on reclamation and land
use; Tamara helping with Visuals and land use. They both ROCK as far as technical knowledge and "get
er done" talents.

I will call tomorrow to discuss (all day meetings today),

Cheers,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2009 9:04 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel

Subject: Re: Bounds™ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Marcie: Here are my comments (in red). Thanks. Debby

VISUAL RESOURCES:

1. The temporal bounds of analysis for Visual Resources is intended to include the area that may
impact or be impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal bounds of analysis
include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. Additionally, within the
Operations time boundary, a sub-boundary for visual resources will includethe completion
reclamation of the tailings berm perimeter buttress that is intended to screen the mine operation.
(the last sentence is not necessary, as this will be covered within the other boundaries, but ifyou
think it's important to mention, that's fine)

2. The geographic bounds of the visual resource analysis is defined as (1) the project site (project
boundary), (2) Nogalcs Forest Unit, Santa Rita EMA (3) Coroneado National Forest, and (4)
Santa Cruz County and Eastern Pima Countiesy.



LAND USE: Is this a new issue?

1. Thetemporal bounds of analysis for Land Use is intended to describe the landuse planning
that may impactor be impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporalbounds of
analysis include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.

2. Geographic- The potential impacts to Land Use Resources include the project area and
surrounding landsas they are managed for land use, and are definedas (1) the project site
(projectboundary), (2) Nogales ForestUnit, (3) Coronodo National Forest, and (4) southern
Santa Cruz and northern Pima Counties.

"Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwell@swca.com>

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
06/15/200911:55 AM cc

Subject Bounds" Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Hello Debby

Welcome back~ hope you had a great time up north on vacation.

Please see the bounds of analysis discussion below. I had sent you a short description of it before you left,
but I am not sure that we actually decided. I have further added on to that description and descriptions.

As we need to have an easily definable area, I shy'd away from doing a visual analysis of all areas that
can see the Santa Ritas, and tried to use boundaries that already exist. You and I have discussed that
Tucson is within view of the Santa Ritas, and thought that Pima County mightbe a good way to capture
that area in a easier to define way.

Finally, I also suggested that we use the Nogales Forest Unit and the Coronado NF as two others, as the
LRMP is defined by those units.

Please confirm/comment on the list below,
Thanks!

Marcie

From: Lara Mitchell

Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 10:34 AM

To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Bcunds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use



Hi Marcie

Just wanted to double check on the bounds for the maps, you want to show all of the Coronado NF,
highlighted in blue on the attached screen shot? And all of Pima county, all the way out past Ajo?

Thanks

«visual_miles.pdf»

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Friday, June 12, 2009 3:19 PM
To: Lara Mitchell; Charles Coyle; Stephen Leslie
Subject: Bounds^ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Lara and Charles!

Here is what I recommend to the Forest for visuals. The boundaries should be existing GIS files.

VISUALS:

1. The temporal bounds ofanalysis for Visual Resources is intended to include the area that may
impact orbe impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal bounds ofanalysis
include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. Additionally, withinthe
Operations time boundary, a sub-boundary for visuals will include the completion reclamation of
the tailings berm that is intended to screen the mine operation.

2.The geographic bounds ofthe visual resource analysis is defined as(1) the project site(project
boundary), (2) Nogales Forest Unit, (3) Coronodo National Forest, and (4) Santa Cruz andPima
Counties.

LAND USE:

1. The temporal bounds ofanalysis for Land Use is intended to describe the land use planning
that mayimpact orbe impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal bounds of
analysis include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.

2. Geographic- The potential impacts to Land Use Resources include the project area and
surrounding lands asthey are managed for land use, and are defined as (1) the project site
(project boundary), (2) Nogales Forest Unit, (3) Coronodo National Forest, and (4) southern
Santa Cruz and northern Pima Counties.

If"northern Santa Cruz" and "southern Pima" is hardto define (perhaps cut them in half), then we
could use the whole counties. Either way.

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue
Durango, Colorado 81301



Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "visual_miles.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

05/24/2010 12:24 PM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: FW: MPO YR10 feature examplesQ

Marcie: See my comments in red. Thanks! Debby

'Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Trent Reeder"
05/21/2010 02:47 PM <treeder@swca.com>

cc

Subject FW: MPO YR10 feature examples

Hello Debby,

I am sending these to just you to start, and then we can discuss who else should see them. Great start!!
These are very helpful!

These maps show the facilities full footprint made to be 100-foot red box, set on an average point in the
area, and the yellow is the 35-foot perimeter channel (How did you determine 35 feet? On the plans, the
diversion channel around the plant and around the south end of the tailings are 100'+ wide) assuming it
would continuously follow the footprint of the piles, and the green transmission line, with a 100-foot wide
ROW/potential clearing corridor (This is also the route for the secondary access road and water line,
right? If so, then 100 ft. width makes sense.)

The "Tails Off' version could be used to think of the alternatives with nothing in front of the pit or the
facilities. Ok.

I think from these images you can see that the perimeter channel may require grading to move the water
all the way around, but that its mostly down in the lower canyons where it would not be visible from a
variety of distances or places (due to undulating terrain). Its all about how the southern end of the pile
would drain to Barrel Canyon to the north. Again, please confirm the width.

In summary, in quick review, the big piles are still a bigger deal than the perimeter channels. The
perimeter road will be completely faded back into the scenery if its only a service road style road. Kathy
mentioned last week that perimeter roads must meet MSHA regs and that the perimeter road would be
about 750 ft. from the toe of the slope. Can you please ask David K. what the cross section of a mine road
needs to be and roughly show the road too? IF there wasnt going to be a big mine there, then the roads
would be more of a disturbance. Meaning, the big mine is the big deal. The other stuff continues to
contribute to the industrialization of the landscape, but they do not stand on their own as significant
impacts. I think we can describe them for the MPO and then wait to see how the other alternatives show
up. Your thoughts? I agree that many of these elements are tiny compared with the pit and piles, but still
would like to show them accurately in the simulations (even if grading isn't perfect). A linear road, even a
narrow one, can contrast with the landscape.



Take a look and let me know.

Marcie

From: Trent Reeder

Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 3:31 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: MPO YR10feature examples

Here you go.

Red-100' extruded facility area footprint
Yellow - Perimeter Channel

Green -100' Transmission ROW (Preferred Route)

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303
Work (970) 385-8566
Fax (970) 385-1938
www.swca.com

[attachment "ALT2_MPO_YR10_Features_Tails_Off.jpgM deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "ALT2_MPO_YR10_Features_Tails_On.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



tfurgason@swca.com To "Jamie Sturgess" <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
11/19/2009 05:32 PM | cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Dale Ortman"

<daleortmanpe@live.com>, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>, "Beverley A Everson"

Please respond to
tfurgason@swca.com

bcc

Subject Re: Site tour request for Horst Schor on Dec 10

Jamiejt would be fine ifyou would like to attend the site visit with Horst on December 10.1
have yet to receive the details, but it would probably work best for the FS team to meet you at, or
near the site. I will let you know our schedule as it is developed. Tom

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Sturgess Jamie <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 2009 20:18:33 -0700
To: Tom Furgason<tfurgason@swca.com>
Cc: Debby Kriegel<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>; Dale Ortman PE<daleortmanpe@live.com>; Melissa
Reichard<mreichard@swca.com>; BeverleyA Everson<beverson@fs.fed.us>; Melinda D
Roth<mroth@fs.fed.us>; Kathy Arnold<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>; Reta
Laford<rlaford@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: Site tour request for Horst Schor on Dec 10
Tom: If I can make it, Iwould very much like to attend. As you know, we are very challenged by the
combination of height, elevation, slope length, stormwater management, materials, erosion resistance,
and footprint, to make the best landform topography. The constraints of footprint, drainage basin,
slope angle, and slope length, challenge our design criteria.

But we have not surrendered, and I am confident that the recent addition of Horst Borsch, George

Annendale, and others, to the collective team effort, can help us to find the best solution to the
challenges.

Best regards,

Jamie Sturgess

On 11/18/09 12:28 PM, "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason(5)swca.com> wrote:

Kathy,

The Coronado would like Rosemont to assist with a tour of the Rosemont Project area on
Thursday, December 10. Horst Schor would like to visit the site on that day to gain a better
understanding of the terrain and the surrounding geography. Debby and I also think that it would
be useful if a representative from Rosemont accompanied the tour along with your surface water
hydrologist(s) (Tetra Tech?). It is unclear what exactly Horst will be interested in discussing
during the site visit, but I'd like Rosemont to be prepared to discuss issues related to managing
hydrology with respect to placement of the waste and tails.



Horst will also be meeting with the Coronado on the morning of December 11. We are uncertain if
he'll have any follow-up questions for the Rosemont team, but would there be any way to have
your surface water hydrologists tentatively hold a few hours open at that time?

Please note that this is the second of two surface water/landforming site visits. The first will be
conducted with Annandale next week. Feel free to call me or contact Debby directly (388-8300) if
you have any questions. Thank you for your assistance.

Tom Furgason
Program Director

SWCA Environmental Consultants

343 West Franklin Street

Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile

(520) 325-2033 fax



r

"Terry Chute" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>'
<tjchute@msn.com>

08/17/2010 08:23 AM
bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Cumulative Effects

History: <jp This message hasbeen replied to.

Hi Debbie,

Sorry I have not gotten back to you sooner. This week is chock full of meetings and editing. I
can meet with you either late this afternoon (say 3 or 3:30) or early Thursday morning. Let me
know what works for you Terry

From: Debbv Kriegel

Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 8:04 AM
To: Terry Chute

Subject: Re: Rosemont Cumulative Effects

On Aug 11, you wrote "I am going to review the list, and I hope to start tomorrow, but I know
nothing about the projects on it, so I cannot be the one to say it is final and up to date. Let's
bounce this off Tom, perhaps early next week, and see what we can get going. If we can come
to a verbal agreement of what we are looking to do, you can modify your proposal to match
and we can get it to SWCA. One big unknown to me is how much effort and research it will
take to get the boundaries and locations of all the actions - so they can be digitized into a GIS
layer. Let's discuss next week."

Yes, let's discuss. I'm in all week, except Wednesday. What works for you ?

Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

08/13/2010 01:40 PM cc
Subject Re: Rosemont Cumulative Effects

Debby,

Did we set up a time to get together to discuss this?? Ican't remember....it's been one of those
weeks...Terry

From: Debbv Kriegel



Sent: Wednesday, August 11,2010 2:52 PM
To: Terry Chute

Cc: Melinda D Roth; Reta Laford ; Debbv Kriegel
Subject: Re: Rosemont Cumulative Effects

Thanks Terry. See my answers in red.

Terry Chute" <
tjchute@msn.com> To "MelindaD Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>. "Reta Laford"<rlaford@fs.fed.us>. "Debby Kriegel" <

dkrieqel(S>fs.fed.us>

08/11/2010 01:07 PM cc
Subjec Re: Rosemont Cumulative Effects

t

Debby,

While Ithink it is a good idea to show the bounds of a cumulative effects area on a map, I have
a couple concerns or questions about your proposal.

1. It is not clear to me what the added value of the 1902 map is. Seems like we can show past,
present and reasonably foreseeable on the current map. Your thoughts helping me
understand would be good. I don't see a better way to show past actions through time (like
the growth of cities/towns, new highways, and the shrinking of protected lands like the Santa
Rita Experimental Range). Interestingly, the 1902 maps will show a few places where resources
are less impacted today (like mining towns that disappeared and the designation of
wilderness).

2. Timing - are you anticipating getting this done and using it for the DEIS? Seems like getting
all the past & reasonably foreseeable actions on one map could be a big chunk of work, and I
am concerned about it holding up the process. The list of past, present, and future actions is
still very draft. As this list gets worked on, it could be a great time to do this mapping. Perhaps
the maps won't be complete by the DEIS...but if the mapping goes relatively smoothly, maybe
it could. I don't see this as holding up anything, though some resources (myself included) could
do a better job with cumulative effects analysis with the map, so doing it before the DEIS is

published would be best.

Eventually each resource will need their own map of their cumulative effects analysis area, and
mapping of past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions may or may not be desireable.



Some past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions will be relevant to a particular
resource, while others will not. Ican see that it would be useful to have one master map that
you could turn past, present and foreseeable action on of off, print a map with the relevant
one turned on for a particular resource, and add the cumulative effects analysis area. I'm just
not clear on how much time and effort this will take, and whether we have the luxury of
getting this done in time to use it for the DEIS.

The other thing that worries me is the accuracy of the Reasonably Foreseeable list, and I do not
know if we even have a list of past and present actions that specialists need to consider. We
need to get on top of that, and I have no idea whether there is someone tasked with finalizing
those or not. Iwould not want SWCA or anyone else researching out project polygons for
project that we (FS) have not determined to be part of a "final" list. I thought you were going
to review the draft list. Is that not true?

Perhaps there is a middle ground that we can get to where we use the best current base layer
we have (do not invent a new one) and (1) finalize the list of past, present and foreseeable
actions that are accurate and relevant (i.e., make sure that actions are truly foreseeable); (2)
decide which ones are best depicted on a map (some, like Forest Plan Revision, do not lend
themselves to mapping); and (3) decide how to provide maps to individual specialists that are
useful and depict the past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions that are meaningful for
their particular resource. If we can do that with a few days of work - and provide it to the
specialists in a timely manner - it is probably worth doing. Otherwise we may need to look at
this for the FEIS and do the best we can for the DEIS, which may mean describing the
cumulative effects analysis area and listingthe applicable past, present and reasonably
foreseeable actions in the text of Chapter 3.

Sounds good to me. And Iwould expect that a good GIS person, and some coordination with
team members (individually or at a meeting) could do this in a timely manner.

From: Debbv Kriegel

Sent: Wednesday, August 11,2010 12:44 PM
To: Melinda D Roth ; tichute@msn.com ; Reta Laford
Cc: Debbv Kriegel

Subject: Rosemont Cumulative Effects

As Ithinkaboutcumulative effects analysis needed for Rosemont (and consider the bounds of analysis
maps forvarious resources), I believe that some additional GIS mapping would be helpful for the IDT, the
public, and decisionmaker in order to fully understand cumulative effects.

I'vedrafted a scope of work O'ust over 1 page) and would appreciate your thoughts. Tom Furgason told
me that SWCA has several GIS specialists on staff.

Thanks.



"Marcie Bidwell" To "KathyArnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "David
<mbidwell@swca.com> Krizek" <david.krizek@tetratech.com>
05/19/2010 03:08 PM cc "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>,"Keepers, Ashley"

<Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, "Carrasco, Joel"
<Joel.Carrasco@tetratech.com>, 'Trent Reeder"

bcc

Subject RE: Drainage drawing

History: ^j -rnjs message hasbeen replied to.

Hello David,

This request forwarded by Kathy is the conceptual drawing that you and I have been discussing for a few
months now.

The request is to suppliment the Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation Summary with a
conceptual sketch of where the elements described in the text would be placed on each alternative map.
This is consistent with the data requests filed by the Forest Service this year.

Specifically, itwould be for the following alternatives (i.e. Phased Tailings is considered complete):
• MPO-

• Upper Barrel- (once the final design is confirmed)
• Scholefield- (once final design is confirmed)

Additionally, SWCA would like to request that the Phased Tailings Contour data and associated layers be
uploaded to the FTP site, as well.

Iwould be glad to discuss this on the phone with you, Ashley or Joel. And I want to extend a thank you for
the recent call inquiry.

Thank you!
Marcie

From: Kathy Arnold [mailto:karnold@rosemontcopper.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 2:46 PM
To: David Krizek

Cc: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Drainage drawing

David -

I need you to put pen to paper on a drawing (2-d is fine) to show Marcie what your write-up will
(could?) look like in the real world. Hand drawn arrows will be fine.

Cheers!

Kathy
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Directorof Environmentaland Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972 | Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com

P.OSEMOMT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com



PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, includingany attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidentialand/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the

intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

10/09/2008 04:37 PM

To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

cc <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

bcc

Subject Rosemont Copper Meetings

Hello Tom,

Debbie and I spoke today about getting together on the Rosemont Copper EIS for visual and recreation. I
mentioned that you and I had been talking about a visit to Tuscon that would coordinate with one of the
upcoming meetings.

We brainstormed having me come down for the Nov 12 meeting, and seeing if itwould be possible to
arrange a field visit to the site and possibly to one of the mine tours that we had discussed earlier.

Secondly, we talked about trying to visualize alternatives and the land form. I mentioned the GeoWeb that
Denver pulled together, and the possibility of using a 3D modeling or Geoweb platform to envision the
development, pit area, and tailings. Debbie thought itwould be interesting to see what that program might
be able to provide from a visualization potential.

Debbie, I am attaching a few projects that I have been working on here in Durango as far as quick visuals.
These are just quick representations of projects across a spectrum of visual analysis. Iwill send them as
separate emails, as the visuals are big.

Thanks for the call today, I look forward to working together.
Marcie

«Overland Trail Simulation Example.jpg»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

51 5 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81 301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Overland Trail Simulation Example.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Melissa Reichard" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mreichard@swca.com>

02/03/2010 12:31 PM
cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont electronic files

Debby-
Lara has been compiling them for some time now. Rosemont collected their consultants' GIS files and is

releasing them on a per request basis. All requests are currently running through Lara and Kathy. We

were just asked yesterday to upload what we have to WebEx and we are working on it. I will keep you

posted.

Thanks!

"In every one of us there are two rufingprinciples, whose guidance wefoCCow wherever
they may fead; the one Being an innate desire ofpfeasure; the other, an acquired
judgement which aspires after exceCCence." ~ Socrates

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 12:22 PM
To: Melissa Reichard

Subject: Rosemont electronic files

Hi Melissa,

What is the status of getting electronic files (maps, GIS data, topo, etc.) from USFS, SWCA, M3, Tetra
Tech, Pima Co, etc. for everyone to access? I know that you and Tom were working on this in November
and/or December, with a tentative completion date at the end of Dec.

Are you still collecting things? Is the data collected so far already posted on WebEx?

Thanks.

Debby



"Marcie Bidwell" To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/23/2009 02:37 PM
cc

bcc

Subject RE: Letter to RCC

sounds great, keep me posted, working on contacting the list and GIS maps

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2009 9:21 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Letter to RCC

Thanks Marcie. I edited this a little (see new version). I added "photo real" to all the simulations because
I don't want Rosemont to say we already did the "3-D computer simulations" (i.e., the crude ones that they
provided earlier). We obviously need something better.

Hopefully the letter will be sent soon.

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

04/23/2009 06:35 AM cc
Subject RE: Letter to RCC

Debby,

here ya go~ add or change if you wish

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wed 4/22/2009 12:19 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: Letter to RCC

Rough assumptions:
1. I don't need animations, but do need a model that a viewer can move around in to determine KOPs,



etc.

2. Up to 20 KOPs?!

3. There will likely be 3-5 alternatives (one of which Iam optimistic that your work will lead to)

Idon't need to see the costs, but undoubtedly Rosemont will want this info. I recommend you include at
least 15% contingency for every work item.

Does this help?

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

0 "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

04/22/2009 09:12 AM cc
Subject Letter to RCC

Debby,

I know we had talked trying to prepare a budget to accompany this letter, and I am having a hard time
doing so, just because of the range of effort that could go under the visual simulations- do you want
animation or photos, how many KOPs, how many alternatives.

Ican still set up the format like we discussed, but was curious if you were anticipating dollar amounts?
That would be hard to estimate at this moment with any feeling of clarity.

Let me know if you feel strongly,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Visual RCC scope_estimate- 2009-04-22.xls" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Kathy Arnold To Marcie Bidwell <mbidwell@swca.com>, Debby Kriegel
<karnold@rosemontcopper.co <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
m> cc Stu Bengson <sbengson@aol.com>
03/08/2010 09:11 AM bcc

Subject Stu Bengson

Ladies -

Ifyou have questions regarding plants and trees and growth -Stu Bengson is available for consultation.
His email is sbengson@aol.com. Please just keep me in the loop as to the amount of involvement he
has so that I will be aware of any charges he may have.

Stu please bill directly to me - this is part of that PO that Scott issued for you last week.

Thanks -

Kathy
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Directorof Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

kamold@rosemontcopper.com

ROSE.MOMT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidentialand/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.



"Dale Ortman PE"
<daleortmanpe@live.com>

05/03/2010 08:09 AM

To

cc

bcc

'"Debby Kriegel'" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

'"Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Jonathan
Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, "'Marcie Bidwell"'
<mbidwell@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard'"

Subject RE: ReviewComments for Rosemont Landform Report

Debby,

Dale

1. Horst indicates that in his opinion the difference between the volume in his conceptual
layout and the target volume can be accommodated during later design. This difference is not
germane to the pending decision whether or not to include landforming as an alternative.
2. Marcie's comments are incorporated in the compiled comments.
3. We've requested Horst to give us his professional opinion and he has expressed that
opinion in his report; however I will query Horst as to whether or not he wants to retain the
ending statement in his report.

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, May 03, 2010 7:46 AM
To: Dale Ortman PE

Cc: 'Beverley A Everson'; "Jonathan Rigg'; 'Marcie Bidwell'; 'Melissa Reichard'; Melinda D Roth; Salek
Shafiqullah - USFS; Tom Furgason'; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Review Comments for Rosemont Landform Report

Dale:

3 major comments:

1. Is Horst not required to providea design that accommodates the full 1.2 billion cubic yards??
2. Did you receive Marcie's comments. Idon't see hardlyany of them incorporated here. Or did many of
her comments fall into the categories you mention in your email below?
3. Horst needs to delete at least the last sentence (or the last whole paragraph) in his summary on page
30. Ending the report with a statement of hopelessness is not acceptable (nor do I think this is what Horst
meant), and these questions did not arise during the design process...they arose at the very end. Horst
could simply reference the separate document addressing these issues here.

Thanks.

Debby

"Dale Ortman PE"

<daleortmanpe@liv
e.com>

05/02/2010 12:19

To'"Beverley A Everson'" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, '"Debby Kriegel"
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Salek Shafiqullah - USFS" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"'
<tfurgason@swca.com>, '"Jonathan Rigg'" <jrigg@swca.com>, '"Melissa Reichard'"



<mreichard@swca.com>, '"Marcie Bidwell"' <mbidwell@swca.com>
PM cc

SubjecReview Comments for Rosemont Landform Report
t

All,

Attached is a memorandum containing a compilation of the pertinent review comments regarding the landform
report. Not all comments received are included in the memorandum as those that altered Horst's professional
opinion, modified the constraints imposed by Rosemont, or did not substantively add to the understanding of the
report were omitted.

Iwill be forwarding the comments to Horst on Tuesday, therefore ifyou have any questions regarding the
comments please contact me.

Regards,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307 - Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe(S>live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623



Tom Furgason" To "DaleOrtman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>
<tfurgason@swca.com> „ . ,^r t _,

cc <dknegel@fs.fed.us>
02/12/2010 03:15 PM

bcc

Subject FW: ROSEMONT PROPOSAL FOR REVISED SOW AS OF
JANUARY2010.doc

FYI- Horst should be good to go. I dropped the attachments.

Tom

From: Tom Furgason
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2010 3:15 PM
To: 'Horst'

Subject: FW: ROSEMONT PROPOSAL FOR REVISED SOW AS OF JANUARY 2010.doc

Horst,

We will contract this task as a fixed fee. I'm sorry about the miscommunication and we can discuss my
intentions when we meet later on. For the moment, it is more important that you have a Notice to Proceed
and contract.

Per your request, I modified the SOW to include the language that I suggested. You will find this
information under your assumptions. Your revised SOW and change order is attached and you are
authorized to proceed.

Tom

Tom,

can you please ad the new addition (which is acceptable) to my SOW which you have and get the NOP
issued today.

However, you told me previously that this could not be a time and material based contract but you
wanted a fixed price one.
Time and material would be based on hourly rates, etc, etc. and we have not ever disussed it from
this perspective. So could you clarify what your intentions are??

I am currentlyon the road for another project and can't make the changes. Idon't want to loose any more
time and would like to get started this weekend.

Thanks,

Horst

—Original Message—
From: Tom Furgason
Sent: Feb 12, 2010 9:53 AM
To: Horst

Cc: Dale Ortman PE , Donna Morey
Subject: Notice to Proceed



Horst,

I have received verbal approval from Rosemont authorizing me to provide you with a Notice to Proceed
with the work detailed in the attached SOW with the following addition.

"The nature of the work to be completed should be considered unique and applicable only to the
"Upper Barrel" Alternative. This work is not intended to be applied to any other of the alternatives.
Work on additional alternatives would require a revised Scope of Work and cost estimate."

If this addition is acceptable, then please revise your Scope of Work accordingly and send it to me. I will
then send you a formal contract modification for your signature. The Not-to-Exceed fee, to be billed on
and Time and Materials basis, is $39,500. It is my understanding that your work will commence next
Monday (February 15) and will be completed by March 8, 2010. I appreciate your patience and
flexibility in working on this project. As always, feel free to call me or Dale Ortman if you have any
questions or concerns.

Tom Furgason
Office Director

SWCA Environmental Consultants

343 West Franklin Street

Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

02/19/2010 02:13 PM
bcc

Subject Seen Area Maps

History: ^j -rnjs message hasbeen replied to.

Debby,

Did I send this to you yet?

Here is an example of the seen area analysis (viewshed showing largest extent of viewshed).

Thiswas completed using 30 Meterdata, cause the 10 meter data would take more than 1 day to run
each alternative due to the large analysis area

What do you think?

<<11204_Bounds_of_Analysis_ALT_2.pdf>>
Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "11204_Bounds_of_Analysis_ALT_2.pdf deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>, Robert
08/03/2010 06:24 AM Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Fw: Revegetation for Rosemont DEIS - specifically what
are we including in the alternatives and mitigation?Q

I recommend that we include planting trees as mitigation in the EIS. Unfortunately, the tight DEIS
schedule and Rosemont's continued dawdling (we've been asking them since at least January to fund
someone to develop recommendations for tree planting) mean that this mitigation measure won't show up
in the DEIS.

Volunteer trees will grow, but will take 100 years to mature (according to Bob's chart). In my opinion,
waiting for volunteer trees is not acceptable mitigation.

I'm going to sound like a broken record, but....
The trees, landforming, and treating the white pit rock to age/darken it are the top 3 mitigation measures
for visual resources. We know about these mitigation measures and need all 3 to reduce effects (for
visual quality and numerous other resources).

How can we explain to the public that we intend to pursue all of these prior to the FEIS, but that they're not
in the DEIS? To simply rip them out of the DEIS is not responsible, not being transparent and open with
the public, and not showing that we care about resources.

"Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

"Terry Chute"
<tjchute@msn.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
08/02/2010 06:32 PM Cc

Subject Fw: Revegetation for Rosemont DEIS - specifically what are
we including in the alternatives and mitigation?

Debby - you on board with where Bob is at??

From: Robert Lefevre

Sent: Monday, August 02, 2010 2:51 PM
To: Beverley A Everson

Cc: Debby Kriegel; Jonathan Rig" ; Melinda D Roth ; Tom Furgason ; Terry Chute
Subject: Re: Revegetation for Rosemont DEIS - specifically what are we including in the
alternatives and mitigation?

The seed mix they propose to use includes native grasses and at least one native shrub, so I don't think
we have to drop shrubs from the discussion. Trees (except volunteers), however should be dropped from
the mitigation table and the chapter 3 soils and reclamation section if the current plans for reclamation do
not include tree planting. The tables in the chapter 3 soils and reclamation section indicate that some
trees and shrubs will "volunteer" even if not planted, particularly mesquite. At the highest elevations of the
reclamation effort some junipers may also volunteer, and along the water diversion channels mesquites,
and possibly cottonwoods and willows will volunteer.



The modeling Marcy did for the visual effects shows some trees and shrubs and there should probably be
fewer shown if no trees are scheduled for planting. At this stage of the process, Iwould say that we
should not go back and re-do the modeling unless its really quick and easy, but be sure it is understood
that everything in the simulations that looks like a small tree or a shrub is going to be a shrub or volunteer
tree.

Robert E. Lefevre

Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest

USDA Forest Service

520-388-8373

Beverley A

Everson/R3/USDAFS T° 'Terry Chute" <tjchute@msn.com>

08/02/2010 11:25 AM

cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Melinda D Roth"

<mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Bob Lefevre" <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subj Re: Revegetation for Rosemont DEIS - specifically what are we including in the alternatives and

ecX mitigation?Link

Iwould say that if we don't have time to incoporate the mitigation into the DEIS, such as doing the
research to determine the feasiblity of revegetating with trees and shrubs, then it will have to be put on
hold for the EIS and omitted from the mitigation table for the time being.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Terry Chute"
<tichute@msn.com To "Beverley AEverson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda DRoth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason"
> ' <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Bob

08/02/2010 10:32
Lefevre" <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>

cc

AM Subj Revegetationfor Rosemont DEIS- specifically what are we including in the alternativesand mitigation?
ect



In her edits to the Mitigation Table, Debby pointed out that many of them say things about
re-vegetation that are not currently included in the DEIS, and are not being addressed in the
effects analysis. Specifically - planting trees, shrubs and container plants (as opposed to
seeding); requiring the use of plant species and distributions that exist in the surrounding
landscape, etc.

We need to figure out exactly what we are proposing for re-vegetation in the DEIS. Any ideas
how to come to a common understanding in the next couple days???



DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS To karnold@rosemontcopper.com

02/12/2010 10:03 AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Fw: Information Request

Q This message has been forwarded.. History:

Kathy,

This is the list that we discussed on Jan 29. Any progress?

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel
388-8427

<fe
Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 02/12/2010 09:58 AM —

IBT-V Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

ri\7 01/08/201012:25 PM To karnold@rosemontcopper.com
J* ^k cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
-**' ™ Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Information Request

20100107_kreigel_requestdocx

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



To: Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper

From: Debby Kriegel, Coronado National Forest, 388-8427

Date: January 7, 2010

Re: Information Request

The following information will be needed for visual quality and recreation analysis. Please call me if you
have questions.

1. GIS layers for the new alternatives (revised Phased Tailings, and Barrel Only) withZ-values assigned
to the contours and georeferences to their locations.

2. 3D model of the plant facilities and infrastructure locations (powerline, waterline easement, etc), with
detail to the point that USFS and Rosemont can agree is sufficient for simulations. These need to be
georeferenced as well.

4. Information on which plant buildings and facilities cannot be painted earthtones.

5. Contours: the best resolution of the existing landform topography thatTetra Tech has. Currently
SWCA is currently working off of 10m DEMs.

6. Details about what mitigation lands and/or conservation easements would be offered by Rosemont
(plat maps, easement language, and timeline).

7. Map or GIS point for Sentinal Peak (and recommendations for possible spur trail location, if available)

8. Information about the appearance of the outermost waste rock (sometimes referred to as "growth
medium" or"topsoil") and visible back parts of the pit. This data will be necessary for both analysis of
visual resources and for creating accurate simulations. Information needed:

The color range of the rock types that will comprise the outermost waste rock. This could be as
simple as providing samples of the rock, identifying field sites where the material can be viewed (such as
on the test plots), and photographs.

Desert varnish (Permeon and/or Natura) tests to determine application rates for the back of the pit,
and outermost waste rock if it will be lighter than surrounding landscape colors. Representatives from
both companies are in the Tucson area periodically. If Rosemont could provide locations to test the
correct rock types (which should be newly excavated rock, not weathered locations), they are willing to
travelto the site to test various application rates. The test areas do not need to be on test plots, and
could be located on National Forest land if the rock type is correct.

Post-mineoptions for breaking up the uppermost horizontal benches in the back of the pit, or if this
is not possible, a description of what natural failing mightbe expected over time. Depending on
alternative, up to 20 benches would be visible from travelways, including Highway 83.

9. A study of establishing trees and shrubs on reclaimed slopes. The currentresearch on seeding is an
excellent start, but reclamation should also include trees and shrubs (and possibly cacti) in orderto more
quickly stabilize the slopes and meet visual quality goals. Coordination with U of A's Dr. Fehmi would be
a good place to start, and perhaps he could recommend a consultant. The study would answer the
following questions:

• Which species and sizes of plants would be most successful on the outermost material? Native
plants should be selected from those currently growing at the site, and would include
salvage/transplants, seedlings, and/or container plants. Patterns of plantson the new slopes
should mimic those of the surrounding landscape.



Where can the needed plants be obtained in sizes and quantities that would likely be necessary?
Options include salvaging from the site, purchasing from local nurseries, contracting propagation,
or some combination. Landforming work and alternative selected will affect the exact quantities,
but a rough examination of existing numbers of plants and species per acre in the area would
provide a good starting point,. And I know of one local plant expert with a nursery who might be
available to provide information on the success of propagating species not typically sold in
nurseries and/or to could help propagate plants.
If there are different suites of native plants best adapted to different "growth mediums", a plan
should be developed to place that material/plant or seed those suites of vegetation to achieve
targeted reveg and biology needs. Specifically this applies to Agave/bat concerns, but also to
many plant species obligates. An example of how this could go wrong inadvertently would be
that if a "growth medium" which is best for Agave survival is placed on slopes which are not
conducive to Agave survival (north facing, south facing, whatever), we all would have missed a
huge opportunity. At a later date, this information would be used to resolve what "growth
medium" goes where-for visual and plant growth needs-solves problems for the proponent and
the land manager.



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

02/19/2009 08:48 AM
cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Schedule/Proposal

Good Morning, Debbie

Yes, you are correct that I did not send a schedule to discuss.
I have received word that the Change Order does not include work on a visually sensitive alternative or
visual simulations, at this time. We are trying to negotiate these services. I know we are both disappointed
by this news. As I mentioned, the new direction from RC is that we must stick within our 2009 budget
constraints and that is to guide our services that we are authorized to offer.

I am curious if anything was discussed at your IDT meeting yesterday regarding the alternatives and our
role in the process?

I am planning on calling you at 10:00 and explain what I know and have authority to do at this moment (I
am working from home this AM).

Of the scope that I assembled last fall, the first three tasks were included within the Change Order that
was returned from RC. They were listed under "Technical Reports" for less than half of our proposed
budget:

1. Visual/Remediation Meeting, Remediation Field Trip
2. Collect, Analyse, and Summarize Design Information
3. Identify Design Evaluation Criteria

The following tasks from your email would still be included as part of the EIS and on the regular EIS
schedule:

Research and familiarity with Forest Plans and other documents
Affected environment

Environmental consequence
Cumulative Impacts
Irreversible Committment of visual resources

What would not be included would be the design alternative development and additional work on that
process. Tours to sites other than the project area would potentially fitwithin the budget constraints, but
we would have to be careful and reduce the number of trips to the project area as a result to balance the
issues.

I wish I had different news; I will call in the next hour to discuss this further.
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thu 2/19/2009 8:04 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Rosemont Schedule/Proposal



Marcie:

I did not receive an email from you yet. Will you be sending something soon? If you send it in the next
hour I can review it and we can talk at 10:00. Let me know.

Thanks.

Debby



"Stephen Leslie" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

^ ' cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Tom Furgason"
07/01/2010 04:29 PM <tfurgason@swca.com>

bcc

Subject Recreation Affected Environment

| History: ^i This message has been replied to.

Debby-

I have incorporated all of your changes and updated information to address your additional comments
and requests from your email last week.

The maps are done, just haven't inserted them into the text. I'll be out of the office tomorrow, but can
answer any additional questions next week.

Thanks,

Steve

Ch_3_Recreation_and_Wilderness_070110_Kriegel_review_SOL.doc



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

03/17/2009 05:33 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Charles Coyle'
<ccoyle@swca.com>

cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

bcc

Subject Visuals process~ a combination of SWCA Scope, EIS
Process, and design exploration

Hello Debby,

Here is the combined table that you and I worked on today.

For Charles and Tom's sake, the attached table probably needs some explanation to place it in context.
Debby has asked that USFS and SWCA work together to place the elements of the EIS, the scope that
SWCA is currently working under, and her ideal process into one chronological (if possible) timeframe or
visual schedule.

She and I drafted the attached doc that combines her list of action items, the standard EIS AE/EC
process, Visual Technical Report, and the design process that would be typical of a landscape architect's
approach to evaluating the proposals. The far RIGHT Columns identify, what is included in the scope
and what is outside of the scope (Y/N).

Also, we attempted to guess a timeframe for the EIS process, but we totally understand that a schedule
for the entire process is still evolving. Just using these dates a benchmark.

We are sending it out to you for comments and to keep you informed of how the visual process is
evolving. Debby's intent is that the design elements and simulations should be included in SWCA's scope;
she would like for SWCA to develop a method to explain those pieces to RCC and their context. This is
that attempt to place the elements in the greater process.

Feedback and questions are encouraged,

Marcie

«Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-03-17.xls»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

51 5 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

WWW.SWCa.com Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-03-17.xls



RosemontEIS-ProposalforVisualResourceAnalysis(3/14/09)
^_^_

|
Note:Thisdocumentsummarizesthebasicstepsandtasks,responsibilities,andschedule.Informationprovidedinotheremailsandlettersstillapplies

TaskDescriptionofWorkSWCAresponsibilities

USFS

responsibilities

Proposed
Completion
Date

AssociatedEIS

TimelineStep&
DateStatus

1PROJECTPREPARATION

1aReviewPIL,MPO,ReclamationPlan,publiccomments,
ForestPlan,VQOs,SMSinventory,FSSMSHandbook,
USFSProjectLevelSceneryAnalyisis,FSM2380,Corridor
MgmtPlanforPatagonia-SonoitaScenicRd

Reviewalldocumentsand

utilizeasappropriate
throughoutanalysis

Providedocuments

asneeded

3/20/2009Spring2009Complete/
On-going

1bUSFS/SWCAcreatethisproposalandschedule;Presentto
USFSProjectManagerandProcessManager,RCCand
SWCAProjectManager

Reviewandcomment.

CoordinatewithRosemont

asneeded.

Providedraftand

final

Drafted

3/20/2009;
MgmtAppby
3/27/2009

Underway

1cProvideoutlinesforEISandtechnicalreportDraftforchapter3and
technicalreportprovided
3/12/09

RequestedWord
documents3/13/09.

Reviewand

comment.

3/16/20093/16/2009Completed
3/16/2009

1d

1e

ObtainsimulationsbeingcompletedbyRosemontSWCAtorequestifstudies
andsimulationsarebeing
suppliedbyRCCforUSFS,
andobtaindocumentsas

appropriate.SWCAto
assistUSFStodetermine

whethertheyaresufficient
tocompletevisualanalysis
work.

USFStoreviewand

commentre:

suitabletomeet

USFSanalysis
needs.

Requestby
3/23/2009

3/30/2009(?)

Underway CompleteissuestatementsDraftprovidedReviewand

comment

March?IssueStatements

(March2009?)
1fResearchotherreclamationeffortsthatprotectedsceneryon

othermines.Contactreclamationexpertswhohave
successfullycompletedlandsculptingonotherlarge-scale
minesandgoodrevegetationefforts.Identifywhatwas
successfulandcouldbeincorporatedintotheRosemont
project.Identifyminesitestovisit.

Completeresearchand
providefindings.Travelto
otherminesitesasneeded.

Reviewallresearch

(Note:Dkriegelhas
madesome

contacts;SWCA
needstotakethe

leadimmediately)

Define-

3/20/2009;
Initiate

research

schedule-

3/20/2009

Unassigned

igSummarizeremediationcasestudiesandresearchintoa

chapteroftheTechnicalReport.Useresearchtoinform
evaluationcriteriaforanalysis.

Providedraftandfinalof

remediationcasestudies

forTechnicalReport

Reviewand

comment

Unassigned

1hIdentifyevaluationcriteriathatwillbeusedtodescribe
affectedenvironment,defineenvironmentalconsequences,
andevaluateprojecteffects.

ProvidedraftandfinalReviewand

comment

Y

2AFFECTEDENVIRONMENT



2aIdentifyvisuallysensitivetravelwaysandviewpoints,and
specialplacesinandaroundtheprojectarea.Documentkey
observationpointsfortheaffectedenvironment.

ProvidedraftandfinalReviewand

comment

15-May-09Spring2009

2bMapviewshedsthatwouldbeaffectedbytheproject,bothfor
thenoactionalternativeandtheproposedaction(including
pit,wasterockpiles,plant,utilitylines,newroads,etc.).

ProvidemapsReviewmapsMay15.2009Spring2009

2cIdentifyanddescribescalesofanalysis,whicharelikelyto
includetheviewshedthatincludestheproposedmine,the
SantaRitaMountainsEMA,andlandscapesacrossthe
CoronadoNationalForest.Provideabriefanalysisoflarge-
scalenaturallandscapesacrosssoutheasternArizonato
demonstratethevalueoftheCoronadoNFandtheproject
area.

Providemapsandwritten
documentation

Reviewallitems

Reviewand

comment

1-Jul-09Summer2009

Chapter3
(September
2009?)

3fWritetheAffectedEnvironmentsection(technicalreport
and/orchapter3text).Explaintheexistingdirectivesfor
visualresources(FSH,ForestPlandirection,VQOs,etc.).
Describetheexistinglandforms,vegetation,
line/form/color/texture,landuses,anddeviationsfromthe
landscape.Identifythevaluedlandscapecharacterto
provideguidanceforanalysisofalternatives.Describe
visitorsandvisuallysensitivetravelwaysandviewpointsand
distancezones.Describecurrentimpactstovisualresources
ateachanalysisscale.UtilizetheVisualResource
ManagementSystem(andVQOs)currentlyintheForest
Plan,butprepareaparallelreportusingtheScenery
ManagementSystem.IftheForestPlanisrevisedpriorto
completionoftheEIS,itislikelythatSMSwillbe
incorporated,andwouldthereforebethesystemusedinthe
RosemontEIS.

Providedraftandfinal1-Sep-09

3DESIGNEXPLORATION

3aIdentifyalternatelocationstopotentiallyplacewasterockand
tailings(unseenorseldomseenlocationswithfewwildlife
andarchaeologyconcerns).AMcHarg-likemappingprocess
mightworkwell.

Providemaps.Sitevisits
asneeded.

Providewildlifeand

archaologydataas
neededandreview

maps

Unassigned

3bCreatea3-Dcomputersimulationofexistinglandscapeand
proposedmine.

ProvidesimulationReviewsimulationUnassigned

3cExplorealternativeplacementandshapingofwasterockand
tailingspilesthatbetterprotectsandmimicsnatural
landformsandlandscapecharacter.Exploreradically
differentshapingtoavoidthemonolithicform,flattop,and
evensideslopes.Consideroptionsthatmaybenefitwildlife
habitatandthosethatmightmitigateimpactsofthepit(such
asremovingthemostvisiblewesternedge).If3-Dcomputer
modelingisnotsufficienttocompletethisstep,utilizeother
methodssuchasatopographicmodel.

ProvideideastoIDTduring
discussionofalternatives

Reviewandadvise.

Participatein3-D
computermodeling
sessions.

Alternative

Development



3d

4_
4a

4b

4c

4d

Selecttentativekeyviewpointsforsimulations.Document
theselocationswithphotogrpahyandGPS.Prepare"before"
images.
ENVIRONMENTALCONSEQUENCES

Completeafullanalysisofthe3bigimpacts:thewasterock
andtailingspiles,thepit,andthe"temporary"facilities(plant,
roads,utilities,etc.thatwouldonlybeonsiteduringmining)
forallalternatives(noaction,proposedaction,preferred
action,andothers).Includewrittendocumentation,3-D
simulations,andstaticviewpoints(showingbeforeandafter
views).Determineanddescriberecommendedmitigation.If
necessary,providelanguageforanamendmenttotheForest
Plan.UtilizetheVisualResourceManagementSystem(and
VQOs)currentlyintheForestPlan,butprepareaparallel
reportusingtheSceneryManagementSystem.

WriteTechnicalReport.

CompleteathoroughCumulativeEffectsanalysisand
summarizeintheTechnicalReport.Analyzepast,present,
andfuturelandusesandimpactsacrossnaturalpublic
landscapesinSEArizonaandhowtheproposedaction,
whenaddedtothem,effectsvisualresourcesateach
analysisscale.
SummarizeTechnicalReportforEISChap4.

Providedraftandfinal.Site

visitsasneeded.

Providedraftandfinal

Providedraftandfinal

Providedraftandfinal

IProvidedraftandfinal

Reviewand

comment

Reviewand

comment

Reviewand

comment

Reviewand

comment

Reviewand

comment

Unassigned

Chapter4
(September
2009?)

DraftEIS

(September
2009?)
DraftEIS

(September
2009?)

DraftEIS

(September
12009?)



Within

Current

ContractNotes

RegionalLAmaybe
consultedtoapproveof
process

Y

NUSFSandSWCAneedto

definewhatistherequired
processforreclamation
researchintheEISprocess
andatwhattiming/schedule.

N

Y

-
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"Stephen Leslie" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<sleslie@swca.com>

02/03/2010 09:53 AM
bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont - OHVProposal

Thanks Debby - I'llgive you a call after I've had a chance to go through this.

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 6:39 AM
To: Stephen Leslie
Subject: Rosemont - OHV Proposal

Steve,

Here is Art's idea. In the recreation scope of work Igave you on Nov. 10, task #3, bullet 1 includes my
recommendations for how you can help explore the idea. Let's discuss further after you've reviewed this
and given it a little thought.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 02/03/2010 07:34 AM

Arthur S E!ek/R3/USDAFS

ToDebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
02/02/2010 04:12 PM CC

ART ELEK

Fire Prevention Officer

SubjectOHV



Nogales Ranger District
303 Old Tucson Road

Nogales AZ. 85621
Office: (520)761-6010
Cell: (520) 975-7814
Fax: (520)281-2396
e-mail aelek@fs.fed.us



History:

"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc

03/19/2009 08:42 AM
bcc

Subject RE: Updated chart

<P? This message has been replied to.

Will try to look at those before we connect this afternoon

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2009 4:16 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: Updated chart

Marcie:

Stuff that I highlighted to consider adding to the strategy spreadsheet:
1. Many items on the "Design Process - Landscape Architecture" chart. Summarize as possible, but
include this kind of thought.
2. Many items on the spreadsheet with the 3 columns "ElS-Visual", "Visual Technical", and "Out of
Scope" spreadsheet, especially stuff in sections 4.0 and 5.0.
3. Some items from the "EIS Process Steps spreadsheet", especially the last two items in Task 7.B
4. Clarify which items from "Rosemont EIS - Visual Resources Technical Report" (the one with tasks 1-3
and assumptions) are included on the new strategy spreadsheet and which items are currently in the

contract.

If I've confused you, we can discuss.

Thanks!

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

03/18/2009 08:08 AM cc
Subject Updated chart

«Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-03-18.xls»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner



515 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Visual_Resource_Proposal_2009-03-18.xls" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Dale Ortman PE" To "'Beverley A Everson"' <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'Debby
<daleortmanpe@live.com> KriegeP <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, '"Salek Shafiqullah'"
05/11/2010 08-55 AM <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "'Melinda DRoth'"

cc '"Melissa Reichard'" <mreichard@swca.com>, "Tom
Furgason'" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"
<jrigg@swca.com>, '"Marcie Bidwell'"

bcc

Subject FW: Landform Design Report for the Rosemont Mine Project

History: ^ This message has beenreplied to.

All,

Attached is a PDFversion of Horst Schor's revised Landform Design Reportfor the Rosemont Mine
Project . This submission completes the one round of review & revision allowed in the current
scope-of-work. The only remaining work element in the scope-of-work is to have Horst submit the
required hard copies and final electronic copy on disc. Please review the attached report for final CNF
acceptance prior to SWCA authorizing submission the finial hard and electronic documents.

Regards,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office

(520) 449-7307-Mobile

(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpeffilive.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

From: Horst [mailto:hjschor@jps.net]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 9:43 PM
To: "Dale Ortman PE'

Subject: Landform Design Report for the Rosemont Mine Project

Dale,

All right- attached is the revised, corrected and supplemented Final Draft Report for your review.

Per your Memorandum of 4 May 2010 I have made the removals in accordance with the General
Comments 1 and 2 including both text and figures.



General Comments 3: With regards to the Task 3 I have expanded the discussions, options and
opportunities in detail with regard to landform design for the three alternative disposal plans for
Sycamore, Scholefield and McCleary Canyons to meet the requirements ofthe SOW.

General Comments 4:1 have "threaded in" both the Constraints by Rosemont as well as my response to
them at the end of the SummarySection so as to make it more part of the report rather than just an
Appendix. The corrections and revisions on the attachment have also been made.

REQUESTED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION::
1. At the end of the text as a POSTSCRIPT I have added the description of five examples of
applicable landform designs this author has previously performed
2. Not sure what this meant. Size of my previous projects (some information is incorporated
in 1. above) or the size of the Rosemont landformproject?
3. The Golder design issue was expanded as requested.
4. Drainage boundary for Barrel Canyonas well and the drainage facilities have been
identified.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS:

Spellingerrors, page and graphics correctionsand additions(contour IDs, 500'setback, sideboards) and
rewordings were made.
The gold line is from a Rosemontaerial outlining the limits ofthe fill placement and mine areas. I tried to
remove it as much as possible.

Please take a look and let me know if you think it is all there.

A high resolution version wherethe contour labels are legible is available by using the link
below:

http://www.mediafire.com/7wzdmg3hhita

Horst

[attachment "Rosemont Report -05-10-10- revised final draft std res.pdf' deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

01/28/2010 03:33 PM
bcc

Subject RE: MtWrightson KOP from TT

Debby,

Agreed to all below.

This is MPO at YR 20, so the top will have 10-13 yrs growth by this time, depending on where on the pile it
is.

one way to envision it is to think of bath tub rings for each liftthat they build and reseed. However, the
Reclamation Plan is slightly more complicated than that in that the phasing is not quite that linear. But the
concept still works.

We did include some drainage swales with rip rap, some small drainage benches, and even a few failures
if you look closely at the image.

Sprinkling is the right term, for sure, and at this view, there is not much shaping/aspect to be seen or
respond to, almost all east facing- we are looking at the sides of the hot dog from this angle.

Call if you get back to the office today-
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 1:00 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Mt Wrightson KOP from TT

I'm ok with "sprinkling" some veg, but...
1. Volunteer trees will grow very, very slowly. Even seeding and seedlings will grow very, very slowly.
Will shrubs and shrub-sized trees be visible from this distance?

2. The veg pattern will depend on landforms. Is this simulation for the MPO? 3:1 even side slopes? Not
much will grow well, so veg scattering would be rather diffuse. For the phased tailings alternative with
horizontal benches, lots of stuff will grow on the benches, creating strong visual veg lines.
3. You're showing the final buttress, right? Did you say it gets completed in year 7, but you're using topo
for year 10 (because that's all we have)? Do we assume that veg growth (voluntary or seeded/planted)
starts at year 7, but the topo is year 10, so there'd be 3 years of veg growth if this sim is year 10? Are you
also planning to simulate a later date?

I'm in the office now, so feel free to call to discuss this and other stuff.



"Marcie Bidwell" <mbldwell@swca.com>

01/27/2010 08:22 AM

To,,Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Mt Wrightson KOP from TT

We were, but like you said it can make it into the FEIS

Here is an image of our first basic shot at MM44- not perfect, but showing veg at 10yrs (20 YR build out).
We are still working on the pit, and need the study/information that you requested from RCC as to colors,
textures.

What do you think of sprinkling some trees in a volunteer pattern? I will call to discuss

I need to get feedback on what to show on these for the reveg and at what years.

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2010 8:07 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Re: Mt Wrightson KOP from TT

Wow, I agree. This is not good.

There is currently lots of snow in upper elevations of the Santa Ritas, and the trails are probably unhikable
(or very difficult to hike) for the next couple of months. Therefore this KOP won't make it into the DEIS. If
there is an opportunity to get a better photo in late spring, let's pursue it then. Were you planning to do a
simulation from this point?

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

01/25/2010 05:02 PM

To-Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc.Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject Mt Wrightson KOP from TT



Hello Debby,

Please find the Mt. Wrightson KOP photograph from TT attached.

In review of TT's photo , its limited in field of view (scope- only one frame), low resolution, and really hazy
sun. It also might be zoomed in.

Ifwe need to retake this photo, it will need to be well planned, as its a long hike in and it should ideally be
shot in the morning, preferably before 11 on a clear day, so someone has to plan ahead.

I look forward to your feedback.

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To mbidwell@swca.com

06/10/2010 09:17AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont - items for Project Record

History: ^ This message has beenforwarded.

Marcie,

When you met with Jamie Sturgess earlier this year, did you write up some notes to summarize what was
discussed and what he agreed to? Ifso, would you please put that information in the project record?

Also, when you get a minute, please let me know what you've been making progress on.

Thanks!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



DebbyKriege!/R3/USDAFS To Kathy Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

02/23/2010 07:18 AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: FW: Mitigation Table - Debby's questions for Rosemont
m _ __

"^ This message has been forwarded. j

DaleOrtmanand I have been discussing what might be possible for breaking up the uppermost
horizontal benches in the pit. I am now well aware that it's not possible to remove the benches
(or any significant portion of them), but he has suggested a couple of possible options: double
benching or randomized benches. He mentioned thatthe latter is not a standard industry method,
but may be applicable in the upper partof the pit wall scarp. For now, I'd like to add a little
wording to one of the mitigation measures to capturethe concept. Please let me know ifthis is
acceptable.

Mitigation measure #15.3.3/238:
• Treat upper portions ofthe pit wall that arevisible from Highway 83, the Arizona Trail,

andotherConcern Level 1 travelways andresidential areas within 5 miles ofthe pit by
(1) reducing the visual impact of horizontal safety benches by reducingthe number of
benches (double benching), placing benches in a randomized pattern, or similar, and (2)
applying Permeon or similarto darken rock to match weathered rock on the ridgeat the
conclusion ofoperations. Verify that selected treatment will not create water quality
problems. Review treatment at least every 5 years and adjust as needed to protect visual
quality. If possible, plant vegetation on broken ledges on visible partsof pit wall.

Thanks.

Debby



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

05/25/2010 11:27 AM
bcc

Subject FW: Rosemont - Visual Resources SOW

History: q> Tnjs message has been forwarded.

Debby,

Thanks for sending the approval through. Do you think the statement that "much of the work is not
currently funded" needs any clarification? As its more tricky than just a blanket statement like that, and I
am afraid that the statement portrays an untrue condition. Its more accurate to say that "Rosemont has
agreed to the scope of work, but has currently only allocated 50% of the funding," or something like that.

I just dont want anyone who knows that there has been an agreement, even if partial, to think that we are
exagerating.

But perhaps that is implicit to Minde and Bev as they are aware of the situtation.

Thougth the meeting went well yesterday, did you?
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 10:45 AM
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Visual Resources SOW

I have reviewed SWCA's scope of work for visual resources, discussed many items with Marcie, and
made some relatively minor edits to the original document.

I approve the attached Scope of Work with the following disclaimers:

1. Much of the work described here is not currently funded. This concerns me and needs to be resolved.

2. Iwould like Marcie to focus efforts on the specialist report. Writing the EIS should follow.

3. Although this scope describes the majority of the tasks needed for visual resources, there may some
unforseen items that would need to be added, such as:

• Attendance at special meetings when Marcie's participation is desired and/or additional trip(s) to
Tucson if needed to complete all work.

• Site visits to other mines or reclamation projects, ifappropriate and needed to collect information
appropriate for the Rosemont project.

• Additional simulations, if necessary for effects analysis.



Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
04/07/2010 02:17 PM cc

Subject Fw: Visual Resources SOW

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 04/07/2010 02:17 PM

Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

"Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>

03/03/2010 03:50 PM cc
Subject Visual Resources SOW

Bev,

I'm sorry to make you ask again. Here is the visual SOW that we are authorized to work on. Please keep in mind

that any violations in assumptions will likely require more money from Rosemont.

Tom[attachment "Docl.docx" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] Scope_Visual_Resources_2010_05_25.doc



Task 5.2.Issue 2—Visual Resources

Subttask A. Affected Environment Update for 6 Alternatives and Connected Actions

> Update affected environment to incorporate alternatives, for specialist report
and EIS.

> Collect KOP in Tucson area with GPS and photography.

> Update basic existing conditions maps to show key observation points (KOPs),
sensitive viewer areas, bounds of analysis, concern levels, and scenic objective
classes.

Subtask B. Prepare Alternatives Data: Convert CAD and Construct 3D GIS Surface

> Process CAD data and model data for GIS digital elevation modeling. Generate
3-D digital surfaces for the MPO and proposed alternatives at each construction
phase selected for simulations.

> Create one set of 3-D working maps and diagrams for USFS and RCC to review
potential scene from each KOP to be selected.

> Budget Assumptions: 12 data sets to process each alternative at 20-yr Phase and
one additional time phase mid-construction.

Subtask C. Prepare KOPs, Existing Conditions, Panoramas, and Visibility Maps

> Review all alternatives and KOPs established by the USFS and KOPs to propose to
USFS for analysis, simulations, and level of detail for connected actions to define
areas where impacts from the project is expected to be highly visible, distantly
visible, and not visible (i.e. blocked or out of view)

> Prepare "existing conditions" panoramas for potential KOP simulations and
review for use as simulations. For KOPs where project would be visible, select a
phase to represent for each KOP in addition to Reclamation (i.e. construction at
5 years, etc.).

> Meet with USFS and RCC to review data, KOP selection and "photo realistic"
process (1-2 meetings) includes meeting preparations, meetings, and meeting
summaries. Review draft simulations with specialists from USFS, SWCA, and RCC
to direct specific aspects of renderings (soils, reveg, etc.)

> Budget Assumptions: 8 KOPs 20-yr Phase and additional Phase for 6 KOPs

Subtask D. Draft Specialist Report Analysis Methodology and Evaluation Criteria

> Draft analysis methods and evaluation criteria that will be used to define and
evaluate project effects for the project resources included in the study for all
alternatives and KOPs.



Subtask E. Draft Visibility Diagrams and Simulations; Review with USFS/RCC

> Create computer simulations of proposed alternatives (6 total action
alternatives) for selected KOPs for highly visible, moderately visible, and distantly
visible locations. Highly visible and moderately visible KOPs simulations will show 2
phases of the proposed alternatives for each KOP (e.g. TBD construction phase
and 20-yrfinal reclamation). Each simulation will show waste rock and tailing pile
forms, pit, roads, stormwater, vegetation, and infrastructure.

> For KOPs where the MPO and proposed alternatives would not be visible,
prepare a section diagram or labeled panorama showing key landscape
features and visual screen.

> Prepare photorealistic simulation images for KOPs.

> Review draft simulations with resources specialist from RCC, USFS, and SWCA to
direct specific aspects of renderings; reclamation, soils, vegetation, etc.

> Complete a Draft review with USFS and RCC staff at meeting in Tucson.

Subtask F. Prepare Environmental Consequences Analysis

> Prepare an environmental consequences analysis for Specialist Report. Report
will include analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects, and compare
alternatives. Utilize direction from FSM/FSH and USFS Project Level Scenery
Analysis. Deliverables: Completed Visual Resources Specialist Report for all
alternatives including draft simulations, visibility diagrams, and maps.

Subtask G. Finalize Diagrams and Simulations; Review with USFS/RCC

> Complete changes to simulations.

> Submit final formatted figures (e.g. panoramas, diagrams, simulations) to USFS
and RCC for final approval.

> Budget Assumptions: Diagrams gnd Simulations will focus on land forms and will
include 1 final review with USFS and RCC.

Subtask H. Final Specialist Report.

> Finalize Specialist Report and review with USFS.

> As needed, provide text for EIS.

Assumptions:

> Costs are based upon deliverables for each proposal according to the number
of KOPs brought forward for simulations and figure diagrams. All alternatives will
describe up to 24 KOPs for the analysis process. Revised USFS and USFS original
budgets include up to 8 panoramas, non-visible KOPs diagrams for up to 6 KOPs,
and simulations of highly visible and moderately visible KOPs for 8 KOPs for each
of 6 proposed alternatives (up to 48 simulations) at 20-yr final reclamation and up
to 6 KOPs for a construction phase per alternative (36 simulations). However, not



all KOPs will require simulations for all alternatives (i.e. Sycamore canyon will not
be visible from many of the KOPs along SR 83). KOPs and level of detail for
simulations will be formalized at the initial simulation meeting; however costs are
assumed based upon the list of KOPs provided by the USFS Simulation Strategy.

RCC to provide all data and elevations required for simulations, including a 3D
model of any facilities, structures, or transmission infrastructure. USFS, RCC and
SWCA will collectively contribute example imagery for depicting coloration,
texture, formations, structures, and other details for portrayal in the simulations
prior to simulations initiating. Surface data or changes to surface data that is
provided/requested after 3D modeling is initiated will be incorporated on a time
and materials basis. Direction regarding these details that is received after
simulations have been initiated that varies dramatically may result in a change
order. Simulations that require detailed development of the mine plant will be
completed on a time and materials basis. Field work for 10 of the 14 KOPs has
already been collected under the Visual Technical Report scope. SWCA assumes
that Mt. Wrightson has been photographed by Rosemont's subcontractors and
SWCA will be able to use this panorama for simulations. It is assumed that field
documentation will be required for Box Canyon and Tucson KOPs at a minimum.
Changes to the KOPs or to the construction phase selected for simulation after
this meeting may require additional field work and may result in a change order.
Additional KOPs, simulations, phases, or alternatives may be requested for an
additional fee.

Simulations will be classified as "highly visible" or "moderately visible". Highly visible
simulations will show detailed variations in land form, vegetation, color, and
texture for tailings and waste rock placement. Moderately visible simulations will
show general variations in land form, vegetation, color and texture due to the
level of detail being reduced by the distance of the viewer from the project
area.

Should KOPs simulations require extensive details of mining facilities, conveyors,
equipment, transmission lines, etc, the work for these layers will be performed on
a time and material basis, due to the unpredictable level of detail and effort
required for these structures.

Research for revegetation species and growth rates shall be provided by a
separate contract funded by Rosemont. Based on findings, RCC and USFS are to
agree upon the level of reclamation and vegetation success to be rendered
prior to initiation of photoreal simulations. Changes in the direction given to
SWCA to represent these aspects will require a change order, should they require
additional time and effort to address.

RCC will provide example photographs of existing reclamation, mining structures,
vegetation mixes, soil types ond colors, ond other data to SWCA prior to the
initiation of the simulations. Necessary imagery will be discussed at simulation
meeting.

This estimate assumes that SWCA will create 3D surfaces for MPO and proposed
alternatives from RCC CAD drawings for up to 2 phases of construction. Should
RCC provide GIS surfaces, these costs may be reduced accordingly.



> Changes in data, proposed action, and level of detail requested for simulations,
phases of construction, and resolution of imagery after project initiation will
require adjustments based upon time and materials. SWCA will submit surfaces to
RCC and USFS for review prior to creation of simulations.

> Cost estimate includes two in-person meetings as two trips to Tucson for Marcie
Bidwell to work with USFS and RCC on simulations, per direction of USFS staff.
Additional trips may be required by USFS or RCC, and these will be arranged
through an additional change order. Each task includes meeting hours for senior
staff, visual specialist, editors as necessary and senior GIS under each task;
additional meetings may be arranged on a time and materials basis.

> This scope of work includes one round of draft review and one round of final
review for specialist report and simulations, unless review comments are
extensive, in which case an additional draft review may be needed. Additional
changes, reviews, or updates will require an additional change order. Ideally,
review of final images will require minimal edits agreeable to both USFS and RCC
for accurate portrayal of the MPO. Explorations of mitigation options (such as
painting facilities alternative colors or reducing pit contrast through other than
agreed-upon mitigation treatments) would be covered under an additional
scope. USFS and RCC should attempt to synchronize their comments prior to
submittal to SWCA; should differences of opinion occur, SWCA will default to
USFS guidance as the official SWCA client.



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"

01/22/2010 02:57 PM <tfurgason@swca.com>
cc "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>, "Trent Reeder"

<treeder@swca.com>
bcc

Subject RE: Update on Visual Resouces

In discussion of the list below with Debby, here are our conclusions:

1.TT SCOPE: TT scope should be reviewed to see if the simulations that they are proposing are
necessary and reduce the size of this scope if they have not already completed it. While as an illustration
these diagrams might be useful, as an analysis tool, the multiple KOPs and multiple views are not useable
in the anlaysis as there is no scientific or defensible basis to the timeframe, growth of vegetation, and
scale.

2. COMBINED LIST OF KOPS: List of KOPs to be conbined is a fine principle. Marcie to do some
checking to make sure that they will work.

3. VIEWSHED ANALYSIS PRESENTATION: Viewshed Analysis would be ok for TT to do, if they follow
the right protocal. The final deliverable should be a combined KOP map showing all the KOPS used for
visual analysis on one map. Color will be required unless they can find out a way to do it without the color,
but the landscape color and visibility layers seem to make color necessary.

The TT scope may be reduced by only producing (1) map per alternative (8 total, instead of 46) and they
can use less KOPs by only including the ones that are within the USFS middleground distance. I am
shortening the list for them and providing the dirctions for presentation.

Thanks

Marcie

(Melissa, please include this chain of emails in the record- thanks)

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 4:42 PM

To: 'Debby Kriegel'; Tom Furgason

Cc: Melissa Reichard; Trent Reeder

Subject: Update on Visual Resouces

Hello Debby,

Iwanted to bring an update to you on visual scope, budget, and a few other details.

The meeting proposed for this week has been postponed for now, and Iwould like to propose a meeting
nextweek (Thursday or Friday, Feb 28-29 or following Monday) to finalize direction on simulations (colors,
textures, planting, etc) for SWCA's analysis and scope.

1.TT Scope



Rather than having a meeting, Rosemont and TT caught Tom and I on the phone to just go over the
basics. In talking with Rosemont and Tetra Tech, I have a better understanding of what Sage and Tetra
Tech has been scoped to do (summarized as the following bullets). I have encouraged TT to submit this
scope to you so that you are aware of their activities and can give any guidance that would be beneficial to
their project. They said that their scope includes:

• KOP Viewshed Analysis for up to 8 KOPs with views of disturbed ground for all 6 alternatives

• Simulations from 2 KOPs of full vegetation growth and a mid-stage vegetation growth (MM
46 and MM 44) (like the image in the December deliverable for the land forming tour).

• Simulations from Overview Image (Aerial photo or Oblique Angle) with full vegetation growth
and a mid-stage vegetation growth (similar objective of showing final vegetation but from the
birds-eye view).

Additionally, you may be interested in providing feedback as to the process that Sage is using for their
simulations. For instance, I am not sure how full vegetetation and mid-stages are being defined or what
they are attempting to show. If some of the list above you do not see as useful, there may be other ways
to direct this effort. Its up to you.

2. COMBINED LIST OF KOPs

We discussed the KOPs that the USFS had selected in June, compared them with the KOPs that TT was
working with. These KOPs continue to provide the coverage for the top priority KOPs that you selected,
and fill in some data gaps for the KOPs that were on the USFS list (mainly Mt. Wrightson and the AZ trail).

From this, TT and SWCA would like to propose the following "combined list" for your consideration. To
reduce confusion for everyone, the following KOPs and naming conventions were recommended (also in
attached excel file for better formating):

FINAL Name Location USFS KOP Name TT KOP Name

KOP 01 MM 46-Picnic Table Pull Off KOP 4 Replaces KOP-3

KOP 02 MM 44-Scenic Pull Off KOP 12 Replaces KOP-1
KOP 03 Arizona Trail KOP 5 Replaces KOP-4

KOP 04 Mount Wrightson- Four Spring Trail Replaces KOP 17 KOP-11
KOP 05 North of Sonoita Junction KOP 8 KOP-12
KOP 06 Las Cienegas BLM Kiosk/ Empire Ranch Entry KOP 11 (new)
KOP 07 Hilton Ranch Road rural residential area KOP 16 (new)
KOP 08 Box Canyon Road/ Arizona Trail Crossing (new) KOP-7
KOP 09 Sahuarita Road KOP 20 (new)

This is just the short list. The other USFS KOPs would still be used for analysis.

Several of TT's KOPs are very similar to the USFS selected ones, and these were matched. A few fill in
data gaps from USFS list (Mt. Wrightson and BoxCanyon). Several of TT's KOPs would then be dropped
from the list, as they were additional to the USFS ones (upslope of the pit, Gunsight,etc) unless you feel
differently.

3. Viewshed Analysis- presentation
Tetra Tech would likesome direction from the USFS on how to present the viewshed analysis to fit into
the overall analysis process.

3.1. What KOPs should they use? We discussed that they would use the top 8 KOPs, what I am
calling the "short list" from your strategy for the detailed analysis.



3.2. How should they present the results?

I suggested the following options:
• Views of Disturbed Area (this is what TT diagrams show now.only views of inside the

active mining area)
• FullCone of Vision (typical presentation, one KOP per map showing the full spectrum of

their view)
• Multiple KOPs overlain on one map, the "cumulative viewshed analysis" that you and I

discussed last week.

• Just deliver the data, not maps, to the admin record and SWCA can map it.

4. SWCA Scope and Analysis- any adjustments?
Once we have a chance to discuss these, let me know ifyou see any adjustments to SWCA's scope of
work. I will not proceed with viewshed analysis maps, unless you feel we should still do them.

« File: KOP Combined Listxls »

That's it for now!!

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

09/22/2009 08:05 AM

To "Marc Kaplan" <mkaplan@fs.fed.us>

cc "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>, "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RE: Fw: Rosemont - Updated Mapof Visually Sensitive
Travelways

Thank you Marc,

I will follow up with Debby regarding next steps for the visual analysis for Rosemont.

Do you anticipate revisions in the near term?

Please continue to send data as updates and corrections orrur.

Thank you,
Marcie

From: Marc Kaplan [mailto:mkaplan@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2009 2:12 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel; Stephen Leslie; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways

Here is the shapefile for concern levels 1 through 3 in the Santa Ritas and surrounding major roads. This
file has not been cleaned of topological errors and is still being reviewed to make certain correct attributes
are sticking. NAD 83 UTM 12 This shapefile is still under review, but is the most recent we have.

Thank you

Marc

MarcG. Kaplan
Planner Analyst
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8358

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

09/16/2009 09:39 AM

To,,Marc Kaplan" <mkaplan@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>
Subject RE: Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways



Marc,

Please CC treeder@.swca.com on Friday, as I may be away from the office.

Thank you,

Marcie

From: Marc Kaplan [mailto:mkaplan@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 10:32 AM
To: Debby Kriegel
Cc: Marcie Bidwell; Stephen Leslie
Subject: Re: Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways

I expect to send by COB this Friday.

Thank you

Marc

Marc G. Kaplan
Planner Analyst
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ 85701
520-388-8358

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS
To Marc Kaplan/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc09/16/2009 07:09 AM
Subject Fw: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways

Hi Marc,

Would you please send the GIS shapefiles for the Santa Rita Concern Level 1, 2, and 3 travelways to 2
people at SWCA?

mbidwell@swca.com

sleslie@swca.com

Thanks!



Debby

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 09/16/2009 07:07 AM
"Marcie Bidwell" <mbldwell@swca.com>

To„e"Stephen Leslie"<sleslie@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

09/15/2009 08:38 AM cc 'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>
Subject RE: Rosemont - Updated Mapof Visually Sensitive Travelways

Debby,

Steve's points apply to visual as well. Visual and rec AEwas submitted back in June/July.

We definitely will need the GIS layers that you used to create this map to analyse the CL's. Please forward
those at your nearest convenience (or have Terry contact Trent).

Thanks,

Marcie

From: Stephen Leslie
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 9:35 AM
To: Debby Kriegel; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: RE: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways

Debby,

This looks good. Just so you know, I have already submitted the initial draft affected environment for
recreation. I'll keep this information handy for when we respond to any other necessary changes. Have
you provided the travelwaysdata in GIS yet? We'll need that in order to quantify miles of travelways that
would be impacted by each alternative.

Thanks,

Steve



From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 8:06 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Stephen Leslie
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Rosemont - Updated Map of Visually Sensitive Travelways

Attached is an updated map showing Concern Level 1, 2, and 3 travelways for the Santa Rita Mountains.
Our original CLmap was 10 years old. The Rosemont project inspired me to reviewthis map, discuss it
withour district field person, and make a few changes.

CL1 travelways are most sensitive. CL2are moderately sensitive. CL3are least sensitive.

Marcie: Please use this as you write the affected environmentsection for visual quality. Ialso sent this
map to Jimmy Pepper.

Steve: CL1 roads and trails are our most popular recreation routes. This should be useful as you write
affected environment for recreation, and possibly will be a good starting pointfor exploring restoration of
road connections/loops post-mine.

Thanks.



"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

05/04/2009 02:01 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RE: FW: AZ trail

Debby,

Re: A couple of questions:
1. Did you happen to take photos at the possible KOP sites? No, but when I understand the protocol I'll
be happy to return to the KOP sites.
2. Could you determine what portion of the trail was re-routed? I still haven't seen any maps that show
both the old and new alignments and I'm curious what changed. Actually, none of the trail was really
re-routed. What did change was the proposed route prior to construction. I don't mean to be difficult,
but I suspect that route originally proposed by the AZ Trail Association (AZTA) isn't particularly
relevant because I don't think that they had CNF authorization for construction. It is my understanding
that Sage did an EA per the direction of the CNF that resulted in a FONSI for the current (only) route. It
seems to me that the CNF NEPA process for the EA worked in that it resolved potential future conflicts.
The EA may have the proposed route and we should get a copy to be thorough. Also, we can probably
get the original proposed route from AZTA.

Tom

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2009 12:45 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: FW: AZ trail

Tom,

Thank you for doing this!! Iforwarded your map to Marcie and Steve for their use in scenery &recreation
work.

Let's discuss your KOP ideas this week when you, me, and Marcie are together (Wed or Thurs).

A couple of questions:

1. Did you happen to take photos at the possible KOP sites?
2. Could you determine whatportion of the trail was re-routed? Istill haven't seen any maps that show
both the old and new alignments and I'm curious what changed.

Thanks again!

Debby



Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> To<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc"KathyArnold" <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,

05/04/2009 09:25 AM "Charles Coyle"<ccoyle@swca.com>
SubjectFW: AZ trail

Debbie,

I rode a portion of the Las Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail from FS 231 to Oak Tree Canyon. I didn't
have much luck finding the trail north of FS 321 and I didn't spend a lot of time searching because the AZ
Trail web page indicated that the last four miles of the route had only been flagged and not constructed. I
also rode the portion of the Santa Rita Mountains segment from Oak Tree Canyon to Greaterville Road.

I used the "Tracks" feature on a Garmin Vista GPS that has an accuracy of approximately 3 meters.
Based on observations during my ride, the trail looks to be mapped fairly accurately - at least as accurate
as the USGS topo itself. Attached are the map and shape files for you to use in any manner you see fit.

I also made some mental notes regarding potential KOPs along portions of the two segments. I'd be
happy to come by your office in the next few days to point these out on the map for your consideration.
We can also wait for Marcie's arrival ifyou feel like you don't need the extra time to consider these
observations. Just let me know how you would like to proceed.

Tom

From: Lara Mitchell

Sent: Monday, May 04, 2009 8:44 AM
To: Tom Furgason
Subject: AZ trail

[attachment "AZT-lascolinas.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "AZT.dbf deleted
by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "AZT.shx" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"AZT.shp" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment"AZT.sbx" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "AZT.sbn" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "AZT.prj"
deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/06/2010 09:30 AM
bcc

Subject Santa Ritas and MPO profile

«MPO Profile.pdf»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

ft
www.swca.com MPO Profile.pdf
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"Dale Ortman PE" To '"Debby KriegeP" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<daleortmanpe@live.com> . ., „ ,, , A, , ,

cc '"Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, Beverley A
02/10/2010 02:25 PM Everson"' <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "'SalekShafiqullah'"

<sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"'
bcc

Subject FW: Rosemont Landform Project

history: ^ jhis message has been replied to.

Debby,

Horst has agreed to a schedule that completes his work in time

Dale

From: Horst [mailto:hjschor@jps.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 11:26 AM
To: 'Dale Ortman PE'

Subject: RE: Rosemont Landform Project

Dale:

To clarify my situation with regards to the deadline now prescribed please understand that before I can
start any Landform design work it is imperative to keep in mind that:

1. I need written authorization to proceed.

2. I do not need the Golder report to initiate Landform design work. There is much
preliminary topographic analysis, volume computations and design evolution that has to be done
before Golder s work comes into play.

3. No later than one week after start of my design work I will need the three (3) items listed
underSection 2 "Available Information" in my last proposal (facilities location, heritage areas
and the topography for three alternative waste layouts) in the formats stated.

With the delays encountered thus far, at this point every day counts and it is imperative in order to come
close to the suggested March 3 deadline that I receive written authorization before February 15.

Three (3) weeks are needed for a design undertaking of this magnitude and based on this and the above I
foresee at this point a completion of the work by March 8. 2010.

Per your revised task schedule:

Task 1 $ 4,000

Task 2 $27,000
Task 3 $ 5.000



Task 4b $ 3.500

Total $39,500

This is a design ofconsiderable complexity that cannot be rushed through and done right.

I hope the team can understand and appreciate my position as I have been anxious to move forward with
this assignment for quite some time.

Horst

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 2:43 PM
To: 'Horst'

Cc: 'Debby Kriegel'; 'Melinda D Roth'; Tom Furgason'; 'Marcie Bidwell'; 'Melissa Relchard'
Subject: Rosemont Landform Project
Importance: High

Horst,

The CNF has committed to finalize the list of alternatives for consideration in the Rosemont DEIS by
th

March 15 and must determine if landforming is a viable alternative prior to that date. Therefore, the
essential elements in your proposal of January 10, 2010 must be completed in time for the CNF to
include them in their decision making process. Golder has confirmed that they will submit their report
on Monday February 15 and you can receive a copy no later than the following day. In order to meet

rd

the deadline it is necessary for you to complete the following work elements no later than March 3 :

Task 1, Second bullet item - "review.... Golder's report and its implications for the
andform design." Note: Golder will be available for limited consultation.

Task 2 - Landform Design

Task 3 - Study three alternative locations for mine waste disposal
Task 4b - Presentation of Landform design plans and findings to team members in

Tucson. Note: In order to expedite the work schedule the design report (Task4a) is not
included in this work. Completion of the design report will be held until after the presentation.

Please let us know ifyou are able to complete the reduced scope-of-work within the necessary
schedule, and any cost modification associated with the revision.

Regards,

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer



(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623
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BeverleyAEverson/R3/USDAFS

r-08/14/200801:18PM

ToRetaLaford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,TeresaAnnCiapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
JohnAble/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,AndreaWCampbelI/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
JenniferRuyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,BeverleyA
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,WalterKeyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Salek
ShafiquIlah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Keith
LGraves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,DeborahKSebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
TamiEmmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,GeorgeMcKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
RobertLefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,ShaneLyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,ChristopherCLeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
WilliamBGillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,MaryM
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,AlanBelauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,ThomasSkinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,KendraLBourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,RoxaneMRaley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,tfurgason@swca.com,mreichard@swc.com,
gsoroka@swca.com,kcox@swca.com,rbowers@swca.com,jmacivor@swca.com,
CharlesABlair/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

cc

bcc

SubjectSanManuelFieldTrip,Wednesday,August20,leavingat7:00a.m.fromFederal
Building

HiEveryone,

WewillbedepartingfrominfrontoftheFederalBuildingbybusforSanManuelpromptlyat7:00a.m.nextWednesday.Pleaseletmeknowifyou
liveintheOroValleyareaandprefertomeetthebusthereattheHomeDepotStoreat10855N.OracleRd.WewilllookforyoubetweenHome
DepotandSportsAuthorityataround7:30.

MostofArizona'smetalmineswereoperatedinthelate1800s,typicallyasundergroundoperations.SanManuelisnoexception,however,large
scaleundergroundminingdidnotbeginuntil1952.Openpitminingbeganin1985,andalloperationsceasedin1999duetolowcopperprices.
Surfacereclamationoftheareabeganacoupleofyearslaterandwascompletedatacostof$59millioninMayof2006(thoughsomereworkingof
thereclamationareashascontinued).Thereclamationwasa"topographicbased"designwherereclaimedareaswererecountouredtoblendwith
thesurroundingnaturaltopographyandthenrevegetated.

TheSanManueloperationwasaveryimportantpartoftheeconomyandhistoryoftheareaformultiplegenerations.Thetopplingofthesmelter
stacksassociatedwiththeoperationinJanuaryof2007wasseenasprogresstosome,andthesadendofaneraforothers.Wewilllearnalittle
moreaboutthehistoryoftheoperationwiththesitevisitalongwithseeingtheinterestingreclamationtechniques.

IwillbeforwardingawhitepapercomparingSanManuelandtheproposedRosemontCopperProjecttoyouonceIreceiveitfromthecompany.

SeeyouWednesday.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To tjchute@msn.com, Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
07/26/2010 10:03 AM cc Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby

Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
bcc

Terry and Mindee,

Subject Rosemont Mine: tree and shrub research needed for
reclamation

Bob Lefevre has reviewed Jeff Fehmi's reports, and has also made comments on what work is complete
and what is still needed. Please review the attached document.

Tom Furgason told me on Friday that he needs FS leadership to approve the scope of work and to tell
Rosemont that this work is needed. SWCA can then identify a person with the right background to
proceed.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel
Landscape Architect
(520) 388-8427

Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 07/26/2010 09:47 AM —

Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

07/26/201009:31 AM To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject trees and Shrubs Research needs for reclamation

Debby, Iwent through thedocument and highlighted those items that were not yetdone in yellow and
those that Ithink are done orat leastpartially done enough to proceed in green. There are comments on
each bullet. I hope this is what you needed. Let me know.

RosemonLResearch_Trees_and_Shrubs_Scope_of_Work_Lefevre.docx

Ihave not received any comments from Craig in response to your question to him (in red near the bottom
of the first page). Have you?
Robert E. Lefevre

Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373



Scope of Work - Research on establishing trees and shrubs on the Rosemont Mine site
May 27, 2010

The purpose of this research is to develop a strategy for the success of trees and shrubs on reclaimed
lands in the proposed Rosemont Mine area (primarily the waste rock and tailings piles). The current
research on seeding is an excellent start, but reclamation also needs to include trees and shrubs

(including cacti) in order to more quickly stabilize the slopes and meet visual quality and other resource
goals.

Recommended Tasks

• Review previous revegetation research for establishing trees and shrubs on similar projects (i.e.,
mines or other large projects, similar vegetation types, similar elevation and climate, etc.). One
contact should be Dr. John Harrington (joharrin(5)nmsu.edu).

• Review the research paper "Flora and Vegetationof the RosemontArea", McLaughlin and
Asdall, 1977 (Debby Kriegel or Larry Jones can provide this document) and contact Brian
Lindenlaub (WestLand). Consider both pre-settlement densities (e.g., using old photo points as
references) as well as the desire to make mine blend in with vegetation surrounding the site.
Patterns of plants on the reclaimed slopes should generally mimicthose in the surrounding
landscape, but fewer trees may be appropriate.

• [Determine how re-establishment ofsome Madrean Encinal habitat would benefit N-S and E-W
wildlifecorridors and gene flow for wildlifespecies. Coordinate this work with Larry Jones.

• Using the General Ecosystem Survey and the 1977 report "Flora and Vegetation of the
Rosemont Area, determine the potential for grass, shrub, and tree canopy.

• Evaluationcriteria for success of trees and shrubs during the bonding period can be set using
standard reforestation protocol. Typically, survivalsurveys are conducted on tree plantation
sites one, three, and five years after planting with a 90% survival expected for successful
regeneration.

• Determine which species and sizes of trees and shrubs would be successful on the outermost

materials (rock and growth medium) planned for the mine site. Plants could include
salvaging/transplanting, seedlings,and/or container plants. Review studies of stock size and
transplant success. Determine the best planting methods (season, site prep, supplemental
moisture, etc.). Considersalvaging mature shrubs to develop off-siteseed production blocks.
In order to assure that local plantgeneticsare maintained, trees and shrubsfromthe area only
will be used for transplanting or seed collection.

Determinewhether the successor failure of the seed mix plants would have influenceon any of
the tree and shrub species. For example, if the seed mixplant growth is very robust, would
clearing be required prior to planting trees/shrubs? Set standards for invasives on other seed
contaminates. Determine whether the direct seeding (hydro or drilling) be done simultaneously
with the [transplanting. Craig, do you have information on thissubjectfor live oaks and shrubs
such as rhus and ceonothus?

jDeterminewhether thereare specific species or groups of trees and shrubs best adapted to the
different "growth mediums" planned for reclaimed areas. Anexample if the growth medium
best for Agave survival is placed on slopeswhich are not conducive to Agave survival, an
opportunity would be lost. At a later date, this information would be used to resolve what
"growth medium" goes where - for both visual and plant growth needs.
Evaluate proposed treatment of topsoil. Providerecommendations for handling, stockpiling,
and placingtoposil that will protect the microflora populationand other qualities.

Comment [rell]: This has not been done

Comment [rel2]: Reviewedby Lefevre. Dr.
Fehmi has used appropriate plants to mimic the

landscape with the exception of trees, which are
currently not in the seed mix (and shouldn't be. We

would want to plant seedlings, not sow seeds.)
Brian Lindenlaub has probably not been contacted.

-J Comment [re!3]: This has not been done

Comment [rel4]: This has been completed and a
version of it is being used in the DEIS.

Comment [rel5]: This is not a task. This is a
standard I think we should use.

Comment [reI6]: Thisis partiallydone through
the General Ecosystem Survey review and table of
expected results development. Salvaging shrubs
and/or trees has not been proposed as a mitigation
measure as of 7/26/2010

Comment [rel7]: The practice of usingnative
plants is inferred in the mitigation proposed.

Comment [rel8]: Noclearing of grass or shrubs
is anticipated in the proposed mitigation measures.
The only standards for invasives listed in the

mitigation measure is that they would be non-
persistent. No determination for simultaneous

seeding and transplanting has been made.

Comment [reI9]: Thishas not been done.

Comment [rellO]: Thetreatment of growth
media is explained in the proposed mitigation
measures. The majority of the growth media is not
topsoil, so stabilizing the stored material is the

primary task and is addressed in the mitigation
measures. True topsoil, with living organisms, is

limited compared to the total, and do date no
provisions for special treatment have been made.



Provide recommendations for backfill mix, fertilizer, mulch, irrigation, and weeding necessary
for the successful growth of trees and shrubs. The use of fertilizer should be minimized to
reduce impacts to the environment (includingwater quality).
Provide typical planting plan layouts for various reclamation areas, and planting details.
Estimate the approximate growth rates of plants on various slopes (this is needed for
simulations and effects analysis, and can also be used to develop a performance based
reclamation standard). Consider the difference of transplant growth rate vs. naturally-occurring
growth rate

Evaluate whether nativetransplant plugs and topsoil islands would be beneficial to establishing
revegetation (including trees and shrubs) on reclaimed areas. Debby Kriegel can provide
research papers on this topic.

Determine where the needed plants can be obtained in the species, sizes, quantities, and
appropriate time frame that would be necessary for various phases of reclamation. Options
could include salvaging from the site (or nearby), purchasing from local nurseries, contracting
propagation, or some combination. Contract propagation would require working with nurseries
early, especially be specific about seed sources and minimum stock parameters; determine
propagation protocols necessary to generate the stock types necessary for the reclamation.
Determine what is needed to collect, process, and storing native seed (for seeding and
propagation) in order to provide plants needed for revegetation throughout mine reclamation.
Provide draft and final written reports that address all of the above.

Coordinate! all work with the Coronado National Forest (Debby Kriegel, Craig Wilcox, andLarry
Jones).

Comment [relll]: Thiswas started in the
greenhouse study and is being continued in the field
studies. Recommendations are not out yet.

Comment [rell2]: Not done yet to my
knowledge.

Comment [rell3]: Not done yet.

Comment [rell4]: Notdone yet to my
knowledge

Comment [rell5]: Not done yet.

Comment [rell6]: Not done yet.

Comment [rell7]: Not done yet.



"Trent Reeder" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell'
<treeder@swca.com> <mbidwell@swca.com>

07/01/2010 09:47 AM cc

bcc

Subject RE: BoxCanyon Road assessment

Sounds good. I'll conduct an initial reverse viewshed analysis to see which sections of Box Canyon Road
will be viewable from the Waste Rock.

Trent

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2010 2:40 PM
To: Trent Reeder; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: RE: Box Canyon Road assessment

Sorry...maybe I didn't convey my thought very well. What I'm talking about is a digital model exercise. I'm
suggesting that you might place one or more viewpoints in the red (visible) areas on the waste rock pile
and run your computer viewshed mapping program to determine where there is a direct line-of-sight to
Box Canyon Rd. This it the reverse of normal viewshed mapping. We'd still need to follow up with a site
visit and photography (and vegetation screening will be an issue at that point, but this step might help to
determine where to take a photo...which will be very tricky. I'll let you and Marcie discuss whether and
how to do this. Thanks.

"Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

°"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
cc

06/30/2010 12:46 PM SubjectRE: Box Canyon Road assessment

Iwas able to locate a set of photos that I believe are from Box Canyon Road. Unfortunately anything viewable
from this position would be obscured by existing vegetation.

Trent

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2010 10:26 AM
To: Trent Reeder; Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Box Canyon Road assessment

Trent and Marcie:



This is helpful. Looks like there is enough of the project visible to warrant a simulation, though it should be
a simpler one than the one at KOP2.

I'm wondering whether itwould be helpful to put points (maybe one at a time?) on the visible portions of
the waste rock and run a reverse viewshed toward the road. Would this help narrow down exactly where
on the road the views are from?

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed. us

"Trent Reeder"

<treeder@swca.com>

To"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason"

06/30/2010 09:00 AM <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>
cc

SubjectRE: Box Canyon Road assessment

Here are two viewshed images from the Box Canyon road south of the project area . Viewable
areas are in red. The first one is a viewshed analysis from TT's current KOP8 location. Second
image depicts a linear viewshed from a segment of the Box Canyon road (blue line). Results
from the linear viewshed analysis can be a little misleading because of the overlap of
viewsheds from the line. I shorten the analysis segment of Box Canyon road to an area where I
believe would reveal more of the MPO. The current location of KOP 8 is in a low drainage with
terrain upslope on both sides. As you move towards the west along the road, it opens up into
more of a "bowl". Once at the intersection of Rd 231 and Box Canyon, the MPO Waste Rock
southern slope would be quite visible. The last attachment depicts the shorter Box Canyon
segment in blue and the viewshed results of this segment.

The green dot represents an approximate location where TT took the KOP 8 photos. Iwas able
to locate this photo point by comparing both KOP 8 and KOP 3 panoramas, for which segments
of each panorama overlap. In addition, Icompared visible vegetation patterns/densities using



aerial images along with matching terrain characteristics between the panoramas and 3D
generated surfaces.

Marcie mentioned that see took some photos along the Box Canyon road for which I will do
some research to see if I can match those photos to some earlier GPS point data. If I can find a
match, perhaps this will replace the current KOP 8 location. Iwill keep you updated on my
progress.

Trent

«TT KOP 8 Viewshed.pdf» «Box Canyon Road Viewshed.pdf» «Box Canyon Road
Viewshed_b.pdf»
From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Friday, June 25, 2010 12:40 PM
To: Trent Reeder; Debby Kriegel; Debby Kriegel; Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg
Subject: Box Canyon Road assessment

Trent,

I talked with Debby regarding the Box Canyon Road KOP and its alignment issues (that the Tt GPS point
and Tt photos do not align for Box Canyon).

We thought that ifyou did a linear viewshed analysis, we could determine if there is a point on the road
that will have open views, or not; then we can assess if its important to have a field person retake those
photographs.

Does that seem reasonable? Use a footprint that would be closer to the southern boundary (MPO, Upper
Barrel) if you can.

Thanks!

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.comrattachment "TT KOP 8 Viewshed.pdf deleted bv Debby Krieqel/R3/USDAFS1 [attachment
"Box Canvon Road Viewshed.pdf deleted bv Debby Krieael/R3/USDAFS1 [attachment "Box Canyon Road
Viewshed b.pdf deleted bv Debby Krieqel/R3/USPAFS1



History:

"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

08/31/2010 09:53 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Recreation Chapter 3

<^ This message has been replied to.

Debby -

1. Attached are responses to comments 1, 3, 4, and 10 from your last review.

2. I forwarded the revised maps along last week. There currently is no GIS alignment for the
proposed post-mine public access road between the pit and the piles.

3. I reviewed the noise analysis - In the Impacts Common to all Alternatives section, I
reference the noise section analysis in. The draft noise analysis states that the effects of noise
would be the same under all alternatives and states the following regarding recreation:

"With respect to recreation users near the mine facility, noise levels from in-pit blasting,
construction, and operation similarly do not exceed either the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development or Occupational Safety and Health Administration acceptability standards.
For several locations around the perimeter of the facility, noise from surface blasting would
reach as high as 80 A-weighted decibels. However, even in this case it is highly unlikely that the
noise levels, when averaged for a direct comparison with U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development standards, would be considered unacceptable."

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

Steve

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 11:22 AM
To: Stephen Leslie
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: RE: Rosemont Recreation Chapter 3

Hi Steve,

Thanks for sending this. It's looking good! I am told that I should provide input to you now, so that the
mid-Sept submittal is as complete as possible. Attached are a few comments on the text...nothing major.

In addition.



1. Can you please provide responses to my "other comments" #1, 3, 4, and 10 from my last review?
2. I'd like to see the revised maps for recreation, including, if possible, something that shows the
proposed post-mine public access road between the pit and the piles.
3. Did you read the noise report and determine how much effect to recreation noise will be?

Thanks!

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed. us

"Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>

08/25/2010 01:14 PM

Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fe.fed.us>

cc"Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>
SubjectRE: Rosemont Recreation Chapter 3

Debby-

Here is the latest and greatest version that has been edited and is ready final formatting. The maps will added in
by our formatter to the overall administrative draft EIS. I understand that the complete administrative draft EIS is

th

due to the Forest Service on September 14 .

Thanks,

Steve

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 12:43 PM
To: Stephen Leslie
Subject: Rosemont Recreation Chapter 3

Hi Steve,

How is your work and editing going? When might you have a revised chapter 3?



Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us[attachment "Ch_3_Recreation_and_Wilderness_080310Je_HG_sol.doc" deleted by

Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] Other comments.docx



Comments from Debby:

Includea map ofeach alternative and roads and ROS settings. Are any alternatives any better
either during mine life or post-mine on recreation settings or access roads?

Maps have been prepared for each alternative footprint showing the relationship to ROS
settings and existing FS roads and have been added to chapter 3.

Show what portions of the Arizona Trail would be moved in each alternative (and where the new
locations would be).

The relocation of the Arizona Trail under each alternative is only a preliminary corridor.
No physical assessment of the final realignment has been completed. The final trail
realignment will be determined in coordination with the Arizona Trail Association. Since
we don't know what the final realignment will be, we shouldn't include it in the EIS.

Determine whether east-west access across the ridge (at Gunsight or Lopez Pass) would be
closed during mine life and post-mine.

I understand Rosemont is committed to keeping open the Gunsight Pass east-west access
across the ridge open under each of the alternatives during operations and post-mine.
However, this is dependent on the determination ofwhether the CNF or MSHA will have
jurisdiction over the road.

Did you do a brief study ofwhat OHV loops might be possible east of Hwy 83?

I have had an opportunity to review the potential for OHV trails east of State Route 83 to
mitigate for the direct loss of roads/trails associated with the alternatives. I could not find
a desired road and trail density condition for the area in the CNF Forest Plan, so I based it
on the current road/trail density for the Santa Rita Backcountry Tour Area. There are 285
miles ofdesignated Forest road/trail within the 90,060 acre (140 square miles) tour area
for an approximatetrail density of 2 miles/square mile.

Forest landseast of StateRoute 83 are approximately 3,000acres (4.7 squaremiles).
Remainingconsistent with the road/trail density of the backcountry tour area means
would allow up to 9.4 miles of road/trail (2 x 4.7=9.4). There are approximately4 miles
of designated FS roads currentlycrossingthis area. To maintaina trail densityof 2
miles/square mile, an additional 5.7 miles of road/trail could be developed in this area.

There is the potential to develop an OHV looptrail that connects two of the existing
roads in the area. Although it is possible, because of the limited distance that would be
available for riding (no more than 10miles of trail), this would onlypartially mitigate the
loss of existing opportunities as a resultof the alternatives, up to 28 miles of roads/trails
directly lost. Additionally, motorized recreation typically looks for longerriding
opportunities. Although the Forest Service may consider having a greater trail density in
the area, there would be issues to address including management of cultural resources and
managing OHV use to remain out of the National Conservation Area and State Trust
lands to the east.



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

06/29/2010 02:46 PM
bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Reclamation - what to expect

Thanks This is what we have been wanting, and it makes most sense that it should come from the USFS.

We will see what we can incorporate!
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2010 11:08 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Fw: Rosemont Reclamation - what to expect

Marcie,

Take a look at this and see if you have thoughts or comments. This information should be helpful to the
simulations.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 06/28/2010 10:07 AM -—

Robert

Lefevre/R3/USDAFS To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby

Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

06/28/2010 08:24 AM ccSalek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Craig PWilcox/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Subjec Rosemont Reclamation - what to expect

t

Here is my first prediction of what we might expect at Rosemont in the way of revegetation. Comments?
Please send them!

Robert E. Lefevre

Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest

USDA Forest Service

520-388-8373



"Marcie Bidwell" To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

01/26/2010 11:07 AM
bcc

Subject Simulations and Land Form thinking

History: ^ This message has been replied to.

Debby,

Here are my ideas regarding how to "split" the level of effort and what is shown in the visible
diagrams/simulations.

Let me know what you think. I would propose that this is a table that would be in the analysis methods
section.

Thanks, Marcie

«Visual Sim methods.xls»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

Si±i

WWW.SWCa.com Visual Sim rnethods.xls



PROPOSED SWCA DIAGRAMS AND LEVEL OF DETAIL (Simulations, Land Form Diagrams, Not VisibI
Distance Zone

Foreground

Middleground

Background

Seldom Seen

Average Distance

0 Foot-1/2 Mile

1/2 Mile-4 Miles

4 Miles - Horizon

Obstructed view or

15+Miles

Description

Individual plants, rocks, landscape features, transmission poles,
and wires are visible and detailed. Details of earth movement,
structure siding, vehicles, and other equipment are apparent.

]

Texture and forms of individual grasses and forbes are no longer
apparent. Some individual trees are identifiable at the closer
ranges of middleground and become groups or masses of trees at
more distant extents. Land features are distinctive and fade to

masses as distance increases. Transmission poles may be visible
and transmission lines will fade or disappear from the casual
observer depending on distance, atmospheric conditions, and sun
angle. Structures fade through this range to forms and blocks, and
surface details fade as distance increases.

Vegetation and landscape features appear as patterns, massing,
and land forms. Transmission poles and vehicles may be visible
when sharp contrasts in color or lighting occur or skylining
appears. Structures are seen as forms and blocks.

Portions of the landscape are generally not visible, hidden by
intervening terrain or vegetation, or are over 15 miles away.

Source: USFS Manual XXX Visual Resource Inventory



e Diagrams)

SWCA Scope

KOPs 01, 02, 03- High Detail Simulation

KOPs 04-09- Land Form Simulation

(previous example)

Not Visible Diagram or Visible/Not Visible
Extents Map (Jimmy Pepper idea) marked
with buffer showing 15 miles or further away



"Parker, Jeff JJ" To <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Bingham, Evelyn EL"
<Jeff.Parker@BHPBilliton.com <Evelyn.EL.Bingham@bhpbilliton.com>,
> <TAIdrich@asarco.com>, <Ned_Hall@FMI.com>,
03/10/20090208 PM CC <lskaer@nwma.org>, <tim@nevadamining.org>,

<Sydney.Hay@azcu.org>, <mii@mii.org>,
<kbennett@nma.org>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>,

bcc

Subject Re: Help on Operationsand Reclamation Examples

Kathy

Certainly the heap leach at San Manuelwouldfall intothis category.

Regards

Jeff

Jeff J. Parker

Manager Sustainability & External Affairs
Southwest Copper
520.219.3524 office

520.419.2590 cell

Message originated from my blackberry.

From: Kathy Arnold
To: Parker, Jeff JJ; Bingham, Evelyn EL; Tom Aldrich (TAIdrich@asarco.com); Ned Hall
(Ned_Hall@FMI.com); Al Cooper (Allen_Cooper@fmi.com); Wittwer, Derek;
pete.kowalewski@tetratech.com ; Joggerst, Jamie ; droth@m3eng.com
Cc: lskaer@nwma.org ; tim@nevadamining.org ; Sydney.Hay@azcu.org ; mii@mii.org ;
kbennett@nma.org ; Beverley A Everson ; dkriegel@fs.fed.us ; Jamie Sturgess
Sent: Tue Mar 10 15:38:25 2009

Subject: Help on Operations and Reclamation Examples
All —

I received a call from the visual resource specialist who is reviewing our project during an EIS. She is a
landscape architect that is specifically interested in any land sculpting techniques that should be
reviewed during the alternatives analysis for waste rock and tailings facilities.

Iam hoping that you may be able to point me at either some good reports (or pictures)that address
operating practices incorporating closure concepts up front or good examples of reclamation
techniques that have incorporated land sculpting in closure designs.

Our project: Assome of you know, ours is a fairly large facility and we will be managingjust under 2
billion tons of material inwaste rock and tailings facilities so some of the "boutique" closure optionswill
not be appropriate for our facility. We are also located in the desert southwest with infrequent but
high intensity rainfall which makes water management an important component of the reclamation. In
additionwe are incorporating filtered tailings into our operations so tailings deposition will be via
conveyor rather than by pipeline. We are planning concurrent reclamation practices on 3:1 slopes and
had planned on using a landform grading techniques.



In any case any help you may be able to give me would be greatly appreciated. I can be reached at the
numbers below.

Regards,
Kathy

Kathcrine Arnold, PE | Director of Environmental and Regulator}' Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com

ROS£?;tO?'«T COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

This message and any attached files may contain information that is confidential and/or subject
of legal privilege intended only for use by the intended recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, be
advised that you have received this message in error and that any dissemination, copying or use
of this message or attachment is strictly forbidden, as is the disclosure of the information therein.
If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and delete the
message.



"Dale Ortman PE" To '"Debby Kriegel"' <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "'Salek ShafiqullarT
<daleortmanpe@live.com> <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, <mbidwell@swca.com>, "'Kathy
nft/07/oninr\ir\r> dm Arnold'"<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>,u&w/wuiu u/.u^ km cc «.Bever|ey AEverson»- <beverson@fs.fed.us>,

<tfurgason@swca.com>, "'Jonathan Rigg'"
<jrigg@swca.com>, "'Melissa Reichard"'

bcc

Subject Barrel-Only Landform

All,

Attached is the latest landform topography developed by Rosemont for the Barrel-Only landform
alternative. This landform has been developed through the joint efforts of the CNF,SWCA, Rosemont,
and TetraTech and incorporates the following elements:

• Extension of the Upper Barrel drainage within the landform

• Multiple ridge landforms with differing elevations
• Potential for variable slopes on eastern flanks of the landform
• Potential for reduction in number of drainage control benches on eastern flank of
landform

• Improved stormwater discharge control utilizing the extension of the Upper Barrel
drainage
• Maintain overall 3:1 slopes with drainage benches on west side of landform to provide
required storage capacity and maintain tailings placement operations
• Maintain waste rock perimeter buttress surrounding tailings

• Maintain encapsulation of the heap leach facility

The team has done an excellent job in the collaborative effort to develop this landform concept. I
believe we have reached a point in the process where the landform concept should be turned over to
Rosemont for final engineering development as the Barrel-Only Alternative for consideration in the
DEIS. I recommend that, in addition to the general design objectives listed above, Rosemont develop
the following during the final engineering:

• Confirm constructability of the landform

• Summarize the concurrent & final reclamation plan

• General layout of rock sub-drains & flow-through drains
• General stormwater control plan, including commitment to the design criteria currently
in the Site Water Management Plan Update

th

In addition, I propose that we not meet on June 30 as currently scheduled but the team review the
attached landform and provide any additional design objectives for Rosemont to include in the final
engineering. Please get back to me ASAP with comments and any design objectives you believe should
be included in the final design.

Ifyou have any questions please email me or try the Utah phone listed below.

Regards,



Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office

daleortmanpe@live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

[attachment "Prelim Barrel_Proposed SurveyArea.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"MarcleBidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "MelissaReichard"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <mreichard@swca.com>, 'Trent Reeder"
03/02/201012:00 PM <treeder@swca.com>

cc "Lara Mitchell" <lmitchell@swca.com>

bcc

Subject Data request for EPG*" thoughts and integration of multiple
conversations

I History: ^ Thismessage has been replied to. I

Debby,

Two pieces to this puzzle: (1) What does EPG actually need/want for alternatives information, and
(2) what data do they then need and on what schedule?

(1) What does EPG actually need/want for alternatives information?
I talked with Chelsa, and her team is discussing internally if they are going to explore alternatives in the
simulations or ifthey will just show Rosemont's preferred alternative (which they are calling the MPO).

She will let us know today if they need alternative data, as if they only evaluate the MPO, they do not need
new data.

(2) what data do they then need and on what schedule?

Schedule- theyare going to theirstakeholdersTHIS FRIDAY, and so they need something fast in order to
use it. In discussing what EPG might need for data to understand ifthe alternatives would be visible from
the transmission line, Iam thinking that EPG may haveto contactTetraTech directly, ratherthan have
SWCA play middleman. Rosemont mayneed to pass approval for David and Tt to send them the data, as
there is a time commitment to prepareand packagethe information in an organized fashion.

Iam suggesting thatTetraTech handle the data request for several reasons: (1) TetraTech has the latest
and greatest alternative data, (2) what EPG would receive from Aran at the USFS would be older data that
SWCA provided last summer, and (3) Iassume thatsince EPG isworking in 3DMax and CAD, that EPG
would not be able to use SWCA's ESRI format files (GIS format) as easily (I spoke with Chelsa and they
can useeither shapefiles orcontours, but for 3D surfaces would use CAD togenerate, Ithink). We use
ESRI grid format andTetra Tech has been supplying us with ESRI-shapefiles, not CAD-based files.

As to the state of the data "whats most recent"- As of yesterday, Tetra Tech has provided us with updated
contours for two alternatives which would likely bevisible from thewestern sideoftheSanta Ritas, Barrel
Only and Sycamore/Barrel alternatives. These are likely to be of interst to EPG.

You asked ifthiswould come outof thevisuals budget: if Trent were to package what we have
recently received from Tetra Tech and organize the data to use consistent EIS alternative naming
conventions, we estimate that it would take 4-8 hours topackage and organize the data.

I think that gets us up to date.
Marcie

From: Chelsa Johnson [mailto:Cjohnson@epgaz.com]



Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 10:44 AM
To: Kathy Arnold; EBeck@Tep.com; Debby Kriegel; kellett@fs.fed.us; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Lauren Weinstein; Paul Trenter; Emily Belts
Subject: Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line - Simulation discussion with FS

Good Morning,

EPG has coordinated with Debby Kriegel and Marcie Bidwell last week regarding the proposed 138kV
transmission line simulations. I've provided a summary of key discussion items:

1) Direction regarding the selection of the viewpoint for simulation 3 was previously
requested by the Forest Service and EPG provided 4 photo options along Box Canyon Road near
the crossing of Link160. Both Debby and Marcie agreed that Option B would be the best
selection for Simulation 3. Based on the wireframe representations, Debby and Marcie voiced
concern that a portion of the project would be visible for viewers heading east on BoxCanyon
Road whereas the other options do not show any structures due to vegetation screening. In
addition Debby noted that Option Bis also at one of the KOP's for the mine and represents a
typical viewing condition for BoxCanyon recreation users. I have attached the preferred photo
and viewpoint for your reference. We will be moving forward with this Simulation viewpoint.

2) Visibility of the mine was also discussed and we concluded that the mine would not likely
be visible from the viewpoint at Simulation 3 Option Bdue to terrain and existing vegetation.
On a follow up call with Marcie this week, we discussed the possible visibilityof the mine from
the other simulation viewpoints and concluded that 3D modeling of the proposed contours for
the McCleary Alternative would be helpful. Debby, please let me know ifwe can get the latest
contour information so we can create a 3D model to determine if any of the tailings would be
visible.

3) Other concerns discussed include the clearing of the transmission line ROW. In particular,
if the entire 100' ROW would be cleared of vegetation or if selective clearing would be
implemented. I have contacted TEP engineers about their vegetation clearing standards and I
will forward the information once it is received.

4) Debby inquired ifthe additional transmission line simulation viewpoints would provide a
view of the route crossing the Santa Rita Mountains (Link 140). EPG noted that Simulations 2-6
would not have a view of Link 140. We concluded that Simulation 1 along Santa Rita Road does
not have a view of Link 140 and Debby noted that the Forest Service may want to consider an
additional simulation of the transmission line crossing the Santa Rita Mountains.

5) Debbyalso expressed concern regardingthe specific placement of the transmission line
structures along links 160 and 190, whichare near Concern Level 1 roads. InSeptember 2009,
Debby provided EPG detailed comments regarding the transmission linerouting options on FS
land. She requested that a Landscape Architect from EPG conducta detailedvisual impact
assessment and provide mitigation recommendations to minimize visual impacts. EPG noted
that TEP engineers have provided typical structure height and span information; however,
detailed engineering has not been finalized. We discussed the possibility of conducting a
visibility assessment for links 160 and 190or using wireframes to assess mitigation
recommendations. EPG also noted that coordination with TEP engineerswould be necessary to



determine constructability of recommended mitigation measures. Debby recommended
avoiding placement of structures along ridges so that the project would not be skylined. EPG
will assess mitigation measures for these links and coordinate with TEP engineers regarding
constructability.

Thanks again for the input regarding the simulations and EPG will follow up with Rosemont/TEP
regarding an additional simulation of the transmission line crossing the Santa Rita Mountains, TEP ROW
clearing standards, and mitigation measures for links 160 and 190. Debby and Marcie, please let me
know if I have missed anything with this summary or if you have any clarifications.

Chelsa Johnson

Project Coordinator/Visual Resource Specialist

epg
Environmental Planning Group
Phoenix, Arizona
602-956-4370 phone
602-956-4374 fax

http://www.epqaz.com

This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended onlyfor the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed.
Itmay contain information that is attorney workproduct, privileged, confidential, exempt or otherwise protected from
disclosure or use under applicable law. Ifyou have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately
by return e-mail, and delete this e-mail fromall affected databases. Thank you.



"Stephen Leslie" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<sleslie@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
08/19/2009 09:24 AM cc

bcc

Subject RE:Thoughts on recreation impacts

History: <JP This message has been replied to.

Thanks,

That sounds like a reasonable mitigation to consider for some of those roads and trails.

Steve

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2009 9:22 AM
To: Stephen Leslie; 'Debby Kriegel'
Subject: Thoughts on recreation impacts

Hello Steve,

Debby and I were just talking about ideas on impacts. Debby was thinking about the loops of roads and
trails that will be truncated according to different potential alternatives.

She wanted me to log a thought in your head regarding ifthere is a potential to reconnect some of the
loops, or to make new connectors to restore some of the recreation resources.

Just logging that thought,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax:970-385.1938

www.swca.com



Trent Reeder" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell"
<treeder@swca.com> <mbidwell@swca.com>

07/23/201012:02 PM cc
bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont 3D Facilities Example

The model reflects light shadows from a flat color. Does not take into account glossy or metal surface
reflections. I took the Patrician Bronze color that you emailed us and "color grabbed" the RGB values
using PhotoShop. I then took these values and created a new color based on these RGB values and
applied this color to the models with light shadows of 140 degree azimuth and 31 degree altitude, or 11
am. Unless the painting company will release me the actual RGB or CMYK color values, this is the best
we can do.

Computer screens will always depict color differently than what is printed unless you modify the
computer screen through a strict and lengthy color correction process. Once we get closer to finalizing
the photo simulations, a number of filters and techniques can be utilized to subdue the vivid colors.

Trent

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2010 11:51 AM
To: Trent Reeder; Marcie Bidwell
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: RE: Rosemont 3D Facilities Example

Thanks, this is very helpful. My initial reaction is that one is too light, the other too dark. Unfortunately,
there is no color in between shown on the color chart.

However, when I print out the color chart, Patrician Bronze is much lighter than it appears on a computer
screen and what's shown on your simulation...more of a medium brown. You might want to do this too.
Rosemont will be sending me an actual sample of the metal siding in this color. I don't think it's as dark as
you've shown, but an actual sample will help confirm that. Also, I know that even very dark metal reflects
light and often looks whitish. Does this model/simulation incorporate this effect?

'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
cc

07/21/2010 08:59 AM SubjectRE: Rosemont 3D Facilities Example



Thanks Debby. Here is an updated simulation with both examples on one page.

Trent

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2010 8:59 AM
To: Trent Reeder; Marcie Bidwell
Subject: Re: Rosemont 3D Facilities Example

Trent and Marcie,

This looks really good.

I spoke with Clarissa at Rosemont about plant building colors. She referred me to this color chart, and
from my experience, something like Patrician Bronze will blend in with landscape colors better than light
stone. Can you model the plant using this color as an option? Can you drop each of the 2 colors into just
one simulation and let me review it? Then I can help verify which to proceed with for all the sims.

http://www.vp.eom/Portals/0/PDF%20downloads/6021%20WallRoof%20Colors%2007qreen.odf

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed. us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us

'Trent Reeder"

<treeder@swca.

com To"Krizek, David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
07/19/20100321 <jrigg@swca.com>, "KathyArnold"<kamold@rosemontcopper.com>, "Debby Kriegel"<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>,

"Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard"

<mreichard@swca.com>, <tjchute@msn.com>, "Carrasco, Joel" <Joel.Carrasco@tetratech.com>
cc

SubjecRosemont 3D Facilities Example
t



Hello all,

I have attached a 3D "box model" rendering of the proposed facilities. David, Joel, Marcie, and I collaborated on

which facilities were important to model for this exercise. I've bulleted some additional information below:

3D Scene is from KOP 2 - MM 44, Scenic Pull Off with pit in background
Model information was derived from the Rosemont Copper Project Building Elevations and Height July 12,

2010 document.

Models were generated using the Plant Site shapefile as a guide to the building footprints.

Tallest building is the Mill Building at ~160 ft tall with a base elevation of 5019 ft.

Color: Light Stone SR .50 SRI 58

Model illumination: 11am - Azimuth 140 degrees and Altitude 31 degrees

Facilitygrading has been represented in a transparent white

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist

SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303

Work (970) 385-8566

Fax (970) 385-1938

www.swca.com

[attachment "Facilities_3D_labeled.jpg"deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"Facilities_3D_labeled.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Tom Furgason" To "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
<tfurgason@swca.com> cc llMe|jnda QRoth„ <mroth@fs.fed<us>> «salek Shafiqullah"
11/10/2009 04:00 PM <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel"

<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "DaleOrtman PE"
bcc

Subject FW: Golder Involvement

Bev and Salek,

Iasked Dale to start looking around at a variety of consultants that could possibly assist us with the issues
surrounding stormwatermanagement and land-forming. Dale recommended that we speak with George
Annandale, an engineer with substantial experience with scouring and sediment transport. His firm,
Hydrosystems Inc., was recently acquired byGolderAssociates. I'd like to recommend that the Coronado
consider talking to Dr. Annandale regarding is participation in the Rosemont Project. His engineering
expertise and resume (along with a lotof peer reviewed publications) will bring a great deal of credibility to
the team. I envision George working directly with Horst and Rosemont's Engineers to solve the issues
surrounding stormwater management.

Would you please review the attached resume and let me know if the Coronado considers him to be
qualified. I'd like your confirmation prior to seriously engaging Dr. Annandale in any discussions. Also, the
portion of the analysis that we'll need him on is critical path and I want to get moving on this ASAP.
Please note that I copied Jamie Sturgess on this email so that I can get a concurrent review from the
company.

Golder Associates previously declined to submit a Statement of Qualifications to be considered for the
Rosemont Project; however, Dale seems to have made some headway with getting Golder on board.

Tom

From: Dale Ortman PE [mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2009 3:27 PM
To: Tom Furgason
Subject: Golder Involvement

Tom,

Dave Kidd withGolder here inTucson ison board with the possible project. George Annandale and I
have had email exchanges as he heads home from India via London; he should be back in Denveron the

th

14 and we'll get together. Attached is George's resume.

Dale

Dale Ortman PE PLLC

Consulting Engineer

(520) 896-2404 - Arizona Office
(520) 449-7307 - Mobile
(435) 682-2777 - Utah Office



daleortmanpe(5>live.com

PO Box 1233

Oracle, AZ 85623

[attachment "George Annandale - Resume.pdf deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell @swca .com>

06/15/2009 11:55 AM

cc

bcc

Subject Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Hello Debby

Welcome back- hope you had a great time up north on vacation.

Please see the bounds of analysis discussion below. Ihad sent you a short description of it beforeyou left,
but Iam not sure that we actuallydecided. Ihave further added on to that description and descriptions.

As we need to have an easily definable area, Ishy'd away from doing a visual analysis of all areas that
can see the Santa Ritas, and tried to use boundaries that already exist. You and I have discussed that
Tucson is within view of the Santa Ritas, and thought that Pima County might be a good way to capture
that area in a easier to define way.

Finally, Ialso suggested that we use the Nogales Forest Unit and the Coronado NF as two others, as the
LRMP is defined by those units.

Please confirm/comment on the list below,

Thanks!

Marcie

From: Lara Mitchell

Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 10:34 AM

To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Hi Marcie

Just wanted to double check on the bounds for the maps, you want to show all of the Coronado NF,
highlighted in blue on the attached screen shot? And all of Pima county, all the way out past Ajo?

Thanks

«visual_miles.pdf»

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Friday, June 12, 2009 3:19 PM
To: Lara Mitchell; Charles Coyle; Stephen Leslie
Subject: Bounds~ Map boundaries- Visuals and Land use

Lara and Charles!



Here is what I recommend to the Forest for visuals. The boundaries should be existing GIS files.

VISUALS:

1. The temporal bounds of analysis for Visual Resources is intended to include the area that may
impact or be impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal bounds of analysis
include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Epst-Closure. Additionally, within the
Operations time boundary, asub-boundary for visuajj^will include the completion reclamation of
the tailings berm that isintended to screen the mine operation. i/OSi^t yvcfc ^W-^ir?

2. The geographic bounds of the visual resource analysis is defined as (1) the project site (project
boundary), (2) Negates Forest Unit, (3) CoBonodaNational Forest, and (4) Santa Cruz and Pima
Counties. SW V—^

-7^ LAND USE:
1. The temporal bounds of analysis for Land Use is intended to describe the land use planning
that may impact or be impacted by the proposed project. As such, the temporal bounds of
analysis include Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.

2. Geographic- The potential impacts to Land Use Resources include the project area and
surrounding lands as meyare managed for land use, and are defined as (1) the project site
(project boundary), (2) l^ogale's Forest Unit, (3) Cor^nodS National Forest, and (4) southern
Santa Cruz and northern Pima Counties.

If "northern Santa Cruz" and "southern Pima" is hard to define (perhaps cut them in half), then we
could use the whole counties. Either way.

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue
Durango, Colorado 81301 ^^_
Office: 970.385.8566 q fa 7 ) {YltyrT
Fax: 970.385.1938 fj$\vYTA (joKO- ( Qtftifc0*

WWW.SWCa.com visual_miles.pdr ^





"Trent Reeder" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<treeder@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

05/20/2010 03:20 PM cc

bcc

Subject RE:Sent the wrong list!! Sorry, RE: List of Data Outstanding

History: <JP This message has been replied to.

Sounds good. I'm on it.

Trent

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 4:19 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Sent the wrong list!! Sorry, RE: List of Data Outstanding

Debby, thanks for your quick response and a few quick points. See below.

Trent,

We need to test how important these different elements are going to be. This is a BIG PRIORITY, for
ASAP if possible.

1. Debby asked that we show a BIG RED BOX at 50ft high for the entire facility footprint, so that we can
just test if its visible and how visible from SR 83 (start with KOP 2) and Hilton Road.

2. Second, could you "paint" a BRIGHT YELLOW "perimeter channel" that would be a 30-foot buffer
draped around the footprint of the MPO? Then we would like to drape that onto the 3D Model as seen
from KOP 2.

3. Third, paint a 100-ft wide LIGHT GREEN line in the middle of the powerline ROW coming over
Gunsight or Lopez Pass?

ThANKYOUM!

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: RE: Sent the wrong list!! Sorry, RE: List of Data Outstanding

Questions in item #1: I would like all of these items shown in the simulations. However

1. Ifyou get all of the other data you need for the simulations except the perimeter roads, let's talk. The
vegetation clearing for the tailings/waste rock pile will likely include the perimeter road area anyway, right?
Therefore, the road itself is unlikely to be much of an effect in itself. Or am I wrong on this? Just doesn't
seem like this single item should hold up the schedule. The road is not included on the drawings that
Trent and I have. I am checking with Lara, but I suspect its the same thing. If it has been given to SWCA,
its as a line file and not graded into the topography.



2. Large drainage channels must be shown in the simulations where they appear. I assume you'll get this
data from Tetra Tech. Is this not correct? Drainage channels have not been included in any of the
drawings either on or off of the Tailings. Thats why I kept bringing it up yesterday. Kathy was suggesting
that resources just consider the 700 ft buffer around the footprint"fairgame" for disturbance, and for
resources that care about the surface, thats enough. However, for 3D purposes, that does not account for
the fact that they are trying to route water uphill if they want it all into Barrel Drainage in some places.

3. Ifyou don't have the 3D data for the plant, show it as a big box in the first simulation as we discussed
yesterday. I will be happy to show this first simulation to Rosemont, and hopefully it will make it crystal
clear that we need more detail. Trent and I will discuss this.

Please plan to let me review each simulation as it is created/drafted. I'd like to discuss each with other FS
folks and Rosemont so we can work out the bugs as we go along. Ifthe first simulation(s) clearly show
that the perimeter roads, channels, plant, or other items aren't looking correct, I would like to resolve these
things before you proceed to other simulations. Agreed. Would you like to review the 3D model that
comes out of GIS or after its into the photograph?

Thanks.

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

cc

05/20/2010 02:17 PM SubjectRE: Sent the wrong list!! Sorry, RE: List of Data Outstanding

Debby,

I meant to send this document.

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 3:11 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: List of Data Outstanding

Marcie: You gave me your comments on this document on April 16, and I incorporated them and sent the
list to Mindee to give to Rosemont. It's organized a little differently now (per Mindee's request), but same
content. Ifyou have added anything since April 16 (or ifTrent adds anything), I need to know, so we can
get a revised list to Rosemont. And ifyou think itwould be helpful to organize the liston a spreadsheet
and add the "received" column, please go ahead.



Mindee: Do you have a record of when this officially went to Rosemont? I can't find one in my records.
I'm pretty sure it was on April 21 or 22.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed. us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

05/20/2010 01:47 PM To"Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
" '̂Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>

SubjectList of Data Outstanding

Hello Trent and Debby,

This is the file that I mentioned to both of you that I tried to update/simplify what we still need and why.

Trent, could you add anything that you know of to it?

Also, would this be better to put it into the xls format or a table, so that it can have a "received" column that
lets folks know when we receive it and why its still the same request, not a new one.

Thoughts are welcome,
Marcie «Rosemont_Data_Gaps_2010-05-17.docx»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Rosemont_Data_Gaps_2010-05-17.docx" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

04/01/2010 04:44 PM

To

cc

bcc

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg"
<jrigg@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
"Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Melinda D
Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>, "Rochelle Desser"
<rdesser@fs.fed.us>, "Melissa Reichard"

Subject RE: Reclamation Concept from Rosemont~ how to
incorporate

Marcie,

RE: Your questions

1) Are we to use the Phased Tailings as presented in this Reclamation Concept as Alternative
3 or are we to continue with the Phased Tailings as portrayed in the contours and alternatives so

far this year? That is a great question and I don't have an answer. This will have to be
ultimately decided by the IDT Lead (Bev).

2) Additionally, when will the Forest Service decide regarding Horst's alternative for Barrel Only? TBD-
It is my understanding that the Coronado will likely retain the "original" Upper Barrel Only and ad another

alternative that is specific to the land forming work that Horst has submitted.

3) Now that we have the Reclamation Concept, there are several details in the drawing that may inform
stormwater design for the "typical" stormwater for other alternatives. It would be Trent and I's preference
that we receive formal direction to use those details, which details,and at what frequency across the
landscape from Rosemont or Tetra Tech. I agree that we obtain formal direction. This will probably

require consultation with the Coronado and Rosemont. Debby—could you please coordinate with Bev to
set this up?

4) To make it easy for them, I may develop a "package" to return to them for them to approve as

direction. That would be helpful, but I'd rather not burn budget on this unless the Coronado, TT, and
Rosemont agree that we need to do this.

It seems to me that this would be a good time to have a tech transfer meeting on this topic.

Tom

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2010 4:24 PM
To: Tom Furgason; Jonathan Rigg; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Reclamation Concept from Rosemont~ how to incorporate

Hello Tom and Debby,

Now that the Reclamation Concept has finally arrived and includes the detailed portrayal of the Phased
Tailings alternative-

Are we to use the Phased Tailings as presented in this Reclamation Concept as Alternative 3 or



are we to continue with the Phased Tailings as portrayed in the contours and alternatives so far
this year?

Additionally, when will the Forest Service decide regarding Horst's alternative for Barrel Only?

Now that we have the Reclamation Concept, there are several details in the drawing that may inform
stormwater design for the "typical"stormwater for other alternatives. It would be Trent and I's preference
that we receive formal direction to use those details, which details.and at what frequency across the
landscape from Rosemont or Tetra Tech.

To make it easy for them, I may develop a "package" to return to them for them to approve as direction.

Talk to you soon,
Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/19/2010 08:47 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Michael Andres" <mandres@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RE: Line of Sight for Duval Overpass Road KOP (old KOP 2,
newKOPIO)

Debby,

We are looking into the data details that would make an 1-19 linear viewshed possible. If I remember
correctly, the highway is raised along most of its corridor (compared with existing topography). If that
shows up in the DEM, then it would be possible.

If not, then it would be much harder to accomplish with defensible results, unless we can find elevations
for the road at the interval for conducting the viewshed.

Ifwe did the linear viewshed, I am assuming that you would be substituting the KOPs along the 1-19
corridor for this linear viewshed? To do both seems like duplication and over analysis. I like the fact that
using the linear viewshed would reduce the process to 1 page for west side views, rather than having
multiple maps for each and every KOP.

I will report back once
Marcie

like looks into the data availability.

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 1:28 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel

Subject: Re: FW: Line of Sight for Duval Overpass Road KOP (old KOP 2, new KOP 10)

This is very helpful. The overall style is good, but it brings up some additional thoughts and questions...
1. Someone could ask whether visibility from one pointconfirms that there is no part of the project that is
visible from anywhere on the west side. For example, the existing mountain ridge is lower in some areas
(such as Gunsight Pass and Box Canyon) and the project is taller in others (such as the south end of the
waste/tails pile). Howdifficult would it be to convert lnterstate-19 to points (every 1/2 mile or so) and run
visibility for the whole thing?
2. If both the plan and elevation are used together (i.e., ifthe 1-19 idea above isn't possible), itwould be
nice ifthey used the same color for "visible". Butsince they overlap on the plan view, they would have to
be somewhat different colors to show up (like light/dark pink or light/dark green). Or minimally, make the
pit outline a different color (like blue) so it's not the same color as "not visible" on the elevation.
3. What is the blue dot?

4. Edit the legend to read "Tailings and Waste Rock" and "Visible Areas" (instead of "Tailings" and
"Viewshed").

Thanks!



"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

04/13/201011:48 AM cc
Subject FW: Line of Sight for Duval Overpass Road KOP (old KOP 2, new KOP 10)

Debby,

Mike and I have been working on outputs for the non-visiblediagrams that we can do from GIS and how to show
them graphically.

We discussed severaloptions-herre is one that combines the viewshed analysis (showingnothing visible on the east
side of the ridge for MPO) and the line of sight process that Trent has shown us earlier.

The mapand graphics are still rough,but I was curiousif this is the type of information that you were lookingfor for
these KOPs.

Thanks for the comments,

Marcie

From: Michael Andres

Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 12:38 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Line of Sight

Mike Andres

GISSpecialist

SWCA Environmental Consultants

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

970.385.8566 (Office)

970.385.1938 (Fax)

mandres@swca.com

[attachment "11204_Line_of_Sight_ALT_2.pdf deleted byDebby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Krizek, David" To Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, Kathy Arnold
<David.Krizek@tetratech.com <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>
> cc Marcie Bidwell <mbidwell@swca.com>, Tom Furgason
02/10/201008:11 AM <tfurgason@swca.com>, Trent Reeder

<treeder@swca.com>, Beverley A Everson
bcc

Subject RE: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

All,

I spoke with Marcie yesterday. I am in the process of preparing a description of possibilities depending on
the alternative. Not all the alternatives can be treated equally and it depended on the stack height, etc.

I can also look at Golder's report and supplement the options with their analysis.

Sincerely,

David Krizek | Principal
Main: 520-297-7723 | Mobile: 520-260-3490 | Fax: 520-297-7724

Tetra Tech

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 Iwww.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If
you are not the intended recipient, please notifythe sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 8:04 AM
To: Kathy Arnold
Cc: Krizek, David; Marcie Bidwell; Tom Furgason; Trent Reeder; Debby Kriegel; Beverley A Everson;
Melinda D Roth

Subject: Re: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

Hmmm. Sounds like there is a need to confirm what is possible for each alternative. Is this something
that Tetra Tech can help with? Could they start with Golder's report next week? Alternatives like the
McCleary/Scholefield ("perched on the top of a hill") might need very different treatment, huh?!

Kathy Arnold
<kamold@rosemontcopper.com> ToDebby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, Marcie Bidwell <mbidwe!l@swca.com>

ccDavid Krizek <david.krizek@tetratech.com>, Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, Trent

02/10/2010 07:44 AM Reeder <treeder@swca.com>
SubjecRe: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

t



Debby-
I agree with everything that you are saying (in concept) my concern is that Horst and Golder's work is being
developed on a landform in a drainage -supported on several sides by the natural ground and not a free-form
structure perched on the top of a hill or a drainage. That effects the stability and the stormwater management
requirements. Ido not think that you can evenly apply ALL grading on all shapes - it will give an indication yes, but
needs to be judiciously applied. I am hoping that you get the disclaimers from Golder and Horst as to the
applicability of applying their design techniques to other drainages or other locations - possibilities aren't
necessarily reality.

Cheers!

Kathy
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs

Cell: 520.784.1972 1 Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold@rosemontcopper.com

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE:: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the

intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

From: Debby Kriegel <dkriegel(5>fs.fed.us>
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 2010 08:34:47 -0600
To: Marcie Bidwell <mbidwell(5>swca.com>

Cc: David Krizek <david.krizek(5>tetratech.com>. Katherine Arnold <karnold(5>rosemontcopper.com>. Tom Furgason
<tfurgason(5>swca.com>. Trent Reeder <treeder(5>swca.com>, Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
Subject: Re: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

Simulations created for visual resource analysis and the EIS must be honest and accurate depictions of what the
alternative would look like. They need to include stormwater management features, such as benches, if these
features would be required. It is not appropriate to simulate 3:1 smooth top-to-bottom slopes if benches will be
necessary (I'm assuming that this is what you're calling "angular grading" from Tetra Tech).

Golder's work will be complete on Monday, and the results may indicate that fewer benches are required. Horst
Schor's work is expected to create more natural forms to deal with stormwater. Both of these would lessen effects
to visual quality and should be incorporated as much as possible into alternatives and resulting simulations.

The exception would be the MPO, which doesn't have a stormwater grading plan. I recommend printing a
disclaimer statement regarding this on the MPO simulations.

Thanks.

Debby Kriegel



"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com> 02/09/2010 02:36 PM

To

"Krizek, David" <David.Krizek(5>tetratech.com>, "Debby Kriegel" <dkrieeel(5>fs.fed.us>. "Tom Furgason" <
tfurgason(5)swca.com>. "Kathy Arnold" <kamold(5)rosemontcopper.com>. "Trent Reeder" <treeder(5>swca.com>

cc

Subject

For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

Hello Debby and Kathy,

I wanted to check in with you for direction to SWCA and Tetra Tech regarding what level of engineering
resolution that we should all use in visual analysis and supporting efforts.

Please see David's message below and use the two attachments to place the questions in reference.
1. David has sent a pdf map of the Barrel only alternative that shows the angular grading of the "raw
process."
2. I have attached a GIS view of the MPO with the benches etc, rather than smoothing, i.e. the "Raw
process.

Due to the level of engineering development of the alternatives, David is proposing that both companies
work from the raw version of the alternatives.

It is my understanding that working from the "raw" images would provide the "typical stormwater and
benching" design that the Visual Coordination Meeting directed us to use (see KOP 12 attached).

Debby, Please confirm that we should all be working on the "raw" data that shows benching, to create a
fair comparison.

David, I am still waiting for response to the questions that I submitted to Tt on Feb. 2 regarding the
presentation of the MPO; I think my questions overlap with yours.

From Marcie to SWCA, Tt, and USFS on 2/2/2010: RE: Visualization Coordination Follow Up and
Minutes.

MPO- Specific Questions-

1. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for vizualizations at YIO is as presented
in Figure 9 of the Reclamation and Closure Plan (RCP).

2. Please confirm which presentation of the MPO grading we should use for visualizations at Y20- should the
MPO be shown as Figure 11 or Figure 12 of the RCP.

3. Please indicate what the geodatabase layer name is that will have the "composite of yearly reclamation areas"
in the data provided by Tt.



4. SWCA understands that the MPO should show benches as the following: waste rock, as 100 ft running slopes for
each bench and approximately 100 ft wide road/bench surface; and tailings as 50 ft benches and running surface; the
attached KOP 12 image shows the output from the MPO with benches as submitted. Please confirm if this is what
we should use for final grading.

From: Krizek, David [mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.coml
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 11:59 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Carrasco, Joel
Subject: RCC Viewshed analysis

Marcie,

This e-mail is being sent just to clarify the shapes we are using for our viewshed analysis.

Depending on the alternative, the various alternatives have been developed to three different stages.
These stages are:
1. Raw Stage
2. Smoothed Stage
3. Advanced Stage

For the ultimate footprint, the following stages have been done:

1. Barrel and McCleary Alternative raw stage advanced
design
2. MPO raw stage smoothed shape
3. Barrel Only Alternative raw stage
4. Sycamore Tailings and Barrel Waste Alternative raw stage
5. Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste Alternative raw stage

For the Year 10 footprint, the following stages have been done:

1. Barrel and McCleary Alternative raw stage
2. MPO raw stage
3. Barrel Only Alternative raw stage
4. Sycamore Tailings and Barrel Waste Alternative raw stage
5. Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste Alternative raw stage

For the viewshed analysis, we are just planning on using the raw stage for all (Barrel Only Alternative
attached for example). The raw stage is the angular version used to determine volumes, etc. Otherwise it
won't be an equal analysis.

Is this what you were anticipating?

Sincerely,

David Krizek | Principal
Main: 520-297-7723 I Mobile: 520-260-3490 I Fax: 520-297-7724



Tetra Tech

3031 West Ina Road \ Tucson, AZ 85741 \ www.tetratech.com <http://www.tetratech.com/>

PLEASENOTE: This message, includingany attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or
inside information. Any distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended
recipient is strictlyprohibitedand may be unlawful. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please notify the
sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system,
[attachment "Barrel Onlyjraw shape.pdf" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS][attachment
"11204_KOP12_PAb.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Tom Furgason"
<mbidweII@swca.com> <tfurgason@swca.com>

02/24/2010 12:31 PM cc
bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Request for Information

Debby,

Thank you for continuing the follow up on these much needed items.

As to the contours, we do have the correct data set for the contours. I have confirmed this information. I
apologize for the confusion/mis-information prior. Iwas hoping that there would be more data beyond the
project area, and we have what we have. Thats part of why the mountains do not always appear exactly
the same in the GIS scenes as they do in the photos. As we are currently not planning on showing the GIS
scenes in the specialist report, that works fine for me.

Important Note! We are waiting for stormwater direction from Tetra Tech per the converstation three
weeks ago that determined that we should wait for Golders Report before proceeding. David said he is
working on a memo- we are checking their FTP site for information.

David Krizeksuggested that seeing Golders Report would be useful to making these decisions. Could the
FS forward that report to David and Rosemont, if they have not already?

Until the stormwater is decided, all of the simulations are all on hold. We are waiting for that
information, and would like to get that process moving.

Thank you!
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 2:52 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Rosemont Request for Information

Hi Marcie: Ispoke with Kathy this morning and we went through this list. Debby



"Trent Reeder" To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Debby Kriegel"
<treeder@swca.com> <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

08/31/2009 07:04 AM cc

bcc

Subject RE: Iam in today, and Trent is working on the data

Iwill be in a meeting from 2-4 Tuesday afternoon and Ialso have a meeting the same day at 10 am.

Ijust downloaded the latest data from TT and I nowshould have all the necessary elevations. Ialso now
have the cultural data from Lara.

Debby, even though Marcie is out today, I plan on finishing Alt's B and C today with the added cultural data
for which we can discuss this afternoon ifyou need to see the results ASAP. Let me know. Thanks.

Trent

From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Friday, August 28, 2009 3:03 PM
To: Debby Kriegel; Trent Reeder
Cc: Tom Furgason; Lara Mitchell

Subject: RE: I am in today, and Trent is working on the data

Trent,

Do you have Arch data? Can you coordinate with Lara on this one?

Trent is in the process of downloading the data from TT, and we hope its right this time (third time is the
TT charm, we hope for them).

Will 2:00 on Tuesday AZ time work for Trent and Debby?
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2009 3:00 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell; Trent Reeder
Cc: Tom Furgason; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: I am in today, and Trent is working on the data

larcie,

Iliked your idea ofsimply pushing theeast buttress up against the restofthewaste rock pile. This would
get the material a little farther away from Highway 83, while still creating some less monolithic topography.

Also, our archaeologist told me that the east lobe in 6band 6ccovers an archy sitecalled "the ballcourt",
which is probably the most significant cultural site nearhere. Is there a way to get a map ofthe ballcourt
location? Iknow the focus of this exercise is on visual resources, but avoiding this archy site might give
TetraTech additional rationale to relocate/reshape the pile.



I'm headed home now. Please call me when you're in next week (Monday or Tuesday).

Thanks!!

Debby

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidweil@swca.com>

08/28/200911:22 AM

To..Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>
cc,Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject I am in today, and Trent is workingon the data

Debby,

Just an update while I deal with some other issues first this morning.

Trent is working to get the TT data with the contour data attached. They keep sending data without
elevations. He is on task and talking with Ashley to resolve this. If he gets an update, he will call you
directly and pull us together.

Iam here today until 2. Ifwe get the data ironed out there will be something to talk about.

As I understand it talking with Tom (SWCA) and Ashely and Joel (TT), we need to ask TT quesitons, they
then ask Mouse Mountain, TT then tells us the answer.

Ifyou would like to generate some questions regarding (1) how to move the pileand (2) where to move
the pile (away from the highway, we could initate that process.

Iam required to approve some invoices before Ican work on this. Hope to have that done in the next
hour.

I will call sooon,

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566



Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

05/25/2010 09:44 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
mbidwell@swca.com

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

bcc

Subject Rosemont - Visual Resources SOWH

I have reviewed SWCA's scope of work for visual resources, discussed many items with Marcie, and
made some relatively minor edits to the original document.

I approve the attached Scope of Work with the following disclaimers:

1. Much of the work described here is not currently funded. This concerns me and needs to be resolved.

2. Iwould like Marcie to focus efforts on the specialist report. Writing the EIS should follow.

3. Although this scope describes the majority of the tasks needed for visual resources, there may some
unforseen items that would need to be added, such as:

• Attendance at special meetings when Marcie's participation is desired and/or additional trip(s) to
Tucson if needed to complete all work.

• Site visits to other mines or reclamation projects, if appropriate and needed to collect information
appropriate for the Rosemont project.

• Additional simulations, if necessary for effects analysis.

Scope_Visual_Resources_2010_05_25.doc

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed. us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

/^ZZi Beverley A
/V/>^ Everson/R3/USDAFS

^• 04/07/2010 02:17PM
&)'//

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor

To DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Visual Resources SOW



Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

— Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 04/07/2010 02:17 PM

"Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com> To "Beverley AEverson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
03/03/2010 03:50 PM Cc

Subject Visual Resources SOW

Bev,

Km sorry to make you ask again. Here is the visual SOWthat we are authorized to work on. Please keep
in mind that any violations in assumptions will likely require more money from Rosemont.

Tom[attachment "Docl.docx" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Task 5.2.Issue 2—Visual Resources

Subttask A. Affected Environment Update for 6 Alternatives and Connected Actions

> Update affected environment to incorporate alternatives, for specialist report
and EIS.

> Collect KOP in Tucson area with GPS and photography.

> Update basic existing conditions maps to show key observation points (KOPs),
sensitive viewer areas, bounds of analysis, concern levels, and scenic objective
classes.

Subtask B. Prepare Alternatives Data: Convert CAD and Construct 3D GIS Surface

> Process CAD data and model data for GIS digital elevation modeling. Generate
3-D digital surfaces for the MPO and proposed alternatives at each construction
phase selected for simulations.

> Create one set of 3-D working maps and diagrams for USFS and RCC to review
potential scene from each KOP to be selected.

> Budget Assumptions: 12 data sets to process each alternative at 20-yr Phase and
one additional time phase mid-construction.

Subtask C. Prepare KOPs, Existing Conditions, Panoramas, and Visibility Maps

> Review all alternatives and KOPs established by the USFS and KOPs to propose to
USFS for analysis, simulations, and level of detail for connected actions to define
areas where impacts from the project is expected to be highly visible, distantly
visible, and not visible (i.e. blocked or out of view)

> Prepare "existing conditions" panoramas for potential KOP simulations and
review for use as simulations. For KOPs where project would be visible, select a
phase to represent for each KOP in addition to Reclamation (i.e. construction at
5 years, etc.).

> Meet with USFS and RCC to review data, KOP selection and "photo realistic"
process (1-2 meetings) includes meeting preparations, meetings, and meeting
summaries. Review draft simulations with specialists from USFS, SWCA, and RCC
to direct specific aspects of renderings (soils, reveg, etc.)

> Budget Assumptions: 8 KOPs 20-yr Phase and additional Phase for 6 KOPs

Subtask D. Draft Specialist Report Analysis Methodology and Evaluation Criteria

> Draft analysis methods and evaluation criteria that will be used to define and
evaluate project effects for the project resources included in the study for all
alternatives and KOPs.



Subtask E. Draft Visibility Diagrams and Simulations; Review with USFS/RCC

> Create computer simulations of proposed alternatives (6 total action
alternatives) for selected KOPs for highly visible, moderately visible, and distantly
visible locations. Highly visible and moderately visible KOPs simulations will show 2
phases of the proposed alternatives for each KOP (e.g. TBD construction phase
and 20-yr final reclamation). Each simulation will show waste rock and tailing pile
forms, pit, roads, stormwater, vegetation, and infrastructure.

> For KOPs where the MPO and proposed alternatives would not be visible,
prepare a section diagram or labeled panorama showing key landscape
features and visual screen.

> Prepare photorealistic simulation images for KOPs.

> Review draft simulations with resources specialist from RCC, USFS, and SWCA to
direct specific aspects of renderings; reclamation, soils, vegetation, etc.

> Complete a Draft review with USFS and RCC staff at meeting in Tucson.

Subtask F. Prepare Environmental Consequences Analysis

> Prepare an environmental consequences analysis for Specialist Report. Report
will include analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects, and compare
alternatives. Utilize direction from FSM/FSH and USFS Project Level Scenery
Analysis. Deliverables: Completed Visual Resources Specialist Report for all
alternatives including draft simulations, visibility diagrams, and maps.

Subtask G. Finalize Diagrams and Simulations; Review with USFS/RCC

> Complete changes to simulations.

> Submit final formatted figures (e.g. panoramas, diagrams, simulations) to USFS
and RCC for final approval.

> Budget Assumptions: Diagrams and Simulations will focus on land forms and will
include 1 final review with USFS and RCC.

Subtask H. Final Specialist Report.

> Finalize Specialist Report and review with USFS.

> As needed, provide text for EIS.

Assumptions:

> Costs are based upon deliverables for each proposal according to the number
of KOPs brought forward for simulations and figure diagrams. All alternatives will
describe up to 24 KOPs for the analysis process. Revised USFS and USFS original
budgets include up to 8 panoramas, non-visible KOPs diagrams for up to 6 KOPs,
and simulations of highly visible and moderately visible KOPs for 8 KOPs for each
of 6 proposed alternatives (up to 48simulations) at 20-yr final reclamation and up
to 6 KOPs for a construction phase per alternative (36 simulations). However, not



all KOPs will require simulations for all alternatives (i.e. Sycamore canyon will not
be visible from many of the KOPs along SR 83). KOPs and level of detail for
simulations will be formalized at the initial simulation meeting; however costs are
assumed based upon the list of KOPs provided by the USFS Simulation Strategy.

RCC to provide all data and elevations required for simulations, including a 3D
model of any facilities, structures, or transmission infrastructure. USFS, RCC and
SWCA will collectively contribute example imagery for depicting coloration,
texture, formations, structures, and other details for portrayal in the simulations
prior to simulations initiating. Surface data or changes to surface data that is
provided/requested after 3D modeling is initiated will be incorporated on a time
and materials basis. Direction regarding these details that is received after
simulations have been initiated that varies dramatically may result in a change
order. Simulations that require detailed development of the mine plant will be
completed on a time and materials basis. Field work for 10 of the 14 KOPs has
already been collected under the Visual Technical Report scope. SWCA assumes
that Mt. Wrightson has been photographed by Rosemont's subcontractors and
SWCA will be able to use this panorama for simulations. It is assumed that field
documentation will be required for BoxCanyon and Tucson KOPs at a minimum.
Changes to the KOPs or to the construction phase selected for simulation after
this meeting may require additional field workand may result in a change order.
Additional KOPs, simulations, phases, or alternatives may be requested for an
additional fee.

Simulations will be classified as "highly visible" or "moderately visible". Highly visible
simulations will show detailed variations in land form, vegetation, color, and
texture for tailings and waste rock placement. Moderately visible simulations will
show general variations in land form, vegetation, color and texture due to the
level of detail being reduced by the distance of the viewer from the project
area.

Should KOPs simulations require extensive details of mining facilities, conveyors,
equipment, transmission lines, etc, the work for these layers will be performed on
a time and material basis, due to the unpredictable level of detail and effort
required for these structures.

Research for revegetation species and growth rates shall be provided by a
separate contract funded by Rosemont. Based on findings, RCC and USFS are to
agree upon the level of reclamation and vegetation success to be rendered
prior to initiation of photoreal simulations. Changes in the direction given to
SWCA to represent these aspects will require a change order, should they require
additional time and effort to address.

RCC will provide example photographs of existing reclamation, mining structures,
vegetation mixes, soil types and colors, ond other data to SWCA prior to the
initiation of the simulations. Necessary imagery will be discussed at simulation
meeting.

This estimate assumes that SWCA will create 3D surfaces for MPO and proposed
alternatives from RCC CAD drawings for up to 2 phases of construction. Should
RCC provide GIS surfaces, these costs may be reduced accordingly.



Changes in data, proposed action, and level of detail requested for simulations,
phases of construction, and resolution of imagery after project initiation will
require adjustments based upon time and materials. SWCA will submit surfaces to
RCC and USFS for review prior to creation of simulations.

Cost estimate includes two in-person meetings as two trips to Tucson for Marcie
Bidwell to work with USFS and RCC on simulations, per direction of USFS staff.
Additional trips may be required by USFS or RCC, and these will be arranged
through an additional change order. Each task includes meeting hours for senior
staff, visual specialist, editors as necessary and senior GIS under each task;
additional meetings may be arranged on a time and materials basis.

This scope of work includes one round of draft review and one round of final
review for specialist report and simulations, unless review comments are
extensive, in which case an additional draft review may be needed. Additional
changes, reviews, or updates will require an additional change order. Ideally,
review of final images will require minimal edits agreeable to both USFS and RCC
for accurate portrayal of the MPO. Explorations of mitigation options (such as
painting facilities alternative colors or reducing pit contrast through other than
agreed-upon mitigation treatments) would be covered under an additional
scope. USFS and RCC should attempt to synchronize their comments prior to
submittal to SWCA; should differences of opinion occur, SWCA will default to
USFS guidance as the official SWCA client.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

08/24/2010 12:40 PM

To

cc

bcc

tjchute@msn.com, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com
Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
mbidwell@swca.com, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

Subject Rosemont Chapter 2 comments (and EIS organization)

A week or two ago, I had a phone conversation with Marcie Bidwell. Normally in a NEPA
document/process, there is a proposal, and then alternatives to the proposal (no action and other actions).
Marcie and I had different understandings of whether Rosemont's EIS would be organized this way.

After scanning chapter 2, I'm still confused. I also immediately noticed some typos, inconsistencies, and
more:

• The first heading reads "Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action". Is the proposed action really an
alternative? Ifso, what is everything an alternative to?

• On page 2, there is a list of "Alternatives Considered in Detail", which lists No Action, Barrel-Mcleary
(misspelled), Upper Barrel Only (I thought we dropped the word "Upper" a long time ago), and
Scholefield-McCleary (I thought we dropped the word McCleary, now that waste rock will not be
placed in McCleary creek).

• I have many comments on the Visual Quality, Recreation, and Reclamation sections (see attached).

Chapter_2_Commenls_Kfiegel_082410.docx

— Forwarded by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS on 08/24/2010 12:02 PM

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

08/24/2010 10:50 AM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Chapter 2, June 21,2010 version.docx

As promised.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

[attachment "Chapter 2, June 21, 2010 version.docx" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



"Marcie Bidwell" To "DebbyKriege!" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Tamara Larson" <tklarson@swca.com>
07/22/2009 07:51 AM

bcc

Subject RE: VQO/SIO discussiorT

History: <^ This message has beenreplied to.

Thanks~

Here is the next section- is this close to what you would want for landscape description?

3.8.1.1 Existing Landscape Character
Landscapes and their scenic quality vary according to the diversity of landforms, vegetation, and
cultural or man-made features present. In general, landscapes with greater diversity of features
are considered to be of higher scenic quality. The landscape in this area of southern Arizona is
within the Basin and Range physiographic province. Additionally, it is located within the
Madrean Archipelago located between two Cordilleras, which are the Rocky Mountains and the
Sierra Madre Occidental. It is characterized as a series of mountain ranges separated by grassland
or desert, rising above the arid lands to form islands in the sky, known as the Sky Islands. This
eco-region spans from southern Arizona and New Mexico to northern Mexico with
approximately 40 islands in the sky (Warshall, 1995).

Topographic pattern of the general area varies to include defined ridges, rocky outcrops, gentle
slopes, wide valleys, and canyons. The elevation in the project area is approximately 4,800 feet
mean sea level (msl), with the high point of proposed facility 5,200 feet msl and the top of the
leach pit at 5,280 feet msl). The Santa Rita Mountains reach an elevation of 5,965 feet, are one of
the Sky Islands located in the project area's foreground, and represent the prevalent natural
landform in the Project Area. Rolling hills start in the foreground and continue into the
middleground with deeply carved canyons and incised arroyos. From otherareas of the Coronado
National Forest, the Santa Rita Mountains and other Sky Islands form a backdrop or background
as jagged silhouettes that create an irregular skyline of rocky promontories and ridges. More
detail regarding landforms may be found in Section xx Geologic Resources.

Vegetation in the area is characteristic of arid climates with two main vegetative communities:
Semi-desert Grassland and Madrean Evergreen Woodland. Semi-desert Grassland, found at
lower elevations, is characterized by broadly defined grassland, mixed shrub-succulent or
xeromorphic tree savanna (http://earth.gis.edu/swuap)imdbii. The Madrean Evergreen Woodland,
at higher elevations and in the western and southern extents of the project area, is characterized
by oak-juniper-mesquite woodlands and savannas. For more detailed description on vegetation,
refer to the Biologic Assessment inAppendix XX or Section xx Vegetation.

Lines from flat, smooth planes of light colored grasses of the savannas contrast against the
vertical angles of the trees and shrubs within the woodlands and vertical thrust of the rocky
outcrops. Lines from landform features include undulating converging lines from gentle,
dendridic slopes to thejagged and sharp skyline of the Santa Rita Mountains.



Textures in the area vary from smooth, low-lying grasslands to patchy clumps of trees and
shrubs. Striations ofvegetation define northern slopesand arroyo bottoms. Rough, rocky canyons
and ridges contrast with expanses of smooth grassy slopes and patches of trees and shrubs.
Isolated, dense stands of lush green vegetation cluster around rural residential areas and ranches
that surround CNF.

Colors in the landscape are dramatically affected by season, lighting, sunangle, dust, air quality,
and distance. Grasses and savannahs are typically bright green to golden yellows. From a
distance of four miles or more the vegetation around the project site as background appears as
muted tones of grays and sands dappled with hues of pinks and purples blending all herbaceous
growth together.

Cultural Elements & Land Uses

The area surrounding the Rosemont Copper Project has high intrinsic values with a variety of
cultural elements. Cultural elements are those human altered attributes in a landscape that add
positive cultural elements with historical or nostalgic connotations. Visual evidence of this
colorful past, include working ranches, old homesteads, mine equipment and landforms, and
cultural influence of Spanish and Mexican occupation and settlement. Evidence of the old
homesteads that were settled followed the Gadsden Purchase of 1853 still remains. Remnants of
mining operations that continued into the nineteenth century extracting gold, silver and copper is
apparent in the landscape.

Land use around the project area is a combination of private, state, BLM and Forest Service
lands. The private lands are used for rural development, mining, and ranching. Ranching is the
primary use of the nearby state trust lands. BLM and Forest Service lands are multiple use areas
withdispersed recreation occurring most frequently in this region.

Current Forest Service land use in the Santa Rita EMA at the proposed Rosemont Copper Project
site is largely recreation for roaded, backcountry, and wild backcountry settingso . Present land
use in the area outside of Forest Service land is recreation, scenic driving, ranching, and rural
residential development.

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkrlegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2009 8:43 AM
To: Marcle Bldwell

Cc: Tamara Larson; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: VQO/SIO discussion~

Marcie: I did a little editing. Thanks! Debby

3.8.1.1 USFS Federal Policy and Guidance

Historically, federal policy directed that national forest plans utilize the 1974 Visual Resource
Management System (VRMS). Forest plans, including the Coronado National Forest Plan (USFS



1986), would establish Visual Quality Objective (VQO) maps and other tools to set management
objectives. However, since the mid-1990s, National Forests have been directed to use the
improved Scenery Management System (SMS) and Scenic Integrity Objectives (SIOs) as defined
within Forest Service Handbook 701 Landscape Aesthetics: a Handbookfor Scenery
Management (1995). The handbook provides guidance for defining landscape units based on
landscapecharacter types, scenic integrity, and scenic attractiveness, and for identifying sensitive
travelways and mapping landscape visibility. Althoughthe specific process, terminology, and
mapping units for the VRMS and SMS are quite different, the components ofboth systemsare
similar, and analysis (i.e., affected environment, environmental consequences, mitigation,
cumulativeeffects, etc.) for the proposed project yields largely the same results under either
system (Kriegel, 2009). To remain consistent with the existing Coronado National Forest Plan,
VRMS and VQOs will be utilized as the standard for this analysis; however, SMS and SIOs will
be referenced as the current visual inventory to support the description of the existing
environment.

Under VRMS, Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) were established to assure visual resource
integrity in all land management decisions (Forest Service Manual 2380). Lands arecategorized
to describe the allowable degree of alteration in a management area, which is measured in terms
ofvisual contrast with theexisting characteristic landscape. The categories present a scale from
pristine to highly altered landscapes to be managed for: Preservation, Retention, Partial
Retention, Modification, and Maximum Modification.

"Marcie Bidweli" <mbidwell@swca.com>

0"Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Tamara Larson" <tklarson@swca.com>
07/21/2009 07:29 PM cc

Subject VQO/SIO discussion""

Debby,

Glad wecould talk today- thanks for cutting me someslack regarding being in the field.

Here is the section that Iwas refering to for VQO/SIO section, as its written. Currently. As Iknow its hard
to just see one section,

3.8.1 ApplicableLaws, Regulations, and Policies
Mining projects on federal lands are guided by federal laws, regulations and policies with some
state specific directions. The Arizona State manuals onmining have limited reference to visual
resources. Therefore, federal policy and Coronado Forest Plan guidance serves as the legal



direction on visual resource management for the Rosemont Copper Project.

3.8.1.1 USFS Federal Policy and Guidance

Historically, federal policy advocated that national forest plans utilize the 1974 Visual Resource
Management System (VRMS). Forest plans, including the Coronado National Forest Plan (USFS
1986), would establish Visual Quality Objective (VQO) maps and other tools to set management
objectives. However, since the mid-1990's, National Forests have been directed to use the
improved SceneryManagement System (SMS) and Scenic Integrity Objectives (SIOs) as defined
withinForestService Handbook 701 Landscape Aesthetics: a Handbookfor Scenery
Management (1995). The handbook defines landscape units based on landscape character types,
evaluation of scenic integrity, and evaluation of scenicattractiveness. Althoughthe specific
process, terminology, and mapping units for the VRMS and SMS are quite different, the
components of both systems are similar, and analysis (i.e. affected environment, environmental
consequences, mitigation, cumulative effects, etc.) for the proposed projectyields largely the
same results undereithersystem (Kriegel, 2009). To remain consistent with existing Coronodo
Forest Plan,VRMS and VQOs will be utilized as the standard for this analysis; however, SMS
and SIOs will be referenced as the current visual inventory to support the description of the
existing environment.

Under VRMS Visual Quality Objectives (VQO's) were established to assure "visual resource
integrity in all land management decisions" (REFERENCE).. Lands arecategorized to describe
the allowabledegree of alteration in a management area, which is measured in terms of visual
contrast with theexisting characteristic landscape. The categories present a scale from pristine to
highly altered landscapes to be managed for: Preservation, Retention, Partial Retention,
Modification, and Maximum Modification.

If you have a chance to take a look at this on Weds, that would be grand!!
Thanks!

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



History:

"Tom Furgason" To <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
<tfurgason@swca.com>

cc "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, "Stephen Leslie"
01/15/2010 10:04 AM <sleslie@swca.com>

bcc

Subject AZ Trail Jamboree

<{P This message has been replied to.

Debby,

Here is the link to the map of the AZ Trail Jamboree ride from last weekend:
http://topofusion.com/maps/Jamboree/AZT Jam Web.jpq

Here is the link to the web site with more information: http://topofusion.com/iamboree.php

The other mountain bike event recently held in the area was part of the Arizona Endurance Series. The
start/finish was near Rosemont Junction and did a big loop around the Kentucky camp area (
http://rockyroad5050.wordpress.com/salero-ranch-race/). I have no idea what the participation was, but it
would be easy to find out. Both events were organized by the same group of people.

As I mentioned during our meeting yesterday, the mountain biking community is becoming more aware of
the area and I expect use of the Las Colinas segment of the Arizona Trail to increase steadily.

Please let me know if the Coronado would like me to unofficially reach out to the organizers to let them
know about the need for special use permits for events like this on the Coronado.

Tom Furgason
Program Director

SWCA Environmental Consultants

343 West Franklin Street

Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax



"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, 'Trent Reeder"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <treeder@swca.com>

07/30/2010 04:09 PM cc
bcc

Subject RE: Vegetation changes to simulations -1 of 3

History: <^j jhjs messagehas beenreplied to.

Thank you Debby for the comments. I am working my way through the rock colors that Tetra Tech

uploaded July20 or so (after we had been askingfor them for months). I have not made it through all
of them yet. Thank you for noting which KOP the pit comment came from because that does make it
easier to decipher appropriate actions.

One note- David and Iare switching our label names for KOP to a more USFS-friendly term "View Point"
rather than KOP (more BLM accepted). We will however still label the files as KOP, because we have so
much completed under that naming convention.

Icould go over the images with you- what does your Monday afternoon look like?

Trent, please see the edits below.
Thank you,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 3:07 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Vegetation changes to simulations -1 of 3

Thanks for sending the new graphics. The vegetation looks good to me (i.e., reduced amount of reveg).

Once you get the channel/road around the pitadded to one simulation, I'd liketo see it.

The simulation that KathyArnold commented on the pit looking like itwas in front of the mountain was
from KOP 6. Have you messed with a simulation for that KOP recently?

I'm still concerned about the pit color. Did you find out whether Tom can send someone out to take
photos of the existing quarry? Some of your simulations show the upper pit as the same color as the
grass in the foreground. Is this rock really that dark, or is it more whitish?

I've briefly opened each of the dozens of files on the DVD Melissa burned. Many of these images I
understand and look fine, others I'm less clear on. Would you like to go through these with me and
explain what I'm seeing and what you'd like my ok on?

Comments on the seen area map



1. On the legend, change "Viewable area" to "Areas with potential views of projects"
2. On the legend, change "Proposed Construction Area" to "Proposed Project Area"

3. The BOR land color is almost white and difficult to see

4. The FS color on legend doesn't match the map

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
To,,Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

07/29/2010 02:46 PM
cc

SubjectVegetation changes to simulations -1 of 3

Hello Debby,

I am sending you a few simulations for you to review for changes in veg and pit colors.

We are still working on the diversion channels and roads that Rosemont said would connect
the two lobes of the pit. However, any comments on the pit looking "more connected" and less
"in front of the mountain ridge?

I think it is working better, I will be sending my comments in as well.

Thanks!

Marcie «KOP_1_MPO_20YR.jpg»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com[attachment "KOP_1_MPO_20YR.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.441 /Virus Database: 271.1.1/3038 - Release Date: 07/30/10 06:34:00



"Trent Reeder"

<treeder@swca.com>

04/09/2010 02:14 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

bcc

Subject RE: Viewshed Example

Here are a couple of new images with TTs Scholefield/McCleary KOP 2 viewshed analysis results (in red)
overlaying ours (in green). The orange viewshed color is where the two viewsheds overlap.

Regarding in how TT delineated these viewsheds using the Global Mapper GIS software, I am not exactly
sure how this software computes viewshed. What Ido know, their base viewshed analysis layer is the
same resolution as ours. Meaning, a 10 foot resolution elevation map. The big unknown is how they
constructed their base surface with the proposed construction alternative surface to generate the
viewshed analysis. So, not only does the different software have different ways in computing
viewsheds, but likely the two GIS software packages differ in how the base surface and proposed
alternative surfaces are constructed.

What does all this mean? Well, Icannot give a definitive answer to say whose analysis is more accurate.
Both viewsheds depict areas on the map that the others did not.

Debby, would you still like to talk about the results over the phone?

Thanks,

Trent

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 2:51 PM
To: Trent Reeder

Cc: Marcie Bidwell; Debby Kriegel
Subject: Re: Viewshed Example

Trent: Thanks fordoing this. Your results look more like what I'd expect to see, though you're right that
it's not wildly different from Tetra Tech's map.

Marcie: Trent's version shows at least 2 additional benches (100 ft vertical), and this is just from one
KOP, so this supports my concern about Tetra Tech's visibility results inside the pit. Doyou think Iought
to include these examples in my response? Can we ask Tetra Tech to use the GIS software Trent is
using? Or do you have other recommendations?

"Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

04/07/2010 12:58 PM

To,, Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
CC

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
SubjectViewshed Example



Hi Debby,

Hereare two images from the same KOP 2 location showing the viewshed analysis results for Scholefiled/McCleary.
The first image is a plan view of our viewshed results. The green color represents viewable terrain from KOP 2. The
second image shows a 3Dversion from KOP 2 with the viewshed results (ingreen) overlaying the 3Dterrain.

Reviewing TT's KOP 2 Alt5 viewshed analysis,their viewhsed analysis is not too different than the attached images
we created. I believe TT is using different GIS software to generate their viewsheds. Because we are using two
different GIS software to generate these viewsheds, both software algorithms may differ in how they compute
viewsheds.

Another thing to point out in their Scholefield/McCleary viewshed PDF, we noticed that the Heap Pilesoutheast of
the pit was not turned on, but it looks likethey did take that Heap Pileinto account in their viewshed analysisand
this does obscure some of the pit.

Please let me know if you have additional questions. Thanks!

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist

SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303

Work (970) 385-8566

Fax (970) 385-1938

www.swca.com

[attachment "ALT5_YR20.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment
"ALT5_ScholefielMcCleary_YR20.jpg" deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "ALT5_YR20_TT.jpg"
deleted by DebbyKriegel/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "ALT5_YR20_TT_zoom.jpg" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



History:

"Marcie Bidwell" To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
<mbidwell@swca.com> <tfurgason@swca.com>, "David Harris"
08/17/2010 11:52 AM <dharris@swca.com>

cc

bcc

Subject Update for Visual Resources 8/17

£3 This message has been replied to.

Hello Debby,

Yes, we are working hard and great progress is being made.

I wanted to ask what your schedule will be like for next week or the end of this week.

I talked to Tom about sending David to the area to see the project area for himself and Tom agreed that

would be a good idea. Finding the right time to stop writing and get him in the field is the issue.

Other updates-

1. EC-filling it in and we are moving the outline around as needed to keep it making sense.

2. Simulations- working on the last set- KOP 8, and refining the rest. It would be good to

send you a package of the simulations in the figure format and get your response to them later

this week.

3. AE- mostly updated, and adjusting as needed to prepare the reader for EC.
4. I received the paint chips and will be circulating photos of them in the sun later.

5. I am working to understand how reclamation as planned and as mitigated is being

integrated/written into Chapter 2 so that we can build on it for our analysis.

My best to your mom! Hip injuries are so hard to deal with, its great that you can help her!

Cheers,

Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2010 12:11 PM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Debby's

Marcie,

Haven't heard from you for several days, but I'm sure you're working hard.

I'm taking this afternoon off, and I won't be in tomorrow (my mom broke her hip over the weekend and I'
be helping her). I'll be back in the office on Thursday morning...can you provide an update or schedule
then?



Thanks.

Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest

Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 388-8427



"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell @swca .com>

11/04/2009 07:33 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject Original Visual Proposal

Debby,

Here is the original visualproposal that included some design time. When the RCC draft of SWCAs
contract came back in thTwinter/spring, it had removed the design tasks and only included the specialist
report.

Here is what I found You should have a copy of this as well. Still reviewing files
«Visual Proposal 2008-12-09.pdf»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

If)
WWW.SWCa.com VisualProposal 2003-12-09.pdf



Rosemont EIS- Visual Design Services

Task 1. Visual/Remediation Design Meeting, Remediation Field Trips

Tasks: Participate in one design/remediation briefing meeting with USFS staff, one 8-hour field
visit with USFS and oher USFS designees, and two 4-hour debrief meetings to review
opportunities with project staff. Documentand record notes, GIS data, and discussion from Field
Visits.

Deliverables:

Site Analysis- Brief Meeting Notes/Technical Memo and Map that identifies critical viewsheds,
opportunities and challenges forvisualresource protection (and otherresources thatare identified
to participate in the design process such as wildlife, water quality, etc.).

Design Alternatives Working Group Meeting- Facilitate working group meeting to (1) identify
resources to participate in the alternative process, (2)define process, and (3) assign roles,
responsibilities, and action items for design process.

Labor-approximately 46 hours formeetings, USFS field visit, and staffmeetings.

Expenses

Task 2. Collect, Analyze, and Summarize Design Information

Tasks: Collect, analyze and summarize constituent information through scoping, key interviews
with Rosement design team, USFS staff, FS records, and other relevant sources. Identify design
opportunities for dry stacking, tailing pile orientation, placement, and remediation that are
important to structure a design that maximizes visual protection.

Labor-approximately 138 hours for data collection, plan review and critique,and research

Expenses

Task 3. Identify Design Evaluation Criteria for New Design/Alternative

Tasks: Identify evaluation criteria that willbe used to define and evaluate project effects for the
project resources included in the study. Evaluation criteria may include restoration indicators,
design guidelines, setting indicator.

Deliverables: Design and Evaluation Criteria forproject evaluation.

Labor- approximately 21 hours for development, structure analysis, draftand final criteria

Expenses

Task 4. Prepare Visual Anaysis/Alternative/Specialist Report

Tasks: Prepare a report which summarizes the existing alternative and recommends (1) areas for
improvement for the existing alternative, and/or (2) defines a new alternative or design
guidelines/standards for new alternative. Report should describe the remediation characteristics,
tailingpile design specifics or location, and include maps to show recommended strategies.
Deliverables: Visual Analysis Specialist Report including Existing Alternative Critique and (if
appropriate)AlternativeProposal, Summary of Research Findings

Labor- approximately 120 hours including GIS, editing, and specialist report

Expenses

Task 5. Participate in Project Interdisciplinary Meetings

Tasks: Participate in interdisciplinary meetings to present information to other resource specialists,
to collaborate with USFS and their designees, and to participate in the development of new
alternatives.

Labor-approximately80 hours including up to 4 meetings, 8 conference calls, and meeting
preparations (GIS, presentations, etc).



Expenses

Task 6. Prepare GIS Model of Visual Design Alternatives

Tasks: Prepare GIS model to explore design alternatives, implications from visual corridors, and
affects of design proposal, remediation recommendations, and cumulative effects on visual
qualitites and other identified resources.

Labor- approximately 150 hoursincluding GIS, review, andproject oversight

Expenses
Note, all totals areroun

Project Total

Assumptions



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>, dharris@swca.com

08/03/2010 10:53 AM cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont AE and EC outline - Additional recommendations

I

I just got out of a meeting with the project's new NEPA person (Terry Chute). Some things he
recommended which relate to the outline and chapter 3:
1. In Affected Environment, improve the description of the landforms (Landscape Character) section to
more clearly describe the major Rosemont-area landforms: Jagged and irregular ridgetops, steep rocky
slopes near the ridge with sinusoidal curves across the face, rolling foothills with finger-like drainages, etc.
You might want to review the Golder Associates landforming report for some ideas.
2. In the Environmental Consequences section, we can (and should) include statements about mitigation
that is recommended to reduce visual impacts, but not included in DEIS simulations. The biggies here are
landforming, planting trees and shrubs, and treating the white pit rock to darken it (with Permeon or
equal). Terry suggested that, for landforming, we include verbiage explaining that while the Barrel Only
alternative helps to break up the monolithic waste rock and tailings pile somewhat, the landforming
concept could go further in order to mimic surrounding topography, restore natural drainage flows, reduce
the engineered surface water structures (horizontal benches and drop structures), and design the main
drainageway to be more natural (with rock weirs that would slow water and provide better revegetation),
and that this would greatly reduce impacts.
3. On the simulations, the disclaimer should state that mitigation measures (landforming, trees, and
treating the light-colored pit rock) are not shown. Hint that the simulations show a "worst case" scenario
(without using the words "worst case"). And for those simulations where stormwater design was not
provided by Tetra Tech (Scholefield? MPO?), but SWCA is showing typical or general structures, the
disclaimer should state that final surface water design was not provided by Rosemont. Disclaimers can
either be within the text or on the actual simulations; either is fine.
4. Be sure to reference the 2 landforming reports posted on the cooperating agency website (Golder and
Schor).

Thanks.

'Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "David Harris"
08/03/2010 07:48 AM <dharris@swca.com>

cc

Subject Followup questions on the outline

Hello Debby,

David is going to work on the outline and may call today with further questions.

Thanks!

Marcie



Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To Terry LAustin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

02/22/2010 02:53 PM !JWdV,SS^;^™!SUeKeyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Roads and Trails

Attached is the latest map of concern levels for travelways in and around the Santa Ritas.

[attachment "cl_map_feb_2010.pdf' deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]

Terry: Would you please send this shapefile to Marcie?
J\fsfiles\office\gisprojects\sup_omdkriegel\rosemont\conclev\SantaRitaConcernLevels2010.shp

Marcie: Please be sure you're using this version for SMS analysis.

Walt: This map shows the relative scenery/rec importance of roads and trails in the Santa Ritas. Will you
be working on recommendations for reconnecting some of the roads around the project area? Rosemont
proposed doing this in the MPO (see section 3-5 and figure 3-7), but the actual locations they show on
their maps really don't connect much (Kathy says these maps are conceptual). Each alternative will need
some new road segments, and we might also want a post-mine road map of some sort. Let's talk about
this when you have a few minutes.

Thanks.



"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/20/2009 10:53 AM

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Tailings Siting Study

£3 This message has been replied to.History:

That timing thisafternoon would work great- currently on a conference call butwill be free when you
return. How about you call me, as I suspect your time between 3:15 and end of the day- Iwill tell the
reception to prioritize your call.
Talk soon,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2009 10:17 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: RE: Tailings Siting Study

I'm in the office today until 3:15 AZ time (4:15 your time, right?). Call me when you have a few minutes.

Also, any chance you've developed wording for your unfunded scope of work items (i.e., descriptions that
could go into the letter to Rosemont)?

"Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
To,,Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

04/20/2009 09:13 AM cc

Subject RE: Tailings Siting Study

Debby,

I completely agree with you- perhaps their digital elevation models will be useful though, for our
analysis

would you have time this afternoon to talk this over?

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2009 9:00 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell



Cc: Debby Kriegel
Subject: Fw: Tailings Siting Study

Marcie,

I'd like your thoughts on this study. I briefly looked it over and doubt that it is of much value to us. It isn't
clear whether Rosemont used any of the Coronado's Concern Level 1 and 2 travelways for viewshed
mapping. In the text they mention "roads and trails" and "recreation sites", but Ididn't see any specific
information on any of these. Based on the viewshed maps, it's appears that they used KOPs in Tucson,
but it's unclear what other points they used. The fact that their maps are missing some major visually
sensitive places (like the Arizona Trail), and the lack of any descriptions of which roads and trails and rec
sites they considered in viewshed mapping makes me believe that this stuff isn't helpful to our work. If
you think it's worth trying to find out more about what they used in their model, feel free...but I don't
recommend spending a lot of time on this.

Italso looks like they only considered locations where they could dump 100% of the tailings in one place.
While this is likelythe most cost-effective for Rosemont (and possibly makes sense for other reasons), I'd
like us to keep our minds open to options. Speaking from a non-mining background, moving a pipeline
and dewatering plant once during a 20 year mine operation seems plausible if putting tailings in 2
locations is dramatically better.

As previously discussed, please plan to run the visibilitystudies yourself using the USFS sensitive
travelways.

Thanks!

Debby

— Forwarded by Debby Kriege!/R3/USDAFS on 04/20/2009 07:09 AM —

Tom Furgason"

<tfurgason@swca.com> To <dkrjegel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>
cc "Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>, "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>,

04/17/2009 02:37 PM "Beverley AEverson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>
Subjec FW: Tailings Siting Study

Debbie,

Per my message, attached is the tailings studythat I mentioned. This may provide some useful
information for brainstorming alternatives. The appendix has thedigital terrain models thatmay be useful
toconsider when determining the KOPs thatyou would like us to use in the analysis. Have a good
weekend.



Tom

From: Joggerst, Jamie [mailto:Jamie.Joggerst@tetratech.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2009 10:58 AM
To: Tom Furgason
Cc: Kathy Arnold
Subject: Tailings Siting Study

Tom,

Kathy asked me to provided you with the Tailings Siting Study completed in 2006. The document can be
found on Rosemont's website (see below). However, we just realized that Tables 3-3 and 3-4 where
accidently left out from the document on the website. So the tables are attached.

http://www.rosemontcopper.com/MPO/4RosemontTailinasSitinQStudv.pdf

Kathy also mentioned that you were looking for a DTM of Sycamore and Schofield Canyon. Does that
mean you want topographic contours?

Thanks

Jamie Joggerst | Geotechnical Engineer
Phone: 520-297-7723 | Fax: 520-297-7724 | Cell: 520-820-7775

jamie.joggerst@tetratech.com

Tetra Tech

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution oruseofthis communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the senderbyreplying to this message and then delete itfrom your system.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

06/03/2009 01:24 PM

To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Analysis Criteria and Bounds ofAnalysis~Q

Marcie,

Good start!

See 2 attached documents and my comments on your email below.

Once you're done editing, please email the evaluation criteria to Bev Everson (beverson@fs.fed.us) and
ask her to forward it to Kathy Arnold, so Kathy can forward it to David at Tetra Tech and Joy at Sage.

Thanks!!

lssue_stalemenL84_visualJmpacLU402Q9.doc Evaluation_Criteria_\Vorking_DrafLKriegel_Commerits.doc

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/

dkriegel@fs.fed.us

'Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

06/03/2009 01:38 AM

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>, "Charles Coyle"
<ccoyle@swca.com>

Subject Analysis Criteria and Boundsof Analysis~

Debby,

In preparing for both this weeks meeting and making progress while you are on vacation, here are a few
things.
«Evaluation Criteria- working draft.doc»
1. EVALUATION CRITERIA:

Here is a draft ofstarting to role the Issue Statements into Analysis Questions into Indicators ofChange.

Please feel free to edit a way; its just a stab at it.



2. BOUNDS OF ANALYSIS:

Charles asked that all SWCA and USFS specialists work together to define the following (here are my
thoughts). Ifyou agree with this basic outline, I can convert this to a paragraph format quickly. Ifyou would
recommend something else, please let me know. Edits are welcomed!

These are his specific requests on bounds:

1. Bounds of analysis: define geographic and temporal parameters of what will be analyzed for visual
resources?

• Geographic, will depend on the alternatives and where the viewsheds are in my opinion, but I
would say that the bounds would be related to a clear sky view of the Santa Rita Mountains (or
project area) on a good air qualityday, so would include Tucson, views from 19 and 10, Hwy 83,
Sonoita, Sahaurita, etc. 3.1.1

• Scales ofAnalysis- in our Chapter 3 outline, we had discussed using three: Project
Viewshed, Santa Rita Mountains, and Coronado National Forest. Generally, I see these as
appropriate to tie them to the distance zones that we are using (1) foreground viewsheds (project
area and immediate viewsheds), and (2) middleground (close range, Santa Rita mountain views),
and far/background (far Santa Ritas, Coronado, Tucson, etc views). Note that the 3rd level
(Coronado National Forest) is not necessarily tied to any specific viewshed or distance zone, but
rather an analysis of valued scenic landscapes for residents and tourists to Tucson and
southeastern Arizona. It's a critical scale of analysis for cumulative effects.

• Temporal- Dale Ortman proposed that we all consider construction, operation, reclamation,
post-closure. But he did not indicate when Construction and operations would break. I thinkwe
have discussed the following: (1) Initial Construction is 0-5 years (construction might be less than
5 years...check on this); (2) Operation includes Installation of the reclaimed berm 5-15 years;
Reclamation begins at Final form 20 years, and Post Closure, I would argue should be at a
reasonable expectation for a reclamation stage at 20, 50 or 100 (?) years.

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue
Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com [attachment "Evaluation Criteria- working draft.doc" deleted by Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Issue Statement - Visual Impacts (formerly VRM Direct and Indirect Effects)
Theme #s 84, 85, 88
SWCA: Harmony Hall, Jill Grams

Presence of mine-related facilities, equipment, and vehicles (e.g., ore processing plant,
overhead utility lines, tailings, buildings and other structures, roads, fences, drills,
loading units, trucks, bulldozers, graders, water pipeline, etc.) from visually sensitive
travelways and viewpoints including Scenic Byway SR 83, USFS roads, and USFS trails
may directly result in:

• Reduced scenic quality from visually sensitive travelways^and. viewpoints (e.g.,
SR83, USFS roads, USFS trails, residential areas, etc;)|

• Displacement of visitors to project site and surrounditig>area,
• Compromised Scenic Byway SR 83 designation, <§
• Alteration of valued landscape (form, line, texture, and color) in Rosemont

Valley,

and may indirectly result in:
• Increase in visitor use at other locations

• Loss or reduction in tourism revenues associated with visitors to the area and

Scenic route SR 83, and

• Reduction inquality oflife to loc^residents.

Ground disturbance, topography alterationi:.and;lands6ape:changes resulting from mining-
related activities (clearing openpitgwaste rock:dumps, tailings) may directly
result in: /M ':W-.

• Reduced scetirc|quality from visually sensitive travelways and viewpoints (e.g.,
SR 83, USFS roa$ig:TJ§£i|̂ areas, etc.),

• Displac^meritpfvisitorsto prbjectsite and surrounding area,
• Alteration ofvaiued landscape (form, line, texture, and color) in Rosemont Valley

and mayiffidirectly result in:}:
• Increase in visitor use at other locations,
• Loss br;f|ducti°n irflburism revenues associated with visitors to the area and

Scenic rouife^R 83;
• Cumulatively|pritributing to the lossof natural landscapes (wildplaces) in the

Santa Rita Mountains and across the Coronado National Forest from numerous

other sources (other mines, developmentand urban sprawl, border impacts, utility
lines and towers, astrophysical sites, etc.), and

• Reduction in quality of life to local residents.

Reclamation that includes infrastructure removal, land sculpting so waste rock and
tailingspile blend with natural landforms, alteration of visible upper pit walls,
revegetation of waste rock facilities and site,and otherproject-related landscape
disturbance may directly result in:



• Restored scenic quality from from visually sensitive travelways and viewpoints
including Scenic Byway SR 83, USFS roads , and USFS trails, residential areas),

and may indirectly result in:
• Potential reversal of lost revenues associated with tourism, and
• Potential improvement in quality of life to local residents.
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Evaluation Criteria Visual Impacts Draft June 1,2009

Visual Resource Issue #1:

Presence of mine-related equipment and vehicles (e.g., drills, loading units, trucks,
bulldozers, graders, buildings, tailings, water pipeline, etc.) on Key Observation Points
(KOPs), including Scenic Byway SR83, USFS Scenic Roads (Box Canyon Road [FR62],
Madera Canyon Road/Madera Nature Trail#88, Mt. HopkinsRoad [FR 184] may directly
affect visual quality. Use revised issue statement wording (see attached document).
Did you not receive this version?

Analysis Question(s): How will the presence of mine-related;6quipment and vehicles
affect scenic resources? Howwillthese changes affect differeht'yi.ewing populations
(e.g. recreation, residents, scenic drivers)?Where will thfe presehce;:of these activities be
visiblejn the landscape? Good. Move sentence #3 to be the first sentence.

Indicator ofChange:

Use the bullet statements from the revised issue statement (the items listed under "may

directly result in" and "may indirectlv-result in"). Start each sentence with "Amount
of..." or something similar. 'ty%-/.-,,.

Visual Resource Issue #2:

Ground disturbance, topography alteration, and landscape changes resulting from
mining-related activities (clearjrig, grading, deposition of fill material, open pit, waste
rockdumps, tailingsjjhiay directly result in changes to visualquality.

Analysis Question(s): Howwjfll scenic quality be affected from multiple KOPs and for
differentcia'sse^s"'bWewers?''-:Gbnsider using the same 3 sentences from issue #1.

Indicator pf Change:
•Amountof change iri'scenic qualityfrom changesto form, line, texture, and color in
the Pro'i'ect:Area Keecfcthis. Addto issue #1 too.

TUsethe bullet: s^tement^from the/evised_ jssue statement (the items listed under "may
directly result in" a'haffmav indirectly result in")

of..." or something similar.
Start each sentence with "Amount

Visual Resource Issue #3:

Reclamation that includes infrastructure removal and revegetation of waste rock
facilities and other project-related landscape disturbance maydirectlyresult in affects
to visual resources. Use revised issue statement wording (see attached document)

AnalysisQuestion(s): Howwill visual resources be affected by reclamation and
revegetation plans? How long will it take before reclamation is successful? What will

Deleted:

' Deleted: <ff>Amount of change in humanactivity,
cultural elements and mix of land usesfl

<#>Amount of change in scenic attractiveness and
variety of classes to sensitive viewers and important
concern areas from changes in activity and cultural
elements^

<#>Amount of change compared to existing scenic
integrity and future desired conditions^
<#>Achange In concern levels due to changes in
uses, levels of activity, and quality of view corridors^]

Deleted: <#>Amount ofchangeor contrast dueto
changes in the patterns of vegetation, landform
scale and proportion, etc. 11
<#>Amount of change measured in acreage due to
ground disturbance within sensitive viewshedsU
<tf>Amount of change in concern levels due to
changes in scenic quality from landscape
manipulation and activity^)



define reclamation success? What uses will return to the landscape after reclamation?
Good.

Indicators ofChange: Good

• Length of time until revegetation cover is achieved

•Length of time until vegetation diversity is achieved
•Amount of difference between existing vegetation and revegetated landscape
•Amount of contrast from reclaimed land form and surrounding landscape.

USFS Scenic Integrity Objectives- Forest Service Guidance

Table 1 USFSSMS Scenic Integrity Objectives

Landscape Theme Scenic Integrity Objective

The landscape is intact, with only minute, if any, deviations. The existing
character and sense of place should be expressed at ithe highest level.
Human influence from historic use or managerrient:-should appear
completely natural to the majority of viewers. •:-::>.

:•:•:• Very High

The landscape appears unaltered and intact. Deviations may be present,
but should repeat the line, form, color,xand textures of the:jexisting
landscapecharacter so completely, and at such a scale, that they are not
evident. ••:•. •:-:•:•:•::.

High

The landscape appears slightly altered. Noticeable changes should remain
visually subordinate to the landscapecharacter beingviewed. ••:

Moderate

The landscape appearsimoderatelyaltered. Deviations and changes to
the landscape may.;:b£gin to dominate the landscape character. These
changes should borrow'valued landscape attributes such as size, shape,
edge effects, patterns of na^ural^bp^bingSf/y.efetative type changes, or

Low

architertural.^lesthat are outsideof the'a^tere'd landscape.

Source: USFS 2000



"Charles Coyle"
<ccoyle@swca.com>

04/16/2009 09:18 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Beverley A Everson" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Teresa Ann
Ciapusci" <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, "Reta Laford"
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Stephen Leslie" <sleslie@swca.com>,

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont - Wilderness Person with SWCA

Hi Debby,

Sure, it makes sense to have Steve handle both recreation and

wilderness. I spoke with him just now and he's fine with it too

Thanks-

Charles

Original Message
From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 8:55 AM
To: Tom Furgason; Beverley A Everson; Charles Coyle
Subject: Rosemont - Wilderness Person with SWCA

I understand that the issue statements for Recreation and Wilderness may
be

combined. This is probably ok, since there is some overlap between the
two

topics.

I can't remember whether there is an SWCA person designated to work on
the

Wilderness analysis yet. Please refresh my memory if I'm simply spacing
this info.

Steve Leslie is currently assigned as the recreation specialist. This
morning he told me that he has good experience with Wilderness (he was a
wilderness planner with a BLM unit that managed 22 wildernesses). I
suggest that he be designated the SWCA person to deal with both topics.

Is this possible?



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

07/23/2010 02:32 PM

To mbidwell@swca.com, tfurgason@swca.com

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

bcc

Subject Visual Analysis Presentation to Rosemont Today

Marcie,

Thanks for providing the graphic files for today. I presented everything to Rosemont and it went well.

Iwanted to forward a couple of comments from Rosemont for your use:
1. Kathy commented that in the simulations (we were looking at the view from the Sonoita KOP when she
said this), the upper pit looks a little like it's in front of the mountain instead of cut into the mountain. She
asked that you verify that the pit is shown correctly. Please consider this comment and determine whether
you know of something that might help, but don't spend lots of time on it.
2. Jamie commented that the color of the light-colored rock in the upper pit should look different
depending on how close or far away you are (i.e., KOP 1 would be a slightly different color than the KOP
near Sonoita). He suggested that someone visit the existing marble quarry on the other side of the Santa
Rita Mountains (the scar you can see from Tucson) and take a photos at various distances to compare the
color. IfTom can provide someone to do this, I agree that it would help defend the color choices.

Tom:

You mentioned that you can provide someone in the Tucson office to help Marcie when needed. Do you
have someone available to follow up on item #2? Perhaps Marcie can provide more direction, but I'd
recommend taking photos on a sunny day around noon at 2-3 miles away, ~5 miles away, and ~10 miles
away.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



History:

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/13/2010 11:23 AM

To "DebbyKriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

bcc

Subject RE: Rosemont Data Gaps

£3 This message has been replied to.

Debby,

I have some edits in your letter, but want to discuss a few things with you.

Did you receive a copy of this narrative from Tt regarding stormwater by alternative?

This is from over a month ago, but it had no maps or details attached. Seems like it should be included in
your comments some how.

Calling to discuss,
Marcie

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Friday, April 09, 2010 8:27 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Subject: Rosemont Data Gaps

Marcie,

Please review this ASAP. Did I correctly describe what you still need? Other comments? Thanks!

Debby Kriegel

TO
(520) 388-8427 RCC_Alts -Prelim SW Control and Rec Summary 2010-03-09.pdf



TETRATECH

To: Kathy Arnold

Transmittal Letter

Tucson Office

3031 West Ina Road

Tucson, AZ 85741
Tel 520.297.7723 Fax 520.297.7724

www.tetratech.com

From: David Krizek

Company:Rosemont Copper Company

Re:

Date: March 9, 2010

Alternatives Analysis - Preliminary
Stormwater Control and Reclamation

Sequencing Summary

Project* 114-320871-3.1

CC: Marcie Bidwell (SWCA) Doc.#: 070/10-320871-3.1

Please Find Enclosed:

Alternatives Analysis - Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation
copyof Sequencing Summary in Microsoft Word Format

Alternatives Analysis - Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation
copyof Sequencing Summary in AdobeAcrobat Format

Comments:

This information is preliminary and provided for use in alternative visual analysis associated
with the Rosemont Copper Project.

Ship Via:

•
•
•

FedEx: • Priority • Standard • 2-day Economy • Ground
UPS: • Standard • 2nd Day • Overnight
USPS Mail: • Regular • Priority • Certified
Other: Email Delivery bv Tetra Tech



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont Copper Company

Barrel and McCleary Alternative Stormwater Control and
Reclamation Sequencing

Stormwater Control

For the Barrel and McCleary Alternative, it was assumed that the following stormwater controls
would be applied:

• Stormwater drainage channels would be placed at every 100 feet of vertical rise (on
approximate 50 foot wide drainage benches) on the outer slopes of the Dry Stack
Tailings Facility. Stormwater would flow off these benches to stilling pools/drop-
structures, located on the outer slopes of the tailings area, to natural ground, or to
stormwater control basins located on wide benches in the Waste Rock Storage Area.
Drop-structures located on the west side of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility would
drain to the USGS Gauging Station located near SR 83.

• Drop-structures would be located on the north and west sides of the landform that
comprises the Barrel and McCleary Alternative. These drop-structures would convey
runoff to flow-through drains. The flow-through drains are large rock drains intended
to provide a hydraulic connection between the up-gradient side of the landform and
the down-gradient side.

• Stormwater control basins would be constructed on wide benches in the Waste Rock
Storage Area to contain up to the 500-year, 24-hour storm event. Stormwater
generated from flows in excess of the 500-year, 24-hour storm event would be
routed to containment areas located between the toe of the Waste Rock Storage
Area and adjacent natural ridge areas. These areas would generally be sized to
contain the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) event. Stormwater routing to
these perimeter containment areas would be via rocked slopes connecting the
benches to the perimeter areas.

• Decant structures would be installed on top of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility to
pass stormwater to stilling pools/drop-structures for flows in excess of the 500-year,
24-hour storm event. Storm flows less than this event would be retained on top of the
facility in large, depressed areas.

• Storm flows in excess of the 500-year, 24-hour storm event generated on top of the
South Dry Stack Tailings would be routed to a flow-through drain located on the west
side of the landform comprising the Barrel and McCleary Alternative.

• The majority of the AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) Diversion Channel,
located to the north and west of the Open Pit, discharges stormwater to flow-through
drains located on the west and north sides of the landform.

• The Pit Diversion, located to the south of the Open Pit, is expected to discharge to
an area located between the toe of the Waste Rock Storage Area and an adjacent
natural ridge and will not drain to the USGS Gauging Station.

Drainage benches (about 50 feet wide) would also be placed on a small portion of the Waste
Rock Storage Area adjacent to the closed and encapsulated Heap Leach Facility. These
drainage benches would be similar to those planned for the outer surface of the Dry Stack
Tailings Facility. Runoff from these benches would be to the up-gradient side (west side) of the
landform.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont CopperCompany

Stormwater control basins located in the Waste Rock Storage Area would not be located above
the closed and encapsulated Heap Leach Facility.

Reclamation Sequencing - Year 10

Concurrent reclamation of the east slope of the South Dry Stack Tailings Facility is anticipated
to occur. Reclamation of the north face of the South Dry Stack Tailing Facility is not anticipated
to occur since this is an interim face and will eventually be covered by the North Dry Stack
Tailings Facility. Haul road(s) will likely be on this face until covered by the north dry stack. A
haul road will also be located on the west side of the South Dry Stack Tailings Facility, allowing
for only partial concurrent reclamation of this side, as practical.

Concurrent reclamation of the eastern most face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated
along with south/southeast/southwest facing slopes.

Reclamation Sequencing - Ultimate Year

Concurrent reclamation of the east slope of the South Dry Stack Tailings Facility slope along
with the east slope of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility is anticipated to occur. A haul road is
anticipated on the north face of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility, allowing for only partial
concurrent reclamation to occur, as practical. This haul road will also be on the east side of the
South and North Dry Stack Tailings Facilities, again allowing for only partial concurrent
reclamation to occur, as practical.

Concurrent reclamation of the eastern most face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated
along with south/southeast/southwest facing slopes.

Areas not reclaimed during operations will be reclaimed at closure. A haul road(s) will likely be
left on the west face of the North and South Dry Stack Tailings Facilities and on the north face
of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control andReclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont Copper Company

Barrel Only Alternative Stormwater Control and Reclamation
Sequencing

Stormwater Control

For the Barrel Only Alternative, it was assumed that the following stormwater controls would be
applied:

• Stormwater drainage channels would be placed at every 100 feet of vertical rise (on
approximate 50 foot wide drainage benches) on the outer slopes of the Dry Stack
Tailings Facility. Stormwater would flow off these benches to stilling pools/drop-
structures, located on the outer slopes of the tailings area, to natural ground, or to
rock slopes adjacent to the Waste Rock Storage Area. Drop-structures located on
the west side of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility would drain to the USGS Gauging
Station near SR 83. Drop-structures would also be located on the west side of the
landform that comprises the Barrel Only Alternative. These drop-structures would
convey flows to flow-through drains. The flow-through drains are large rock drains
intended to provide a hydraulic connection between the up-gradient side of the
landform and the down-gradient side.

• Stormwater control basins would be constructed on wide benches in the Waste Rock
Storage Area to contain up to the 500-year, 24-hour storm event. Stormwater
generated from flows in excess of the 500-year, 24-hour storm event would generally
be routed to containment areas located between the toe of the Waste Rock Storage
Area and adjacent natural ridge areas. These areas would generally be sized to
contain the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) event. Stormwater routing to
these perimeter containment areas would be via rocked slopes connecting the
benches to the perimeter areas.

• Decant structures would be installed on top of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility to pass
stormwater to stilling pools/drop-structures for flows in excess of the 500-year, 24-
hour storm event. Storm flows less than this event would be retained on top of the
facility in large, depressed areas.

• Construction of a portion of the AMEC Earth & Environment, Inc. (AMEC) diversion
channel is assumed. This diversion channel routes stormwater runoff around the
Plant Site area to McCleary Canyon Wash drainage, which eventually drains to the
USGS Gauging Station location.

• The Pit Diversion, located to the south of the Open Pit, is expected to discharge to
an area located between the toe of the Waste Rock Storage Area and an adjacent
natural ridge and will not drain to the USGS Gauging Station.

Drainage benches (about 50 feet wide) would also be required on a small portion of the Waste
Rock Storage Area adjacent to the closed and encapsulated Heap Leach Facility. These
drainage benches would be similar to those planned for the outer surface of the Dry Stack
Tailings Facility. Runoff from these benches would be to the up-gradient side (west side) of the
landform.

Stormwater control basins located in the Waste Rock Storage Area would not be located above
the closed and encapsulated Heap Leach Facility.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control andReclamation Sequencing Summary RosemontCopper Company

Reclamation Sequencing - Year 10

Concurrent reclamation of the east slope of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility is anticipated to
occur. A haul road is anticipated on the north face of the Dry Stack Tailings facility, allowing for
only partial concurrent reclamation to occur, as practical. This haul road will also be on the east
side of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility, again allowing for only partial concurrent reclamation to
occur, as practical.

Concurrent reclamation of the eastern most face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated
along with south/southeast/southwest facing slopes.

Reclamation Sequencing - Ultimate Year

Concurrent reclamation of the east slope of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility is anticipated to
occur. A haul road is anticipated on the north face of the Dry Stack Tailings facility, allowing for
only partial concurrent reclamation to occur, as practical. This haul road will also be on the east
side of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility, again allowing for only partial concurrent reclamation to
occur, as practical.

Concurrent reclamation of the eastern most face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated
along with south/southeast/southwest facing slopes.

Areas not reclaimed during operations will be reclaimed at closure. A haul road will likely be left
on the west and north faces of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont Copper Company

Mine Plan of Operations (MPO) Stormwater Control and
Reclamation Sequencing

Stormwater Control

Design work associated with the Rosemont Project has been ongoing since submittal of the
Reclamation and Closure Plan (Tetra Tech, 2007). Based this updated design work, the
stormwater controls described below were applied to the 2007 MPO Landform for this
alternatives assessment:

• Stormwater drainage channels (on approximate 50 foot wide drainage benches)
would be placed at every 100-foot vertical rise on the outer slopes of the Dry Stack
Tailings Facility. Stormwater would flow off these benches to stilling pools/drop-
structures located on the outer slopes of the tailings area, to natural ground, or to
stormwater-control basins located on wide benches in the Waste Rock Storage Area;

• Drop-structures located on the west side of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility would
drain to the USGS Gauging Station location located near SR 83. Drop-structures
would also be located on the north and west sides of the 2007 MPO Landform. Flows
emanating from these drop-structures would drain to a Central Drain or to
stormwater ponding areas located between the toe of the North Dry Stack Tailings
Facility and adjacent, natural ridge areas;

• The Central Drain, or flow-through drain, is a large rock drain intended to provide a
hydraulic connection between the up-gradient side of the 2007 MPO Landform and
the down-gradient side;

• An Infiltration Drain was incorporated into the 2007 MPO Landform that is
hydraulically connected to the Central Drain. For the purposes of this stormwater
alternatives assessment, the Infiltration Drain is assumed to pass storm events larger
than the 500-year, 24-hour storm event off the top surface while smaller events are
retained on the top surface in large, depressed areas;

• Stormwater control basins would be constructed on wide benches in the Waste Rock
Storage Area to contain up to the 500-year, 24-hour storm event. Stormwater
generated from flows in excess of the 500-year, 24-hour storm event would be
routed to containment areas located between the toe of the Waste Rock Storage
Area and adjacent, natural ridge areas. These areas would generally be sized to
contain the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) event. Stormwater routing to
these perimeter containment areas would be via rocked slopes connecting the
benches to the perimeter areas.

Reclamation Sequencing - Year 10

Concurrent reclamation of the east and north slopes of the North Dry Stack Tailings Facility is
anticipated to occur along with the east buttress associated with the South Dry Stack Tailings
Facility. A haul road is anticipated on the west side of the North Dry Stack Tailings, allowing for
only partial concurrent reclamation, as practical.

Concurrent reclamation of the east face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated along
with south/southeast/southwest facing slopes.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control and Reclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont Copper Company

Reclamation Sequencing - Ultimate Year

Concurrent reclamation of the east, north, and west slopes of the North Dry Stack Tailings
Facility is assumed completed by the end of Year 10.

Concurrent reclamation of the east face of the South Dry Stack Tailings Facility is anticipated
between Year 10 and the Ultimate Year. A haul road is anticipated on the west side of the South
Dry Stack Tailings, allowing for only partial concurrent reclamation, as practical.

Concurrent reclamation of the east face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated along
with south/southeast/southwest facing slopes.

Areas not reclaimed during operations will be reclaimed at closure. A haul road(s) will likely be
left on the west face of the North and South Dry Stack Tailings Facilities.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control andReclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont Copper Company

Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste Alternative Stormwater
Control and Reclamation Sequencing

Stormwater Control

For the Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste Alternative, it was assumed that the following
stormwater controls would be applied:

• Stormwater drainage benches (on approximate 50 foot wide drainage benches)
would be placed at every 100 feet of vertical rise on the outer slopes of the Dry Stack
Tailings Facility. Stormwater would flow off these benches to stilling pools/drop-
structures, located on the outer slopes of the tailings area, to natural ground, or to
drainage benches located on the face of the Waste Rock Storage Area. Stormwater
flow from these drainage benches would drain to the USGS Gauging Station located
near SR 83.

• Stormwater drainage benches would be placed at every 100 feet of vertical rise on
the outer slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area, also on 50 foot wide benches.
Stormwater would flow off these benches to stilling pools/drop-structures on the
outer slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area, or to natural ground. Stormwater flow
from these drainage benches would drain to the USGS Gauging Station. Due to the
configuration of the Waste Rock Storage Area, contouring and the creation of wide
benches to pond stormwater runoff may not be achievable under this alternative

• Decant structures would be installed on top of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility to pass
stormwater to stilling pools/drop-structures, or to natural ground, for flows in excess
of the 500-year, 24-hour storm event. Storm flows less than this event would be
retained on top of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility in large, depressed areas.

• Decant structures would be installed on top of the Waste Rock Storage Area to pass
stormwater to stilling pools/drop-structures, or to natural ground, for flows in excess
of the 500-year, 24-hour storm event. Storm flows less than this event would be
retained on top of the Waste Rock Storage Area in large, depressed areas.

• Stormwater flows off the west face of the Waste Rock Storage Area would likely be
conveyed to a flow-through drain. The flow-through drain is a large rock drain
intended to provide a hydraulic connection between the up-gradient side of the
Waste Rock Storage Area and the down-gradient side.

• Construction of a portion of the AMEC Earth & Environment, Inc. (AMEC) diversion
channel is assumed. This diversion channel would be revised to route stormwater

runoff around the Plant Site and draining into Barrel Canyon and to the USGS
Gauging Station.

• The Pit Diversion, located to the south of the Open Pit, is expected to discharge to
the upper reach of the Barrel Canyon Basin, eventually draining to the USGS
Gauging Station.

Additional waste rock will likely be placed over the Heap Leach Facility to achieve closure. The
Scholefield Tailings and McCleary Waste Alternative currently does not show a waste rock cap
over the heap. Waste rock would be placed to achieve a minimum cover thickness over the
heap surface and to achieve 3H:1V reclamation side slopes. Capping the heap with waste rock
is not expected to reduce storm flows to the USGS Gauging Station.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control andReclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont Copper Company

As indicated above, creating wide areas and contouring of the benches of the Waste Rock
Storage Area is likely not possible. Additionally, haul road access to the Dry Stack Tailings
Facility, and to the Waste Rock Storage Facility, would likely be on the south face of the Waste
Rock Storage Area. Concurrent reclamation of these access road areas may not be achievable
until area-wide closure and reclamation.

Reclamation Sequencing - Year 10

Concurrent reclamation of the east slope of the Dry Stack Tailings is anticipated to occur.
Access to the tailings face will come from the south (from the Waste Rock Storage Area) and
will move up the face as buttress construction advances.

Haul road access may be required on a portion of the south face of the Waste Rock Storage
Facility, allowing for only partial concurrent reclamation, as practical. Concurrent reclamation of
the west face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated.

The Heap Leach Pad is free standing and is expected to be closed after Y10.

Reclamation Seguencing - Ultimate Year

Concurrent reclamation of the east slope of the Dry Stack Tailings is anticipated to occur.
Access to the tailings face will come from the south (from the Waste Rock Storage Area) and
will move up the face as buttress construction advances. Concurrent reclamation of the
northwest face of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility is also anticipated to occur as the buttress
advances upward.

Haul road access may be required on a portion of the south face of the Waste Rock Storage
Facility, allowing for only partial concurrent reclamation, as practical. Concurrent reclamation of
the west face of the Waste Rock Storage Area is anticipated.

Areas not reclaimed during operations will be reclaimed at closure. A haul road will likely be left
on the south face of the Waste Rock Storage Area.

Capping of the closed heap is not shown but is likely to occur.

Tetra Tech March 2010



Alternatives - Preliminary Stormwater Control andReclamation Sequencing Summary Rosemont Copper Company

Sycamore Tailings and Barrel Waste Alternative - East Side -
Waste Rock Storage Area - Stormwater Control and Reclamation
Sequencing

Stormwater Control

Figure 2 shows the estimated eastern boundary of the post-mining contributing watershed area
associated with the Sycamore Tailings and Barrel Waste Alternative. For this alternative, it was
assumed that the following stormwater controls would be applied:

• Stormwater drainage channels would be placed at every 100 feet of vertical rise on
the outer slopes of the Waste Rock Storage Area. Stormwater would flow off these
benches to stilling pools/drop-structures located on the outer slopes. Drop-structures
located on the northern half and a portion of the western half of the Waste Rock
Storage Area would convey flows to the USGS Gauging Station location. Drop-
structures would also be placed on the southern half of the Waste Rock Storage
Area.

• Stormwater runoff generated from the southern face would be routed to containment
areas located between the toe of the Waste Rock Storage Area and adjacent natural
ridge areas. These areas would generally be sized to contain the Probable Maximum
Flood (PMF) event. Due to the configuration of the Waste Rock Storage Area,
contouring and the creation of wide benches to pond stormwater runoff may not be
achievable under this alternative.

• Stormwater runoff generated from the top surface of the Waste Rock Storage Area
would be routed to stormwater control basins located on the southern edge of the
facility. Decant structures would then pass overflow to stilling pools/drop-structures
located on the south face. Stormwater control basins would not be located above the
closed and encapsulated Heap Leach Facility.

• Construction of a portion of the AMEC Earth & Environment, Inc. (AMEC) diversion
channel is assumed. This diversion routes stormwater runoff around the Plant Site
area to McCleary Canyon Wash drainage, which eventually drains to the USGS
Gauging Station.

• The Pit Diversion, located to the south of the Open Pit, is expected to discharge to
an area located between the toe of the Waste Rock Storage Area and an adjacent
natural ridge and will not drain to the USGS Gauging Station.

There are no flow-through drains associated with the Waste Rock Storage Area under the final
closure configuration.

Reclamation Sequencing - Year 10

Concurrent reclamation of the south and southeast faces of the Waste Rock Storage Area is
anticipated. Concurrent reclamation of the north side of the Waste Rock Storage Area is not
anticipated due to operation of the Heap Leach Facility. A haul road may be required on the
southwest face of the Waste rock Storage Area, allowing for only partial concurrent reclamation,
as practical.

Tetra Tech March 2010
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Reclamation Sequencing - Ultimate Year

Concurrent reclamation of the south and southeast faces of the Waste Rock Storage Area is
anticipated. Concurrent reclamation of the north side of the Waste Rock Storage Area will begin
once the Heap Leach Facility is closed in Year 10. A haul road may be required on the
southwest face of the Waste Rock Storage Area, allowing for only partial concurrent
reclamation, as practical.

Tetra Tech March 2010 10
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Sycamore Tailings and Barrel Waste Alternative - West Side -
Sycamore Tailings - Stormwater Control and Reclamation
Sequencing

Stormwater Control

For Sycamore Tailings, it was assumed that the following stormwater controls would be applied:

• Stormwater drainage channels would be placed at every 100 feet of vertical rise on
the outer slopes of the Dry Stack Tailings Facility. Stormwater would flow off these
benches to natural ground and drain to the Stormwater Convergence Point.

• Storms up the 500 year, 24-hour storm event would be retained on top of the Dry
Stack Tailings Facility in large, depressed areas. Storm runoff in excess of this event
would be routed to side channels cut into natural ground.

There are no flow-through drains associated with Sycamore Tailings under the final closure
configuration.

Reclamation Sequencing - Year 10

Concurrent reclamation of the west slope of the Dry Stack Tailings is anticipated to occur since
access to the face will move up the face as buttress construction advances.

Reclamation Sequencing - Ultimate Year

Concurrent reclamation of the west slope of the Dry Stack Tailings is anticipated to occur since
access to the face will move up the face as buttress construction advances.

Areas not reclaimed during operations will be reclaimed at closure.

Tetra Tech March 2010 11



"Marcle Bidwell" To "Krizek, David" <David.Krizek@tetratech.com>
<mbidwell@swca.com>

cc "Keepers, Ashley" <Ashley.Keepers@tetratech.com>, "Trent
01/22/201012:55 PM Reeder"<treeder@swca.com>,

<kamold@rosemontcopper.com>, 'Tom Furgason"
bcc

Subject RE: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis -
descriptions

David,

I spoke with Debby regarding KOPs and the other information pieces. I am working on typing up the notes,
but wanted to give you the most important pieces quickly, which will save you some time.

Most importantly, Debby was very intersted to hear of the larger scope for Tetra Tech for all alternatives,
and wants to schedule a meeting to finalize the details. She is supportive of Tetra Tech and Sage
providing further materials and data, but wants to make sure that all of the effort is necessary prior to
finished products arriving for approval. There may be opportunities for cost savings, and some of them are
listed below. She will be requesting a face-to-face meeting for next week (hopefully Friday will work for
everyone).

FYI- IN TUCSON NEXT WEEK: I am tentatively planning a trip to Tucson for next Thursday- Friday and I
will be available for meetings on those days.

1. KOP Consolidation- She was appreciative and understanding of the desire to have one list. She was
very comfortable with consolidating KOPs as proposed in principle, and I am checking a few details (i.e.
exact location of TT photography) to see if it will work for the USFS as new KOPs (USFS- Box Canyon
and Ml Wrightson) and I am doing some research for decisoinon the USFS decision on AZ Trail. All other
KOPs seem fine. The three in question are also probably fine, but I am checking the details to be sure.

2. Legal Concern regarding Hilton Road KOP and sharing it: As the USFS is just supplying the gps for
this point, Debby was comfortable with TT using it for viewshed analysis. You can proceed with this KOP.

3. How many Viewshed Analysis- all KOPs or less? With an appreciation for the amount of work that is
involved (and associated costs), we discussed ifviewsheds were necessary for all of the KOPs that are on
the "short list" (the consolidated 8). Debby is comfortable with only doing viewshed analyses for less than
all 8. For the purposes of the USFS and their methods, the KOPs within the USFS "middleground" or
closer to the project area are the most important (basically within 5 miles), so the list could be shortened. I
am working on that list, but you can count on KOP 1-3, 7 and 8 remaining on the list. Mt. Wrightson is
definitely off of the list.

4. Presentation of KOPs Viewshed Analysis- We decided that the best way to present the viewshed
analysis is to have the final product to be one final map that adds all of the KOP results together. That
reduces the maps to (1) per alternative, a total of 6 maps + No Action= 7 maps total (which is better than
48). However, they will need to be in color to work in this format. I will send directions in a separate email.

I think thats the most important pieces for now. More to follow this afternoon,
Thank you again for the data and we hope to have our data on line for you by Monday (our office is closed
due to winter storm)

Marcie



From: Krizek, David [mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 9:38 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions

Marcie,

Would it also be possible to present the viewshed analyses in black and white to reduce copy charges?

It was a question from RCC.

Sincerely,

David Krizek | Principal
Main: 520-297-7723 | Mobile: 520-260-3490 | Fax: 520-297-7724

Tetra Tech

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 \ www,tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.

From: Marcie Bidwell [mailto:mbidwell@swca.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 9:33 AM
To: Krizek, David
Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Trent Reeder
Subject: RE: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions

Thanks!

It may be Monday before all of our stuff is uploaded. Our office is closed today due to snow and our GIS
team need to be on the server to upload stuff. It may happen over the weekend.

I am talking to Debby today regarding the viewshed presentation questions. I should have answers for you
later.

Marcie

From: Krizek, David [mailto:David.Krizek@tetratech.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2010 9:31 AM
To: Marcie Bidwell

Cc: Keepers, Ashley; Trent Reeder
Subject: Tetra Tech Viewshed and KOPS - previous analysis - descriptions
Marcie,

I have loaded to the ftp site the photos for the KOPs and other information related to KOP selection, etc. I
also included the viewshed analysis that we did previously (pdf versions).

Sincerely,



David Krizek | Principal
Main: 520-297-7723 | Mobile: 520-260-3490 | Fax: 520-297-7724
Tetra Tech
3031 West Ina Road \ Tucson, AZ 85741 \ www.tetratech.com

PLEASE NOTE: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictlyprohibited and may be unlawful. If
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.



"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

07/19/2010 08:28 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us:

cc

bcc

"Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Lara Mitchell'
<lmitchell@swca.com>, "Tom Furgason"
<tfurgason@swca.com>

Subject RE: FW: AZtrail alignment

Debby

I interpreted Marcie's email that the alignment of the Arizona trail has been moved unrelated to any
alternative. I may have misinterpreted that based on your email below - it sounds like the new
alignment is just a mitigation for the Barrel Only Alternative.

Can we confirm this so that Lara has correct information for the maps?

Thanks,

Steve

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 8:19 AM
To: Stephen Leslie
Cc: Jonathan Rigg; Lara Mitchell; Tom Furgason
Subject: Re: FW: AZ trail alignment

I think that the idea of moving the trail east of Hwy 83 is only needed for the Barrel Only alternative, but
please correct me if I'm wrong.

"Stephen Leslie"
<sleslie@swca.com>

07/19/2010 07:59 AM

°"Lara Mitchell" <lmitchell@swca.com>
cc'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Jonathan Rigg" <jrigg@swca.com>, "Debby

Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>
SubjectFW: AZ trail alignment

Lara,

Can you please revise the recreation maps showing the Arizona Trail
using the new alignment referred to in Marcie's email below? I'll also
need the miles of trail impacted by alternative redone - unless it



doesn't overlap at all anymore.

Thanks,
Steve

Original Message
From: Marcie Bidwell

Sent: Saturday, July 17, 2010 1:05 PM
To: Stephen Leslie; lmitchel@swca.com; Trent Reeder
Subject: AZ trail alignment

Hello all,

I juist wanted to mention that the _USFS mentioned that there is a new
alignment for the AZ trail that moves it to the east of the highway {new
in thje last three weeks. The layer is in the data that Trent sved for
Tucson.

Also, the Scholefield haul road was created on Friday and included in
the data set as well.

Finally, Trent will be sending transmission data from EPG on the ftp
site for Tt. Perimeter roads will be drawn next week, as lines, and will
not have engineering associated with them ( no grading) for the DEIS.

Let Trent know if you have data questions.

Thx,
Marcie

Sent from my BlackBerry Smartphone provided by Alltel



"Marcie Bidwell"
<mbidwell@swca.com>

04/19/2010 08:51 AM

To "Terry L Austin" <tlaustin@fs.fed.us>, "Debby Kriegel"
<dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc "Michael Andres" <mandres@swca.com>

bcc

Subject GIS questions for Rosemont Data

Hello Terry!

Its been a long time since we exchanged emails regarding data-1 wanted to introduce our GIS person,
Mike Andres, who will be either emailing or calling you to discuss the attribute definitions for the Concern
Levels for the routes in the Rosemont project area (Santa Rita EMA).

There are just a few labels that we want to make sure we are interpreting correctly.

Thanks!-

Marcie

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

130 Rock Point Drive, Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

www.swca.com



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

07/28/2010 12:18 PM

To "Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

cc mbidwell@swca.com, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

bcc

Subject RE: Coronado Forest Service BoundaryQ

The forest boundary here looks fine. Most (all?) of my other comments still apply (see earlier message).

This is a new map that I had not seen until just now. Comments on this one:
1. The 2 trailheads shown on this map and others are OHV trailheads (not hiking trails). I recommend
that you use a different symbol (not a hiker), and correct the legend to read "OHV trailhead".
2. Concern levels are shown in the legend but not on the map. There is no need to show CLs on this
map.

3. Delete "Scenic/Sightseeing Route" text in legend.
4. In the legend, change "Scenic Integrity Observed" to "Existing Scenic Integrity".
5. Add Patagonia to the map.

Thanks!

"Trent Reeder" <treeder@swca.com>

"Trent Reeder"

<treeder@swca.com>

07/28/2010 12:03 PM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: Coronado Forest Service Boundary

Here's what we are using for the boundary. The map that you have is an older map using the
landownership layer to delineate the FS boundary. That boundary is not being used anymore.

Trent

From: Debby Kriegel [mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 12:46 PM
To: Trent Reeder

Subject: Re: Coronado Forest Service Boundary

See attached areas with thick black lines

"Trent Reeder" <treeder(5)swca.com>

07/28/2010 11:32 AM

To,, Debby Kriegel" <dkrieqel@fs.fed.us>, "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell(a)swca.com>

"Tom Furgason" <tfurqason@swca.com>. "Jonathan Rigg" <jriqq(5)swca.com>
SubjectCoronado Forest Service Boundary



Hi Debby,

I have been comparing a number of different data sets depicting the Coronado NFboundary and the Santa Rita
area and they all look the same to me. Idownload the Coronado Administrative Boundary GIS layer from the
Coronado USFS website a few days ago which depicted the same boundary that Lara from the SWCA Tucson office
sent me to compare with. Then today, I placed Terry's Santa Rita GIS layer over my two Coronado layers showing

the Santa Rita area, and they all depict the same boundary.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Trent Reeder

GIS Specialist

SWCA Environmental Consultants

treeder@swca.com

130 Rock Point Dr. Suite A

Durango, Colorado 81303

Work (970) 385-8566

Fax (970) 385-1938

www.swca.com

[attachment "11204_SIO_USFS.pdf' deleted by Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS]



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To "Marcie Bidwell" <mbidwell@swca.com>

12/12/2008 09:04 AM cc 'Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Visual Proposal!!

Marcie,

Good start. Some specific itemsin my 11/5email to you aren't included, but that's probably ok...we can
use both documents as guidance. And you've used some terms that I'm not familiar with such as
"restoration indicators" and "setting indicators", but we can discuss that later.

I have a few immediate recommendations (and some questions):
1. Add a schedule foreach task that ties to the Rosemont projectschedule. Include as many dates for
your work as possible: trips to Tucson, proposed meeting dates, deliverables, reviews, etc.
2. Does task 2 include researching other mining operations and reclamation? Roger Congdon (FS
hydrogeologist on the team) mentioned that he knows ofsome great examples ofwaste rockreshaping
and award-winning reclamation at BLM mines near Elko Nevada. Isuggest that we plan a trip there
(probably in January).
3. Idon't see many of the written items that will need to be provided for the EIS listed in your tasks: issue
statements, affected environment, environmental consequences, and cumulative effects. Please mention
each of these in the appropriate task.
4. Dothe hours on task 6 include more than your time and expenses? Won't you need a GIS/computer
simulationexpert to help with 3D modeling and create simulations for the final EIS? Are you certain that a
topo model won't be helpful or necessary?
5. Where do Ifit in? Are there some portions of any of the tasks that you need me to work on, or will I
mostly be reviewing your work?
6. Go ahead and draft a similar proposal and schedule for the recreation analysis. Think about whether
some of the recreation tasks can be coordinated with your visual resource work (like site visits). I'm
attaching a 1/2 page document with some quick thoughts and some draft issue statements from our
meeting this week.

Give me a call ifyou'd like to discuss any of this.

Thanks!

Debby

RosemontRecreationlssues.doc

"Marcie Bidwell"<mbidwell@swca.com>

"Marcie Bidwell"

<mbidwell@swca.com> To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason"
12/10/2008 08:34 AM <tfurgason@swca.com>

cc

Subject Visual Proposal



Debbie,

Here is what Iam thinking as a start for you to review and throw your ideas in on.

There are probably errors in here (spelling, etc) but it starts to put the pieces together.

Lets discuss!

Marcie «Visual Proposal 2008-12-09.pdf»

Marcie Demmy Bidwell

Environmental Planner

515 East College Avenue

Durango, Colorado 81301

Office: 970.385.8566

Fax: 970.385.1938

WWW.SWCa.com Visual Proposal2008-12-09.pdf



Proposed Rosemont Mine
Recreation Analysis

Some thoughts from Debby Kriegel, December 12,2008

Key Components to Consider
• Dispersed recreation activities and opportunities (sightseeing, camping, birding,

OHV, etc.).
• ROS settings.
• Trails (especially the Arizona Trail).
• Scenic Route 83.

Issues

Implementation of the proposed action may/would result in...
1. direct loss ofxx acres of land and xx miles of public roads to public recreation use
during mine operations (20+ years).
2. adverse effects to quiet recreation settings and solitude near mine during mine
operations.
3. conflicts between USFS recreation special use permittees and adverse effects to off-
forest businesses during and after mine.
4. indirect effects from visitors who will recreate on other parts of the forest for
recreation (impacts on other areas).
5. the continued trend toward loss of natural public lands for outdoor recreation in SE
Arizona (cumulative effects)
6. a permanentchange in recreation settings (ROS) and recreation opportunities in the
project area after mining operations are complete.

Recommendation: Review public comments to identifyother issues and/or modify above
issue statements.



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS To jlyndes@sagelandscape.com, kavid.krizek@tetratech.com,
05/07/2009 0227 PM Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,

tfurgason@swca.com, mbidwell@swca.com, Salek
cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES

bcc

Subject Rosemont - Action Items from May 7 meeting

History: ^ -j-njs message has beenforwarded.

Action items from the flipchart at today's meeting:

1. Meeting in 3 weeks (tentative date = morning of June 4th)
• Progress meeting
• Sage &Tetra Tech to provide modified proposed action: stormwater, reclamation plan, and visual

work

• USFS will provide Feedback
• Sage will provide examples of other simulation projects

2. SWCA will provide Tetra Tech and Sage with (1) KOP GPS points ASAP, and (2) Evaluation Criteria
and Affected Environment in 3 weeks

3. Tetra Tech will provide the USFS (Salek) and SWCAwith new survey topo (2' contours) and oblique
aerial photos by May 15

4. USFS will provideTetra Tech and Sage with Concern Level 1 &2 travelways by May15

5. USFS will provide desired condition for project area by May 15

Thanks everyone!

Tom: Please forward this to Dale...I don't have his email address.

Debby Kriegel, RLA
Landscape Architect
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427
Fax (520) 388-8305
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/
dkriegel@fs.fed.us



know what I need to do?

Thanks!

(David: Please let me and Jonathan know if I missed something!)

Debby Kriegel
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8427



Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

02/12/2010 12:00 PM

To mbidwell@swca.com

cc Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont rock colors

Hi Marcie,

I just read the "Final Open Pit Wall Coloration" and "Waste Rock Material Characterization" reports. The
pit report is clear...the most visible wall will be very light in color. Ifthis rock is not treated with Permeon
(or the equivalent) by year 10 (or not treated at all), your simulations will show light colors and the visual
effects of the pit are huge.

The waste rock report is trickier. Will you apply the information in the tables geographically to various
areas on the waste/tailings piles for simulations? I'm very unclear about the colors described in the report.
"White" is obviously a problem visually, and "dark brown" sounds like a good color to mitigate visual
impacts, but are things like "tan", "cream", and "light grey" a problem or not? Plus, many of the materials
have colors that range from light to dark. Yikes.

I just left you a phone message. I can't remember whether you were going to ask for photos of the rock or
if I needed to do something. Please let me know, and I can follow up next week. I'm leaving for the day
shortly and am in training all day Tuesday, so I'm not going to be much help until Wed.

Have a good weekend. And thanks for your work on this project!!

Debby
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Ch.3Othersites,line6KriegelShowHuntUnit34aonmapLeslieItiscurrentlyshowninFigure3.3

Ch.3ExistinguseLevelsand
Trends,line39

KriegelADDED:(especiallyinRedingtonPassandthenorthernSantaRitaMountains.)
Leslie<\dded.

Ch.3ExistinguseLevelsand
Trends,line8

Kriegel

ADDED:addtrendsrelatedtovehiclenumbersonhwy83(useADOTroadcounterdatafrom
recentyears).

Leslierheseprojectedtrendsarecurrentlypresentedinthissection:Trafficontheroad
ncludesbothscenictouringanddailycommuting.In2008,theaverageannualdaily
rafficcountrecordedonStateRoute83fromSahuaritaRoadtoInterstate10was
2,800vehicles(ArizonaDepartmentofTransportation2009).Asthepopulationof
Arizonacontinuestogrowovertime,itisassumedthattrafficonthescenicroad
Mouldincreaseasaresultoftourismandoutdoorrecreation.AccordingtotheArizona
DepartmentofTransportation's20-yeardailytrafficforecasttrafficbetweenSahuarita
3oadandInterstate10isprojectedtoincreaseto3,400,a21%increase,by2028
[ArizonaDepartmentofTransportation2009)."Isthereanyadditionalinformationyou
wanttoadd?

Ch.3ExistinguseLevelsand
Trends,line8

Kriegel

AddastatementabouttheimpactofborderactivitiesonCoronadoNFrecreation.Alarge
portionoftheforestinnowhazardoustovisitorsbecauseofIllegalimmigration,drug
smuggling,andBorderPatrolactivities.

Leslie\dded:"TheTucsonSectoroftheU.S.borderwithMexicoisconsideredthebusiest
Sectoroftheborderandcovers262milesfromtheYumacountylinetothe
fkrizona/NewMexicostateline.TheNogalesBorderPatrolStationwithintheTucson
SectorisnowthelargestBorderPatrolStationintheUnitedStates.BorderPatrol
agentspatrol1,100squaremiles,including32-milesoftheborder.TheCoronado
NationalForestmakesupalargeportionofthewesternsectoroftheNogales
Station'sresponsibility.Undocumentedimmigration,drugsmuggling,andincreased
SorderPatrolactivitieshaveledtotheincreasedpotentialfordangerousencounters
:orecreationvisitorsontheCoronadoNationalForest'

Ch.3Environmental

Consequences,line29

Kriegel

Isthereanappropriateplaceinthebeginningofenvironmentalconsequencestomentionthat
effectstorecreationarecloselytiedtovisualquality,andthatthevisualresourcessectionhas
analysisandsimulationsformanyrecreationsites(includingHwy83,andArizonaTrail,etc.)?
itwouldbegoodtoreferreaderstothatsectionforadditionalinformation/analysis.

Leslie\ddedtotheImpactsCommontoAllActionAlternativesSection:"Impactsthatwould
jccurundereachofthealternativesarefirstpresentedhereandthendescribedin
Jetailasappropriateundereachofthealternatives.Impactstorecreationareclosely
ledtovisualquality.ThevisualResourcesSectionincludesadetailedanalysisand
risualsimulationsoftheprojectfromrecreationsites(includingthePatagonia-Sonoita
ScenicRoadandtheArizonaTrail.Whereappropriateinthefollowinganalysis,the
t/isualResourcesSectionisreferencedforamoredetaileddescriptionoftheanalysis
}fimpacts.*

Ch.3Environmental
Consequences,recreation
opportunityspectrum,line40

Kriegel
ADDED:settingDELETED:zones

Leslievladechange

Ch.3Environmental
Consequences,recreation
placesline10

Kriegel
Whatarethese?'PopulationEnhancementActivities'Describe.

LeslieChangedto:WildlifeGameinventory,monitoring,translocation,andactionsto
ncreasegameanimalpopulationnumbersthatwouldcontinuetooccurundertheNo-
\ctionAlternativewouldmaintainhuntingopportunitiesintheanalysisarea

Ch.3Environmental

Consequences,line12

Kriegel
Explainwhatenhancementswouldresult(ordeletethesewords).

LeslieChangedto:WildlifeGameinventory,monitoring,translocation,andactionsto
ncreasegameanimalpopulationnumbersthatwouldcontinuetooccurundertheNo
tationAlternativewouldmaintainhuntingopportunitiesintheanalysisarea

Ch.3ImpactsCommontoAll
ActionAlternatives,line23

KriegelADDED:settingDELETED:zone
Leslievladechange

Ch.3ImpactsCommontoAll
ActionAlternatives,line26

Kriegel
(includingback-upalarms)

Lesliedadechange

Ch.3ImpactsCommontoAll
ActionAlternatives,line28

Kriegel

Atthefenceline?Howloudisthis?Explaininlaymansterms.Willminenoisebeevidentto
motorizedusers(onHwy83,ForestRoads,etc)?Whataboutnon-motorizedusers...will
minenoisebeobvioustohikers,bikers,andequestriansalongtheArizonaTrail?Nighttime
noiseforcampersisprobablythebiggesteffect,sodescribethis.

Leslie\ddedthefollowing:"Traffic,construction,andequipmentoperationwithintheproject
areawouldresultinincreasednoiserangingfrom80A-weighteddecibelsnearthe
>lantsitewithintheprojectareato30to40A-weighteddecibelsatthefenceline
surroundingtheprojectarea.80A-weighteddecibelsIscomparabletothesoundof
anforklrftorfrontendloaderfrom50-feetaway.30-40A-weighteddecibelsis
somparabletothesoundofaquietsuburbanareaatnightIntermittentblasting
withinthepitintheprojectareawouldresultinamaximumblastnoiseforrecreation
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jsersrangingfrom30to40A-weighteddecibelswestoftheSantaRitaMountainsto
50to60A-weighteddecibelsimmediatelysouthoftheprojectarea(seeNoise
Section).Althoughtheseincreasednoiselevelsassociatedwithoperationswouldnot
36readilyapparenttomotorizedrecreationusersoverthesoundoftheirpersonal
/ehicles,theywouldbeapparenttocampers,hikers,mountainbikers,and
squestriansfromthefencelinesurroundingtheedgeoftheprojectarea,alongthe
"ArizonaTrail,andouttothescenichighway.Inparticular,campersusingdispersed
sitesthroughouttheareawouldbeimpactedbyincreasednoiselevelsresultingfrom
Vighttimefacilityoperations.*

Ch.3ImpactsCommontoAll
ActionAlternatives,line14-19

Kriegel

Thesesentencesareconfusing.Istheeastaccessroadopentothepublicduringminingor
not?Whatisthebenefitofthenewroadifit'sclosedtothepublic?Checkthefencelinemaps
andexplainwhatisopentothepublicduringminingandwhatwillbeopenpost-mine.I
seriouslydoubtthattheroadoverthepasscanbeopentothepublicduringmining...inevery
alternativetheperimeterfenceeliminatespublicaccess.

Leslie^Jowreads:"Becausepublicaccesswouldberestrictedwithineachoftheaction
alternativeareas,thepublicwouldbedisplacedfromeachactionalternativeareafor
25years(mineconstruction,operation,andreclamation,plustimeforreclamationto
secompleted).Inaddition,forsafetypurposes,boththeprimaryandsecondary
accessroadsforeachalternativewouldbedosedtothepublic,andtherewouldbea
directlossofacresoftheSantaRitaBackcountryTouringAreaandofexistingforest
oadsusedformotorizedrecreationfromeachoftheactionalternatives."

Ch.3ImpactsCommontoAM
ActionAlternatives,line22-23

KriegelQuantifythis.UseexistingroadcounterdataandtrendsfromAffectedEnvironmentsection,
finddataonnumberofminevehiclesonHwy83,anddescribehowmuchmoretrafficthere
willbe(10%more?Twiceasmuch?Daytime/nightchangesetc.)ADDED:(includinglarge
trucks)

Leslie<Vddedthefollowing:"Copperconcentrateshipmentswouldbethelargestnumberof
outinetruckshipments,withapproximately56tripsperday,7daysaweek.This
ncreaseinheavytrucktrafficwouldcontributetoincreasednoiseandintermittent
xaffic..."

Ch.3ImpactsCommontoAll
ActionAlternatives,line25

Kriegel

Checkthesafetysection.Aremorevehicleaccidentslikelyduetominetraffic?ADDED:add
effectvisitorsafety.

Leslie3asedonprojectedincreasesintraffic,inYear20approximately40to60accidents
DeryearwouldoccuronStateRoute83,withfatalitiesoccurringuptoonceperyear
[seePublicHealthandSafetySection).Thisincreaseinheavytrucktrafficwould
alsocontributetoIncreasednoiseandintermittenttrafficslowdownssevendaysa
weekonthescenicroad,primarilybetweenInterstate10tothenorthandSonoitato
hesouth(seeTransportation/AccessSection).

Ch.3ImpactsCommontoAll
ActionAlternatives,line41

KriegelDELETED:heavytruckADDED:includingheavytrucks
Leslievladechange

Ch.3ProposedAction
Alternative,line14

KriegelADDED:settingDELETED:zones
Leslievladechange

Ch.3ProposedAction
Alternative,line24

KriegelADDED:ImpactsDELETED:views
Leslievladechange

Ch.3ProposedAction
Alternative,line31

Kriegel
ADDED:otherDELETED:adjacent

Leslievladechange

Ch.3ProposedAction
Alternative,line18

KriegelDELETED:overtime
Leslievladechange

Ch.3PhasedTailing
Alternatives,line22

KriegelADDED:settingDELETED:zones
LeslieMadechange

Ch.3PhasedTailing
Alternatives,line29

Kriegel
ADDED:andunavailableforpublicrecreation

LesDertadechange

Ch.3PhasedTailing
Alternatives,line39

Kriegel
ADDED:settingDELETED:zones,continueto

LeslieMadechange

Ch.3BarrelAlternative,line
15-18

KriegelADDED:,DELETED:5,698acresarethe,oftheRosemontCopperProjectthatwouldbe
LeslieMadechange

Ch.3BarrelAlternative,line23KriegelADDED:settingDELETED:zonesLeslieMadechange

Ch.3BarrelAlternative,line36KriegelADDED:settingDELETED:zones,continuetoLeslieMadechange

Ch.3BarrelAlternative,line12KriegelIthoughtthattheArizonaTrailonlymoveseastofHwy83inBarrelTrailalternative.LeslieRemoved"eastofStateRoute83'fromtheBarrelAlternativedescription.

Ch.3BarrelTrailAlternative,
line25-26

KriegelDELETED:7100acresisthe,oftheRosemontCopperProjectthatwouldbe
LeslieMadechange
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Ch.3BarrelTrailAlternative,
line33

KriegelADDED:settingDELETED:zone
LeslieMadechange

Ch.3BarrelTrailAlternative,
line24

Kriegel

EastofHwy83,right?Mentionthatthisalternativewouldhavefewerimpactstothegeneral
visitorexperiencealongtheArizonaTrailbecausethemostheavilyimpactedsectionoftrail
wouldberelocatedeastofHwy83wherethesettingwouldbemorenaturalthanadjacentto
themine.

Leslie
\ddedfollowing:"RelocationoftheArizonaTrailfromanareaadjacenttothemineto
amorenaturalsettingeastofStateRoute83wouldresultinreducedimpactsto
visitorexperiencesalongtheArizonaTrailwhencomparedwiththeother
alternatives."

Ch.3Scholefield-McCleary
Alternative

KriegelIsMcClearypartofthename?
LesliematishowithasbeenpresentedinthelatestversionsthatIhaveseen.

Ch.3Scholefield-McCleary
Alternative,line36

KriegelDELETED:7304acresisthe,oftheRosemontCopperProjectthatwouldbe
Leslievladechange

Ch.3Scholefield-McCleary
AlternativeFigure3.6

Kriegel
ShowtheexistingArizonaTrailand/orverifythelocationoftherelocatedtrail(howdidyouget
thisalignment?)Labelrelocatedsection.Also,whyisthefencelineonthisalternativefarther
norththanBarrel?

LeslieOilsisthecurrentArizonaTrailfilethatwehave;1thoughtwedidn'twanttoshowthe
elocationbecauseafinalrelocatedalignmenthadn'tbeendeterminedyet.

rhealternativeshapefilesarewhatwasprovided-I'llhaveLaracheckthefiguresto
nakesuretheyhavethecorrectareasindicated.

Ch.3Scholefield-McCleary
Alternative,Dne5-9

KriegelADDED:settingDELETED:zone
Leslievladechange

Ch.3Scholefield-McCleary
Alternative,line8

Kriegel

ADDED:addaconclusionparagraphheretodescribewhichoftheactionalternativesgeneral
havethegreatesteffectstorecreation.TheScholefieldalternativehasthegreatestoverall
impactsbecauseitresultsinthelargestamountofacresthatwouldbeclosedtothepublic
hasthemostextensiveminevisibilityfromnumerousrecreationsite,andismostdifficultto
mitigateeffects.TheBarrelalternativesprobablyhasthenextgreatestoverallimpactbecause
oftheextensivevisibilityofminefeaturesfromnumerousrecreationsite.TheProposedAction
andPhasedTailingsalternativehavesimilarimpacts,somewhatlessthantheScholefieldof
barrelalternativesbecauseviewsofsomeminefeaturesandnoisewouldbeblockedbywaste
rockpiles,thoughwasterockpilesaremorevisiblefrommajorrecreationareas.TheBarrel
Trailalternativecouldpotentiallyhavetheleastoverallimpactsofrecommendedlandforming
mitigationwasapplied(seevisualQualitySection)becausethiswouldresultinminimizingthe
industrial-lookingsettings,thenaturalArizonaTrailsettingwouldbemaintained,andalsothis
alternativewouldprovidegentlerslopeswhichwouldbemoreconducivetodispersed
recreationuses.
Steve.I'dlikeyourthoughtsonthis.Arethereotherfactorsthatyou'dliketoconsiderand
mention?

Lesliethinkyou'vecapturedwhatthekeydifferencesarebetweenthealternative,1dida
ittlerewriteoftheconclusionsummaryasfollows:ComparisonofAlternative
mpacts"TheScholefield-McClearyalternativewouldresultinthegreatestacreage
-emovedfrompublicaccessandnolongeravailableforrecreationaluse.This
alternativewouldalsoresultinthegreatestminevisibilityfromrecreationsitesinthe
areaofanalysisTheBarrelalternativewouldhavethenextgreatestoverallimpactas
aresultoftheextensivevisibilityofminefeaturesfromrecreationsiteswithinthearea
afanalysis.TheProposedActionandPhasedTailingsAlternativewouldresultin
similarimpacts,bothsomewhatlessthantheScholefield-McClearyorBarrel
Mternatives.Althoughviewsofsomeminefeatureswouldbescreenedbywasterock
liles,thosewasterockpileswouldbemoreclearlyvisiblefromrecreationareasinthe
areaofanalysis.AlthoughtheBarrelTrailAlternativewouldresultinthesecond
greatestacreageremovedfrompublicaccessduringmineoperations,withthe
applicationofrecommendedlandformingmitigationmeasures(seevisualQuality
section),itwouldresultintheleastoverallimpacttorecreationresourcesand
axperiencesinthelongterm.Landformingwouldcontributetominimizingthe
ndustriaUookingsettingsandwouldprovidegentlerslopeswhichwouldbemore
:onducivetodispersedrecreationuses.Additionally,thenaturalsettingofthe
WzonaTrailwouldbemaintainedbyrelocatingthetrailtoeastofStateRoute83."

Ch.3Scholefield-McCleary
Alternativeline26-29

KriegelThisprojectisdone.Whatisthis?Describe.Wheredidthislistcomefrom?Checkthelatest
SOPAandreviewthecumulativeeffecttableonemoretime.DELETED:roadrepairstothe
PatatgoniaSonoitaScenicByway.

Leslierhesedidcomefromthelastspreadsheetofreasonablyforeseeablefutureactions1
eceived.ConservationPlanwasrecommendedforinclusionbyPimaCounty.

Ch.3Scholefield-McCleary
Alternativeline37

KriegelWherearetheselocated?Showonamapordescribe(aretheyneartheproject)?
LeslieWouldn'tfindthemneartheprojectarea-removedreference.

Ch.3MitigationEffectiveness
andRemainingEffects,line9

KriegelDowehaveANYinformationonthese?Ifnot,Idon'trecommendmentioningthis.
LeslieDeleted

Ch.3MitigationEffectiveness
andRemainingEffects,line11

Kriegel

Addsomedetailhere.Summarizeyouranalysisabouthowmanymileswouldbeneededto
offsetthelossandroaddensityissues,andmentionthatthereareculturalandbiologyissues
inthisarea.CHANGED:newtoreplacement

LesPeAdded:"Between26-30-milesofOHVvehiclerouteswouldhavetobereplacedin
ordertooffsetthedirectlossofroadsfromthealternativeactions.Thereare
imitationsonroaddensitywithinForestServicelandseastofStateRoute83that
wouldpreventthedevelopmentofall26-30milesofOHVroutesnecessarytooffset
mpacts.Additionally,culturalresourcesandbiologicalresourceswouldhavetobe
consideredindeterminingpotentiallayouts."
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Ch.3MitigationEffectiveness
andRemainingEffects,line12Kriegel

Bevisworkingonamapofpost-mineroads.Includeithereorreferenceit.Idon'tthinkthat
thepublicwillunderstandthisfromjustasentence.Andprobablyonlythewestperimeterroad
wouldbemotorized.

LeslieDhangedto:Rosemontoff-highwayvehicletrailhead,constructingaperimeter
accessroadtoallowforpost-minepublicaccessthroughthesite(seepost-mineroad
figureX.X),...

Ch.3MitigationEffectiveness
andRemainingEffects,line15KriegelAlittledetailneeded...numberofvehiclesnowvs.withminevs.withparkandride.

Leslie<\dded:TrafficonStateRoute83variesannually.In2008.theaverageannualdaily
rafficcountfromSahuaritaRoadtoInterstate10was2,800vehicles.Duringyear20
3foperations,therewouldbeatotalof457dairycommutetripsonStateRoute83
wouldbemine-relatedtraffic.DevelopmentofaParkandRideProgramaspartof
lansportationmitigationwouldreducesomeoftheincreasedtrafficlevelsonState
Route83(Patagonia-SonoltaScenicRoad)byencouragingcar-pooling."

Ch.3MitigationEffectiveness
andRemainingEffects,line24-
26

Kriegel
DELETED:address,thatwouldcontinuetooccuraftertheidentifiedmitigationshavebeen
implementedshouldADDED:recommended

Lestievladechange

Ch.3MitigationEffectiveness
andRemainingEffects,line29Kriegel

ADDED:Additionally,plantingtreesandshrubsonwasterockandtailingpilesandtreatingthe
light-coloredupperpitrockwouldhelpmitigatevisualimpactstorecreationsettings(see
visualresources)

Leslievladechange

Ch.3MitigationEffectiveness
andRemainingEffects,line38Kriegel

Mitigationmentionedinch.2includestheintenttoreduceoreliminatefuturedevelopmentof
privatelandscurrentlyownedbyRosemontCopper.Undertheproposedactionandmost
actionalternatives,theRosemontRanchpropertywouldeventuallybelocatedontopofthe
wasterockandtailingspiles.Post-mine,shouldRosemontCoppersorafutureownerwishto
developthisparcelorrequestanaccessroadtoit,therewouldbeadditionalimpactsto
recreationsetting.ItisassumedthatthisissuewillbeaddressInthefinalEISand/orRecordof
Decision:therefore,thisanalysisassumesthatfutureimpactswillnotoccur.

Leslielidded

Ch.3Irretrievableand
IrreversableCommitmentof
Resources,line10-11

Kriegel
Ithinkthisqualifiesasirreversible(notirretrievable)sinceitwouldbeforever.Onlyavery
limitednumberofuserswouldbelikelytoreturnpost-mine.ADDED:andtrees

LeslieAgreed-Madechangetoirreversible.

November15,2010



History:

Kathy Arnold
<karnold@rosemontcopper.co
m>

02/10/2010 08:14 AM

To Debby Kriegel <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc David Krizek <david.krizek@tetratech.com>, Marcie Bidwell
<mbidwell@swca.com>, Tom Furgason
<tfurgason@swca.com>, Trent Reeder

bcc

Subject Re: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

<gj This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Debby -

Idon't want to overstate, but Ialso don't want to minimize the potential for needing to review the site
conditions. Let's see what Golder says - if they say something like: "this material requires no special
whatever regardless of terrain" we're good. If it says something like "in this location " we may need
to look at it a little more closely. Tt could probably help (although I don't know their workload) or
maybe someone like Dale who is a geotech kind of guy. Let's hope for the clarifying statements.
Cheers!

Kathy

[Catherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724

karnold(a>rosemontcopper.com

P"5 ' :• ••/• •"-.•*: i CO
HmmM

Rosemonl Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson. AZ 85740-5130

3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the

intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

From: Debby Kriegel <dkriegel(5)fs.fed.us>
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 2010 09:04:17 -0600

To: Katherine Arnold <karnold(5)rosemontcopper.com>

Cc: David Krizek <david.krizek(g>tetratech.com>, Marcie Bidwell <mbidwell(5)swca.com>, Tom Furgason
<tfurgason(5)swca.com>, Trent Reeder <treeder(5)swca.com>, Debby Kriegel <dkriegel(5)fs.fed.us>,
Beverley Everson <beverson(5)fs.fed.us>, Mindee Roth <mroth(5)fs.fed.us>

Subject: Re: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

Hmmm. Sounds like there is a need to confirm what is possible for each alternative. Is this something
that Tetra Tech can help with? Could they start with Golder's report next week? Alternatives like the
McCleary/Scholefield ("perched on the top of a hill") might need very different treatment, huh?!



Kathy Arnold <karnold@rosemontcoPDer.com> 02/10/2010 07:44 AM

To

Debby Kriegel <dkriegel(5)fs.fed.us>. Marcie Bidwell <mbidwell{5>swca.com>

cc

David Krizek <david.krizek(5)tetratech.com>. Tom Furgason <tfurgason(S)swca.com>, Trent Reeder <
treeder(5)swca.com>

Subject

Re: For USFS direction: RCC Viewshed analysis

Debby-
Iagree with everything that you are saying (in concept) my concern is that Horst and GoldeKs work is
being developed on a landform in a drainage - supported on several sides by the natural ground and
not a free-form structure perched on the top of a hill or a drainage. That effects the stability and the
stormwater management requirements. I do not think that you can evenly apply ALL grading on all
shapes - it will give an indication yes, but needs to be judiciously applied. I am hoping that you get the
disclaimers from Golder and Horst as to the applicabilityof applying their design techniques to other
drainages or other locations - possibilities aren't necessarily reality.

Cheers!

Kathy
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972| Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724
kamold@rosemontcopper.com <kamold(5)rosemontcopper.com>

S^^ROSEf/OfiT COPPER

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended
recipients and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please delete all copies and
notify us immediately.

From: Debby Kriegel <dkriegel(5>fs.fed.us <dkriegel@fs.fed.us> >



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com

Subject:  August 14th Rosemont ID Team Kick-off and Public Scoping Contents Analysis, Standing Meeting Schedule
Date: 07/29/2008 05:39 PM

Congratulations!  You are officially part of the Rosemont Copper Project
Interdisciplinary Team!  Many of you have already begun the team
building process by providing input on the project over the past year or
so, and most recently, by attending field trips to the Tyrone Mine and to
the Rosemont project area.  You have brought great interest and
enthusiasm to the project, and I look forward to seeing the new ideas and
energy that will be generated as the team works together as a whole.  

We will be having an officlal kick-off to the project on August 14th. 
Attendance at this meeting is important as we'll discuss how the team will
work on this unique project in cooperation with SWCA Environmental
Consultants.  Please RSVP

IDT KICK-OFF MEETING DETAILS:
Where:  National Advanced Fire and Resource Institute (NAFRI), at
3265 East Universal Way, Tucson . 
Agenda:  

9-12  IDT Kick-off and Public Scoping Content Analysis Overview
(Core Team and Extended Team)
1-5    Content Analysis (Core Team)

Other information. . . 
Over the following months, the team will be meeting for field trips, technical
information exchange, and development of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement.  To facilitate our team efforts, beginning August 30, 2008, the following
standing meeting schedule will be used.  If a meeting is not going to be held as
planned, you will be notified a week in advance.
  

STANDING MEETING SCHEDULE
Wednesdays - Core Team members
Second Wednesday of the Month - Core and Extended Team members

I look forward to working with each of you on this project!

Bev Everson
Rosemont Copper Project ID Team Leader

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
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Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject:  Issue Statements - latest version
Date: 08/26/2009 05:44 PM
Attachments: 08182009_ final_issue_statements.docx

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 05:43 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/24/2009 12:34 PM

To tfurgason@swca.com, ccoyle@swca.com
cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Issue Statements

latest version...  This has not yet been vetted by our Regional Office or formally recommended to
Jeanine. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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DRAFT, deliberative product for Internal Use Only

				08182009



NEAR FINAL ISSUE STATEMENTS 

ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT



Given the proposed action, purpose and need, and scoping input, the ID Team is recommending the following important issues related to the proposal. As the ID Team developed issue statements and began the alternative development phase of the NEPA process, it discovered six issues that drove alternative development.  Although the public is concerned with the Reclamation Plan, the ID Team is recommending it be dropped as an issue since public concerns are conjectural (company failure) or already decided by law, regulation, or policy (bonding adequacy).  The remaining five issues are retained since they generated mitigation measures and will be helpful to focus the environmental effects analysis.





The six issues driving alternative development include:



WATER RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater and surface water quantity and quality.  

Construction, mining, reclamation activities and transportation and utility corridors may affect water at wells, springs, seeps, and creeks. Potential impacts include:

· Reduction of water quality downstream due to failure of process water and stormwater control facilities; 

· Degradation of groundwater and surface water chemistry from exposure of acid-producing bedrock, waste rock, and tailings to air and water; 

· Degradation of water quality from erosion or destabilization of operational and/or reclaimed areas;

· Reduction of water quantity downstream due to stormwater control facilities;

· Lowering of groundwater elevation due to the presence of the mine pit; 

· Increased risk to both human and ecological receptors due to exposure with contaminated water.





VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources.  Landscape alterations as a result of the open pit, tailings and waste rock piles, facilities, and transportation and utility corridors, may affect visual resources in the area. Impacts may result in:

· Transformation of valued scenic landscapes to industrial landscapes;

· Loss of natural landforms and vegetation; 

· Degradation of scenic quality from numerous viewpoints and travelways;

· Loss of mountain views from numerous viewpoints and travelways;

· Displacement of visitors to the area; 

· Loss of scenic road designation for all or part of State Route 83;

· Reduced visibility due to increased dust.





HERITAGE RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, transportation and utility corridors, and tailings and waste rock piles; and by drilling and blasting.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Destruction of or damage to cultural resource sites, including ancestral habitation sites; 

· Desecration or destruction of human burials;

· Loss or reduction of future archaeological research potential;

· Loss or desecration of traditional homelands of Native American groups;

· Loss or reduction of traditional resource collection areas and other cultural practice opportunities;

· Potential for physical and spiritual harm to the earth, as seen from the perspectives of the religious and cultural traditions of Native American groups.





RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, quantity, and opportunities, and include the potential for:

· Loss of access to recreation lands in the area;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Permanent changes to recreation settings;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Impacts to other recreational areas due to displaced visitors.





RIPARIAN HABITAT

Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors.  These impacts may result in:

· Loss of riparian vegetation, 

· Loss of species diversity, 

· Loss or fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.





PLANTS AND ANIMALS

Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  

· Loss of species of conservation concern;

· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors; 

· Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;

· Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;

· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 

· Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.

Issues focusing environmental effects analysis include:



AIR QUALITY 

Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, coupled with local weather patterns, may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for area residents, motorists, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and area amateur astronomers and stargazers; 

· Reduced visibility in Class I Wilderness Areas.



NIGHT SKIES 

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from mine- related facilities, equipment and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:

· Increased sky glow reducing visibility of stars, planets, satellites, and other celestial objects;

· Increased light directly visible from roadways and other key observation points; and by area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and stargazers. 



NOISE AND VIBRATION 

Issue – Potential impacts from noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine construction and operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations, presenting the potential for:

· Vibration damage to historic sites and private property;

· Decreased qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness for area recreationists, residents, and visitors.



TRANSPORTATION 

Issue – Potential impacts to road safety, traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Construction, operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways; increased traffic, including oversized vehicles; and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the mine project, have the potential for:

1. Reduced roadway safety for school buses and other vehicles;

1. Increased traffic congestion and delays;

1. Increased dust, sedimentation, noise, and light;

1. Increased vehicle emissions; 

1. Increased number of vehicle and wildlife collisions.

1. Reduced access to National Forest lands.



SOILS	 

Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Ground disturbance from clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils may result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into drainages, 

· Reduced soil productivity. 
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George

McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary
M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett;
Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject:  Issues & Themes; work assignments
Date: 02/20/2009 03:56 PM

Team, please consider this as the work assignments that I referenced in the email I
sent out a short while ago.  Also, sorry about the subject line on the last message - I
had copied from an earlier message to the team, and it was no doubt confusing...

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 02/20/2009 03:52 PM -----

Melissa Reichard
<mreichard@swca.com> 
Sent by: rosemonteis
<notify@weboffice.com>

02/20/2009 03:05 PM

To tskinner@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
gmckay@fs.fed.us, sgriset@swca.com,
tfurgason@swca.com, rbowers@swca.com,
mjfitch@fs.fed.us, jezzo@swca.com,
tciapusci@fs.fed.us, awcampbell@fs.fed.us,
beverson@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, teuler@swca.com,
aelek@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
hschewel@fs.fed.us, ccoyle@swca.com,
jderby@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
khouser@swca.com, wkeyes@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gsoroka@swca.com,
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, kpohs@swca.com,
hhall@swca.com, mbidwell@swca.com,
rellis@swca.com, dmorrow@swca.com,
jconnell@swca.com, rmraley@fs.fed.us,
dkeane@swca.com, klgraves@fs.fed.us,
daleortmanpe@live.com, kellett@fs.fed.us,
devinquintana@fs.fed.us, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us,
mreichard@swca.com, kserrato@swca.com,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, cbellavia@swca.com

cc Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Issues & Themes

Hi Everyone! I have uploaded everything you should need for your IDT assignments from
this Wednesday's meeting. If you have any issues with files, let me know. I would
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recommend first, going to the Tracking Sheet and looking for your name in the "Assigned to"
column. Please note that if you don't see that column, look at the bottom of the Excel file and
be sure you are on the "Assignments" tab. I added what notes came from the meeting. If you
have anything else, let me know.

 

Mel

 

To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web browser. Please note
that some email clients require that all the letters and numbers in the link appear on one line,
or else it won't go to the right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=22832> 
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject:  letter to Sec. Vilsack from the Pima County Administrator - attached
Date: 09/18/2009 03:45 PM
Attachments: 6012274.incoming.pdf

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

09/18/2009 03:01 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Re: FYI, letter to Sec. Vilsack from the Pima County

AdministratorLink

Hi again, Bev.  Was a copy of the letter supposed to be attached, or maybe a link to a site were we
should see it?  Thanks. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/18/2009 01:54 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject FYI, letter to Sec. Vilsack from the Pima County AdministratorLink

OGC is WO on the Consti. abuse issue. 

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:ecuriel@fs.fed.us
mailto:gmckay@fs.fed.us
mailto:jable@fs.fed.us
mailto:kbrown03@fs.fed.us
mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
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USDA ECM


COVER SHEET


Control Number: 6012274


09/15/2009


Control Number: 6012274 Status: Active


Folder Owner: Processing Code: OES22S


Mission/Staff: Office of the Executive Secretariat (OES) Agency: None


Division: None Group: Main Group


Action Organization:


Mission/Staff: Natural Resources and Environment (NRE) Agency: Forest Service (FS)


Division: None Group: Correspondence Control Officer


Correspondent: Huckelberry, C. H.
Mine, Rosemont


Date on Letter: 09/01/2009


Addressee: Vilsack, Thomas J. Received Date: 09/08/2009


Referrer: Referrer Due Date:


Subject(s): FOREST SVC PRGM


Final Signer(s): Date Signed:


VIP Type: Special Instructions:


Special Attention:


# Assignee Task Status Actual User
Assigned


Days
Due
Date


Date
Received


Date
Completed


Days
Over
Due


1 Folder Setup Group Set Up Folder Completed Paula Ross
Deflanders


1 09/10/2009 09/09/2009
12:48:29
PM CDT


09/09/2009 -1


2 Priority Group 1 Preparation Completed Barbara Cephas 1 09/10/2009 09/09/2009
04:07:58
PM CDT


09/10/2009 0


2 CMAgency Preparation Completed Danelle Harrison 1 09/10/2009 09/09/2009
04:07:58
PM CDT


09/10/2009 0


2 Agency Draft Response Completed Zena Conerly 2 09/11/2009 09/09/2009
04:07:58
PM CDT


09/10/2009 -1


2.1 Dannette Jones Draft Response Started Dannette Jones 2 09/14/2009 09/10/2009
09:04:34
AM CDT


+1


2.2 Zena Conerly Draft Response Not Started 2 09/11/2009 +2


3 CMAgency Review Draft Not Started 2 09/16/2009 -1


3 OGC Review Draft Not Started 2 09/16/2009 -1


3 OBPA Review Draft Not Started 2 09/16/2009 -1


3 Subcab Review Draft Not Started 2 09/16/2009 -1


4 Agency Final Response Not Started 1 09/17/2009 -2


5 CMAgency Prepare Final Not Started 1 09/18/2009 -3
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# Assignee Task Status Actual User
Assigned


Days
Due
Date


Date
Received


Date
Completed


Days
Over
Due


6 Subcab Review Final Not Started 1 09/18/2009 -3


7 CMAgency Review Final Not Started 1 09/21/2009 -4


7 OES-Director Review Final Not Started 1 09/21/2009 -4


8 OSEC Signature Not Started 2 09/23/2009 -6


9 CMAgency Signature
Verification


Not Started 1 09/24/2009 -7


10 Subcab Signature
Notification


Not Started 1 09/25/2009 -8


11 Agency Signature
Notification


Not Started 1 09/25/2009 -8


12 MFCAgency Close Folder Not Started 1 09/25/2009 -8
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USDA ECM


COVER NOTES


09/15/2009


Control Number: 6012274


Folder Owner: Status: Active


Mission/Staff: Office of the Executive Secretariat (OES) Agency: None


Division: None Group: Main Group


Action Organization:


Mission/Staff: Natural Resources and Environment (NRE) Agency: Forest Service (FS)


Division: None Group: Correspondence Control Officer


Created By Date Notes


Dannette Jones 09/15/2009 02:33:49 PM CDT MGM | Provided folder to Ivette Torres (cc:  Delores Glenn and Kimbra Gillis) via
email.


Zena Conerly 09/10/2009 09:04:02 AM CDT MGM|assigned for draft response
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USDA ECM


Workflow Status


Control Number: 6012274


09/15/2009


Entire Workflow Current Task
Current Status: Active Started
Folder Owner/Assignee: OSEC/OES/None/None/Main Group Dannette Jones
Received Date: 09/08/2009 09/10/2009
Due Date: 09/14/2009
Days Since Receipt: 5 3
Days Until Due Date: 0 -1
Projected Completion: 09/25/2009 09/15/2009
Projected Days Over/
Under:


0 1


Date Final Response
Signed:
Actual Days Over/Under:


Folder
Date Created: 09/09/2009 By: Harry Powell
Date Closed: By:
Date Archived: By:
Date Deleted: By:


# Task Assignee Date Completed Approval Type Actual User
1 Set Up Folder OSEC/OES/None/None/MG/Folder Setup


Group
09/09/2009
04:07:58 PM
CDT


 Paula Ross Deflanders


2 Preparation OSEC/OES/None/None/MG/Priority Group
1


09/10/2009
06:39:07 AM
CDT


 Barbara Cephas


2 Preparation OSEC/NRE/FS/None/MG/CMAgency 09/10/2009
08:37:50 AM
CDT


 Danelle Harrison
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# Task Assignee Date Completed Approval Type Actual User
2 Draft Response OSEC/NRE/FS/None/MG/Agency 09/10/2009


09:04:34 AM
CDT


 Zena Conerly


2.1 Draft Response Dannette Jones(OSEC/NRE/FS/None/MG)   Dannette Jones
2.2 Draft Response Zena Conerly(OSEC/NRE/FS/None/Main


Group)
   


3 Review Draft null/CMAgency    
3 Review Draft OSEC/OGC/NONE/NONE/Main Group/


OGC
   


3 Review Draft OSEC/OBPA/NONE/NONE/Main Group/
OBPA


   


3 Review Draft null/Subcab    
4 Final Response null/Agency    
5 Prepare Final null/CMAgency    
6 Review Final null/Subcab    
7 Review Final null/CMAgency    
7 Review Final OSEC/OES/NONE/NONE/Main Group/


OES-Director
   


8 Signature OSEC/OES/NONE/NONE/Main Group/
OSEC


   


9 Signature Verification null/CMAgency    
10 Signature Notification null/Subcab    
11 Signature Notification null/Agency    
12 Close Folder null/MFCAgency    







COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR’S OFFICE 
PIMA COUNTY GOVERNMENTAL CENTER 
130 W. CONGRESS, TUCSON, KL 85701-1317 
(520) 740-8661 FAX (520) 740-8171 


CH. HUCKELBERRY 
County Administrator 


September 1, 2009 


The Honorable Tom J. Vilsack, Secretary 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Jamie L. Whitten Federal Building RM 200-A 
12*'' & Jefferson Drive, SW 
Washington, DC 20250 


Re: Rosemont Mine 


Dear Secretary Viisack: 


The current memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the Coronado National Forest 
and Rosemont Copper (Attachment 1) is an abuse of the power and discretion of the U.S. 
Forest Service. Rosemont Copper is proposing to dump waste rock and tailings on 
National Forest land. We believe these proposed uses of National Forest land are based on 
invalid claims to the mineral estate of the Nation. 


Rosemont Copper is proposing to dispose of mine waste and tailings on top of unpatented 
lode claims within National Forest (light beige color in Figure 1). Waste and tailings would 
be derived primarily from mining on their private lands, patented under the 1872 Mining 
Act. 


We have repeatedly requested that the validity of the claims on Forest land be examined. 
The U.S. Forest Service has refused to request the examination of the claims. If the claims 
are invalid, then current basis for preparation of a draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) is flawed. The Coronado Forest Supervisor also believes that she does not have the 
legal right to choose a "no-action" mining alternative (Attachment 2) or alternatives that 
would restrict the waste and tailings to the private land. 
Lode claims must be based on discovery of valuable mineral deposits. As evidence that 
Rosemont's claims are likely invalid, we note that neither Rosemont Copper nor previous 
mining companies have attempted to patent most of the area where the waste rock and 
tailings would be placed. In fact, some of the claims immediately adjacent to the patented 
land were unsuccessfully proposed for patenting. There is no new geological information 
that would lead one to believe that the waste disposal areas would qualify as valuable 
mineral deposits. Similarly, Rosemont's current mineral valuation estimates do not assign 
a value to "ore" below the proposed dumps. 


Control Number: 6012274







The Honorable Tom J. Viisack 
Rosemont Mine 
September 1, 2009 
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The previous owner of the Rosemont prospect, ASARCO, attempted to exchange land with 
the Forest Service to secure access for waste and tailings in the 1990's. During the 
conduct of their EIS for the ASARCO land exchange, the Coronado National Forest gave no 
reason to believe the mine had unchallenged access to use the lode claims for waste 
disposal. Subsequent to termination of that EIS process, Coronado National Forest 
adopted a Forest Plan that would be inconsistent with obliteration of the area by waste 
rock and tailings. 


The current Forest Supervisor, by contrast, assumes free access to the Forest land for 
waste and tailings, without need for a land exchange. The Coronado National Forest's 
waiver of federal rights is an abuse of power afforded to the U.S. government through the 
Constitution's Property Clause, which says that "Congress shall have Power to dispose of 
and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property 
belonging to the United States...." 


U.S. Forest Service has entered into agreement with Rosemont Copper to produce an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The Forest's MOU with Rosemont was recently 
amended to require completion of the draft EIS by November 2009, before much of the 
information needed to inform alternatives analysis would be available, and without 
resolution of the validity issue. 


We ask that you suspend the timeline for the EIS and request a validity examination for the 
Rosemont project. A request for validity examination is within the Forest Service's 
discretion. It would resolve the uncertain claims that Rosemont is making to disputed 
resources within the Coronado National Forest, and address a fairness issue that the public 
has identified through the scoping process. Once the validity examination has concluded, 
the MOU should be amended to allow the NEPA process to continue under new terms 
more favorable to the prosecution of Forest Service's duties and obligations. 


Sincerely, 


C H . Huckelberry 
County Administrator 


CHH/dr 


Attachments 


c: The Honorable Gabrielle Giffords, Member, United States House of Representatives 
The Honorable Raul M. Grijalva, Member, United States House of Representatives 
The Honorable Chairman and Members, Pima County Board of Supervisors 
Jay Jensen, Deputy Under Secretary for Natural Resources & Environment 
Gail Kimbell, Chief of the Forest Service 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 


Between 


USDA FOREST SERVICE 


CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST 


And 


ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY 


Ihis Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is hereby entered into by and between tbe 
USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest, hereinafter refeiied to as the Forest Service, 
and the Rosemont Copper Company, Inc., hereinafter referred to as the Proponent. 


A. PURPOSE: 


The purpose of this MOU is to articulate the working arrangement whereby a third-party 
environmental contractor (Prime Consultant) will be chosen by the Forest Service, in 
consultation with the Proponent, to conduct an environmental impacts analysis of the Rosemont 
Copper Project (Project) to serve as documentation of Forest Service compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (Public Law 91-190). 


Project Backgromid 
In July, 2007, a Mitie Plan of Operations (MPO) for the Project was submitted by the Proponent 
to the Coronado National Forest (CNF), Minerals and Geology Program, requesting approval of 
a plan to mine copper, silver, and molybdenum in the Santa Rita Mountains, Pima County, 
Arizona. 


The Project would be carried out on a mosaic of privately owned land. State of Arizona tmst 
land. National Forest System (NFS) land, U.S. Department of the Interior (USDI) land managed 
by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and possibly land managed by others. The 
proposed project area covers about six and a half square miles of land approximately 30 miles 
southeast of Tucson, Arizona. Mining would be conducted primarily on private land; however; 
processing, waste management, and other support facilities are proposed to be sited mostly on 
NFS land on tbe Nogales Ranger District Other project-related facilities, such as utilities, are 
proposed to be located on state and public land managed by the BLM. 


Most NFS lands are subject to the location of certain minerals under the Mining Law of 1872, as 
amended (30 U.S.C. 21-54, et seq.), in accordance with the directives in Forest Service Manual 
2800. In prospecting, locating, and developing the mineral resources, all persons must comply 
with all rules and regulations that govern mining on National Forests. 
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Legislative Authorities 


If the MPO is approved, the Proponent would carry out mining and related activities on both 
private and NFS land. The following statutory authorities provide direction for the management 
of surface resources in conjunction with imneral explor^on and development on NFS lands. 


1. The 1897 Organic Administration Act (3D Stat. 11, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 473-475,477-482, 
551) provides the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to regulate the occupancy and use of 
NFS lands. It provides for the continuing right to conduct mining activities under the general 
mining laws in conjunction with compliance of the rules and regulations covering NFS lands. 
It also recognizes the rights of miners and prospectors to access NFS lands for prospecting, 
locating and developing mineral resources. 


2. The 1960 Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act (74 Stat. 215; 16 U.S.C. 528-531) requires that 
NFS lands be administered in a manner that considers the values ofthe various resources 
when making management decisions, and specifically provides th^ nothing in the act be 
construed to affect tbe use or adminishration of the mineral resources on NFS lands. 


3. The 1970 Mining and Minerals Policy Act (84 StaLl876; 30 U.S.C. 21a) established the 
Federal Govemment's policy for mineral development, "...to foster and encourage private 
enterprise in the development of economically sound and stable industries, and in the orderly 
development of domestic resources to heip assure satisfaction of industrial, security, and 
environmental needs". 


4. Regulations at Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 228A, set forth rules and 
procedures governing the use of NFS lands in conjunction with operations authorized by the 
general mining laws. Part 228.3(a) specifically addresses development of mineral resources. 


Tlie Forest Service has the authority to approve the Proponent's proposal, either as currentty 
defined in the MPO, or as otherwise defined during the NEPA review to mitigate or avoid 
significant adverse environmental impacts. Before a decision to approve the proposal is made, 
the Forest Service must comply with the NEPA; the National Forest Management Act of 1976; 
otiier environmental statutes, regulations, and Executive Orders; and Forest Service Manual and 
Handbook direction regarding NEPA and minerals management on NFS land (collectively, these 
are referred to hereafter in this MOU as the applicable policy and legal requirements). 


B. STATEMENT OF MUTUAL INTERESTS AND BENEFITS: 


It is essential to the interests of both parties that the Forest Service document the environmental 
review of the Proponent's proposal in an environmental impact statement (EIS) and that the EIS 
be prepared by the Prime Consultant in a manner consistent with £^plicable policy and legal 
requirements. 


It is mutually beneficial to the parties that this NEPA review be of high priority, be initiated and 
completed on schedule, make tlse best use of existing information, focus on substantive 
environmental issues, and provide every opportonity for public involvement, consistent with 
applicable policy and legal requirements. 
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Hie parties agree that the Forest Service is solely responsible for decisions regarding EIS content 
and format 


C, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE ABOVE, THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 


1. As the lead agency in the NEPA review, the Forest Service will have primary responsibility 
for the content of the EIS. In order to reduce duplication of effort, the Forest Service plans 
to inform and/or invite other Federal, state and local agencies having jurisdiction by law or 
special expertise related to the proposal to participate as "cooperating agencies" during the 
NEPA review (40 CFR 1501.6). The Prime Consultant will be required to deliver an EIS that 
conforms in format and content to the requirements established by the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations Implementing the NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508) 
and Forest Service Handbook (FSH) 1909.15, Environmental Policy and Procedures. Other 
agencies would augment the EIS as necessary to meet their respective environmental review 
requirements. 


2. The Forest Service's proposed action, which is administrative in nature, is "to approve the 
MPO, which would, in turn, grant permission to the Proponent to build and operate specific 
mine-related facilities on NFS land." Because the proposed administrative action would 
trigger an action with the potential for environmental impact, the EIS will evaluate the 
impacts of all activities that comprise the Proponent's proposed action. It will also evaluate 
the impacts of a no-action alternative and a range of reasonable altematives to the proposed 
action, as required by 40 CFR 1502.14(d). 


3. The parties to this MOU understand and agree that the NEPA review will fully disclose 
cumulative in^acts that result from consideration of impacts ofthe Project in combination 
with unpacts of other past present and reasonably foreseeable actions, regardless of tl^ 
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person who undertakes such other actions (40 CFR 
1508.7). 


4. Project-related activities to be addressed in the EIS will include, but will not be limited to, 
the following: 


• The Proponent's proposed action, whereby it will construct operate and reclaim an open-
pit copper, silver and molybdenum mine primarily on private land; and construct, operate 
and reclaim a processing plant tailings, waste rock and leach facilities primarily on NFS 
lands adjacent to the proposed mine; 
development and operation of utilities and their corridors; 


• use of existing roads, new road construction, and road maintenance; 
• construction of, but not limited to, access roads, a leach field, retention structures, 


utilities, wells, ore transportation systems, and test reclamation plots; 
• the creation of jobs required for all phases of the project such as constmction, operation 


and production, and reclamation; 
mitigation to avoid or minimize in^acts; 


• project closure, reclamation and maintenance; and 
• monitoring of construction, operation, and reclamation. 


• 


• 
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5. The Forest Service will serve as the lead agency in the preparation of the EIS, in accordance 
with CouncU on Environmental Regulations (CEQ) at 40 CFR 1501.6) and will be responsible 
for compliance, as a Federal agency, with the NEPA and other laws and regulations. 


6. It is understood by the Proponent and the Forest Service that an EIS will be prepared by a Prime 
Consultant who will be selected from a list of Forest Service contractors and compensated by 
the Proponent The Prime Consultant will be chosen solely by and serve under the direct 
supervision and control of the Forest Service. The Prime Consultant's accomplishments will be 
the foundation of the Forest Service EIS and will be owned by the Forest Service. The Prime 
Consultant may obtain technical assistance or information firom one or more independent third-
party subcontractors, subject to Forest Service £^proval. 


7. The CNF Supervisor will be the Responsible Official (decision-maker) for this NEPA review. 


8. As soon as the scoping process is underway, the Proponent will limit its communications with 
the Prime Consultant and the Forest Service to matters of budget, schedule, and fiilfillment of 
information requests (see F.3 and F.4). 


D, THE FOREST SERVICE SHALL: 


1. Consider the views of the Proponent during selection of the Prime Consultant. Factors that 
will be weighed included NEPA experience, past performance, availability, costs and 
conflicts of uxterest Necessary qualifications of the consultant's impacts analysis team are 
listed in Attachment 1 of this MOU. 


2. Assist the Proponent in preparing the contract with the Prime Consultant. The contract will 
be written to reflect the terms of this MOU, especially those terms and conditions identified 
in Attachment 1. 


3. Designate a Forest Service point of contact for all matters related to the preparation of the 
EIS (see F.12). This individual will direct the Prime Consultant in conducting the NEPA 
review and will interface with the Proponent to resolve issues and address questions that 
arise during EIS preparation. This person will also interface with the Forest's Rosemont 
Project Manager on questions of a highly technical nature that arise during EIS preparation. 


4. Consult with and keep the Proponent infonned of progress made in the NEPA review and 
will hold meetings with tbe Proponent on a monthly basis to discuss progress and any 
important issues and/or needs. 


5. Based upon a review of the project and the mformation developed to date, make every 
effort to meet mutually acceptable milestones established m writing by the Proponent (see 
Attachment 2). The schedule may be subsequentiy modified due to events or conditions 
beyond the contiol of the parties. In this event the Forest Service will work with the 
Proponent on a mutually acceptable schedule revision. 
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6. Meetings between the Proponent and the Forest Service will occur during all phases of the 
NEPA review and will include, but not be limited to the following: 


a. Selection of the Prime Consultant and/or subcontractors. 
b. Detennining or adjusting the budget for the NEPA review. 
c. Reaching consensus on a timeline for the EIS (see draft in Attachment 2). 
d. Reviewing and concurring upon this MOU and a contract with the Prime 


Consultant 
e. Prior to a proposed change in the scope of the EIS that would increase costs by 


more than 5% of the total budget. 


7. Invite the Prime Consultant and/or the Proponent to participate, as necessary, in meetmgs 
with resource agencies and govemment officials during the NEPA process. 


8. Develop a protocol to facilitate communication and coordinate the exchange of information 
between the Proponent the Forest Service, and the Prime Consultant All such 
communications will be part ofthe Forest Service's deliberative process regarding the 
proposed project This protocol will be determined considering the complexity of the 
proposed action, the Federal Advisory Committee Act the Freedom of Information Act, 
and related agency guidance. 


9. Witii the assistance ofthe Prime Consultant and subcontiactors: 


a. Develop a public participation plan. 
b. Design visual aids for meetings and open houses, including maps, handouts, 


poster boards, mailers, etc. 
b. Arrange and participate in public meetings. 
c. Document comments received at public and internal meetings. 
d. Prepare news releases to announce scoping and other comment periods. 
e. Distribute public notices and publish legal notices. 


10. Oversee the environmental analysis through a Forest Service interdisciplinary (ID) team, 
which will function in an advisory capacity to provide technical guidance to the Project 
Manager, Prime Consultant, and subcontractors regardmg the issues and altematives to be 
addressed in the EIS. The team will also provide input and guidance on die adequacy of 
existmg data and studies, and such additional matters as are useful to the prompt and 
efficient completion of the EIS. Every effort will be made to avoid duplication of tasks 
between flie Project Manager, Prime Consultant, subcontractors, and ID team members and 
to focus the EIS on significant issues. 


11. Ensure that adequate infonnation and data are provided by the Proponent and Forest 
Service for use m impacts analyses. Provide written or electronic copies ofthe following 
information to the Prime Consultant and/or Proponent: 


a. NEPA milestone schedule defined by die Forest Service and the Proponent. 
b. A template for the EIS. 
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c. The CNF Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan), Forest Plan EIS, 
Record of Decision, and all Plan amendments. 


d. Statutes, regulations. Executive Orders, Forest Service Manuals and Handbooks 
related to preparation of die EIS. 


e. Written comments or reports prepared by the ID Team. 
f. Letters, comments or oflier materials received by the Forest Service from the 


public during all phases of the NEPA process. 


12. Provide the Prime Consultant with existing data, enviroimiental descriptions, and analyses 
available fiom all sources, including the Forest Service. 


13. Upon the Proponent's request designate specific data and information as confidential and 
proprietary to the extent permitted by law. This responsibility extends to both intemal and 
consultant's use ofthe information. In the event that confidential or proprietary 
information is proposed for release by the Forest Seryice under the authority of the 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), the Proponent will be provided written notice of 
pending release at least thirty (30) days in advance of such. 


14. Assume responsibUity for compliance with NEPA procedures and implementing 
regulations and ensure the quaHty of notices, all versions of the EIS, tiie Record of 
Decision, and the NEPA adiministrative record (AR). 


15. Ensure tiiat tbe EIS presents a range of reasonable altematives and includes relevant 
environmental/socisd/economic issues and impacts, including cumulative impacts. 


16. Provide a mailing list to the Prime Consultant for public distribution of NEPA-related 
announcements and documents. 


17. Confer with tiie Prime Consultant and meet as necessary, during preparation of the EIS to 
discuss topics, such as the following: 


a. Substantive environmental issues that will be addressed in tiie EIS. 
b. Design criteria for the proposed action and altematives. 
c. Measures to minimize potential impacts and/or avoid impacts. 
d. Altematives to be analyzed in detail and the altematives that will not be 


analyzed in detail. 
e. Changes to the EIS necessary to respond to comments received from tiie 


public. 
f. Proposed mitigation measures and analysis and disclosures requked by those 


measures. 


18. Independentiy evaluate information and analyses submitted by the Prime Consultant 
subcontractors, the proponent or others, and assume responsibility for its accuracy [40 
CFR 1506.5(b)]. Make tiie final determination of tiie inclusion or deletion of material from 
the EIS and m all mstances involvmg questions as to tiie content of any material (including 
all data, analysis, and conclusions). 
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19. Supervise preparation of tiie EIS in compliance with applicable policy and legal 
requirements including, but not limited to, public review ofthe EIS, analysis of public 
comments, and decision documentation. In exercising this responsibility, the Forest 
Service wUl endeavor to foster cooperation among other relevant agencies and to integrate 
NEPA requirements with other environmental review and consultation requirements in 
order to avoid, to the fullest extent possible, duplication of efforts by such agencies (40 
CFR 1500.5(g)(h), 1501.2(d)(2), 1506.2) However, tiie Forest Service will not delegate to 
any other agency its autiiority over the scope and content of the EK or its approval of the 
Project 


20. Direct the Prime Consultant to maintain tiie NEPA AR for the project until the decision is 
signed. At that time, the record will be delivered to the Forest Service. 


a. The Forest Service will provide direction to the Prime Consultant for design, 
organization, indexing, preparation and maintenance ofthe administrative record 
for the project 


b. The Prime Consultant and subcontiractors will document sampling, testing, field 
observations, literature searches, analysis, recommendation, and other work which 
provides source material for the analysis, and any supplements to them. The 
Prime Consultant and subcontractors will also document all the Forest Service's 
records in a similar and compatible manner. 


c. The documentation will be organized by specific categories of information and 
chronologically within categories for easy retiieval. An index of the information 
in tiie AR will show die date, autiior, addresses, subject and document or page 
number. The list will be appended to the EIS for use as a reference to information 
cited therein. 


d. Two complete copies of the NEPA AR will be made available to the public during 
tiie Draft EIS comment period. 


e. The final AR will include all information and documentation collected after the 
DEIS comment period, through the Record of Decision. 


21. Assume responsibility for preparation of and costs associated with tbe reproduction and 
distribution of the Record of Decision (ROD). 


E. THE PROPONENT SHALL: 


1. Contract with the Prime Consultant to conduct the NEPA analysis and documentation m 
accordance with Forest Service standards. 


2. Designate a single-point contact for interaction with tiie Prime Consultant and the Forest 
Service on all matters that concern tiie NEPA review ofthe Project. 


3. Develop and execute a contract with a Prime Consultant to cover all costs associated with the 
NEPA review of the Project with the exception of those related to the ROD. The Proponent will 
be responsible for all costs and any continuing costs incurred by the Prime Consultant until the 
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contract has expired or is terminated by the Proponent 


4. Prior to awarding the contract ensure that all Consultant staff and tiiose of its sub-contractors 
sign a "Conflict of interest" or "Disclosure Statement" that confirms tiiat individuals and the 
Consultant do not have any interest, financial or otherwise, in the outcome of the project A 
copy of signed statements will be provided to the Forest Service prior to the initiation of the 
NEPA review. 


5. Incorporate the specifications listed in Attachment 1 into its contract with the Prime 
Consultant includmg a requkement that die Prime Consultant and any subcontractors shall not 
conduct public surveys or questionnaires without prior approval ofthe Forest Service. 


6. Provide the Forest Service and the Prime Consultant with a comprehensive written 
description ofthe Project that also describes commitments to implementing specific mitigation 
measures to avoid impacts. 


7. Provide all relevant technical and envuonmental information necessary for environmental 
analysis and documentation. 


8. Include in its contract with Uie Prime Consultant tiie requkement that the Consultant will be 
responsible for collecting and disseminating all documentation, including, but not limited to, 
meeting notes; electronic mail (email) messages; analysis protocols, methodologies and data; 
maps; Geographic Information System (GIS) data and metadata; other supporting infonnation 
used in the preparation of the EIS; and the EIS itself. Such information will comprise the NEPA 
AR, which will be maintained by tbe Prime Consultant and afterward, filed on the CNF. 


9. Review the technical, environmental, and socioeconomic information in its possession, and to 
the extent that such information is not restiicted by confidentiality, provide the Forest Service 
with information necessary for review or input to the impacts analysis. 


10. Provide timely responses to data requests and timely review of documents withm the time 
limits established by the Forest Service. 


11. Attend meetmgs and participate in the development of mitigation measures to address 
potential adverse impacts.. The Prime Consultant's ID team, or specific members thereof, will 
attend Forest ID team meetings regarding tiie Project as requested or deemed useful by tiie 
Forest Service. 


12. Ensure that tiie Prime Consultant is responsive to all Forest Service requests related to the 
NEPA review ofthe E*roject for assisting the Forest Service in respondmg to public comments 
arising from the Draft and Final EIS, and for providing other information (i.e., mapping, public 
meeting materials, etc.) needed by the Forest Service to prepare the ROD. 


13. Assume responsibility for the costs of stenographic, clerical, graphics, and layout services; 
printing of documents in accordance with Forest Service standards; and analysis, intemal review 
drafts, and copies of the draft and fmal NEPA-related documents (including the EIS) prepared by 
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the Consultant 


14. Bear sole responsibility for the cost of preparing and providing the number of requested 
copies of the Draft and Final EIS for public review; for the cost of distiibuting the EIS, as 
directed by die Forest Service; and for providing an electronic copy of the EIS and related 
documents that is suitable for reproduction by the Forcst Service, 


15. AT NO TIME, dkect tiie Prime Consultant in matters related to tiie NEPA review and/or 
EIS analyses and preparation. 


F. IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED AND UNDERSTOOD BY THE PARTIES THAT: 


1. The Prime Consultant will be under the supervision of the Forest Service, and tiie Forest 
Service will make the fmal determination conceming the scoi» and contents of the 
Consultant's work. The contract between tiie Proponent and the Prime Consultant will 
specify compliance with all legal requirements. 


2. NEPA-related information and data collected by the Prime Consultant and subcontractors 
will be retained in the NEPA administrative record. An index of the AR will be shared with 
the Forest Service NEPA Team Leader as it is developed. 


3. The complexity aud the independent nahire of the NEPA process requires a common 
understanding of the roles of the Forest Service personnel, the Proponent, the Prime 
Consultant and other interested persons, agencies, and organizations. The role ofthe 
Proponent is the same as it would be if the process were being entirely performed by Forest 
Service persormel, with no Proponent financing. 


4. The independent nature of the NEPA process creates the need to conduct the process with 
integrity. The Forest Service ID Team Leader will establish the process for the efficient flow 
of communication between the Prime Consultant the Pnaponent and the Forest Service. Oral 
and written communications among ID team members are protected from disclosure to 
preserve the integrity of the deliberative process. Individuals who disclose this kind of 
information to the public and/or the proponent wiU be excluded fi^om fiirther participation in 
the NEPA review. 


5. The Prime Consultant is an important part of the interdisciplinary process and will aid and 
support tiie Forest Service ID Team. 


6. AU planning data, m^s, files, reports, computer, audio or video tapes, and disks and other 
records will be retained in the NEPA administrative record. 


7. In the event of a challenge to the legality or adequacy of the Forest Service compliance witii 
NEPA with respect to the proposal of the Proponent tiie Proponent the Prime Consultant 
the Prime Consultant's professional personneL and the subconti'actors will, at the Proponent's 
expense, make available to the federal govemment all pertinent non-privOeged information 
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under thek control, and to the extent reasonable, discuss such information with the 
govemment and testify at deposition or trial regarding such uiformation. 


8. Eiflier party, in writing, may terminate this MOU m whole, or in part, at any time before the 
date of expiration. In the event of termination, it is agreed to as follows: 


a. The NEPA review process wiD terminate. 
b. All documentation, reports, analyses, and data used in the EIS developed by the 


Proponent, the Prime Consultant, or the Prime Consultant's subcontractors up to the 
date of termination will be delivered to the Forest Service and be placed in the 
administrative record. 


c. Hie Proponent's contract with the Prime Consultant will require the Prime Consultant 
to submit to the Forest Service a written report on the environmental work and 
analyses done by the Conti-actor. 


d. Preparation of the EIS may be initiated by the Forest Service, consistent with federal 
govemment manpower and budget limitations. 


9. Any information fumished to the Forest Service under this MOU is subject to public release 
under tiie authority of the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552). Specific exemptions 
in the FOIA may protect proprietary and private information related to the project. Ilie 
Forest Service FOIA staff will evaluate such information to determine whether or not it may 
be withheld. All information to be released in response to a FOIA request will be shared 
with flie Proponent or other party for review 30 days prior to release. The Proponent/other 
party will have a right to object to release of specific information. 


10. This MOU in no way restricts the Forest Service or the Proponent from participating in 
similar activities with other public and private agencies, organizations, and individuals. 


11. Ihe Forest Service and the Proponent and thek respective agencies and offices will handle 
their own activities and utilize thek own resources, including the expenditure of thek own 
funds, in pursuing these objectives. Each party will carry out its separate activities in a 
coordinated and mutually beneficial manner. 


12. The principal contacts for ttiis MOU are: Gil Clausen, President and CEO, Rosemont Copper 
Company, 4500 Cherry Creek Soutii, Suite 1040, Denver, CO 80246; and Beverly Everson, 
Coronado National Forest 300 W. Congress, Tucson AZ 85701. 


13. Notiiing in this MOU will obligate eitiier the Forest Service or the Proponent to obligate or 
transfer fimds. Specific work projects or activities that involve the kansfer of funds, 
services, or property among the various agencies and offices of the Forest Service and tiie 
Proponent will require execution of separate agreements and be contingent upon the 
availability of appropriated funds. Such activities must be independently authorized by 
appropriate statutory authority. This MOU does not provide such authority. Negotiation, 
execution, and administration of each such agreement must comply with all applicable 
statutes and regulations. 
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14. This MOU is not intended to, and does not create, any right benefit, or tmst responsibility, 
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or equity, by a party against tiie United States, 
its agencies, its ofGcers, or any person. 


15. This MOU may be amended upon mutual written agreement of all parties. 


16. This MOU is effective upon the signature of the Forest Service and the Proponent 


17. Unless terminated earlier, this MOU shall expire on the day on which the Forest Service 
appeal resolution period has ended. 


18. By signature below, the Proponent certifies that the individuals listed in this document as 
Representatives of the Exponent are authorized to act in thek respective areas for matters related 
to tiiis MOU. 


THE PARTIES HERETO have executed this MOU. 


ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY USDA FOREST SERVICE 
CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST 


A. DERBY( 
Forest Supervisor 


DATE 


The authority and format of this instrument tias 
been reviewed and approved for signature. 


NORENE NORRIS I DAI 
Forest Service Grants & Agreements Specialist 
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ATTACHMENT 1 


THIRD-PARTY CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS 


ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT 


I. RESPONSIBIUTIES 


The Consultant will be responsible for 


1. Assisting the Forest Service in identifykig all envkonmental compliance requirements 
that must be met prior to inqilementation of the project; 


2. Planning and conducting any field shidies needed to support the NEPA impacts analysis, 
which may include, but are not be limited to, a cultural resources survey and a biological 
resources survey, both of which will be prepared in the format specified by the Forest in 
cooperation with Forest archaeologists, biologists, and other resource specialists; 


3. Distributing all NEPA notices for public review; 


4. Analyzkig the potential environmental impacts of the proposed action and reporting the 
results in an envkonmental impact statement (EIS); 


5. Preparmg the preliminary, draft and final EISs tiiat disclose the unpacts of the Project; 


6. Assisting the Forest in govemment-to-govemment consultation with agencies and Indian 
tribes; 


8. Preparing responses to comments on the Draft EIS; 


9. Printing and distiibuting pre-decisional and final NEPA documents; and 


10. Identifying a primary and secondary point of contact for the Forest Service. 


Each of the above responsibilities will be carried out with tiie oversight and input of Forest 
Service technical resources specialists assigned to the Project interdisciplinary team. Following 
is a list of specific duties and responsibilities associated with these tasks. 


A. Environmental Compliance Planning 


The Consultant will: 


1. At Forest Service request, attend meetings with agencies and other parties regarding 
envkonmental compliance efî orts. Meeting sites would be at the Forest Supervisor's 
Office in Tucson, Arizona; however, the need may arise to schedule meetings at 
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regulatory agency or other sites or offices, such as the Nogales Ranger District; 


2. Prepare a checklist of all environmental compliance requirements (including those from 
Forest Service directives, handbooks, and manuals) that must be satisfied before project 
implementation, and identify agency points-of-contact where applicable; 


3. Prepare a description of the proposed action, in consultation with Forest staff, and 
identify potential environmental resource issues and concems; 


4. Collect and review envkonmental baseline data and information, then identify the need 
for field studies and other research; and 


5. Review and concur on the EIS timeline in Attachment 2 of the MOU for third-party 
NEPA review of the Project 


B. Environmental Field Studies 


Based on information and data needs identified during project scoping, the Consultant will 
conduct field studies where data and information gaps exist. Studies may include, but are not 
limited to, field surveys of culhiral and heritage resources and biological resources, including 
threatened and endangered species. 


C. Consultation with Other Agencies 


The Consultant will provide the necessary technical expertise to conduct the following activities: 


1. In accordance with the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act; Section 7, Endangered 
Species Act; and state species protection regulations, assist the Forest Service in 
conducting consultation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and Arizona Game 
and Fish Department (AGFD) regarding protected species and habitat; and 


2. Assist with community and Tribal outreach in cooperation with the Forest Supervisor and 
Forest heritage staff. 


C. NEPA Review 


The Consultant will support the Forest in completing the NEPA review process. Tasks will 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 


Maintain an administrative record ofthe NEPA review process for ti:ansfer to Forest 
archives. The admmistrative record will include, but not be limited to, original written 
correspondence, meeting notes, email messages, field notes, field reports, comment 
letters, public notices, mailing lists, and the EIS in preliminary, draft and final form. 
Only those items relevant to tiie NEPA analysis wiU be retained in the administrative 
record; 
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Develop an EIS outline for Forest Service approval; 


3. Revise the EIS outline in response to comments by Forest resource specialists; 


4. Evaluate scoping comments received in response to the Notice of Intent and, with the 
Forest Service, determine how tiiey wiU be addressed in the NEPA review; 


6 Prepare a preliminary DEIS for review by Forest resource specialists; 


7. Revise the PDEIS in response to Forest Service comments and prepare a Draft EIS for 
publication; 


8. Copy and distiibute tiie DEES for public review; and 


9. Evaluate pubUc comments on the DEIS, prepare a Comment-Response Summary, and 
revise the EIS to address comments. 


The Forest Service wiU be responsible for transmitting the DEIS and Notice of AvaUabiUty to 
the U.S. Envkonmental Protection Agency and wiU prepare the Record of Decision and Legal 
Notice of Decision. 


n. DELIVERABLES 


Deliverables wiU include, but are not limited to, those listed below. The Consultant wiU provide 
reports and other deUverables to the Forest in both written and electronic formats. Electronic 
versions wiU be delivered as attachments in the latest MS Word software eitiier by electronic 
maU and/or on compact disks. Mi^s wiU be prepared in consultation with Forest GIS staff in a 
format consistent witii Forest Service format 


DeliveraUes 


NEPA Administrative Record 


Checklist of Environmental Requirements 


Project Description 
Held Surveys 


Held Survey Reports 
Annotated Outline of EIS 
Evaluation and Summary of Scoping Comments 
^Biological Assessment and Evaluation 
•Draft Letter to Hsh and Wildlife Service for Endangered Species Act Consultation 
•Heritage Assessment 
* Draft Letter to State Historic Preservation Office for National Historic Preservation 
Act Consultation L 
Preliminary flntemal Review) EIS 
Draft m s for Public 
Release 
DEIS Comment Summary and Evaluation 
Comment-Response Summary for FEIS 
HnalEIS 
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ra. CONSULTANT STAFF QUALIFICATIONS 


All consultant staff must possess, at a minimum, a Bachelor's degree (or equivalent combination 
of experience and education) in the field of expertise for which support is provided and at least 
five (5) years experience in performing NEPA analysis. Proof of such experience will be 
requked prior to conbract award. 


For this conkact the foUowing teclmical positions wiU be necessary: 


InterdiscipUnarv NEPA Team Leaden minimum of 10 years experience in this capacity 


Geologist: equivalent to a GS-12 Geologist witti at least 10 years experience (emphasis on 
hardrock mineral exploration and extraction) 


Geochemist: equivalent to a GS-12 Geologist with at least 10 years experience in hardrock 
mining, mineral processing, and reclamation 


Mining Engineer: equivalent to a GS-12 Engineer, with at least 10 years experience in hardrock 
mining and reclamation 


Hvdrogeologist: the equivalent of a GS-12 Hydrogeologist with at least 10 years in hardrock 
mine development and remediation geohydrology 


Hydrologist: tiie equivalent of a GS-12 Hydrologist witii at least 10 years experience in hardrock 
mine development and remediation hydrology 


Biologist: (Terrestrial, Aquatic) tiie equivalent of a GS-12 Biologist with at least five years 
experience in wildlife biology 


Soils Scientist tiie equivalent of a GS-12 SoUs Scientist witii at least five years of experience 


Ak Oualitv SpeciaUst: tiie equivalent of a GS-12 Ak Quality SpeciaUst witti at least five years 
of experience in Ak Quality and NEPA impacts analysis 


Cultiiral Resource SpeciaUst: (Historian, Native American, Archaeologist, Anttiropologist); 
must meet the Secretary of the Interior's qualification standards for archaeology as pubUshed in 
tiie Code of Federal Regulations, 36 CFR Part 61 


Visual Resources SpeciaUst: the equivalent of a GS-11 Landscape Architect with at least five 
years of experience in visual resources and NEPA impacts analysis; expertise in the application 
of the Forest Service's Visual Resource Management System and the Forest Service's Scenery 
Management System 


Recreation SpeciaUst: tiie equivalent of a GS-11 Recreation Specialist witii five years 
experience in Recreation/Tr^s and NEPA impacts analysis 
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Socioeconomist: at least five years experience with coUaboration, community outreach and 
environmental justice issues 


SUBCONTRACTORS: The Forest Service's Conti:acting Officer must review and approve 
potential subcontractors to the Consultant who wiU contribute to fulfillment of the tasks 
described herein, and any fiiture additions to the approved Ust of subcontractors once established. 


IV. DATA AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 


AU data and infonnation coUected under this conkact wiU become tiie property of the U.S. 
Govemment 


Consultant performance and products wUl be subject to review by the Forests technical staff and 
management to ensure adequacy, accuracy and completeness. Ihe Forest may request tiliat 
advance copies of specific sections of the NEPA document be provided for review by Forest 
resource speciaUsts prior to submittal of the final deliverable. At its discretion, the Forest may 
seek additional review of Consultant products by otiier non-Forest resource experts. 
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Task Target Date 


Interdisciplinary team established on Forest 


MOU for thkd-party NEPA analysis signed 


Proponent signs third-party conkact 


Statement of Proposed Action with Purpose and Need drafted 


PubUc Participation Plan finalized 


Notice of Intent (NOI) to Prepare EIS pubUshed 


NOI distributed to public mailmg list 


Public scoping meetings (open-house venue) held 


Scoping comment evaluation completed 


Forest Service (FS) and consultant meet to develop altematives, review 
issues, defme geographic bounds of cumulative impacts analysis area, 
andidentify past present and reasonably foreseeable actions therein 


Sections 1 and 2 of Preliminary Draft (PD) EIS completed 


Section 3 and 4 of PDEIS completed 


PDEIS to FS, Proponent and cooperating agencies (CAs) for review 


Comments on PDEB to Consultant 


Final FS and CA review of revised PDEIS before printmg DEIS 


EPA pubUshes Notice of AvaUabUity (NOA) of DEIS and announces 
45-day pubUc comment period 


Public conunent meetings 


January 2008 


January 2008 


January 2008 


Febmary 2008 


Febmary 2008 


Febmary 2008 


Febmary 2008 


March 2008 


April 2008 


May 2008 


July 2008 


November 2008 


December 2008 


January 2009 


Febmary 2009 


March 2009 


March-April 2009 
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Comment analysis: FS, Consultant Proponent 


Responses to comments prepared, DEIS to FEIS revised 


Preliminary FEIS and responses to comments to FS, Proponent 
CAs for review 


Final revisions to FEIS, responses to comments completed 


Print copy of FEIS after review 


EPA publishes NOA of FEB 


ROD issued a minimum of 30 days after NOA of FEIS 


Appeal period begins, 45 days 


April 2009 


May-July 2009 


August 2009 


September 2009 


October 2009 


October 2009 


November 2009 


December 2009 
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Rights of Mining Claimants 
Coronado National Forest 


June 2009 


The General Mming Act of 1872 confers a statutory right to enter upon public lands open to 
location in pursuit of locatable minerals, and under valid existing mining claims to conduct 
mining activities, in compliance with federal and state statutes and regulations. The Muhiple-
Use Mining Act of 1955 confirms the ability to conduct mining activities on public lands, locate 
necessary facilities, and conduct reasonable and incidental uses to mining on public lands, 
including National Forest System lands. Forest Service mining regulations at 36 C.F.R. Part 228 
subpart A, correspondingly recognizes the rights of mining claimants. 


The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) requires Federal agencies to prepare an 
envkonmental impact statement prior to undertaking a major Federal action significantly 
affecting the quality ofthe human environment. NEPA also requires Federal agencies to study, 
develop, and describe appropriate altematives to any proposal which involves unresolved 
conflicts conceming ahemate uses of available resources. 


A proposed mine plan of operations is a starting point in the environmental impact statement 
process and is one ofthe altematives considered. Forest Service mining regulations and policies 
establish a process to approve a plan of operations for mining activities on National Forest 
System lands and to ensure such plans minimize adverse environmental impact. Feasible 
altematives which allow the claimant to reasonably exercise their statutory rights and vested 
property rights in minerals, while seeking to minimize adverse environmental impacts on 
National Forest surface resources, are also included in the statement. 


The regulations implementing NEPA also require that a no-action alternative be included in an 
environmental impact statement. Forest Service Handbook 1909.15 Chapter 14.2 clarifies that 
the no-action ahemative provides a baseline for estimating the effects of other altematives. The 
no-action alternative presents that no action or activity would take place from the planning effort, 
thus the mine plan of operations would not be approved. 


Although the Forest Service may reasonably regulate mining activities to protect surface 
resources, there are statutory and constitutional limits to its discretion when reviewing and 
approving a mining plan of operations. The Forest Service cannot categorically prohibit mining 
activity or deny reasonable mineral operations under the mining laws. Selection ofa no-action 
alternative is outside the discretion ofthe Responsible Official. 


In practice, the Forest Service works with the minmg applicant to develop an acceptable legally-
compliant plan of operations as an alternative to be considered during the NEPA process, thereby 
precluding selection ofthe no-action alternative. 
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Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject:  Proponent Response Concurrent with CA Review
Date: 09/03/2009 05:42 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153349>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject:  Town of Sahaurita comeents on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:41 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153353>
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From: John Able
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;
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kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: .doc NOT .docx
Date: 10/01/2008 03:16 PM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=9985
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3/20/2009 Briefing for Bev: 
 
Held a Conference call on 3/13 with SWCA to plan for 3/18 meeting.   
 
3/18:  Met with EPG (Lauren Weinstein & Jaime Wood) from 0830 to 0945 to discuss 
138 kV line and EPG’s “Facility Siting Criteria Worksheet”.     
 
Follow-up:  Core Team was assigned to review on 3/19 and provide comments to Kent 
by 3/20 to forward to EPG on 3/20.   

1. Lauren assigned to forward to Kent the Worksheet and a description or 
definition of the rating categories, i.e, High, Mod., Low.  Kent will forward to the 
Team.   

2. Debby Kriegel to cover VQO and add SMS (Scenery Management System) and 
ROS (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum).  Debby will get with the GIS Shop to 
provide GIS layers or shape files to EPG. 

3. Teresa Ann assigned to send EPG the ftp site location for a GIS map with land 
uses designations and other special classifications such as T&E species critical 
habitat designations.  Teresa Ann will coordinate with Jennifer Ruyle.   

4. Teresa Ann to also get with Erin Boyle to address Wilderness. 
5. Kent will coordinate with the Heritage shop RE Cultural Resources. 
6. Larry Jones and Debbie Sebesta to review Biological Resources section and 

provide their comments. 
7. Walt Keyes to cover roads, particularly a new electricity line would need new 

service roads. 
 
EPG will be hosting two open houses: 

1. March 24 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the Acacia Middle School, 12955 East 
Colossal Cave Road, Vail, AZ. 

2. March 25 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the Canoa Hills Social Center, Palo Verde 
Room.  3660 South Camino del Sol, Green Valley, AZ. 

 
3/18:  Meeting with SWCA:    
Core Team to make edits/comments to the Issue Themes and send to Bev with a cc to 
Teresa Ann and Reta by COB Tuesday, March 24th in preparation for the 3/30 meeting 
with Jeanine & Rosemont.  



 
 
Bev to e-mail the Issues Themes comments to Charles Coyle on Wednesday so SWCA 
can review on Wed. & Thurs the 25th & 26th (They have a meeting Friday) in 
preparation for the meeting on Monday the 30th.   
 
No meeting is planned for Wednesday the 25th to allow USFS & SWCA time to 
consolidate/work on Issues comments. 
 
Topic assignments are as follows:   

Theme # Description Assigned To: 
31 Noise Alan Belauskas 
52 Reclamation Plan Bev with Walt making initial effort. 

14 Archeology 
Bill Gillespie with Mary Farrell over 
Tribal 

1, 3 Air Pollution Bob LeFevre 
57 Riparian Vegetation Bob LeFevre 
65 Soils Bob LeFevre 
101 Wilderness Debbie Kriegel with Laura White 
56 Recreation Debby Kriegel 
84 Visual Resources Debby Kriegel 
69 Special Status Species Debbie Sebesta 
79 Vegetation Debbie Sebesta 

83, 102, 103, 104, 
105 Wildlife Habitat Debbie Sebesta with Larry Jones 
91 Acid Rock Drainage Eli Curiel 

27, 28 Livestock Grazing Kendall Brown 
80, 89 (Partial), 90, 

93 Mine Area Groundwater Salek with Walt making initial effort 
92 Potential Pit Lake Salek with Walt making initial effort 

15, 61 
Socioeconomics/Envirionmental 
Justice Sarah Davis 

25 Outdoor Lighting Sarah Davis 
74 Transportation Walt Keyes 
94 Storm Water Control  Walt Keyes 

 
Recommend combining Dismissed Issues 68 – Subsidence in Santa Cruz Valley with 95 
– Groundwater Withdrawal in Santa Cruz Valley.   
 
In the Themes table the light shaded areas are to be carried forward as a significant issue.  
Others may be discussed further in some context but not as a significant issue.   



 
 
Briefly reviewed the Chapter 3 Outline.  Specialists are to visit with their RO 
counterparts to see if the outline were all that they saw, would it be enough?   
ID Team to make edits to the Chapter 3 Outline in Webex by April 22nd.   One 
suggestion is to categorize into 3 major headings: 

1. Physical 
2. Biological 
3. Social/Economics 

Add a Heading/Section for Visual Resources (3.8.2.1; 3.8.2.2; etc.)  Fire & Fuels (3.17)   
 
Meeting on March 30th at 1300 in Room 4B to present Issue Statements to Rosemont 
and Jeanine.  
 
March 31st.  and April 1st Core ID Team meeting to discuss/develop alternatives.  
Includes a site visit to Rosemont.   
 



 DRAFT Alternative Route Families – Stakeholder Group Comments 
 Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project  Stakeholder Group Member Name (First & Last): 
 Stakeholder Group Meeting #4 (3/5/2010)  
 3/3/2010   

Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project  Page 1 of 2 3/3/2010 
Stakeholder Group Meeting #4 

Alternative 
Routes 

Links Included 

Approximate Length 
(miles) Stakeholder Group Comments 

Permanent Temporary 
   North Route Family 

3 20, 25, 55, 85, 90, 95, 140, 
170, 160, 190, 210 20.95  n/a  

8 20, 25, 55, 85, 90, 95, 140, 
120*, 130*, 135* 15.62  4.11  

10 20, 25, 55, 85, 90, 95, 140, 
120*, 105*, 155* 15.62 4.38  

   Santa Rita Road Route Family 

1 20, 25, 60, 100, 105, 155, 
140, 170, 160, 190, 210 18.24 n/a  

3 20, 25, 60, 100, 130, 135, 95, 
140, 170, 160, 190, 210 18.12 n/a  

7 20, 25, 60, 100, 105, 155, 
140, 120* 12.91 2.18  

9 20, 25, 60, 100, 130, 135, 95, 
140, 120* 12.79 2.18  



 DRAFT Alternative Route Families – Stakeholder Group Comments 
 Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project  Stakeholder Group Member Name (First & Last): 
 Stakeholder Group Meeting #4 (3/5/2010)  
 3/3/2010   

Rosemont 138kV Transmission Line Project  Page 2 of 2 3/3/2010 
Stakeholder Group Meeting #4 

Alternative 
Routes 

Links Included 

Approximate Length 
(miles) Stakeholder Group Comments 

Permanent Temporary 
   Adjacent 46kV Route Family 

1 30, 110, 120, 105,, 155, 140 15.06 n/a  

2 30, 110, 120, 130, 135, 95, 
140 14.94 n/a  

4 30, 110, 150, 170, 160, 190, 
210 19.49 n/a  

6 30, 110, 120, 105, 155, 140,  21.78 n/a  

*Temporary interconnection for construction power and will be removed once the 138kV transmission line for operation power is constructed 
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  EPG 
  6/12/09 

FACILITY SITING CRITERIA WORK SHEET 
SENSITIVITY LEVELS – ROSEMONT 138KV TRANSMISSION LINE 

Resource Category 

Proposed 
Sensitivity 

Level* 

Public and 
Stakeholder Group 

Suggested 
Sensitivity Level Rationale For Suggested Change 

Revised 
Sensitivity 

Level 
Existing Land Use Resources 

Residential High    
Schools/Educational Facilities High    
Commercial/Retail Low-Moderate    
Hotel/Resort Moderate-High    
Agricultural Land (Pecan Groves) Moderate    
Vacant/Undeveloped Land Low  Revised to include undeveloped per Stakeholder 

group comment 
 

Industrial Low    
Public/Quasi-Public     
- Church High    
- Cemetery High    
- Government Buildings Low-Moderate    
- Detention Facilities (Prisons) Low    
Parkways Moderate-High    

Existing Recreation Resources 
Parks High    
Wilderness Area  Incompatible Resource category added based on Stakeholder 

group comment 
Incompatible 

Inventoried Roadless Area   Resource category added based on Stakeholder 
group comment 

High 

Recreation Areas and Open Space Moderate-High High Revised resource category to separate trails, 
trailheads, picnic areas, golf courses, and 
campgrounds 

Moderate-High 

Golf Courses Moderate    
Developed National/Regional Trail   High Stakeholder group comment High 
Local Trails (County or City designated) 

 
High Stakeholder group comment. In general, trails provide 

an opportunity for a transmission line corridor to allow 
for the sharing and maintaining of right-of-way. 

Moderate-High 

Trailheads, Picnic areas, and Campgrounds  High Stakeholder group comment High 
Restricted Peaks and Ridges Moderate-High    

Existing Visual Resources 
Scenic Roads  High    



2 
  EPG 
  6/12/09 

FACILITY SITING CRITERIA WORK SHEET 
SENSITIVITY LEVELS – ROSEMONT 138KV TRANSMISSION LINE 

Resource Category 

Proposed 
Sensitivity 

Level* 

Public and 
Stakeholder Group 

Suggested 
Sensitivity Level Rationale For Suggested Change 

Revised 
Sensitivity 

Level 
Visual Classifications – BLM (VRM), Forest Service (Concern Levels) 
- VRM Class II Moderate-High    
- VRM Class III Low-Moderate    
-Concern Level 1 (High concern roads and 
trails) – Immediate Foreground (0-300 feet) 

 Very High Stakeholder group comment based on current and 
past inventories conducted by the Forest Service.  
Established sensitivity criteria levels for this project 
range from low to high; therefore the suggested 
sensitivity level “very high” was revised to high. 

High 

-Concern Level 1 (High concern roads and 
trails) – Foreground (300 feet -1/2 mile) 

 High Stakeholder group comment based on current and 
past inventories conducted by the Forest Service. 

High 

-Concern Level 1 (High concern roads and 
trails) – Middleground (1/2 to 4 miles) 

 Moderate Stakeholder group comment based on current and 
past inventories conducted by the Forest Service. 

Moderate 

-Concern Level 2 (Moderate concern roads 
and trails) – Immediate Foreground (0-300 
feet) 

 Moderate - High Stakeholder group comment based on current and 
past inventories conducted by the Forest Service.  
Revised suggested sensitivity level to account for a 
range of sensitivity levels consistent with ‘Concern 
Level 1 roads and trails.’ The revised level is also 
consistent with past projects completed with the 
Coronado National Forest. 

Moderate 

-Concern Level 2 (Moderate concern roads 
and trails) – Foreground (300 feet -1/2 mile) 

 Moderate Stakeholder group comment based on current and 
past inventories conducted by the Forest Service. 

Moderate 

-Concern Level 2 (Moderate concern roads 
and trails) – Middleground (1/2 to 4 miles) 

 Low-Moderate Stakeholder group comment based on current and 
past inventories conducted by the Forest Service. 

Low-Moderate 

Future Land Use Resources 
Residential Planned – Plat Approved Moderate-High    
Residential Planned – Zoning Approved Moderate    
Residential Planned – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low-Moderate    

Commercial Planned – Plat Approved Low-Moderate    
Commercial Planned – Zoning Approved Low    
Commercial Planned – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low    

Mixed Use – Plat Approved Moderate    
Mixed Use – Zoning Approved Low-Moderate    
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  EPG 
  6/12/09 

FACILITY SITING CRITERIA WORK SHEET 
SENSITIVITY LEVELS – ROSEMONT 138KV TRANSMISSION LINE 

Resource Category 

Proposed 
Sensitivity 

Level* 

Public and 
Stakeholder Group 

Suggested 
Sensitivity Level Rationale For Suggested Change 

Revised 
Sensitivity 

Level 
Mixed Use – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low-Moderate    

Military – Plat Approved Moderate    
Military – Zoning Approved Low-Moderate    
Military  – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low    

Industrial Facilities – Plat Approved Low    
Industrial Facilities – Zoning Approved Low    
Industrial Facilities – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low    

Future Recreation Resources 
Parks – Plat Approved Moderate-High    
Parks – Zoning Approved Moderate    
Parks – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive 
Plan 

Low-Moderate Moderate Stakeholder group comment. At this stage of 
planning, the park is a future use that may not be 
developed for several years. The status level allows 
for modification to plan with the transmission line.  

Low-Moderate 

Recreation Areas and Open Space – Plat 
Approved 

Moderate    

Recreation Areas and Open Space  – 
Zoning Approved 

Low-Moderate    

Recreation Areas and Open Space –  
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low Moderate Stakeholder group comment. At this stage of 
planning, the recreation area is a future use that may 
not be developed for several years. The status level 
allows for modification to plan with the transmission 
line. 

Low 

Golf Courses – Plat Approved Low-Moderate    
Golf Courses – Zoning Approved Low    
Golf Courses – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low    

National/Regional Trails – Plat Approved Moderate-High    
Local Trails (County or City designated) – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low    

Trailheads, Picnic Areas, Campgrounds  – 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan 

Low-Moderate    
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  EPG 
  6/12/09 

FACILITY SITING CRITERIA WORK SHEET 
SENSITIVITY LEVELS – ROSEMONT 138KV TRANSMISSION LINE 

Resource Category 

Proposed 
Sensitivity 

Level* 

Public and 
Stakeholder Group 

Suggested 
Sensitivity Level Rationale For Suggested Change 

Revised 
Sensitivity 

Level 
Existing Cultural Resources 

Listed or Eligible National or State Register 
Properties (e.g., Vail Post Office) 

Moderate-High    

Existing Biological Resources 
Pima County Wildlife Corridors Low-Moderate High Stakeholder group comment. Detailed impact study 

will identify those areas of higher impact as a result of 
the proposed transmission line project. 

Low-Moderate 

Santa Cruz River Moderate    
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve High    
Davidson Canyon High    
Bar V Ranch (Pima County 2004 
Conservation Bond Program) 

 High Data added based on public comment. Detailed 
impact study will identify those areas of higher impact 
as a result of the proposed transmission line project. 

Moderate-High 

Las Cienegas National Conservation Area Moderate High Stakeholder group comment. Guidance will be 
through the BLM management plan. 

Moderate-High 

Pima County Conservation Lands System 
- Agricultural In-holdings within Conservation 
Area 

Low    

- Biological Core Management Areas Low-Moderate High Public comment. Detailed impact study will identify 
those areas of higher impact as a result of the 
proposed transmission line project. 

Low-Moderate 

- Important Riparian Areas Low-Moderate    
- Multiple Use Management Areas Low    
- Designated Scientific Research Area  Low-Moderate Moderate-High or 

High 
Stakeholder group and public comment. Detailed 
impact study will identify those areas of higher impact 
as a result of the proposed transmission line project. 
Santa Rita Experimental Range representative 
indicated there are specific areas with a higher 
sensitivity on the Range than others. These areas will 
be defined in the impact assessment phase of the 
project. 

Low-Moderate 

Existing Opportunities** 
Roads/Major Arterial Roadways NA    
Pipelines (e.g., gas) NA    
Railroads NA    
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  EPG 
  6/12/09 

FACILITY SITING CRITERIA WORK SHEET 
SENSITIVITY LEVELS – ROSEMONT 138KV TRANSMISSION LINE 

Resource Category 

Proposed 
Sensitivity 

Level* 

Public and 
Stakeholder Group 

Suggested 
Sensitivity Level Rationale For Suggested Change 

Revised 
Sensitivity 

Level 
Utility Facilities (substations, etc.) NA    
Section lines, half-section lines NA    
46kV Overhead Transmission Line Corridors  NA    
115kV/138kV Overhead Transmission Line 
Corridors  NA    

230kV/345kV Overhead Transmission Line 
Corridors NA    

Future (Planned) Opportunities 
Roads/Major Arterial Roadways - Approved NA    
Roads/Major Arterial Roadways - 
Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan NA    

Pipelines (e.g., water, wastewater) NA    
Utility Facilities (transmission lines, 
substations) NA    

NOTES: 
Sensitivity level modification may occur after evaluation of edge condition (e.g., residential areas adjacent to major arterial roads and 46kV and above 
power lines). 
 
*Proposed sensitivity levels were draft for agency and public comment. The agencies/public provided comments and suggestions to add or revise the 
resource category; therefore, some resource categories do not include proposed sensitivity levels because they were not provided in the draft document.  
 
**Siting along existing transmission lines or other linear facilities with access is preferred.  Planning jurisdictions prefer to locate transmission facilities 
along existing linear features; however, in past projects if existing access or existing linear features are not available to parallel, section lines are 
considered an opportunity to minimize bisecting property boundaries. 
 

 



Environmental Planning Group 

4141 North 32nd Street, Suite 102 

Phoenix, AZ  85018 

 

EPG, 

Thank you for the opportunity to attend the Stakeholder Group Meeting on March 5, 2010.  In response 
to your request for comments regarding the current family of alternatives for the possible Rosemont 
138kV Transmission Line Project I submit the following: 

As we’ve stated before we would like to minimize the miles of powerlines on National Forest System 
lands. 

Most options concern bringing power to the proposed Rosemont project using the 140 link which 
crosses the Forest boundary but would be located mostly on patented land.   The Forest has little 
concern regarding link 140.    

Up to the recent Stakeholder Meeting it was our understanding that the proposed 160, 190 and 210 
lines were for temporary construction power and would be removed once a permanent 138kV line was 
in place.  The exception being if the “Adjacent 46kV Route Family Alt 4” route became the selected 
permanent route which includes links 30, 110, 150, 160, 190 & 210.  At the Stakeholder meeting it was 
made clear that if the 160, 190 & 210 links were constructed, Rosemont would like for them to remain 
permanently for backup power.   

Unfortunately, I’m not prepared to provide a response on these links at this time.  I will schedule for 
representatives from Rosemont and TEP to attend a Forest Service ID Team meeting in the near future 
to provide clarification; after which I will provide a response concerning these links. 

 

 



Rosemont Meetings: 
 
Mondays:  Forest Service Strategy Meeting.  Reta Laford, John Able, Theresa Ann and Bev.  
John is the coordinator for these meetings, 
 
1st Wed. of the Month:  Core ID Team Meeting.  Core ID Team Members:  Bev, Kent, 
Walt, Debby Kriegel, Debbie Sebesta, Salek and Reta. 
 
2nd Wed. of the Month:   
 
Stakeholders Meeting: 
 
Tuesday Oversight Meeting:  Reta, T.A., Tom Furgason, Charles Coyle, Dale and Melissa 
Reichard. 
 



Theme # Description Assigned To:
31 Noise Alan Belauskas
52 Reclamation Plan Bev with Walt making initial effort.
14 Archeology Bill Gillespie with Mary Farrell over Tribal
1, 3 Air Pollution Bob LeFevre
57 Riparian Vegetation Bob LeFevre
65 Soils Bob LeFevre
101 Wilderness Debbie Kriegel with Laura White
56 Recreation Debby Kriegel
84 Visual Resources Debby Kriegel
69 Special Status Species Debbie Sebesta
79 Vegetation Debbie Sebesta

83, 102, 103, 104, 105 Wildlife Habitat Debbie Sebesta with Larry Jones
91 Acid Rock Drainage Eli Curiel

27, 28 Livestock Grazing Kendall Brown
80, 89 (Partial), 90, 93 Mine Area Groundwater Salek with Walt making initial effort

92 Potential Pit Lake Salek with Walt making initial effort
15, 61 Socioeconomics/Envirionmental Justice Sarah Davis

25 Outdoor Lighting Sarah Davis
74 Transportation Walt Keyes
94 Storm Water Control Walt Keyes

By end of Day, Tuesday, March 24, send comments to Bev with a cc to Rita and Teresa Ann
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Road Number
Miles to Be 
Decommissioned

Comment 
Letter

Scoping Comments Keep USFS Response   

4051-1.92R-1 0.17 Cochise Trails

On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

 Most on pvt.  ID team recommends 
leave  roads in proposal close if they 
are mostly on forest.  

4051-1.96L-1 0.12 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

 FS  

4051-2.75R-1 0.44 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

 PVT

4051-2.87R-1 0.45 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

 PVT

4051-2.87R-2 0.27 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

 PVT

4051-2.87R-3 0.25 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

 Most on pvt

4053-0.75L-1 0.33 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

 FS  

4053-0.90L-1 0.05 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4055-0.63R-1 0.09 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4055-0.70R-1 0.1 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4055-0.74L-1 0.29 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4055-0.74L-2 0.33 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4055-0.74L-3 0.09 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4055-0.98R-1 0.07 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

FS  

4055-1.10R-1 0.34 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

FS  

4057-0.23R-1 0.07 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

FS  

4058-0.38R-1 0.22 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

FS  

4058-0.98R-1 0.32 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

FS  



4058-1.10R-1 0.27 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

FS  

4059-0.16R-1 0.34 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4059-0.41L-1 0.46 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

Most on pvt

4059-0.41L-2 0.64 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

Most on pvt

4059-0.41L-3 0.09 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4059-0.41L-4 0.14 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4059-0.41L-5 0.27 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4059-0.41L-6 0.79 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

Starts on FS, ends on PVT

4059-0.50L-1 0.45 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

PVT

4834-0.86L-1 0.43 Cochise Trails
On or partially on Rosemont 
patented land. 

On and off pvt.   

Total Road Miles 7.88



 
Kathy Arnold 
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>  

        02/17/2010 09:25 AM 

 
To "wkeyes@fs.fed.us" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>, 

"kellett@fs.fed.us" <kellett@fs.fed.us> 
cc  

Subject FW: map of roads proposed for decommissioning 
 

 
Walt and Kent ‐  
I know they are working on decommissioning the roads in our area and thought I would forward the 
roads that we have concerns about (I wasn’t sure what you knew or didn’t know about the project.)  
Please let me know if you have questions. 
 
Cheers! 
Kathy 
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs 
Cell:  520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724 
karnold@rosemontcopper.com   
 

 
Rosemont Copper Company   
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130  
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com 
 
PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately. 
 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded Message 
From: Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com> 
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 2010 08:55:53 ‐0700 
To: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Laura White <laurawhite@fs.fed.us> 
Cc: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>, Jeff Cornoyer 
<jcornoyer@rosemontcopper.com>, Tom Kay <tomkay@wildblue.net> 
Conversation: map of roads proposed for decommisioning 
Subject: Re: map of roads proposed for decommisioning 
 
Laura and Bev ‐  
I am sorry it took so long for me to get this sorted out, we still are waiting to hear from the ranch group 
but we do have a number of concerns on the decommissioning project.  The primary concern we have is 
that the Forest is using an outdated map so most of the roads scheduled for decommissioning on private 
property don’t show on the map appropraitely (no wonder the public is confused).  We are using these 
roads to access various claims and other areas on our property.  I have attached a corrected map 
segment showing those roads and the outline.   A list of roads of specific concern are: 

4051-1.92R-1   
 4051-1.96L-1   
 4051-2.75R-1   
 4051-2.87R-1   
 4051-2.87R-2   
 4051-2.87R-3 
4053-0.90L-1   
 4055-0.63R-1   



 4055-0.70R-1   
 4055-0.74L-1   
 4055-0.74L-2   
 4055-0.74L-3   
 4055-0.98R-1   
 4055-1.10R-1 
4058-1.10R-1   
 4059-0.16R-1   
 4059-0.41L-1   
 4059-0.41L-2   
 4059-0.41L-3   
 4059-0.41L-4   
 4059-0.41L-5   
 4059-0.41L-6   
 4059-0.50L-1   
 4834-0.86L-1 
 

We also are using some roads for access to private property, the ones of specific interest are: 
4051‐1.96L‐1 
4834‐0.86L‐1 
4053‐0.90L‐1 

 
There are a number of ranch roads that may go to fencing, overlooks, stock tanks, or wells that I don’t 
know about.  Roads that go to ranch facilities that I think are currently in use (in addition to those listed 
above) include: 

4055‐0.98R‐1 
4055‐1.10R‐1 (well) 
4058‐4.10R‐1 
4059‐0.41L‐6 

 
I have attached the spreadsheet and highlighted the roads that we specifically are concerned about 
closing – either because they provide ranch access or because they provide access to our claims, radio 
repeaters, weather station, etc.  We have no problem with you not showing roads on private property as 
public roads, however any on private will remain open until they are incorporated into the mine plan so 
that we can continue to access reclamation sites, well sites, test plots, photo points, outcrops, stock 
tanks, fences, etc. 
 
Cheers! 
Kathy 
 
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs 
Cell:  520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724 
karnold@rosemontcopper.com   
 

 
Rosemont Copper Company   
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130  
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com 
 
PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately. 
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From: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us> 
Date: Thu, 11 Feb 2010 18:42:08 ‐0600 
To: Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, Laura White <laurawhite@fs.fed.us> 
Subject: map of roads proposed for decommisioning 
 
 
Kathy, please see my last email.  Laura White is working on this project, and can give you more 
information about the roads analysis.  She can be reached at 388.8419.  Bev  
 
Beverley A. Everson 
Forest Geologist 
Coronado National Forest 
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor 
Tucson, AZ.  85701 
 
Voice: 520‐388‐8428 
Fax: 520‐388‐8305 
 
 
 

‐‐‐‐‐‐ End of Forwarded Message  
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Kathy Arnold 
<karnold@rosemontcoppe
r.com>  

02/17/2010 09:25 AM 

 
To "wkeyes@fs.fed.us" <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>, "kellett@fs.fed.us" 

<kellett@fs.fed.us> 
cc  

Subjec
t

FW: map of roads proposed for decommissioning 

 
  
  

 
 
Walt and Kent ‐  
I know they are working on decommissioning the roads in our area and thought I would forward the 
roads that we have concerns about (I wasn’t sure what you knew or didn’t know about the project.)  
Please let me know if you have questions. 
 
Cheers! 
Kathy 
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs 
Cell:  520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724 
karnold@rosemontcopper.com   
 

 
Rosemont Copper Company   
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130  
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com 
 
PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately. 
 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded Message 
From: Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com> 
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 2010 08:55:53 ‐0700 
To: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Laura White <laurawhite@fs.fed.us> 
Cc: Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>, Jeff Cornoyer 
<jcornoyer@rosemontcopper.com>, Tom Kay <tomkay@wildblue.net> 
Conversation: map of roads proposed for decommisioning 
Subject: Re: map of roads proposed for decommisioning 
 
Laura and Bev ‐  
I am sorry it took so long for me to get this sorted out, we still are waiting to hear from the ranch group 
but we do have a number of concerns on the decommissioning project.  The primary concern we have is 
that the Forest is using an outdated map so most of the roads scheduled for decommissioning on private 
property don’t show on the map appropraitely (no wonder the public is confused).  We are using these 
roads to access various claims and other areas on our property.  I have attached a corrected map 
segment showing those roads and the outline.   A list of roads of specific concern are: 

4051-1.92R-1   
 4051-1.96L-1   
 4051-2.75R-1   



 4051-2.87R-1   
 4051-2.87R-2   
 4051-2.87R-3 
4053-0.90L-1   
 4055-0.63R-1   
 4055-0.70R-1   
 4055-0.74L-1   
 4055-0.74L-2   
 4055-0.74L-3   
 4055-0.98R-1   
 4055-1.10R-1 
4058-1.10R-1   
 4059-0.16R-1   
 4059-0.41L-1   
 4059-0.41L-2   
 4059-0.41L-3   
 4059-0.41L-4   
 4059-0.41L-5   
 4059-0.41L-6   
 4059-0.50L-1   
 4834-0.86L-1 
 

We also are using some roads for access to private property, the ones of specific interest are: 
4051‐1.96L‐1 
4834‐0.86L‐1 
4053‐0.90L‐1 

 
There are a number of ranch roads that may go to fencing, overlooks, stock tanks, or wells that I don’t 
know about.  Roads that go to ranch facilities that I think are currently in use (in addition to those listed 
above) include: 

4055‐0.98R‐1 
4055‐1.10R‐1 (well) 
4058‐4.10R‐1 
4059‐0.41L‐6 

 
I have attached the spreadsheet and highlighted the roads that we specifically are concerned about 
closing – either because they provide ranch access or because they provide access to our claims, radio 
repeaters, weather station, etc.  We have no problem with you not showing roads on private property as 
public roads, however any on private will remain open until they are incorporated into the mine plan so 
that we can continue to access reclamation sites, well sites, test plots, photo points, outcrops, stock 
tanks, fences, etc. 
 
Cheers! 
Kathy 
 
 
Katherine Ann Arnold, P.E. | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs 
Cell:  520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724 
karnold@rosemontcopper.com   
 

 
Rosemont Copper Company   



P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130  
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com 
 
PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipients and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately. 
 
 
 
From: Beverley Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us> 
Date: Thu, 11 Feb 2010 18:42:08 ‐0600 
To: Katherine Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, Laura White <laurawhite@fs.fed.us> 
Subject: map of roads proposed for decommisioning 
 
 
Kathy, please see my last email.  Laura White is working on this project, and can give you more 
information about the roads analysis.  She can be reached at 388.8419.  Bev  
 
Beverley A. Everson 
Forest Geologist 
Coronado National Forest 
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor 
Tucson, AZ.  85701 
 
Voice: 520‐388‐8428 
Fax: 520‐388‐8305 
 
 
 

‐‐‐‐‐‐ End of Forwarded Message  
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Rosemont Copper Project 
Project Record Outline 

 
  [NOTE THE CATEGORY (from the list below) IN WHICH THIS ITEM SHOULD BE FILED]: 7h 
 
1. Project Management 

a. Formal recommendations 
b. Formal meeting minutes & memos 
c. General Correspondence 
d. Third Party Mgmt (contracts, agreements, MOU) 
e. Other 

2. Public Involvement 
a. Announcements & Public Meetings 
b. Mailing Lists 
c. Scoping Public Comments 
d. Scoping Reports 
e. DEIS Public Comments 

3. Agency Consultation 
a. Army Corps of Engineers (404 permit) 
b. US Fish & Wildlife Service (Sec 7 T&E) 
c. State Historic Preservation Ofc (Sec 106) 
d. Tribes (Sec 106) 
e. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation  

(Sec 106) 
4. Communication 

a. Congressional 
b. Cooperating Agencies 
c. Organizations 
d. Individuals 
e. FOIA 
f. Internal 
g. Proponent 

5. Proposed Action 
a. Mine Plan (including compilation) 

b. Supporting Documents 
6. Alternatives 

a. Cumulative Effects Catalog 
b. Connected Actions 
c. Dismissed from Detailed Analysis 
d. Considered for Detailed Analysis 

7. Resource Reports 
a. Biodiversity  
b. Heritage 
c. Inventoried Roadless Areas 
d. Land Status & Special Uses 
e. Plants (TES & Invasive) & Vegetation 
f. Recreation & Roadless Areas 
g. Riparian 
h. Scenery 
i. Socioeconomics 
j. Soils & Geology 
k. Transportation 
l. Water 
m. Wildlife & TES Animals 
n. Air 
o. Noise & Vibration 
p. Facilities (Tails, designs, etc) 
q. Night Skies 

8. DEIS 
9. FEIS 
10. Geospatial Analysis 
11. FOIA Exempt Documents 
12. ROD

DATE:  February 17, 2010 
 
TITLE/SUBJECT  Correspondence between USFS and Rosemont 
 
PUBLISHER/AGENCY  NA (emails) 
 
AUTHOR/CALLER  Debby Kriegel 
 
RECIPIENT/PERSON CALLED  NA 
 
SUMMARY  Email correspondence between the USFS and Rosemont on a variety of visual quality topics.  Note that the document 
"20100107_kreigel_request" has not been renamed"; it has been left with it's original name as an attachment to the 20100212 email. 
 
PATHNAME        



 

 

 

(Please name documents with “yyyymmdd_short_description”.  Please use lower-case letters and understandable abbreviations). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



To:   Kathy Arnold, Rosemont Copper 
 
From:   Debby Kriegel, Coronado National Forest, 388-8427 
 
Date: January 7, 2010 
 
Re:   Information Request 
 
 
The following information will be needed for visual quality and recreation analysis.  Please call me if you 
have questions. 
 
1.  GIS layers for the new alternatives (revised Phased Tailings, and Barrel Only) with Z-values assigned 
to the contours and georeferences to their locations. 
 
 2.  3D model of the plant facilities and infrastructure locations (powerline, waterline easement, etc), with 
detail to the point that USFS and Rosemont can agree is sufficient for simulations. These need to be 
georeferenced as well.  
 
4.  Information on which plant buildings and facilities cannot be painted earthtones. 
 
5.  Contours: the best resolution of the existing landform topography that Tetra Tech has. Currently 
SWCA is currently working off of 10m DEMs. 
 
6.  Details about what mitigation lands and/or conservation easements would be offered by Rosemont 
(plat maps, easement language, and timeline). 
 
7.  Map or GIS point for Sentinal Peak (and recommendations for possible spur trail location, if available) 
 
8.  Information about the appearance of the outermost waste rock (sometimes referred to as “growth 
medium” or “topsoil”) and visible back parts of the pit.  This data will be necessary for both analysis of 
visual resources and for creating accurate simulations.  Information needed:  
•        The color range of the rock types that will comprise the outermost waste rock.  This could be as 
simple as providing samples of the rock, identifying field sites where the material can be viewed (such as 
on the test plots), and photographs.  
•        Desert varnish (Permeon and/or Natura) tests to determine application rates for the back of the pit, 
and outermost waste rock if it will be lighter than surrounding landscape colors.  Representatives from 
both companies are in the Tucson area periodically.  If Rosemont could provide locations to test the 
correct rock types (which should be newly excavated rock, not weathered locations), they are willing to 
travel to the site to test various application rates.  The test areas do not need to be on test plots, and 
could be located on National Forest land if the rock type is correct. 
•        Post-mine options for breaking up the uppermost horizontal benches in the back of the pit, or if this 
is not possible, a description of what natural failing might be expected over time.  Depending on 
alternative, up to 20 benches would be visible from travelways, including Highway 83.  
 
9.  A study of establishing trees and shrubs on reclaimed slopes.  The current research on seeding is an 
excellent start, but reclamation should also include trees and shrubs (and possibly cacti) in order to more 
quickly stabilize the slopes and meet visual quality goals.  Coordination with U of A’s Dr. Fehmi would be 
a good place to start, and perhaps he could recommend a consultant.  The study would answer the 
following questions:  

• Which species and sizes of plants would be most successful on the outermost material?  Native 
plants should be selected from those currently growing at the site, and would include 
salvage/transplants, seedlings, and/or container plants.  Patterns of plants on the new slopes 
should mimic those of the surrounding landscape.    



• Where can the needed plants be obtained in sizes and quantities that would likely be necessary?  
Options include salvaging from the site, purchasing from local nurseries, contracting propagation, 
or some combination.  Landforming work and alternative selected will affect the exact quantities, 
but a rough examination of existing numbers of plants and species per acre in the area would 
provide a good starting point,.  And I know of one local plant expert with a nursery who might be 
available to provide information on the success of propagating species not typically sold in 
nurseries and/or to could help propagate plants.  

• If there are different suites of native plants best adapted to different "growth mediums", a plan 
should be developed to place that material/plant or seed those suites of vegetation to achieve 
targeted reveg and biology needs.  Specifically this applies to Agave/bat concerns, but also to 
many plant species obligates.  An example of how this could go wrong inadvertently would be 
that if a "growth medium" which is best for Agave survival is placed on slopes which are not 
conducive to Agave survival (north facing, south facing, whatever), we all would have missed a 
huge opportunity.  At a later date, this information would be used to resolve what "growth 
medium" goes where--for visual and plant growth needs--solves problems for the proponent and 
the land manager. 

 



Norene Norris 07/29/2008 Fw: Colle-iion Agreement modification

S^ZZl Beverley A To jsturgess@augustaresource.com, Norene
/yYpZZz. Everson/R3/USDAFS Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J

v*& ) 7/ 02/11/2008 08:58 PM
i& i / cc

Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Fw: Collection Agreement modification

Jamie, will you confirm that the incorrect modifcation that we sent you has been destroyed? Thank
you.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Forwarded by Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS on 02/11/2008 08:53 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

02/11/2008 12:20 PM To Bevcrley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Collection Agreement modifications

Can you get an e-mail statement from the cooperator, stating that they've destroyed the incorrect
modification?

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane



Norene Norris

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

02/11/2008 12:20 PM

07/29/2008 Re: Colleton Agreement modification

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Collection Agreement modifications

Can you getan e-mail statement from the cooperator, stating that they've destroyed the incorrect
modification?

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants &, Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

#tf>Te* }/,

"1 Beverley A
J Everson/R3/USDAFS

"*' 02/09/2008 02:19 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Collection Agreement modifications

You've never told me that you needed to retreive the incorrect modification. When the company
asked me if they should destroy it I said yes.

I'm being pressed to provide a date for when the modifcation will be completed Please give me a
date.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS



Norene Norris

02/08/2008 11:05 Al^

07/29/2008 Re: CollecTion Agreement modification

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject \Re: Collection Agreement modifications'

Rockin' right alongl

How areyou doing in yourefforts to recoverthe incorrect (although signed by Jeanine)
modification from the cooperator? I gather, from our conversation the other day, that Rosemont
isn't willing to sign it, as it is currently worded. I'm uncomfortable with sending them an entirely
different modification, without having the incorrect one returned, aren't you?

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants A Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hopesprings a kernel."
DennyCrane

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

/^~ZZL Beverley A
/yr""*~ Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/07/2008 10:15 MK

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Cost Recovery Agreement modifications

Can you please tell me what the current status is?

Also, Norene, when the modification is completed and goes out to the company for signature, please
send it FedEx rather than ordinary mail.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist



Norene Norris 07/29/2008 Re: Coileciion Agreement modification

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



United States

Department of
Agriculture

Forest

Service

File Code: 6520

Route To:

Subject: FY 2009 Allocation (03-05-27)

To: ALM Program Leader:

Your FY 2009 allocations are revised as follows:

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8300
TDD (520) 388-8304
FAX (520) 388-8305

Date: January 7, 2009

Job Project Previous This Current
Code Name Allocation Allocation Allocation

CWFS24 RosemontMine $76.8M $326.1M $402.9M

This allocation letter is for $326,067 under agreement # 07CO110305-10-024, Augusta Resource
Arizona Corp., for the Rosemont Mine project.

Please update your workplans accordingly.

If you have questions please contact David Evans at 388-8324.

/s/ JEANINE A. DERBY
JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor

cc: Bev Everson

DMontez: 1/7/09

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper V



USDAForestServiceDRAFTREVISION9/25/06

REIMBURSABLEORADVANCECOLLECTIONAGREEMENTJOBCODEASSIGNMENT

ThisservesasformalnotificationthattheAlbuquerqueServiceCenterhasreceivedyoursignedagreementandspendingisnow
authorized.Thisnoticealsoverifiesthatbudgetauthorityisavailable.

Source:NewAgreementModificationWorkPlanxRecalculationofAvailableAmount

TypeofAgreement:XAdvanceReimbursableCombination

AgreementNumber(s)Cooperator(s)
Total

Agreement
Burden

Amount

NetAvailablefor

Spending
Burden

Rate

Expiration
Date

AgreementJobCode
Assigned*

07-CO-l1030510-024AugustaResource
ArizonaCorp.

RosemontCopperProject
PriorAmount85,425.828,586.7676,839.0611.175%12/31/20100305CWFS2409

PaidAdvanceBill352,153.1126,085.42326,067.698.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

Total437,578.9334,672.18402,906.758.606%

Checkallthatapply:
XNote1:AuthorizedAmountistentativebasedoninitialcalculationofcarryoverbalancesonmulti-yearagreement

UpdatedJobCodeAssignmentNotiflationwillbeissuedifthisamountchanges

Note2:AuthorizedAmountforspendingmustbeobligatedby,(enterdate)becausepartnerfundingexpires.

*UpdateWorkPlanfordollaramountsandtoincludeagreementjobcodeassigned.Ifprojectsupportsburden,updateproject
jobcodetoincludeburden.PlaceamountunderOTHERRESOURCETYPE-BURDENinWorkPlan.

**JobCodebalancesshallbemonitoredusingeitherWorkPlanexpenditurereportsorRACAFundControlReport
RACAFundControlReportisaccessibleviaBRIOManagerialReportsorASCReportsDashboard,SpecializedReports

ProjectManager:BEverson
Location:0305

PhoneNumber:520-388-8428

RACAProcessor:DianaForsberg
DateIssued:1-05-2009

PhoneNumber:(877)372-7248opt1-raca

FS6500-208

0305-07-CO-024



Norene Norris

Norene;

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

- 12/10/2009 11:54 AM

12/10/2009 > Re: B..i for 07-CO-11030510-024

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bec

Subject Re: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024[1|

Here is acopy of the new bill, and I will mail out a copy today. (I have cancelled the prior bill, and I
am sorry for the confusion.)

Thank you.

BARACA0A00178.pdf

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

12/09/2009 08:16 AM
To Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc "Beverley AEverson email" <beverson@fs.fed.us>,
jsturgess@augustaresource.com, "Reta Laford"
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Roxane M Raley"

<rmraley@fs.fed.us>, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES^

Subject Re: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024H

I called the ASC this morning - the processor will cance\ yesterday's bill &. issue a new one in the
amount of $363,870.50 for the first 2quarters of FY 2010. Quarterly bills in the amount of
$181,935.25 will be issued for the remainder of the year. Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"If you can't be a good example, then you'll
just have to be a horrible warning."

Catherine Aird

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS



Norene Norris

<»
Melinda D

Roth/R3/USDAFS

12/08/2009 05:00 PM

12/10/2009 > Re: 8i!i .or 07-CO-l 1030510-024

To jsturgess@augustaresource.com

cc "Beverley A Everson email" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Reta
Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Roxane MRaley"
<rmraley@fs.fed.us>, Norene

Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024H

We could do that - all or in part. Some big expenses (personnel effort and document printing) will
hit between now and the next billing. I'm a little worried we might cut things a little too tight if we
apply the entire credit now.. I suggest we meet in the middle, reduce the current bill by 50% of the
carry over amount. This equates to about $60-65K. What do you think?

ps Is there a chance to meet this Friday to review the MOU modifications?

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 388-8319

(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

jsturgess@augustaresource.com

jsturgess@augustaresource.
com

12/08/2009 02:06 PM

Please respond to
jsturgess@augustaresource.c

om

To "Mindee D Roth em" <mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "Reta Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Roxane M Raley"

<rmraley@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson email"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>

Subject Re: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024

Reta/ mindee:Can we have the carryover amount shown as an adjustment to the
first half as a credit? Clean and easyjamie

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>



Norene Norris 12/10/2009 > Re: Bill for 07-CO-l 1030510-024

Date: Tue, 08 Dec 2009 12:06:41 -0700
To: <jsturgess@augustqresource.com>
Cc: Reta Laford<rlaford@fs.fed.us>; Roxane MRaley<rmraley@fs.fed.us>; Beverley
A Everson<beverson@fs.fed.us>

Subject: Fw: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024

Head's up for bill coming your way... Thedollar amount represents 1/2 of the total and does not
include any carryover amount. I am looking into how/when the carryover funds are factored into
the bills.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)

(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Forwarded byMelinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS on12/08/2009 12:01 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS
To Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

12/08/2009 10:33 AM " Rc+a L°-ford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Subjec Fw: Bill for 07-CO-U030510-024

t

FYI

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"If you can't be a good example, then you'll
just have to be a horrible warning."

Catherine Aird

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on 12/08/2009 10:32 AM

Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS
To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

12/08/2009 10:04 AM Subjc" K|| f<jp 07.co.11030510-024



Norene Norris 12/10/2009 > Re: Bil, .or 07-CO-l 1030510-024

Norene;

I am not sure if you need it, but here is a copy of the advance bill for the aboveagreement It wil

go out in today's mail. Thanks.

Diana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713



Norene Norris 12/09/2009 Re: I... for 07-CO-l 1030510-024

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS To Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
12/09/2009 08:16 AM cc "Beverley AEverson email" <beverson@fs.fed^s>,

jsturgess@augustaresource.com, Reta Latora
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Roxane M Raley"

bcc Diana LForsberg/W0/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024^

I called the ASC this morning - the processor will cancel yesterday's bill &issue anew one in the
amount of $363,870.50 for the first 2quarters of FY 2010. Quarterly bills in the amount of
$181,935.25 will be issued for the remainder of the year. Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants &. Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331
E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Ifyou can't be agood example, then you'll
just have to be a horrible warning."

Catherine Aird

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS

12/08/2009 05:00 PM

To jsturgess@augustaresource.com

cc "Beverley AEverson email" <beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Reta
Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Roxane MRaley"
<rmraley@fs.fed.us>, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@F5NOTE5

Subject Re: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024|1

We could do that -all or in part. Some big expenses (personnel effort and document Wf^f
hit between now and the next billing. I'm alittle worried we might cut th.ngs ahttle too tight .f we
apply the entire credit now.. Isuggest we meet in the middle, reduce the current b.ll by 50kof the
carry over amount. This equates to about $60-65K. What do you think?

ps Is there achance to meet this Friday to review the MOU modifications?

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)



Norene Norris

(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

jsturgess@augustaresource.com

jsturgess@augustaresource.
com

12/08/2009 02:06 PM

Please respond to
jsturgess@augustaresource.c

om

12/09/2009 Re: Bill . <,r 07-CO-l 1030510-024

To "Mindee b Roth em" <mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc "Reta Laford" <rlaford@fs.fed.us>, "Roxane MRaley"
<rmraley@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson email"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>

Subject Re: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024

Reta/ mindee:Can we have the carryover amount shown as an adjustment to the
first half as a credit? Clean and easyjamie

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>

Date: Tue, 08 Dec 2009 12:06:41 -0700

To: <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>
Cc: Reta Laford<rlaford@fs.fed.us>; Roxane MRaley<rmraley@fs.fed.us>; Beverley
A Everson<beverson@fs.fed.us>

Subject: Fw: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024

Head's up for bill coming your way... The dollar amount represents 1/2 of the total and does not
include any carryover amount. I am looking into how/when the carryover funds are factored into
the bi\\s.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)

(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 12/08/2009 12:01PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS
To

12/08/2009 10:33 AM

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@F5NOTES, Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES



Norene Norris
12/09/2009 Re: b... for 07-CO-l 1030510-024

Subjec Fw: Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024
t

FYI

Norene Norris, ©rants <& Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325
Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"If you can't be agood example, then you' II
just have to be a horrible warning."

Catherine Aird

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on 12/08/2009 10:32 AM
Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAFS To ^^ ^^/usDAFSeFSNOTES

cc

12/08/2009 10:04 AM Subject Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024

Norene;

Iam not sure if you need it, but here is acopy of the advance bill for the above agreement. It wil
go out in today's mail. Thanks.

Diana L. Forsberg - kACA Branch
ASC - USFS- Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713



iDAForestService FS-6500-205 (05/08)

>**f**> Reimbursable c 1Advance Collection Agreement Tiaitsmittal Form
Albuquerque Service Center (B&F)

(Reference FSH 6509.11k, Chapter 50) ^^
For 1580 purviewagreements; form to be completed via l-Web G&A Collections Request -x5g£?'

Agreement Information Forest Service Contact Information

1/F&aye^enMmbeiJ:;•f%$j|]07CO11030510024

.-tu^tifylng

:Closeout

^fFS-6500^2^
'Sf^er|^p(^in|;g

4.E}pii^pn^
5.Formulthyearlagr^m^ ''.t\

pperatirig pJanfc|eaH^sM^
i;-;id^ti1yah\^r£s1i^
":^i;yes^^if^^

6. Is the decisionAWh'etheror not to assess overhead documented .*;

^ No:}^>>^Sfeip.j^r^mehfmust be-jmqdified to
^ '''"'* '"" ^ddr^s^Histdecisi6h7

|piirst-narrie;g|13BEVERLY

|g^sJriam^^;^]EVERSON

13. Grants and Agreements Specialist: t:^:^Sc;^g-';?

{;^FirMname:"^;l NORENE

;^Mcbfitectte^ 388-8325

Xr.^pstM3rhe;^-f DAVID

^l^nam&y^pVANS

M:i<^t^^tejephp^ (520) 3888324 jg

Cooperator Contact Information

15.CG^peral6rname!AUGUSTA RESOURCE (ARIZONA)
ORPORATION

-•^nteriabel £
Identify whicttcntena^of FSH390933; Ch 40i{Se£4p.61;

;%;;^|goal^£

^|§|pasj|cqi-^^

:-f:^ipflitioria|f^
^ C^olte^il^l^slnot;a^iicjiJe;Ke)&*n9i coppergtqrs^

-..-^andiis.exGluded^;K}^

1;pVCo^pera;tpr;Taxpa^

•prbjecifeosislpoB^blielSe^OT
:- frianagemer^fir^^

isiiiiiis
•LEASE BILL COOPERATOR FOR FIRST 2

1H:°?n?a,*s;bUARTERS OF FY10 IMMEDIATELY - QUARTER

Caring for the Land

Ideritific^ohNurnbe^l^^S^^
j7|fea|raifnonf^^
l^al:^ej^

?:^)a1|̂ bmrh6n Agrjeerrjie I

a^bj^blig^Urig^^u^ /ftv

^^Gl^fnlasu^^yrribol^i!; V*
W-^'.-'-'i^s:^:;"f;;j:P ^^ar^js -
19-CbbTOrat6r,adnflhistr,..>w

rpilRrl^ifTJe^^l^l1

£v;,^;Co!fi£^ :A
9;;RequiredattaehmentsKgk£^ ^^fe^rinciiM's^

and Serving People n ^ n o J^
Printed on Recycled Paper
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Norene Norris

/^--—'- Beverley A
//s*^ Everson/R3/USDAFS

w 01/24/2008 02:52 PM

02/11/2008 > Fw: Augusta -- Rosemont/USFS MOU

To Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@F5NOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Fw: Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOU

Please look at the changes to Section B, paragraph one, on page two, a change the company's
attorney made to the MOU. I tend to agree with the wording that they use, primarily the use of
the word "authority" rather than "discretion", because its legally correct. We can and do modify an
operation, but we don't have the discretion to deny it.

Do either of you disagree with this change?

Rosemont MOU -• Draft for Final Review (01-22-08).doc

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/24/2008 02:07 PM

"MARRA, MARC"

<MMARRA@FCLAW.COM>

01/23/2008 09:04 AM

To <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc "Jamie Sturgess" <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

Subject Augusta - Rosemont/USFS MOU

Bev:

The draft Rosemont/USFS MOU, incorporating comments from Rosemont, is
attached.

Jamie was hoping to get this to you in time for execution by Friday.

Marc

Marc A. tAarra



Norene Norn's 02/11/2008 > Fw: August -- Rosemont/USFS MOU

Fennemore Craig
3003 North Central Avenue, Suite 2600
Phoenix, Arizona 85012-2913

(602) 916-5000

(602) 916-5450 (direct)
(602) 916-5650 (fax)
mmarra@fclaw.com

www.fennemorecraig.com

—fcs

m

Rosemont MOU - Draft for Final Review (01 -22-08).doc



Norene Norris

f^ZZL Beverley A
S/Zp^ Everson/R3/USDAFS

07/22/2008 06:36 PM

07/23/2008 > Rosemonr FY 2008 AOP modification

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Rosemont FY 2008 AOPmodification

Enclosed is my draft modified AOP for Rosemont for 2008. I am baffled as to how to adjust for
the 8% overhead, and am leaving that part for you to fill out and adjust the total for. You will also
need to edit collection agreement number.

Rosemont A0PJuly2008.doc

Here is the AOP for FY 2009, with the same blanks for percent overhead and the total.

Rosemont AOP FY2009.doc

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

01/31/2008 01:08 PM

07/29/2008Re: Cost Recwery Agreement modificatioi

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bec David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES; Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Cost Recovery Agreement modifications

Also, per our discussion, I'll need a revised Annual Operating Plan, clearly stating what is carryover,
Awhat amount we're asking for to cover FY08 expenses.

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants AAgreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

#*

fiZZZL Beverley A
/j^^Z Everson/R3/USDAFS

V 01/28/2008 01:07 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Cost Recovery Agreement modification

Hi Norene,

As we discussed this morning, the modification should have shown the Coronado receiving $240,000
per year from Rosemont Copper Company, which would include any carryover from the previous year.
Thus, for this year, we'reentitled the carryover from 2007, plus whatever additional amount makes
a total of $240,000 for FY 08. Also, the agreement should read that the company agrees to fund
us for $240,000 per year, not for the duration of the agreement.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428



Norene Norris ' 07/29/2008Re: Cost Recovery Agreement modificatioi

Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris

34o. &

Melinda D

Roth/R3/USDAFS

09/17/2009 11:16 AM

10/08/2009 > &. } - FY2010 Rosemont AOP

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Draft - FY2010 Rosemont AOP

Rosemont Copper Project FY 2010 Annual Operating Plaadocx

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



DRAFT Rosemont Copper Project FY 2010 AnnualOperatingPlan
October 1,2009- September30,2010Collection Agreement S07-CO-11030510-24

Personnel

Interdisciplinary Team Roles

Team Members

(subject to change)
Amount

Forest and District Leadership, Decision-making, Process Mgmt,
Tribal Consultation

Derby, Laford, Ellett $0

IDT Leader, Project Mgmt, Geology, Minerals Admin& MiningLaw,
Mining (Chemistry, Processes, Rock Stability/Fracture)

Everson $104,922

Communications, Website Schewel, Schneider $36,850

Forest Planning, Project Mgmt, CooperatingAgency Coordination,
NFMA Compliance, GIS

Ciapusci, Kaplan $29,832

Process Mgmt, Project Oversight, Quality Control Roth $105,238

NEPA Mgmt, FOIA Administration, Environmental Justice Campbell $18,640

Transportation, Engineering Keyes $15,600

Hydrogeology (Groundwater), Hydrology (SurfaceWater), Soils Shafiqullah $32,900

Recreation, Visual, Scenery (including Reclamation) Kriegel $22,020

Social and Economic, Night Skies Davis $23,640

Wildlife, Vegetation (includingReclamation), Riparian Habitat,
Range

Sebesta, Jones $23,530

Fire, Public Uses Elek, Lockwood $12,310

Access, Lands, Reality Emmett $9,780

Air, Clean Water Act Compliance, Soils, Water Resources, Riparian LeFevre $8,280

Mine Planning, Remediation, Hazardous Waste, Public Health &
Safety, Noise

Curiel, Belauskas $33,440

Heritage, Tribal Consultation Farrell, Gillespie, Leblanc $41,520

Admin Support Raley $2,676

GS-13,12 days m $4;092

Brown, Quintana, Able, Schwab, Gerhart, m

TOTAL IDT Personnel $525,270.00

Fleet Monthly FOR & Mileage Amount

Vehicle Numbers 4661, 5707, 5964 7 months, 11,400 miles $4,770

TOTAL Fleet $4,770

Miscellaneous Expenses Amount

Documents DEIS, EIS, ROD Copies, Mailing, Notification $4b#od
Website Maintenance $14,000

Content Analysis Receiving and Analyzing Public Comment $7b;000
Personnel Support Travel & Training $10,000

Miscellaneous Supplies and Equipment $5,640

TOTAL Miscellaneous Expenses $139,640

USGS Inter-Agency Agreement Description Amount

Annual Maintenance of 1 bridge-mounted stream
gauge and 1 unmanned cableway

ligpoo

TOTAL USGS Inter-Agency Agreement $16,000

Rosemont Copper Project FY 2010 AOP 09/17/2009



SUB-TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJEa EXPENSES $685,680
Personnel $525,270
Fleet $4,770
Miscellaneous Expenses $139,640
Inter-Agency Agreement $16,000

National Overhead Rate of 8% $54,855

TOTAL $740'5?5
FY2009 Carryover Wfflf/
BALANCE NEEDED FOR FY2010 $

Rosemont Copper Project FY 2010 AOP 09/17/2009



11/13/2008 14:58 FAX

Please Deliver To:

12)001/002

USDA FOREST SERVICE
ALBUQUERQUESERVICE CENTER
Reimbursable and Advance Collection Agreements (RACA)
101 B Sun Avenue NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109
Toll Free 1-877-372-7248
FAX: 1-866-342-0713

Name;
Norma Norrls, Grants &

Agreement* Date: Navamber 13,2008

^a^ten!CoronadoNF

Phone: 520.38d.8325

Pagw (Including this Cover Sheet): 2

From;

Sender's Name: ©lane Forefeet*

Sender's Phone;
1-877-372-7248

Agreement Number •

Job Code •
Billing Number •

TROB •

Others: •

Fax: 520.3884331

RACA

Fax: 1-860-342-0713

Comments; • Urgent DFor Review DFor Comment HlPteM* Reply D Hease Approve

Norene: Here you go. Sorry for the confusion.



WhatWeDid

Total

$240,000.00
$240,000.00

Project
$212,389.38

Burden

$27,610.62
Burden%

13%

WhatShouldBe

Total

$240,000.00
$240,000.00

Project
$212,389.38

Burden

$27,610.62 FY07InitialNeed

FY07Collection
FY07InitialNeed

FY07Collection

Burden%

13%

FY08InitialNeed

FY07Carryover
FY08NetNeed

FY08BurdenError

FY08Bill

$294,181.00
$186,811.22
$107,369.78

$8,589.60
$115,959.38

$272,390.00$21,791.008%FY08InitialNeed

FY07Carryover
FY08NetNeed

FY08Bill

FY08Overage

$294,181.00
$211,096.68

$83,084.32
$83,084.32
$32,875.06

$272,390.00$21,791.008%

13%

8%

FY09InitialNeed

FY08Carryover
FY09NetNeed

FY09InitialBill

FY09Balance

$726,522.48
$78,216.25

$648,306.23
$352,153.11
$296,153.12

$672,706.00$53,816.488%FY09InitialNeed

FY08Carryover
FY09NetNeed

FY09InitialBill

FY09Balance

$726,522.48
$85,425.82

$641,096.66
$352,153.11
$288,943.55

$672,706.00$53,816.488%

8%

8%

.72

-DuouSdtflkttjLcvyyiMMdV^
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0k.

Norene Norm's 07/28/2008MOU correction should be to you this wee

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS To Norene Norris/R3/USD/\FS@FSNOTES

06/11/2008 06:29 PM cc

bcc

Subject MOU correction should be to you this week- Re: Last

Week's Conversations

Your memory is great. I have been working with Andreafor the exact text replacement. I should
have it to you this week

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/11/2008 04:43 PM To Reta Laf°rd/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Last Week's Conversation

Hi, Reta! I'm just following up on our conversation of last weekabout requesting a modificationto
the Augusta Resource/Rosemont Copper MOU. If I remember correctly, I asked for an e-mail
message requesting the mod, with the exact wording for it. I just wanted to check my memory
(maybe that's not what we talked about at all), because I haven't received any messages about it.
Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants <& Agreements Coordinator
Coronado NF

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

When you're up to your fanny in alligators,
it's difficult to remind yourself that

your initial objective was to drain the swamp.



United States

I}) Department of
Agriculture

Forest

Service

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8300
TDD (520) 388-8304
FAX (520) 388-8305

File Code: 6520

Route To:

Subject: FY 2010Allocation (03-05-46)

To: Engineering/Minerals ProgramLeader:

Your FY 2010 allocations are revised as follows:

Job

Code

CWFS24

Project
Name

Rosemont Mine

Previous

Allocation

S446.6M

Date: July 9, 2010

This Current

Allocation Allocation

S202.8M S649.4M

This allocation letter is for $202,858 under agreement # 07CO110305-10-024, Augusta Resource
Arizona Corp., for theRosemont Mine project.

Pleaseupdateyourworkplans accordingly.

If youhave questions pleasecontact DavidEvans at 388-8324.

/s/RETALAFORD

RETALAFORD

Acting Forest Supervisor

cc: Bev Everson

DEvans: 07/09/10

Caring for theLand and Serving People Printedon Recycled Paper

4*L
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United States

Department of
Agriculture

Forest

Service

Coronado National Forest 300 W. Congress
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Phone (520) 388-8300
FAX (520) 388-8305

File Code: 1580

Date: October 7, 2008

Rosemont Copper Company
ATTN: Sherry Varecka
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver CO 80246

Ref: Modification No. 01 to Memorandum, of Understanding, 08-MU-11030510-010

Dear Ms. Varecka:

Enclosed is a fully executedcopy of the referenced modification.

Please call me at520.388.8325 if you have any questions. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

IWWY&J
NORENE NORRIS

Grants & Agreements Coordinator

Enclosure

USDA
It's Cool to Be Safe Printed on Recycled Paper



Norene Norris 02/15/2008> Re: Fw: Augusta -- Rosemont/USFS M<

Andrea W To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Campbell/R3/USDAFS cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

$g:j:j|j|;ggg; 01/24/2008 05:24 PM bcc
Subject Re: Fw: Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOuH)

Recommended change to 1st paragraph under B. in MOU:

The Forest Service has the authority to approve the Proponents proposal, either as currently
defined in the MPO, or as otherwise defined during the NEPA review to mitigate or avoid significant
adverse environmental impacts. Before a decision to approve the proposal is made, the Forest
Service must comply with the NEPA; the National Forest Management Act of 1976; other
environmental statutes, regulations, and Executive Orders; and Forest Service Manual and Handbook
direction regarding NEPA and minerals management on NFS land(collectively, these are referred to
henceforth in this MOU as applicable legal requirements).

Your thoughts?

•Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS wrote:

To: Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
From: Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
Date: 01/24/2008 02:52PM

Subject: Fw: Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOU

Please look at the changes to Section B, paragraph one, on page two, a change the company's
attorney made to the MOU. I tend to agree with the wording that they use, primarily the use of
the word "authority" rather than "discretion", because its legally correct. We canand do modify an
operation, but we don't have the discretion to deny it.

bo either of you disagree with this change?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701



Norene Norris 02/15/2008> Re: Fw: Audita -- Rosemont/USFS M(

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/24/2008 02:07 Pl^

"MARRA, MARC" <MMARRA@FCLAW.COM>
01/23/2008 09:04 AU<

To

<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc

"Jamie Sturgess" <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

Subject
Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOU

Bev:

The draft Rosemont/USFS MOU, incorporating comments from Rosemont, is
attached.

Jamie was hoping to get this to you in time for execution by Friday.

Marc

Marc A. Marra

Fennemore Craig
3003 North Central Avenue, Suite 2600

Phoenix, Arizona 85012-2913
(602) 916-5000
(602) 916-5450 (direct)
(602) 916-5650 (fax)
mmarra@fclaw.com

www.fennemorecraig.com

- Rosemont MOU ~ Draft for Final Review (01-22-08).doc

- ATTDNWYD
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Norene Norris 02/15/2008> Re: Rosemoi.r Comments on Rosemont/U

*. ^ -^uu Andrca w To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
^Sffiffl) Campbell/R3/USDAFS cc
|gg|||j:" 01/24/2008 05:26 PM bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Comments onRosemont/USFS MOUe]

okey dokey see my next message for the suggested rewrite
does the weather suk in SD?

-Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS wrote:

To: Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
From: Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Date: 01/24/2008 05:23PM

cc: Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Subject: Re: Rosemont Comments on Rosemont/USFS MOU

I defer to your judgement on this, Andrea. Onward!

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants & Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hopesprings a kernel."
Denny Crane

Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS

Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS
01/24/2008 05:07 PM

To

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES



Norene Norris 02/15/2008> Re: Rosemom Comments on Rosemont/U

Subject
Rosemont Comments on Rosemont/USFS MOU

Bev and Norene,

I am not comfortable with the language inthe first paragraph of this section

I believe it originated in the template that Norene provided
However, as written, it implies that wealonehavethe authority to approve the proposal We do not.

In a Record of Decision, Jeanine will identify the USFS preferred alternative and will provide the
rationale for its selection.

Additionally, BLM will issue a Record of Decision about the proposedactions) that would affect land
under its jurisdiction.

In other words, we have a situation analogous to the TEP power line project. DOE has a decision,
USFS has a decision and BLM has a decision, all of which must be insynchrony for TEP to implement
the project according to its proposal.

I would like to discuss this paragraph in the meeting w/ Rosemont tomorrow, unless we resolve it
among ourselves prior to meeting.

I'll have some other text crafted tomorrow to discuss with you.
a

•Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS wrote:

To: Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSN0TES, Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
From: Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
Date: 01/24/2008 02:52PM

Subject: Fw: Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOU

Please look at the changes to Section B, paragraph one, on pagetwo,a change the company's
attorney made to the MOU. I tend to agree with the wording that they use, primarily the use of



Norene Norris 02/15/2008> Re: Rosemo„r Comments on Rosemont/U

the word "authority" rather than "discretion", because its legally correct. We canand do modify an
operation, but we don't have the discretion to deny it.

Do either of you disagree with this change?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/24/2008 02:07 PM

"MARRA, MARC" <MMARRA@FCLAW.COM>
01/23/2008 09:04 AM

To

<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc

"Jamie Sturgess" <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

Subject
Augusta ~ Rosemont/USFS MOU

Bev:

The draft Rosemont/USFS MOU, incorporating comments from Rosemont, is
attached.

Jamie was hoping to get this to you in time for execution by Friday.

Marc

Marc A. Marra

Fennemore Craig
3003 North Central Avenue, Suite 2600



Norene Norris 02/15/2008> Re: Rosemom Comments on Rosemont/U

Phoenix, Arizona 85012-2913

(602) 916-5000
(602) 916-5450 (direct)
(602) 916-5650 (fax)
mmarra@fclaw.com

www.fennemorecraig.com

n Rosemont MOU ~ Draft for Final Review (01-22-08).doc

n - ATTDNWYD



Norene Norris 02/15/2008 > Rosemont o^nments on Rosemont/USFS

Andrea W To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Campbell/R3/USDAFS cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

jfSOTffiE' 01/24/2008 05:07 PM bcc
sX|.Lj_rfXf.LiXf-n-

Subject Rosemont Comments on Rosemont/USFS MOUej

Bev and Norene,

I am not comfortable with the language in the first paragraph of this section,

I believe it originated in the template that Norene provided
However, as written, it implies that we alone have the authority to approve the proposal We do not.

In a Record of Decision, Jeanine will identify the USFS preferred alternative and will provide the
rationale for its selection.

Additionally, BLM will issue a Record of Decision about the proposedactions) that would affect land
under its jurisdiction.

In other words, we have a situation analogous to the TEP power line project. DOE has a decision,
USFS has a decision and BLM has a decision, all of which must be in synchrony for TEP to implement
the project according to its proposal.

I would liketo discuss this paragraph in the meeting w/ Rosemont tomorrow, unless we resolve it
among ourselves prior to meeting.

I'll have some other text crafted tomorrow to discuss with you.
a

-Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS wrote:

To: Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
From: Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
Date: 01/24/2008 02:52PM

Subject: Fw: Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOU

Please look at the changes to Section B, paragraph one,on page two, a change the company's
attorney made to the MOU. I tend to agree with the wording that they use, primarily the use of



Norene Norris 02/15/2008 > Rosemont C«,.,iments on Rosemont/USFS

the word "authority" rather than "discretion", because its legally correct. We canand do modify an
operation, but we don't have the discretion to deny it.

Do either of you disagree with this change?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/24/2008 02:07 PM

"MARRA, MARC" <MMARRA@FCLAW.COM>
01/23/2008 09:04 AM

To

<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc

"Jamie Sturgess" <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

Subject
Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOU

Bev:

The draft Rosemont/USFS MOU, incorporating comments from Rosemont, is
attached.

Jamie was hoping to get this to you in time for execution by Friday.

Marc

Marc A. Marra

Fennemore Craig
3003 North Central Avenue, Suite 2600



Norene Norris 02/15/2008 > Rosemont comments on Rosemont/USFS

Phoenix, Arizona 85012-2913

(602) 916-5000
(602) 916-5450 (direct)
(602) 916-5650 (fax)
mmarra@fclaw.com

www.fennemorecraig.com

• - Rosemont MOU -- Draft for Final Review (01-22-08).doc

- ATTDNWYD



Norene Norn's

"Norene Norn's"

<non2@cox.net>

01/16/2008 01:40 PM

02/14/2008 > Rosemont MoU

To <awcampbell@fs.fed.us>, <beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc

bec

Subject Rosemont MoU

Here it is. Looks great - thanks for the good work Andrea! I have highlighted (in
pink) a couple of places where the words were beginning to sound like reggae music
:) I also wondered about Public Law 19-90. Is that right for a law passed in 1969?
It's probably right - just wondered.

The name, title, address, etc. on page 10, highlighted in yellow, still needs that
information filled in.

I filled in the info for Jeanine A me, but I don't know the name of the signatory
for Rosemont.

I have to leave right now for my doctor appointment. Please reply to this (home)
e-mail if there's more I can do from here. Thanks!

m

2003 Rosemont MOUandrea.rtf.doc



Norene Norris

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

03/03/2009 02:10 PM

Ok, thank you. I will mail out the bill.

Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS

03/04/2009> Re: Bill for ,.3/eement 07-CO-1103051

To Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Bill for Agreement 07-CO-11030510-024 (Rosemont
SPD)1

Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS j
•03/03/2009 01:17 PM

To Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Bill for Agreement 07-CO-11030510-024 (Rosemont
SPD)H

This is correct. Please mail it out today. Thanks.

Daniel R. Montez

Budget Officer
Coronado National Forest

(520) 388-8323 Office
(520) 820-2545 Cell
(520) 388-8331 FAX
dmontez@fs.fed.us

Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

03/03/2009 11:03 AM

To Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene

Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Bill for Agreement 07-CO-11030510-024 (Rosemont SPD)

Hello Dan & Norene:

Please let me know if this bill is what you need If so, I will mail it out today. Thanks



Norene Norn's

bilLpdf

Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS

Daniel R. Montez

Budget Officer
Coronado National Forest

(520) 388-8323 Office
(520) 820-2545 Cell
(520) 388-8331 FAX
dmontez@fs.fed.us

03/04/2009> Re: Bill fu, Agreement 07-CO-1103051

To Diana LForsberg/W0/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Rosemont SPD



Norene Norris 07/17/2008> Fw: Mod. v/i to Collection Agreement, (

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

06/03/2008 03:26 PM cc
bcc David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES; Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024

Here's the last communication we had about the FY08 modification to your collection agreement.

Norene Norris, Grants A Agreements Coordinator
Coronado NF

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

When you're up to your fanny in alligators,
it's difficult to remind yourself that

your initial objective was to drain the swamp.

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on 06/03/2008 03:26 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

04/02/2008 08:34 AM T° Bzver^ AEverson/R3/USDAFS
cc Reta Uford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024H)

Hi, Bev! OK, I've re-worked the AOP, as relates to the new CY08 overhead rate of 8%. The good
news is that you have an additional $9,832 to "put on the ground". As you' II see, the line items
you've previously identified don't total $240,000, so you'll need to add the $9,832 in somewhere,
to bring the total up to $240,000. It's unfortunate we have to do this again, but for $9,832, it's
probably worth it, right? Don't worry about how the overhead is calculated -all you have to do is
arrive at a total of$240,000. I'm in Flag for training tomorrow, but will beback on Friday.

2008_Rosemont_ttod01.doc 2008_Rosemont_AOP.doc

Norene Norris, Grants A Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Let us dare to read, think, speak, Awrite."



Norene Norris

John Adams, 1765

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

/pZZZL Beverley A
y/s^ Everson/R3/USDAFS

' * 03/24/2008 10:44 PM&\'//

07/17/2008> Fw: Mod. Oi to Collection Agreement, (

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024H

Hi Norene,

This is what I was looking for, and the FOP is what I had sent you so it should be correct. (I wil
forward that to youalso, Reta).

Stay tuned, however, as we may be making more changes to the Agreement, to add another
hydrologist to the team.

Bev

BeverleyA. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

03/05/2008 03:23 PM

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024

Haveyou had a chance to look at the mod yet?

Norene Norris, Grants A Agreements, Coronado NF



Norene Norris 07/17/2008> Fw: Mod. vito Collection Agreement, (

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Let us dare to read, think, speak, Awrite."
John Adams, 1765

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on03/05/2008 03:22 PM

Norene

Norris/R3/USDAFS To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS
02/12/2008 12:57 PM cc

Subject Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement, 07-CO-11030510-024

Here's the current iteration of the modification. Please approve, or suggest changes, before I send
it to Rosemont. Thanks!

[attachment "2008_Rosemont_Mod01.doc" deleted by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants AAgreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hopesprings a kernel."
Denny Crane



Norene Norris 07/28/2008 > rwsemont MoU Mod Template

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

07/28/2008 09:34 AM cc

bcc

Subject Rosemont MoU Mod Template

Med_Temp lote_MyEdits .doc

Norene Norris, Grants A Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

Live your life in such a way that
whenyour feet hit the floor in the
morning, Saion shudders and says

"OH RATS... SHE'S AWAKE"!



Norene Norris 12/16/2008Scheduling cr,unge - Re: Rosemont Mod a<

0t.
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

12/15/2008 04:49 PM cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Scheduling change - Re: Rosemont Mod additions... U=l

Norene - Change of scheduling plans... Since the below proposed changes are in
reference to printing and distributing the DEIS, which is not scheduled until the
Fall of November 2009, we will wait to combine them with any other subsequently
identified modifications at a later date. So for now, no action is required. Thanks.

John / Bev / Teresa Ann - See above note. For the time being, we can
effectively proceed with the MOU currently in place. As the project progresses,
please notes other essential modification needs for consideration into a future
comprehensive modification. Thanks.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest

300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AT85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

0t.
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

12/15/2008 02:12 PM To Norenc Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Modadditions...

Norene, apologies this is so late. Might you be able to incorporate these into the Rosemont Mod?
Jamie Sturgess is now planning on being here at 1:00tomorrow. I' Istop inafter ban is through with
me. Thanks!

Item D16: Add to the end of the sentence", excluding the DEIS and FEIS which must be
distributed through the Forest Service Regional Office."

Item E 8: delete"; and the EIS itself"



Norene Norris 12/16/2008Scheduling ch^.je - Re: Rosemont Mod a<

Attachment 1, Item 19: Add to the end of the sentence", excluding the DEIS and FEIS which
must be distributed through the Forest Service Regional Office"

Attachment 1,1C (NEPA Review), 8: Strike requirement to copyand distribute the DEIS for public
review.

Attachment I, Item II: Reword to "... delivered as attachments in the MS Word software version
dictated by the Forest either by electronic mail..."

Attachment I, Item II Deliverables Table: Add "Camera Ready" in front of "Draft EIS for public
review" and "Final EIS".

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson,AZ85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



United States

Department of
Agriculture

Forest

Service

File Code: 6520

Route To:

Subject: FY 2010 Allocation (03-05-45)

To: Engineering/Minerals Program Leader:

Your FY 2010 allocations are revised as follows:

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St.
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8300
TDD (520) 388-8304
FAX (520) 388-8305

Date: July 7, 2010

Job Project Previous This Current
Code Name Allocation Allocation Allocation

CWFS24 Rosemont Mine $455.6M <$9.0M> $446.6M

This de-allocation letter is for $9,000 under agreement # 07CO110305-10-024, Augusta
Resource Arizona Corp., for the Rosemont Mine project. The reason for this reduction in funds
is because of the correction to Pay Period 20 salary charges processed by NFC.

Please update your workplans accordingly.

If you have questions please contact David Evans at 388-8324.

/s/RETALAFORD

RETALAFORD

Acting Forest Supervisor

cc: Bev Everson

DEvans: 07/07/10

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper

#9*



Norene Norris 07/29/2008 Fw: Urest Iteration of FY08 FOP

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

03/05/2008 03:24 PM cc
bec Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES; David J

Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES; Paula

Medlock/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Fw: Latest Iteration of FY08 FOP

Oh, yes, Ahave you also had a chance to approve the Financial AOperating Plan?

Norene Norris, Grants AAgreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Let us dare to read, think, speak, A write."
John Adams, 1765

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on03/05/2008 03:23 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

02/13/2008 11:15 AHA To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS
cc

Subject Latest Iteration of FY08 FOP

Please also approve the latest iteration of the FOP. You had not addressed overhead on the current
year collection amount, so I calculated it Asubtracted it from the amount we intend to collect.
Thanks!

[attachment "2008_Rosemont_AOP.doc" deleted by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants A Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane



f
United States Forest

Department of Service
yA Agriculture

Coronado National Forest 300 W. Congress
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Phone (520) 388-8300
FAX (520) 388-8305

File Code: 1580

Date: April 28, 2010

Rosemont Copper Company
ATTN: Sherry Varecka
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver CO 80246

Ref: Modification No. 06 to Memorandum of Understanding, 07-MU-l 1030510-010

Dear Ms. Varecka:

Enclosed are two copies of the referenced modification. Please obtain the necessary signatures,
and return both copies to my attention at the above address. Upon execution of the modification,
I will return your copy to you.

Please call me at 520.388.8310 if you have any questions. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

7 n

ANDREA SEPULVEDA

Grants & Agreements Coordinator

Enclosure (2)

USDA
It's Cool to Be Safe Primed on Recycled Paper Q
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Name:

Phone:

Fax:

Sender:

Name:
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Budget and Finance
Coronado National Forest

300 West Congress

Tucson, AZ 85701

Fax: 520-388-8331
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ROSEMONT COPPER

November 19,2009

Jeanine Derby
USFS

300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

Dear Ms. Derby:

DENVER OFFICE

4500 Cherry Creek South Drive - Suite 1040
Denver, Colorado 80246 USA

TEL: (303)3000134

FAX: (303)3000135

CORPORATE WEB: www.augustaresourc8.com

PROJECT WEB: www.rosemorttcopper.com

Enclosed please findModification No. 3 to Collection AgreementNo. 07-CO-l1030510-024.1
have signed both copies ofthe agreement. After your signature is added, please return one fully
executed copy to Rosemont for our files. Thank you.

Sincerely,

<: ^> CX/v^_k_0

Jamie Sturgess
Vice President Sustainable Development

Enclosures (2)



Norene Norris
ll/04/2008Re: Creation of Instruments for Rosemonl

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

10/31/2008 08:28 AM

Thank you for all the docuemnts you
talk toyou on Monday! Thank you!

Subject Re: Creation of Instruments for Rosemont Bill for
Collection!!!!

sent in 3e-mails. I'm leaving for the field right now, but can

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

10/30/2008 04:03 PM
To Kendra LBourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Creation of Instruments for Rosemont Bill for
Collections

I'mavai
lable, except for aconference call in the early afternoon Tuesday.

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325
Fax: 520.388.8331
E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"One consolation about memory loss in old age is
that you also forget a lot of things you

didn't intend to remember in the first place."
George Carlin

(That's my story and I'm stickin' to it!)

Kendra LBourgart/WO/USDAFS

Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

10/30/2008 03:30 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTESf Kendra L



Norene Norris ll/04/2008Re: Creation o. instruments for Rosemonl

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Subject Creation of Instruments for Rosemont Bill for Collection

Greetings!

David, You are included in this e-mail because Dan Montez is out of the office.

I have been asked to support each of you during the process of creating the necessary
documentation and instruments to collect money from Rosemont Copper Company for expenses
related to FY08 collection agreements, FY09 forest program of work, and the USGS stream gauge
project. I understand this is a complex process that may require multiple instruments.

It is Bev's desire that the instruments be ready for signature for a1pm meeting with the
proponent on Tuesday, November 4.

I' II share my availability:
Thursday, Oct. 301 leave the office at 3:15 pm
Friday, Oct. 311 am working in the field all day and am not available for this project
Saturday, Nov. 11 am available by cell phone at 559-920-9113
Sunday, Nov. 2 I am driving to Tucson
Monday Nov. 3 I am in the SO all day to focus on this project
Tuesday Nov. 41 am in theoffice all morning tofocus on this project

Norene and David, Will you be able to work on this on Monday and Tuesday morning with me? If so,
I would greatly appreciate it!

Thank you, Kendra

Kendra L. Bourgart
USDA Forest Service
E-mail: klbourgart@fs.fed.us
Cell: 559-920-6113

Prescott Office:

Prescott National Forest
500 US Highway 89 North, Bldg 70
PO Box 9115
Prescott, AZ 86313
Desk: 928-443-8271
Fax: 928-443-8208 (call to confirm receipt)

Tucson Office:

Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701-0003
Desk: 520-388-8390
Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

12/01/2008 09:59 AM

12/10/2008>Revised Jo- Code Notification for Agre

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Revised Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024

Hello:

Attached is arevised job code notification for the above agreement. Some additional expenses had
hit the 08 job code after the initial job code notification was emailed out, resulting in less to roll
forward.

Thank you.

Diana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713

Job Code Sheet 07-CO-11030510-024 revisedxls



FS-65UU-2UD \yoivo)

usda^~ , Advance collection Agreement 1 ismittal Form
Reimbursaoie c m AlbuquerqueServiceCenter(B&F)

(Reference^S^dXSLbG&ACollections RequestFor 1580 purview agreements; form to be completed via Iweo v,*m

Agreement Information

1FSagreementnumber ' ^70011030*^
,>- i ^ - - - " v

2 Cooperator agreement number, project number or other
identifying number pertinent to cooperator

3. Purpose^of transmittal (check one only)
PI -Newagreement t . \

@tSto request job code in new year of mult,-year *
• Sut"Request (Complete Blocks 1,2,3 only &attach

FS 6500-243) -
• Other (explain)

4Expiration Date (Month/Day/Yea?) |12/31/2010
5Formulti-year-agreements, dp agreement terms and/or annual

opeSan clearty state the penod of performance and
identify any restrictions on annual spending?

YNoSR >Stop.Agreement must be modified to clearly
^ state this information.

6. is the decision whether or notto assess overhead *™"£>
within the terms of the agreement (ref. FSH 1909.13. Chapter
40)?

N0S R >Stop. Agreement must be modified to
, - address this decision.

7. If no overhead is to be assessed, check all applicable

SS^^V^ito,<rftFSH,'1909.13, Ch 40, Sec40.61 16CooperatorTaxpayer^ ^
is applicable:- ^ -1 *• l ,>!- "V,!'1 ' identification Number (TIN) v. ~"
nia. Cooperator is not federal agency under Economy 1? FedeYa, (non.USDA) „;

Act; and funds contribute'toward accomplishment of r-fc a Agency Location Code (ALC);
~goals;& mutual benefit between FS& cooperator * ^ -. _ -^ .

.'exists-sO-, j - ^' > »* ' x , \.. ' *l-
nib'*Fund8 are obtained from a grant, donation, non->

cash contnbution, reimbursement for Invitational travel,
* orpass-through funds that do not create,significant

additional indirect cqsts.v - T- *
Note.Jtem 2is hot applicable to external cooperators
andjs excluded.". ^ >•-£ lt • •'

8' Aiob?Sd^) will be assigliei by ASC RACA to record
pfoiecfcos^mariaglmenVfiKancial reports/, If project manager has a
preferred descnptionvto better identify project on job code
listings"or reports; enter bejow; " ^ >-
Job Code Description
Limit 25 Characters:'' •

Forest Service Contact Information

11. Region and Unit number (RRUU)V - .10305

12. Project Manager
First name

Last name

Contacttelephone number.
(Include area code)

13. Grants and Agreements Specialist:
First name SNORENE

Last name ; jNORRiS

Contacttelephonenumber
(Include area code)

14.Unit-level Budgetcontact:
First name {DAVID

- Contacttelephonenumber.
(Include area code) *

Cooperator Contact Information

15. Cooperator name

b. ^Obligating DocumeptNo. ^

c.,Treasury Symbol ^ ;

18^ USDA Agency — -
a. Common Agreement.

, n ^Number (CAN) v „ ,
S * " y. y
> -\ f , *

b. Obligating Document No.

c. ^Treasury Symbol i. ^

19. Cooperator adminisirattoecojrtact:
First name

Last name

•"'A."

9. Required attachments:; . ^ ' - ' r , _
" " Executed copy ofagreement with AOP. .LJ >

~, < * J c^vWorkPlan screen print: •
1- : -r ^ , .-v*V *, f l-Web screenjprint: D

'-"* . iDAVID J EVANS IS BA-COOPERATOR J
10. RernarHs:|gEQUESTS SPEC|AL BILLING -SEE LAST PAG^ } .

*"*""s' Caring for the Land and Serving People

Contacttelephonenumber
/(Include area code)"'

E-mail address "

QPonied on RecycledPaper

//(4zyo%



USDA Forest Service
OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-19

MODIFICATION OF GRANT OR AGREEMENT
PAGE OF PAGES

1 1

1. U.S. FOREST SERVICE GRANT/AGREEMENT NUMBER:

07-CO-l 1030510-024

2. RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR GRANT or
AGREEMENT NUMBER, EFANY:

3. MODIFICATION NUMBER:

05

4. NAME/ADDRESS OFU.S. FOREST SERVICE UNIT ADMINISTERING
GRANT/AGREEMENT (unit name, street, city, state, andzip+ 4):

Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
6. NAME/ADDRESS OF RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR (street, city, state, and zip +
4, county):

Jamie Sturgess, Rosemont Copper Company
4500Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver, CO 80246

5. NAME/ADDRESS OF U.S. FOREST SERVICE UNIT ADMINISTERING
PROJECT/ACTIVITY (unit name,street,city, state, and zip+ 4):

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
7. RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR'S HHS SUB ACCOUNT NUMBER (For HHS
paymentuse only):

8. PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION

CHECK ALL

THAT APPLY:

This modification is issued pursuant to the modification provision in the grant/agreement
referenced in item no. 1, above.
CHANGE IN PERFORMANCE PERIOD: In pursuant to D. 12 and D. 23 to extend the expiration date from
12/31/2010 to 5/17/2012.

•
•

CHANGE IN FUNDING:

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES:

OTHER (Specify type of modification):
DExcept as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the Grant/Agreement referenced in 1, above, remain unchanged and in full

force and effect. ,

9. ADDITIONAL SPACE FOR DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION (add additional pages as needed):
The reason for the modification to extend the expiration date is to continue and complete the analysis of the NEPA project.

10. ATTACHED DOCUMENTATION (Check all that apply):

• Revised Scope of Work

• Revised Financial Plan

• Other:

11. SIGNATURES

authorized Representative:Bysignature below,the signing parties certify that they are the official representatives of
THEIR RESPECTIVE PARTIES AND AUTHORIZED TO ACT IN THEIR RESPECTIVE AREAS FOR MATTERS RELATED TO THE ABOVE-REFERENCED
GRANT/AGREEMENT.

ll.A. SIGNATURE

(Signature of Signatory Official)

1I.E. NAME (type or print): JAMIE STURGESS

1 LB. DATE

SIGNED

1l.C. U.S. FOREST SERVICE SIGNATURE

(Signatureof SignatoryOfficial)

1l.F. NAME (type or print): RETA LAFORD

ll.D. DATE
SIGNED

li.G. title (type or print): Rosemont Copper Company u.H. title (type or print): Acting Forest Supervisor

12. G&A REVIEW

12.A. The authority and format ofthis modification have been reviewed and approved forsignature by:

ANDREA G. SEPULVEDA
U.S. Forest Service Grants & Agreements Specialist

12.B. DATE

SIGNED



USDA Forest Service FS-6500-205 (05/08)

Reimbursable and Advance Collection Agreement 1 .^nsmittal Form
Albuquerque Service Center (B&F)

(Reference FSH 6509.11k, Chapter 50)
For 1580 purview agreements; form to be completed via l-Web G&A Collections Request

lN8 8^

Agreement Information

1. FS agreement number, =/ ' J07CO11030510024

2. Cooperator agreement number/project number ojr other
• identifying number pertinenfto cooperator -""

3.Purposeoftransmittal (check one only),\ r> ,-s ,

Q kNew Agreement' \, ~\\ ""'*•" \
1x3 Modification\ " • \,t ^ *V ^ "~* >
I I ' Roll Job]Code to new year(hotincluded in automated

rollover) -"' / ( \ , <. • *; v ' *„, ",
Fl Closeout Request (Complete Blocks 1,2,3, 9 only &attach

*FS-6500-243)
I I Other (explain)"

4. Expiration Date (Month/Day/Year) H2/31/2010
5. For multf-yeafagreements, do agreement terms and/or annual

operating plan clearly state the period of performance and
identifyanv restrictions on annual spending?
- Yes®- ~ ^ ,.•'..
\No [—j >Stop. Agreement must be modified to clearly

v' <state this information.
6. Is the'decision whether or not to assess overhead documented
1 within the terms of the agreement (ref. FSH 1909.13, Chapter

40)?- - ;; - '. \ -
YesSl ^ ,-
No • > Stop. Agreement must be'modlfied to

address this decision. ,
7. Ifno overhead is to be assessed, check all applicable

_, criteria below: t , ; „ ^ * v , ' s > ,
identify which criteria of FSH 1909.13, Ch 40, Sec 40.61
is applicable:: J,^ '. ', v
•1a. Cooperator isnot federal agency under Economy

Act and funds contribute toward accomplishment of FS
goals & mutual benefit between FS & cooperator"

' .-exists. ,' ' "•"
- LJ1b. Funds are obtained from a grant, donation, non

cash contribution, reimbursement for invitational travel,
or pass-through funds that do not create significant
additionalindirectcosts. .

Note, item 2 is not applicable to external cooperators
/and is excluded. ^ "' ' .'\

8.Optional field;; / r C ^ \
A jobjcode(s) Will be assigned byASC RACA to record
project costs.'Job code description appears on project
management financial reports. If project manager has a
preferred description to better identify project on job code
listingsor reports, enter below.
Job Code Description
Limit 25 Characters: ._..._„.„

9. Required attachments: %M:^M$ff9M^;^;M§

BA IS DAVID J. EVANS
10. Remarks:

Forest Service Contact Information

11. Region and Unitnumber (RRUU)

12. Project Manager:

0305

First name v BEVERLY
r

Last name EVERSON
V

Contact telephone number: (520)3888428
(Includearea code) ••

Grants and Agreements Specialist: "
First name > NORENE

^

Last name NORRIS
*

Contact telephone number j(520) 388-8325
(Include area code)

Unit-level Budget contact:
First name DAVID

Last name EVANS

Contact telephone number
(Include area code)

(520) 3888324

Cooperator Contact Information

15. Cooperator name AUGUSTA RESOURCE (ARIZONA)
CORPORATION

16.Cooperator Taxpayer
Identification Number (TIN)
17. Federal (non-USDA)

a. Agency Location Code (ALC)

b. Obligating Document No.

c. Treasury Symbol

18. USDA Agency ' '
a. Common Agreement

Number (CAN)

b. Obligating Document No.

c. Treasury Symbol

980487867

19. Cooperator administrative contact:
First name

Last name

Contact telephone number
(Include area code)

E-mail address

Caring for the Land and Serving People
Printed on Recycled Pope:v\Recycled Paper. 4L.29

/S'/IO



Norene Norris 07/25/2008> Re: Rosemo,.t FY 2008 AOP modificatioi

Beverley A To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Everson/R3/USDAFS Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bec

Subject Re: Rosemont FY 2008 AOP modif icationii

07/25/2008 12:33 PM

The adjusted AOP needs to show overhead removed just for the additional funding that we're
asking for, which is $60,000, for "other resources". It looks like you've taken overhead for the
entire $300,000 that we asked for in total for FY2008. Please see the AOP spreadsheet that Reta
put together (I put a hard copy on your chair), that has a column for overhead for the original
$240,000 vs. overhead for the $60,000 extra we're asking for by itself.

Also, the AOP that you totalled up in February 2008 shows a different FY2007 carryover than the
May 2008 AOP ($186,800 vs. $211,100). Why would carryover amount change?

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

07/24/2008 01:29 PM To BeverleY AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rosemont FY 2008 AOP modif icationH]

I have reworked the "form" for the AOPs. Actually, it's now a spreadsheet, which will total your
expense items for you. I also put a total above the overhead line so that wecansee the amount the
overhead is based on. These changes should make it a lot easier for both of us.

I need for you to confirm that I have captured all the information correctly. I can't imagine the
discrepancy between the $240,000 stated in the modification and the $262,390 entered on the
AOPs will escape the notice of the cooperator. I will sent the mod to the cooperator after



Norene Norris 07/25/2008> Re: Rosemom FY 2008 AOP modificatioi

you've approved it, and both AOPs.

2009_Rosemont_FY08_AOP_July2008.xls 2008 Rosemont A\od01.doc

2008_Rosemont_Fy08_AOP_July2008j<ls

Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants <& Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

Liveyour life insuch a way that
when your feet hit the floor in the
morning, Satan shudders and says

"OH RATS... SHE'S AWAKE"!

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

/p^ZZL Beverley A
'./>--— everson/R3/USDAFS

07/22/2008 06:36 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont FY 2008 AOP modification

Enclosed is my draft modified AOP for Rosemont for 2008. I am baffled as to how to adjust for
the 8% overhead, and am leaving that part for you to fill out and adjust the total for. You will also
need to edit collection agreement number.

Rosemont AOP_Juli>20u8.doc

Here is the AOP for FY 2009, with the same blanksfor percent overhead and the total.

Rosemont AOP FY2009.doc

Bev



Norene Norris 07/25/2008> Re: Rosemont FY 2008 AOP modificatioi

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norn's

Wk

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

^flPSgf 06/22/2010 07:34 AM

06/23/2010> Copy of Quarterly Bill for 07-CO-1103

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Copy of Quarterly Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024,
Rosemount Copper

Hello Norene;

Here isa copy of the quarterly bill for your records. Thanks.

Diana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
A5C - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713

BARACAQA00861.pdf



Norene Norris

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

04/02/2008 08:34 Afo

04/02/2008> Re: Fw: Mvd. 01 to Collection Agreemei

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bec Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES; David J

Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024©

Hi, Bev! OK, I've re-worked the AOP, as relates to the new CY08 overhead rate of 8%. Thegood
news is that you have an additional $9,832 to "put on the ground". As you'll see, the line items
you've previously identified don't total $240,000, so you'll need to add the $9,832 in somewhere,
to bring the total up to $240,000. It's unfortunate we have to do thisagain, but for $9,832, it's
probably worth it, right? Don't worry about how the overhead is calculated - all you have to do is
arrive at a total of $240,000. I'm in Flag for training tomorrow, but will be backon Friday.

2008_RosemontJtod01.doc 2008_Rosemont_AOP.doc

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Let us dare to read, think, speak, A write."
John Adams, 1765

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

03/24/2008 10:44 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,

07-CO-11030510-024HI

Hi Norene,

This is what I was looking for, and the FOP is what I had sent you so it should be correct. (I will
forward that to you also, Reta).

Stay tuned, however, as we may be making more changes to the Agreement, to addanother
hydrologist to the team.



Norene Norris 04/02/2008> Re: Fw: Mo^. 01 to Collection Agreemei

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

03/05/2008 03:23 PM ^

Subject Fw: Mod. 01to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024

Haveyou had a chance to look at the mod yet?

Norene Norris, Grants <& Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Let us dare to read, think, speak, Awrite."
John Adams, 1765

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on03/05/2008 03:22 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/12/200812:57 PM "

Subject Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,07-CO-11030510-024

Here's the current iteration of the modification. Please approve, or suggest changes, before I send
it to Rosemont. Thanks!

[attachment "2008_Rosemont_Mod01.doc" deleted by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]



Norene Norris 04/01/2008> Re: Fw: Mou. 01 to Collection Agreemei

/^^ Beverley A To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
r^^Z/P^ Everson/R3/USDAFS Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
v*& }/'/ 03/24/2008 10:44 PM cc

Subject Re: Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024|=i

Hi Norene,

This is what I was looking for, and the FOP is what I had sent youso it should be correct. (I wil
forward that to you also, Reta).

Stay tuned, however, as we may be making more changes to the Agreement, to add another
hydrologist to the team.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

03/05/2008 03:23 PM To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024

Have you had a chance to lookat the modyet?

Norene Norris, Grants A Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Let us dare to read, think, speak, <& write."



Norene Norris 04/01/2008> Re: Fw: Moc. 01 to Collection Agreemei

John Adams, 1765

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on 03/05/2008 03:22 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/12/2008 12:57 PM "

Subject Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement, 07-CO-11030510-024

Here's the current iteration of the modification. Please approve, or suggest changes, before I send
it to Rosemont. Thanks!

200 8_Rosemont_Mod 01.doc

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants & Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane



MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

COLLECTION AGREEMENT, NO. 07-CO-11030510-024

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY, a.k.a.
AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of the modification is to document the program of
work for FY 2008, to add funding for FY 2008, and to provide clarification on the subject of annual
funding. Annual funding will consist of carryover of previous fiscal year funds plus new funding, to
equal $240,000, each year throughout the life of the agreement.

2. Change in Performance Period: The performance period of the agreement is unchanged.

3. Change in Funds Available: This modification provides for FY 2008 funding in the amount of
$53,200, which brings the total available funding, including FY 2007 carryover of $186,800, up to
$240,000.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clauses No. 12 and No. 20.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditionsif the referenced document remain unchanged and
in full force.

GIL CLAUSEN Date JEANINE A. DERBY Date

President and CEO Forest Supervisor

Forest Service Use

Job Code: CWFS2408



Project Management

Wildlife Resources

Rosemont Copper Project

FY 2008 Annual Operating Plan
October 1, 2007 - September 30, 2008
Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Minerals Technical Assistance

Contract Administration

Public Information Requests
Congressional Requests
FOIA Requests

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Revegetation Research Oversight

Heritage Resources and Tribal Relations
Resource Evaluation Cc

NEPA Analysis Oversig
Tribal Relations & Cons

$ 107,070

$ 10,655

$17,420

Hydrologic Resources
Resource Evaluation C(

NEPA Analysis Oversig
Resource Permitting 0\

a^aa* _

nil* =<?«.-.....
Other Resources

Miscellaneous Expenses

Collection Agreements

SUBTOTAL OF EXPENSES

FY 2007 CARRYOVER

Project Amount ;—

Communications Team

Lands and Access

Landscape Architecture
Administrative Record l\

Range

Vehicles and Equipmen
Contracts

Jraining, Travel

2^0,000
gilt, I00

National Overhead Rate ui *W7W^.

wmflpnr^r^syftft RiwJiAT)

27T1-/200* "

$41,265

$22,210

- am

/ TOTAL $ggae
/
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MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

COLLECTION AGREEMENT, NO. 07-CO-11030510-024

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE

and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY, aft.a.
AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of the'modification is to document the program of
work for FY 2008, to add hmding for FY 2008, and'to provide clarification on the subject ofannual
funding. Annual funding willconsist of carryover of previous fiscaj^^ar-fonds-^lusjiew funding, to
equal $24(1000, each Year throughout the life ofthe agreementT^^

Change inPerformance Period:\The per -per4o4-e£4he agreement is unchanged.

3. Change inFunds Available: This modification provides for FY 2008 funding in the amount of
$53,200, which brings the total available funding, including FY 2007 carryover of $186,800, up to,
$240,000. / \

modification is issued pursuant to Clauses No. 12 and No. 20.

Except aspl
in full force.

L4ed herein, all/terms and conditionsofthe referenced document-remain unchanged and

GIL CLAUSEN /
President and CEO

Forest Service Use

Job Cod/: CWFS2408

Date JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor
Date



Project Management

Wildlife Resources

Rosemont Copper Project

FY 2008 Annual Operating Plan
October 1,2007 - September 30, 2008
Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Minerals Technical Assistance

Contract Administration

Public Information Requests
Congressional Requests
FOIA Requests

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Revegetation Research Oversight

Heritage Resources and Tribal Relations
Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Tribal Relations & Consultation

Hydrologic Resources

Other Resources

Miscellaneous Expenses

Collection Agreements

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Resource Permitting Oversight

Communications Team

Lands and Access

Landscape Architecture
Administrative Record Management
Range

Vehicles and Equipment
Contracts

Training, Travel

National Overhead Rate of 13%

SUBTOTAL OF EXPENSES

FY 2007 CARRYOVER

Project Amount

Overhead 8% Overhead on FY08 Funding

4/1/2008

$ 107,070

$ 10,655

$17,420

$13,770

$41,265

$22,210

$27,610

$240,000

$186,800

$49,260

$3,940

TOTAL $53,200



MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

COLLECTION AGREEMENT, NO. 07-CO-11030510-024

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY, a.k.a.
AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of the modification is to document the program of
work for FY 2008, to add funding for FY 2008, and to provide clarification on the subject of annual
funding. Annual funding will consist of carryover of previous fiscal year funds plus new funding, to
equal $240,000, annually.

2. Change in Performance Period: The performance period of the agreement is unchanged.

3. Change in Funds Available: This modification provides for FY 2008 funding in the amount of
$53,200, which brings the total available funding, including FY 2007carryover of $186,800, up to
$240,000.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clauses No. 12 and No. 20.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions if the referenced document remain unchanged and
in full force.

GEL CLAUSEN Date JEANINE A. DERBY Date
President and CEO Forest Supervisor

Forest Service Use

Job Code: CWFS2408



Project Management

Rosemont Copper Project

FY 2008 Annual Operating Plan
October 1,2007 - September 30, 2008
Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Minerals Technical Assistance

Contract Administration

Public Information Requests
Congressional Requests
FOIA Requests

Wildlife Resources

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Revegetation Research Oversight

Heritage Resources and Tribal Relations

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Tribal Relations & Consultation

Hydrologic Resources

Other Resources

Miscellaneous Expenses

Collection Agreements

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Resource Permitting Oversight

Communications Team

Lands and Access

Landscape Architecture
Administrative Record Management
Range

Vehicles and Equipment
Contracts

Training, Travel

National Overhead Rate of 13%

SUBTOTAL OF EXPENSES

VlflJww'l\/rrurt*>Jh
2/8/2008 63,200

$107,070

$10,655

$17,420

$13,770

$41,265

$22,210

$27,610

$240,000

$186,800

XOTAL $53,200



MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

COLLECTION AGREEMENT, NO. 07-CO-11030510-024

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY, a.k.a.
AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purposeof the modificationis to document the program of
work for FY^OOS. to add fundingibr FY 2008. and to provide clarificationjDn the subject i
fundina^^^^s^^ thn/* „A) L.^AJ^n tX^JJy fan* sOsJ- tf d^?\-
2. Change in Performance PerioayThe perfeSniance peKo^rthe agreement is unchanged.

Change in Funds Available: This modification provides for FY 2008 funding in me^arountpf
$53,200, which brings the total available funding, including carryover of $186,800, up to $240,000.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clauses No. 12 and No. 20.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions if the referenced document remain unchanged and
in full force.

GEL CLAUSEN

President and CEO

Forest Service Use

Job Code: CWFS2408

Date JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor
Date



MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

COLLECTION AGREEMENT, NO. 07-CO-11030510-024

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY, a.k.a.
AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION

1• Purpose ofthe Modification: The purpose ofthe modification is tQ. document the program oi
worker FY 200$, and to add funding for F^200$, ~~ ' " '

2- Change in PeWormapcb Period: The performance ^tiod ofthe agreement is unchanged.

funding in the amount of

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions ifthe referenced document remain unchanged and
in full force.

GIL CLAUSEN

President and CEO

Forest Service Use

Job Code:

Date JEAN1NE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor
Date



MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

COLLECTION AGREEMENT, NO. 07-CO-11030510-024

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY, a.k.a.
AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION

1. Purposeofthe Modification: The purpose ofthe modification is to document the program of
work for FY 2008, and to add funding for FY 2008.

2. Change in Performance Period: The performanceperiod ofthe agreement is unchanged.

3. Change in Funds Available: This modification provides for additional funding in the amount of
$240,000.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. 12.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions ifthe referenced document remain unchanged and
in full force.

GIL CLAUSEN Date JEANINE A. DERBY Date

President and CEO Forest Supervisor

Forest Service Use

Job Code: Ck)fSSHf



Project Management

Wildlife Resources

Rosemont Copper Project

FY 2008 Annual Operating Plan
October 1, 2007 - September 30, 2008
Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Minerals Technical Assistance

Contract Administration

Public Information Requests
Congressional Requests
FOIA Requests

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Revegetation Research Oversight

Heritage Resources and Tribal Relations
Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Tribal Relations & Consultation

Hydrologic Resources

Other Resources

Miscellaneous Expenses

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Resource Permitting Oversight

Communications Team

Lands and Access

Landscape Architecture
Administrative Record Management
Range

Vehicles and Equipment
Contracts

Training, Travel

National Overhead Rate of 13%

1/24/2008

$ 107,070

$ 10,655

$17,420

$13,770

$41,265

$22,210

$27,610

TOTALS240,000



Financial Plan

USFS Agreement No.
Cooperat reement No.

FOREST SERVICE COOPERATOR

Non-Cash

•Contrib.

(b)
Value of

In-Kind

Contrib.

(c)
Reimb.

Coop.

Expenses

(d)

Non-Cash

Contrib.

(e)
Value of

In-Kind

Contrib.

CO (g) (h)
THIRD PARTY

COST ELEMENTS Cash Contributions (0
TotalDirect Costs Coop. Non-Fed Federal

Salaries/Labor $196,890.00 $196,890.00
Travel $10,500.00 $10,500.00
Equipment Use $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Supplies $0.00
Materials $0.00
Printing * $0.00
Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $212,390.00 $0.00 $0.00 $212,390.00

[IndirectCosts 1 $27,610.00 $27,610.00
[Total $0.001 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00| $0.00 $240,000.00 $o.oo| $0.00 $240,000.00

0) Estimated Program Income (subtract from total of column (i):
(k) Net Total Project Value: $240,000.00

Remat ks: Use the following section to show additional information that supports the lump sum figures
provided above. Salary/Labor =hrs or days xrate; Travel =miles xrate or months xFOR rate, days xper diem rate;
Equipment Use =hrs or days xrate; Supplies &Materials -list ofitems and estimated cost; Printing =estimated costper
•tern; Indirect Cost = Direct cost x current indirect rate.

(b>

(c)

1(d)

(e)

(!)

'(g)

(h)

Matching Costs Determination

Total Forest Service Share =

(a+b+c)*(k) = (l)

Third Party Cash Contribution Federal =
(h-rk) = (m)

Total Federal Share =

(l+m) = (n) i-j

Total Cooperator Share

[(d+e+f+g)-0)]4-(k)'=(o)

Total (n+o) = (p)

(I)
0.00%

(m)
0.00%

(n)
0.00%

(o)

100.00%

(p)
100.00%

Reimbursement Calculation

Forest Service Reimbursement percent
(c) - [(c+d+f+g+h) - 0)] = (q)

Cooperator expenses NOT reimbursed by FS
(d+f+g+h-j) + (c+d+f+g+h-j) = (r)

(q)
0.00%

(r)
100.00%

Reimbursable Amount = Total actual cost incurred to date
(sumofcost elements from the Cooperator's invoice as prescribed
in provisions and multiplied by

0-00% (q)minusany previous ForestServicepayments,
nottoexceed thesubtotal amount listed incolumn (c) minus any
estimated program income.

LM-6



I Instructions

Use Cost Elements that apply to the particular project The Cost Elements listed are examples of those commonly used. Delete those
that don't apply. Value assessed for volunteer labor should be commensurate with local labor rates for similar work. Donated
materials, equipment and supplies should be valued at rates and prices available in the current local market

(a) Forest Service Non-Cash Contribution: Forest Service employee salaries, travel, equipment, supplies, etc., provided toward completion
of the project. Total Forest Service indirectcost (overhead)is also included in this column. All the costs listed here are an expense to the
Forest Service.

(b)Value of Forest Service In-Kind Contribution: Forest Service contributions towardcompletion of the projectfor whichthe Forest Service
has incurred no expense. These contributions include such items as volunteer labor, donated materials, equipment, supplies, etc.,
contributed by third parties directlyto the Forest Service. Forest Service volunteerand/or equipment rental agreements should be used to
document the donated services.

(c) Reimbursable Cooperator Expenses: The figure(s) listed are both the maximum Forest Service funds to be obligated for reimbursement
and Cooperator expenses that are not included anywhere else on this form. This is an expense to the Forest Service.

(d) Cooperator Contribution: Cooperator employee salaries, travel, equipment, supplies, etc., provided toward completion of the project.
Total Cooperator indirect cost (overhead) is also included in this column. All the costs listed here are an expense to the Cooperator.

(e) Value of Cooperator In-Kind Contribution: Cooperator non-cash contributions provided toward completion of the project for which the
Cooperator has incurred no expense. These contributions can be made from the Cooperator or through the Cooperator by other entities and
include such items as volunteer labor, donated materials, equipment, supplies, etc. These values are not reimbursable and can only be used
to satisfy the Cooperator's matching requirement.

(f)Cash Contribution to the Forest Service: Cooperator cash contributionprovided to the Forest Service for use in completing the project.
This is an expense to the Cooperator. Display by Cost Element where these funds will be expended. Be sure to cite a collection authority in
the Agreement if this column is used.

(g)Third Party Cash Contribution Non-Federal: Cash contribution providedto the Cooperator from Non-Federal organization(s) for use in the
project. Display these contributions by Cost Element expenditures.

(h)Third Party Cash Contribution Federal: Cash contributions providedto the Cooperator from Federal agency(ies) for use in the project.
Displaythese contributions by Cost Element expenditures.

(i) Gross Total Project Value: The sum of all the values provided towardthe project. This figure reflects the true estimated cost of the project.

(j) Estimated Program Income: The gross income estimated to be generated under the project between the effective date of award and
completion of the project, such as conference or workshopfees received, rental fees earned from renting real property or equipment acquired
with agreement funds, or the sale of commodities or items developed under the project.

(k) Net Total Project Value: The sum of all the values providedtoward the project with Estimated Project Income taken into consideration.
This figure reflects the true estimated cost of the project.

LM-6



United States

W Department of
Agriculture

Forest

Service

FUe Code: 6520

Route To:

Subject: FY 2008 Allocation (03-05-97)

To: AIM Program Leader:

Your FY 2008 allocations are revised as follows:

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8300
TDD (520) 388-8304
FAX (520) 388-8305

Date: September 22, 2008

Job Project Previous This Current
Code Name Allocation Allocation Allocation

CWFS24 Rosemont Mine $186.8M $107.3M $294.1M

This allocation is for an additional $107,370 under agreement # 07CO110305-10-024, Augusta
Resource Arizona Corp., for the Rosemont Mine project.

Please update your workplans accordingly.

If you have questions please contact David Evans at 388-8324.

/S/JEANINEA.DERBY
JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor

cc: Bev Everson

DMontez: 09/22/08

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper

#&
V



USDAForestServiceDRAFTREVISION9/25/06

REIMBURSABLEORADVANCECOLLECTIONAGREEMENTJOBCODEASSIGNMENT

ThisservesasformalnotificationthattheAlbuquerqueServiceCenterhasreceivedyoursignedagreementandspendingisnow
authorized.Thisnoticealsoverifiesthatbudgetauthorityisavailable.

Source:NewAgreementXModificationWorkPlan

TypeofAgreement:XAdvanceReimbursable

RecalculationofAvailableAmount

Combination

AgreementNumber(s)Cooperator(s)
Total

Agreement
Burden

Amount

NetAvailablefor

Spending
Burden

Rate

Expiration
Date

AgreementJobCode
Assigned*

07-CO-11030510-024AugustaResource

ArizonaCorp.

RosemontCopperProject
PriorAmount211,096.6824,285.46186,811.2213.000%12/31/20100305CWFS2408

PaidAdvanceBillAmount115,959.608,589.60107,370.008.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

Total327,056.2832,875.06294,181.2211.175%

Checkallthatapply:
XNote1:AuthorizedAmountistentativebasedoninitialcalculationofcarryoverbalancesonmulti-yearagreement

UpdatedJobCodeAssignmentNotifiationwillbeissuedifthisamountchanges

Note2:AuthorizedAmountforspendingmustbeobligatedby.(enterdate)becausepartnerfundingexpires.

♦UpdateWorkPlanfordollaramountsandtoincludeagreementjobcodeassigned.Ifprojectsupportsburden,updateproject
jobcodetoincludeburden.PlaceamountunderOTHERRESOURCETYPE-BURDENinWorkPlan.

**JobCodebalancesshallbemonitoredusingeitherWorkPlanexpenditurereportsorRACAFundControlReport.
RACAFundControlReportisaccessibleviaBRIOManagerialReportsorASCReportsDashboard,SpecializedReports

ProjectManager:NoreneNorris(G&A)
Location:0305

PhoneNumber520-388-8325

RACAProcessor:DianaForsberg
DateIssued:9-18-2008

PhoneNumber:(877)372-7248opt1-raca

FS6500-208

0305-07-CO-024



USCA Forest Service

Reimbursable {

FS-6500-205 (05/08)

smittal FormAdvance Collection Agreement 1
Albuquerque Service Center (B&F)

(Reference FSH 6509.11k, Chapter 50)
For 1580 purview agreements; form to be completed via l-Web G&A Collections Request

Agreement Information

1. FS agreement number 07CO11030510024

1.-..'Cooperator agreement number, project number or other
identifying number pertinent to cooperator _....

3. Purpose of transmittal (check one only)
••Fl New agreement
' ("Xl Modification

'""]. WorkPlan to request job code in new yearofmulti-year ;
agreement .. . '

I ! Closeout Request (Complete Blocks 1,2,3only &.attach
, •.•-;'.";F.S 6500-243) ;•:
O Other (explain) 7T~

4. Expiration Date .'(Month/Day/Year) 12/31/2010A

5. For multi-year agreements, do agreement terms and/or annual
operating plan clearly state the period of performance and

. identify any restrictions on annual spending?
Yesg& •••:..
No'f~J > Stop. Agreement must be modified to clearly

state this information. , .
6. Is trie decision.whether or not to assess.overhead documented.
. . within the terms of the agreement (ref. FSH 1909.13, Chapter
; 4O)?0 • ...'•'". :•'

YesfxV .
No ;F£]" > Stop. Agreement must be modified to

address this decision.

7. Ifno overhead is to be assessed, check all applicable
criteria below: •

Identify which criteria of FSH 1909.13, Ch 40, Sec 40.61
is applicable:
r]la. Cooperator is not federal agency under Economy

Act and funds contribute toward accomplishment of FS
goals & mutual benefit between FS & cooperator

__ exists.- .
. -[~]1b. Funds are obtained from a grant, donation, non

cash contribution, reimbursement for invitational travel,
or pass-through funds that do not create significant
additional indirect costs.

Note. Item 2 is not applicable to external cooperators
and.jsexcluded..: :. . .,.u\

8. Optional field .-V.'
A job code(s) will be assigned by ASC RACA to record

:;project costs. Job code description appears on project
management financial reports. If project manager has a
preferred description to better identify project on job code
listings or reports, enter below. ;• .
Job Code Description f~
Limit 25 Characters: i

9: Required attachments: /
Executed copy of agreement with AOP: ;"Y;

WorkPlan screen print: y
- • ' ' l:Web screen print: yj

10, Remarks:iBA IS DAVIDEVANS@FS.FED.US

"WW"

Forest Service Contact Information

11. Region and Unit number (RRUU) • J0305

12. Project Manager: • '/
First name

Last name

Contact telephone number:
(Include area code)'

13! Grants and Agreements Specialist:
First name iNORENE

Last name NORRIS

m

j

—

i
I:

•

—.

Contact telephone number:
(Include area code)

14. Unit-level Budget contact:
First name

: ; ;

—i ,.
;(520) 388-8325

Last name

Contact telephone number:
(Include area code)

Cooperator Contact Information

15. Cooperator nameAUGUSTA RESOURCE (ARIZONA)
(CORPORATION

980487867

:;&&

16.Cooperator Taxpayer
Identification Number (TIN)
17. Federal (non-USDA)

a. Agency Location Code (ALC)

b. Obligating Document No.

c. Treasury Symbol -

18. USDA Agency
a. Common Agreement

Number (CAN) •

b. Obligating Document No.

. ' c. Treasury Symbol

: . '-.- - •••••

•"';"

-—• -<••• •••• • • •

19. Cooperator administrative contact:
First name . iSHERRY

Last name VARECKA

Contact telephone number:
(Include area code)

1(303)300-0134

E-mail address ianyperson@anycompany.com

m

Caring for the Land and Serving People
Prinlodon Reqyc.'ec' Pape!O
y%o2



Norene Norris

Not yet.

-' Beverley A
~ Everson/R3/USDAFS

01/25/2008 09:53 AM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

01/24/2008 05:31 PM

02/11/2008> Re: Fw: Augusta -- Rosemont/USFS M(

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Re: Fw: Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOuQ

To Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Augusta - Rosemont/USFS MOuQ

Do you want me to make that change?

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane

Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS

Andrea W

J Campbell/R3/USDAFS

01/24/2008 05:24 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Augusta - Rosemont/USFS MOuQ



Norene Norris 02/ll/2008> Re: Fw: Aug,...a -- Rosemont/USFS M<

Recommended change to 1st paragraph under B. in MOU:

The Forest Service has the authority to approve the Proponent's proposal, either as currently
defined in the MPO, or as otherwise defined during the NEPA review to mitigate or avoid significant
adverse environmental impacts. Before a decision to approve the proposal is made, the Forest
Service must comply with the NEPA; the National Forest Management Act of 1976; other
environmental statutes, regulations, and Executive Orders; and Forest Service Manual and Handbook
direction regarding NEPA and minerals management on NFS land (collectively, these are referred to
henceforth in this MOU as applicable legal requirements).

Your thoughts?

-Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS wrote:

To: Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
From: Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS
Date: 01/24/2008 02:52PM

Subject: Fw: Augusta —Rosemont/USFS MOU

Please look at the changes to Section B, paragraph one, on pagetwo,a change the company's
attorney made to the MOU. I tend to agree with the wording that they use,primarily the use of
the word "authority" rather than "discretion", because its legally correct. We canand do modify an
operation, but wedon't havethe discretion to deny it.

Do either of you disagree with this change?

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris 02/ll/2008> Re: Fw: Augusta -- Rosemont/USFS M<

Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 01/24/2008 02:07 PM

"MARRA, MARC" <MMARRA@FCLAW.COM>
01/23/2008 09:04 AM

To

<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc

"Jamie Sturgess" <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

Subject
Augusta ~ Rosemont/USFS MOU

Bev:

The draft Rosemont/USFS MOU, incorporating comments from Rosemont, is
attached.

Jamie was hoping to get this to you in time for execution by Friday.

Marc

Marc A. Marra

Fennemore Craig
3003 North Central Avenue, Suite 2600
Phoenix, Arizona 85012-2913

(602) 916-5000

(602) 916-5450 (direct)
(602) 916-5650 (fax)
mmarra@fclaw.com

www.fennemorecraig.com

nI—I - Rosemont MOU ~ Draft for Final Review (01-22-08).doc

I—I - ATTDNWYD



Norene Norris

Jamie Sturgess
<jsturgess@augustaresourc
e.com>

ll/17/2008Re: Modification No. 2to Agreement No.

To Kendra LBourgart <klbourgart@fs.fed.us>,
kapnold@rosemontcoppep.com,

jstupgess@posemontcoppep.com
cc Bevepley AEvepson <bevepson@fs.fed.us>, Nopene Noppis

11/14/2008 04:16 PM <nnoppis@fs.fed.us>, paghu Reddy
<preddy@augustaresoupce.com>, Bridget Johnson
<bjohnson@augustapesoupce.com>

bec

Subject Re: Modification No. 2to Agreement No.
07-CO-11030510-024

Kendra:

Accepted and appreciated.

Clear and concise.

Nice work Kendra. Iappreciate the fine work you have provided this project, and
your attention to detail.

Best regards,

Jamie Sturgess
Vice President for Sustainable Development
Rosemont Copper Company

On 11/14/08 3:49 PM, "Kendra LBourgart" <Hhniirgartftfs.fBd-.us> wrote:

Re: Modification No. 2to Agreement No. 07-CO-11030510-024between
USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper
Company.

Jamie and Kathy,

The above referenced modification to the collection agreement identifies a
£.1amount of $648,306.23 will be paid to the Co-nado Nat,onal Forest to
add funding for FY2009, October 1, 2008-September 30, 2009. This
message serves as confirmation that Rosemont Copper Company has
Sfauthorization to make partial payments during the fiscal year as
described below:

$352,153-11 Payable on or before 30 days after the last date of execution of
this modification.
$148,076.56 Payable on or before April 1, 2009.



Norene Ncrris ll/17/2008Re: Modification No. 2to Agreement No.

$148,076.56 Payable on or before July 1, 2009.

Each bill for collection that is issued by the Forest Service will NOT include
information about the balance due for the remainder of the fiscal year

The amount of $352,153.11 was identified by subtracting the amount of the
USGS agreement ($56,000) from the Balance Needed for FY 2009
($648,306.23), and dividing that figure ($592,306.23) by 2, resulting in
$296,153.11 (for the 1st and 2nd quarters of the year), then adding the
amount of the USGS agreement ($56,000).

The amounts of $148,076.56 were identified by subtracting the amount of
the USGS agreement ($56,000) from the Balance Needed for FY 2009
($648,306.23), and dividing that figure ($592,306.23) by 4.

Please call me if you have any questions,

Thank you, Kendra

Kendra L. Bourgart
USDA Forest Service

E-mail: klbouraart@fs.fed.us

Cell: 559-920-6113

Prescott Office:

Prescott National Forest
500 US Highway 89 North, Bldg 70
PO Box 9115

Prescott, AZ 86313
Desk: 928-443-8271

Fax: 928-443-8208 (call to confirm receipt)

Tucson Office:

Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701-0003
Desk: 520-388-8390

Fax: 520-388-8305



^fY/cPl &b^ ^^ L/^^ bz&K- SLQjdi£L<
USDA Forest Service OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-19

MODIFICATION OF GRANT OR AGREEMENT
PAGE OF PAGES

1

I. U.S. FOREST SERVICE GRANT/AGREEiMENT NUMBER:

07-CO-l 1030510-024

2. RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR GRANT or

AGREEMENT NUMBER, IF ANY:

3. MODIFICATION NUMBER:

006

4. NAME/ADDRESS OF U.S. FOREST SERVICE UNIT ADMINISTERING
GRANT/AGREEMENT (unit name, street, city, state, and zip + 4):

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
6. NAME/ADDRESS OF RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR (street, city, state, and zip +
4, county):

Jamie Stnrgess, Rosemont Copper Company
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver, CO 80246 ___

5. NAME/ADDRESS OF U.S. FOREST SERVICE UNIT ADMINISTERING
PROJECT/ACTIVITY (unit name, street, city, state, and zip + 4):

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701 ____
7. RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR'S HHS SUB ACCOUNT NUMBER (For HHS
payment use only):

8. PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION

CHECK ALL

THAT APPLY:

This modification is issuedpursuant to the modification provision in the grant/agreement
referenced in item no. 1, above.

• CHANGE IN PERFORMANCE PERIOD:

CHANGE IN FUNDING: Adds Funding For FY2011 in the amount of $508,891.85

• ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES:

• OTHER (Specify type of modification):

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the Grant/Agreement referenced in 1, above, remain unchanged and in full
force and effect.

9. ADDITIONAL SPACE FOR DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION (add additional pages as needed):
FY2011 Financial Plan.

10. ATTACHED DOCUMENTATION (Check all that apply):

• Revised Scope of Work

Revised Financial Plan

• Other:

11. SIGNATURES

Authorized Representative: By signature below, the signing parties certify that they are the official representatives of

their respective parties and authorized to act in their respective areas for matters related to the above-referenced

grant/agreement. —

.A. SIGNATURE

(Signature of Signatory Official)

I.E. NAME (type orprint): JAMIE STURGESS

ll.B. DATE

SIGNED

I.C. U.S. FOREST SERVICE SIGNATURE

(Signature of Signatory Official)

ll.F. NAME (type orprint): JIM UPCHURCH

ii.g.title (type or print): Rosemont Copper Company i.h. title (type or print): Forest Supervisor

12. G&A REVIEW

12.A. The authority and format of this modification have been reviewed and approved for signature by:

ANDREA G. SEPULVEDA
U.S. Forest Service Grants & Agreements Specialist

ll.D. DATE

SIGNED

I2.B. DATE

SIGNED



U.S. Forest Service

Forest Service Agreement #| 07-CO-11030510-024 | Modification

OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-18

FY2011 Rosement Copper Project Collection Agreement Financial Plan

COST ELEMENTS and reVat.2d data
Cooperator

Contribution

FS Non-Cash .

Contribution

Line Item Cost Subtotals
Subtotal Subtotal ; Combined

rSubtoials

PERSONNEL •;..,^,i;.:•:,:•' . i
Resource Specialists (List all personnel):

# of Days $/Day

T. Austin - GIS 5 S269 $1,345.00 .-$1,345.00

E.M. Battin - GIS 5 S313 $1,565.00 -• $1,565.00

A. Belauskas - Safety, Noise 5
$366 $1,830.00 •,.;.-,•' $1,830.00

C. Blair- Minerals 40 $133 $5,320.00 . $5,320.00

A. Campbell - NEPA, FoIA 40 S476 $19,040.00 $19,040.00

E. Curiel - Hazmat 10 $380 $3,800.00 ' $3,800.00

S. Davis - Socioecon, Skies 50 $403 $20,150.00 ..... $20,150.00

A. Elek - Fire and Fuels 10 $250 $2,500.00 $2,5.00."

T. Emmett - Lands 20 $335 $6,700.00 .$6,'/

B. Everson - IDT Leader 246 S411 $101,106.00 • $101,10,

M. Farrell - Tribal Relations 3 $413 $1,239.00 $1,239.ju

R. Gerhart - Biology 10 $442 $4,420.00 •'..•'--'••.. :-u $4,420.00

B. Gillespie - Heritage 50 $392 $19,600.00 .;: $19;600.00

J. Jones - Admin 10 $242 $2,420.00 $2,420.00

L. Jones - Biology 60 $380 $22,800.00 , ,$2,2,800.00

M. Kaplan - FoIA 15 $359 $5,385.00 ,' $5,385.00

W. Keyes - Transportation 20 $399 $7,980.00 ; $7,'980.00

D. Kriegel - Visual, Rec 80 $381 $30,480.00 v $30,480.00

N. Lulak - Heritage 50 $202 $10,100.00 '$,10,100.00

B. Lefevre - Soils, Air 20 $423 $8,460.00 •$8,460.00

S. Lockwood - Range 10 $256 $2,560.00 $2,560.00

G. McKav - Lands 5 $418 $2,090.00 $2,090.00

M. Roth - Project Mgr. 261 S433 $113,013.00 ,,$113,013.00

J. Sautter - Lands 3 $198 $594.00 '..•'$594.00

H. Schewel - Public Affairs 60 $356 $21,360.00 ;• $21,360.00

D. Sebesta - Biology 20 $326 $6,520.00 $.6,520.00

S. Shafiqullah - Hydro, Soils 100 $344 534,400.00 ,$34,400.00

$0.00 ; $0.00

$0.00 •' , $0.00

$0.00 • ;.. $0.00

R. Laford 30 $569 $17,070.00 J:;$17,070.00

J. Upchurch 20 $629 $12,580.00 . •-..$12,580.00

Subtotal, Personnel: 1,258 $456,77.7.00 ; :$29,650.00 ._• $486,427.00

TRAVEL • ;M : "'•-'..'.•'



U.S. Forest Service
OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-18

Explanation of trips: .
From Where/To Where/For Whom

Vehicle

Mileage

Cost or

Airfare

Cost

# of Trips

PerDiem

and

Lodging

Travel/training/presentations 600 10 $6,000 $12,000.00 . $12,000.00

$0.00 ",$0.00

Subtotal, Travel: S600.00 10 $6,000 $12,000.00 $0.00 $12,000.00

EQUIPMENT

Name and Type of Equipment:
Unit Cost Quantity

Vehicle #9097 FOR $308 2 $616.00 $616.00

Vehicle #9097 Mileage $0 2000 $420.00 $420.00

$0.00 $0.00

Subtotal, Equipment: $308.21 2,002 $1,036.00 $0.00 ;S1,036.00

SUPPLIES

Name and Type of Supplies:
Unit Cost Quantity

Misc Supplies, postage $8,000 • $8,000.00 $8,000.00

Misc Personnel, OT $12,000 1 $12,000.00 $12,000.00

Public Meeting Materials $100 30 $3,000.00 ... .$3,000.00

$0.00

$0.00 -SC.UO

Subtotal, Supplies: $20,100.00 32 S23.000.00 S0.00 $23,000.00

CONTRACTUAL

Describe Contracts that will most likely result from this project:

*so.co

Subtotal, Contractual: '."-. ,$0.00 •$0.00 so.oo

OTHER

Describe Other Costs of the Project:

DEIS. FEIS Publication $30,000 2 $60,000.00 •'$60,000.00

USGS IA Agreement $16,000 1 $16,000.00 SI 6,000.00

Content Analysis $120,000 1 $120,000.00 ,;;.$120,00p.00

'- ;,. •;. '$0.00

Subtotal, Other::/.. I $196,000.00 $0.00 •-$196,000.00

TOTAL DIRECT CHARGES $688,813.00 $29,650.00 $718,463.00

OVERHEAD ASSESSMENT
(if applicable, see FSH 1909.13)

Insert

Rate

Here: 8.0% $55,105.04

Total Project Costs
$743,918.04

Estimated FY2010 Carryover .-: $235,026;1"9 &&MM.
BALANCE NEEDED FOR FY2011 $508,891.85



USDAForestService
(ReferenceFSH6509.11k,Section56.84)

REIMBURSABLEORADVANCECOLLECTIONAGREEMENTJOBCODEASSIGNMENT

ThisservesasformalnotificationthattheAlbuquerqueServiceCenterhasreceivedyoursignedagreement,budgetauthority
isavailable,andspendingisnowauthorized.

Source:•»*Agreement•Modification0NewFYRollover•RecalculationofAvailableAmount

TypeOfAgreement:0Advance•Reimbursable•Combination

FS6500-208(04/09)

AgreementNumber(s)/
ProjectDescription

07CO11030510024

AugustaRosemontMineProject

FFISAgreement

Number(s)

0305-07-CO-024

Cooperator(s)

AugustaRes(AZ)Corp

PriorYearRoll-over

Total

Agreement

248,569.60

Overhead

(Burden)
Amount

18,551.00

NetAvailable

forSpending

230,018.60

Overhead

(Burden)

Rate

8.065%

Agreement
Expiration

Date

12/31/2011

AgreementJobCode
Assigned*

0305CWFS2411

In-House

DirectPass-Thru(ifany)

Total248,569.6018,551.00230,018.60

Checkallthatapply:.
[7]Note1:AuthorizedAmountistentativebasedoninitialcalculationofcarryoverbalancesonmulti-yearagreement.

UpdatedJobCodeAssignmentNotifiationwillbeissuedifthisamountchanges

DNote2:AuthorizedAmount(NetAvailableforSpending)mustbeobligatedby(enterdate)becausecooperatorfundingexpires.
Example:FederalagencyfundingsourceexpirespriortoAgreementExpirationDate,i.e.one-yearfundsavailableforcurrentFYonly

♦UpdateWorkPlanfordollaramountsandtoincludeagreementjobcodeassigned.Ifoverhead(burden)assessmentapplies,
updateprojectjobcodetoincludeoverhead.PlaceamountunderOTHERRESOURCETYPE-BURDENinWorkPlan.

**JobCodebalancesshallbemonitoredusingeitherWorkPlanexpenditurereportsorRACAFundControlReport.
RACAFundControlReportisaccessibleviaBRIOManagerialReportsorASCReportsDashboard,StandardB&FReports

ProjectManager:BeverlyEverson
Location:Region03Coronado
PhoneNumber:520/388-8428

RACAProcessor:MennPollworth

DateIssued:01/11/2011
PhoneNumber:8773727248MenuOption1



USDA USDA FOREST SERVICE

ILL FOR COLLEC T I 0 N

BILL DATE: 05/21/07

ENCLOSE A COPY OF THIS BILL WITH YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.

DO NOT SEND CASH. PLEASE INCLUDE BILL NO. AND PAYER CODE

ON YOUR CHECK.

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:

USDA FOREST SERVICE

AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORP

SUITE 1040

CHERRY CREEK SOUTH DRIVE

DENVER CO 80246

AGREEMENT NO: 030S-07-CO-024 CONTRACT NO:

MAIL PAYMENT TO:

USDA FOREST SERVICE

C/O CITIBANK

P.O. BOX 894183

LOS ANGELES, CA 90189-4183

PAYER INDICATE

AMOUNT ENCLOSED:

NET AMOUNT DUE: $ 240,000.00

DUE DATE: 06/20/07

BILL NUMBER: BA RACA7000967

PAYER CODE: 980487867 A

DESCRIPTION: ADVANCE BILLING

PAGE: 01

REMARKS:

RE: PAYER CODE: 980487867 A BILL NO: BA RACA7000967

NOTE:

PLEASE SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE, INQUIRIES, AND CHANGE OF ADDRESS

TO:

CORONADO N F

300 WEST CONGRESS ST

TUCSON, AZ 85701

520-388-8327

PRINCIPAL: $ 240,000.00

FAILURE TO MAKE PAYMENT BY THE DUE DATE WILL RESULT IN THE
ASSESSMENT OF LATE PAYMENT CHARGES (INTEREST, ADMINISTRATIVE COST,
AND/OR PENALTY CHARGES) IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR CONTRACT, PERMIT,
OR THE DEBT COLLECTION ACT OF 1982, AS AMENDED. POSTMARKS ARE NOT

HONORED. LATE FEES DO NOT APPLY FOR BILLINGS IN ADVANCE OF RECEIPT

OF GOODS OR SERVICES

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS:

PENALTY:

AMOUNT DUE: $ 240,000.00

AMOUNT CREDITED:

NET AMOUNT DUE: $ 240,000.00

LINE: 001 ORG: 0305 JOB: CWFS2407 FS AGREEMENTS 07-CO-11030510-024.

PROJECT: 2 PHASES OF AUGUSTA ROSEMONT MINE PROJECT.

ADVANCE BILLING INCLUDING 13% OVERHEAD.

FOREST SERVICE PROJECT MANAGER:BEVERLY EVERSON 520-388-8428
AUGUSTA RESOURCE POC: SHERRY VARECKA 303-300-0134

BILLING INQUIRIES: 1-877-372-7248 MENU OPT 1 AND 3.

LINE ORG JOB AMOUNT

001 0305 CWFS2407 $ 240,000.00

LINE ORG

UA- w-t
7/7

ST



TransactionRegister:BillingandCollectionsReportbyJobCodeandMonth

SouthwesternRegionCORONADO

LastMonthofTRBCDataImportedforthisfiscalyearJun-2007

JobCodeMonthVendorWPRTCode

CWFS2407

May

AUGUSTARESOURCECORPMIS

Jun

AUGUSTARESOURCECORPMIS

ReportbyJobCodeandMonth:Jul-25-2007

FiscalYear:2007

Trans

BOCCodeDocNbr
LineTrans

NbrTypeReferenceInformation
BilledAmtCollectedAmt

($)($)

BARACA7000961ACADVANCEBILLING240,000.000.00

TotalforMonthMay240,000.000.00

1ACAUGUSTARESOUR-240,000.00240,000.00

TotalforMonthJun-240,000.00240,000.00

TotalforJobCode:CWFS24070.00240.000.00

Page1of1



Norene Norn's 03/17/2008 >News ReU : Additional Open House

Heidi Schewel/R3/USDAFS To

03/14/2008 05:26 PM cc

bec Norene Nom's/R3/USD/4F5

Subject News Release: /Additional Open House on Rosemont
Copper Company Proposed Project EIS

For Immediate Release Contact: Heidi Schewel (520) 388-8484

Coronado National Forest Plans Additional Public Meeting in Vail
for Rosemont Copper Project EIS

(TUCSON, ARIZONA, March 14, 2008) - In addition to the three public meetings already
scheduled for the proposed Rosemont CopperProjectenvironmental impact statement (EIS),
a fourth meeting will be scheduled in Vail, Arizona. The date, time, and location of the
meeting will be announced as soon as possible.

"We may consider additional open house meetings to assure the public has ample opportunity
to learn about this project and to provide input," said Jeanine Derby, Forest Supervisor.
"Those who cannot attend public meetings can still provide us with comments by mail, email,
or fax. Comments submitted in these ways are given equal consideration to comments made
at public meetings."

All scheduled meetings are open houses, not "hearings." The open house format is designed
to allow attendees to view informational displays and ask specialists about the Rosemont
Copper Project and the environmental impact statement (EIS) process, and 2) to submit
written or oral comments onsite. Attendees can arrive at any time during the scheduled
meetings.

Citizens are urged to read the Notice of Intent prior to attending meetings or submitting
comments. The Notice of Intent is available online at www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/rosemont

. Those without Internet access may request a hard copy by calling (520) 388-8300. Copies
of the Notice of Intent will also be available at all public meetings.

The comments most useful for the EIS process should be directly related to issues associated
with the proposed action described in the Notice of Intent, rather than general advocacy for
or opposition to the project. Comments on the scope of the impacts analysis are welcome
during the NEPA review until the draft EIS is issued for public comment (scheduled for
March, 2009). However, they will be most useful if received during the public scoping
period, which ends April 18, 2008.



)
Norene Norris i 03/17/2008> News Relet Additional Open House

The three initial public open-house meetings are scheduled this month, as follows:

1. March 18,2008, Pima Community College DesertVista Campus, 5901 South Calle
Santa Cruz, Tucson, Arizona. 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

2. March 19, 2008, Canoa Hills Recreation Center, 3660 South Carnino del Sol, Green
Valley, Arizona, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

3. March 20, 2008, Patagonia Union High School, Highway 82, Patagonia, Arizona, 6:00
p.m.- 8:00 p.m.

Alternatively, for those who do not attend meetings, agencies or individuals can submit
comments by mail, FAX, or email as follows:

• Mail comments to Team Leader, Rosemont Copper Project, Coronado National Forest,
300 W. Congress St., Tucson, Arizona 85701
• FAX comments to (520) 388-8305, ATTN: Rosemont Team Leader
• Or email to comments-southwestern-coronado@fs.fed.us

For questions about the public meetings or the comment period, the public can call (520)
388-8300.

Questions about the EIS process shouldbe directed to Ms. Andrea Campbell, Forest NEPA
Coordinator, at 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, AZ 85701, or telephone (520) 388-8300.

Additional information about the proposedRosemont Copper Project is available online at
www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/rosemont.

News Release 031408.doc

Heidi Schewel

Coronado National Forest

Media Officer, Fire Information
Communications and Technology Team
Collateral: FOET Chair

(520) 749-7720 FAX (520) 749-7723
hschewel@fs.fed.us



„ .Ml To NoreneNorris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
BouralrUvO/USDAFS Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTESBourgart/WO/u&UAra Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
11/04/2008 11:39 AM

bcc

Subject Answers For USGS Equipment Questions

Dan and Norene,

I've received this information:

1. Who will own the stream gauge and unmanned cableway? USGS will always retain ownership of
the equipment.

2 If either one is damaged, who will be responsible for their loss? USGS will always be responsible for
loss or damage. That is why they charge the annual maintenance fee.

SSJffddSfrft report is always available at the site and in the office. We can request acopy.
4. What size and type will be installed? N/A

Please let me know if you need anything else! I'm atX. 78390

Thank you, Kendra

Kendra L. Bourgart
USDA Forest Service
E-mail: klbourgart@fs.fed.us
Cell: 559-920-6113

Prescott Office:
Prescott National Forest
500 US Highway 89 North, Bldg 70
PO Box 9115
Prescott, AZ 86313
Desk: 928-443-8271
Fax: 928-443-8208 (call to confirm receipt)

Tucson Office:
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701-0003
Desk: 520-388-8390
Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris 10/27/2008> All instructs Kendra has prepared foi

Kcndra L To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS Everson/R3/USbAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

„A9dnkl Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
10/24/2008 04:34 PM cc Rg+a Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
bcc

Subject All instruments Kendra has prepared for the \JSGS
Inter-Agency Agreement

[attachment "l_ad_.672_usgs_rosemont_stream_gauge.rtf" deleted by Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "2_ad_672_supp_usgs_rosemont_stream_gauge.doc" deleted by

_?
Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS] 3_2008J003_confirm_privateJand.doc 4_2008J003Jand_ownership_map.pdf
/attachment "5_info_for_norene.doc" deleted by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]

Hi

G_Mod_rosemonLcoi!ection_agree_for_usgs.doc

Greetings,

It is my understanding that Bev, ban, and Norene have been discussing the creation of one
modification to the Rosemont Collection Agreement in order to collect funds for the estimated
FY09 forest project costs and the USGS stream gauge expenses of $56,000.

For your convenience, I have attached all documents I've drafted and compiled for the USGS
Inter-Agency Agreement (attachments #1-5) and the draft modification to the Rosemont Collection
Agreement (attachment #6). Please forgive me if I am not referring to all the documentation
accurately. I thought these documents could be helpful during your discussions.

I will be out of the office on Monday, October 27, but available by cell phone at 559-920-6113.

Thank you, Kendra

Kendra L. Bourgart
USDA Forest Service
E-mail: klbourgart@fs.fed.us
Cell: 559.-920-6113

Prescott, Office:
Prescott National Forest
500 US Highway 89 North, Bldg70
PO Box 9115
Prescott, AZ 86313
Desk: 928-443-8271
Fax: 928-443-8208 (call to confirm receipt)

Tucson Office:



Norene Norris

Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701-0003
Desk: 520-388-8390

Fax: 520-388-8305

10/27/2008> All instrume.,,s Kendra has prepared foi
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Norene Norrfs 07/29/2008Re: Fw: Moo. Jl to Collection Agreement

/^-^ Beverley A To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
V/p^ Everson/R3/USDAFS Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

^' >// 03/24/2008 10:44 PM cc
bec

W/

Hi Norene,

Subject Re: Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024H

This iswhat I was looking for, and the FOP is what I had sentyou so it should becorrect. (I wil
forward that to you also, Reta).

Stay tuned, however, as we may be making more changes to the Agreement, to add another
hydrologist to the team.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

03/05/2008 03:23 PM To Bcvcrlev AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,
07-CO-11030510-024

Haveyou had a chance to look at the mod yet?

Norene Norris, Granis &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Let us dare to read, think, speak, A write."



Norene Norris 07/29/2008Re: Fw: Mod. ol to Collection Agreement

John Adams, 1765

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on03/05/2008 03:22 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/12/200812:57 PM cc

Subject Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement, 07-CO-11030510-024

Here's the current iteration of the modification. Please approve, or suggest changes, before I send
it to Rosemont. Thanks!

[attachment "2008_Rosemont_Mod01.doc" deleted by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hopesprings a kernel."
Denny Crane



Norene Norris

M
/ .*

~ Beverley A
^ Everson/R3/USDAFS

"*' 02/04/2008 03:19 PM

RosemontAOP.doc

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

01/31/2008 01:08 PM

02/17/2008> Re: Cost Recovery Agreement modificat

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bec

Subject Re: Cost Recovery Agreement modificationl—j

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Cost Recovery Agreement modificatiorQ

Also, per our discussion, I'll need a revised Annual Operating Plan, clearly stating what is carryover,
&. what amount we're asking for to cover FY08 expenses.

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants <& Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

-. Beverley A
~ Everson/R3/USDAFS

"" 01/28/2008 01:07 PM
To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc



Norene Norris ->' 02/17/2008> Re: Cost Recovery Agreement modificat

Subject Cost Recovery Agreement modification

As we discussed this morning, the modification should have shown the Coronado receiving $240,000
per year from Rosemont Copper Company, which would include any carryover from the previous year.
Thus, for this year, we're entitled the carryoverfrom 2007, plus whatever additional amount makes
a total of $240,000 for FY 08. Also, the agreement should read that the company agrees to fund
us for $240,000 per year, not for the duration of the agreement.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norn's

Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

11/03/2008 05:36 PM

11/04/2008 >Draft Rosemont Project FY 2009 AO?

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
bcc

Subject Draft Rosemont Project FY 2009 AOP

2008_1103Jy09_rosemonLaop.doc

Norene,

I'veattached a draft FY 2009 Annual Operating Plan for the Rosemont Copper Project EIS. I
believe this isneeded for the agreement we hope to present to the proponent at a1pm meeting on
November 4.

I will be in the office early on Tuesday morning. I will call you to inquire what I need to do next to
support this effort.

Thankyou! Kendra

Kendra L. Bourgart
USDA Forest Service
E-mail: Wbourgart@fs.fed.us
Cell: 559-920-6113

Prescott Office:

Prescott National Forest
500 US Highway 89 North, Bldg 70
PO Box 9115
Prescott, AZ 86313
Desk: 928-443-8271

Fax: 928-443-8208 (call to confirm receipt)

Tucson Office:

Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701-0003
Desk: 520-388-8390
Fax: 520-388-8305
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USDA Forest Service WorkPlan System

Project Header (

Name: SO/ALM - Rosemont Mine Project - CWFS24

Description:

National Goal: 5 - Maintain Basic Management Capabilities of the Forest Service

Objective: 5.0.0 - Maintain BasicManagement Capabilities ofthe ForestService

Leader: Bill Jones Fiscal Year: 2008

Unit Priority: Unit: CORONADO

Approved: Yes Status:

Stewardship N
Contract?:

Project UDF1:

Project UDF 2:

Project UDF 3:

Project UDF 4:

Comments: Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

Created by David Evans on 2007-07-13

Last Modified by Bill Jones on 2008-07-29

Personnel

Personnel Rate/day CWFS Total Days Total

ABLE, JOHN $307.00 $5,526 18 $5,526

BONE, DYAN $149.00 $447 3 $447

BROWN, KENDALL $317.00 $3,170 10 $3,170

CAMPBELL, ANDREA $434.00 $26,040 60 $26,040

CLARK, LAUREN $109.00 $1,199 11 $1,199

EMMETT, TAMRA $288.00 $2,880 10 $2,880

EVERSON, BEVERLEY $365.00 $69,715 191 $69,715

FARRELL, MARY $358.00 $7,160 20 $7,160

GILLESPIE, WILLIAM $342.00 $10,260 30 $10,260

JONES, JANET $205.00 $10,250 50 $10,250

JONES, LAWRENCE $338.00 $3,380 10 $3,380

KRIEGEL, DEBORAH $340.00 $8,500 25 $8,500

MCKAY, GEORGE $355.00 $5,325 15 $5,325

SCHEWEL, HEIDI $248.00 $3,968 16 $3,968

SEBESTA, DEBORAH $291.00 $7,275 25 $7,275
SHAFIQULLAH, SALEK $306.00 $13,770 45 $13,770

Total $178,865 539 $178,865

Fleet

Fleet FOR Rate/Month Months Use Rate Use Units CWFS Total

5707 - ESCAPE 4X4 HYBRID $353 4 $0.26/MILE 8,400 $4,564 $4,564
5964-JEEP RUBICON $353 1 $0.26/MILE 2,722 $1,340 $1,340

Total $5,904 $5,904

Other Resources

Other Resources Units Needed CWFS Total

Contingency 11,315 DOLLAR US $11,315 $11,315

Contracts 82,729 DOLLAR US $82,729 $82,729
Copier Maintenance Agreement 1,800 DOLLAR US $1,800 $1,800

Page 1 of 2

Project Totals

Total Personnel Costs: $178,865

Total Fleet Cost: $5,904

Total Other Cost: $109,412

Total Project Cost: $294,181

Activities

CWFS

Job Code: CWFS24

Activity Name Allocated Cost
CWFS-LA $294,181

BLI Total

Activity Total
Balance

$294,181

$294,181

$0

Accomplishments

CWFS

CWFS-LA

No accomplishments found.

http://fswebas.wo.fs.fed.us:7777/WorkPla^^ 8/8/2008



United States Forest Coronado National Forest 300 W. Congress
Department of Service Tucson, Arizona 85701
Agriculture Phone (520) 388-8300

FAX (520) 388-8305

File Code: 1580

Date: April 2, 2010

Rosemont Copper Company
ATTN: Sherry Varecka
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver CO 80246

Ref: Modification No. 04 to Collection Agreement, 07-CO-l 1030510-024

Dear Ms. Varecka:

Enclosed is your fullyexecuted copyof the referenced modification. Pleasenote the pen and ink
change to theamount field on theface of themodification. The figure now represents theproject
cost plus theeight (8) percent overhead, as shown onthefinancial plan. I apologize for this
omission on the face page.

Pleasecall me at 520.388.8325 if you have any questions. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

ImiAtfu
NORENENORRIS

Grants & Agreements Coordinator

Enclosure

USDA „
It's Cool tO Be Safe Printed on Recycled Paper



ROSEMOr
Bridging to a £

TRANSI

TO: JEANINE DERBY

FOREST SUPERVISOR

CORONADO FOREST

SOO W. CONGRESS

TUCSON, AZ 85701

FOR: INFORMATION

USE

SIGNATURE

STAMP

REVIEW

FILE

^^^v .Jational Minerals Training Office
Missoula, Montana

406-329-3575
y*i&Z&/

/

is 1/

'fUrtdjULj
Excellence in Training

FROM: JAMIE STURGESS

ROSEMONT COPPER CO.

4500 CHERRY CREEK S. DR.

SUITE 1040

DENVER, CO 80246

ENCLOSURE(S):

1. MODIFICATION #04 TO USFS AGREEMENT 09-CO-110S0510-024 (2)

2.

3.

COMMENTS:

PLEASE SIGN BOTH COPIES OF THE AGREEMENT. KEEP ONE FOR

YOUR FILES AND RETURN THE OTHER TO OUR DENVER OFFICE.

THANKS! 7>fy/?i uytLn /?v» AtudzhA /&xA &atPtj£> ~&rdl —fl

4500 Cherry Creek South Drive - Suite 1040

Denver, Colorado 80246 USA

TEL: (303)300 0134 FAX: 303 300 0135



rjAcf Department of
United States Forest

Service

Coronado National Forest 300 W. Congress
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Phone (520) 388-8300
FAX (520) 388-8305

Agriculture

File Code: 1580

Date: February 18, 2010

Rosemont Copper Company
ATTN: Sherry Varecka
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver CO 80246

Ref: ModificationNo. 04 to Collection Agreement, 07-CO-l 1030510-024

Dear Ms. Varecka:

Enclosed are two copies of the referenced modification. Please obtain the necessary signatures,
and return both copies tome for completion. Upon execution ofthe modification, I will return
your copy to you.

Please call me at 520.388.8325 if you have anyquestions. Thank you for yourcooperation.

Sincerely,

(PltiAUj

NORENENORRIS

Grants & Agreements Coordinator

Enclosure (2)

USDA
It's Cool to Be Safe Printed on Recycled Paper
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Norene Norris

fyi...

David J Evans/R3/USDAFS

01/31/2008 01:22 PM

02/05/2008Fw: Cost Recovery Agreement modificatioi

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Fw: Cost Recovery Agreement modification

Forwarded by David J Evans/R3/USDAFS on01/31/200801:22 PM

Bill T Jones/R3/USDAFS

J* 01/31/2008 09:13 AM To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Cost Recovery Agreement modification!

The carryover from 07 was $186,800 according to allocation letter 03-05-13.

Bill Jones

Eng.Tech.
Coronado N.F.

520-388-8418

btjones@fs.fed.us
Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

/p^ZZL Beverley A
//ypZZz. Everson/R3/USDAFS

$A'// 01/30/2008 04:40 PMvr&\'//
To David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bill T

Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Cost RecoveryAgreement modification

Can one of you tell me how much carry over we had from CVVFS24 from FY2007? Thanks.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris 02/05/2008Fw: Cost Recovery Agreement modificatioi

Forwarded by BeverleyA Everson/R3/USDAFS on01/30/2008 04:38 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

01/30/2008 04:03 PM To Bever!ey AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Re: Cost Recovery Agreement modificationH)

Thanks for the clarification. Just let me know what amounts to plug in.

Norene (Don'tShoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants <& Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

/p^ZZL Beverley A
^^y/p^ Everson/R3/USDAFS
vge> >// 01/28/2008 01:07 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Cost Recovery Agreement modification

Hi Norene,

As we discussed this morning, the modification should have shown the Coronado receiving $240,000
per year from Rosemont Copper Company, which would include any carryover from the previous year.
Thus, for this year, we're entitled the carryoverfrom 2007, plus whateveradditional amount makes
a total of $240,000 for FY 08. Also, the agreement should read that the company agrees to fund
us for $240,000 per year, not for the duration of the agreement.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701



Norene Norn's 03/12/2008> News Rele^e: Coronado National Fore.-

Heidi Schewel/R3/USDAFS To

03/11/2008 04:00 PM cc
bec Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Subject News Release: Coronado National Forest to Prepare
Environmental Impact Statement for Rosemont Copper

Project

For Immediate Release Contact Heidi Schewel (520) 388-8484

Coronado National Forest to Prepare Environmental Impact Statement for Rosemont Copper
Project

(TUCSON, ARIZONA, t^Aarch 11, 2008) Coronado National Forest Supervisor Jeanine Derby
submitted a Notice of Intent for publication in the Federal Register to initiate preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed Rosemont Copper Project.

The EIS will disclose the potential environmental and social effects anticipated as a result of the
proposed Rosemont Mine Plan of Operation (MPO), including construction and operation of an
open-pit mine and related facilities, and will determine if the Forest Plan must beamended to allow
such mining activities. In addition, the EIS may evaluate other connected actions related to the
MPO, such as construction of roads and utilities.

As proposed, the Rosemont Copper Project would be located 30 miles southeast of Tucson, in Pima
County, on approximately 995 acres of private land, 3,670 acres of National Forest land, 15 acres of
land administered by the Bureau of Land Management, and 75 acres of State Trust land.

While the Forest Serviceassumes the role of lead agency in preparation of the EIS, many other
federal, state, and local government agencies with jurisdiction may also participate To assist with
preparation of the EIS, the Forest Service has selected SWCA Environmental Consultants based in
Phoenix, Arizona. The proponent, Rosemont Copper Company, is responsible for the cost of preparing
the EIS.

Adraft EIS may beavailable for public review by March, 2009, with a final EIS projected for
completion by November, 2009.

The Forest Service encourages public participation in the EIS process. Three initial public
open-house meetings are scheduled this month,as follows:

1. March 18, 2008, Pima Community College Desert Vista Campus, 5901 South Calle Santa Cruz,
Tucson, Arizona. 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
2. March 19, 2008, Canoa Hills Recreation Cenier, 3660 South Camino del Sol, Green Valley, Arizona,
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
3. March 20, 2008, Patagonia Union High School, Highway 82, Patagonia, Arizona, 6:00 p.m.- 8:00
p.m.



Norene Norris 03/12/2008> News Relea^; Coronado National Fore;

Other meetings may be scheduled as needed

Alternatively, for those who do not attend meetings, an initial public comment period runs through
April 18, 2008. Agencies or individuals can submit comments by mail, FAX, or email as follows

Mail comments to Team Leader, Rosemont Copper Project, Coronado National Forest, 300 W.
Congress St., Tucson, Arizona 85701

FAX comments to (520) 388-8305, ATTN: Rosemont Team Leader

Or email to comments-southwestern-coronado@fs.fed.us

For questions about the public meetings or the comment period, the public can call (520) 388-8300.
Questions about the EIS process should be directed to l^s. Andrea Campbell, Forest NEPA
Coordinator,at 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, AZ 85701, or telephone (520) 388-8300.

Additional information about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project, including the Notice of Intent,
is available online at www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/rosemont.

rosemont-noi-news-release 031108.pdf

Heidi Schewel

Coronado National Forest

Media Officer, Fire Information
Communications and Technology Team
Collateral: FOET Chair

(520) 749-7720 FAX (520) 749-7723
hschewel@fs.fed.us



NEWS RELEASE
USDA Forest Service
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701
www, fs. fed. us/rS/coronado

For Immediate Release Contact: Heidi Schewel (520) 388-8484

Coronado National Forest to Prepare Environmental Impact Statement
for Rosemont Copper Project

(TUCSON, ARIZONA, March 11, 2008) - Coronado National Forest Supervisor Jeanine
Derby submitted aNotice ofIntent for publication in the Federal Register to initiate
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed Rosemont
Copper Project.

The EIS will disclose the potential environmental and social effects anticipated as a result
of the proposed Rosemont Mine Plan ofOperation (MPO), including construction and
operation ofan open-pit mine and related facilities, and will determine if the Forest Plan
must be amended to allow such mining activities. In addition, theEIS may evaluate other
connected actions related to the MPO, such as construction of roads and utilities.

As proposed, the Rosemont Copper Project would be located 30 miles southeast of
Tucson, in PimaCounty, on approximately 995 acres ofprivate land, 3,670 acres ofNational
Forest land, 15 acres of land administered by the Bureau ofLand Management, and 75acres of
State Trust land.

While the Forest Service assumes the role of lead agency in preparationof the EIS, many
other federal, state, and local government agencies with jurisdiction may also participate.
To assist with preparation of the EIS, the Forest Service has selected SWCA
Environmental Consultants based in Phoenix, Arizona. The proponent, Rosemont
Copper Company, is responsible for the cost of preparing the EIS.

A draft EIS may be available forpublic review byMarch, 2009, with a final EIS
projected for completion by November, 2009.

Page 1 of2



The Forest Service encourages public participation in the EIS process. Three initial
public open-house meetings are scheduled this month, as follows:

1. March 18,2008, Pima Community CollegeDesertVista Campus, 5901 South Calle
Santa Cruz, Tucson, Arizona. 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

2. March 19,2008, Canoa Hills Recreation Center, 3660 South Camino del Sol,
Green Valley, Arizona, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

3. March 20,2008, Patagonia Union High School, Highway 82, Patagonia, Arizona,
6:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.

Other meetings may be scheduled as needed.

Alternatively, for those who do not attend meetings, an initialpublic comment period
runs throughApril 18,2008. Agencies or individuals can submit comments by mail,
FAX, or email as follows:

• Mail comments to Team Leader, Rosemont Copper Project, Coronado National
Forest, 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, Arizona 85701

• FAX comments to (520) 388-8305, ATTN: Rosemont Team Leader
• Or email to comments-southwestern-coronado(S>fs.fed.us

For questions about the public meetings or the comment period, the public can call (520)
388-8300.

Questions about the EIS process should be directedto Ms. Andrea Campbell, Forest
NEPA Coordinator, at 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, AZ 85701, or telephone (520) 388-
8300.

Additional information about the proposedRosemont Copper Project, including the
Notice of Intent, is available online at www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/rosemont.

-30-
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United States

cl Department of
•* Agriculture

Fore.

Service

Coronado National Forest

/ww$l\

300 W. Congress
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Phone (520) 388-8300
FAX (520) 388-8305

File Code: 1580

Date: December 17, 2008

Rosemont Copper Company
ATTN: Sherry Varecka
4500 CherryCreek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver CO 80246

Ref: Modification No. 02 to Memorandum of Understanding, 08-MU-11030510-010

Dear Ms. Varecka:

Enclosed is a fiilly executed copy of the referenced modification.

Please call me at 520.388.8325 if you have any questions. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

llgwnJ
NORENE NORRIS

Grants & Agreements Coordinator

Enclosure

USDA
It's Cool to Be Safe Printed on Recycled Paper Q
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USDA Forest Service

Reimbursable and Advance Collection Agreement Transmittal Form
Albuquerque Service Center (B&F)

(Reference FSH 6509.11k, Chapter 50)
For 1580purviewagreements; form to be completed via l-Web G&A Collections Request

FS-6500-205 (05/08)

Agreement Information

I07CO110305100241. FS agreement number

2. Cooperator agreement number, project number or other
identifying number pertinent to cooperator

3. Purpose of transmittal (check one only)

EU New"Agreement
I I Modification
I [ Roll Job Code to new year (not included in automated

rollover)
• CloseoutRequest (Complete Blocks 1,2,3,9 only &attach

FS-6500-243)
(Xl Other (explain)

4. Expiration Date (Mnnth/Day/Year) H2/31/2011
5. Formujti-year agreements, "do agreement terms and/or annual

operating plan clearly state the period of performance and
identifyanv restrictions on annual spending?

.YesQ * • . *./ '.»
No f~] >Stop. Agreement mustbe modified to clearly

, state this information.

6. Is the decision whether or not to assess overhead documented
within the terms of the agreement (ref. FSH 1909.13, Chapter
40)? .

YesB . . v , . , L
No Q > Stop. Agreement must be modifiedto

address this decision.

7. If no overhead is to be assessed, check all applicable
criteria below: - "' ' '

Identify which criteria of FSH 1909.13, Ch 40, Sec 40.61
is applicable: -\" "'*,..' "'
•1a. Cooperator is not federal agency under Economy

Act and funds contribute toward accomplishment of FS
' „goals & mutual benefit between FS & cooperator

exists. - rf' •-' .-„ ,; — ' :
•lb. Funds are obtained from a grant,donation, non-
**. cash" contribution, reimbursement for invitational travel,

or pass-through funds that do riot create significant
additional indirect costs. :..*>••,
Note. Item 2 is not applicable to external cooperators

-, and isexcluded.,..>;; -, ...^ !.-
8. Optional field ;.{ w" ,>; j, ;. V ;

Ajobcpde(s) wjlljbefassigned'by ASC RACA to record
project costs, ypbsode description appears on project -
management financial'reports. ^If project managerhas a ,
preferred description tobetter, identify project onjob code'
listings orreports, enter beiow.' *• ;'' »' 'J^_
Job Code Description"!
Limit25 Characters;',

Forest Service Contact Information

11. Region and Unit number (RRUU)

12. Project Manager
First name

Last name

BEVERLY

EVERSON

Contact telephone number:
(Include area code)

!0305~

(520) 3888428

13. Grants and Agreements Specialist:
First name IANDREA

Last name jSEPULVEDA

Contact telephone number:
(Include area code)

14. Unit-level Budget contact:
First name* iDAVID

Last name EVANS

Contact telephone number:
(Include area code)

(520) 388.8310

(520)3888324

Cooperator Contact Information

15. Cooperator nameAUGUSTA RESOURCE (ARIZONA)
CORPORATION

9. Required attachments: ; . " ' :
'- Executed copy of agreement with AOP: •

' s I'£- -*\*\- "V ? j '• FS-6500-243: •

10. Remarks:!
lease only change the address where the
filings go to. Please see the attached correspor

16.Cooperator Taxpayer
Identification Number (TIN)
17. Federal (non-USDA)

a. Agency Location Code (ALC)

b. Obligating Document No.

c. Treasury Symbol

18. USDA Agency
a. Common Agreement

Number (CAN)

b. Obligating Document No.

c. Treasury Symbol

980487867

19. .Cooperator adminjstrative contact:
'First name

Last name

Contact telephone number:
*• (Include area code)

E-mail address

Caring for the Land and Serving People
Printed on Recycle!} Rape; Q



Norene Norn's

Daniel Monte:

02/01/2010 08:25 AM

02/03/2010> Fw: TEAS support to the Rosemont C

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

t Subject Fw: TEAM'S support to the Rosemont Copper Project EIS
(Coronado NF)

I'm sure the financial plan will need to be modified I'm not sure that needs to be an agreement
modification though...

Daniel R. Montez

Budget Officer
Coronado National Forest

(520) 388-8323 Office
(520) 820-2545 Cell
(520) 388-8331 FAX
dmontez@fs.fed.us
- Forwarded by Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS on 02/01/2010 08:24 A^

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

0t. 01/29/2010 07:51 PM
To Alice A Allen/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D

Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

cc Rochelle Desser/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject TEAM'S support to the Rosemont Copper Project EIS
(Coronado NF)

TEAMS: Information as requested . ..
1. Forest Contact - Reta Laford (505-452-7557) and Melinda "Mindee" Roth
(520-388-8319)
2. Forest Fiscal Contact - ban Montez (520-388-8323)
3. Job Code/over ride - CWFS24 03/05

Mindee / Dan - Jeanine and I have made arrangements for focused support to
the Rosemont Copper Project by TEAM'S Rochelle Desser. Rosemont Copper
Company has agreed to fund her support through the CWFS24 job code. She will
provide support both on-site and virtually.

Rochelle will be responsible for reviewing and editing the DEIS into a succinct
document that will meet the Regional Office's expectations. To do this, she will
work and confer with both FS and IDT specialists, as well as the Regional Office.



Norene Norris ; 02/03/2010> Fw: TEAM', ipport to the Rosemont C

Rochelle will have editorial liberty to:
1. Identify draft text that would be better served outside the body of the

DEIS in an appendix to the DEIS or the Project Record.
2. Edit draft text to emphasis key material responsive to the issues and/or

Regional expectations.
3. Edit draft text to de-emphasis non-key material.
4. Write or re-write DEIS materials.

Rochelle will need to be aware of critical path scheduling and progress of ongoing
workso that she can appropriately engage. However, I do not expect her
engagement to be consumed by meetings. She needs to have time to focus on
reviewing and editing the DEIS, in conference with specialists and the Regional
Office as appropriate.

Rochelle will work with both of you to further refine the best way to integrate her
focused efforts for notable progress towards preparing a succinct DEIS.

Here is some info on Rochelle...

Rochelle Desserresume 2010-tucson.docx

Tom - Please email Rochelle (rdesser@fs.fed.us) and methe Forest IDTs input on
the latest draft of the DEIS. Thx.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



jchelle Desser Resume - Januar, 010

4- 20 years NEPA experience, nationwide, mainly in R2, R5, R6 and Oregon BLM

4* De facto supervisor as IDT Leader on 15 large projects since 1997.

4> Experience with all levels of planning from district CE's to EIS's signed by the Secretary of
Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior (see attached table).

4- All of the NEPA projects under myleadership have beenupheld under FS administrative
4 appeal process (or not appealed), despite working on many controversial, complex, high

profile and large projects.

A Successful working relationships withfederal, state and local regulatory and other
agencies, and the public.

4 The programmatic R6 FEIS/ROD for invasive plant management (amending all Forest
Plans in Oregon and Washington) was appealed and upheldby the WO in 2006. I was
responsible for public comment content analysis andresponse, maintaining NEPA
sufficiency on the EIS, writing the ROD, and preparing the appeal record.

4* Since 2004 and ongoing through 2010,1 am serving as the NEPA Coordinator for the
Invasive PlantProgram for R6, working out of the Regional Office, providing framing,
document review, public involvement, monitoring, technical analysis and team leadership
services for Oregon and Washington.

& Experience planningall types of projects including forestry, herbicide, mining,
transportation planning and watershed restoration.

*fc Have held a variety of series (401,101,1301,1082) and grades (GS 9,11 and 12) since
1991.

4 My academic background is in Interdisciplinary Studies (Sonoma State University) and
Earth Science (I have a AA degree in geo-technology from Flathead Valley College),
including mineralogy, engineering, and hydrology coursework.

& I have a knack for concise writing, and a lifelong interest in ecology.

4* I have more than 30 years of experience in forestry, starting as a tree planter and timber
stand examiner in 1979.

& My leadership style is supportive and individual-oriented. I enjoy being in service to my
colleagues: providing direction and mentoring, listening and offering suggestions, and
removing barriers. I use humor, food, games and prizes, and other activities to build
quick rapport with employees.

4> Other interests involve water sports (kayaking, swimming, scuba diving), arts, literature
and music.



PROJECTS SINCE 1997

Project Where When Details

Thom-Seider

Vegetation and Fuels
Management EIS

Klamath National

Forest (NF)
2007-

2009

IDT Leader for project to reduce fuels across a 130,000
acre area surrounding communities on the Klamath
River. Managed collaborative community involvement as
per HFRA. Environmental groups' objections have been
resolved and project is currently being implemented.

R6 Invasive Plant

Training and
Coordination

FS Region Six
(Oregon and
Washington)

2004-

present
Provide training and mentoring for all R6 forests in NEPA
for Invasive Plant Projects. Appeal Coordination.
Developed Early Detection/Rapid Response analysis
methodology. Coordinate region-wide invasive plant
monitoring.

R6 Invasive Plant

Program EIS
FS Region Six
(Oregon and
Washington)

2004-

2006

Led public comment content analysis and response
process for 2 state EIS involving herbicides, provided
NEPAsufficiency review, worked withspecialists on
individual analysis and report writing.

Project Level Forest
Invasive Plant EIS's

and EA's

8 separate
projects on 12

National Forests,
Grasslands, and

Scenic Areas

2005-

present
IDT Leader or principle NEPA advisor for EAs and EISs for
invasive plant treatments (including herbicide) that follow
the programmatic EIS standards for R6.

Boulder-Dumont

LSR Thinning EA
Umpqua NF 2004-

2005

IDT Leader, writer-editor, economic analysis, not
appealed, implemented.

Matheny LSR
Thinning EA

Olympic NF 2003-

2004

IDT Leader, writer-editor, economic analysis, not
appealed, implemented.

Lake of the Woods

Forest Plan

Amendment EA

Winema NF 2003-

2004

IDT Leader, writer-editor, required Regional Ecosystem
Officeapproval, not appealed, implemented.

Briles Fender Bald

Eage Habitat Project
Modoc NF Winter

2003

NEPA Consultant, 3 DM's, mentored district IDT on
streamlined process, projects implemented.

Rodeo-Chediski WUI

EA

Apache Sitgreaves
NF

Fall

2003

Iconverted a litigated CE to an EA. Project implemented.

Aquatic Conservation
Strategy Amendment

EIS

BLM, FS
CA, OR, WA

2003 Environmental Coordinator for ACS EIS, Record of
Decision signed by Secretaries of Agriculture and the
Interior, litigated.

Power Vegetation
Management/
Timber Sale

Black Hills NF 2001-

2003

IDT Leader, writer-editor, economic analysis for timber
sale, appealed by an environmental group, decision
upheld.

Spearfish Canyon
Landscape

Assessment

Black Hills NF 2001-

2002

IDT Leader, writer-editor, public involvement specialist,
high public interest and controversy.

Trout West Fuels

Reduction EIS

Pike-San Isabel

NF

2001-

2003

IDTLeader, writer-editor, economic analysis.municipal
watershed, not appealed.

Beaver Creek

Watershed Analysis
Siuslaw NF Summer

2001

Writer-editor, watershed restoration on mixed ownerships.

Upper lllinios River
Landscape

Management Project

Siskiyou NF,
• MedfordBLM

1999-

2001

IDT Leader on a joint, comprehensive watershed-scale
plan for Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management.

Nicore Mining Project Siskiyou NF,
Medford BLM

1997-

1999

IDT Leader for the Nicore Mining POO Environmental
Impact Statement. The Forest Supervisor decision was
upheld by the RO in three appeals.

Alleman Special Use
Permit

Siskiyou NF 1997 IDT Leader, wrote FEIS and ROD for Regional Forester
decision regarding motorized use in wilderness to patented
mine inholding. Decision upheld under appeal to WO.



United States

Department of
Agriculture

Forest

Service

FUe Code: 6520

Route To:

Subject: FY 2009 Allocation (03-05-41)

To: ALM Program Leader:

Your FY 2009 allocations are revised as follows:

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8300
TDD (520) 388-8304
FAX (520) 388-8305

Date: July 30, 2009

Job Project Previous This Current
Code Name Allocation Allocation Allocation

CWFS24 RosemontMine $536.6M $133.8M $670.4M |

This allocationletter is for $133,770 under agreement# 07CO110305-10-024, Augusta Resource
Arizona Corp., for the Rosemont Mine project.

Please update your workplans accordingly.

If you have questions please contact David Evans at 388-8324.

/s/ JEANINE A. DERBY
JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor

cc: Bev Everson

DEvans: 7/30/09

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper
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USDAForestServiceDRAFTREVISION9/25/06

REIMBURSABLEORADVANCECOLLECTIONAGREEMENTJOBCODEASSIGNMENT

ThisservesasformalnotificationthattheAlbuquerqueServiceCenterhasreceivedyoursignedagreementandspendingisnow
authorized.Thisnoticealsoverifiesthatbudgetauthorityisavailable.

Source:NewAgreementModificationWorkPlan

TypeofAgreement:XAdvanceReimbursable

xRecalculationofAvailableAmount

Combination

AgreementNumber(s)Cooperator(s)
Total

Agreement
Burden

Amount

NetAvailablefor

Spending
Burden

Rate

Expiration
Date

AgreementJobCode
Assigned*

07-CO-l1030510-024AugustaResource
ArizonaCorp.

RosemontCopperProject
PriorAmount582,050.7145,375.86536,674.858.455%12/31/20100305CWFS2409

PaidAdvanceBill144,471.7810,701.61133,770.178.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

Total726,522.4956,077.47670,445.028364%

Checkallthatapply:
Note1:AuthorizedAmountistentativebasedoninitialcalculationofcarryoverbalancesonmulti-yearagreement
UpdatedJobCodeAssignmentNotifiationwillbeissuedifthisamountchanges

Note2:AuthorizedAmountforspendingmustbeobligatedby,(enterdate)becausepartnerfundingexpires.

♦UpdateWorkPlanfordollaramountsandtoincludeagreementjobcodeassigned.Ifprojectsupportsburden,updateproject
jobcodetoincludeburden.PlaceamountunderOTHERRESOURCETYPE-BURDENinWorkPlan.

**JobCodebalancesshallbemonitoredusingeitherWorkPlanexpenditurereportsorRACAFundControlReport.
RACAFundControlReportisaccessibleviaBRIOManagerialReportsorASCReportsDashboard,SpecializedReports

ProjectManager:BEverson
Location:0305

PhoneNumber:520-388-8428

RACAProcessor:DianaForsberg
DateIssued:7-15-2009

PhoneNumber:(877)372-7248opt1-raca

FS6500-208

0305-07-CO-024



Norene Norn's

0t,
Reta Uford/R3/USDAFS

08/04/2008 05:33 AM

08/04/2008 > FOR ACTlwoJ REVISED - mod of Rosen

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject FOR ACTION REVISED- mod of Rosemont Copper

Company Collection Agreementlaj

Norene - The attached modification would replace the one recently initiated. I
concur that the changes accurately reflect our discussion of 7/31/08 with the
company, with the exception of the company asking for a change in its signatory.
If allowed by agency policy, please replace "Gill Clausen President and CEO" with
"Jamie Sturgess Vice-President, Projects and Environment" as the amount is within
his authorization limit and he can process it more expeditiously. Thankyou.

On a cosmetic note, could you make the mod fit to one page??

Thanks. Although I'm on AL, feel free to call me on my cell as needed.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us

BeverleyA Everson/R3/USDAFS

/p^ZL Beverley A
'//j?^ Everson/R3/USDAFS

^A// 08/02/2008 05:43 PM
To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject modification of Rosemont Copper Company Collection
Agreement

Norene, here's the modification that we discussed a few days aga I'll be on leave on Monday, but
will be available be cell phone if you haveanyquestionsabout the modification that we need to
discuss (444.4605). Bev



Norene Norris ' 08/04/2008> FOR ACTCC.m REVISED - mod of Roser

Rosemont 7.31.08 moddoc

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris

/S
//£=

Up)'/

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

10/29/2008 05:20 PAA

ll/04/2008Re: Mod. to Rosemont CO, for the USSS

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@F5NOTES

That's aneasy one...let's do one

bcc

Subject Re: Mod. to Rosemont CO, for the USGS Stream Saugel

modification for both FY09 and for the stream gauge.

Kendra, we talked about this in around about way ^««%?™%£££SfiL
financial plan. Let's discuss it tomorrow rf you are avadable. I II try to ct y
morning.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street,6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

10/29/2008 04:09 PM
To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Mod. to Rosemont CO, for the USGS Stream Gaugel

I have finalized the modification
stream gauge, etc.

to the Rosemont Collection Agreement, requesting funding for the

Here's the big question -how do you wont to handle fund.ng mods othecal
year? Do you want to include the funding for the stream gauge in the FY09
Ending request modification, or do you want to do those requests mseparate
mods?

!• II need afinancial plan, too -1 can use the same one for this mod 4for the USGS agreement.



Norene Norris ll/04/2008Re: Mod. to Ru-emont CO, for the USSS

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"One consolation about memory loss in old age is
that you also forget a lot of things you

didn't intend to remember in thefirst place."
George CarWn

(That's my story and I'm stickin' to it!)

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

10/27/2008 01:29 PM To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAF5@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: All instruments Kendra has prepared for the USGS
Inter-Agency Agreement^

I'm currently working on the USGS inter-agency agreement.

Please let me know how you want me to proceed on the Rosemont funding mod Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants AAgreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"One consolation about memory loss in old age is
that you also forget a lot of things you

didn't intend to remember in the first place."
George Carlin

(That's my story and I'm stickin' to it!)

Kendra L Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

10/24/2008 04:34 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAF5@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L



Norene Norris ll/04/2008Re: Mod. to Rosemont CO. for the VS&S

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Subject All instruments Kendra has prepared for the USGS

Inter-Agency Agreement

[attachment "l_ad_672_usgs_rosemont_stream_gauge.rtf" deleted by Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "2_ad_672_supp_usgs_rosemont_stream_3auge.doc" deleted by
Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "3_2008_1003_confirnuprivatejanddoc" deleted by
Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "4_2008_1003Jand_ownership_map.pdf" deleted by
Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "5_info_for_norene.doc" deleted by Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "6_Mod_rosemont_collection_agree_for_usgs.doc" deleted by
Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]

Greetings,

It ismy understanding that Bev, Dan, and Norene have been discussing the creation of one
modification to the Rosemont Collection Agreement in order to collect funds for the estimated
FY09 forest project costs and the VSGS stream gauge expenses of $56,000.

For your convenience, I have attached all documents I've drafted and compiled for the USGS
Inter-Agency Agreement (attachments #1-5) and the draft modification to the Rosemont Collection
Agreement (attachment #6). Please forgive me if I am not referring to all the documentation
accurately. I thought these documents could be helpful during your discussions.

I will be out of the office on Monday, October 27, but available bycell phone at 559-920-6113.

Thank you, Kendra

Kendra L. Bourgart
USDA Forest Service
E-mail: klbourgart@fs.fed.us
Cell: 559-920-6113

Prescott Office:

Prescott National Forest

500 US Highway 89 North, Bldg 70
PO Box 9115

Prescott, AZ 86313
Desk: 928-443-8271

Fax: 928-443-8208 (call to confirm receipt)

Tucson Office:

Coronado National Forest

300 West Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701-0003
Desk: 520-388-8390

Fax: 520-388-8305



MODIFICATION NO. 02

AGREEMENT NO.^-CO-HOSOSIO-OM
between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST

and

Rosemont Copper Company y ^j\

^^^^^ one stream gauge and one unmanned

be $56,000, as itemized below: /

1 Bridge-mounted stream gauge ($30,000)
2. Unmannedcableway($10W j em)
3. Annual maintenance of the stream gauges

in addition, the gauge and cab.*way^^^^SiS^^S^**maintenance fee of at least $16,000 will need to^be P^m .$ needed ffl

between the forest and USGS. /

, a •, 4- ABill for Collection will be issued to Rosemont Copper Company in the
3. fh-mr '" V""** Avallable; ABd!, M^^IForest tCWFS2409,0305).amo'unt of $56,000, payable to Coronado National Forest (CWN*
This modification is )sied pursuant to Clauses No. C. 7, No. D. 12, No. D,9, and No. D. 20.
Except asprovidedherein, a, terms and conditions of the referenced document remain unchanged and in
full force. /

/ „ USDA Forest Service
Rosemont Copper Company

JAMIE ST&URGESS Date
ice President, Projects and Environment

JEANINEA.DERBY
Forest Supervisor

Date



Forest Service Use

Job Code: CWFS2409

The authority and format of this instrument
has been reviewed and approved for
signature.

NORENE NORRIS DATE
Grants &Agreements Specialist



MODIFICATION NO.

to

AGREEMENT NO.

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST

and

Rosemont Copper Company

1. Purpose of the Modification: Toincrease the amount of funds tobecollected from
Rosemont Copper Company and paid to the Coronado National Forest. Rosemont Copper
Company has requested US Geological Survey (USGS) perform installation, operation and
maintenance of onestream gauge andoneunmanned cableway, then collect stream data and
provide annual maintenance. The total FY09 project cost would be$56,000, itemized below:

1. a bridge-mountedstream gauge ($30,000)
2. an unmanned cableway ($10,000)
3. annual maintenance of the stream gauge and cableway ($16,000)

In addition, the gauge and cableway may beoperating for app. 20years and anannual
maintenance fee of at least$16,000 would need to be paidby the proponent each year, beginning
inFY10. If payment bythe proponent must be made through the Forest Service, theCoronado
NF will collect the full $56,000 amount from the proponent and then transmitit to USGS
through appropriate protocols. A modification will bemade to this agreement onan as needed
basis to payforFY10and future fiscal year's annual maintenance fee of $16,000.

USGS requires another federal agency to sponsor or request the work be done onbehalfof the
project proponent, Rosemont Copper Company. As a result, Agreement # is
in place between the forest and USGS.

2. Change in Performance Period:

3. Change in Funds Available:
A bill for collection will be issued to Rosemont CopperCompany in the amount of $56,000,
payable to Coronado National Forest (CWFS24,0305).

This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the referenced document remain
unchanged and in full force.

USDA Forest Service



Forest Service Use

Job Code:

Date JEANINE A. DERBY Date

Forest Supervisor

The authority and format of this instrument
has been reviewed and approved for
signature.

NORENE NORRIS DATE

Grants & Agreements Specialist



ii i Rosemont Copper Project FY 2009 Annual Operating Plan
OctobeK 2008 - September 30,2009 Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510-24

Interdisciplinary Team Roles

Forest Line Officer, Responsible Official &Tribal Consultation
Forest Line Officer, Process Mgmt &Tribal Consultation
District Line Officer

Communications, Web Mgmt

IDT Leader, Project Mgmt, Geology, Minerals (Admin, Mining
Law). Mining (Chemistry. Processes, Rock Stability/Fracture)

Planning Project Mgmt, NFMA Compliance, GIS
NEPA Mgmt. FOIA Administration, Environmental Justice
Transportation, Engineering
Hvdrogeology (Ground Water). Hvdroiogv (Surface Water), Soils
Recreation. Scenery (incl reclamation)
Social and Economic Environments. Light (Night Skies)
Wildlife, Vegetation (incl reclamation), Range
Access, Lands, Realty
Air, Clean Water Act Compliance, Soils, WaterResources,
Riparian Habitat (offsite)
Mine Planning/Remediation, Hazardous Waste, Public Health
and Safety, Noise
Heritage, Tribal Consultation

Administrative Support

IDT Personnel Total

Team Members
(subject to change)

Derby
Laford
Nogales District Ranger
Everson

Able, TBD
Ciapusci, Quintana
Campbell
Keyes
Shafigullah
Kriegel
Davis

Sebesta. Jones, Brown

Emmett, McKay
Lefevre, Fitch, Skinner

Curiel, Belauskas

Farrell, Gillespie, Leblanc,
Laluc
Bourgart, Raley, Davis

Fleet Monthly FOR & Mileage

Vehicle Numbers 4661, 5707, 5964

Total Fleet

Miscellaneous Expenses

Eguipment, Materials, Supplies, Travel &Training
Total Misc. Expenses

USGS Inter-Agency Agreement

Total USGS Inter-Agency Agreement

SUB-TOTAL OF ESTIMATED PROJECT
EXPENSES

National Overhead Rate of 8%
TOTAL

FY 2008 CARRYOVER
BALANCE NEEDED FOR FY 2009

Rosemont Copper ProjectFY 2009 AOP

7 months, 10,400 miles

Description

1 bridge-mounted stream gauge

1 unmanned cableway

Annual maintenance of above items

Amount

$0
$0
$0

$97,875

$62,734

$94,330
$23,244
$22,380
$38,040
$20,940
$22,740
$30,540

$8,535
$24,000

$12,608

$64,205

$62,098

$584,269

Amount

$6,611

$6,611

Amount

$25,826

$25,826

Amount

$30,000

$10,000

$16,000

$56,000

$672,706.00
$53,816.48

$726,52,2
.^$78,
$648,306.23

11/4/08^™' •

"^s-z^irs./i



October

Rosemont Copper Project FY 2009 Annual Op&ralAngP^n i/n^-^ yo-CQV
1, 2008 - September 30, 2009 Collection Agreement #0/~K U-IHJQUD '^r^ *

Interdisciplinary Team Roles Team Member(s)
(may change as

needed)

Amount

Forest Line Officer, Responsible Official &Tribal Consultation Jeanine Derby

Forest Line Officer, Process Management &Tribal Consultation Reta Laford

District Line Officer

$0

$0

$0

$97,875IDT Leadership, Project Management, Geology, &Minerals
Administration, Minerals (Mining Law), Mining (Chemistry, Mine
Planning/Remediation, Process, Rock Stability/Fracture)

Nogales District
Ranger

Bev Everson

External Communications Management, Implementation &Web John Able, TBD
Mgmt

Planning Project Management, NFMA Compliance, Forest Plan Teresa Ann
Consistency, GIS ciaPuscl' Dev,n

$62,734

$94,330

$23,244

$22,380

$38,040

NEPA Management, FOIA Compliance &Administration,
Environmental Justice, Noise

Quintana

Andrea Campbell

Transportation &Engineering Walter Keyes

Hydrogeology (Ground Water), Hydrology (Surface Water), Soils Salek Shafiqullah

Landscape Architecture, Recreation, Scenery Resources
(includes reclamation)

Social &Economic Environments, Light (Night Skies)

Wildlife Resources, Vegetation Resources (includes
reclamation), Range

Access, Lands, Realty

Air Resources, Clean WaterAct Compliance, Soils, Water
Resources, Riparian Habitat (offsite)

Hazardous Waste, Public Health &Safety, Noise

Heritage, Tribal Consultation

Rosemont Copper Project FY 2009 AOP

Debby Kriegel $20,940

Sarah Davis $22,740

Deborah Sebesta,
Larry Jones, Kendall
Brown

$30,540

Tami Emmett,
George McKay

$8,535

Bob Lefevre, Mark
Fitch, Tom Skinner

$24,000

Eli Curiel, Alan
Belauskas

$12,608

Mary Farrell, William
Gillespie, Chris

$64,205

page 1 of 2



Administrative Support

IDT Personnel Total

Fleet

Vehicle Numbers 4661, 5707,5964
Total Fleet

Miscellaneous Expenses
Equipment, Materials, Supplies, Travel &Training
Total Misc. Expenses

USGS Inter-Agency Agreement

Total USGS Inter-Agency Agreement

SUB-TOTAL OF ESTIMATED PROJECT
EXPENSES

National Overhead Rate of 8%

TOTAL

FY 2008 CARRYOVER

BALANCE NEEDED FOR FY 2009

Rosemont Copper Project FY 2009 AOP

Leblanc, Nicholas
Laluc

Kendra Bourgart,
Roxanne Raley,
Sarah Davis

$62,098

$584,269

Monthly FOR & Mileage
7 months, 10,400 miles

Amount

$6,611
$6,611

Amount

$25,826
$25,826

Description
1 bridge-mounted stream gauge
1 unmanned cableway
Annual maintenance of above
items

Amount

$30,000
$10,000

$16,000
$56,000

$672,706

Needs review?????

page 2 of 2



MODIFICATION NO. 02
to

AGREEMENT NO. 07-CO-11030510-024
between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST

and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY

11/4/2008

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of this modification is to add funding for FY2009.

2. Change in Performance Period: There is np change in performance period.

3. Change in Funds AvaiMble: The attached^Annual Operating Plan (AOP) itemizes planned
expenditures for FY2009,^includes aline item for the stream gauge the U.S. Geological Service
(USGS) will install. An attachment to the AOP adds information pertaining to the stream gauge.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clauses No. C7, No. D. 12, No. D. 19, and No. D. 20.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the referenced document remain unchanged and in
full force.

Rosemont Copper Company

JAMIE STURGESS Date
Vice President, Projects and Environment

Forest Service Use

Job Code: CWFS2409

USDA Forest Service

JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor
Date

The authority andformat of this instrument has
been reviewed and approved for signature.

NORENE NORRIS DATE



Rosemont Copper Project FY 2009 Annual Operating «•"
October 1, 2008 - September 30, 2009 Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510

Interdisciplinary Team Roles

Forest Line Officer, Responsible Official &Tribal Consultation
Forest Line Officer, Process Mgmt &Tribal Consultation
District Line Officer .,._,.
IDT Leader, Project Mgmt, Geology, Minerals (Admin, Mining
Law), Mining (Chemistry, Processes, Rock Stability/Fracture)
Communications, Web Mgmt
Planning Project Mgmt, NFMA Compliance, GIS
NEPA Mgmt, FOIA Administration, Environmental Justice
Transportation, Engineering
Hydrogeology (Ground Water), Hydrology (Surface Water), Soils
Recreation, Scenery (incl reclamation)
Social and Economic Environments, Light (Night Skies)
Wildlife, Vegetation (incl reclamation), Range
Access, Lands, Realty
Air, Clean Water Act Compliance, Soils, Water Resources,
Riparian Habitat (offsite)
Mine Planning/Remediation, Hazardous Waste, Public Health and
Safety, Noise
Heritage, Tribal Consultation

Team Members
(subject to change)

Derby
Laford
Nogales District Ranger
Everson

Able, TBD
Ciapusci, Quintana
Campbell
Keyes
Shafiqullah
Kriegel
Davis
Sebesta, Jones, Brown
Emmett, McKay
Lefevre, Fitch, Skinner

Curiel, Belauskas

Farrell, Gillespie, Leblanc,
Laluc
Bourgart, Raley, Davis

Administrative Support
IDT Personnel Total

Fleet

Vehicle Numbers 4661, 5707, 5964
Total Fleet

Miscellaneous Expenses
Equipment, Materials, Supplies, Travel &Training
Total Misc. Expenses

USGS Inter-Agency Agreement

Total USGS Inter-Agency Agreement

SUB-TOTAL OF ESTIMATED PROJECT
EXPENSES

National Overhead Rate of 8%
TOTAL

FY 2008 CARRYOVER
BALANCE NEEDED FOR FY 2009

Monthly FOR & Mileage
7 months, 10,400 miles

Description
1 bridge-mounted stream gauge
1 unmanned cableway
Annual maintenance of above items

-24

Amount

$0
$0
$0

$97,875

$62,734
$94,330
$23,244
$22,380
$38,040
$20,940
$22,740
$30,540

$8,535
$24,000

$12,608

$64,205

$62,098
$584,269

Amount

$6,611
$6,611

Amount

$25,826
$25,826

Amount

$30,000

$10,000

$16,000

$56,000

$672,706.00

$53,816.48

$726,522.48

$78,216.25
$648,306.23

Rosemont Copper Project FY 2009 AOP 11/4/08



^4r
Rosemont Copper Company has requestecUJ.S. Geological Survey (USGSjfflperform installation,
operation and maintenance ofone stream gauge and one unmanned cableway, tjS§i collect stream
provide annual maintenance. The total FY2009 project cost weuid be $56,000, as itemized belo

11/4/2008

1. Bridge-mounted stream gauge ($30,000)
2. Unmanned cableway ($10,000)
3. Annual maintenance of the stream gauge and cableway ($16,000)

In addition, the gauge and cableway may be operating for approximately 20 years. An annual
maintenance fee of at least $16,000 will need to be paid by the Rosemont Copper Company each year;
beginning in FY2010.

Modifications will be made to Collection Agreement No. 07-CO-l 1030510-024 to include additional
funding for future fiscal years' annual maintenance fee of approximately $16,000.

USGS requires another federal agency to sponsor or request the work be done on behalf of the project
proponent, Rosemont Copper Company. As a result, Agreement #09-IA-l 1030510-008 is in process
between the forest and USGS.



U.S.DEPARTMENTOFAGRICULTURE

FORESTSERVICE

MiscellaneousJobCodeDirectory
PeriodEnding:052008--Febuary(CLOSED)

BBFYOrgJobCodeJobDescriptionStatusIndLastUpdateDate

2008AEAF1508HIGHWAYTRUSTFUNDSA12/18/07

2008CMFC0508FACILTIESCAPTLIMPRV/MTCEA09/07/07

2008CMII0508INFRAIMPROVEMENT-DEFMTNCEA09/07/07

2008CMRD0508ROADSCAPITALIMPRV/MTNCEA09/07/07

2008CMTL0508TRAILSCAPITALIMPRV/MTNCEA09/07/07

2008CMXF1008010,CRUSHER-ROADWORKW/USBPA01/10/08

?008CMXFJ108016,PHASE7TESMONITERINGA02/15/08

J008CWFS2408024,ROSEMONTMINEPROJECTA11/08/07

2008CWFSPG08POWERGARDENCLEAN-UPPROJ.A12/06/07

2008DS070108FLREA80%NATIONALPASSSALESA09/07/07

2008ER4SC508ERFOREPAIRSA12/18/07

2008FDCL7808FLREA15%COLLECTIONSUPPORTA09/07/07

2008FDDS3608FLREA80%RECREATIONFEESA09/07/07

2008FDDS4208FLREA80%SPECIALUSEFEESA09/07/07

2008FDRF0508RECFACILITYDEFERREDMNTNCA02/01/08

2008FMCP0908FACILITYMTCECP09A09/07/07

2008FS011108SPECIALUSEPERMITSAN0111-03A11/27/07

2008FS018908SPECIALUSEPERMITSAN0189A11/19/07

2008FSB20108MALAPAIBORDERLANDSA11/19/07

2008FSG51608TUCSONELECTRICCOA11/30/07

2008FSH71008MGIO-UNIV.OFAZA01/11/08

2008IDP10508POOL1-GENERALMANAGEMENTA09/07/07

2008IDP20508POOL2-DIRECTPRGMSUPPORTA09/07/07

^008IDP30508POOL3-LEGIS&PUBLICCOMMA09/07/07

2008IDP40508POOL4-ONGOINGBUSSVSA09/07/07

2008IDP5CC08POOL5-COMMONSVSA09/07/07

2008NFIM0508INVENTORYANDMONITORINGA09/07/07

2008NFLM0508LANDOWNERSHIPMANAGEMENTA09/07/07

2008NFMG0508MINERALS&GEOLOGYMGTA09/07/07

2008NFPN0508LANDMANAGEMENTPLANNINGA09/07/07

2008NFRG0508GRAZINGMANAGEMENTA09/07/07

2008NFRW0508RECREATION/HERITAGE/WILDERNESSA09/07/07

2008NFRWIB08INTEGRATEDBUSINESSA09/07/07

2008NFTM0508FORESTPRODUCTSA09/07/07

2008NFVW0508VEGETATION&WATERSHEDMGTA09/07/07

2008NFWF0508WILDLIFE/FISHERIESHABITATMGTA09/07/07

1of2

RunDate:03/03/08

080303_mjob_prd0805_0305
xJOBDirectoryProoflist



U.S.DEPARTMENTOFAGRICULTURE

FORESTSERVICE

MiscellaneousJobCodeDirectory
PeriodEnding:112007-August(CLOSED)

AllotOrgOrgJobCodeJobDescriptionStatusIndLastUpdateDate
0305CMFC0507FACILTIESCAPTLIMPRV/MTCEA08/18/06

0305CMII0507INFRAIMPROVEMENT-DEFMTNCEA08/18/06

0305CMRD0507ROADSCAPITALIMPRV/MTNCEA08/18/06

0305CMTL0507TRAILSCAPITALIMPRV/MTNCEA08/18/06

0305CMXF1007010,CRUSHER-ROADWORKW/USBPA06/13/07

0305CMXFJ107016,PHASE7TESMONITERINGA10/16/06

0305CWFS2307023,HABITATPOTREROCANYONA02/27/07

^305CWFS2407024,ROSEMONTMINEPROJECTA05/18/07

j305DS070107FLREA80%NATIONALPASSSALESA10/24/06

0305ER4SC507ERFOREPAIRSA06/20/07

0305FB3F1507SWIFTTRAILSCENICBYWAYA05/18/07

0305FDCL7807FLREA15%COLLECTIONSUPPORTA08/18/06

0305FDDS3607FLREA80%RECREATIONFEESA08/18/06

0305FDDS4207FLREA80%SPECIALUSEFEESA10/12/06

0305FMCP0907FACILITYMTCECP09A08/18/06

0305FS011107SPECIALUSEPERMIT#SAN0111-03A04/18/07

0305FS018907SPECIALUSEPERMITSAN0189A01/22/07

0305FSH71007MGIOBIOLOGISTA06/13/07

0305HTAE0507FEDHWYADMEXPA05/08/07

0305IDP10507POOL1-GENERALMANAGEMENTA08/18/06

0305IDP20507POOL2-DIRECTPRGMSUPPORTA08/18/06

0305IDP30507POOL3-LEGIS&PUBLICCOMMA08/18/06

0305IDP40507POOL4-ONGOINGBUSSVSA08/18/06

0305IDP5CC07POOL5-COMMONSVSA08/18/06

0305NFEE0507CENTENNIALOFSERVICEPROJECTSD10/27/06

*>305NFIM0507INVENTORYANDMONITORINGA08/18/06

J305NFLM0507LANDOWNERSHIPMANAGEMENTA08/18/06

0305NFMG0507MINERALS&GEOLOGYMGTA08/18/06
0305NFN30507REHABILITATION&RESTORATIONA08/18/06
0305NFPN0507LANDMANAGEMENTPLANNINGA08/18/06
0305NFRG0507GRAZINGMANAGEMENTA08/18/06
0305NFRW0507RECREATION/HERITAGE/WILDERNESSA08/18/06
0305NFRWIB07INTEGRATEDBUSINESSA09/08/06
0305NFTM0507FORESTPRODUCTSA08/18/06

0305NFVW0507VEGETATION&WATERSHEDMGTA08/18/06
0305NFWF0507WILDLIFE/FISHERIESHABITATMGTA08/18/06
0305NFXF0607006.RESURFACEMONTZUMAPASSRDA11/02/06
0305NFXF1107011,HERITAGE-SUPPORTFORBPA01/30/07
0305NFXF3807038.SCOTLACYNRESTORATIONPRJA06/15/07
0305NFXF3907039.MONTEZUMAPASSRESURFACINGA06/04/07
0305NFXFES07031,EXHIBITSPECIALISTA09/04/07

1of2

RunDate:09/05/2007

070905_mjob_prd0711_0305
xJOBDirectoryProoflist



Norene Norris 02/12/2008 New Memo

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS,

02/12/2008 12:55 PM cc

bcc

Subject Mod. 01 to Collection Agreement,07-CO-11030510-024

Here's the current iteration of the modification. Please approve, or suggest changes, before I send
it to Rosemont. Thanks!

200 8_Rosemont_ASod01.doc

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crane



Norene Norris 03/06/2008 Re: MOU - comments omitted

*TTTTV7*W*T Andrea W To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

AG)* Car"pbell/R3/USDAFS cc Bcver|ey AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
^->i ni/nA/?nn« n^-1 a paa bcc

Subject Re: MOU - comments omitted

* 01/04/2008 03:16 PM bcc
*rft Mil ********

Norene and Bev,

Indeed, we used ar\ MOU template that originated with BLM I could not find a NEPA MOU online
to use as a template.

If the format and content of Section VI of the MOU, as written, are not compatiblewith standard
USFS format, feel free to add, revise, delete, whatever, as necessary.

The content of Sections I through Vshould be retained in the MOU, along with the that of the
attachments.

I have no issues with rearranging format.

Suggest both of you seek Jeanine's input on how to proceed.
I'm happy with the content in I through V.

Andrea Wargo Campbell
Coronado National Forest

NEPA Coordinator and FOIA Officer

300 West Congress Street
Tucson, AZ 85701

520 388 8352

520 237 0694

awcampbell@fs.fed.us

Forwarded by Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS on 01/04/2008 11:47 AM

//^-^^ Beverley A
^^///^l Everson/R3/USDAFS To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
>vP^ \Sf 01/04/2008 11:12 AfA Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

' / cc Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: MOU - comments omittedH)

What do you need from me and/or Andrea to move this forward?

Beverley A. Everson



Norene Norris

Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

12/27/2007 02:52 PM

03/06/2008 R*.. ^AOU - comments omitted

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: MOU - comments omittedQ

What is the origin of this document, Bev? I ask because it doesn't follow the format of the
approved Forest Service MOU for NEPA template.

Has Andrea seen/approved it?

Norene (Don't Shoot Me, I'm Just the Piano Player) Norris,
Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"Hope springs a kernel."
Denny Crone

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

S:— Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

12/19/2007 12:12 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject MOU - comments omitted

Sorry about the last version. This one is a little easier to read. Bev

[attachment "Rosemnt final_MOU.doc" deleted by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]



fc

Norene Norris

/$s^N

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

03/06/2008 Re: MOU - comments omitted



USDAForestServiceDRAFTREVISION9/25/06

REIMBURSABLEORADVANCECOLLECTIONAGREEMENTJOBCODEASSIGNMENT

ThisservesasformalnotificationthattheAlbuquerqueServiceCenterhasreceivedyoursignedagreementandspendingisnow
authorized.Thisnoticealsoverifiesthatbudgetauthorityisavailable.

Source:NewAgreementModificationWorkPlanxRecalculationofAvailableAmount

TypeofAgreement:XAdvanceReimbursableCombination

AgreementNumber(s)Cooperator(s)
Total

Agreement
Burden

Amount

NetAvailablefor

Spending
Burden

Rate

Expiration
Date

AgreementJobCode
Assigned*

07-CO-11030510-024AugustaResource
ArizonaCorp.

RosemontCopperProject
PriorAmount437,578.9334,674.00402,904.938.606%12/31/20100305CWFS2409

PaidAdvanceBill144,471.7810,701.61133,770.178.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

Total582,050.7145375.61536,675.108.455%

Checkallthatapply:
Note1:AuthorizedAmountistentativebasedoninitialcalculationofcarryoverbalancesonmulti-yearagreement.
UpdatedJobCodeAssignmentNotifiationwillbeissuedifthisamountchanges

Note2:AuthorizedAmountforspendingmustbeobligatedby,(enterdate)becausepartnerfundingexpires.

*UpdateWorkPlanfordollaramountsandtoincludeagreementjobcodeassigned.Ifprojectsupportsburden,updateproject
jobcodetoincludeburden.PlaceamountunderOTHERRESOURCETYPE-BURDENinWorkPlan.

**JobCodebalancesshallbemonitoredusingeitherWorkPlanexpenditurereportsorRACAFundControlReport.
RACAFundControlReportisaccessibleviaBRIOManagerialReportsorASCReportsDashboard,SpecializedReports

ProjectManager:BEverson
Location:0305

PhoneNumber:520-388-8428

RACAProcessor:DianaForsberg
DateIssued:4-13-2009

PhoneNumber:(877)372-7248opt1-raca

FS6500-208

0305-07-CO-024



GRANT o & AGREEMENTS ROUTING ^LIP

E&nK-mU-l r>30S )Q~0IO Tssnflh/noAnJU)AGREEMENT NUMBER:

COOPERATOR NAME:A(90Q

VROJEm$CQQtfW&nr\J~ (m)J)0a jlfUAiB.
£/L PM:(<>lAOfrrV

ForReyiew andRouting -

X. Budget Officer Date & Initials: WW

Comments:

Contracting Officer Date &Initials\///i/Wu\ i^pjOK
/"/' J

Comments:

n Staff Officer

Comments:

n Forest Supervisor

X Please sign

2<
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Norene Norris

Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

11/04/2008 10:51 AM

2008J104Jy09_rosemonLa°PJinal-doc

ll/04/2008> WAIT, Huu to Revise the Final - Re: F

Kendra LBourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject WAIT, Had to Revise the Final -Re: FINAL Proposed
Rosemont Copper Project FY09 AOP|e)

To

cc

recent FY08 Carryover amount. I have
aa TO revise me i iyu" *~* '*» • *-•

attached a revised
>erwerecei._

figures to be in flux until that time. It all works out in the end.

I just learned we had to revise the figures to reflect amore re, November bccause in

Kendra

Kendra L Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

11/04/2008 10:28 AM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject FINAL Proposed Rosemont Copper Project FY09 AOP

Thank you!

[attachment "2008_1104_fy09_rosemont_aop.doc" deleted by Kendra LBourgart/WO/USDAFS]



Norene Norris

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

04/02/2010 08:26 AM

04/02/2010 > Copy of bin for 07-CO-11030510-024

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Copy of Bill for 07-CO-11030510-024

Hello Norene;

Here is a copy of the bill. It will go out in today's mail.

Thanks.

Diana L. Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713

BA RACAQA00558.pdf



;

/
/ " Subject Rosemont Collection Agreement
/
/
/ Hi Mindy, , _ . _. .

Justas a reminder thecurrent 4th quarter billing (BP#RACA0A00861) for Rosemont is34days
old. It is for $181,935.25. Thank you for your help.

Andrea Sepulveda
Grants and Agreements Specialist
Coronado National Forest
Phone. 520.388.8310
Fax. 520.388.8331
asepulveda@fs.fed.us

Andrea G To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
^ Sepulveda/R3/USDAFS cc

Ji-><^V 07/26/2010 11:08 AM .
*.)a~—r-^ bcc



Norene Norris

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

06/05/2009 06:38 AM

06/08/2009> Re: 4th ^_^rter Billing for Rosemont C<

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Re: 4th Quarter Billingfor Rosemont Copper
07-CO-11030510-024|=i

Norene:

Here is a copy of the bill. I will mail it out today (to the attention of Sherry Varecka per the
agrmt).

bilLpdf

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/04/2009 03:51 PM To Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: 4th Quarter BillingforRosemont Copper
07-CO-11030510-024I1

That would be great - thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants &. Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

If you can remain calm,
you don't have all the facts.

Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

06/04/2009 02:37 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: 4th Quarter Billingfor Rosemont Copper
07-CO-11030510-024lil



Norene Norris 06/08/2009> Re: 4th Quai Billing for Rosemont O

Norene:

When this bill generates tomorrow, do you want a copy?

Thanks.

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

To Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

06/04/2009 02:02 PM ^

Subject 4th Quarter Billing for Rosemont Copper-
07-CO-11030510-024

Hi, Diana! I think I told you I'd remind you when it was time to bill Rosemont again (if not, please
forgive my lack of a memory) for the amount of $144,471.78. Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants &. Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

If you can remain calm,
you don't haveall the facts.



Norene Norris

0k
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

11/05/2008 10:17 AM

ll/06/2008> Re: Here's the FY09 cost table I edite

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Kcndra LBourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Here's the FY09 cost table I edited just before
today's meeting to have the boxes. Please use this
version in the records

Norene - Here's an electronic copy of table used yesterday with the boxes around it If you have a
non-scanned electronic copy, please use this table instead of the other.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us

Kendra L Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS

11/05/2008 10:00 AM

To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Here's the FY09 cost table I edited just before
today's meeting to have the boxes. Please use this
version in the record.1=1

Reta, Didyou send it to Norene? I think that's also a good idea.

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

0k
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

11/04/2008 02:52 PM
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Here's the FY09 cost table I edited just before today's
meeting to have the boxes. Please use this version in the
record.



Norene Norris ll/06/2008> Re: Here's ine FY09 cost table I edfte

rp edit2 cost table edited,doc

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest

300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us
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Norene Norn's

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

11/09/2009 10:57 AM

ll/09/2G09> Job Code Notification for Agreement 0:

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D

cc

bcc

Subject Job Code Notification for Agreement

07-CO-11030510-024

Hello:

Attached is the job code notification for theabove agreement reflecting the rollover, from FY09.
Thank you.

Diana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713

Job Code Sheet 07-CO-11030510-024.xls

If you should have any questions regarding the attachedjob code notification, please do not reply to sender. Please open a
customerservice case by calling 1-877-372-7248 or opening an e-ticket at http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/asc/bfm/. Thank you.



Norene Norrfs ll/09/2009Re: Rollover amount for 07-CO-110305U

-Tfc -j+fch
FS

"Tp

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

11/06/2009 10:05 Afo

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Rollover Amount for 07-CO-11030510-024|

Mindee:

It looks like the projected rollover right now would be $128,361.95. But things could still change as
we have not been told yet that the issues with how payroll has been hitting the job codes is resolved
yet, etc.

+670,446.36

+ 56,076.13

-14,993.61
-511,975.42

- 42,821.62

- 1,254.07
+158.88 (unallocated amt, includes burden)
- 26.956.93 (unallocated amt, includes burden)
128,679.73 (projected rollover)

ACTION: R TABLEID: FPRJ USERID: UAOO
*•* BUDGET FISCAL YEAR PROJECT INQUIRY TABLE ***

KEY IS BFYS, FUND, DIV, ORG, PROGRAM, RPTG, JOB
01-

BFYS FUND DIV ORG PROGRAM RPTG JOB
09 CWFS 0305 CWFS2409

EST BILL AMOUNT:

EST BURDEN AMT:

LAST DISTRIBUTION DATE: 09
ALLOCATED

0.00 ACT BILL AMOUNT

56,076.13 DIRECT AMOUNT
30 09 VALID FPCA RECORDS

COMMITMENTS

OBLIGATIONS

EXPENDITURES

PROJ CHARGES

EXCLUDED AMT

BURDEN

OBLIG BURDEN

0.00

14,993.61

511,975

0

0

42,821

1,254

42

00

00

62

07

COMMITMENTS:

OBLIGATIONS:

EXPENDITURES:

PROJ CHARGES:

BILLING ADJUST:

EXP ADJUST IN:

OBLIG ADJUST IN:

NET AVAIL BAL:

*** PROJECT TO CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION DEFAULTS ***
CUSTOMER NUMBER: DIRECT AGREEMENT NUMBER: 0305-07-CO-024
CUSTOMER NAME: DIRECT APPROPRIATION CUSTOMER TYPE: DIR

670,446

0

2 STATUS:

UNALLLOCATED

0.00

-146.62

24,876.27
0.00

0.00

42,821.62
1,254.07

118,747.68

.36

.00

Sess-1 199.141.111.34 IFSB0255 1/10

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

•vv Melinda D



Norene Norris ll/09/2009Re: Rollover Ai,.vUnt for 07-CO-110305K

^ir 11/06/2009 08:35 AM cc Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Zl.^W Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
M{ y7* Subject Re: Rollover Amount for 07-CO-11030510-024[

\—/

Roth/R3/USDAFS To Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Diana, Can I ask you to look again at the carry over amount for this project? Your note below
indicates this amount is likely to change. On November 12th, we will be meeting with the project
proponent to sign the Collection Agreement Modification and I would like to use the most accurate
carry over amount. Thanks.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

10/29/2009 12:31 PM To Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAF5@FSNOTES
cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Rollover Amount for 07-CO-11030510-024pj

Thanks, Diana! I appreciate your quick response! I hope we can do this quickly enough that the
amount will still be accurate.

Norene Norris, Grants & Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"If you can't be a good example, then you'll
just have to be a horrible warning."

Catherine Aird

Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS



Norene Norris ll/09/2009Re: Rollover Amount for 07-CO-110305K

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

10/29/2009 11:35 AM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rollover Amount for07-CO-11030510-024

Norene*.

Per our phone discussion this morning, I would project a rollover of approximately $128,995.83.
However, please remember that this is just an initial projection and could change Thereare
unallocated items and also there is a problem that is being worked on concerning how PP19/20 are
hitting.

I havesubmitted the BV, and once this is approved, I can issue the FYIO job code.

Thanks and good luck with the mod.

+670,446.36
+ 56,076.13

-14,993.61

-511,975.42

- 42,821.62

- 1,254.07

+158.88 (unallocated amt, includes burden)
- 26.640.82 (unallocated amt, includes burden)
128,995.83 (projected rollover)

ACTION: R TABLEID: FPRJ USERID: UA00

*** BUDGET FISCAL YEAR PROJECT INQUIRY TABLE ***

KEY IS BFYS, FUND, DIV, ORG, PROGRAM, RPTG, JOB
01-

BFYS FUND DIV ORG PROGRAM RPTG JOB

09 CWFS 0305 CWFS2409

EST BILL AMOUNT:

EST BURDEN AMT:

LAST DISTRIBUTION DATE

ALLOCATED

0.00 ACT BILL AMOUNT

56,076.13 DIRECT AMOUNT

09 30 09 VALID FPCA RECORDS

COMMITMENTS 0 00

OBLIGATIONS 14 993 61

EXPENDITURES 511 975 42

PROJ CHARGES 0 00

EXCLUDED AMT 0 00

BURDEN 42 821 62

OBLIG BURDEN 1 254 07

COMMITMENTS:

OBLIGATIONS;

EXPENDITURES:

PROJ CHARGES:

BILLING ADJUST:

EXP ADJUST IN:

OBLIG ADJUST IN:

NET AVAIL BAL:

*** PROJECT TO CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION DEFAULTS ***

CUSTOMER NUMBER: DIRECT AGREEMENT NUMBER: 0305-07-CO-024

CUSTOMER NAME: DIRECT APPROPRIATION CUSTOMER TYPE: DIR

670,446.36

0.00

2 STATUS:

UNALLLOCATED

0.00

-146.62

24,584.57

0.00

0.00 "

42,821.62

1,254.07

119,039.38



Norene Norris ll/13/2009Rollover Amount for 07-CO-11030510-02

biana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

10/29/2009 11:35 AM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Rollover Amount for 07-CO-11030510-024

Norene:

Per our phone discussion this morning, I would project arollover of approximately $128,995.83.
However, please remember that this is just an initial projection and could change There are
unallocated items and also there is a problem that is being worked on concerning how PP19/20 are
hitting.

I have submitted the BV, and once this is approved, I can issue the FYIO job code.

Thanks and good luck with the mod.

+670,446.36

+ 56,076.13

-14,993.61
-511,975.42

- 42,821.62

- 1,254.07
+158.88 (unallocatedamt, includes burden)
- 26.640.82 (unallocated amt, includes burden)
128,995.83 (projected rollover)

ACTION: R TABLEID: FPRJ USERID: UAOO
*** BUDGET FISCAL YEAR PROJECT INQUIRY TABLE ***

KEY IS BFYS, FUND, DIV, ORG, PROGRAM, RPTG, JOB
01-

BFYS FUND DIV ORG PROGRAM RPTG JOB
09 CWFS 0305 CWFS2409

EST BILL AMOUNT:

EST BURDEN AMT:

LAST DISTRIBUTION DATE

ALLOCATED

0.00 ACT BILL AMOUNT:

56,076.13 DIRECT AMOUNT:
09 30 09 VALID FPCA RECORDS:

COMMITMENTS

OBLIGATIONS

EXPENDITURES

PROJ CHARGES

EXCLUDED AMT

BURDEN

OBLIG BURDEN

0.00 COMMITMENTS

14.993.61 OBLIGATIONS
511,975.42 EXPENDITURES

0.00 PROJ CHARGES

0.00 BILLING ADJUST

42.821.62 EXP ADJUST IN
1,254.07 OBLIG ADJUST IN

NET AVAIL BAL

PROJECT TO CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION DEFAULTS

670,446.36

0.00

2 STATUS:

UNALLLOCATED

0.00

-146.62

24,584.57

0.00

0.00

42,821.62
1,254.07

119,039.38
***

CUSTOMER NUMBER: DIRECT

CUSTOMER NAME: DIRECT APPROPRIATION

AGREEMENT NUMBER: 0305-07-CO-024

CUSTOMER TYPE: DIR



Norene Norris
^ 11/19/2009 Mod. 04 to Rosemont MOU

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

11/19/2009 12:36 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Mod. 04 to Rosemont MOU

Hi, Mindy! Here's the pdf of the fully executed mod. I'm not sure who at Rosemont was supposed
to get it, so I'm just sending it to you. Thanks for all your hard work!

IB
RosemontA\OU_A\od04.pdf

Norene Norm's, Grants <& Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

'If you can't be a good example, then you'll
just have to be a horrible warning."

Catherine Aird



Norene Norris 09/16/2008Re: Fw: Deauiine for Incoming Money Agr

/^r_' Beverley A To Norene Norris/R3/USDAF5@FSNOTES
V/P^ Everson/R3/USDAFS cc

06/03/2008 02:29 PM bec

Subject Re: Fw: Deadline for Incoming Money AgreementsLd

I have no idea what you're talking about. I thought that the Rosemont 2008 collection agreement
amendment was resolved long ago. I sent you everything you asked for weeks and weeks ago.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax". 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/02/2008 03:30 PM To ^verty AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Deadline for Incoming Money Agreements

Please see below. Are you no longer pursuing the collection of funds for FY08 from Augusta
Resources (aka Rosemont Mining Co.)?

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements Coordinator
Coronado NF

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

When you're up to your fanny in alligators,
it's difficult to remind yourself that

your initial objective was to drain the swamp.

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on 06/02/2008 03:28 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/02/2008 12:32 PM To
cc

Subject



Norene Norris 09/16/2008Re: Fw: Deadl. for Incoming Money Agr

Deadline for Incoming Money Agreements

The ASC (RACA) has set a deadline for us for having reimbursable <& collection
agreements entered into I-Web <& transmitted to them. It has to do with their
getting enough spending authority, late in the FY, so the FS doesn't go into a
deficiency situation.

I have to have them completed (fully executed), entered, ex transmitted to RACA
by August 15. Remember, it takes two or three weeks to get an agreement fully
executed, depending of course on where we have to send it for original signatures
(don't suggest faxing) - soooooooooo, if you're planning on getting FY08 money
from some other entity, do it now.

You might want to think about those ongoing agreements we have with other
federal agencies, where they give us their money at the last minute - well, the
minute is a lot farther away from the fiscal year end this year! I know we're all
busy, but you might want to contact your cooperators a little early this year.

Norene Norris, Grants &. Agreements Coordinator
Coronado NF

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

When you're up to your fanny inalligators,
it's difficult to remind yourself that

your initial objective was to drain the swamp.



*®2$x United States
111 Department of

Agriculture

Forest

Service

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8300
TDD (520) 388-8304
FAX (520) 388-8305

File Code: 6520

Route To:

Subject: FY 2010 Allocation (03-05-07)

To: Engineering/Minerals Program Leader:

Your FY 2010 allocations are revised as follows:

Date: November 18,2009

Job Project Previous This Current
Code Name Allocation Allocation Allocation

CWFS24 Rosemont Mine $0.0M $118.7M $118.7M

This allocation letter is for $118,747 under agreement# 07CO110305-10-024, Augusta Resource
Arizona Corp., for the Rosemont Mineproject. These funds are the tentative amountrolledover
from 2009 and may be adjusted later.

Please update your workplans accordingly.

If you have questions please contact David Evans at 388-8324.

/s/ JEANINE A. DERBY
JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor

cc: Bev Everson

DMontez: 11/18/09

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper V



Norene Norn's

"Vt"V"" Andrea W
'""V Campbell/R3/USDAFS

01/25/2008 05:38 PM-iS>;
*"-fei***»-^*^*

01/29/2008

/^^».

> Revised tAOU for Norene

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Revised MOU for Norene

Changes made per meeting with Rosemont this morning
Remove yellow highlights please when final is ready.

Jeanine asked that you finalize and send to her for signature after David blesses

Please keep Bevand me in the loop.
Thanks.

Rosemont MOU changes w andrearev l-25.doc



Norene Norn's

Hi

Diana I

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

- 03/18/2010 06:36 AM

03/18/2010> Re: Rosem^., Agreement #07-CO-110-

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024|

Here is acopy of the bill. I will be mailing it out to the cooperator today also. Thanks.

BARACA0A00471.pdf

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

03/17/2010 10:08 AM
To Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024[

Thanks so much, Diana!

Norene Norn's, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331
E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"The problem with winter sports is that -
follow me closely here -

they generally take place in winter."
Dave Barry

Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

03/17/2010 06:38 AM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024[



Norene Norn's 03/18/2010> Re: Rosemoh. Agreement #07-CO-110;

Ok, I will input the bill today. I will email you a copy for your info tomorrow when it generates.

Thanks.

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

03/16/2010 05:07 PM To Diana Lfrorsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024^

Actually, we only want to bill them for 1/2that amount, $181,935.25 now. And we'll bill them again
mid-June for the same amount. Thanks, Diana!

Norene Norn's, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"The problem with winter sports is that -
follow me closely here -

they generally take place in winter."
Dave Barry

biana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

5" 03/16/2010 01:57 PM
-It FFH+PfP

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024(

Norene:

We billed last time for half of the amount on the FYIO - Mod 3. So do you need the second half
billed ($363,870.50)?

Thanks.



Norene Norris

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene

Norris/R3/USDAFS

03/16/2010 02:35 PM

03/18/2010> Re: Rosemw,«T Agreement #07-CO-110'

To Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont Agreement#07-CO-11030510-024

I think this is your reminder to bill Rosemont Copper Company for the4th quarter. Does that sound
right? Is that where we are? Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

'The problem with winter sports is that -
follow me closely here -

they generally take place in winter."
Dave Barry



USDAForestService(ReferenceFSH6509.11k,Section56.84)

REIMBURSABLEORADVANCECOLLECTIONAGREEMENTJOBCODEASSIGNMENT

ThisservesasformalnotificationthattheAlbuquerqueServiceCenterhasreceivedyoursignedagreement,budgetauthorityis
available,andspendingisnowauthorized.

Source:IZ]NewAgreement0Modification0NewFYRollover•RecalculationofAvailableAmount

TypeofAgreement:0Advance•ReimbursableDCombination

FS6500-208(04/09)

AgreementNumber(s)/
ProjectDescription

FFISAgreement

Number(s)

Cooperator(s)Total

Agreement
Overhead

(Burden)

Amount

NetAvailable

forSpending
Overhead

(Burden)

Rate

Agreement
Expiration

Date

AgreementJob
CodeAssigned41

07-CO-l1030510-0240305-07-CO-024RosemontCopper
AugustaRosemontMineProject

RolloverfromFY09128,679.739,932.06118,747.678.364%12/31/20100305CWFS2410

PaidAdvanceBill363,870.5026,953.37336,917.138.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

0.000.000.000.000%

Total492,550.2336,885.43455,664.808.095%

Checkallthatapply:
0Note1:AuthorizedAmountistentativebasedoninitialcalculationofcarryoverbalancesonmulti-yearagreement

UpdatedJobCodeAssignmentNotifiationwillbeissuedifthisamountchanges

I—INote2:AuthorizedAmount(NetAvailableforSpending)mustbeobligatedby,(enterdate)becausecooperatorfundingexpires.
Example:FederalagencyfundingsourceexpirespriortoAgreementExpirationDate,i.e.one-yearfundsavailableforcurrentFYonly

*UpdateWorkPlanfordollaramountsandtoincludeagreementjobcodeassigned.Ifoverhead(burden)assessmentapplies,
updateprojectjobcodetoincludeoverhead.PlaceamountunderOTHERRESOURCETYPE-BURDENinWorkPlan.

**JobCodebalancesshallbemonitoredusingeitherWorkPlanexpenditurereportsorRACAFundControlReport.
RACAFundControlReportisaccessibleviaBRIOManagerialReportsorASCReportsDashboard,StandardB&FReports

ProjectManager:BeverlyEverson
Location:0305

PhoneNumber:520-388-8428

RACAProcessorDianaForsberg
DateIssued:1-12-2010

PhoneNumber:1-877-372-7248



*Norene Norris 09/25/2009 >Mod Template

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS To Melinda DRoth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
09/25/2009 02:22 PM Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Mod Template l\(S(U07l^nM^ ff)Q Lf

Here's the mod template for you to enter data into, Bev/Mindee.

I

A\od_Temp late_.iV.yEd its .doc

Norene Norm's, Grants &Agreements Coordinator
Coronado NF

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

When you're up to your fanny in alligators,
it's difficult to remind yourself that

your initial objective was to drain the swamp.



United States

Department of
Agriculture

Forest

Service

Rosemont Copper Company, Inc.
ATTN: Sherry Varecka
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver CO 80246

Dear Ms. Varecka:

yisi^K

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St.
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8300
FAX (520) 388-8305

File Code: 1580

Date: January 31, 2008

Enclosed are two copies of the Memorandumof Understanding, signed by our forest
supervisor. Please obtain the appropriate signature on bothcopies, and returnone fully
executed copy to me.

Please call me at 520.388.8325 if you have any questions. Thank you for your continued
cooperation.

Sincerely,

ykwiuu
NORENENORRIS

Grants & Agreements Coordinator

Enclosures (2)

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper

S9r



/P^fe\
FS Agreement No. 08-MU-l 1030510-010

1/29/2008

14. This MOUis not intendedto, and does not create, any right, benefit, or trust responsibility,
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law orequity, bya party against theUnited States,
its agencies, its officers, or any person.

15. ThisMOU maybe amended upon mutual written agreement of all parties.

16. This MOU is effective upon the signatureof the Forest Service and the Proponent.

17. Unless terminated earlier, this MOU shallexpireon the day on which the Forest Service
appeal resolution period has ended.

18. Bysignature below, the Proponent certifies thatthe individuals listedin this document as
Representatives of the Proponent are authorized to act in their respective areas for matters related
to this MOU.

THE PARTIES HERETO have executed this MOU.

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY USDA FOREST SERVICE
CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST

GIL CLAUSEN DATE JEANINE A. DERBY
Forest Supervisor

»

The authority and format of this instrument has
been reviewed and approved for signature.

NORENE NORMS faATE "
Forest Service Grants & Agreements Specialist

11

f0$
ATE



Norene Norris

Hello:

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

04/13/2009 09:32 AM

04/14/2009>Revised Job Je Notification fop Agre

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Revised Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024

Attached is arevised job code notification, reflecting the paid advance bill. Thank you.

Diana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248
Fax: 1-866-342-0713

Job Code Sheet 07-CO-11030510-024 revised 3.xls



Norene Norris

' Beverley A
: Everson/R3/USDAFS

" 04/09/2009 02:04 PM

04/14/2009> Fw: USFS L jrmed Wire Transfer At

To Daniel Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Fw: USFS Confirmed Wire Transfer Attached

FYI

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS on 04/09/2009 02:03 PM -----

To Beverley AEverson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc

04/09/2009 01:31 PM Subject FW: USFS Confirmed Wire Transfer Attached

Bev:

Jamie Sturgess
<jsturgess@augustaresourc
e.com>

Attached is a pdf confirmation of the wire transfer made last week to the USFS for
second quarter MOU payments.

Jamie Sturgess

Forwarded Message
From: Bridget Johnson <hjohnson@aunustaresource.com>
Date: Thu, 09 Apr 2009 13:52:03 -0600
To: Jamie Sturgess <jsturaess(5)auaustaresource.com>
Subject: USFS Confirmed Wire Transfer Attached

Thank you,
Bridget Johnson
Administrative Assistant



Norene Norris 04/14/2009> Fw: USFS jnfIfrmed Wire Transfer At

Rosemont Copper Company
a subsidiary ofAugusta Resource Corporation
4500 Cherry Creek South DriveSuite 1040, Denver, CO 80246
Phone: (303) 300 0134 ♦ Fax: (303) 300 0135
Website: www.rosemontcopper.com <http://www.auaustaresource.com/>

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, Including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged Informatloa Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure ordistribution is
prohibited. Ifyou are notthe intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

End Of Forwarded Message Wire Transfer to USFS 20090402.pdf
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Recipient:

FASCIMILE

Budget and Finance
Coronado National Forest

300 West Congress

Tucson, AZ 85701

Fax: 520-388-8331

«*»a* flsc-ttftcft- s\rm: 0^ f^U*

Fax: %U.3<iD. 0-7/3

Sender:

Naaae: \\cr>0s*JL> I 1(&0/L)^i
Phone: 590, 388V ff33&

Number of pages (including cover sheet): ffi /

Message (optional)s

Pttt&oQ AlM ..txt fo<Ql erne*. L\ axxAOfi^uyvJ-
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USDA Forest Service FS-6500-205 (11/08)

Reimbursable and Advance Collection Agreement Transmittal Form
Albuquerque Service Center (B&F)

(Reference FSH 6509.11k, Chapter 50)

Agreement Information

1. FS agreement number: 07 CO-11030510-024

2.
Cooperator agreement number, project number orother identifying
number pertinent tocooperafor:

3. Purpose of transmittal (check one only)
• New agreement
• Modification
fEI WorkPlan to request job code in new year of multi-year agreement
• Other (explain):

4. Expiration Date (Month'/Day/Year):

5. For multi-year agreements, do agreement terms and/or annual
operating plan cieatly state the period of performance and identify any
restrictions onannual spending?
Yes •

No D • Stop. Agreement mU9t be modified to clearly state this
Information.

6. Is the decision whether or not to assess overhead documented
within the terms oftheagreement (ref. FSH 1909.13, Chapter 40)?

Yes •

No •• Stop. Agreement must be modified to address this
decision.

7. If no overhead is to be assessed, checkall applicable criteria below.
Identify which criteria ofFSH 1909.13, Ch 40, Sec 40.61 Is
applicable:
• 1a. Cooperator Is not federal agency under Economy Abt and

funds contribute toward accomplishment ofFSgoals &mutual
benefit between FS &cooperator exists.

• 1b. Funds are obtained from a grant, donation, non-cash
contribution, reimbursement for invitational travel, orpass-
through funds that do not create significant additional Indirect
costs.

Note. Item 2Is not applicable to external cooperators and isexcluded,
• 3.Cost of processing assessment uneconomical to recover (total

agreement amount Is $25,000 or less).

8. Optional field
Ajob code(s) will beassigned by ASC RACA torecord project costs.
Job code description appears on project management financial
reports. If project manager has a preferred description to better
identify project on job code listings orreports, enter below.
Job CodeDescription Limit 25Characters:

9, Required attachments:
Executed copy of agreement with annual operating plan •

WorkPlan screen print D
IWeb screen print •

10. Remarks; Please roll Job code over toFY 2008 for the
enclosed Work Plan. Thanksl

11

12.

13.

14.

Forest Service Contact Information

Region and Unit number (RRUU): 0305

Project Manager

First name:

Last name:

Contact telephone number(s), include areacode:

Grants and Agreements Specialist

First name: Norene

Last name: Norris

Contact telephone number(s), include areacode:
520.388.8325

Unit-level Budget contact

First name: Dan

Last name: Montez

Contact telephone number(s), include areacode:
520.388.8323

Cooperator Contact Information

15. Cooperator name:

16. Cooperator Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN):

17. Federal (Non-USDA)

a. Agency Location Code (ALC):

b. Obligating Document No.:

c. Treasury Symbol:

18. USDA Agency

a. Common Agreement Number (CAN):

b. Obligating Document No.:

c. Treasury Symbol:

19. Cooperator administrative contact:

First name:

Last name:

Contact telephone number(s), include areacode:

E-mail address:
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Page 1 of/USDA Forest Service WorkPJan System

Project Header Project Totals

Total Personnel Costs: $179,292

Total Fleet Cost: $5,904

Total Other Cost: $12,543

Total Project Coat: $197,739

Name: SO/ALM - Rosemont Mine Project • CWFS24

Description:

National Goal: 5 - Maintain BasicManagement Capabilities of the Forest Service

Objective: 5.0.0 • Maintain Basic Management Capabilities ofthe Forest Service

Leader: BillJones Fiscal Year: 2008

Unit Priority: Unit: CORONADO

Approved: No Status:

Stewardship N
Contract?: ' °

Project UDF1:

Project UDF 2:

Project UDF 3:

Project UDF 4:

Comments: Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

Createdby David Evans on 2007-07-13

Last Modified by David Evans on 2007-09-28

Activities

CWFS

Job Code:

Activity Name Allocated Cost
CWFS-LA $198,390

BU Total

Activity Total
Balance

$197,739
$198,390

$-651

Accomplishments

Personnel

Personnel Rate/day CWFS Total Days Total

ABLE, JOHN $307.00 $5,528 18 $5,526

BONE, DYAN $149.00 $447 3 $447

BROWN, KENDALL $317.00 $3,170 10 $3,170

CAMPBELL, ANDREA $434.00 $26,040 60 $26,040

CLARK, LAUREN $109.00 $1,199 11 $1,199

EMMETT, TAMRA $288.00 $2,880 10 $2,880

EVERSON, BEVERLEY $365.00 $81,030 222 $81,030

FARRELL, MARY $358.00 $5,370 15 $5,370

GILLESPIE, WILLIAM $342.00 $5,130 15 $5,130

JONES, JANET $205.00 $10,250 50 $10,250

JONES, LAWRENCE $338.00 $3,380 10 $3,380

KRIEGEL, DEBORAH $340.00 $8,500 25 $8,500

MCKAY, GEORGE $355.00 $5,325 15 $5,325

SEBESTA, DEBORAH $291.00 $7,275 25 $7,275

SHAFIQULLAH, SALEK $308.00 $13,770 45 $13,770

Total $179,292 534 $179,292

Fleet

Fleet FOR Rate/Month Months Use Rate Use Units CWFS Total

5707 - ESCAPE 4X4 HYBRID $469 4 $0.32/MILE 8,400 $4,584 $4,564

5964-JEEP RUBICON $469 1 $0.32/MlLE 2,722 $1,340 $1,340

Total $5,904 $5,904

Other Resources

Other Resources Units Needed CWF9 Total

Contracts 938 DOLLAR US $938 $938

Copier Maintenance Agreement 1,600 DOLLAR US $1,805 $1,800

Equipment 1,251 DOLLAR US $1,251 $1,251

Misc. Expenses 1,000 DOLLAR US $1,000 $1,000

CWFS

CWFS-LA

No accomplishments found.

hfriv//fcwA>>flc wn f< fivi it««7777/WnrkPlan/isn.^reoorts/Droiect eeneral.isp7proiect_id==212156 11/5/201
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USDA Forest Service WorlcPiati Systei.,
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(

Travel 7,554 DOLLARUS $7,554 $7,554

Total $12,543 $12,543

bttp://fswebas.wo.fs.fed.u$:7777A\ta

PAGE 04/04

Page 2 of 2

11/5/2007



Recipient:

Name:

Phone:

Fax:

Sender:

Name:

FASCIMILE

Budget and Finance

Coronado National Forest

300 West Congress

Tucson, AZ 85701

Fax: 520-388-8331

Date: /1/5/0 ]

ASC-ttACft- /I 777?,' O^/i fmn

PLootyh^ I loo/un
Phone: 550, 33?, £325

Number of pages (including cover sheet):

Message (optional):

# rt> frV l//)J06/6 ~Q£V. ^7^/7.

££

OV/mo/rd-



USDA Forest Service FS-6500-205 (11/06)

Reimbursable and Advance Collection Agreement Transmittal Form
Albuquerque Service Center (B&F)

(Reference FSH 6509.11k, Chapter 50)

7.

9.

10.

Agreement Information

FS agreement number: 07 CO-11030510-024

Cooperator agreement number, project number or other identifying
numberpertinent to cooperator:

Purpose of transmittal (check one only)
• New agreement
• Modification
^ WorkPlan to request job code in new year ofmulti-year agreement
• Other (explain):

Expiration Date (Month/Day/Year):

Formulti-year agreements, do agreement termsand/or annual
operating plan clearly state the period ofperformance and identify any
restrictions onannual spending?
Yes •

No • • Stop. Agreement must be modified to clearly statethis
information.

Is the decision whether or not to assess overhead documented

within the terms ofthe agreement (ref. FSH 1909.13, Chapter 40)?

Yes •

No •• Stop. Agreement must be modified to address this
decision.

If no overhead is to be assessed, check all applicable criteria below.
Identify whichcriteria of FSH 1909.13, Ch 40, Sec 40.61 is
applicable:

• 1a. Cooperator isnot federal agency under Economy Act and
funds contribute toward accomplishment of FSgoals&mutual
benefit between FS &cooperator exists.

• 1b. Funds are obtained from a grant, donation, non-cash
contribution, reimbursement for invitational travel, or pass-
through funds thatdo not create significant additional indirect
costs.

Note. Item 2 is notapplicable to external cooperators and is excluded.

• 3.Cost of processing assessment uneconomical to recover (total
agreement amount is $25,000 or less).

Optional field

Ajobcode(s) will be assigned byASC RACA to record project costs.
Job code description appears on projectmanagement financial
reports. If project managerhas a preferred description to better
identify projecton jobcode listings or reports, enter below.

Job Code Description Limit 25 Characters:

Required attachments:
Executed copy of agreement with annual operating plan D

WorkPlan screen print •
IWeb screen print •

Remarks: Please roll jobcode over to FY 2008 for the
enclosed Work Plan. Thanks!

11

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

19.

Forest Service Contact Information

Region and Unit number (RRUU): 0305

Project Manager

First name:

Last name:

Contact telephone number(s), include area code:

Grants and Agreements Specialist

First name: Norene

Last name: Norris

Contact telephone number(s), include area code:
520.388.8325

Unit-level Budget contact

First name: Dan

Last name: Montez

Contact telephone number(s), include area code:
520.388.8323

Cooperator Contact Information

Cooperator name:

Cooperator Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN):

Federal (Non-USDA)

a. Agency Location Code (ALC):

b. Obligating Document No.:

c. TreasurySymbol:

USDA Agency

a. Common Agreement Number (CAN):

b. Obligating Document No.:

c. TreasurySymbol:

Cooperator administrative contact:

First name:

Last name:

Contact telephone number(s), include area code:

E-mail address:



USDA Forest Service WorkPlan Sys'

Project Header

Name: SO/ALM - Rosemont Mine Project - CWFS24

Description:

National Goal: 5 - Maintain Basic Management Capabilities of the Forest Service

Objective: 5.0.0 - Maintain Basic Management Capabilities of the Forest Service

Leader: Bill Jones Fiscal Year: 2008

Unit Priority: Unit: CORONADO

Approved: No Status:

Stewardship N
Contract?: NO

Project UDF 1:

Project UDF 2:

Project UDF 3:

Project UDF 4:

Comments: Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

Created by David Evans on 2007-07-13

Last Modified by David Evans on 2007-09-28

Personnel

Personnel Rate/day CWFS Total Days Total

ABLE, JOHN $307.00 $5,526 18 $5,526
BONE, DYAN $149.00 $447 3 $447

BROWN, KENDALL $317.00 $3,170 10 $3,170
CAMPBELL, ANDREA $434.00 $26,040 60 $26,040
CLARK, LAUREN $109.00 $1,199 11 $1,199
EMMETT, TAMRA $288.00 $2,880 10 $2,880
EVERSON, BEVERLEY $365.00 $81,030 222 $81,030
FARRELL, MARY $358.00 $5,370 15 $5,370
GILLESPIE, WILLIAM $342.00 $5,130 15 $5,130
JONES, JANET $205.00 $10,250 50 $10,250
JONES, LAWRENCE $338.00 $3,380 10 $3,380
KRIEGEL, DEBORAH $340.00 $8,500 25 $8,500
MCKAY, GEORGE $355.00 $5,325 15 $5,325
SEBESTA, DEBORAH $291.00 $7,275 25 $7,275
SHAFIQULLAH, SALEK $306.00 $13,770 45 $13,770

Total $179,292 534 $179,292

Fleet

Fleet FOR Rate/Month Months Use Rate Use Units CWFS Total

5707 - ESCAPE 4X4 HYBRID $469 4 $0.32/MILE 8,400 $4,564 $4,564
5964 - JEEP RUBICON $469 1 $0.32/MILE 2,722 $1,340 $1,340

Total $5,904 $5,904

Other Resources

Other Resources Units Needed CWFS Total

Contracts 938 DOLLAR US $938 $938
Copier Maintenance Agreement 1,800 DOLLAR US $1,800 $1,800
Equipment 1,251 DOLLAR US $1,251 $1,251
Misc. Expenses 1,000 DOLLAR US $1,000 $1,000

Page 1 of 2

Project Totals

Total Personnel Costs: $179,292

Total Fleet Cost: $5,904

Total Other Cost: $12,543

Total Project Cost: $197,739

Activities

CWFS

Job Code:

Activity Name
CWFS-LA

BLI Total

Activity Total
Balance

Allocated Cost

$198,390

$197,739

$198,390

$-651

Accomplishments

CWFS

CWFS-LA

No accomplishments found.

http://fswebas.wo.fs.fed.us:7777/WorkPlan/isps/reports/proiect_general.isp?project_id=212156 11/5/2007
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USDA Forest Service WorkPlan System

Travel 7,554 DOLLAR US $7,554 „/,554

Total $12,543 $12,543

http://fswebas.wo.fs.fed.us:7777/WorkPl

Page 2 of 2

11/5/2007



Norene Norris

iflpSpfiEv

0k.
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

12/03/2008 12:47 PM

12/03/2008Re: Norene, ...iy chance you could whip tc

To

cc

bcc

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann

Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)|H

Jamie Sturgess, Vice-President, Projects and Environment
Norene Norris

Original Message
From: Norene Norris

Sent: 12/03/2008 12:28 PM MST

To: Reta Laford

Cc: Beverley Everson; John Able; Kendra Bourgart; Sylvia Nunez; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by Friday morning to replace

Sylvia's title w/ Bev's?? (Rosemont Copper Project EIS)
What is Jamie's title?

Norene Norris, Grants &. Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"One consolation about memory loss in old age is
that you also forget a lot of things you

didn't intend to remember in the first place."
George Carlin

(That's my story and I'm stickin' to it!)

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

0u
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

12/03/2008 07:32 AM To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc John Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??



Norene Norris 12/03/2008Re: Norene, ,-..iy chance you could whip tc

M
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)[^

Norene - Please replace Sylvia's title with Forest Supervisor. I request thisso shewill bethe one
signing off, regardless of whom thestaff leg work is assigned Apologies for the late change.
Thanks.

Beverley A Everson

Original Message
From: Beverley A Everson
Sent: 12/02/2008 03:47 PhA MST

To: Reta Laford

Cc: John Able; Kendra Bourgart; Norene Norris; Reta Laford; Sylvia Nunez; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by Friday morning to replace

Sylvia's title w/ Bev's?? (Rosemont Copper Project EIS)
Reta, I would appreciateit if we could replace Sylvia with "Interdisciplinary Team leaderor Project
Manager" in the modification. I'd like to have the option of sharing this responsibility with Teresa
Ann, and I realize once the modification is made, its going to be a done deal

Thanks.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

0t.
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

12/02/2008 01:13 PM To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A

Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc John Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)L3



Norene Norris 12/03/2008Re: Norene, r.riy chance you could whip tc

Reta Laford

Original Message
From: Reta Laford

Subject: Any chance you could whip together a mod by Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title
w/ Bev's?? (Rosemont Copper Project EIS)

Hi Norene - After much deliberation we have come full circle ... We would like to

modify our MOU with Rosemont to replace Sylvia's title (Contracting Officer) with
Bev's (Interdisciplinary Team Leader) in Section III of the MOU as noted below.
Do you think you migght be able to pull this off for a Friday meeting we have with
the Company? If so, please have Jamie Sturgess as the Compnay's signator, so he
can sign on site.

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of this modification is to facilitate the
administration of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Specifically, the Parties desire
to modify:

(a) Section IE of Attachment 1 to the MOU to change Forest Service subcontractor
approval to the agency interdisciplinary team leader.

2. Change in Perfomance period: None.

3. Change in Funds Available: Not applicable.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. 9, Section HIof Attachment 1, and
Attachment 2. (Norene, please double check this)

Section HI of Attachment 1 to the MOU is modified by deleting the last paragraph in its
entirety and replacing it with the following:

SUBCONTRACTORS: The Forest Service's Interdisciplinary Team Leader must
review and approve potential subcontractors to the Consultant who will contribute to
fulfillment of the tasks described herein, and any future additions to the approved list
of subcontractors once established.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AT 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)



Norene Norris 12/03/2008Re: Norene y chance you could whip tc

Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



Norene Norris 12/03/20O8Re: Norene, ..<iy chance you could whip tc

0k.

0k.

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

12/03/2008 07:32 AM cc John Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann

Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
bcc

Subject Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)Hd

Norene - Please replace Sylvia's title with Forest Supervisor. I request this so she will be the one
signing off, regardless of whom the staff leg work is assigned. Apologies for the late change.
Thanks.

Beverley A Everson

Original Message
From: Beverley A Everson
Sent: 12/02/2008 03:47 PM MST

To: Reta Laford

Cc: John Able; Kendra Bourgart; Norene Norris; Reta Laford; Sylvia Nunez; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by Friday morning to replace

Sylvia's title w/ Bev's?? (Rosemont Copper Project EIS)
Reta, I would appreciateit if we could replace Sylvia with "Interdisciplinary Team leader or Project
Manager" in the modification. I'd like to have the option of sharing this responsibility with Teresa
Ann, and I realize once the modification is made, its going to be a donedeal

Thanks.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

12/02/2008 01:13 PM To Rcta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc



Norene Norris 12/03/2008Re: Norene y chance you could whip tc

0k.
John Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)|=|

Reta Laford

Original Message
From: Reta Laford

Subject: Any chance you could whip together a mod by Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title
w/ Bev's?? (RosemontCopper Project EIS)

Hi Norene - After much deliberation we have come full circle ... We would like to

modify our MOU with Rosemont to replace Sylvia's title (Contracting Officer) with
Bev's (Interdisciplinary Team Leader) in Section III of the MOU as noted below,
bo you think you migght be able to pull this off for a Friday meeting we have with
the Company? If so, please have Jamie Sturgess as the Compnay's signator, so he
can sign on site.

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of this modification is to facilitate the
administration of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Specifically, the Parties desire
to modify:

(a) Section HI of Attachment 1 to the MOU to change Forest Service subcontractor
approval to the agency interdisciplinary team leader.

2. Change in Perfomance period: None.

3. Change in Funds Available: Not applicable.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. 9, Section HIof Attachment 1, and
Attachment 2. (Norene, please double check this)

Section IE of Attachment 1 to the MOU is modified by deleting the last paragraph in its
entirety and replacing it with the following:

SUBCONTRACTORS: The Forest Service's Interdisciplinary Team Leader must
review and approve potential subcontractors to the Consultantwho will contribute to
fulfillment of the tasks described herein, and any future additions to the approved list
of subcontractors once established.



Norene Norris 12/03/2008Re: Norene, r„iy chance you could whip tc

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AT85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



Norene Norris

/*P^Zl Beverley A
s*^//?"^ Everson/R3/USDAFS
•^-) 9/ 12/02/2008 03:47 PM

12/02/2008Re: Norene, ~<\y chance you could whip tc

To

cc

bcc

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

John Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann

Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Fridaymorning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)[e)

Reta, I would appreciateit if wecould replace Sylvia with "Interdisciplinary Team leader or Project
Manager" in the modification. I'd like to have the option of sharing this responsibility with Teresa
Ann, and I realize once the modification is made, its going to be a done deal

Thanks.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AT. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

0k.
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

12/02/2008 01:13 PM

Reta Laford

To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc John Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Norene, Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)|=)



Norene Norris 12/02/2008Re: Norene y chance you could whip tc

Original Message
From: Reta Laford

Subject: Any chance you could whip together a mod by Friday morning to replace Sylvia's title
w/ Bev's?? (Rosemont Copper Project EIS)

Hi Norene - After much deliberation we have come full circle ... We would like to
modify our MOU with Rosemont to replace Sylvia's title (Contracting Officer) with
Bev's (Interdisciplinary Team Leader) in Section III of the MOU as noted below.
Do you think you migght be able to pull this off for a Friday meeting we have with
the Company? If so, please have Jamie Sturgess as the Compnay's signator, so he
can sign on site.

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of this modification is to facilitate the
administration of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Specifically, the Parties desire
to modify:

(a) Section III of Attachment 1 to the MOU to change Forest Service subcontractor
approval to the agency interdisciplinary team leader.

2. Change in Perfomance period: None.

3. Change in Funds Available: Not applicable.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. 9, Section III of Attachment 1, and
Attachment 2. (Norene, please double check this)

Section HIof Attachment 1 to the MOU is modified by deleting the last paragraph in its
entirety and replacing it with the following:

SUBCONTRACTORS: The Forest Service's Interdisciplinary Team Leader must
review and approve potential subcontractors to the Consultant who will contribute to
fulfillment of the tasks described herein, and any future additions to the approved list
of subcontractors once established.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest

300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AT 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



Norene Norris 12/02/20O8Norene, Any stance you could whip togetF

0k.
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia

Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USD/\FS@FSNOTES

cc John Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USD/\FS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Norene,Any chance you could whip together a mod by
Fridaymorning to replace Sylvia's title w/ Bev's??
(Rosemont Copper Project EIS)

Hi Norene - After much deliberation we have come full circle ... We would like to

modify our MOU with Rosemont to replace Sylvia's title (Contracting Officer) with
Bev's (Interdisciplinary Team Leader) in Section III of the MOU as noted below.
Do you think you might be able to pull this off for a Friday meeting we have with
the Company? If so, please have Jamie Sturgess denoted as the Company's
signatory, so he can sign on-site.

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of this modification is to facilitate the
administration of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Specifically, the Parties desire
to modify:

(a) Section IE of Attachment 1 to the MOU to change Forest Service subcontractor
approval to the agency interdisciplinary team leader.

2. Change in Performance period: None.

3. Change in Funds Available: Not applicable.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. 9, Section IQ of Attachment 1, and
Attachment 2. (Norene, please double check this)

Section III of Attachment 1 to the MOU is modified by deleting the last paragraph in its
entirety and replacing it with the following:

SUBCONTRACTORS: The Forest Service's Interdisciplinary Team Leader must
review and approve potential subcontractors to the Consultant who will contribute to
fulfillment of the tasks described herein, and any future additions to the approved list
of subcontractors once established.

Sylvia / Bev - Please work on a draft write-up for the record that documents our
rationale for the mod. A couple things to consider for the write up could include
the following ...

12/02/2008 12:37 PM



Norene Norris 12/02/2008Norene, Any w.<ance you could whip togetf

Limited Authority: The Forest Contracting Officer has authorities limited to
the execution of contracts under the Federal Acquisition Rules. The Forest
Contracting Officer does not have authority in matters related to the
execution of ... blah, blah, blah... on this type of contract, identify the type
of contract... blah, blah, blah.

Subject Matter Expertise: The Interdisciplinary Team Leader is a resource
management professional and as such is better equipped to assess technical
qualifications of potential subcontractors.

I also have a few hand notes at my desk that I might add to your draft before
finalized.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest

300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AT 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



Norene Norris 01/08/2010 >Rosemont MOU Mod. 5

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

01/08/2010 01:04 PM cc Re+a Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
bcc

Subject Rosemont MOU Mod. 5

Here it is - signed, sealed, delivered, &entered into I-Web.

1
RosemontAVO UJWod 05.pdf

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"The problem with winter sports is that -
follow me closely here -

they generally take place in winter."
Dave Barry



Norene Norris 06/23/2010Re: Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024

^•?\~\ Melinda D To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
^* Roth/R3/USDAFS cc Andrea &SepU|veda/R3/USDApS@FSN0TES Danie,
^J 06/21/2010 10:01 AM Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Ks
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D

bcc

Subject Re: Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont Mine

History: , ^ j^\s message has been replied to.

I believe Reta mentioned to Jamie Sturgess on Friday that the bills are still not paid and Jamie said
he would follow up. I'll follow up with Reta. I think we should bill them for the 4th quarter as
scheduled. We have a meeting with Rosemont this Friday and I will remind them of outstanding and
future bills.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/21/2010 09:32 Al^ To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Andrea GSepulveda/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont Mine

See biana's question below. I realize it's time to bill for the4th quarter, but I'm more concerned
about the fact that they haven't paid the 3rd quarter bill, or the mod for the "special funding".
What say you?

I'm leaving to go to afire at 1100. If I don't have an answer for Diana before I leave, please let
Andrea know what to do about thiswhile I'm gone. Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants «& Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us



Norene Norris 06/23/2010Re: Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024

Never let the brain idle.

uAr\ idle mind is the devil's workshop."
And the devil's name is Alzheimer's.

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on 06/21/2010 09:27 A^

V,,,)••,,,,,. Diana L
K§SHifS: Forsberg/WO/USDAFS To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
"^^ffig^S 06/18/2010 02:04 PM cc
i-hrn.-HTiT4: Subject Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont Mine

Hello Norene:

Areminder popped up to do the next billing for this agreement with anote to double-check with you
first. Is it okay to issue an adwance bill for $181,935.25 for theabove agreement?

Thanks and hope you have a nice weekend...

biana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713



Diana L
Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

- 06/21/2010 11:20 AM

Okay, thanks. Iwill inputthe bill today.

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/21/2010 11:56 AM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Andrea GSepulveda/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

bcc

Subject Re: Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont MineQ

To Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea G
Sepulveda/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont MineQ

Here's youranswer, Diana - thanks for checking up on this!!

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331
E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

Never let the brain idle.
"An idle mind is the devil's workshop."

And the devil's name is Alzheimer's.

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

14
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

06/21/2010 10:01 AM
To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Andrea G Sepulveda/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel
Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont MineQ

I believe Reta mentioned to Jamie Sturgess on Friday that the bills are still not paid and Jamie said he
would follow up. I'llfollowup with Reta. Ithink we should bill them for the 4th quarter as scheduled. We
have a meeting with Rosemont this Friday and Iwill remind them of outstanding and future bills.

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42



Tucson, AZ 85701
(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/21/2010 09:32 AM
To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D

Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Andrea G Sepulveda/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
Subject Fw: Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont Mine

See Diana's question below. I realize it's timeto bill forthe 4th quarter, but I'm more concerned about the
fact that they haven't paid the 3rd quarter bill, or the mod forthe "special funding". Whatsay you?

I'm leaving to go to a fire at 1100. If Idon't have an answer for Diana before I leave, please letAndrea
know what to do about this while I'm gone. Thanks!

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

Never let the brain idle.

"An idle mind is the devil's workshop."
And the devil's name is Alzheimer's.

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on 06/21/2010 09:27 AM —

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
06/18/2010 02:04 PM cc

Subject Question, 07-CO-11030510-024 Rosemont Mine

Hello Norene:

A reminder popped up to do the next billing for this agreement with a note to double-check with you first.
Is it okay to issue an advance bill for $181,935.25 for the above agreement?

Thanks and hope you have a nice weekend...

Diana L. Forsberg - FtACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248
Fax: 1-866-342-0713



Norene Norn's

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

11/30/2009 10:44 AM

ll/30/2009Re: Fw: signea copy of the FY 2010 Fore.

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Re: Fw: signed copy of the FY 2010 Forest Service /
Rosemont Collection Agreement^

Good question, Mindy. As I recall, we have in the past, received a check from them, without a bill to
associate it with. Theydo need to wait until we bill them Thanks!

Norene Norn's, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

"If you can't be a good example, then you'll
just have to be a horrible warning."

Catherine Aird

Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

14
Melinda D

Roth/R3/USDAFS

11/23/2009 02:18 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: signed copy of the FY 2010 Forest Service /
Rosemont Collection Agreement

Will the Company be billed or do they know how to send the deposits?

Mindee Roth

Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520)388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 11/23/2009 02:17 PM

Sturgess Jamie
<jsturgess@augustaresourc
e.com>

11/23/2009 01:57 PM

To Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>, Reta Laford

<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

cc Raghunath Reddy <rreddy@augustaresource.com>, Kathy
Arnold <karnold@rosemontcopper.com>, Buck Andrews



Norene Norris

23 November 2009

Melinda and Reta:

ll/30/2009Re: Fw: signer ,opy of the FY 2010 Fore:

<bandrews@augustaresource.com>, Rod Pace
<rpace@rosemontcopper.com>, Gil Clausen
<gclausen@augustaresource.com>

Subject FW: signed copy of the FY 2010 Forest Service /
Rosemont Collection Agreement

Attached is a scan version of the collection agreement signed by Rosemont.

Rosemont will begin deposits as noted, as soon as a fully executed copy is
returned for our records.

Best regards for the year to come.

Jamie Sturgess

VP Sustainable Development
Augusta / Rosemont Copper Company

Forwarded Message
From: Ricoh_Scanner <Ricoh_Scanner@augustaresource.com>
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009 20:52:13 +0000
To: Jamie <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

This E-mail was sent from "RNPC0D18C" (IMAGE SCANNER IS300e).
Scan Date: 11.23.2009 20:52:13 +0000

Queries to: Ricoh_Scanner@augustaresource.com

End of Forwarded Message

[attachment "SDOC0001.pdf" deleted by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS]



Norene Norn's

David J Evans/R3/USDAFS

09/10/2008 10:19 AM

09/10/2008> Fw: Subje Proposed Rosemont Cooper

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bec

Subject Fw: Subject: Proposed Rosemont Cooper Project -
Tentative Personnel <& Budget Planning - ATTACHMENT

Norenc.so are you anticapating us get almost $650,000 for Rosemont in 2009?

Forwarded by David J Evans/R3/USDAFS on 09/10/2008 10:18 AM
/'P^Z^ Beverley A

/J/s^ Everson/R3/USDAFS

'^A'// 09/08/2008 05:26 PM

To pdl r3 coronado flt@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Uefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Kendall Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Devin
Quintana/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roxane M
Raley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Subject: Proposed Rosemont Cooper Project -Tentative
Personnel &Budget Planning - ATTACHMENT

Please see my previous e-mail; here is the attachment that was omitted from it.

m
2008_0908josemont_w°rkplan.pdf

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701



Norene Norris ' 09/10/2008> Fw: Subjec Voposed Rosemont Cooper

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



WorkPlan

Unit: 0305

Fiscal Year: 2009

CORONADO

Project Work Plan
Report ID: Proj 4

Date: 09/08/2008

Time: 05:28 PM

;Project:".. -•SO/ALM"-Rosefnont'Mlrie Project -- CWFS24

...-.• -..-.

Subunit: CORONADO

Description: N/A

Leader: Bourgart, Kendra

Employees

JOHN ABLE

ALAN BELAUSKAS

KENDRA BOURGART

KENDALL BROWN

ANDREA CAMPBELL

TERESA ANN ClAPUSCl

ELIJIO CURIELJR

SARAH DAVIS

TAMRA EMMETT

BEVERLEY EVERSON

MARY FARRELL

WILLIAM GILLESPIE

LAWRENCE JONES

WALTER KEYES

DEBORAH KRIEGEL

CHRISTOPHE

R

ROBERT

LEBLANC

LEFEVRE

GEORGE MCKAY

DEVIN QUINTANA

ROXANE RALEY

HEIDI SCHEWEL

DEBORAH SEBESTA

SALEK SHAFIQULLAH

THOMAS SKINNER

Fleet

isigrimentQescriptlon

Status:

Approval: N

Priority:

Days •
inned

Salary-

Rate Cost TTTOS

160 $311.00 " S49J60 "~$0

10 S343.00 $3,430 $0

210 $290.68 $61,043 so

10 S333.00 $3,330 $0

52 S447.00 $23,244 $0

210 S443.00 $93,030 $0

26 S353.00 $9,178 $0

60 $379.00 $22,740 $0

10 $306.00 $3,060 so

261 $375.00 $97,875 $0

85 $371.00 $31,535 $0

85 $351.00 $29,835 $0

52 $354.00 $18,408 so

60 $373.00 $22,380 $0

60 $349.00 $20,940 so

15 $183.00 $2,745 $0

52 $396.00 $20,592 so

15 $365.00 $5,475 $0

10 $130.00 $1,300 $0

5 $211.00 $1,055 $0

5 $270.00 $1,350 so

85 $306.00 $26,010 so

195 $317.00 $61,815 $0

13 $391.00 $5,083 $0

1,746 $615,213 so

Page 1 of 2

sts
: Employee >

"so™ ' S49,'760

$0 $3,430

$0 561,043

so $3,330

so $23,244

so $93,030

$0 $9,178

$0 $22,740

so $3,060

$0 $97,875

so $31,535

so $29,835

so $18,408

$0 $22,380

so $20,940

$0 $2,745

SO $20,592

$0 $5,475

so $1,300

SO $1,055

$0 $1,350

so $26,010

$0 $61,815

SO $5,083

so $615,213

$4,020

$1,013



WorkPlan Project Work Plan
Report ID: Proj 4

Unit: 0305 CORONADO

Fiscal Year: 2009

Date: 09/08/2008

Time: 05:28 PM

Subunit: CORONADO

Description: N/A

Leader: Bourgart, Kendra

Status:

Approval: N

Priority:

$5,033

Materials, Supplies, Contracts, Agreements & Other Resources

Resource'typeT

Contracts

Contracts

Plant, Property and Equipment

Grants and Agreements

Project-wide Other Personnel Costs

Project-wide Other Personnel Costs

Materials and Supplies

Funding

Item Name Quantity Needed Date-Needed Other Resource

Cost

Contracts 0 DOLLAR US so

Copier Maintenance Agreement 1 YEAR $1,800

Equipment 1 YEAR $1,200

Contingency 0 DOLLAR US SO

Travel - Bourgart 1 YEAR $2,800

Travel/Training 1 YEAR $10,000

Misc. Expenses 0 DOLLAR US SO

$15,800

BL1

CWFS

- -'

Planned Cost BLI % Activity Name ;

$636,046 100.66% Administer Land Use Authorizations

Total:

Accomplishments

Code .

Project UDF1:

Project UDF 3:

Comment:

$636,046 100%

Description

Project UDF 2:

Project UDF 4:

UDF

Page 2 of 2

Units Planned

Amount

VActual

Amount

$636,046

$636,046

$636,046

Balance



Kathy Arnold <karnold/OSem°ntCOpper-COm>
10/03/2008 08:40 PM
To

"klbourgartofs.fed.us" <klbour9art@fs•fed.us>
cc

"Joggerst, Jamie" ^amie-Joggerst@tetratech.com>
bcc

Subject -•""

Stream Gauge

History:

This message has been replied to.

Kendra -

Sorry, I was tied tip this afternoon and just got your message. I can
confirm thajt the property at T18S R16E Section 15 at the road crossing is
private property. Rosemont owns the eastern ^ of that section. To clarify
this I have included a copy of our land ownership map that shows grazing
leases and private property.

Please let me know if you need any additional information.

Thank you -
Kathy

Katherine Arnold, PE | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell: 520.784.1972 | Main: 520.297.7723 | Fax 520.297.7724
karnold@rosemontcopper.com

Rosemont Copper Company
P.O. Box 35130 | Tucson, AZ 85740-5130
3031 West Ina Road | Tucson, AZ 85741 | www.rosemontcopper.com

PLEASE NOTE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the
sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete all copies and notify us immediately.
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^gfcv United States
(iQ3)y Department °f
^^S^ Agriculture

Forest

Service

FHe Code: 6520

Route To:

Subject: FY 2010 Allocation (03-05-24)

To: Engineering/Minerals Program Leader:

Your FY 2010 allocations are revised as follows:

Coronado National

Forest

300 W. Congress St
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8300
TDD (520) 388-8304
FAX (520) 388-8305

Date: January 25, 2010

Job Project Previous This Current
Code Name Allocation Allocation Allocation
CWFS24 Rosemont Mine $118.7M $336.9M $455.6M

This allocation letter is for an additional $336,917 under agreement # 07CO110305-10-024,
Augusta Resource Arizona Corp., for the Rosemont Mine project.

Please update your workplans accordingly.

If you have questions please contact David Evans at 388-8324.

/s/ JEANINE A. DERBY

JEANINEA.DERBY

Forest Supervisor

cc: Bev Everson

DMontez: 01/25/10

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper Q



Norene Norris

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

09/18/2008 01:26 PM

Yes, it should, thanks

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

09/18/2008 02:08 PM

09/18/2008> Re: Job c _• Notification for Agreemei

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Re: Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024§

To Diana LForsberg/WO/USDAFS@F5NOTES
cc David J Evans/R3/USDAF5@FSNOTES, Beverley A

Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024dl

Thanks Dianal I added Evans as the BA, &changed Everson's title from PA to PRC (Project
Contact). For future reference, will that identify her as the project manager?

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331
E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

If you can remain calm,
you don't have all the facts.

Diana L Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

Hello:

Diana L
Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

09/18/2008 08:27 AM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024



Norene Norris , 09/18/2008> Re: Job Coc Jotification for Agreemei

Attached is a job code notification for theabove agreement. The advance bill was paid.

Also, I did not seeany project manager or budget contact in I-Web. Could you please forward this
to the appropriate persons.

Thank you.

Diana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC- USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713

Job Code Sheet 07-CO-11030510-024.xls



Norene Norris

Hello:

Diana L
Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

09/18/2008 08:27 AM

09/18/2008>Job Codt notification for Agreement 0'

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024

Attached is ajob code notification for the above agreement. The advance bill was paid.

Also, I did not see any project manager or budget contact in I-Web. Could you please forward this
to the appropriate persons.

Thank you.

Diana L Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248
Fax: 1-866-342-0713

Job Code Sheet07-CO-11030510-024.xls
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Norene Norris

Hello:

Diana L
Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

01/05/2009 02:09 PM

01/05/2009. Revised 0. "-ode Notification for Agre

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, David J
Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Revised Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024

Attached
is arevised job code notification, reflecting the paid advance bill amount Thank you.

Diana L Forsberg - MCA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248
Fax: 1-866-342-0713

Job Code Sheet 07-CO-11030510-024 revised 2xls



Norene Norris

-<f*Q. t?

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS

02/18/2010 01:50 PM

02/18/2010 >Draft kusemont Collect. Agrmt Mod.

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bec

Subject Draft Rosemont Collect. Agrmt Mod.

LaTiuuimwii _:„iDi,m vky" deleted bv Norene Norns/R3/U5DAroj04CollectionAgreementFinancialPlanxlsx deieTea Dy inw «.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



USDA Forest Service
OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-19

PAGE OF PAGES

MODIFICATION OF GRANT ORAGREEMENT
2. RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR GRANT or
AGREEMENT NUMBER, IF ANY

1 US FOREST SERVICE GRANT/AGREEMENT NUMBER:
07-CO-U030510-024

3. MODIFICATION NUMBER:

04

4 NAME/ADDRESS OF U.S. FOREST SERVICE UNIT ADMINISTERING
GRANT/AGREEMENT (unit name, street, city, state, and zip +4):
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson AZ 85701

5. NAME/ADDRESS OF U.S. FOREST SERVICE UNf1ADMINISTERING
PROJECT/ACnviTY (unit name, street, city, state, and zip +4):
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson AZ 85701

6. NAME/ADDRESS OF RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR (street, city, state, and zip +
4, county):
Jamie Sturgess, Rosemont Copper Company
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040
Denver CO 80246

7. RECffENT/COOPERATOR'S HHS SUB ACCOUNT NUMBER (For HHS
payment useonly):

CHECK ALL
THAT APPLY:

•

•

8. PURPOSEOFMODIFICATION
This modification is issued pursuant to provisions No. C. 7, D. 19, and D. 20
CHANGE INPERFORMANCE PERIOD:

CHANGE EST FUNDING: Add $34,400
ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES:

•
OTHER (Specify type ofmodification):

BJot as provided hereto, aU tern* and conditions of the Agreement referred in 1, above, remah, unchanged and in full force
and effect9. ADDITIONAL SPACE FOR DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION (add additional pages as needed):

Add funding for additional personnel and support costs.

•

10. ATTACHED DOCUMENTATION (Check all that apply):
Revised Scope of Work
Revised Financial PlanRevised financial nan j_

Other: Supplemental Financial Plan |Ap4"
11. SIGNATURES

AGREEMENT.

11.A. SIGNATURE

(Signature ofSignatory Official)
.E. NAME (type or print): JAMIE STURGESS

11.B.DATE

SIGNED

1l.C. U.S. FOREST SERVICE SIGNATURE

(Signature of Signatory Official)

ll.F.NAME(typeorprint): JEANINE A.DERBY

11 g. title (type or print): Rosemont Copper Company ii.h. nnj; (type or print): Forest Supervisor

12. G&A REVIEW
12.A. The authority and format of this modification have been reviewed and approved for signature by:

^m&te Aoi^sNorene Norris
U.S. Forest Service Grants &Agreements Specialist

11.D.DATE
SIGNED

12.B. DATE
SIGNED



USDA Forest Service 0MB 0596-0217
FS-1500-19

Burden Statement

According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, an agency may not conduct or sponsor, and aperson is not required to respond to acollection of information unless it displays avalid OMB
control number. The valid OMB control number for this information collection is 0596-0217. The time required to complete this information collection is estimated to average 30 minutes per
response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where applicable sex marital
status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or part of an individual's income is derived from any public
assistance. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means for communication of program information (Braille lame orbit audiotaoe
etc.) should contact USDA's TARGET Center at 202-720-2600 (voice and TDD). ' M

To file acomplaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call toll free (866) 632-9992 (voice) TDD
users can contact USDA through local relay or the Federal relay at (800) 877-8339 (TDD) or (866) 377-8642 (relay voice). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.



U.S. Forest Service

Forest Service Agreement #| 07-CO-11030510-24 |

Collection Agreement Financial Plan
Cooperator and FS Contributions

Cooperator Agreement #[

OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-18

COST ELEMENTS and related data
Cooperator

Contribution

FS Non-Cash
Contribution

Line Item Cost Subtotals

PERSONNEL

Resource Specialists (List all personnel):

Subtotal, Personnel;

TRAVEL

Explanation of trips:
FromWhereATo Where/For Whom

Subtotal, Travel:

EQUIPMENT

Name and Type of Equipment:

Subtotal, Equipment:

SUPPLIES

Name and Type of Supplies:

Subtotal, Supplies:

Vehicle

Mileage

Cost or

Airfare

Cost

$0.00

#of

Days

#of

Trips

Unit

Cost

$/Day

PerDiem

and

Lodging

so

Quantity

$0.00

Unit

Cost

$0.00

Quantity

Subtotal Subtotal

$0.00

$0.00

SO.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

#VAt_UE!

#VALUE!

$0.00

#VALUE!

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00(



U.S. Forest Service

CONTRACTUAL

Describe Contracts that will most likely result from this project:

Agreement for services from TEAMS Enterprise Unit, an internal unitof
the Forest Service

Subtotal, Contractual:

OTHER

Describe Other Costs of the Project:

Subtotal, Other:

TOTAL DIRECT CHARGES

OVERHEAD ASSESSMENT
(if applicable, see FSH 1909.13)

Total Party Costs

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

Insert

Rate

Here: 3.0%

$34,400.00

$34,400.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$34,400.00 SO

$2,752

$37,152 $0

OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-18

$34,400.00

$0.00

$0.00

$34,400.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

#VALUE!

$37,152

Burden Statement

According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, an agency may not conduct or sponsor, and aperson is not required to respond to acollection of information
lless Jdi pays avalid OMB control number. The valid OMB control number for this information collection is 0596-0217. The time required to completei ttife
SUSScton is estimated to average 45 minutes per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching ex,st,ng data sources, gathering and
maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.

The US Deoartment of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and
M«£Emk maK status familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or part
m55&£ZXSXZ tom any public assistance. (No. all proh.bi.ed bases appry to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative
means Jor communicaTon*i program intonation (Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA's TARGET Center at 202-720-2600 (voice and TDD).
To file acomplaint of discrimination, write USDA. Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW. Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call toll free
[866) 632 9992 (voL). TDD users can contact USDA through local relay or the Federal relay a. (800) 877-8339 (TDD) or (866) 377-8642 (relay voice). USDA Is
an equal opportunity providerand employer.



USDA Forest Service
♦ /I/* Z -IX-lV

OMB 0596-0217

FS-1500-19

MODIFICATION OF GRANT OR AGREEMENT m
OF PAGES

3. MODIFICATION^NUMBER
/_

2. RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR GRANT or
AGREEMENT NUMBER, IF ANY:

1. U.S. FOREST SERVICE GRANT/AGREEMENT NUMBER:

07-CO-l 1030510-24 ^^jki
4. NAME/ADDRESS OF U.S. FORESTSERVICE UNIT ADMINISTERING
GRANT/AGREEMENT (unit name, street, city, statejmd zip +4):
Coronado National Forest

5. NAME/ADDRESS OF U.S. FOREST SERVICE UNIT ADMINISTERING
PROJECT/ACTIVITY (unit name,street,city, state,and zip + 4):

—> oa/7y\jo
300 W. Congress Ave., Tucsoni/AZ 8570
6. NAME/ADDRESS OF RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR (street6.NAME/ADDRESS OF RECIPIENT/COOPERATOR (street,city,state,andzip +
4, county):

Jamie Sturges, Rosemont Copper Company
4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040v
DenveryCO 80246

,UM
7. RECIPBENT/COOPERATOR'S HHS SUB ACCOUNTNUMBER (For HHS
paymentuse only):

CHECK ALL

THAT APPLY:

•
ttfc

D

8. PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION
This modification is issued pursuant to provisiorrlio. c. 7, D. 19, and D. 20

CHANGE IN PERFORMANCE PERIOD:

CHANGE IN FUNDINGvAdd $34.40

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES:

OTHER(Specifytype of modification): - V̂

M

D
Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of tl(e Gw»*Agreement referenced in 1, above, remain unchanged and in full
force and effect
9. ADDITIONAL SPACE FOR DESCRIPTION OF MODIFI

Addfunding for additional personnel and supportcosts. *""
QNljadd additional pages as needed):

toftik efc-

PPff

10. ATTACHED DOCUMENTATION (Check all that apply):

Revised Scope ofWork

Revised Financial Plan.tieviseQ rinanmai rum , r\ ft f\

Other: Jlui/i/^g^ F\r\r.Mct*J PIa<r^ £{$<&&
11. SIGNATURES

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE: BY SIGNATURE BELOW, THE SIGNING PARTIES CERTIFY THAT THEY ARE THE OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES OF
THEIR RESPECTIVE PARTIES AND AUTHORIZED TO ACT IN THEIR RESPECTIVE AREAS FOR MATTERS RELATED TO THE ABOVE-REFERENCED
ORAlTOfriGREEMENT.

11. A. SIGNATURE

(Signature of Signatory Official)

ll.ENAME(typeorprint)^AMIE STURGESS& #J&-

ll.B. DATE

SIGNED

1l.C. U.S. FOREST SERVICE SIGNATURE

(Signature of Signatory Official)

ll.F.NAME(typeorprint)^EANTNE A. DERBY ^JOS.

ll.D.DATE

SIGNED

11 .g. title (typeorprint)iRosemont Copper CompanM) &$~ 11.h. title (type or pnnt^Forest Supervisor j^tfbAL

12. G&A REVIEW

12.A. Theauthority and formatof thismodification havebeen reviewed and approved for signature by:

NORENE N0RRIS
U.S. Forest Service Grants & Agreements Specialist

^P7

12.B. DATE

SIGNED
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Norene Norris

Diana L

Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

07/15/2009 08:10 AM

07/15/2009> Job Code Notification for Agreement 0'

To David J Evans/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Norene
Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

bcc

Subject Job Code Notification for Agreement
07-CO-11030510-024

Hello:

Attached is the jobcode notification for the above agreement, reflecting the paid advance bil
Thank you.

Diana L. Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248

Fax: 1-866-342-0713

Job Code Sheet 07-CO-11030510-024 revised 4.xls

Ifyoushould have anyquestions regarding the attachedjob codenotification, pleasedonotreply tosender. Pleaseopen a
customerservice case bycalling 1-877-372-7248 oropening ane-ticket at httDrffsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/asc/bfm/. Thank you.



Recipient:

Name:

Phone:

Fax:

Sender:

Name:

FASCIMILE

Budget and Finance

Coronado National Forest

300 West Congress

Tucson, AZ 85701

Fax: 520-388-8331

Date: 3hi)t$
L

Rjiw (ajjqImL. SuqUmA

5ns.K4Q 31

&Wyuu \[&\ajuq

Phone: 59Q, 3?g/ ^33£

Number of pages (including cover sheet): c< (&

Message (optional):

nuannttL ihtQM^A^/!A.6^Q^mj^i/r
-

>j&

#Qi-CC)~iiC)».osL(>-oa<t> ^ to%-m-)\rws/d~nio



Norene Norris

07/22/2008 02:03 PM.

07/24/2008 Rosemont Modification

To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Modification

Reta -1 am thinking you and Bev are working on the modification to the collection agreement with
Augusta I wanted to remind you that Norene will need the revised wording of the mod (if needed)
and revised financial plan by 8/1. This will allow her to prepare the mod and financial plan for
signature by both sides (bi-laterally executed) no later than 8/12 so that she may then enter it into
I-Web and transmit to ASC RACA by their deadline of 8/14.

Daniel R. Montez

Budget Officer
Coronado National Forest

(520)388-8323 Office
(520) 820-2545 Cell
(520) 388-8331 FAX
dmontez@fs.fed.us



GRANTS & AGREEMENTS ROUTING SLIP

AGREEMENT NUMBER/)?- fY\U~ l\ 0306/0-0 IP UNIT

COOPERATORNAME: l\t£&jrriJXyY\)h Cprt^LtA P1V
PROJECT: /fl&dh Lrs\ fl&YuD ~fa K%hsUYYUyvdh f^DU

For Review and Routing -

\j<xrr\ -O
Budget Officer

Comments:

/\ Contracting Officer

Comments:

u Staff Officer

Comments:

s\ Forest Supervise

Comments/Reminders:

Date & Initials:

Date &Initials// ' ' /v'
i (7^—+

Date & Initials:

upervisor Date & Initials

aPlease sign c>< originals.

2-1 Please sign all ol tabs.

2Ss Return to Norene. Thank you!
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Norene Norn's

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

09/25/2008 01:00 PM

10/02/2008Re: Rosemont Copper Project pending MOl

To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, BeverleyA
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John

Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L

Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann

Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sylvia
Nunez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Re: Rosemont Copper Project pending MOU modification

i

It's done. There are 2 copies of each version (clipped together) sitting on top of the microwave in
the Budget office.

I didn't change the title in the "Jamie Sturgess" version - if it needs to be changed, please make a
pen &ink change to the title block.

For the re-routing, please ask Dan &Andrea to re-approve. Sylvia's approval is very important, as
she was not pleased with the MOU, and my understanding was that her role as stated in the MOU
was not to her liking. I don't see language in the current version of the mod that addresses this
issue. (Sorry to talk about you as if you weren't here, Sylvia.)

Norene Norris, Grants &Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

If you can remain calm,
you don't have all the facts.

Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

0u
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

09/25/2008 11:45 AM To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann

Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Copper Project pending MOU modification



Norene Norris 10/02/2008Re: Rosemont _opper Project pending MOl

Norene - Please update the 7/31/08 Draft MOU modificationas follows:

Section l.a. ~ Delete "and"

Section 1.b. —Delete", and change Forest Servicesubcontractor approval to the agency
interdisciplinary teamleader."
Section l.b. ~ Add to the end of the subitem,"; and"

Section 1. — Add a third subitem as follows, "c. Attachment 2 to the MOU with a revised
timeline."

Section 3. —Change "This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. F.9 and Section III of
Attachment 1." to "This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. F.9, Section III of
Attachment 1, and Attachment 2."

Section 3. — Remove the following text, "Section III of Attachment 1to the MOU is amended by
replacing the last paragraph with the following: SUBCONTRACTORS: The Forest Service's
Interdisciplinary Team Leader must review and approve potential subcontractors to the Consultant
who will contribute to fulfillment of the tasks described herein,and any future additions to the
approved list of subcontractors once established."

Section 3. ~ Add new entry where above deleted entry was,"Attachment 2 to the MOU is
replaced with the attached revised timeline."

Rosemont Copper Company Signature Block— Please do two versions of the mod. One with Gil
Clausen as the signatory and one with Jamie Sturgess as the signatory. This will give us more
flexibility in who we can catch up with.

THANK YOU!

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest

300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



Norene Norn's 09/25/2008Rosemont Copper Project pending MOU mc

0u
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS To Norene Norns/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

09/25/2008 11:45 AM cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann

Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc

Subject Rosemont Copper Project pending MOU modification

Norene - Please update the 7/31/08 Draft MOU modification as follows:

Section 1.a. --Delete "and"

Section 1.b. —Delete ", and change Forest Service subcontractor approval to the agency
interdisciplinary teamleader."
Section l.b. —Add to the end of the subitem,"; and"
Section 1. - Add a third subitem as follows, "c. Attachment 2 to the MOU with a revised

timeline."

Section 3. —Change "This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. F.9 and Section III of
Attachment 1." to "This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. F.9, Section III of
Attachment 1, and Attachment 2." . / ' n

Section 3. -- Remove the following text, "Section III of Attachment 1 to the MOU is-amended by
replacing the last paragraph with the following: SUBCONTRACTORS: The Forest Service's
Interdisciplinary Team Leader must review and approve potential subcontractors to the Consultant
who will contribute to fulfillment of the tasks described herein, and any future additions to the
approved list of subcontractors once established."

Section 3. — Add new entry where above deleted entry was, "Attachment 2 to the MOU is
replaced with the attached revised timeline."

Rosemont Copper Company Signature Block— Please do two versions of the mod. One with Gil
Clausen as the signatory and one with Jamie Sturgess as the signatory. This will give us more
flexibility in who we can catch up with.

THANK YOU!

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest

300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AT 85701

Phone: 520-388-8307 (office), 505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax: 520-388-8305



Norene Norris - 09/25/2008Rosemont Copper Project pending MOU mc

Email: rlaford@fs.fed.us



FS Agreement Nv>. 08-MU-11030510-010

MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

AGREEMENT NO. 08-MU-11030510-010

between

USDA FOREST SERVICE,
CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST

and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY

9/25/2008

1. Purpose of the Modification: The purpose of this modification is to facilitate the
administration of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Specifically, the Parties desire to
modify:

a. Section F.9 of the MOU to clarify the process to provide records for information that may
require protection from public release in accordance with any of the FOIA exemptions;

b. Section IH of Attachment 1 to the MOU to remove the consultant staff qualifications
requirement for NEPA experience by technical specialists, add geotechnical and geologic
engineering technical positions to the list of consultant staff qualifications; and

c. Attachment 2 to the MOU with a revised timeline.

2. Change in Performance Period: None.

3. Change in Funds Available: Not applicable.

This modification is issued pursuant to Clause No. F.9, Section III of Attachment 1, and
Attachment 2.

Section F.9 of the MOU is modified by deleting it in its entirety and replacing it with the
following:

With regard to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests related to the Project, the
Forest Service will review all responsive records for information that may require
protection from public release in accordance with any of the FOIA exemptions. All
responsive records that are proposed to be withheld or redacted will be shared with the
Company prior to release. The Company will have a minimum of 14 business days to
review the information to be withheld or redacted and to advise the Forest Service of any
concerns it may have about the pending release. Records will not be released to the
requesting party until consensus is reached by the Forest Service and Company.

Section ITJ of Attachment 1 to the MOU is modified by replacing the first paragraph with the
following:



FS Agreement No. 08-MU-11030510-010

9/25/2008

All consultant staff must possess, at a minimum, a Bachelor's degree (or equivalent
combination of experience and education) in the field of expertise for which support is
provided. Experience in performing or supporting NEPA analysis is desirable. Proof of
such experience will be required prior to contract award.

Section EH of Attachment 1 to the MOU is modified by inserting, between the entries for
"Geochemist" and "Mining Engineer," the following additional consultant staff qualifications:

"Geotechnical Engineer: equivalent to a GS-12 Engineer with at least 10 years
experience in hardrock mining and reclamation"

"Geologic Engineer: equivalent to a GS-12 Engineer with at least 10 years experience in
hardrock mining and mineral processing"

Attachment 2 to the MOU is replaced with the attached revised timeline.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the referenced document remain
unchanged and in full force.

Rosemont Copper Company

GIL CLAUSEN

President and CEO

Date

USDA Forest Service

JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor
Date

The authority and format of this instrument
has been reviewed and approved for
signature.

NORENE NORRIS DATE

Grants & Agreements Specialist



Norene Norris

*fi-> nil rrpan-i-i.

Diana L
ffi Forsberg/WO/USDAFS

t 09/17/2008 02:51 PM

09/17/2008 Re: GA Negation: 07CO11030510024

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc RLAFORD@FS.FED.US

bec _

Subject Re: GA Notification: 07CO11030510024[?

Norene'.

S So Iwill get the revised job code out to you sometime tomorrow.
But please remember that they prefer these days that whenever ^J^gfe*"
the field should open acustomer service case *«£££«£^Jn 1. They da not wantwebsite or by calling the ASC Contact Center at 1-877-372^7248, Men p
anyone sending questions to the ASC us.ng the opt-on mI-Web.
Also just as aheads up, we are not mailing dunnings on advance bills

Thanks.

Diana L. Forsberg - RACA Branch
ASC - USFS - Financial Analyst
Phone: 1-877-372-7248
Fax: 1-866-342-0713

<I-Web@infraweb.fs.usda.gov>

<I-Web@infraweb.fs.usda.

gov>

09/17/2008 09:22 AM

Notes Email

To DFORSBERG@FS.FED.US, RLAFORD@FS.FED.US

cc

Subject &A Notification: 07CO11030510024

Project Title: AUGUSTA ROSEMONT MINE PROJECT
Grant/Agreement 070305oo17857494
Application ID'-



Norene Norn's 09/17/2008 Re: &A Noti, „tion: 07CO11030510024

Grant/Agreement M ^ „^ ^
Number: 07-CO-11030510-024
Note By:

Note bate:

Note Type:

Comments:

NNORRIS

09/17/2008

COLLECTION

HAS A DUNNING NOTICE BEEN SENT TO THE
COOPERATOR? I BELIEVE IT'S PAST DUE.

This is an automated message, please do not reply to sender.
This email address is not monitored.



Norene Norris

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

07/24/2008 01:29 PM

07/24/2008> Re: Rosemont FY 2008 AOP modificatioi

To Beverley AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Daniel

Montez/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bec

Subject Re: Rosemont FY 2008 AO? modificationla

I have reworked the "form" for the AOPs. Actually, it's now a spreadsheet, which will total your
expense items for you. I also put a total above the overhead line so that we can see the amount the
overhead is based on. These changes should make it a loteasier for both of us.

I need for you to confirm that I have captured all the information correctly. I can't imagine the
discrepancy between the$240,000 stated in the modification and the$262,390 entered on the
AOPs will escape the notice of the cooperator. I will sent the mod to the cooperator after
you've approved it, and both AOPs.

2009_Rosemont_F/08_Aj 2008 Rosemont ftod01.doc

Norene Norris, Grants A Agreements, Coronado NF
Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

Live your life insuch a way that
when your feet hit the floor in the
morning, Sa-fan shudders and says

"OH RATS... SHE'S AWAKE"!

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

/P^ZL Beverley A
/yM~*Z. Everson/R3/USDAFS

07/22/2008 06:36 PM

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont FY 2008 AOP modification

Enclosed is my draft modified AOP for Rosemont for 2008. I am baffled as to how to adjust for



Norene Norris 07/24/2008> Re: Rosemom FY 2008 AOP modificatioi

the 8% overhead, and am leaving that part for you to fill outand adjust the total for. You will also
need to edit collection agreement number.

Rosemont AOP_Jul)>2008.doc

Here is the AOP for FY 2009, with the same blanks for percent overhead and the total.

Rosemont AOP_FY2009.doc

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305



MODIFICATION NO. 01

to

COLLECTION AGREEMENT, NO. 07-CO-11030510-024
between

USDA FOREST SERVICE

and

ROSEMONT COPPER COMPANY, a.k.a.
AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION

7/24/2008

1. Purpose ofthe Modification: The purpose ofthis modification is to document the program ofwork
for FY2008 and FY2009; to add funding forFY2008 and FY2009; and to provide clarification on the
subject ofannual funding. Annual funding will consist ofcarryover ofprevious fiscal year funds plus
new funding, to equal $240,000,each year throughoutthe life of the agreement.

2. Change in Performance Period: Theperformance period of the agreement is unchanged.

3. Change in Funds Available: This modification provides for FY 2008 funding in the amount of
$83,081,and FY 2009 funding in the amount of $294,181.

This modification is issuedpursuant to Clauses No. D. 12and No. D. 20.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions ofthe referenced document remain unchanged and in
full force.

GIL CLAUSEN

President and CEO

Forest Service Use

Job Code: CWFS2408

Date JEANINE A. DERBY

Forest Supervisor
Date

The authority and format of this instrumenthas been
reviewed and approved for signature.

NORENE NORRIS DATE

Grants & Agreements Specialist



Project Management

Wildlife Resources

Rosemont Cooper Project

FY 2009 Annual Operating Plan
October 1,2008 - September 30, 2009

Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Minerals Technical Assistance

Contract Administration

Public Information Requrests
Congressional Requests
FOIA Requests

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Revegetation Research Oversight

Heritage Resources and Tribal Relations

Hydrologic Resources

Other Resources

Miscellaneous Expenses

TOTAL OF EXPENSES

National Overhead Rate of 8%
TOTAL

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Tribal Relations & Consultation

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Resource Permitting Oversight

Engineering
Administrative Supprot
Communications Team

Lands and Access

Landscape Architecture
Administrative Record Mnanagement
Rnage
Air

Soils

Fire and Fuels

Vehicles and Equipment
Cotnracts

Training, Travel

7/24/2008

$107,070

$10,655

$17,420

$13,770

$101,265

$22,210

$272,390
$21.791

$294,181



Project Management

Wildlife Resources

Rosemont Cooper Project

FY 2008 Annual Operating Plan
October 1, 2007 - September 30, 2008

Collection Agreement #07-CO-11030510-024

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Minerals Technical Assistance

Contract Administration

Public Information Requrests
Congressional Requests
FOIA Requests

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Revegetation Research Oversight

Heritage Resources and Tribal Relations
Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Tribal Relations & Consultation

Hydrologic Resources

Other Resources

Miscellaneous Expenses

TOTAL OF EXPENSES

National Overhead Rate of 8%

TOTAL

FY 2007 CARRYOVER

BALANCE NEEDED FOR FY2008

Resource Evaluation Coordination

NEPA Analysis Oversight
Resource Permitting Oversight

Engineering
Administrative Supprot
Communications Team

Lands and Access

Landscape Architecture
Administrative Record Mnanagement
Rnage
Air

Soils

Fire and Fuels

Vehicles and Equipment
Cotnracts

Training, Travel

7/24/2008

$107,070

$10,655

$17,420

$13,770

$101,265

$22,210

$272,390
$21,791

$294,181
$211,100

$83,081



Norene Norris 07/29/2008Re: Fw: Deaoune for Incoming Money Agr

/pzzzi Beverley A
^^k^/P^ Everson/R3/USDAFS cc
vd^, j// 06/03/2008 02:29 PM bcc

To Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: Fw: Deadline for Incoming Money Agreements|=]

I have no idea what you're talking about. I thought that the Rosemont 2008 collection agreement
amendment was resolved long ago. I sent you everything you asked for weeks and weeks aga

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest

300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ. 85701

Voice: 520-388-8428

Fax: 520-388-8305

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

06/02/2008 03:30 PM To BeverleV AEverson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: Deadline for Incoming Money Agreements

Please see below. Are you no longer pursuing the collection of funds for FY08 from Augusta
Resources (aka Rosemont Mining Co.)?

Norene Norris, Grants <& Agreements Coordinator
Coronado NF

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

When you're up to your fanny in alligators,
it's difficult to remind yourself that

your initial objective was to drain the swamp.

Forwarded by Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS on06/02/2008 03:28 PM

Norene Norris/R3/USDAFS

To
06/02/2008 12:32 PM

cc

Subject



Norene Norris 07/29/2008Re: Fw: Deadline for Incoming Money Agr

Deadline for Incoming Money Agreements

The ASC (kACA) has set a deadline for us for having reimbursable <& collection
agreements entered into I-Web <& transmitted to them. It has to do with their
getting enough spending authority, late in the FY, so the FS doesn't go into a
deficiency situation.

I have to have them completed (fully executed), entered, <& transmitted to kACA
by August 15. Remember, it takes two or three weeks to get an agreement fully
executed, depending of course on where we have to send it for original signatures
(don't suggest faxing) - soooooooooo, if you're planning on getting FY08 money
from some other entity, do it now.

You might want to think about those ongoing agreements we have with other
federal agencies, where they give us their money at the last minute - well, the
minute is a lot farther away from the fiscal year end this year! I know we're all
busy, but you might want to contact your cooperators a little early this year.

Norene Norris, Grants A Agreements Coordinator
Coronado NF

Phone: 520.388.8325

Fax: 520.388.8331

E-Mail: nnorris@fs.fed.us

When you're up to your fanny in alligators,
it's difficult to remind yourself that

your initial objective was to drain the swamp.



Mailroom R3 Coronado 
Sent by: Karina 
Montez/R3/USDAFS

07/29/2008 08:36 AM

To Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta 
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann 
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John 

cc pdl r3 coronado flt@FSNOTES, John 
Bruin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bob 
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

bcc
Subject 1950-3; (2820-6); Interdisciplinary Team Project 

Initiation Letter for Rosemont Copper Project EIS 

Included please find both the electronic and hand signed copies.

The following Correspondence is archived in the Records database. Any enclosures will follow the 
letter in this message.

  - FS_correspondence.doc

       

To open this document in the Records database, click on this link ->

To access all documents in the National Records Database, click on this link ->



Thomas 
Skinner/R3/USDAFS 

07/31/2008 12:12 PM

To Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta 

Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert 
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Thomas 

bcc
Subject 1950-3; (2820-6); Interdisciplinary Team Project 

Initiation Letter for Rosemont Copper Project EIS 

Jeanine, I spoke with Bev about the Extended Team composition noted in Attachment 1, stating 
that i believe the identification of myself in the Water Resources role was incorrect, with which 
she agreed.  I then spoke with Bob Lefevre, who agreed that it was his name that should have been 
noted in that column (under "Forest Service").

During the staff meeting on Monday, when the Rosemont project was discussed with Reta and the 
rest of those present, I understood that my role is to provide advice and support, as appropriate, 
to Debbie Sebesta and Larry Jones, as they work in their roles as Core and Extended Team 
Members.  So far, i have attended some of the field trips and meetings, and will continue to do so 
as i can, as other responsibilities permit, as I know this is a very important project.

Thank you, Jeanine.  I hope this correction is in accordance with your understanding. 

@@@@@@@@@@@@
Tom Skinner
Wildlife, Fish and Rare Plants Staff Officer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, Arizona  85701
520-388-8371
tskinner@fs.fed.us
fax520-388-8305
----- Forwarded by Thomas Skinner/R3/USDAFS on 07/31/2008 11:57 AM -----

Mailroom R3 Coronado 
Sent by: Karina Montez

07/29/2008 08:36 AM

To Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta 
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann 
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John 
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W 
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer 
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A 
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter 
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek 
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby 
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L 
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K 
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami 
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George 
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert 
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane 



Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli 
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C 
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B 
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M 
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Alan 
Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall 
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Thomas 
Skinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry 
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L 
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet 
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roxane M 
Raley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi 
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

cc pdl r3 coronado flt@FSNOTES, John 
Bruin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bob 
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject 1950-3; (2820-6); Interdisciplinary Team Project 
Initiation Letter for Rosemont Copper Project EIS 

Included please find both the electronic and hand signed copies.

The following Correspondence is archived in the Records database. Any enclosures will follow the 
letter in this message.
 [attachment "FS_correspondence.doc" deleted by Thomas Skinner/R3/USDAFS] 
    [attachment "2008 07 25 PIL attachments.doc" deleted by Thomas Skinner/R3/USDAFS]    
[attachment "SignedLetter.pdf" deleted by Thomas Skinner/R3/USDAFS] 

To open this document in the Records database, click on this link ->

To access all documents in the National Records Database, click on this link ->



From: Reta Laford
To: Kent C Ellett; Alan Belauskas; Beverley A Everson; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; Jennifer Ruyle; Kendall

Brown; Mary M Farrell; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie; Reta Laford

Subject: Additional material you may need from EPG -Re: Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.
Date: 03/19/2009 01:09 PM
Attachments: General siting criteria - Rosemont 2-10-09.pdf

Rosemont Draft Siting Criteria_2-10-09.doc

Here is the additional information you may need . . . 

From: Lauren Weinstein 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2009 8:57 AM
To: Kent Ellett
Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci (tciapusci@fs.fed.us); Jaime Wood; Chelsa Johnson
Subject: Rosemont 138kV siting criteria information

 
Hi Kent and Teresa Ann,
Attached are the siting criteria table and general descriptions of sensitivity levels.  Thank
you for facilitating our receipt of any comments the Coronado National Forest Rosemont
ID team may have on the sensitivity levels provided in the table.  We look forward to
hearing back from you by Friday, as you suggested.  Even if there aren’t any comments,
please let us know that, too.
Thanks!
Lauren

 
Lauren Weinstein
Principal

 
EPG 
Environmental Planning Group
Phoenix, Arizona
602-956-4370 phone
602-956-4374 fax
http://www.epgaz.com

 
This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed.
It may contain information that is attorney work product, privileged, confidential, exempt or otherwise protected from
disclosure or use under applicable law. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately
by return e-mail, and delete this e-mail from all affected databases. Thank you.

 

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone:  520-388-8307 (office),  505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax:       520-388-8305
Email:   rlaford@fs.fed.us
----------------------------------------------------------------------
▼ Kent C Ellett/R3/USDAFS

mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Kent C Ellett/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Alan Belauskas/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Debby Kriegel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Eli Curiel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Jennifer Ruyle/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Kendall Brown/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Kendall Brown/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Mary M Farrell/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Sarah L Davis/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Teresa Ann Ciapusci/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=William B Gillespie/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=William B Gillespie/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
http://www.epgaz.com/
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Rosemont 138‐kV Transmission Project    EPG 
General Siting Criteria    DRAFT 2‐10‐09 


ROSEMONT 138-KV SITING PROJECT 
General Siting Criteria – Opportunity and Constraint Analysis 


 
An analysis of the individual resources’ sensitivity to the construction and operation of a 
transmission line will be conducted. Sensitivity is that measure of the probable adverse 
response of each resource to direct and indirect impacts associated with the construction, 
operation, maintenance, and abandonment of the proposed transmission line. Criteria to be 
used in this determination included the following considerations: 
 


 Resource Value: A measure of rarity, high intrinsic value or worth, singularity or diversity 
of a resource within the study area or region. 
 


 Protective Status: A measure of the formal concern expressed for a resource either 
through legal protection or by designation of special status. 


 
 Present or Future Uses: A measure of the level of conflict based on policies of land 


management agencies and/or use. 
 
The resources will then be mapped according to their respective sensitivity levels (including 
levels that fall in between the major categories), as follows: 
 


 Incompatible – Areas where either legal status (i.e., designated wilderness or 
jurisdictional policy [e.g., active airports]) would prohibit, or most likely prohibit, the 
location of transmission facilities. Location of exclusion (or incompatibility) will be 
considered to be undesirable for location of transmission lines. 


 
 High Sensitivity Areas – Areas determined to be less suitable because of unique, highly 


valued, complex, historic or protected resources and significant potential conflict with 
use, or areas posing substantial hazards to construction and operation of the 
transmission line. Locations of high sensitivity will be considered least desirable for siting 
the transmission line.  


 
 Moderate Sensitivity Areas – Areas of potential environmental impact because of 


important, valued resources; resources assigned special status; some conflict with 
current or planned use. Locations of moderate sensitivity will be considered less 
desirable for siting the transmission line.  


 
 Low Sensitivity Areas – Areas where the resource conflicts that have been identified 


through the regional environmental study process are minimal. These areas of low 
sensitivity will be considered as minimal sensitivity or opportunities for locating the lines, 
particularly in existing power line corridors.  


 
Opportunities: Existing and future linear features such as transmission lines, highways/roads, 
and canals are typically considered opportunities for siting and constructing future transmission 
lines. Opportunities are considered within the context of the sensitive resources throughout the 
study area. For example, an existing transmission line corridor may provide an opportunity to 
construct a new transmission line while minimizing environmental effects; however, there may 
also be adjacent or underlying environmental resources (e.g., residences or archaeological 
sites) that pose constraints which need to be considered during the siting, permitting, and 
construction of a new transmission line.  






		FACILITY SITING CRITERIA WORK SHEET


DRAFT SENSITIVITY LEVELS – ROSEMONT 138-KV TRANSMISSION LINE



		Resource Category

		Proposed Sensitivity Level

		Stakeholder Group Suggested Sensitivity Level

		Rationale For Suggested Change



		Existing Land Use and Visual Resources



		Residential

		High

		

		



		Schools/Educational Facilities

		High

		

		



		Scenic Roads/Parkways (e.g., State Route 83)

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Parks/Preservation

		High

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Commercial Retail/Commercial

		Moderate

		

		



		Hotel/Resort

		Moderate

		

		



		Agricultural Land (pecan groves)

		Moderate

		

		



		Vacant Land

		Low

		

		



		Industrial

		Low

		

		



		Major Property Boundaries (section lines, half-section lines)

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Public/Quasi-Public



		- Church

		High

		

		



		- Cemetery

		High

		

		



		- Government Buildings

		Moderate

		

		



		- Detention Facilities (Prisons)

		Low

		

		



		Visual Classifications – BLM (VRM), Forest Service (VQO)



		- VRM Class I

		Incompatible

		

		



		- VRM Class II

		Moderate-High

		

		



		- VRM Class III

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- VRM Class IV

		Low

		

		



		- VQO Preservation

		Incompatible

		

		



		- VQO Retention

		High

		

		



		- VQO Partial Retention*

		Moderate-High

		

		



		- VQO Modification

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- VQO Maximum Modification

		Low

		

		



		Restricted Peaks and Ridges

		Moderate-High

		

		





		Future Land Use and Visual Resources



		Residential Planned – Plat Approved

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Residential Planned – Zoning Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Residential Planned – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Commercial Planned – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Commercial Planned – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Commercial Planned – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low

		

		



		Parks /Preservation – Plat Approved

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Parks /Preservation – Zoning Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Parks/Preservation  – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead –  Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low

		

		



		Utility Facilities Planned – Concept Stage

		Low

		

		



		Utility Facilities Planned – Plat Approved

		Low

		

		



		Mixed Use – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Mixed Use – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Mixed Use – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Military – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Military – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Military  – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low

		

		



		Cultural Resources



		Listed or Proposed National or State Register Properties

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Biological Resources



		Pima County Wildlife Corridors

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Santa Cruz River

		Moderate

		

		



		Cienega Creek Natural Preserve

		High

		

		



		Davidson Canyon

		High

		

		



		Las Cienegas National Conservation Area

		Moderate

		

		



		Pima County Conservation Lands System



		- Agricultural Inholdings within Conservation Area

		Low

		

		



		- Biological Core Management Areas

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- Important Riparian Areas

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- Multiple Use Management Areas

		Low

		

		



		- Designated Scientific Research Areas

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Existing Opportunities



		Roads/Major Arterial Roadways

		NA

		

		



		Pipelines

		NA

		

		



		Railroads

		NA

		

		



		Utility Facilities (substations, etc.)

		NA

		

		



		46-kV Overhead Transmission Line Corridors (sensitivity level depends upon the size of proposed facilities to be sited)

		NA

		

		



		115-kV/138-kV Overhead Transmission Line Corridors (sensitivity level depends upon the size of proposed facilities to be sited)

		NA

		

		



		230-kV/345-kV Overhead Transmission Line Corridors

		NA

		

		



		Future (Planned) Opportunities



		Roads/Major Arterial Roadways - Approved

		NA

		

		



		Roads/Major Arterial Roadways - Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		NA

		

		





*Sensitivity level modification may occur after evaluation of edge condition (e.g., residential areas adjacent to major arterial roads and 46-kV and above power lines).
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Rosemont 138‐kV Transmission Project    EPG 
General Siting Criteria    DRAFT 2‐10‐09 


ROSEMONT 138-KV SITING PROJECT 
General Siting Criteria – Opportunity and Constraint Analysis 


 
An analysis of the individual resources’ sensitivity to the construction and operation of a 
transmission line will be conducted. Sensitivity is that measure of the probable adverse 
response of each resource to direct and indirect impacts associated with the construction, 
operation, maintenance, and abandonment of the proposed transmission line. Criteria to be 
used in this determination included the following considerations: 
 


 Resource Value: A measure of rarity, high intrinsic value or worth, singularity or diversity 
of a resource within the study area or region. 
 


 Protective Status: A measure of the formal concern expressed for a resource either 
through legal protection or by designation of special status. 


 
 Present or Future Uses: A measure of the level of conflict based on policies of land 


management agencies and/or use. 
 
The resources will then be mapped according to their respective sensitivity levels (including 
levels that fall in between the major categories), as follows: 
 


 Incompatible – Areas where either legal status (i.e., designated wilderness or 
jurisdictional policy [e.g., active airports]) would prohibit, or most likely prohibit, the 
location of transmission facilities. Location of exclusion (or incompatibility) will be 
considered to be undesirable for location of transmission lines. 


 
 High Sensitivity Areas – Areas determined to be less suitable because of unique, highly 


valued, complex, historic or protected resources and significant potential conflict with 
use, or areas posing substantial hazards to construction and operation of the 
transmission line. Locations of high sensitivity will be considered least desirable for siting 
the transmission line.  


 
 Moderate Sensitivity Areas – Areas of potential environmental impact because of 


important, valued resources; resources assigned special status; some conflict with 
current or planned use. Locations of moderate sensitivity will be considered less 
desirable for siting the transmission line.  


 
 Low Sensitivity Areas – Areas where the resource conflicts that have been identified 


through the regional environmental study process are minimal. These areas of low 
sensitivity will be considered as minimal sensitivity or opportunities for locating the lines, 
particularly in existing power line corridors.  


 
Opportunities: Existing and future linear features such as transmission lines, highways/roads, 
and canals are typically considered opportunities for siting and constructing future transmission 
lines. Opportunities are considered within the context of the sensitive resources throughout the 
study area. For example, an existing transmission line corridor may provide an opportunity to 
construct a new transmission line while minimizing environmental effects; however, there may 
also be adjacent or underlying environmental resources (e.g., residences or archaeological 
sites) that pose constraints which need to be considered during the siting, permitting, and 
construction of a new transmission line.  






		FACILITY SITING CRITERIA WORK SHEET


DRAFT SENSITIVITY LEVELS – ROSEMONT 138-KV TRANSMISSION LINE



		Resource Category

		Proposed Sensitivity Level

		Stakeholder Group Suggested Sensitivity Level

		Rationale For Suggested Change



		Existing Land Use and Visual Resources



		Residential

		High

		

		



		Schools/Educational Facilities

		High

		

		



		Scenic Roads/Parkways (e.g., State Route 83)

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Parks/Preservation

		High

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Commercial Retail/Commercial

		Moderate

		

		



		Hotel/Resort

		Moderate

		

		



		Agricultural Land (pecan groves)

		Moderate

		

		



		Vacant Land

		Low

		

		



		Industrial

		Low

		

		



		Major Property Boundaries (section lines, half-section lines)

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Public/Quasi-Public



		- Church

		High

		

		



		- Cemetery

		High

		

		



		- Government Buildings

		Moderate

		

		



		- Detention Facilities (Prisons)

		Low

		

		



		Visual Classifications – BLM (VRM), Forest Service (VQO)



		- VRM Class I

		Incompatible

		

		



		- VRM Class II

		Moderate-High

		

		



		- VRM Class III

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- VRM Class IV

		Low

		

		



		- VQO Preservation

		Incompatible

		

		



		- VQO Retention

		High

		

		



		- VQO Partial Retention*

		Moderate-High

		

		



		- VQO Modification

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- VQO Maximum Modification

		Low

		

		



		Restricted Peaks and Ridges

		Moderate-High

		

		





		Future Land Use and Visual Resources



		Residential Planned – Plat Approved

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Residential Planned – Zoning Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Residential Planned – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Commercial Planned – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Commercial Planned – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Commercial Planned – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low

		

		



		Parks /Preservation – Plat Approved

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Parks /Preservation – Zoning Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Parks/Preservation  – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Recreation Areas, Open Space, Golf Courses, and Trails/Trailhead –  Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low

		

		



		Utility Facilities Planned – Concept Stage

		Low

		

		



		Utility Facilities Planned – Plat Approved

		Low

		

		



		Mixed Use – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Mixed Use – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Mixed Use – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Military – Plat Approved

		Moderate

		

		



		Military – Zoning Approved

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Military  – Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		Low

		

		



		Cultural Resources



		Listed or Proposed National or State Register Properties

		Moderate-High

		

		



		Biological Resources



		Pima County Wildlife Corridors

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Santa Cruz River

		Moderate

		

		



		Cienega Creek Natural Preserve

		High

		

		



		Davidson Canyon

		High

		

		



		Las Cienegas National Conservation Area

		Moderate

		

		



		Pima County Conservation Lands System



		- Agricultural Inholdings within Conservation Area

		Low

		

		



		- Biological Core Management Areas

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- Important Riparian Areas

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		- Multiple Use Management Areas

		Low

		

		



		- Designated Scientific Research Areas

		Low-Moderate

		

		



		Existing Opportunities



		Roads/Major Arterial Roadways

		NA

		

		



		Pipelines

		NA

		

		



		Railroads

		NA

		

		



		Utility Facilities (substations, etc.)

		NA

		

		



		46-kV Overhead Transmission Line Corridors (sensitivity level depends upon the size of proposed facilities to be sited)

		NA

		

		



		115-kV/138-kV Overhead Transmission Line Corridors (sensitivity level depends upon the size of proposed facilities to be sited)

		NA

		

		



		230-kV/345-kV Overhead Transmission Line Corridors

		NA

		

		



		Future (Planned) Opportunities



		Roads/Major Arterial Roadways - Approved

		NA

		

		



		Roads/Major Arterial Roadways - Conceptual/General/Comprehensive Plan

		NA

		

		





*Sensitivity level modification may occur after evaluation of edge condition (e.g., residential areas adjacent to major arterial roads and 46-kV and above power lines).
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Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS 

03/18/2009 05:47 PM

To Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.

If you received this e-mail you probably have an assignment due Friday the
20th &/or next Tuesday the 24th. 
EPG - 138 kV Transmission Line:  Due Friday
We met with consultants EPG and SWCA today to discuss the proposed 138
kilovolt transmission line and the Cause & Effect/Issue Statements.  
I've been waiting for EPG's Siting Criteria Worksheet and definition for the
ratings (i.e., low, moderately low, moderate, etc.) to be emailed to me. It
hasn't come yet.  I'll check on it tomorrow so you have it to do your
assignment of reviewing the proposed ratings and if you think an issue
should be rated differently, state the rating it should have with your rational
and email it to me (Kent) by noon Friday so I can consolidate and send to
EPG Friday afternoon.

1.    Debby Kriegel to cover VQO and add SMS (Scenery Management
System) and ROS (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum).  Debby will get with
the GIS Shop to provide GIS layers or shape files to EPG.
2.    Teresa Ann assigned to send EPG the ftp site location for a GIS map
with land uses designations and other special classifications such as T&E
species critical habitat designations.  Teresa Ann will coordinate with
Jennifer Ruyle.  
3.    Teresa Ann to also get with Erin Boyle to address Wilderness.
4.    Kent will coordinate with the Heritage Shop RE Cultural Resources.
5.    Larry Jones and Debbie Sebesta to review Biological Resources section
and provide their comments.
6.    Walt Keyes to cover roads, particularly a new electricity line would need
new service roads.

SWCA - Cause & Effect/Issue Statements:  Due Next Tuesday.
Assignments:   Send your comments to Bev with a cc to Rita and Teresa Ann
by Tuesday afternoon so Bev can forward to SWCA Wednesday morning. 
This will give SWCA a couple days to review in preparation for the meeting
with Rosemont on the 30th.



"Dismissed Themes" #95 & #68 may be combined pending Regional Office
input.

I have several hard copies of the documents we reviewed today and will put
them on Rita's table if you need one.  Electronic documents are available on
Webex.   Please contact John Able or Melissa Reichard (SWCA) if you need
assistance with Webex.  Melissa's phone number is 520-325-2033 and email
is mreichard@swca.com   

Good meeting today.  Thanks for your focus & participation.  Rita, thanks for
the bagels. 

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
303 Old Tucson Road, Nogales, AZ  85621
520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)



From: David Morrow
To: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Robert Lefevre
Subject: Air quality data request - AEC.doc
Date: 04/13/2009 04:52 PM
Attachments: Air quality data request - AEC.doc

mailto:dmorrow@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us

Memorandum


To:
Louis Thanukos AEC via fax 480/829.8985

CC:
Tom Ferguson SWCA, Bob Lefevre USFS via email

From:
Dave Morrow SWCA

Date:
April 15, 2009

Re:
Rosemont Mine Air Quality Information

Hi Louis,


To prepare the EIS for this project we will need information from you at an adequate level of detail to allow understanding and replication of calculations.  Please document all references and information sources for your reports to allow independent corroboration.


Voluntary Measures

If your analysis incorporates innovative or non-standard actions that would reduce emissions please describe them.  If possible, provide a quantitative estimate of tons of emissions avoided on an annual basis.  Where appropriate, these voluntary measures should be reflected in the inventory and modeling efforts outlined below.


Emission Inventory

The emissions inventory should reflect current best available information about the project over its entire life.  NEPA requires the Forest Service to look at the whole of the action, so we will need to look beyond what is normally considered for an air permit.

· List mining equipment that has potential to emit by category, magnitude of emissions, and temporal extent.

· Provide technical specifications of equipment, fuel and other factors related to emissions.


· Estimate emissions on a five-year cycle starting with the mine initiation and running through mine closure.


· Estimate of emissions from purchased electricity on a five-year cycle.  Arizona is transitioning toward sustainable energy production so this may lessen pollutants per MW in future years.


· Calculate emissions from all on-road motor vehicles associated with the project, including commuters and service trucks.  I recommend obtaining the most recent Mobile6 run from the state to help in this effort.


· Provide estimates of greenhouse gases (GHG) as listed by the US EPA.  This GHG emission inventory should be co-incident with the same five year cycle as that for mine operation.  Please try to account for all direct and indirect GHG emissions (e.g., electricity generation as above).  Again, documenting assumptions, calculations, and authorities will be useful for independent verification.

Weather and Ambient Pollution Data Summary

I understand that AEC has been operating several weather stations and PM10 monitors on the Rosemont property.  Please provide wind roses, rainfall and other available meteorology records as well.  Provide monthly PM10 summaries and the PM10 annual arithmetic mean for the data of record. 

Air Modeling

Please provide a brief technical report describing modeling protocol, assumptions, settings, and results.  I recommend that you consult with the federal land manager’s air quality working group (FLAG) for guidance, and that you follow the FLAG protocol for assessing impacts to Class 1 areas.  The National Park Service submitted specific comments during the scoping period that you should review before beginning modeling efforts.  At the conclusion of the air modeling the Forest Service may ask me or another qualified party to review the model runs and attempt to replicate your results.  Consequently it is very important to save all files related to the modeling for future use by an outside auditor.

Please feel free to call me at anytime for clarification or assistance with the NEPA air quality data needs.  My direct line is 805/543.7095  x 106



From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
teresa@ciapusci.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Subject: Alternative 1 &3 Visual Simualtions are on WebEx
Date: 07/09/2009 09:37 AM

Hello All-

As promised, I have posted the pictures that I was projecting in yesterdays meeting
of two of the remaining alternatives being considered. I will post the "Barrel Only-Alt
6" once I get it back from our CAD guy. I hope this helps. Please let me know if you
have any issues with the files.

 

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=149814>

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
teresa@ciapusci.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Subject: Alternative 6 Visual is on WebEx
Date: 07/09/2009 04:54 PM

The new alternative- #6 Barrel Only is now uploaded to WebEx. Please refer to
these 2 and 3D views to assist you in your evaluation of this alternative's viability.

As always, let me know if you have any issues with the files (or anything else for
that matter)!

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=149874>
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From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: Debby Kriegel; George McKay; Charles Coyle; Art Elek; Eli Curiel; Kent Ellett; Dale Ortman; Reta Laford;

William Gillespie; Alan Belauskas; Mindee Roth; Walt Keyes; Beverley Everson; Robert Lefevre; Debbie Sebesta;
Mary Farrell

Cc: mreichard@swca.com; Tom Furgason
Subject: Alternative Development
Date: 07/15/2009 01:01 PM

I have placed three tables on WebEx for your review: 1) alternatives currently under
consideration, 2) altnernatives dismissed from further coniseration, and 3) potentail
consideration.  <https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=24592>

 

I have also loaded the .pdf graphics presented by Rosemont earlier today under the
alternatives folder.  Please let me know if you have any issues viewing these files.

 

Tom Furgason
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From: Larry Jones
To: Beverley A Everson; Deborah K Sebesta
Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; Richard A Gerhart; gsoroka@swca.com; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: Alternative Ranking Rationale
Date: 07/13/2009 08:25 AM
Attachments: Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives.doc

Bev and Debbie (et al.)--

As requested at the last IDT meeting for the Rosemont Copper Project, I am
attaching a document that includes the rationale for my ranking alternatives as I did
during our last exercise.  I think this was what you were after, yes?

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Deborah K Sebesta/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Richard A Gerhart/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:gsoroka@swca.com
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives

Input by Larry Jones, 13 July 2009.

Scale 1-5, with 1 having the most negative effects and 5 without negative effects.

No Action Alternative: This alternative would not change the landscape, so it receives a 5 out of 5, as it would cause no adverse effects on wildlife, fish, or rare plants.  This is the only alternative that would not seem to have a likely to adversely affect determination on at least some federally listed species, nor would it affect Management Indicator Species, Migratory Birds, or Sensitive Species.

Proposed Action (as in Mining Plan of Operations):  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters two major canyons, Mc Cleary and Barrel Canyon.


Alternative 1.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters both Scholefield and Mc Cleary Canyons.


Alternative 6.  This alternative receives a 3 out of 5, as it consolidates all waste materials into the single site, Barrel Canyon, so the effects are consolidated.  I considered this might instead rank a 2 out of 5, but wanted to show more spread between the alternatives.

Alternative 3.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it affects Sycamore, Mc Cleary, and upper Barrel Canyon.


Rosemont Alternative: I rank this the same as the Proposed Action, as it has the same footprint and the same canyons are filled with waste rock and tailings.


Summary:  In my opinion, the most important element to consider is how much of the canyon landforms will be filled in with waste rock and tailings, as this irreversibly alters the landscape and renders it a much simpler habitat.  I have seen Barrel and Mc Cleary Canyons, and seen Sycamore Canyon from an overlook, but haven’t seen Scholefield or Sycamore from the ground.  Based on what I have seen and the aerial photographs, Mc Cleary Canyon seems to be very diverse, having riparian vegetation, rocky features (including talus), and some wide areas with an upland interface (as is Barrel), so it seems likely this type of a topographic setting would have a higher biological diversity and support species that would not be found in Barrel Canyon, such as Green Ratsnakes (an example of a Forest Service Sensitive Species) and arid land mollusks.  Barrel Canyon, by comparison, seems a much simpler environment.  It has good riparian vegetation, but lacks the three dimensional structure of Mc Cleary, so if it were replaced by an artificial hill (waste rock and tailings), fewer species would be negatively impacted, and some of the same generalist species would be able to adapt (generally common species that are not of such conservation concern).  I cannot say how Scholefield and Sycamore rate compared to Mc Cleary, but the aerial photographs suggest they have more structural complexity than Barrel, which has already been altered by the road in its bottom.


Also, putting all materials into a single drainage consolidates activities and does not irreversibly alter the landscape on one or two additional drainages.



Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives

Input by Larry Jones, 13 July 2009.

Scale 1-5, with 1 having the most negative effects and 5 without negative effects.

No Action Alternative: This alternative would not change the landscape, so it receives a 5 out of 5, as it would cause no adverse effects on wildlife, fish, or rare plants.  This is the only alternative that would not seem to have a likely to adversely affect determination on at least some federally listed species, nor would it affect Management Indicator Species, Migratory Birds, or Sensitive Species.

Proposed Action (as in Mining Plan of Operations):  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters two major canyons, Mc Cleary and Barrel Canyon.


Alternative 1.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters both Scholefield and Mc Cleary Canyons.


Alternative 6.  This alternative receives a 3 out of 5, as it consolidates all waste materials into the single site, Barrel Canyon, so the effects are consolidated.  I considered this might instead rank a 2 out of 5, but wanted to show more spread between the alternatives.

Alternative 3.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it affects Sycamore, Mc Cleary, and upper Barrel Canyon.


Rosemont Alternative: I rank this the same as the Proposed Action, as it has the same footprint and the same canyons are filled with waste rock and tailings.


Summary:  In my opinion, the most important element to consider is how much of the canyon landforms will be filled in with waste rock and tailings, as this irreversibly alters the landscape and renders it a much simpler habitat.  I have seen Barrel and Mc Cleary Canyons, and seen Sycamore Canyon from an overlook, but haven’t seen Scholefield or Sycamore from the ground.  Based on what I have seen and the aerial photographs, Mc Cleary Canyon seems to be very diverse, having riparian vegetation, rocky features (including talus), and some wide areas with an upland interface (as is Barrel), so it seems likely this type of a topographic setting would have a higher biological diversity and support species that would not be found in Barrel Canyon, such as Green Ratsnakes (an example of a Forest Service Sensitive Species) and arid land mollusks.  Barrel Canyon, by comparison, seems a much simpler environment.  It has good riparian vegetation, but lacks the three dimensional structure of Mc Cleary, so if it were replaced by an artificial hill (waste rock and tailings), fewer species would be negatively impacted, and some of the same generalist species would be able to adapt (generally common species that are not of such conservation concern).  I cannot say how Scholefield and Sycamore rate compared to Mc Cleary, but the aerial photographs suggest they have more structural complexity than Barrel, which has already been altered by the road in its bottom.


Also, putting all materials into a single drainage consolidates activities and does not irreversibly alter the landscape on one or two additional drainages.




From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
teresa@ciapusci.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Subject: Alternatives Rating Table
Date: 07/09/2009 09:42 AM

This is the table that all of you were trying to rate in yesterday's meeting.
Remember that if you want to post your information that Bev has requested, you
must download the document, save as the doc name with your initials and then you
can upload your new version. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=147697>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Arizona Department of Water Resources comments
Date: 09/03/2009 06:07 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153358>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Army Corps of Engineers comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:03 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153350>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra
L Bourgart; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Roxane M Raley; Salek Shafiqullah;
Shane Lyman; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes;
William B Gillespie

Subject: August 14th Rosemont ID Team Kick-Off Meeting changed to SEPTEMBER 10
Date: 08/09/2008 03:08 PM

Hello Team!  Please mark your calendars to show that the Rosemont ID Team
Kick-Off Meeting date has been moved to September 10.  Note that the
meeting date has been moved to correspond with the standing second Wednesday
of the month that I asked all team members to hold open for project business.  The
location will of the meeting will most likely still be NAFRI; I will get back to you to
confirm.

The meeting agenda is still being refined, however, it will include an overview of the
project and its history, and discussion of the resources important to analysis of the
project.  There will also be discussion of the Project Initiation Letter and team
member roles, as well as the roles of SWCA and the proponent in the analysis
process.

Confirmed meeting location and full agenda will follow shortly.

Bev Everson
Rosemont Copper Project ID Team Leader

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

07/29/2008 05:39 PM

To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane
Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
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cc

Subject August 14th Rosemont ID Team Kick-off and Public
Scoping Contents Analysis, Standing Meeting Schedule

Congratulations!  You are officially part of the Rosemont Copper Project
Interdisciplinary Team!  Many of you have already begun the team
building process by providing input on the project over the past year or
so, and most recently, by attending field trips to the Tyrone Mine and to
the Rosemont project area.  You have brought great interest and
enthusiasm to the project, and I look forward to seeing the new ideas and
energy that will be generated as the team works together as a whole.  

We will be having an officlal kick-off to the project on August 14th. 
Attendance at this meeting is important as we'll discuss how the team will
work on this unique project in cooperation with SWCA Environmental
Consultants.  Please RSVP

IDT KICK-OFF MEETING DETAILS:
Where:  National Advanced Fire and Resource Institute
(NAFRI), at 3265 East Universal Way, Tucson . 
Agenda:  

9-12  IDT Kick-off and Public Scoping Content Analysis
Overview (Core Team and Extended Team)
1-5    Content Analysis (Core Team)

Other information. . . 
Over the following months, the team will be meeting for field trips, technical
information exchange, and development of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement.  To facilitate our team efforts, beginning August 30, 2008, the following
standing meeting schedule will be used.  If a meeting is not going to be held as
planned, you will be notified a week in advance.
  

STANDING MEETING SCHEDULE
Wednesdays - Core Team members
Second Wednesday of the Month - Core and Extended Team
members

I look forward to working with each of you on this project!

Bev Everson



Rosemont Copper Project ID Team Leader

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Rion Bowers
To: rlefevre@fs.fed.us
Subject: bio.pdf
Date: 07/07/2009 11:35 AM
Attachments: bio.pdf
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From: Kendra Bourgart
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; tskinner@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com; hhall@swca.com;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
daleortmanpe@live.com; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us;
mreichard@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Bourgart Kendra
Subject: Calendar Application for Web Ex site - Rosemont Copper Project EIS
Date: 10/24/2008 03:39 PM
Attachments: webex_calendar_instructions_to_members.doc

Greetings!

 

We are ready to use the calendar application in the Web Ex site for the Rosemont
Copper Project EIS. I have attached instructions that will allow you to view the
Project, Leave and Personal Calendars. Please call me if you need assistance.

 

As I prepare to send this e-mail, I see that some members may receive this e-mail
twice. I will review the member list and eliminate duplicates as soon as my schedule
allows.

 

Thank you, Kendra

 

Cell 559-920-6113

Prescott 928-443-8271

Tucson 520-388-8390

E-mail klbourgart@fs.fed.us
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10/24/08



Web Ex Calendar Application for Rosemont Project EIS

We are ready to use the Web Ex calendar feature. Web Ex has only one calendar with the ability of providing multiple views of the calendar’s data. Each member has access to at least 3 different calendar views. A link to each view, Project Calendar, Leave Calendar, and Calendar, is located in your left-hand navigation column in Web Ex. Each view is described below. Please send your leave scheduled through January 31 to Kendra L. Bourgart at klbourgart@fs.fed.us by COB October 31. Call Kendra at 928-443-8271 or 520-388-8390 if you need assistance with the Web Ex Calendar application.

Project Calendar – From the left-hand navigation column in Web Ex, click on the Project Calendar link, a window will appear with the text “View calendar for: Project Calendar”. You will see Rosemont EIS project related events, such as meetings, conference calls, FS SO Family Meetings and Kendra’s working location (Prescott or Tucson). You will not see annual leave in this view. Only an administrator can create an event in the Project Calendar. Administrators are Kendra L. Bourgart, Melissa Reichard, and John Able.


Leave Calendar -  From the left-hand navigation column in Web Ex, click on the Leave Calendar link, a window will appear with the text “View calendar for: Leave Calendar”. You will see the availability of folks such as leave or the non-project related commitments people have, such as Reta’s FLT meetings. Only an administrator can create an event in the Leave Calendar. Administrators are Kendra L. Bourgart, Melissa Reichard, and John Able.


Calendar - From the left-hand navigation column in Web Ex, click on the Calendar link, a window will appear with the text “View calendar for: Me”. This is your personal calendar. You will see events that have been scheduled on the Project Calendar which include you. You may enter your meetings, deadlines and leave schedule in this calendar. Please note the meeting and leave data you enter in this view will not appear in the Project calendar and Leave Calendar for everyone to view.

Regarding Calendar Sharing -  If you would like to allow other members to view your personal calendar (the 3rd calendar view described above) you must select those members within the calendar sharing window.

Instructions to allow other team members to view your personal calendar:

In the left-hand navigation column, click on the drop down menu for “Calendar”.

Select “Settings”. A window will open that reads “Member Options for (with your name)”.


You will also see 5 tabs. Click on the “Calendar” tab. Scroll down to “Calendar Sharing”.


Locate “My Sharing Preference Is” and select “Only the people listed below may access my calendar”. On the right side of the window you will see a small white box with a list of names displayed last name first. Select a name in the list and click on the small blue arrow on the left-hand side of the small white box. That name will be added to a list in the middle of the window. DO NOT SELECT ALL THE NAMES AT ONCE. Do NOT select the names “Calendar, Leave” and “Calendar, Project”. For example, Kendra should not share her calendar or allow it to be viewed by the Project Calendar and Leave Calendar members.

Regarding Meeting Reminders - An e-mail meeting reminder will be sent one day before the scheduled event. If an event is scheduled for a Monday, the meeting reminder will be sent on Friday (3 days before).

DRAFT / DELIBERATIVE / ONLY FOR INTERNAL REVIEW






From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: cancellation of meeting tomorrow; please keep other dates open
Date: 04/14/2009 12:54 PM

Jeanine is asking Rosemont Copper Company to review all alternatives, alternative
elements, and mitigation suggested to date (including those that the team put
together last week, those developed through the brainstorming with the company a
couple of weeks ago, and those suggested by the public during scoping) and then
make determinations on the feasability of the alternatives and mitigation, and then,
explain how they would address the feasable ideas.

Because of this change in strategy, we do not need to meet tomorrow.  I'm hoping
that the company will be prepared to present their findings to the IDT on the 22nd,
and if so, we will meet then for the presentations in the morning, and an internal
review of the company's findings in the afternoon.  This meeting is mandatory for
the core team, and optional for the extended team.  Please also hold the 29th open
for a meeting to further discuss alternatives.

Thanks everyone, and sorry for the late notice on the cancelled meeting.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

04/13/2009 12:39 PM

To Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
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Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Fw: Give priority to Rosemont Schedule over fire
assignments

Hi Team,

Below is a message that Jeanine asked me to forward to all of you.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 04/13/2009 12:38 PM -----

Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS 

04/10/2009 04:38 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Give priority to Rosemont Schedule over fire
assignments

Thanks to everyone for the top notch job of evaluating issues and compiling them
into to a reasonable set for the analysis.  Also thanks for your preliminary work in
considering structure of alternatives.   Now that fire season is starting, I just want to
remind key Rosemont players that if called for a fire assignment please clear it with
Bev and only   take the assignment if it would not delay the schedule for the
Rosemont Project.   Again, thanks for all the competent work on this project.  

   
 
Jeanine Derby, Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
phone: 520 388-8306
FAX:  520 388-8305





From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rosemonteis; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; teresa@ciapusci.com;
tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Change in meeting location to SWCA, July 15 Rosemont IDT
Date: 07/14/2009 02:07 PM

We will be meeting tomorrow in the conference room at SWCA.  See you there at 9:00. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; tskinner@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com;
rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com;
devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com;
kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Check your "Shortcuts"
Date: 09/23/2008 11:07 AM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=9974
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah
Subject: communication concerns with Rion Bowers and SWCA
Date: 07/09/2009 02:18 PM

Bob and Sal,

Can you please recap your concerns with communicaiton with SWCA over the Bounds
of Analysis?  Also, Tom and Charles are available at 8:00 on Wednesday (Charles by
conference call); does that time work for you two?

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rosemonteis; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; teresa@ciapusci.com;
tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: communication with cooperating agencies, per our discussion Wednesday
Date: 07/17/2009 06:18 PM

The IDT asked some very good questions in this week's IDT meeting about working with Cooperating
Agency representatives, and in response, I offer the following guidance on your correspondence with
them for informal, short, peer-to-peer conversations.  Treat this correspondence as you have with other
projects you've worked on.  Your experience should guide you as to what documentation, if any, is
necessary for the record.  However, if you have questions or concerns, ask me - if I don't know the
asnwer, we'll strategize how best to find out. 

Cooperating Agency personnel may have the same questions from their end.  Basically, cooperators
are free to review and comment on anything posted to the web.  When we specifically ask a cooperator
for review and feedback of a particular document, we should work through the project chain of
command and consider formalizing the request and cooperator feedback - more detail on this aspect of
working with cooperators is forthcoming. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Marc Kaplan; Mary M
Farrell; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Completing Bounds of Analysis review
Date: 06/26/2009 05:39 PM

Several of us have been sent Bounds of Analysis write-ups from our specialist
counterparts at SWCA.  These were sent out from SWCA a few weeks ago.  At this
point, I need everyone with a Bounds of Analysis to review to complete the review
and to provide a written response with comments for SWCA.  Please provide this
response to me no later than COB on July 8, and cc to your counterpart at
SWCA

If you have already responded to SWCA directly, good job!  Please just provide a
copy of your response to me.

If you need help in understanding what you're reviewing, please come and discuss it
with me, or call me.

Thanks, everyone.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Reta Laford
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; Beverley A Everson; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C

LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able;
Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Robert
Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter
Keyes; William B Gillespie; Reta Laford

Subject: Concern w/Agenda -Re: dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12
Date: 05/06/2009 03:49 PM

Bev - The order of things seem a bit out of whack.  Shouldn't the general intro be
first, and then the more techie types can hang around for the deeper stuff?  The
order as proposed seems predisposed, intentional or unintentional, to exclude and/or
prevent meaningful participation by cooperating agencies.  I suggest reconsideration
of the presentation order. 

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone:  520-388-8307 (office),  505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax:       520-388-8305
Email:   rlaford@fs.fed.us
----------------------------------------------------------------------
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

05/06/2009 02:07 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12
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There will be a presentation by Rosemont consultants on dry stack
tailings technology in 1K on the 12th.  The presentation is being broken
into two parts, to accomodate folks with technical background in this
area, and those without that kind of expertise.  The more techncial
presentation is from 9:00 to 12:00, and the other presentation at 1:00,
for approximately one half hour.

Although this is not a scheduled IDT meeting, I strongly encourage
attendance, to facilitate everyone's understanding of the proposed
operation.

Hope to see you there.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Kent C Ellett
To: John Able; Alan Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Eli Curiel; Sara L Davis; Andrea W Campbell;

Jeanine Derby; Arthur S Elek; Tami Emmett; Beverley A Everson; Mary M Farrell; William B Gillespie; Janet
Jones; Larry Jones; Walter Keyes; Debby Kriegel; Reta Laford; Christopher C LeBlanc; Robert Lefevre; George
McKay; Devin Quintana; Roxane M Raley; Heidi Schewel; Pete Schwab; Deborah K Sebesta; Salek Shafiqullah;
cbellavia@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rbowers@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com;
gdunno@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; censle@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
jgrams@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; jhesse@swca.com; choag@srk.com;
kkertell@swca.com; sknox@swca.com; sleslie@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com;
rebecca.a.miller@mwhglobal.com; lmitchell@swca.com; dmorey@swca.com; hgachiri@swca.com;
daleortmanpe@live.com; kpohs@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; gsoroka@swca.com

Subject: Correction to the call-in meeting on the 13th:
Date: 03/04/2009 07:36 AM

Oooops............my bad.  The Rosemont call-in meeting on the 13th will be for the
USFS (Myself, Teresa Anne and Reta) and SWCA ( Tom, Charles, Dale & Melissa).
I apologize for filling up your in-box unnecessarily.  

Thanks,

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
303 Old Tucson Road, Nogales, AZ  85621
520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay;

Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra L Bourgart;
Larry Jones; Mark E Schwab; Mary M Farrell; Michael A Linden; Robert Lefevre; Roger D Congdon; Roxane M
Raley; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Shane Lyman; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Thomas Skinner;
Walter Keyes; Alan Belauskas; William B Gillespie; Reta Laford; tfurgason@swca.com; mriechard@SWCA.com

Subject: December 10 Rosemont Copper Project Core and Extended Team Meeting
Date: 11/20/2008 04:29 PM

Hi Team,

You were asked to set December 10 aside (along with each second Wednesday of
the month for the next several months) for core and extended team project
meetings.  This email is to confirm that we will be meeting on December 10, at
NAFRI, from 8:30 to 4:30.  The topic of the meeting is Issue Statement development
for the Rosemont Copper Project EIS.

I'm attaching some prework for the meeting, which is at the following link:
.http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/em/nepa/nepa_coordination_training/00index.html.  The
information is also on available on Webex, and I can provide FS employees with a
CD of the training which they can copy, if needed.  (SWCA employees, please see
Melissa for a copy of the training document or access it on Webex).

Once you link to the site, which has training on Forest Plan 1900-1 Implementation,
please read through Chapters 7 and 9 and be prepared to discuss these chapters
when we meet on the 10th  Be thinking especially in terms of issue statement
development for the Rosemont Copper Project, and in particular, issue statement
development within your own area of expertise.  Be prepared to discuss what you've
read. 

In addition, please give some thought to, and be prepared to discuss, the
information you received in the November 12 "technology transfer" meeting we just
attended.  We received a great deal of information in the meeting, and I thank all of
the attendees for hanging in there through some often hard to understand technical
discussion.  Now it is your turn to talk about how that information that was shared
in the meeting is influencing your thoughts about the analysis process.  How will
what you learned on November 12 shape (or how has it shaped) how you think
about the project and how you believe the EIS should move forward?

Please be prepared to give your fellow December 10 meeting attendees your
perspective on these issues.  I know there has been a lot of work done on the
project "behind the scenes", outside of meetings, and I may specifically ask some of
you (beforehand) to share with others some of the great work you've been doing.

Thanks, and I look forward to seeing you all on December 10.  An agenda for the
meeting will be forthcoming.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701
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Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay;

Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra L Bourgart;
Larry Jones; Mark E Schwab; Mary M Farrell; Michael A Linden; Robert Lefevre; Roger D Congdon; Roxane M
Raley; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Shane Lyman; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Thomas Skinner;
Walter Keyes; Alan Belauskas; William B Gillespie; Reta Laford; tfurgason@swca.com; mriechard@SWCA.com

Subject: December 10 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting agenda
Date: 12/04/2008 10:09 AM
Attachments: meeting_agenda_Dec. 10,2008.doc

There will be coffee available prior to the meeting during sign-up between 8:00 and
8:30.  It should be a good day!

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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December 10, 2008 Rosemont Copper Project IDT Meeting


National Advanced Resource and Fire Institute (NAFRI),Tucson, AZ.


8:30 to 8:45 - Introduction


8:45 - 9:45 - Issue Statement training


9:45 – 10:00 - questions and answers on training


10:00 to 10:15 - break


10:15 to 11:15 - SWCA presentation on Contents Analysis

11:15 - 11:30 - overview of subgroup exercise on Issue Statements development and assignments to individual subgroups


11:30 - 12:15 - lunch


12:15 - 1:45 – Issue Statement development exercise; informal (self) break


1:45 - 2:45 - presentation by exercise groups of developed Issue Statements; discussion


2:45 – 3:15 presentation by Debbie Kriegel on visual quality and reclamation aspects of project (potential issues, analysis and design strategies)


3:15 -4:30 - discussion of project issues and thoughts on EIS development since the November 12 IDT meeting presentations and the team's assimilation of the technical information presented.
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: tskinner@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com; hhall@swca.com;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; dmorrow@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
dkeane@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Draft Issue Statements are now available!
Date: 01/12/2009 01:42 PM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=10103
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: S@FSNOTES; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli

Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett;
Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L
Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Beverley A
Everson

Subject: dry stack tailings presentation, May 12
Date: 05/08/2009 01:25 PM
Attachments: Forest Service AGENDA 05.12.2009.pdf

Please see the enclosed agenda for the meeting next Tuesday in 1K.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

.
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AGENDA 
 


Rosemont Copper Dry Stack Tailings Seminar 
 
May 12, 2009 
9:00 a.m. – 1:15 p.m. 
 
Meeting called by AMEC Earth and Environmental 
 
Attendees: Coronado National Forest Service ID Team 
 
 


9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. General Overview of Dry Stack Tailings 
Presenter: John Lupo 
Company:         AMEC Earth and Environmental 


 


10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. Rosemont Copper Dry Stack Tailings Storage 
Facility Design 
Presenter: Derek Wittwer & John Lupo  
Company:         AMEC Earth and Environmental 


 


11:00 a.m. – 1:15 p.m. Questions and Answer Session 
Q&A Panel All Participants  
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie; Kent C Ellett; Reta Laford

Subject: dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12
Date: 05/06/2009 02:07 PM

There will be a presentation by Rosemont consultants on dry stack tailings
technology in 1K on the 12th.  The presentation is being broken into two parts, to
accomodate folks with technical background in this area, and those without that kind
of expertise.  The more techncial presentation is from 9:00 to 12:00, and the other
presentation at 1:00, for approximately one half hour.

Although this is not a scheduled IDT meeting, I strongly encourage attendance, to
facilitate everyone's understanding of the proposed operation.

Hope to see you there.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: EIS Chapter 3 outline for your review - attached this time
Date: 07/30/2009 12:07 PM
Attachments: DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE rev 5-19-09.doc

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

07/30/2009 09:56 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
klgraves@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us, Melissa
Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
tciapusci@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com,
wgillespie@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject EIS Chapter 3 outline for your reviewLink

Enclosed is a draft outline from SWCA of Chapter 3 of the EIS (Affected Environment).  Please review
the outline and let me know what additions or changes you feel are needed.  I would appreciate your
response by August 5. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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ROSEMONT PROJECT EIS


DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE

May 19, 2009


3.1 
AIR QUALITY


3.1.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.1.2 
Climatology


3.1.2.1 
Regional Characterization and Influences


3.1.2.2 
Project Area Meteorological Conditions


3.1.3 
Air Quality


3.1.3.1 
Regional Characterization and Influences


3.1.3.2 
Air Quality Standards and Air Basin Attainment Status


3.1.3.3 
Monitoring Stations

3.1.3.4 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration Classification


3.1.3.5 
Measured Particulate Concentrations

3.1.3.6 
Other NAAQS Pollutant Concentrations


3.1.3.7 
Air Toxins


3.1.3.8 
Air Quality Related Values


3.1.3.9 
Visibility


3.2 
WATER RESOURCES


3.2.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.2.2 
Regional Hydrologic Setting


3.2.2.1 
Hydrometerology


3.2.2.2 
Surface water 


3.2.2.3 
Groundwater


3.2.3 
State and Local Water Resources Management


3.2.4 
Water Resource-Related Regulations


3.2.5 
Mine Site Water Resources


3.2.5.1 
Surface Water


Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages)


Waters of the United States


Springs and Seeps Inventory


Surface Water Quality

3.2.5.2 
Groundwater


Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Well Inventory


Groundwater Occurrence and Quantity


Groundwater Flow Direction 


3.2.6 
Offsite Water Resources


3.2.6.1 
Mine Water Supply


Santa Cruz Valley Groundwater Resources (Mine Water Supply)


Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Groundwater Flow


Groundwater Quantity


Groundwater Quality


3.2.6.2 
Tucson AMA Model


3.2.6.3 
Sierrita Sulfate Plume Model (FMI-ADWR Consent Order)


3.2.6.4 
CAP Recharge


3.2.6.5 
Water Resources Downgradient from the Mine Site


Davidson Canyon


Cienega Creek 


3.3 
GEOLOGY AND MINERALS

3.3.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.3.2 
Regional Geology 


3.3.3 
Mine Site Geology


3.3.3.1 
Geology (basic geology and structure)


3.3.3.2 
Mineral Exploration and Mining History


3.3.3.3 
Rosemont Deposit (Rosemont Deposit geology with emphasis on difference between sulfide and oxide ore which is foundational to potential ARD issues)


3.3.4 
Geologic Hazards


3.3.4.1 
Seismicity


3.3.4.2 
Landslides (this may be just an “Other” category)


3.3.4.3 
Subsidence (limited to the known subsidence issues in the Santa Cruz Valley due to groundwater withdrawal)


3.3.4.4 
Debris Flows


3.3.5 
Other Geologic Resources


3.3.5.1 
Fossils


3.3.5.2 
Caves


3.4 
SOILS AND RECLAMATION

3.4.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.4.2 
Soil Occurrence and Characteristics

3.4.2.1 
General Soil Characteristics

3.4.2.2 
Soils Unit Mapping and Description

3.4.3 
Estimates of Existing Erosion Loss 

3.4.3.1 
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE)

3.4.4 
Existing Disturbance

3.4.4.1 
Existing Soil Disturbance 

3.4.4.2 
Existing Mineral-Related Disturbance

3.4.4.3 
Grazing


3.4.5 
Suitability for Reclamation


3.4.5.1 
Soil Salvage and Placement

3.5 
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES


3.5.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.5.2 
Biodiversity


3.5.3 
Terrestrial Resources


3.5.4 
Aquatic Resources


3.5.5 
Vegetation Communities


3.5.5.1 
Semidesert Grassland


3.5.5.2 
Madrean Evergreen Woodland


3.5.6 
Special Status Plants


3.5.6.1 
Listed Plant Species

3.5.6.2 
Other Special-Status Plants


3.5.6.3 
Invasive Species

3.5.7 
Special Status Wildlife

3.5.7.1 
Listed Wildlife Species


3.5.7.2 
Migratory Birds and Raptors

3.5.7.3 
Coronado National Forest Management Indicator Species


3.5.7.4 
Other Special-Status Wildlife Species

3.6 
FUELS AND FIRE MANAGEMENT


3.6.1 
Fire Regime


3.6.1.1 
Fire History and Fuel Types


3.6.2 
Fuels Management Actions

3.6.2.1 
Suppression

3.6.2.2 
Mechanical Treatment


3.6.2.3 
Hazardous Fuels Reduction


3.6.2.4 
Prescribed Fire


3.6.2.5 
Pile Burning


3.6.2.6 
Monitoring and Research


3.6.3 
Fire and Fuels Planning


3.6.3.1 
FireScape


3.6.3.2 
Fuel Models


3.6.3.3 
Fire Education


3.6.3.4 
Wildland Urban Interface


3.6.4 
Wildland Fire Amendment to the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan


3.7 
CULTURAL RESOURCES


3.7.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.7.2 
Definition of APE

3.7.3 
Previous Archaeological Research  


3.7.4 
Cultural-Historical Overview and Research Themes 


3.7.5 
Archaeological Investigations 


3.7.5.1 
Methods and Period of Performance


3.7.5.2 
Site Definitions


3.7.5.3 
Criteria for Evaluations of Significance


3.7.5.4 
Results


3.7.6 
Ethnohistoric Investigations


3.7.7 
Consultation with Tribal Governments 


3.7.7.1 
Summary of the Process


3.7.7.2 
Tribes Consulted


3.7.7.3 
Tribal Concerns


3.7.8 
Summary of Results


3.8 
SOCIOECONOMICS/ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

3.8.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.8.2 
Study Area


3.8.3 
Population, Demographics and Housing


3.8.3.1 
Population

3.8.3.2 
Ethnicity/Race


3.8.3.3 
Housing Inventory


3.8.4 
Employment

3.8.4.1 
Jobs by Industry


3.8.4.2 
Median Income


3.8.4.3 
Income Distribution


3.8.5 
Economic Activity

3.8.5.1 
Economic Output by Industry


3.8.5.2 
Taxes and Revenues


3.8.5.3 
Property Values


3.8.6 
Quality of Life

3.8.6.1 
Public Facilities and Services


3.8.6.2 
Community Values


3.8.6.3 
Social Trends


3.8.7 
Environmental Justice

3.8.7.1 
Minority Populations


3.8.7.2 
Low-Income Populations


3.9 
VISUAL RESOURCES

3.9.1 
Introduction


3.9.2 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.9.2.1 
USFS Federal Policy and Guidance 

Visual Resource Management

Scenery Management System

3.9.2.2 
Forest Plan Guidance


Existing Direction and Visual Quality Objectives


Future Trends (i.e., current/upcoming Forest Plan process)

Landscape Character Goals/Desired Conditions


SMS (SA, CLs, SIOs)


3.9.2.3 
Other Plans (Federal, State, Regional: e.g., Scenic Byways)


Scenic Byway Visual Resource Management (??)

Patagonia Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan


3.9.3 
Existing Landscape Character and Visual Resources (narrative)


3.9.3.1 
Landforms 


3.9.3.2 
Vegetation 


3.9.3.3 
Cultural Elements & Land Uses

3.9.3.4 
Variety Class/Scenic Attractiveness


3.9.3.5 
Existing Scenic Integrity

3.9.4 
Viewsheds, and Sensitive Viewers

3.9.4.1 
Concern Levels/Sensitivity Levels


3.9.4.2 
Communities and Rural Development Areas

3.9.4.3 
Viewsheds and Distance Zones

3.9.5 
Scales of Analysis (Project Viewshed, Santa Rita Mountains, and Coronado National Forest)


3.9.6 
Visual Resource Key Observation Points


3.9.6.1 
Description of Key Observation Point Process & Objectives

3.9.6.2 
Selection/Representation of Key Observation Points

3.9.7 
Trends Affecting Visual Resources (??)

3.9.7.1 
Forest Management Activities

3.9.7.2 
Non-Forest (e.g., Rural Development)

3.10 
TRANSPORTATION/ACCESS


3.10.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.10.2 
Highways and Roads Description

3.10.2.1 
U.S. Highways


3.10.2.2 
Interstates


3.10.2.3 
State Highways


3.10.2.4 
County Roads


3.10.2.5 
Forest Service Roads


3.10.2.6 
Rosemont Mine Roads


3.10.2.7 
Private Roads


3.10.3 
Highway and Roads Usage


3.10.3.1 
Traffic Volume/Counts


3.10.3.2 
Roadway Capacity


3.10.3.3 
Level of Service


3.10.3.4 
Traffic Patterns


3.10.4 
Commercial Transportations


3.10.4.1 
Interstate Bus Service


3.10.4.2 
Local Bus Service


3.10.4.3 
Air Service


3.10.4.4 
Railroads


3.11 
RECREATION AND WILDERNESS

3.11.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.11.2 
General Setting

3.11.3 
Designated Wilderness


3.11.3.1 
General Description and Characterization


3.11.3.2 
Visitation


3.11.3.3 
Access


3.11.4 
Supply of Recreation Opportunities


3.11.4.1 
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Settings

3.11.4.2 
Recreation Places


3.11.5 
Existing Use Levels and Trends


3.11.5.1 
Recreation Uses 

3.11.5.2 
Commercial Outfitter and Guide Use


3.12 
LIVESTOCK AND GRAZING


3.12.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.12.2 
Introduction


3.12.3 
General Management Direction for Grazing on the CNF


3.12.4 
Existing Rangeland Management and Conditions


3.13 
LAND USE

3.13.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.13.2 
Land Status/Ownership

3.13.3 
Land Use Plans

3.13.3.1 
Forest Service


3.13.3.2 
Arizona State Trust Lands


3.13.3.3 
Bureau of Land Management


3.13.3.4 
Pima County


3.13.4 
Land Use


3.13.4.1 
Mining


3.13.4.2 
Utilities


3.13.4.3 
Grazing


3.13.4.4 
Recreation


3.13.4.5 
Rural Living


3.14 
NOISE

3.14.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.14.2 
Thresholds of Significance


3.14.3 
Ambient Conditions


3.14.4 
Noise Receptors


3.14.5 
Blasting Noise


3.14.6 
Vehicles and Equipment


3.15 
OUTDOOR LIGHTING


3.15.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.15.2 
Lightscape Management Objectives


3.15.2.1 
Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code


3.15.2.2 
National Park Service Night Sky Objectives


3.15.2.3 
Requirements for Optimal Operations of Astronomical Observatories

3.15.3 
Methods for Measuring Skyglow


3.15.3.1 
Limiting Magnitude


3.15.3.2 
Bortle Dark-Sky Scale


3.15.4 
Existing Skyglow Conditions

3.16 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS


3.16.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.16.2 
Petroleum Products


3.16.2.1 
Gasoline, Diesel Fuel, and Kerosene

3.16.2.2 
Lubricants and Solvents


3.16.3 
Mine Processing Fluids and Reagents


3.16.3.1 
Sulfuric Acid


3.16.3.2 
SX/EW Electrolyte and Processing Reagents


3.16.4 
Explosives


3.16.4.1 
Ammonium Nitrate


3.16.4.2 
Ammonium Nitrate-Fuel Oil Mixtures

3.16.5 
Hazardous Waste Management and Disposal


3.16.6 
Miscellaneous Chemicals


3.16.6.1 
Laboratory Reagents


3.16.6.2 
Cleaning Fluids


3.16.7 
Transportation of Hazardous Materials  


3.16.8 
Storage of Hazardous Materials

3.17 
PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY


3.17.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.17.2 
Flood Control

3.17.3 
Geologic Hazards

3.17.3.1 
Seismic Faults


3.17.3.2 
Soil Composition


3.17.3.3 
Subsidence


3.17.4 
Hazardous Materials and Public Safety


3.17.5 
Noise


3.17.6 
Recreation Hazards


3.17.7 
Traffic Safety


3.17.8 
Trash Dumping
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: EIS Chapter 3 outline for your review
Date: 07/30/2009 09:56 AM

Enclosed is a draft outline from SWCA of Chapter 3 of the EIS (Affected Environment).  Please review
the outline and let me know what additions or changes you feel are needed.  I would appreciate your
response by August 5. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Federal - Air Force comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 04:55 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153229>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K

Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Marc
Kaplan; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah;
Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: field meeting next week, July 1
Date: 06/26/2009 03:11 PM

We will be doing a field trip for the IDT meeting next week, to Sycamore and
Schofield Canyons.  The trip is important to the whole (extended) team, because we
have developed alternatives that put waste and tailings material into the two
canyons.  I would encourage extended team members to attend if possible, even
though this is not an extended team meeting date.

Please RSVP by COB Monday, so that enough vehicles can be arranged for
the trip.  We'll plan on meeting at 7:00 here in Tucson, though Nogales folks can
meet the rest of the group somewhere along the line.  More details to come as
logistics get worked out.

Thank you -

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com;
klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;
mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; tklarson@swca.com;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us; mbidwell@swca.com;
rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com; mroth@fs.fed.us;
daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com; bschneid@email.arizona.edu;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;
mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Final Scoping Report 1 & 2
Date: 08/06/2009 04:25 PM

Hello Everyone!

I'm very excited to announce that scoping reports 1 and 2 are done! They have
been through many iterations and have come out pretty fantastic! I have posted
them both here on WebEx. Take a look! Scoping Report is still under consideration
and will be posted soon.

Thank you!

Mel

 

This link leads to SR2:
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=151542>
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Randall A 
Smith/R3/USDAFS 

07/31/2008 02:09 PM

To Craig P Wilcox/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert 
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek 
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Paula 

cc
bcc

Subject Fw: 1950-3; (2820-6); Interdisciplinary Team Project 
Initiation Letter for Rosemont Copper Project EIS 

FYI

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
RANDALL A. SMITH
Forest Restoration Program Leader (Staff Officer)
Coronado National Forest, R-3, Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8370, Fax 520-388-8305, Cell 520-405-0851 
e-mail: randallsmith@fs.fed.us
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

----- Forwarded by Randall A Smith/R3/USDAFS on 07/31/2008 02:08 PM -----

Mailroom R3 Coronado 
Sent by: Karina Montez

07/29/2008 08:36 AM

To Jeanine Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta 
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann 
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John 
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W 
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer 
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A 
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter 
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek 
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby 
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L 
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K 
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami 
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George 
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert 
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane 
Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli 
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C 
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B 
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M 
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Alan 
Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall 
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Thomas 
Skinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry 
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L 
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet 
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roxane M 
Raley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi 
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com



cc pdl r3 coronado flt@FSNOTES, John 
Bruin/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bob 
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject 1950-3; (2820-6); Interdisciplinary Team Project 
Initiation Letter for Rosemont Copper Project EIS 

Included please find both the electronic and hand signed copies.

The following Correspondence is archived in the Records database. Any enclosures will follow the 
letter in this message.

  - FS_correspondence.doc

       

To open this document in the Records database, click on this link ->

To access all documents in the National Records Database, click on this link ->



Beverley A 
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

09/04/2008 01:31 PM

To Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

bcc
Subject Fw: 2580; (2580); Appointment of Deputy Under 

Secretary as Federal Land Manager for Air Quality 
Related Values (rostaffs)

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/04/2008 01:29 PM -----

Teresa Ann 
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS 

09/03/2008 10:10 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta 
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc tfurgason@swca.com
Subject Fw: 2580; (2580); Appointment of Deputy Under 

Secretary as Federal Land Manager for Air Quality 
Related Values (rostaffs)

Bev -  You need to read this.
This change in authorities could affect the Rosemont proposal.  There are Wilderness airsheds (not 
sure if they are Class I) within the Santa Rita EMA.  You will need to stay on top of this with Bob 
Lefevre as the Rosemont analysis progresses.

Tom - you may not be able to open the attachments.  If they are a problem on your system, let me 
know and I'll print them for you.

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
----- Forwarded by Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS on 09/03/2008 10:07 AM -----



Randall A 
Smith/R3/USDAFS 

09/03/2008 09:09 AM

To pdl r3 coronado flt@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Fw: 2580; (2580); Appointment of Deputy Under 
Secretary as Federal Land Manager for Air Quality 
Related Values (rostaffs)

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
RANDALL A. SMITH
Forest Restoration Program Leader (Staff Officer)
Coronado National Forest, R-3, Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8370, Fax 520-388-8305, Cell 520-405-0851 
e-mail: randallsmith@fs.fed.us
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

----- Forwarded by Randall A Smith/R3/USDAFS on 09/03/2008 09:09 AM -----

Mailroom R3 Coronado 
Sent by: Karina Montez

09/03/2008 09:05 AM

To Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Randall A 
Smith/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc
Subject Re: 2580; (2580); Appointment of Deputy Under 

Secretary as Federal Land Manager for Air Quality 
Related Values (rostaffs)

FYI

Mailroom R3

Mailroom R3
Sent by: Karen Couzin

09/02/2008 02:17 PM

To: pdl r3 mailrooms
cc: Mark J Fitch/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jeanne 

Hoadley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Wayne A 
Robbie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jack 
Triepke/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Wayne A 
Robbie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject: 2580; (2580); Appointment of Deputy Under Secretary as Federal 
Land Manager for Air Quality Related Values (rostaffs)

The following Correspondence is archived in the Records database. Any enclosures will follow the 
letter in this message.

  - FS_correspondence.doc



To open this document in the Records database, click on this link ->

To access all documents in the National Records Database, click on this link ->



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Cc: Beverley A Everson; ccoyle@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Fw: Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg
Date: 08/13/2009 03:01 PM

Please read Mindee's message below, concerning the team's participation in the next Cooperating
Agency meeting.  What do you think of this idea, and if you're in favor of it, would you be willing to
participate?  FYI, discussions among the biologists would be encouraged, as would all other
discussions about the project, however, that would not be the emphasis of the meeting (a biology
meeting on August 20th had been discussed previously, and that's why Mindee brings it up; it had not
gone to the planning stage yet, and that's why you're hearing about it for the first time, and have not
previously been asked if you could participate). 

I look forward to getting your input. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/13/2009 02:21 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/13/2009 02:02 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg

In an effort to address the IDT concerns raised yesterday regarding interfacing with the Cooperating
Agencies, TA and I had an idea.  Teresa Ann plans to  allow time at this month's Coop Agency
meeting to ask additional questions about the alternatives, since comments are requested by Aug 28th.
 The thought is to set up displays after lunch, one for each of the 4 action alternatives, staff each
station with one or 2 IDT members, and allow Coops to mill around, similar to an open house, and ask
questions of the IDT about the alternatives.  (The discussion on biology would be put off since
Alternatives is a more timely point of discussion right now)  Of course, this would require getting
materials together and also getting that info to the webmaster and project record keeper.   What do you
think? 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
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(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra
L Bourgart; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Roxane M Raley; Salek Shafiqullah;
Shane Lyman; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes;
William B Gillespie; Beverley A Everson

Subject: Fw: August 14th Rosemont ID Team Kick-Off Meeting changed to SEPTEMBER 10
Date: 08/14/2008 09:45 AM

We'll still be meeting at NAFRI.  See you on September 10!  Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/14/2008 09:44 AM -----

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

08/09/2008 03:08 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roxane M
Raley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane
Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Thomas Skinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject August 14th Rosemont ID Team Kick-Off Meeting

changed to SEPTEMBER 10

Hello Team!  Please mark your calendars to show that the Rosemont ID Team
Kick-Off Meeting date has been moved to September 10.  Note that the
meeting date has been moved to correspond with the standing second Wednesday
of the month that I asked all team members to hold open for project business.  The
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location will of the meeting will most likely still be NAFRI; I will get back to you to
confirm.

The meeting agenda is still being refined, however, it will include an overview of the
project and its history, and discussion of the resources important to analysis of the
project.  There will also be discussion of the Project Initiation Letter and team
member roles, as well as the roles of SWCA and the proponent in the analysis
process.

Confirmed meeting location and full agenda will follow shortly.

Bev Everson
Rosemont Copper Project ID Team Leader

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

07/29/2008 05:39 PM

To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane
Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Alan
Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Thomas
Skinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roxane M
Raley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com

cc

Subject August 14th Rosemont ID Team Kick-off and Public
Scoping Contents Analysis, Standing Meeting Schedule



Congratulations!  You are officially part of the Rosemont Copper Project
Interdisciplinary Team!  Many of you have already begun the team
building process by providing input on the project over the past year or
so, and most recently, by attending field trips to the Tyrone Mine and to
the Rosemont project area.  You have brought great interest and
enthusiasm to the project, and I look forward to seeing the new ideas and
energy that will be generated as the team works together as a whole.  

We will be having an officlal kick-off to the project on August 14th. 
Attendance at this meeting is important as we'll discuss how the team will
work on this unique project in cooperation with SWCA Environmental
Consultants.  Please RSVP

IDT KICK-OFF MEETING DETAILS:
Where:  National Advanced Fire and Resource Institute
(NAFRI), at 3265 East Universal Way, Tucson . 
Agenda:  

9-12  IDT Kick-off and Public Scoping Content Analysis
Overview (Core Team and Extended Team)
1-5    Content Analysis (Core Team)

Other information. . . 
Over the following months, the team will be meeting for field trips, technical
information exchange, and development of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement.  To facilitate our team efforts, beginning August 30, 2008, the following
standing meeting schedule will be used.  If a meeting is not going to be held as
planned, you will be notified a week in advance.
  

STANDING MEETING SCHEDULE
Wednesdays - Core Team members
Second Wednesday of the Month - Core and Extended Team
members

I look forward to working with each of you on this project!

Bev Everson
Rosemont Copper Project ID Team Leader

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Larry Jones
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Fw: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/07/2009 03:18 PM
Attachments: 2009_Ortman_Coyle_Impact Timeline_memo.pdf

bio.pdf

from ken...

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
----- Forwarded by Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS on 07/07/2009 03:18 PM -----

"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com> 

07/07/2009 01:41 PM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: FW: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Larry:

 
Attached is the Ortman tech memo describing the project impact timeline and a figure
showing the Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources.

 
Ken

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 07, 2009 1:05 PM
To: Ken Kertell
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: FW: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Hey Ken-- 

Sorry this took me forever to get to...been kinda busy.  Anyway, find attached some
track changes on the document.  I gotta admit, I'm a simpleton so I was kinda
confused on what this all meant, so my overall recommendation is to put it in
simpler terms and favor two-dimensional descriptions that are (at least to me) more
intuitive.  To me, it read more like a Bounds of Analysis for hydrological function,
rather than biological resources.  Anyway, pardon all the red ink, I know we are in

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Charles Coyle (SWCA) 


Copy to: Tom Furgason (SWCA), John Macivor (SWCA), Melissa Reichard (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 11 January 2009   


Subject: Impact Timeline  
 
I want to have us consider a different organization for the Impact Analysis that, I believe, provides a more 
easily understood framework for the EIS and discards the notions of “short-term” and “long-term” that do 
not readily apply to a major mining project.  Rather than organize the Impact Analysis around Issues (with 
their attendant causes and effects) and try to explain how the cause-effect relationships play in time I propose 
organizing the document around the timeline to clearly show exactly what causes and effects occur when, and 
potentially for how long.  A mining project has four distinct phases: Construction, Operations, Reclamation, 
and Post-Closure; each with their separate activities that give rise to differing causes and effects.  Presented 
on the next page is a timeline with limited list examples of the differing activities that occur during each 
phase.   
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CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS    RECLAMATION POST-CLOSURE 
__+/- 2 YEAR_____|______________+/- 20 YEAR_____________|______+/- 2 YEAR ?__|_________FOREVER___________________________________à 
 
Construction Traffic Operations Traffic   Minor Traffic  No Traffic 
Truck Construction Truck Supplies, Fuel, Concentrate  Truck Reclamation No Trucking 
     Materials & Equip.      & Copper Cathodes        Materials 
Largest Workforce Smaller Workforce   No Workforce  No Workforce 
Blasting as Needed Scheduled Blasting   No Blasting  No Blasting 
No Tailings  Exposed Tailings    Cover Tailings  Covered Tailings 
Initial Waste Rock Major Waste Rock   Cover Waste Rock Covered Waste Rock 
No Heap Leach  Active Heap Leach   Covered Heap Leach Covered Heap Leach 
High Dust Risk  Lesser Dust Risk    Reduced Dust Risk Low Dust Risk 
No Production Water 5000 af/yr Production Water Need  No Production Water No Production Water 
No Mineral Processing Mill Operation    No Milling  No Milling 
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this together...thanks for asking for the review. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

"Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com> 

06/16/2009 10:50 AM 
To <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us> 
cc

Subject FW: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Larry and Debbie: 
  
Attached is the Bounds of Analysis map for biological resources. Please let me know
if the action area is appropriate from your perspective. 
  
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 

From: Ken Kertell 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2009 3:03 PM
To: 'ljones02@fs.fed.us'; 'dsebesta@fs.fed.us'
Cc: Charles Coyle; Tom Furgason
Subject: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Larry and Debbie: 
  
Attached is the subject document. I should have the associated map by tomorrow. 



  
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 

 [attachment "Biological Resources Bounds of Analysis.doc" deleted by Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "bio.pdf" deleted by Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS] 
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From: David Morrow
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: FW: climate change
Date: 10/10/2008 09:58 AM

Hi Bob,
 
I’m doing some research on climate change for an EIS up in the Apache-Sitgreaves NFs and my pal
Mike sent me this.  He teaches at NAU and is plugged into the research world pretty well.
 
Hope to come down again for some work sometime soon – Tucson is a great area.
 
Cheers,
 
Dave
 

David Morrow AICP
Air and Noise Specialist
Morro Group, a Division of SWCA Environmental Consultants
Sound Science, Creative Solutions
1422 Monterey St. San Luis Obispo CA 93401
P 805.543.7095 x106
F 805.543.2367
C 206.330.6727
http://www.swca.com

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Michael Ort [mailto:michael.ort@nau.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2008 4:30 PM
To: David Morrow
Subject: Re: climate change
 
Good.  Glad it might be useful.  We (southern COPlat, and the Transition Zone) are all figuring on less, but more
intense, precip.  The cold spells are critical - they are what put an end to bark beetle infestations.  Without good
sub-zero weather in the winter, the beetles are strong the following year.  The ponderosa and pinyon pine mortality
was impressive for the first few years of the decade.  Right at the ecotones, the damage was worst, as the trees were
most stressed.  We are seeing the movement of the life zones in real time.  A study in the Jemez Mtns showed that
the 1930s drought caused a 1500 m upward shift in the ecotones - they did a screwy thing with the analysis, and
this is not raw altitude, but rather 1500 m map view, which is only perhaps 100-200 m vertical (which is still a
LOT).

 
-- 

Michael Ort
Environmental Sciences and Geology
PO Box 4099 (Bldg. 12, Rm. 100 for package services)
Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, AZ  86011  USA

mailto:dmorrow@swca.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us
http://www.swca.com/


Office: +1 928 523 9363
Fax: +1 928 523 9220
http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~mho/
 

http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~mho/


From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Fw: Cooperating Agency Alternative Docs Now Online
Date: 09/04/2009 10:25 AM

Some team members are having problems with WebEx and getting into the Cooperating Agency
documents.  Here's another option for accessing them, and I'll talk to John Able about the WebEx
issues. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/04/2009 10:22 AM ----- 
John Able <jable@fs.fed.us> 
Sent by: johnable23@gmail.com

09/04/2009 09:31 AM

To Heidi Schewel <hschewel@fs.fed.us>
cc Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ciapusci

<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, mroth@fs.fed.us, Reta Laford
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

Subject Cooperating Agency Alternative Docs Now Online

Barbara put the PDF versions of the alternative docs from the cooperating agencies
online at http://rosemonteis.us/node/390. (Barbara will work on converting to HTML
this weekend.)  Thanks to all for the team effort needed to get these all scanned, to
me, and online in record time!

John A. Able, Information Steward
Transparency, Collaboration, Knowledge
Coronado National Forest
Text or Voice:  520-405-4256
Twitter:  @johnable (work/public/private -- because social media destroys
boundaries)

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:abelauskas@fs.fed.us
mailto:aelek@fs.fed.us
mailto:dkriegel@fs.fed.us
mailto:dsebesta@fs.fed.us
mailto:ecuriel@fs.fed.us
mailto:gmckay@fs.fed.us
mailto:jable@fs.fed.us
mailto:kbrown03@fs.fed.us
mailto:kellett@fs.fed.us
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:CN=Mary M Farrell/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:temmett@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Walter Keyes/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:wgillespie@fs.fed.us
http://rosemonteis.us/node/390


From: Melinda D Roth
To: mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com
Cc: Reta Laford; Beverley A Everson; Sarah L Davis; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Fw: Coronado Project Record Protocols
Date: 11/10/2009 09:43 AM
Attachments: CoronadoProjectRecordProtocols_rev110909sd.docx

Final Project Record Direction
Thank you Sarah.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

----- Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 11/10/2009 09:40 AM -----

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS 

11/09/2009 12:21 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Coronado Project Record Protocols

This version has the changes you recommended.  I will continue in the future to do
revisions as we learn more.  R10 already updated the information re litigation record
and litigation reports.  I changed it in this version.

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332

mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Sarah L Davis/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Teresa Ann Ciapusci/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES

Coronado National Forest Project Record Protocols

Introduction

The project record documents and supports Forest Service decision-making and review processes in a manner that allows all participants in these processes (responsible official, resource specialists charged with analysis and implementation, agency and regulatory reviewers, and the public) to track and understand how a decision was made.  Project records are designed to consolidate and organize documentation in a manner that facilitates retrieval and review of individual documents within the record and tells the story of the decision process to objective reviewers, including the courts.  

A complete project record (everything before the agency at the time of its decision) consists of all documents considered, including those contrary to the decision. Keeping a project record will help: 

· Future processes understand the decision and its rationale 

· Aid the courts in determining whether a decision process was rational, if the decision goes to court

· Facilitate response to requests for documents pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act



The record keeping that forms a project record begins with the first meeting, report, or discussion of a decision process.  From the start, the agency official responsible for the decision process must ensure that someone considers EVERY conversation, meeting note, and document that contributes to analysis or supports the decision as having potential to be a component of the project record and must determine whether the item should be included in the record.  In practice, experience has shown the practicality of delegating record keeping duties to one or two team members that are charged with compiling, maintaining, and indexing the project record at each stage of the decision process, under the overall supervision of the agency responsible official and team leader.  

Where project records are an integral part of the Forest Service decision process, or are required by statute, regulation, and Forest Service Directives (Forest Service Manual and Handbook), agency responsible officials are expected to understand and emphasize to their analysis team leaders and team members the importance of creating and maintaining up-to-date project records that support the decision process.  This is most efficiently accomplished by including a discussion of record keeping assignments and requirements in the project initiation letter associated with the decision process.  The following example excerpted from the project initiation letter to the Rosemont Copper Project EIS interdisciplinary team illustrates:




Administrative Record



The Interdisciplinary Team Leader is responsible for the Administrative Record for this project.  In coordination with the Project Manager and Administrative Assistant(s), the Interdisciplinary Team Leader will maintain a complete Administrative Record for the NEPA review.  I expect, at a minimum, the following documents to be filed in the Administrative Record, in addition to any other information deemed relative to the project:



· Various plans and documents submitted by the Proponent, including the composite MPO and its associated supplemental information

· Correspondence received prior to publication of the Notice of Intent

· Copies of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Proponent and Forest regarding the NEPA review, including any updates

· Conflict of interest forms signed by the Consultant and its subcontractor staff

· Correspondence and notes of conversations with the Proponent and Consultant related to the NEPA review

· Copies of all public notices

· Copies of all legal notices

· A list of parties who were sent public notices

· All meeting notes, whether formal or informal

· The initial record of the Project’s listing on the Schedule of Proposed Actions

· All comments received before, during and after the scoping period up until the date a Draft Environmental Impact Statement is released for public comment

· A summary and content analysis of comments received during scoping

· Assignments of actions to be taken by interdisciplinary team members to address scoping comments

· Records of interactions with cooperating agencies, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation, acceptance, and any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities

· Records of interactions with working groups, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation, acceptance, any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities, and copies of any completed work products

· Records of communications with government officials

· Resource specialists’ reports and correspondence with the Consultant

· Final versions of Draft Environmental Impact Statement and other NEPA-related documents



Project records and their component documentation may utilize available technology including electronic display, organization, storage, and retrieval methods.  Depending on the size and complexity of the record, the responsible official may designate that a particular record be maintained in hardcopy paper format, electronic format, or both.  When providing project record direction for a particular analysis, the responsible official should consider storage implications, including space requirements, maintenance of security and confidentiality, and day-to-day accessibility of record components.  Where litigation of a decision is highly likely, it is recommended that the project record format be aligned with the desires of administrative reviewers (i.e., for the appeal or objection) and the court requirements to the extent feasible; this will reduce rework to accommodate these needs late in the record management process.  

The remainder of this document presents a set of standard processes, practices, and protocols that will be used in constructing and maintaining project records initiated by the Coronado National Forest.  

Types of Records

The following list defines the most commonly used administrative record systems.  The items in the list are presented in the order in which they are usually created. 

Project Record – The project record documents activities and decisions that result from the process of developing a programmatic or site-specific analysis of effects of a proposed action pursuant to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This record details the process used to analyze a proposed action pursuant to NEPA procedures, including all phases of analysis, disclosure, and public involvement, as well as any decisions stemming from such analysis and disclosure.  The Interdisciplinary Team Leader is responsible for creating and maintaining this record system.  Project Records are often the basis for other records, including appeal records and certified records used by the courts during litigation.  

Appeal Record – The appeal record consists of the relevant decision documentation and pertinent records that respond to claims and/or allegations raised in a Notice of Appeal filed pursuant  to Forest Service administrative appeal regulations at 36 CFR 215, 36 CFR 251, and 36 CFR 217.  The agency official responsible for the decision under appeal is responsible for coordinating with agency appeal specialists and/or legal counsel to construct, maintain, and close this record system. 

Implementation Record – The implementation record is a continuation of a project record that extends the project record documentation beyond the point of decision to include all documents that support implementing, and monitoring the decision.  The line officer responsible for implementing the decision is responsible for creating, maintaining, and closing the implementation record.

Court Records

The following records will be required if a decision is litigated.  Although court processes are not the subject of this document, information and definitions are provided  here to increase understanding of the administrative record’s relationship to records used in litigation proceedings. 

Litigation Record – A litigation record is the Project Record including everything from the start of the project, even the pre-scoping work, to the time the project is litigated.  The record should include any appeals, news articles, or other media coverage that occurred after the decision. If there is any implementation, such as road building or facility construction, a record of the implementation work is included.

Litigation Report – A litigation report is a privileged communication between the      Forest Service and its legal counsel made in preparation for litigation.  It is prepared in response to the Forest Service receiving a complaint. The litigation report includes the claimant’s (plaintiff’s) allegations and/or claims of wrong-doing or harm and the agency’s response to those claims and allegations.  Agency responses cite to and are supported by documentation in underlying administrative record systems. 

Certified Administrative Record - A certified administrative record is compiled in preparation for Federal District Court litigation. It is marked by the Forest for certification of completeness. The certified administrative record may include records from other previously developed or closed record systems including pertinent strategic planning records, site-specific planning records, implementation records and/or appeal records. Because the format for these records is specified by the court and must be followed exactly, the agency official responsible for the disputed decision works cooperatively with agency legal counsel to prepare, maintain, and close a Certified Administrative Record.

NEPA Analyses that Require Project Records

Project records are required for most federal decision processes that are subject to National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) procedures.  Forest Service decisions pursuant to NEPA procedures that require the creation and maintenance of a project record include:  most categories of categorical exclusions (CE), all environmental assessments (EA), and all environmental impact statements (EIS). The size and complexity of the project record will vary with the level and technical complexity of the NEPA analysis completed. 

Keeping a Project Record 

The decision-making process should inform choices regarding the records to be included in a project record.  At a minimum, the following types of documentation should be evaluated for inclusion:  

  

· Draft and Final EISs (official drafts, but not the preliminary draft) 

· Comment letters

· All scientific/technical reports, studies considered 

· Computer modeling 

· Contracts 

· Correspondence with cooperating, consulting , and regulatory agencies

· Personal correspondence and memos, including electronic mail that was circulated



Every project record must include an index that provides details about each record in the system.  At a minimum, the index should include the following information about each record:



· A record identifier number

· The date the document was signed, approved, or finalized

· A short description of the document

· The name of the document author(s)




Project Record Management 

Project records initiated on the Coronado National Forest will utilize the schema shown in Figure 1 (p.12) as a starting point for organization.  The schema may be modified by the responsible official to accommodate the specific needs of a particular decision process, but the general format presented here must be maintained.  This schema is designed to facilitate filing and retrieval of documentation in the project record.  The schema is an outline created using Microsoft Word software.

In addition to the schema, the project records initiated by the Coronado National Forest will be supported by an index similar to the example shown in Figure 2 (p.17).  Again, this example may be modified to coincide with the schema developed for a particular decision process.  The index is created using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software.  

NOTE: The schema presented in Figure 1 is based on the project record for a timber sale; however, the same general schema, index, and content entries would apply to other types of projects, with slight modification.  

Project Record Contents

The project record is the foundation for the decisions made by the responsible official and needs to support implementation.  Refer to the record schema (Figure 1) for a list of the types of documents that need to be included in the record.  Any memos, e-mails, loose notes, or reports that document pertinent resource conditions or findings, interim decisions on actions that are a part of or affect the action alternatives, or input resulting from internal and external scoping should be saved and included as part of the record.  

Due to changing technology, maintain project records in both hardcopy and electronic formats.  It is important that both record formats have identical documents.  Often, the electronic version is maintained and the hardcopy is not or vice versa.  Both have to be maintained throughout the life of the project, as required by FSH 6209.11, 41.  

All documents should have a minimum 1-inch margin on all four sides.

When printed, all documents must be printed on 8.5 x 11 paper, with the exception of maps.  

Do not place duplex (double-sided) documents in the project record.  Replace original duplex documents with single-sided copies (make sure they are legible).  Exceptions to this rule are voluminous documents, such as Draft Environmental Impact Statements (DEISs), Final Environmental Impact Statements (FEISs), Coronado Land and Resource Management Plan, and other books and references, when originals are readily available for inclusion in multiple records either hardcopy or electronically.  

Documents within each topical section of the project record are filed in chronological order with the oldest document in front or on top.  Project records read in the same order as a book, from beginning to end.

In the case of appeal or litigation, all documents must be maintained in their original format and converted to electronic format using Adobe PDF or Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software. Spreadsheets must be converted to Adobe pdf format using Adobe Acrobat 9.3 or higher software for this conversion.  Conversion can be done from within a document; in order to insure that its formatting is preserved.  Similarly, e-mails can be converted within the e-mail program. Do not attempt to change file extensions as a method of converting documents.  Assistance will be provided for document conversion to those without conversion software. 

Document numbers must be hyperlinked in the index to the electronic document.  Make sure all documents will open once links are created. 

All documents that are filed in a non-native format, must be maintained somewhere in their original format, including all the encoding that might have come with that document.  Emails are a good example of this. Many times these are scanned or saved from print screen; regardless, maintain a copy in its original format in case of Court discovery.  This also applies to documents that may be converted from .doc or .xls to pdf.

Federal Courts do not use Microsoft Office Suite software --- this means that they cannot open .mdb, .xls, .doc, etc. and is the reason why the preferred file type is pdf. 

Databases (xls) do not convert well to pdf unless Adobe Acrobat 9.3 or higher is used.  The original versions must be saved.  No document should contain any password-protected pages or sheets.

Databases using the .mdb extension are documented by linking to the result that was used when making project determinations AND by adding location information about how to find the .mdb itself.  The .mdb files are often just documented with this information and not fully included with the record that is filed with the court.

Mark each page of all draft documents as “draft” (e.g., draft resource reports, draft meeting notes, and draft scientific papers).

Documents, laws, and regulations that are easily available either in libraries or on the internet do not need to be included in a project record.  

All documents shall be legible.  Copies of photocopies, handwritten documents, pencil drawings, and so forth, are often not readable.  Transcribe by typing any document which cannot be clearly reproduced and indicate that it is a transcription from an original document.  Include both the transcribed document and the original document in the project record.

Signatures on documents must be original, a carbon, or photocopy. Documents with electronic indication of signature (/s/) are not admissible in Court and should not be placed in a project record unless the signed copy has been lost or destroyed.  Signed documents, such as an EA or EIS, should have the signature page scanned for the electronic record.  Resource reports and other documents such as notes may be saved with the electronic signature as long as the hardcopy document has an original signature. It is a good habit to have authors and signatories sign original documents in BLUE ink so they are readily identifiable as original signatures.  Avoid black ink signatures.

When scanning original documents for the electronic record, use the optical character recognition (OCR) function so the document can be searched for key words and phrases electronically.  Make sure scanned documents are legible and include the entire original document unless only a portion of the document is used as a reference.  For example, do not include the entire Dictionary of Birds if you are only discussing the goshawk section. 

Digital photos should be saved electronically in their original format and printed for the hardcopy file. For non-digital photos, attach photographs and negatives to 8-1/2 by 11-inch paper.  Identify each photograph indicating the subject, location, date, time, and photographer. 

Reproduce large graphics, such as maps and charts, which cannot be folded to an 8-1/2 by 11-inch format as slides or photographs.  Ensure that all details of the original graphic are legible in the reduced form.  If the map is not legible when reduced, write a description of the map to include in the electronic record and keep the original document in the hardcopy record. Make a note in the project record that, “This document is a reduction of the original, which is located at …” Remember in case of litigation, all original documents regardless of whether they can be reduced or not, must be kept.  Large maps, such as GIS maps, may be the originals, if there are enough copies for each copy of the record (including appeal, litigation and Court certified).

Write a letter to the file, identifying by subject and location, any data stored and filed on electronic media which cannot be physically included in the project record.  This includes GIS files and stand exam maps. Large electronic files should be copied to compact disc or DVD and stored in the project record with the letter to the file. Make sure the GIS electronic files are copied at the DEIS, FEIS and ROD stages to give a snapshot of the information available at that time.  

For a litigation record, consecutively number each page of each document in the lower right-hand corner, including the document cover and blank pages (do not include cover sheets). This should only be done for litigation records and is not required or recommended for project records.  In the litigation record, each document is numbered beginning with the cover as number 1.  The footer should include both the project and document number in this format: projectnumber_documentnumber (605_00001), page number, and number of pages (Figure 3, p.8).  This is a Bates stamp footer that can be added electronically using Adobe Acrobat 9.3 Professional version or higher.
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Figure 3   Example of Bates stamp footer – Scott Peak Document number 30_0002 - Regional Forester's expectations for the 2003 Tongass Timber Program



Items Not Needed in the Project Record

Adding documents to the project record that do not support the decision and only vaguely reference the project create larger records than needed and complicate efforts to retrieve a particular document that responds to public inquiry or supports analysis and implementation.  More is not necessarily better. 

The following are examples of unneeded documents that have been added to project records in the past, causing larger records than required. 

		DO NOT KEEP

		KEEP



		IDT meeting announcements – the e-mails detailing only the time and location of the meetings are not needed in the record.

		IDT meeting notes with attached agendas are needed in the project record.



		Wildlife Biologist Memo – 

“I am going to Unit 37 to investigate a report of a goshawk nest in the unit.”  

		Wildlife Biologist Memo – 

“On May 3rd, I completed a field survey of Unit 37 and found a goshawk nest with two eggs in the middle of the unit. The nest is located at these GPS coordinates …” 



		Line Officer Memo – 

“Please add Unit 37 to the agenda for Thursday.”  



		Line Officer Memo – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 



		Engineer Memo – 

“I tried to call the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) but they are gone for the day.  I’ll try again next week.”  

		Engineer Memo – 

“On May 23rd, I spoke with Fred Smith at COE and they would like more information on the proposed LTF site.  Attached is the map and additional information that I sent to the COE.” 

When filing, include the attachment with the memo in the project record.  



		Loose Page Torn out of Notebook –

 “The following people took the bear safety class on Tuesday.”  

		Loose Page Torn out of Notebook –

 “On July 3rd, I saw three bears, a sow and two cubs, in Unit 17 near the stream on the west side of the unit.  The bears appeared well fed and were eating fish from the stream.”



		Field Survey Notebook – 

Comments about how much you dislike your supervisor for sending you into the field on another rainy day.  



There is no reason to write personal comments in a field notebook; it is not a diary but a notebook for professional observations.  



Several field notebooks were reviewed by the Court.  Unfortunately, the surveyors had added personal comments to the same pages on which they took field notes.  The Judge did not find their humor or comments appropriate for professionals.

		Field Survey Notebook – 

“The Class III stream on the west side of Unit 23 was brown with turbidity due to seven days of rain.  On investigation upstream of Unit 23, we found that a small slide has developed on the steep slope above the unit.  The slide is about 25 feet long by 10 feet wide and is located at GPS coordinates… ”



		Field Survey Notebook – 

“Sketch of survey partner fishing after work hours.”  

		Field Survey Notebook – 

“Sketch of unit showing stream classes and location of karst area.”



		Line Officer Memo 1 – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 

IDT Leader Memo 1 – 

“Okay, do you want to go to lunch after the meeting on Tuesday?”

Line Officer Memo 2 – 

“I have a teleconference after the meeting, can we go at 1300?”

IDT Leader Memo 2 – 

“I have a meeting at 1300.  How about lunch on Wednesday?”

Line Officer Memo 3 – 

“Wednesday doesn’t work for me.  How about Friday?”

IDT Leader Memo 3 –

 “Friday is good.”

		Line Officer Memo 1 – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 



		Notes by a reviewing team are for the team to use to improve the document.  These are considered privileged work product and are not usually included in the project record.  The responsible official may decide to include them in the record if the review comments shed light on the decision-making process and/or help the public and objective reviewers understand the context  changes/decisions that were made.

		



		Multiple draft documents – every document goes through several iterations before a final document is completed.  Do not keep all the interim drafts in the project record. 







		Keep drafts that were circulated for comment or were the foundation for the analysis at the DEIS stage. Final reports and analyses should be included at the FEIS stage.



Drafts of resource reports that support the analyses in the DEIS should also be maintained in the record.  The draft reports need to be clearly marked DRAFT or dated to show they were completed for the DEIS.



		Personal information - social security numbers, wages, or employee addresses should not be included in the project record. 



Business Information – information from contractors or bidders that may give a competitor an unfair advantage should not be included in the project record.  This includes patent information and business plans.  If it must be kept in the record to meet contract stipulations or for some other reason, it should be protected and filed in accordance with the direction for maintaining confidential records and records that meet the exemptions provided under FOIA.

		A short biography of qualifications should be included for each person that works on the project.  This biography should only contain information to support their assignment to the project team.  The information should include education, years of employment, and any other supporting information such as articles written or additional courses completed.



Contracts and other documents required to implement the project or complete analysis should be included in the project record.  Any personal information in these documents must be protected as FOIA-exempt.



		Documents that have no foundation – a document without a date, signature, or explanation should not be included in the project record.  



Several analyses include GIS model runs and sometimes these runs are just stuck in the project record.  It is virtually impossible to tell which runs are preliminary, i.e., run before all the facts were entered, and which are the final runs, when there are no dates or signatures on the runs.  These pages usually just take up space, however, when the model runs are needed to respond to an appeal or litigation, the lack of signature and date can have severe consequences.  

		









Model runs with SIGNATURE and DATE



		

		Any information the IDT used to complete their analysis and any information the Responsible Official used to make decisions.  When in doubt, discuss the document at an IDT meeting, contact someone in the RO, or ask the responsible official



		

		Records of phone and personal conversations with the public and other agencies regarding the project need to be included in the project record.  








Coronado National Forest Project Record Schema 

Project Management

a) Formal recommendations, including direction issued to the team leader and team members 

b) Formal meeting minutes and memos

c) General correspondence

d) Third Party management, including contracts, agreements, and Memoranda of Understanding 

e) Other 

Public Involvement and Agency Consultation

1. Public Involvement Plan, Public Involvement Report

1. Announcements, newsletters, sign-in sheets, and official notes

1. Mailing lists

1. Scoping and Public Comments

i) Scoping Period

ii) DEIS

j) 404 Permit

Communication

1. Congressional correspondence

1. Other Federal Agencies (cooperating, not consulting)

1. State Agencies

1. Organizations

1. Individuals

1. FOIA

1. Tribal Consultation

1. Internal Communication 

Alternatives

1. Cumulative effects catalog (impacts considered by all resources in their cumulative effects analysis)

1. Connected Actions, e.g., Tucson Electric Power Line EIS

Resource Reports

1. Biodiversity and Old-growth Habitat

i) Resource Report

ii) Notes and Correspondence[footnoteRef:1] [1:  Correspondence contained within this folder in each resource area is specifically for resource specialists (for example, memos between a Forest Service botanist and a state botanist to get a copy of the state sensitive plant list or copies of a scientific article). Official correspondence from or to a line officer or decision-maker is in folder 3. ] 


iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork) 

v) Fish Habitat and Aquatic Resources 

i) Resource Report

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

w) Geology, Soils and Wetlands

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

x) Heritage

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

y) Inventoried Roadless Areas

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

z) Land Status and Special Uses

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

aa) Plants (TES and Invasive)

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ab) Recreation and Roadless Areas 

1. Resource Reports

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ac) Scenery

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ad) Silviculture

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

v) Stand Exams

ae) Socioeconomics

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

af) Soils and Geology

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ag) Timber and Vegetation 

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)	

ah) Transportation

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ai) Wildlife and TES Animals

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

DEIS

FEIS

Geospatial Analysis - electronic files and maps (should be one copy at the DEIS and a second at FEIS/ROD)

FOIA Exempt[footnoteRef:2] Documents [2:  The Forest Service does not disclose the exact location of cave/karst features and cultural resources to protect them from damage and attorney-client and/or any pre-decisional documents necessary to support the decision.  This folder would then become your “privilege log” if you had any documents in it, they would NOT be scanned and filed electronically with the project record.] 


ROD 

1. Notice in the Federal Register and Newspaper of Record and news articles

1. FOIA requests and other communication from reviewers 






**POST-ROD RECORD** 



Appeal

1. Appeals

1. Appeal record

1. Appeal period correspondence 

1. Appeal period notes (These are notes of conversations with the appellants and anyone recognized as an interested party.)

1. Appeal period supplemental information 

42. In some appeals, the appellant may reference previous appeals on other projects, Court decisions, or other information that became available after the decision was made, such as a newly released scientific paper.  Information responding to the appeal points that are outside project-specific information may be added to the appeal record, including previous appeal decisions, if it is clearly marked as supplemental information not used in the decision making process. These additions should be limited to items mentioned by the appellant, such as a Court order or a copy of a scientific paper referenced in the appeal.

1. Appeal recommendation and/or decision

1. Responsible officials response to direction contained in the appeal decision 

44. Some appeal decisions direct the responsible official to complete additional analysis, revise text for clarification, or provide other instruction.  The appeal record should contain evidence documenting that such instructions were carried out by the responsible official.



** IMPLEMENTATION RECORD** 



Implementation

1. Change Reports and Orders 

i) Layout

ii) Engineering

iii) Sale Administrator

at) Contracts, notes, and correspondence

au) Applicable permits

av) References

aw) Other (maps, numerical data, etc)

Monitoring

ax) Surveys and  reports

ay) Notes and correspondence

az) Published reference documents

ba) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

 Silviculture 

bb) Restocked Certification (within 5 years of harvest)

bc) Thinning Opportunities Survey 

bd) Thinning (if done)

be) Commercial Thinning (if done)



The above schema is designed as a starting point and may be customized to accommodate the categories of information appropriate to a particular decision process.  The responsible official should work with the team leader and document specialist in charge of record management to ensure the schema is adjusted to fit the needs of the decision process. 
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Index

Every document in the project record that is not Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) exempt needs to be listed on and hyperlinked to the project record index.  The index makes it easier to find documents and get information quickly.  Figure 2 is a small portion of an administrative record index used by OGC in Court cases.  This is the project record index format that will be used on the Coronado.  By using the standard format, project records can be converted to an administrative record without extra work. Instructions on how to fill out the table follow the table. 

Example of Project Record Index  - Scott Peak Project Record 

		Project #

		Project

		Link

		Admin Record Type

		Date

		Schema folder

		Type of Record

		Pages in Record

		Title

		Summary

		Author

		Recipient



		30

		Scott Peak

		0005

		Planning

		2000/12/15

		01a

		Memo

		1

		Scott Peak Timber Harvest Project Boundary

		memo with map recommending using VCU boundaries for the initial project boundary

		Mike Hanley, USFS

		Bob Dalrymple USFS



		30

		Scott Peak

		0004

		Planning

		2001/08/23

		01a

		Letter

		4

		Scott Peak Project Area Analysis Letter of Direction

		Identification of IDT members

		Patricia Grantham, District Ranger

		Tom Parker, USFS



		30

		Scott Peak

		0586

		Planning

		2001/11/05

		01a

		Letter

		11

		Revised Letter of Direction to the Scott Peak IDT

		Identification of IDT and direction for conducting analysis included 12/24/02 NEPA review letter of direction from forest supervisor.

		Patricia Grantham, District Ranger

		IDT



		30

		Scott Peak

		0333

		Planning

		2002/06/11

		01a

		Court Decision

		2

		Order Clarifying Injunction in Sierra vs. Rey. Case No. J00-0009 CV (JKS)

		Forest Service is enjoined from permitting timber harvest and road building in roadless areas until 45 days after FS publishes in Federal Register notice of availability.

		Judge James K. Singleton

		Public



		30

		Scott Peak

		0003

		Planning

		2002/11/29

		01a

		Letter

		7

		Scott Peak NOI Transmittal Letter to Federal Register, Includes NOI

		Transmittal of NOI for publication in the Federal Register

		Tom Puchlrz Forest Supervisor

		Federal Register



		30

		Scott Peak

		0001

		Planning

		2003/02/13

		01a

		Plan

		16

		Scott Peak/Fivemile Creek Project Plan

		Feasibility of the timber harvest project in the Scott Peak Project Area

		Tom Parker, Patricia Grantham

		Tom Puchlerz, Forest Supervisor



		30

		Scott Peak

		0002

		Planning

		2003/04/04

		01a

		Direction

		5

		Regional Forester's expectations for the 2003 Tongass Timber Program

		Addresses the Regional Forester's concerns for the amount and economic viability of timber that can be offered on the Tongass in light of the roadless rule; includes a letter to the chief and a letter from the mayor of Wrangell

		Denny Bschor, Regional Forester

		Tom Puchlerz, Forest Supervisor



		30

		Scott Peak

		0828

		Planning

		2001/11/01

		01a

		Statement

		12

		Position Statement for the Scott Peak Project Area

		

		Michael Hanley, USFS

		Patty Grantham Tom Puchlerz



		30

		Scott Peak

		0231

		Planning

		2005/06/03

		01a

		Letter

		1

		Scott Peak DEIS cover letter

		Cover letter for front of published DEIS. Original signature.

		Forrest Cole, Forest Supervisor

		public



		30

		Scott Peak

		0585

		Planning

		2001/11/03

		01b

		Spread sheet

		14

		Draft unit pool from 10/22/2001

		Spreadsheet showing logging feasibility of unit pool as discussed in 10/22/01 IDT meeting

		Linda Slaght

		IDT









Index Instructions

Project Number – Project numbers will be assigned for environmental assessments and environmental impact statements. The original number is maintained throughout the life of the project.  This number is used during litigation when multiple project records must be tracked together.  (For categorical exclusions, no project number will be used in the project record index; this column can be added if a categorical exclusion is included in litigation.)  

Project – This is the name of the project.  This name should correspond to the name used to identify the project in the Planning, Appeals and Litigation System (PALS) database. 

Link – This is the hyperlink to the document.  

NOTE: the hyperlink is a number and not a name.  All documents will be saved and hyperlinked by number, not title to eliminate some problems if project records are brought together to form a multi-record administrative record. The eight digit document number starts with the project number and then documents that are numbered from 00001 and continues until no further documents are added to the record.  

For example the first document would be 605_00001 and the last document may be 605_20530.  By including the project number as part of the document number, the files can be sorted when combined with other project or planning records into a multi-record administrative record. 

Administrative Record Type –The record type is typically the project or planning record.  During appeals and litigation, the record type will change accordingly to appeal record to track the records that are related to the appeal(s).  Records related to project implementation are considered part of the project implementation record.  If there is litigation on the project, all of the records related to the project become part of the administrative record for litigation. 

Date – This is the official date of the document. For letters, it is the date on the letter.  For books and other published references, the date is the date on the title page.  For public comments with a time limitation (for standing) it is the date received. For resource reports and other documents developed during project analysis, the date is the signature date.  Every document developed during project analysis must be signed and dated. A consistent format will be used for date entries so the records can be sorted by date; the format will be year/mo/day.  In this format, the year will be displayed using four digits and month and day entries will each be displayed using two digits (Example:  2009/08/04)

This does not mean that every record will have a date and signature.  Laws, regulations, FSM, FSH, and other documents may not have a signature or date but may still be required in the record.  Documents created by the IDT should all have dates and signatures, including mailing lists, legal ads, model runs, and other GIS data.  The purpose of a signature and date is to track when the information was available for use by the IDT and the deciding official. A document without a date may be useless in the case of appeals and litigation.  

Schema folder – This is the location where the document resides in the hardcopy project record.  The schema helps pinpoint the content of the document and allows an additional way to find the document. Keep in mind that all documents submitted for a project record need to be filed in ONE folder so the links do not break when the project record is moved between folders or saved to disks for litigation.  By including the schema folder number in the index, the document can still be tracked once it is converted to a litigation record.  During litigation, all files are required to be in both their original format (i.e., Word, Excel, email) and in pdf format.  When converting to pdf, the original must be retained, usually in a separate electronic file. 

Type of Record – Some of the standard record types are letters, meeting notes, memos, maps, reports, and agency coordination. These types can be expanded depending on the content of the project record.  It is imperative that a consistent naming of the types is used to avoid confusion. 

NOTE: if a document is Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) exempt, state that in this column.  FOIA exempt documents may remain listed on the index, but should NEVER be linked to the index or stored electronically in the same folder.  The index should clearly state that the document is FOIA exempt and should indicate the exemption category.  FOIA exempt documents include, but are not limited to, heritage, karst, and cave site information; contract details that may include privileged business information (including trademark, business practices, and/or financial disclosures); and personal identification information.  In the hardcopy record, these documents must also be clearly marked and protected from distribution.  For example, put FOIA exempt documents in a blue envelope marked FOIA exempt.  The FOIA Compliance Officer will coordinate with resource specialists to assist in determining if a document is FOIA-exempt.  If a correspondent specifically requests FOIA-exempt information, the FOIA Compliance Officer makes the final call on redacting portions or all of a document.

Document Pages in the Record – This is the total number of pages in the document.  Do not scan or count cover pages in the page count.  Do not add information pages (generally a single page explaining the content of the document) or other pages to the original document. 

Title – This is the exact title of the document. Do not abbreviate or modify the title.  Not every document has a title, so this column may be left blank in some instances. 

Summary – This column allows the IDT an opportunity to explain the content of the document.  Key words and phrases are useful here so that anyone looking for a particular topic can find documents related to that topic through a search. 

Author – Include all of the authors of the document in the order listed on the document. Also, include titles, organizations, and agencies of the writers, if known.  If the author is unknown, use the agency or group as the author.  

Recipient – The recipient is the person who received the document, used it as a reference, or was responsible for responding to the document.  There should always be a name in this column; in rare cases, such as documentation of a meeting or phone conversation, the recipient may be the project file.  Also, include titles, organizations, and agencies of the recipient(s).  In the case of resource reports, the recipient is usually the IDT Leader or the responsible official.  For legal ads and other public notices, the recipient is the public.  For comments, the recipient is usually the responsible official, IDT leader, or project manager.  



Filing and Retention

Responsibility 

The agency responsible official is ultimately responsible for compilation, maintenance, and closing project records from initiation of a decision process until the decision document is signed.  In practice, however, the day-to-day management of the project record is usually delegated to the Interdisciplinary Team Leader or a documentation specialist.  Following the decision, the planning portion of a project record is closed, i.e. no new documents are added under planning.  The appeal record and, if necessary, the litigation record are added as folders to the project record.  The implementation team is responsible for maintaining the project record and adding the implementation documents. 

Note: at each stage of the project, an individual or team is responsible for maintaining and completing the project record. 

Binding and Labelling  

To maintain and update the project record and keep it accessible for the life of the project:

Bind the final record in 8-1/2 by 11-inch three-ring binders, ACCO binders, file folders, pocket folders with divider tabs, and so forth.  Remove all staples, paperclips, and bands from documents before binding.  Binders should not prevent removal of documents for examination or copying.  To minimize damage to documents during use, binders should not be more than 2 inches thick.  Using a large-hole punch will facilitate removal of documents and reduce damage.  Documents must be side-bound only.

Label each binder to prevent the loss of documents and to make it easier for the public to review the record.  Label the binder cover with the project name and description of the contents of the binder.  Number each binder consecutively, indicating the volume number and total number of binders (Example: Volume 1 of 67).

Place a complete copy of the index in the front of the project record.  Also, in the front of each binder, place a copy of the portion of the index which covers the respective documents included in the binder.  

Note: Some portions of the project may not be completed for years after the project is implemented.  For example, silvicultural certification surveys are not required until the fifth year after the timber harvest is implemented.  Other project types may require longer retention at the implementing unit.

Storage

Project records must be labelled and stored in a secure location to prevent damage and loss.  Store and maintain the project record on the administrative unit where the activity is taking place.  Where a decision relates to several administrative units, store and maintain the project record at one location.

Maintain project records until the project is implemented, including reclamation and monitoring, and until any litigation is completed.  For some projects, such as long-term mining projects, the project record will need to be maintained for several decades. FSH 6209.11, 41, 1950 (4)[footnoteRef:3] (found at http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsh/6209.11/6209.11,41-part_03.rtf ) gives more direction on retention periods for project records.  The project record should be maintained in a location where it can be conveniently accessed by team members and the public.  [3:  FSH 6209.11, 41-part 03, 1950 (4) - Federal Agency Environmental Impact Statements - Destroy when 3 years old or administrative use ceases, whichever comes later. ] 
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Coronado National Forest Project Record Protocols

Introduction

The project record documents and supports Forest Service decision-making and review processes in a manner that allows all participants in these processes (responsible official, resource specialists charged with analysis and implementation, agency and regulatory reviewers, and the public) to track and understand how a decision was made.  Project records are designed to consolidate and organize documentation in a manner that facilitates retrieval and review of individual documents within the record and tells the story of the decision process to objective reviewers, including the courts.  

A complete project record (everything before the agency at the time of its decision) consists of all documents considered, including those contrary to the decision. Keeping a project record will help: 

· Future processes understand the decision and its rationale 

· Aid the courts in determining whether a decision process was rational, if the decision goes to court

· Facilitate response to requests for documents pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act



The record keeping that forms a project record begins with the first meeting, report, or discussion of a decision process.  From the start, the agency official responsible for the decision process must ensure that someone considers EVERY conversation, meeting note, and document that contributes to analysis or supports the decision as having potential to be a component of the project record and must determine whether the item should be included in the record.  In practice, experience has shown the practicality of delegating record keeping duties to one or two team members that are charged with compiling, maintaining, and indexing the project record at each stage of the decision process, under the overall supervision of the agency responsible official and team leader.  

Where project records are an integral part of the Forest Service decision process, or are required by statute, regulation, and Forest Service Directives (Forest Service Manual and Handbook), agency responsible officials are expected to understand and emphasize to their analysis team leaders and team members the importance of creating and maintaining up-to-date project records that support the decision process.  This is most efficiently accomplished by including a discussion of record keeping assignments and requirements in the project initiation letter associated with the decision process.  The following example excerpted from the project initiation letter to the Rosemont Copper Project EIS interdisciplinary team illustrates:




Administrative Record



The Interdisciplinary Team Leader is responsible for the Administrative Record for this project.  In coordination with the Project Manager and Administrative Assistant(s), the Interdisciplinary Team Leader will maintain a complete Administrative Record for the NEPA review.  I expect, at a minimum, the following documents to be filed in the Administrative Record, in addition to any other information deemed relative to the project:



· Various plans and documents submitted by the Proponent, including the composite MPO and its associated supplemental information

· Correspondence received prior to publication of the Notice of Intent

· Copies of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Proponent and Forest regarding the NEPA review, including any updates

· Conflict of interest forms signed by the Consultant and its subcontractor staff

· Correspondence and notes of conversations with the Proponent and Consultant related to the NEPA review

· Copies of all public notices

· Copies of all legal notices

· A list of parties who were sent public notices

· All meeting notes, whether formal or informal

· The initial record of the Project’s listing on the Schedule of Proposed Actions

· All comments received before, during and after the scoping period up until the date a Draft Environmental Impact Statement is released for public comment

· A summary and content analysis of comments received during scoping

· Assignments of actions to be taken by interdisciplinary team members to address scoping comments

· Records of interactions with cooperating agencies, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation, acceptance, and any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities

· Records of interactions with working groups, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation, acceptance, any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities, and copies of any completed work products

· Records of communications with government officials

· Resource specialists’ reports and correspondence with the Consultant

· Final versions of Draft Environmental Impact Statement and other NEPA-related documents



Project records and their component documentation may utilize available technology including electronic display, organization, storage, and retrieval methods.  Depending on the size and complexity of the record, the responsible official may designate that a particular record be maintained in hardcopy paper format, electronic format, or both.  When providing project record direction for a particular analysis, the responsible official should consider storage implications, including space requirements, maintenance of security and confidentiality, and day-to-day accessibility of record components.  Where litigation of a decision is highly likely, it is recommended that the project record format be aligned with the desires of administrative reviewers (i.e., for the appeal or objection) and the court requirements to the extent feasible; this will reduce rework to accommodate these needs late in the record management process.  

The remainder of this document presents a set of standard processes, practices, and protocols that will be used in constructing and maintaining project records initiated by the Coronado National Forest.  

Types of Records

The following list defines the most commonly used administrative record systems.  The items in the list are presented in the order in which they are usually created. 

Project Record – The project record documents activities and decisions that result from the process of developing a programmatic or site-specific analysis of effects of a proposed action pursuant to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This record details the process used to analyze a proposed action pursuant to NEPA procedures, including all phases of analysis, disclosure, and public involvement, as well as any decisions stemming from such analysis and disclosure.  The Interdisciplinary Team Leader is responsible for creating and maintaining this record system.  Project Records are often the basis for other records, including appeal records and certified records used by the courts during litigation.  

Appeal Record – The appeal record consists of the relevant decision documentation and pertinent records that respond to claims and/or allegations raised in a Notice of Appeal filed pursuant  to Forest Service administrative appeal regulations at 36 CFR 215, 36 CFR 251, and 36 CFR 217.  The agency official responsible for the decision under appeal is responsible for coordinating with agency appeal specialists and/or legal counsel to construct, maintain, and close this record system. 

Implementation Record – The implementation record is a continuation of a project record that extends the project record documentation beyond the point of decision to include all documents that support implementing, and monitoring the decision.  The line officer responsible for implementing the decision is responsible for creating, maintaining, and closing the implementation record.

Court Records

The following records will be required if a decision is litigated.  Although court processes are not the subject of this document, information and definitions are provided  here to increase understanding of the administrative record’s relationship to records used in litigation proceedings. 

Litigation Record – A litigation record is the Project Record including everything from the start of the project, even the pre-scoping work, to the time the project is litigated.  The record should include any appeals, news articles, or other media coverage that occurred after the decision. If there is any implementation, such as road building or facility construction, a record of the implementation work is included.

Litigation Report – A litigation report is a privileged communication between the      Forest Service and its legal counsel made in preparation for litigation.  It is prepared in response to the Forest Service receiving a complaint. The litigation report includes the claimant’s (plaintiff’s) allegations and/or claims of wrong-doing or harm and the agency’s response to those claims and allegations.  Agency responses cite to and are supported by documentation in underlying administrative record systems. 

Certified Administrative Record - A certified administrative record is compiled in preparation for Federal District Court litigation. It is marked by the Forest for certification of completeness. The certified administrative record may include records from other previously developed or closed record systems including pertinent strategic planning records, site-specific planning records, implementation records and/or appeal records. Because the format for these records is specified by the court and must be followed exactly, the agency official responsible for the disputed decision works cooperatively with agency legal counsel to prepare, maintain, and close a Certified Administrative Record.

NEPA Analyses that Require Project Records

Project records are required for most federal decision processes that are subject to National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) procedures.  Forest Service decisions pursuant to NEPA procedures that require the creation and maintenance of a project record include:  most categories of categorical exclusions (CE), all environmental assessments (EA), and all environmental impact statements (EIS). The size and complexity of the project record will vary with the level and technical complexity of the NEPA analysis completed. 

Keeping a Project Record 

The decision-making process should inform choices regarding the records to be included in a project record.  At a minimum, the following types of documentation should be evaluated for inclusion:  

  

· Draft and Final EISs (official drafts, but not the preliminary draft) 

· Comment letters

· All scientific/technical reports, studies considered 

· Computer modeling 

· Contracts 

· Correspondence with cooperating, consulting , and regulatory agencies

· Personal correspondence and memos, including electronic mail that was circulated



Every project record must include an index that provides details about each record in the system.  At a minimum, the index should include the following information about each record:



· A record identifier number

· The date the document was signed, approved, or finalized

· A short description of the document

· The name of the document author(s)




Project Record Management 

Project records initiated on the Coronado National Forest will utilize the schema shown in Figure 1 (p.12) as a starting point for organization.  The schema may be modified by the responsible official to accommodate the specific needs of a particular decision process, but the general format presented here must be maintained.  This schema is designed to facilitate filing and retrieval of documentation in the project record.  The schema is an outline created using Microsoft Word software.

In addition to the schema, the project records initiated by the Coronado National Forest will be supported by an index similar to the example shown in Figure 2 (p.17).  Again, this example may be modified to coincide with the schema developed for a particular decision process.  The index is created using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software.  

NOTE: The schema presented in Figure 1 is based on the project record for a timber sale; however, the same general schema, index, and content entries would apply to other types of projects, with slight modification.  

Project Record Contents

The project record is the foundation for the decisions made by the responsible official and needs to support implementation.  Refer to the record schema (Figure 1) for a list of the types of documents that need to be included in the record.  Any memos, e-mails, loose notes, or reports that document pertinent resource conditions or findings, interim decisions on actions that are a part of or affect the action alternatives, or input resulting from internal and external scoping should be saved and included as part of the record.  

Due to changing technology, maintain project records in both hardcopy and electronic formats.  It is important that both record formats have identical documents.  Often, the electronic version is maintained and the hardcopy is not or vice versa.  Both have to be maintained throughout the life of the project, as required by FSH 6209.11, 41.  

All documents should have a minimum 1-inch margin on all four sides.

When printed, all documents must be printed on 8.5 x 11 paper, with the exception of maps.  

Do not place duplex (double-sided) documents in the project record.  Replace original duplex documents with single-sided copies (make sure they are legible).  Exceptions to this rule are voluminous documents, such as Draft Environmental Impact Statements (DEISs), Final Environmental Impact Statements (FEISs), Coronado Land and Resource Management Plan, and other books and references, when originals are readily available for inclusion in multiple records either hardcopy or electronically.  

Documents within each topical section of the project record are filed in chronological order with the oldest document in front or on top.  Project records read in the same order as a book, from beginning to end.

In the case of appeal or litigation, all documents must be maintained in their original format and converted to electronic format using Adobe PDF or Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software. Spreadsheets must be converted to Adobe pdf format using Adobe Acrobat 9.3 or higher software for this conversion.  Conversion can be done from within a document; in order to insure that its formatting is preserved.  Similarly, e-mails can be converted within the e-mail program. Do not attempt to change file extensions as a method of converting documents.  Assistance will be provided for document conversion to those without conversion software. 

Document numbers must be hyperlinked in the index to the electronic document.  Make sure all documents will open once links are created. 

All documents that are filed in a non-native format, must be maintained somewhere in their original format, including all the encoding that might have come with that document.  Emails are a good example of this. Many times these are scanned or saved from print screen; regardless, maintain a copy in its original format in case of Court discovery.  This also applies to documents that may be converted from .doc or .xls to pdf.

Federal Courts do not use Microsoft Office Suite software --- this means that they cannot open .mdb, .xls, .doc, etc. and is the reason why the preferred file type is pdf. 

Databases (xls) do not convert well to pdf unless Adobe Acrobat 9.3 or higher is used.  The original versions must be saved.  No document should contain any password-protected pages or sheets.

Databases using the .mdb extension are documented by linking to the result that was used when making project determinations AND by adding location information about how to find the .mdb itself.  The .mdb files are often just documented with this information and not fully included with the record that is filed with the court.

Mark each page of all draft documents as “draft” (e.g., draft resource reports, draft meeting notes, and draft scientific papers).

Documents, laws, and regulations that are easily available either in libraries or on the internet do not need to be included in a project record.  

All documents shall be legible.  Copies of photocopies, handwritten documents, pencil drawings, and so forth, are often not readable.  Transcribe by typing any document which cannot be clearly reproduced and indicate that it is a transcription from an original document.  Include both the transcribed document and the original document in the project record.

Signatures on documents must be original, a carbon, or photocopy. Documents with electronic indication of signature (/s/) are not admissible in Court and should not be placed in a project record unless the signed copy has been lost or destroyed.  Signed documents, such as an EA or EIS, should have the signature page scanned for the electronic record.  Resource reports and other documents such as notes may be saved with the electronic signature as long as the hardcopy document has an original signature. It is a good habit to have authors and signatories sign original documents in BLUE ink so they are readily identifiable as original signatures.  Avoid black ink signatures.

When scanning original documents for the electronic record, use the optical character recognition (OCR) function so the document can be searched for key words and phrases electronically.  Make sure scanned documents are legible and include the entire original document unless only a portion of the document is used as a reference.  For example, do not include the entire Dictionary of Birds if you are only discussing the goshawk section. 

Digital photos should be saved electronically in their original format and printed for the hardcopy file. For non-digital photos, attach photographs and negatives to 8-1/2 by 11-inch paper.  Identify each photograph indicating the subject, location, date, time, and photographer. 

Reproduce large graphics, such as maps and charts, which cannot be folded to an 8-1/2 by 11-inch format as slides or photographs.  Ensure that all details of the original graphic are legible in the reduced form.  If the map is not legible when reduced, write a description of the map to include in the electronic record and keep the original document in the hardcopy record. Make a note in the project record that, “This document is a reduction of the original, which is located at …” Remember in case of litigation, all original documents regardless of whether they can be reduced or not, must be kept.  Large maps, such as GIS maps, may be the originals, if there are enough copies for each copy of the record (including appeal, litigation and Court certified).

Write a letter to the file, identifying by subject and location, any data stored and filed on electronic media which cannot be physically included in the project record.  This includes GIS files and stand exam maps. Large electronic files should be copied to compact disc or DVD and stored in the project record with the letter to the file. Make sure the GIS electronic files are copied at the DEIS, FEIS and ROD stages to give a snapshot of the information available at that time.  

For a litigation record, consecutively number each page of each document in the lower right-hand corner, including the document cover and blank pages (do not include cover sheets). This should only be done for litigation records and is not required or recommended for project records.  In the litigation record, each document is numbered beginning with the cover as number 1.  The footer should include both the project and document number in this format: projectnumber_documentnumber (605_00001), page number, and number of pages (Figure 3, p.8).  This is a Bates stamp footer that can be added electronically using Adobe Acrobat 9.3 Professional version or higher.
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Figure 3   Example of Bates stamp footer – Scott Peak Document number 30_0002 - Regional Forester's expectations for the 2003 Tongass Timber Program



Items Not Needed in the Project Record

Adding documents to the project record that do not support the decision and only vaguely reference the project create larger records than needed and complicate efforts to retrieve a particular document that responds to public inquiry or supports analysis and implementation.  More is not necessarily better. 

The following are examples of unneeded documents that have been added to project records in the past, causing larger records than required. 

		DO NOT KEEP

		KEEP



		IDT meeting announcements – the e-mails detailing only the time and location of the meetings are not needed in the record.

		IDT meeting notes with attached agendas are needed in the project record.



		Wildlife Biologist Memo – 

“I am going to Unit 37 to investigate a report of a goshawk nest in the unit.”  

		Wildlife Biologist Memo – 

“On May 3rd, I completed a field survey of Unit 37 and found a goshawk nest with two eggs in the middle of the unit. The nest is located at these GPS coordinates …” 



		Line Officer Memo – 

“Please add Unit 37 to the agenda for Thursday.”  



		Line Officer Memo – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 



		Engineer Memo – 

“I tried to call the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) but they are gone for the day.  I’ll try again next week.”  

		Engineer Memo – 

“On May 23rd, I spoke with Fred Smith at COE and they would like more information on the proposed LTF site.  Attached is the map and additional information that I sent to the COE.” 

When filing, include the attachment with the memo in the project record.  



		Loose Page Torn out of Notebook –

 “The following people took the bear safety class on Tuesday.”  

		Loose Page Torn out of Notebook –

 “On July 3rd, I saw three bears, a sow and two cubs, in Unit 17 near the stream on the west side of the unit.  The bears appeared well fed and were eating fish from the stream.”



		Field Survey Notebook – 

Comments about how much you dislike your supervisor for sending you into the field on another rainy day.  



There is no reason to write personal comments in a field notebook; it is not a diary but a notebook for professional observations.  



Several field notebooks were reviewed by the Court.  Unfortunately, the surveyors had added personal comments to the same pages on which they took field notes.  The Judge did not find their humor or comments appropriate for professionals.

		Field Survey Notebook – 

“The Class III stream on the west side of Unit 23 was brown with turbidity due to seven days of rain.  On investigation upstream of Unit 23, we found that a small slide has developed on the steep slope above the unit.  The slide is about 25 feet long by 10 feet wide and is located at GPS coordinates… ”



		Field Survey Notebook – 

“Sketch of survey partner fishing after work hours.”  

		Field Survey Notebook – 

“Sketch of unit showing stream classes and location of karst area.”



		Line Officer Memo 1 – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 

IDT Leader Memo 1 – 

“Okay, do you want to go to lunch after the meeting on Tuesday?”

Line Officer Memo 2 – 

“I have a teleconference after the meeting, can we go at 1300?”

IDT Leader Memo 2 – 

“I have a meeting at 1300.  How about lunch on Wednesday?”

Line Officer Memo 3 – 

“Wednesday doesn’t work for me.  How about Friday?”

IDT Leader Memo 3 –

 “Friday is good.”

		Line Officer Memo 1 – 

“I have decided to drop Unit 37 from the unit pool because there is a goshawk nest in the middle of the unit.” 



		Notes by a reviewing team are for the team to use to improve the document.  These are considered privileged work product and are not usually included in the project record.  The responsible official may decide to include them in the record if the review comments shed light on the decision-making process and/or help the public and objective reviewers understand the context  changes/decisions that were made.

		



		Multiple draft documents – every document goes through several iterations before a final document is completed.  Do not keep all the interim drafts in the project record. 







		Keep drafts that were circulated for comment or were the foundation for the analysis at the DEIS stage. Final reports and analyses should be included at the FEIS stage.



Drafts of resource reports that support the analyses in the DEIS should also be maintained in the record.  The draft reports need to be clearly marked DRAFT or dated to show they were completed for the DEIS.



		Personal information - social security numbers, wages, or employee addresses should not be included in the project record. 



Business Information – information from contractors or bidders that may give a competitor an unfair advantage should not be included in the project record.  This includes patent information and business plans.  If it must be kept in the record to meet contract stipulations or for some other reason, it should be protected and filed in accordance with the direction for maintaining confidential records and records that meet the exemptions provided under FOIA.

		A short biography of qualifications should be included for each person that works on the project.  This biography should only contain information to support their assignment to the project team.  The information should include education, years of employment, and any other supporting information such as articles written or additional courses completed.



Contracts and other documents required to implement the project or complete analysis should be included in the project record.  Any personal information in these documents must be protected as FOIA-exempt.



		Documents that have no foundation – a document without a date, signature, or explanation should not be included in the project record.  



Several analyses include GIS model runs and sometimes these runs are just stuck in the project record.  It is virtually impossible to tell which runs are preliminary, i.e., run before all the facts were entered, and which are the final runs, when there are no dates or signatures on the runs.  These pages usually just take up space, however, when the model runs are needed to respond to an appeal or litigation, the lack of signature and date can have severe consequences.  

		









Model runs with SIGNATURE and DATE



		

		Any information the IDT used to complete their analysis and any information the Responsible Official used to make decisions.  When in doubt, discuss the document at an IDT meeting, contact someone in the RO, or ask the responsible official



		

		Records of phone and personal conversations with the public and other agencies regarding the project need to be included in the project record.  








Coronado National Forest Project Record Schema 

Project Management

a) Formal recommendations, including direction issued to the team leader and team members 

b) Formal meeting minutes and memos

c) General correspondence

d) Third Party management, including contracts, agreements, and Memoranda of Understanding 

e) Other 

Public Involvement and Agency Consultation

1. Public Involvement Plan, Public Involvement Report

1. Announcements, newsletters, sign-in sheets, and official notes

1. Mailing lists

1. Scoping and Public Comments

i) Scoping Period

ii) DEIS

j) 404 Permit

Communication

1. Congressional correspondence

1. Other Federal Agencies (cooperating, not consulting)

1. State Agencies

1. Organizations

1. Individuals

1. FOIA

1. Tribal Consultation

1. Internal Communication 

Alternatives

1. Cumulative effects catalog (impacts considered by all resources in their cumulative effects analysis)

1. Connected Actions, e.g., Tucson Electric Power Line EIS

Resource Reports

1. Biodiversity and Old-growth Habitat

i) Resource Report

ii) Notes and Correspondence[footnoteRef:1] [1:  Correspondence contained within this folder in each resource area is specifically for resource specialists (for example, memos between a Forest Service botanist and a state botanist to get a copy of the state sensitive plant list or copies of a scientific article). Official correspondence from or to a line officer or decision-maker is in folder 3. ] 


iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork) 

v) Fish Habitat and Aquatic Resources 

i) Resource Report

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

w) Geology, Soils and Wetlands

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

x) Heritage

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

y) Inventoried Roadless Areas

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

z) Land Status and Special Uses

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

aa) Plants (TES and Invasive)

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ab) Recreation and Roadless Areas 

1. Resource Reports

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ac) Scenery

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ad) Silviculture

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

v) Stand Exams

ae) Socioeconomics

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

af) Soils and Geology

i) Resource Reports

ii) Notes and Correspondence

iii) Published Reference Documents

iv) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ag) Timber and Vegetation 

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)	

ah) Transportation

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

ai) Wildlife and TES Animals

1. Resource Report

1. Notes and Correspondence

1. Published Reference Documents

1. Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

DEIS

FEIS

Geospatial Analysis - electronic files and maps (should be one copy at the DEIS and a second at FEIS/ROD)

FOIA Exempt[footnoteRef:2] Documents [2:  The Forest Service does not disclose the exact location of cave/karst features and cultural resources to protect them from damage and attorney-client and/or any pre-decisional documents necessary to support the decision.  This folder would then become your “privilege log” if you had any documents in it, they would NOT be scanned and filed electronically with the project record.] 


ROD 

1. Notice in the Federal Register and Newspaper of Record and news articles

1. FOIA requests and other communication from reviewers 






**POST-ROD RECORD** 



Appeal

1. Appeals

1. Appeal record

1. Appeal period correspondence 

1. Appeal period notes (These are notes of conversations with the appellants and anyone recognized as an interested party.)

1. Appeal period supplemental information 

42. In some appeals, the appellant may reference previous appeals on other projects, Court decisions, or other information that became available after the decision was made, such as a newly released scientific paper.  Information responding to the appeal points that are outside project-specific information may be added to the appeal record, including previous appeal decisions, if it is clearly marked as supplemental information not used in the decision making process. These additions should be limited to items mentioned by the appellant, such as a Court order or a copy of a scientific paper referenced in the appeal.

1. Appeal recommendation and/or decision

1. Responsible officials response to direction contained in the appeal decision 

44. Some appeal decisions direct the responsible official to complete additional analysis, revise text for clarification, or provide other instruction.  The appeal record should contain evidence documenting that such instructions were carried out by the responsible official.



** IMPLEMENTATION RECORD** 



Implementation

1. Change Reports and Orders 

i) Layout

ii) Engineering

iii) Sale Administrator

at) Contracts, notes, and correspondence

au) Applicable permits

av) References

aw) Other (maps, numerical data, etc)

Monitoring

ax) Surveys and  reports

ay) Notes and correspondence

az) Published reference documents

ba) Other (numerical data, maps, and fieldwork)

 Silviculture 

bb) Restocked Certification (within 5 years of harvest)

bc) Thinning Opportunities Survey 

bd) Thinning (if done)

be) Commercial Thinning (if done)



The above schema is designed as a starting point and may be customized to accommodate the categories of information appropriate to a particular decision process.  The responsible official should work with the team leader and document specialist in charge of record management to ensure the schema is adjusted to fit the needs of the decision process. 
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Index

Every document in the project record that is not Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) exempt needs to be listed on and hyperlinked to the project record index.  The index makes it easier to find documents and get information quickly.  Figure 2 is a small portion of an administrative record index used by OGC in Court cases.  This is the project record index format that will be used on the Coronado.  By using the standard format, project records can be converted to an administrative record without extra work. Instructions on how to fill out the table follow the table. 

Example of Project Record Index  - Scott Peak Project Record 

		Project #

		Project

		Link

		Admin Record Type

		Date

		Schema folder

		Type of Record

		Pages in Record

		Title

		Summary

		Author

		Recipient



		30

		Scott Peak

		0005

		Planning

		2000/12/15

		01a

		Memo

		1

		Scott Peak Timber Harvest Project Boundary

		memo with map recommending using VCU boundaries for the initial project boundary

		Mike Hanley, USFS

		Bob Dalrymple USFS



		30

		Scott Peak

		0004

		Planning

		2001/08/23

		01a

		Letter

		4

		Scott Peak Project Area Analysis Letter of Direction

		Identification of IDT members

		Patricia Grantham, District Ranger

		Tom Parker, USFS



		30

		Scott Peak

		0586

		Planning

		2001/11/05

		01a

		Letter

		11

		Revised Letter of Direction to the Scott Peak IDT

		Identification of IDT and direction for conducting analysis included 12/24/02 NEPA review letter of direction from forest supervisor.

		Patricia Grantham, District Ranger

		IDT



		30

		Scott Peak

		0333

		Planning

		2002/06/11

		01a

		Court Decision

		2

		Order Clarifying Injunction in Sierra vs. Rey. Case No. J00-0009 CV (JKS)

		Forest Service is enjoined from permitting timber harvest and road building in roadless areas until 45 days after FS publishes in Federal Register notice of availability.

		Judge James K. Singleton

		Public



		30

		Scott Peak

		0003

		Planning

		2002/11/29

		01a

		Letter

		7

		Scott Peak NOI Transmittal Letter to Federal Register, Includes NOI

		Transmittal of NOI for publication in the Federal Register

		Tom Puchlrz Forest Supervisor

		Federal Register



		30

		Scott Peak

		0001

		Planning

		2003/02/13

		01a

		Plan

		16

		Scott Peak/Fivemile Creek Project Plan

		Feasibility of the timber harvest project in the Scott Peak Project Area

		Tom Parker, Patricia Grantham

		Tom Puchlerz, Forest Supervisor



		30

		Scott Peak

		0002

		Planning

		2003/04/04

		01a

		Direction

		5

		Regional Forester's expectations for the 2003 Tongass Timber Program

		Addresses the Regional Forester's concerns for the amount and economic viability of timber that can be offered on the Tongass in light of the roadless rule; includes a letter to the chief and a letter from the mayor of Wrangell

		Denny Bschor, Regional Forester

		Tom Puchlerz, Forest Supervisor



		30

		Scott Peak

		0828

		Planning

		2001/11/01

		01a

		Statement

		12

		Position Statement for the Scott Peak Project Area

		

		Michael Hanley, USFS

		Patty Grantham Tom Puchlerz



		30

		Scott Peak

		0231

		Planning

		2005/06/03

		01a

		Letter

		1

		Scott Peak DEIS cover letter

		Cover letter for front of published DEIS. Original signature.

		Forrest Cole, Forest Supervisor

		public



		30

		Scott Peak

		0585

		Planning

		2001/11/03

		01b

		Spread sheet

		14

		Draft unit pool from 10/22/2001

		Spreadsheet showing logging feasibility of unit pool as discussed in 10/22/01 IDT meeting

		Linda Slaght

		IDT









Index Instructions

Project Number – Project numbers will be assigned for environmental assessments and environmental impact statements. The original number is maintained throughout the life of the project.  This number is used during litigation when multiple project records must be tracked together.  (For categorical exclusions, no project number will be used in the project record index; this column can be added if a categorical exclusion is included in litigation.)  

Project – This is the name of the project.  This name should correspond to the name used to identify the project in the Planning, Appeals and Litigation System (PALS) database. 

Link – This is the hyperlink to the document.  

NOTE: the hyperlink is a number and not a name.  All documents will be saved and hyperlinked by number, not title to eliminate some problems if project records are brought together to form a multi-record administrative record. The eight digit document number starts with the project number and then documents that are numbered from 00001 and continues until no further documents are added to the record.  

For example the first document would be 605_00001 and the last document may be 605_20530.  By including the project number as part of the document number, the files can be sorted when combined with other project or planning records into a multi-record administrative record. 

Administrative Record Type –The record type is typically the project or planning record.  During appeals and litigation, the record type will change accordingly to appeal record to track the records that are related to the appeal(s).  Records related to project implementation are considered part of the project implementation record.  If there is litigation on the project, all of the records related to the project become part of the administrative record for litigation. 

Date – This is the official date of the document. For letters, it is the date on the letter.  For books and other published references, the date is the date on the title page.  For public comments with a time limitation (for standing) it is the date received. For resource reports and other documents developed during project analysis, the date is the signature date.  Every document developed during project analysis must be signed and dated. A consistent format will be used for date entries so the records can be sorted by date; the format will be year/mo/day.  In this format, the year will be displayed using four digits and month and day entries will each be displayed using two digits (Example:  2009/08/04)

This does not mean that every record will have a date and signature.  Laws, regulations, FSM, FSH, and other documents may not have a signature or date but may still be required in the record.  Documents created by the IDT should all have dates and signatures, including mailing lists, legal ads, model runs, and other GIS data.  The purpose of a signature and date is to track when the information was available for use by the IDT and the deciding official. A document without a date may be useless in the case of appeals and litigation.  

Schema folder – This is the location where the document resides in the hardcopy project record.  The schema helps pinpoint the content of the document and allows an additional way to find the document. Keep in mind that all documents submitted for a project record need to be filed in ONE folder so the links do not break when the project record is moved between folders or saved to disks for litigation.  By including the schema folder number in the index, the document can still be tracked once it is converted to a litigation record.  During litigation, all files are required to be in both their original format (i.e., Word, Excel, email) and in pdf format.  When converting to pdf, the original must be retained, usually in a separate electronic file. 

Type of Record – Some of the standard record types are letters, meeting notes, memos, maps, reports, and agency coordination. These types can be expanded depending on the content of the project record.  It is imperative that a consistent naming of the types is used to avoid confusion. 

NOTE: if a document is Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) exempt, state that in this column.  FOIA exempt documents may remain listed on the index, but should NEVER be linked to the index or stored electronically in the same folder.  The index should clearly state that the document is FOIA exempt and should indicate the exemption category.  FOIA exempt documents include, but are not limited to, heritage, karst, and cave site information; contract details that may include privileged business information (including trademark, business practices, and/or financial disclosures); and personal identification information.  In the hardcopy record, these documents must also be clearly marked and protected from distribution.  For example, put FOIA exempt documents in a blue envelope marked FOIA exempt.  The FOIA Compliance Officer will coordinate with resource specialists to assist in determining if a document is FOIA-exempt.  If a correspondent specifically requests FOIA-exempt information, the FOIA Compliance Officer makes the final call on redacting portions or all of a document.

Document Pages in the Record – This is the total number of pages in the document.  Do not scan or count cover pages in the page count.  Do not add information pages (generally a single page explaining the content of the document) or other pages to the original document. 

Title – This is the exact title of the document. Do not abbreviate or modify the title.  Not every document has a title, so this column may be left blank in some instances. 

Summary – This column allows the IDT an opportunity to explain the content of the document.  Key words and phrases are useful here so that anyone looking for a particular topic can find documents related to that topic through a search. 

Author – Include all of the authors of the document in the order listed on the document. Also, include titles, organizations, and agencies of the writers, if known.  If the author is unknown, use the agency or group as the author.  

Recipient – The recipient is the person who received the document, used it as a reference, or was responsible for responding to the document.  There should always be a name in this column; in rare cases, such as documentation of a meeting or phone conversation, the recipient may be the project file.  Also, include titles, organizations, and agencies of the recipient(s).  In the case of resource reports, the recipient is usually the IDT Leader or the responsible official.  For legal ads and other public notices, the recipient is the public.  For comments, the recipient is usually the responsible official, IDT leader, or project manager.  



Filing and Retention

Responsibility 

The agency responsible official is ultimately responsible for compilation, maintenance, and closing project records from initiation of a decision process until the decision document is signed.  In practice, however, the day-to-day management of the project record is usually delegated to the Interdisciplinary Team Leader or a documentation specialist.  Following the decision, the planning portion of a project record is closed, i.e. no new documents are added under planning.  The appeal record and, if necessary, the litigation record are added as folders to the project record.  The implementation team is responsible for maintaining the project record and adding the implementation documents. 

Note: at each stage of the project, an individual or team is responsible for maintaining and completing the project record. 

Binding and Labelling  

To maintain and update the project record and keep it accessible for the life of the project:

Bind the final record in 8-1/2 by 11-inch three-ring binders, ACCO binders, file folders, pocket folders with divider tabs, and so forth.  Remove all staples, paperclips, and bands from documents before binding.  Binders should not prevent removal of documents for examination or copying.  To minimize damage to documents during use, binders should not be more than 2 inches thick.  Using a large-hole punch will facilitate removal of documents and reduce damage.  Documents must be side-bound only.

Label each binder to prevent the loss of documents and to make it easier for the public to review the record.  Label the binder cover with the project name and description of the contents of the binder.  Number each binder consecutively, indicating the volume number and total number of binders (Example: Volume 1 of 67).

Place a complete copy of the index in the front of the project record.  Also, in the front of each binder, place a copy of the portion of the index which covers the respective documents included in the binder.  

Note: Some portions of the project may not be completed for years after the project is implemented.  For example, silvicultural certification surveys are not required until the fifth year after the timber harvest is implemented.  Other project types may require longer retention at the implementing unit.

Storage

Project records must be labelled and stored in a secure location to prevent damage and loss.  Store and maintain the project record on the administrative unit where the activity is taking place.  Where a decision relates to several administrative units, store and maintain the project record at one location.

Maintain project records until the project is implemented, including reclamation and monitoring, and until any litigation is completed.  For some projects, such as long-term mining projects, the project record will need to be maintained for several decades. FSH 6209.11, 41, 1950 (4)[footnoteRef:3] (found at http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsh/6209.11/6209.11,41-part_03.rtf ) gives more direction on retention periods for project records.  The project record should be maintained in a location where it can be conveniently accessed by team members and the public.  [3:  FSH 6209.11, 41-part 03, 1950 (4) - Federal Agency Environmental Impact Statements - Destroy when 3 years old or administrative use ceases, whichever comes later. ] 
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Cc: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Fw: Give priority to Rosemont Schedule over fire assignments
Date: 04/13/2009 12:39 PM

Hi Team,

Below is a message that Jeanine asked me to forward to all of you.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 04/13/2009 12:38 PM -----

Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS 

04/10/2009 04:38 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Give priority to Rosemont Schedule over fire
assignments

Thanks to everyone for the top notch job of evaluating issues and compiling them
into to a reasonable set for the analysis.  Also thanks for your preliminary work in
considering structure of alternatives.   Now that fire season is starting, I just want to
remind key Rosemont players that if called for a fire assignment please clear it with
Bev and only   take the assignment if it would not delay the schedule for the
Rosemont Project.   Again, thanks for all the competent work on this project.  

   
 
Jeanine Derby, Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
phone: 520 388-8306
FAX:  520 388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; tfurgason@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com

Subject: Fw: Issue Statements
Date: 08/13/2009 05:01 PM
Attachments: 08122009_ final_issue_statements.docx

I have a couple of suggestions in rereading the statements, 1) under Night Skies, bullett 1, I suggest
"reduced visibility of stars, planets and other celestial bodies, and satellites" (the other celestial bodies
would include things like asteroids and meteorites), and 2) under Noise and Vibration, "decreased
opportunities for solitude, quiet, and other enjoyment of the natural environment for area recreationists,
residents, and visitors" 

Team, please weigh in, responding to both Mindee and me. 

Thank you! 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/13/2009 04:49 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/13/2009 04:15 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Issue Statements

I think all comments from Wednesday's IDT meeting are incorporated in this attached version.  As I
read through it one last time, I found some additional questions or suggestions, which I coded in red
text.  I also added a brief introduction.  After talking to Reta, I took the liberty of reordering the issues
to put the drivers up front and I dropped Reclamation Plan as an issue.  I hope you're comfortable in
forwarding  this on to the IDT for final comment.  Let me know if you have question, concerns, or other
ideas about how to "finalize" this product. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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NEAR FINAL ISSUE STATEMENTS 

ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT



Given the proposed action, purpose and need, and scoping input, the ID Team is recommending the following important issues related to the proposal. As the ID Team developed issue statements and began the alternative development phase of the NEPA process, it discovered six issues that drove alternative development.  Although the public is concerned with the Reclamation Plan, the ID Team is recommending it be dropped as an issue since public concerns are conjectural (company failure) or already decided by law, regulation, or policy (bonding adequacy).  The remaining five issues are retained since they generated mitigation measures and will be helpful to focus the environmental effects analysis.



The six issues driving alternative development include:



WATER RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater and surface water quantity and quality.  

Construction, mining, reclamation activities and transportation and utility corridors may affect water at wells, springs, seeps, and creeks. Potential impacts include:

· Reduction of water quality downstream due to failure of process water and stormwater control facilities; 

· Degradation of groundwater and surface water chemistry from exposure of acid-producing bedrock, waste rock, and tailings to air and water; 

· Degradation of water quality from erosion or destabilization of operational and/or reclaimed areas;

· Reduction of water quantity downstream due to stormwater control facilities;

· Reduction in (or Lowering of) groundwater elevation due to the presence of the mine pit; 

· Increased risk to both human and ecological receptors due to exposure with contaminated water.



VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources.  Landscape alterations resulting from the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, transportation and utility corridors, and tailings and waste rock piles would alter form, line, texture, and color in the area. The project also has the potential for:

· Loss and/or reduction of natural scenic quality from numerous viewpoints; 

· Loss of Scenic Road designation for all or part of State Route 83;

· Reduced visibility due to increased dust.



HERITAGE RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, transportation and utility corridors, and tailings and waste rock piles; and by drilling and blasting.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Destruction of or damage to cultural resource sites, including ancestral habitation sites; 

· Desecration or destruction of human burials;

· Loss or reduction of future archaeological research potential;

· Loss or desecration of traditional homelands of Native American groups;

· Loss or reduction of traditional resource collection areas and other cultural practice opportunities;

· Potential for physical and spiritual harm to the earth, as seen from the perspectives of the religious and cultural traditions of Native American groups.



RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, quantity, access, and opportunities and include the potential for:

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Impacts to other recreational areas due to displaced visitors.



RIPARIAN HABITAT

Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors.  These impacts may result in:

· Loss of riparian vegetation, 

· Loss of species diversity, 

· Loss or fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.



PLANTS AND ANIMALS

Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  

· Loss of species of conservation concern;

· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors; 

· Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions; Here or in transportation or both?

· Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;

· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 

· Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.





Issues focusing environmental effects analysis include:



AIR QUALITY 

Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, coupled with local weather patterns, may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for area residents, motorists, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and area amateur astronomers and stargazers; 

· Reduced visibility in Class I Wilderness Areas.



NIGHT SKIES Did any additional mitigation stem from this issue?

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from mine- related facilities, equipment and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:

· Reduced visibility of stars, planets, satellites, etc.; celestial objects?

· Increased light directly visible from roadways and other key observation points; and by area residents, recreationists, astronomers, amateur astronomers, and stargazers. 



NOISE AND VIBRATION 

Issue – Potential impacts from noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine construction and operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations, and present the potential for:

· Vibration damage to historic sites and private property;

· Decreased qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness for area recreationists, residents, and visitors.



TRANSPORTATION 

Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Increased traffic, including oversized vehicles, to transport personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials, has the potential for:

· Reduced roadway safety for school buses and other vehicles;

· Increased traffic congestion and delays;

· Increased dust, noise, and light;

· Increased vehicle emissions; 

· Increased number of vehicle and wildlife collisions.



SOILS	 Did any additional mitigation stem from this issue?

Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Ground disturbance from clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils may result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into drainages, 

· Reduced soil productivity. 
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Fw: Issue units of measure; this is the document in WebEx that I     referenced in my email yesterday - some
of you asked for the     location in WebEx.

Date: 08/28/2009 03:14 PM

Please see the link below.  I apologize if this is a duplicate email for some of you; I got an error
message when I tried to send it to all of you from WebEx, and don't know if my first mailing made it to
you or not. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/28/2009 03:10 PM ----- 

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=148021>
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From: Walter Keyes
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Fw: Matrix/ Issue Overlap Table
Date: 09/04/2009 06:11 PM
Attachments: Issue_Resource Matrix.docx

All, 

It struck me that in the Matrix document the following phrase--placed directly under the "Issues
Resource Matrix..." text--helps differentiate which issue effects which other issue.  Not everything is a
two-way relationship. 

For your use if you wish to use it. 

(i.e. “Does the quantity or quality of the numbered Issue affect the items listed in the top
row?)

...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
C:\
C:\DOS
C:\DOS\RUN
...RUN\DOS\RUN
.......................................................................... 
----- Forwarded by Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS on 09/04/2009 06:08 PM ----- 
Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/04/2009 04:49 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, wgillespie@fs.fed.us

cc
Subject Matrix/ Issue Overlap Table

In case you need the matrix. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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Issues Resource Matrix Demonstrating the Interrelation of Impacts Upon Each Resource





		Issue to drive alternatives

		Air Quality

		Heritage Resources

		Night Skies

		Noise & Vibration

		Recreation

		Riparian

		Plants & Animals

		Trans-portation

		Water

		Visual

		Reclamation Plan

		Soils



		1. Air
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		3. Night Skies
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		6. Riparian Habitat

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		7. Plants & Animals

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		8. Transportation

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		9. Water

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		10. Visual

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		11. Reclam.  Plan

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		12. Soils

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		









----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/04/2009 04:48 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/25/2009 03:37 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Issue Overlap Table

Use this one.  It's formatted to fit 8 1/2 X 11 paper... 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ccolyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Kent C Ellett;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Fw: Rosemont meetings - lunches - everyone needs to take responsibility in getting their own lunch within a
half hour lunch break and breaks (ordering), and not take up meeting time for lunch coordination

Date: 09/16/2009 05:27 PM

I agree with Debby' concern.  In future meetings, please either bring lunch or come prepared to
coordinate with others in the mid-morning break on ordering out, including deciding who in the group
will place the order and coordinate paying for the order and collecting money from everyone.
Responsibility for order placer money collection should rotate through meeting participants, not just be
Melissa's responsibility (I'm including the team leader...). 

Thanks. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/16/2009 05:18 PM ----- 
Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

09/16/2009 12:19 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Rosemont meetings - lunches

I'd like to suggest that IDT members either bring a lunch or arrange for a lunch either before the
meeting begins or during a break.  It seems like at every meeting the entire team has to stop work for
5-10 minutes to discuss Baggins orders.  I realize that's not a lot of time, but it adds up.  Thanks.
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From: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swc.com; gsoroka@swca.com; kcox@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com; Charles A Blair

Subject: Fw: San Manuel Field Trip, Wednesday, August 20, leaving at 7:00 a.m. from Federal Building
Date: 08/18/2008 01:10 PM
Signed by: CN=Teresa Ann Ciapusci/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

Just a reminder that the bus will stop at a restaurant for lunch with this field trip. 
Location to be determined but likely in the San Manuel area.

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
----- Forwarded by Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS on 08/18/2008 01:09 PM -----

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

08/14/2008 01:18 PM

To Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane
Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Alan
Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Thomas
Skinner/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendra L
Bourgart/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Roxane M
Raley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
mreichard@swc.com, gsoroka@swca.com,
kcox@swca.com, rbowers@swca.com,
jmacivor@swca.com, Charles A
Blair/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject San Manuel Field Trip, Wednesday, August 20, leaving
at 7:00 a.m. from Federal Building
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Hi Everyone,

We will be departing from in front of the Federal Building by bus for San Manuel
promptly at 7:00 a.m. next Wednesday.  Please let me know if you live in the Oro
Valley area and prefer to meet the bus there at the Home Depot Store at 10855 N.
Oracle Rd.  We will look for you between Home Depot and Sports Authority at
around 7:30.

Most of Arizona's metal mines were operated in the late 1800s, typically as
underground operations.  San Manuel is no exception, however, large scale
underground mining did not begin until 1952.  Open pit mining began in 1985, and
all operations ceased in 1999 due to low copper prices.  Surface reclamation of the
area began a couple of years later and was completed at a cost of $59 million in
May of 2006 (though some reworking of the reclamation areas has continued).   The
reclamation was a "topographic based" design where reclaimed areas were
recountoured to blend with the surrounding natural topography and then
revegetated.  

The San Manuel operation was a very important part of the economy and history of
the area for multiple generations.  The toppling of the smelter stacks associated with
the operation in January of 2007 was seen as progress to some, and the sad end of
an era for others.  We will learn a little more about the history of the operation with
the site visit along with seeing the interesting reclamation techniques.

I will be forwarding a white paper comparing San Manuel and the proposed
Rosemont Copper Project to you once I receive it from the company.

See you Wednesday.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Beverley A Everson

Subject: Fw: September 9 EXTENDED TEAM meeting
Date: 09/08/2009 03:49 PM
Attachments: Issue_Resource Matrix_Lefevre.docx

Enclosed is Bob Lefevre's matrix which is a good example of what I was asking the team for.   

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/08/2009 03:48 PM ----- 
Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

09/08/2009 02:46 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Re: September 9 EXTENDED TEAM meetingLink

Good afternoon, Bev.  Here is my version of the matrix. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
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Issues Resource Matrix Demonstrating the Interrelation of Impacts Upon Each Resource

(i.e. “Does the quantity or quality of the numbered Issue affect the items listed in the top row?”)





		Issue to drive alternatives

		Air Quality

		Heritage Resources

		Night Skies

		Noise & Vibration

		Recreation

		Riparian

		Plants & Animals

		Trans-portation

		Water

		Visual

		Reclamation Plan

		Soils



		1. Air

		Concentration of Particulates,  Concentration of NAAQs

		

		Concentration of Particulates (PM-10 or PM-2.5)

		

		Concentration of Particulates (PM-10 or PM-2.5)

		

		

		

		Concentration of NAAQs (potential for deposition on surface water during precipitation events)

		Concentration of Particulates (PM-10 or PM-2.5)

		

		Concentration of NAAQs (potential for deposition on soil during precipitation events)



		2. Heritage Resources

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		3. Night Skies

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		4. Noise & Vibration

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		5. Recreation

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		6. Riparian Habitat

		

		

		

		

		

		Acres lost, Acres disturbed

		Acres lost, Acres disturbed

		

		Acres lost, Acres disturbed

		Acres lost, Acres disturbed

		

		



		7. Plants & Animals

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		8. Transportation

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		9. Water

		

		

		

		

		Concentrations of ADEQ-listed contaminants 

		Elevation of the water table 

		Elevation of the water table,  Concentrations of ADEQ-listed contaminants 

		

		Elevation of the water table,  Concentrations of ADEQ-listed contaminants, Groundwater chemistry 

		

		

		 



		10. Visual

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		11. Reclam.  Plan

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		Presence of pit lake

		

		

		



		12. Soils

		Acres of soil disturbance (wind erosion) 

		

		Acres of soil disturbance (wind erosion) 

		

		Acres of soil disturbance (wind erosion)

		

		Cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiled, Change in chemical composition of soil 

		

		 

		Acres of soil disturbance (wind erosion)

		

		Acres of soil disturbance, Cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiled, Change in chemical composition of soil









From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Kent C Ellett;
mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; ccolyle@swca.com

Subject: Fw: Smithsonian Comments on Alternatives_08.31.09
Date: 08/31/2009 03:28 PM

FYI, in case you are interested.
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153070>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ccolyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Kent C Ellett;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.u; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Roger D Congdon; Michael A Linden; Mark E Schwab;
tfurgason@swca.com; Barbara Hoag; Cori" <choag@srk.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us

Subject: Fw: SRK review of geochemical test work prepared for Rosemont Copper
Date: 09/24/2009 05:37 PM

Disregard if you are not interested in this.  Otherwise, please let me know of your availability for a
conference call before Sept. 30.  Also, please me know if I haven't forwarded the referenced report to
you, and you would like a copy. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/24/2009 05:22 PM ----- 
"Hoag, Cori" <choag@srk.com>

09/24/2009 04:08 PM

To Tom Furgason <tfurgason@swca.com>, Beverley A Everson
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, Melinda D Roth <mroth@fs.fed.us>

cc Charles Coyle <ccoyle@swca.com>, Dale Ortman PE
<daleortmanpe@live.com>, Melissa Reichard
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject RE: SRK review of geochemical test work prepared for Rosemont
Copper

All, 
Dr. Rob Bowell is in the U.S. until Sept. 30 and may be available for a few minutes via
telephone to discuss any concerns you have, answer any general geochemistry questions, or
explain something in more detail.  I’d have to organize this in advance as he is on a tight
schedule. 
Regards, Cori   
  
Corolla K Hoag, R.G. 
Principal Geologist 
SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. 
3275 W. Ina Rd. Suite 240 
Tucson, AZ 85741 
Work: (520) 544-3688 

Fax: (520) 544-9853 
Mobile: (520) 400-4135 
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From: Tom Furgason [mailto:tfurgason@swca.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 3:42 PM
To: Beverley A Everson; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Charles Coyle; Dale Ortman PE; Hoag, Cori; Melissa Reichard
Subject: FW: SRK review of geochemical test work prepared for Rosemont Copper 
  
Bev, 
  
Attached is SRK’s review of the Preliminary Trip Report and Phase 1 Sampling and Analysis Plan (Vector, 2006)
and Baseline Geochemical Characterization – Rosemont Copper (main text, Appendix A, and Appendix B) (Tetra
Tech, 2007) submitted by Rosemont.  Would it be possible for the CNF have its review of this document completed
by the end of next week (Oct. 2) so that we may respond to SRK in a timely manner such that they can respond to
any comments from your staff?  Specifically, we need your specialists to comment on SRK’s work in presenting
their professional opinion, not on what additional information, if any, may be required from Rosemont.  At the end
of our comment period we will request SRK to edit their memo or accept it as final. Should there be comments for
SRK to consider, we anticipate their response to take one week.  Then, based on the memo we may elect to pursue
additional input from SRK and/or information from Rosemont.  Feel free to contact Dale or me if you have any
questions.   
  
Tom Furgason 
Program Director 

SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, AZ 85701

(520) 325-9194 ext.  110 
(520) 820-5178 mobile 
(520) 325-2033 fax 
 

From: Hoag, Cori [mailto:choag@srk.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 11:54 AM
To: Charles Coyle; Tom Furgason
Cc: Dale Ortman PE; Bowell, Rob; Stone, Claudia
Subject: SRK review of geochemical test work prepared for Rosemont Copper 
  
Charles and Tom, 
Please find attached the review by SRK Consulting of two reports prepared by Vector (2006) and Tetra Tech
(2007) on the geochemical test work performed for Rosemont Copper.  Please let me know if you have any

questions. 
  
Regards, Cori 
  
  
Corolla K Hoag, R.G. 
Principal Geologist 
SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. 
3275 W. Ina Rd. Suite 240 
Tucson, AZ 85741 
Work: (520) 544-3688 

Fax: (520) 544-9853 
Mobile: (520) 400-4135 



  
  
  
  
  
 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Fw: State - Arizona Department of Water Resources
Date: 09/03/2009 05:43 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153358>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swc.com; gsoroka@swca.com; kcox@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com; Charles A Blair

Subject: Fw: White Paper for Silver Bell
Date: 08/21/2008 09:12 AM
Attachments: Silver Bell Information.pdf

FYI, comparison between the proposed Rosemont leaching operation and the Silver
Bell operation.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/21/2008 09:10 AM -----

Kathy Arnold
<karnold@augustaresource.com> 

08/19/2008 07:20 PM
Please respond to

karnold@augustaresource.com

To 'Beverley A Everson'
<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject White Paper for Silver Bell

Bev – 
Lost the whole day, but got this together before I am leaving for home.

 
I will bring a copy with me tomorrow.

 
Kathy

 
Katherine Arnold, PE  | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@augustaresource.com

 

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com
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Silver Bell  vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Silver Bell  Rosemont (oxide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  unknown  49.4 million tons 


Average Grade  0.4 % Cu (approx)  0.18% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine  60% leach dump and 20% rubble  65% 


Production Rate   14 million tons (approx) per year 
‐ forecast 


18 million tons ore at peak yr 


Average Copper Production  50 million (approx) lbs Cu/yr  38 million lbs Cu/ year 


Operating Life   20 yrs (est.)  6 yrs placement + drain‐down 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  unk  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  2:1 (approx, dependent upon 
operating area) 


2.38:1 


Heap area  180 acres (approx ‐ active)  113 acres (approx) 


Pit dimensions –  
Silver Bell Dimensions are 
approximate and measured from 
Google Earth. 


¾ mile x ⅓ mile (Oxide) 
⅟10 mile x ⅟10 mile (West Oxide) 
0.3 mile by ⅘mile ( El Tiro) 
¾ mile x ½ mile (N. Silver Bell) 


6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Water use  1,000 ac‐ft/yr (approx)  5,000 ac‐ft/yr (all operations) 


 


Silver Bell is the first operating open pit mine in Pima County.  The Silver Bell property is located on a 
private land and is surrounded by BLM property.    They have 19,000 acres with active mining on 
approximately 4,000 acres. 


The mine operates four open‐pits (North Silver Bell, El Tiro, West Oxide and East Oxide). All copper in 
these pits will be extracted from the ore utilizing either of two hydrometallurgical processes: dump 
leaching or rubblization. Approximately 70% of the ore  is mined and hauled to dumps for leaching and 
the remaining 30%  is rubblized.  (Rubblization is the process where material is drilled, blasted, and then 
leached in place.) Each month 1,800,000 tons of ore and waste are mined, and 700,000 tons of ore is 
rubblized.   


The Silver Bell leach facilities are unlined and constructed in steep valleys.   Process ponds are lined with 
HDPE and dependent upon location may be double‐lined with leak detection or single‐lined.  The 
processing rates vary but can be approximately 9,000 gpm at the main PLS pond.  


Copper‐bearing solutions from the dump leach and rubble areas are collected and pumped to the 
solvent extraction plant where the copper in solution is concentrated over 30 times before being 
pumped to the tank house. In the tank house, the copper is recovered from solution using the 
electrowinning process and plated on stainless steel starter sheets as high‐purity cathodes. The current 







cathode production rate is 67 tons per day. Cathode copper produced in the solvent extraction / 
electrowinning (SX/EW) operation is sold to producers of copper rod, tubing and wire.  


The Silver Bell Mine currently operates a solvent extraction plant, tankhouse, warehouse, administrative 
and maintenance areas.  These areas are staffed by approximately 146 employees:  111 Hourly and 35 
Salary. 


History:  


1850 ‐ Gold and silver exploration leads to discovery of high‐grade copper mineralization suitable for direct 
shipment to the east coast or England. 


1880 ‐ Several prospects are developed as commercial ventures and small smelters are built. 


1900 ‐ The consolidation of underground mines begin. A concentrator is built and concentrates are shipped by 
railroad. 


1910 ‐ Mining operations cease due to poor economic conditions. 


1915 ‐ Asarco completes the purchase of consolidated mining companies in the area. 


1946 ‐ Asarco geologists begin reevaluation of the properties in the area. 


1951 ‐ Stripping begins for open‐pit mining of El Tiro and Oxide pits. 


1954 ‐ Milling operations begin for sulfide copper and molybdenum. 


1960 ‐ Dump leaching of copper oxides and precipitation of copper begins at 10 tons per day (TPD). 


1965 ‐ An expansion of the precipitation plant increases copper production to 15 TPD. 


1967 ‐ Mill and secondary crusher expansion is completed. Mill throughput is increased to 10,500 TPD. 


1978 ‐ A feasibility study is made to build a 15 TPD SX/EW facility that would replace the precipitation plant. 


1979 ‐ A study is made of a 20 TPD SX/EW facility by adding on‐stream leaching of mill tailings and high grade in‐
pit leaching.  


1984 ‐ Evaluation of the North Silver Bell property begins. Mine and mill operations suspended, leach‐
precipitation operations continue. 


1988 ‐ A drilling program started in North Silver Bell to redefine the ore body. 


1989 ‐ The BS&K property is purchased and a 30 TPD SX/EW facility is proposed. 


1990 ‐ A rubble leaching evaluation is completed and a 50 TPD SX/EW facility is approved by the Asarco Board of 
Directors. Authorization to proceed is dependent upon the receipt of applicable permits. 


1992 ‐ The Bureau of Land Management land trade is completed. 


1994 ‐ Permits are approved and the authorization to proceed with the SX/EW project is granted. 


1995 ‐ All construction contracts are awarded. 


1996 ‐ Silver Bell Mining, L.L.C. partnership is formed ‐ 75% Asarco and 25% Mitsui. Mining operations begin in 
North Silver Bell in April. Construction of the new facilities begins in May. 


1997 ‐ Dump leach and copper precipitation operations are shutdown in April. Construction of new facilities is 
completed and cathode production begins in July. 


1998 ‐ The cathode production rate is increased to 55 TPD.  


2003 ‐ SX/EW plant improves efficiency and production increases to 65 TPD. 


2007 ‐ No. 2 dump project approved and production forecast is increased to 67 TPD. 
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Silver Bell  vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Silver Bell  Rosemont (oxide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  unknown  49.4 million tons 


Average Grade  0.4 % Cu (approx)  0.18% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine  60% leach dump and 20% rubble  65% 


Production Rate   14 million tons (approx) per year 
‐ forecast 


18 million tons ore at peak yr 


Average Copper Production  50 million (approx) lbs Cu/yr  38 million lbs Cu/ year 


Operating Life   20 yrs (est.)  6 yrs placement + drain‐down 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  unk  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  2:1 (approx, dependent upon 
operating area) 


2.38:1 


Heap area  180 acres (approx ‐ active)  113 acres (approx) 


Pit dimensions –  
Silver Bell Dimensions are 
approximate and measured from 
Google Earth. 


¾ mile x ⅓ mile (Oxide) 
⅟10 mile x ⅟10 mile (West Oxide) 
0.3 mile by ⅘mile ( El Tiro) 
¾ mile x ½ mile (N. Silver Bell) 


6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Water use  1,000 ac‐ft/yr (approx)  5,000 ac‐ft/yr (all operations) 


 


Silver Bell is the first operating open pit mine in Pima County.  The Silver Bell property is located on a 
private land and is surrounded by BLM property.    They have 19,000 acres with active mining on 
approximately 4,000 acres. 


The mine operates four open‐pits (North Silver Bell, El Tiro, West Oxide and East Oxide). All copper in 
these pits will be extracted from the ore utilizing either of two hydrometallurgical processes: dump 
leaching or rubblization. Approximately 70% of the ore  is mined and hauled to dumps for leaching and 
the remaining 30%  is rubblized.  (Rubblization is the process where material is drilled, blasted, and then 
leached in place.) Each month 1,800,000 tons of ore and waste are mined, and 700,000 tons of ore is 
rubblized.   


The Silver Bell leach facilities are unlined and constructed in steep valleys.   Process ponds are lined with 
HDPE and dependent upon location may be double‐lined with leak detection or single‐lined.  The 
processing rates vary but can be approximately 9,000 gpm at the main PLS pond.  


Copper‐bearing solutions from the dump leach and rubble areas are collected and pumped to the 
solvent extraction plant where the copper in solution is concentrated over 30 times before being 
pumped to the tank house. In the tank house, the copper is recovered from solution using the 
electrowinning process and plated on stainless steel starter sheets as high‐purity cathodes. The current 







cathode production rate is 67 tons per day. Cathode copper produced in the solvent extraction / 
electrowinning (SX/EW) operation is sold to producers of copper rod, tubing and wire.  


The Silver Bell Mine currently operates a solvent extraction plant, tankhouse, warehouse, administrative 
and maintenance areas.  These areas are staffed by approximately 146 employees:  111 Hourly and 35 
Salary. 


History:  


1850 ‐ Gold and silver exploration leads to discovery of high‐grade copper mineralization suitable for direct 
shipment to the east coast or England. 


1880 ‐ Several prospects are developed as commercial ventures and small smelters are built. 


1900 ‐ The consolidation of underground mines begin. A concentrator is built and concentrates are shipped by 
railroad. 


1910 ‐ Mining operations cease due to poor economic conditions. 


1915 ‐ Asarco completes the purchase of consolidated mining companies in the area. 


1946 ‐ Asarco geologists begin reevaluation of the properties in the area. 


1951 ‐ Stripping begins for open‐pit mining of El Tiro and Oxide pits. 


1954 ‐ Milling operations begin for sulfide copper and molybdenum. 


1960 ‐ Dump leaching of copper oxides and precipitation of copper begins at 10 tons per day (TPD). 


1965 ‐ An expansion of the precipitation plant increases copper production to 15 TPD. 


1967 ‐ Mill and secondary crusher expansion is completed. Mill throughput is increased to 10,500 TPD. 


1978 ‐ A feasibility study is made to build a 15 TPD SX/EW facility that would replace the precipitation plant. 


1979 ‐ A study is made of a 20 TPD SX/EW facility by adding on‐stream leaching of mill tailings and high grade in‐
pit leaching.  


1984 ‐ Evaluation of the North Silver Bell property begins. Mine and mill operations suspended, leach‐
precipitation operations continue. 


1988 ‐ A drilling program started in North Silver Bell to redefine the ore body. 


1989 ‐ The BS&K property is purchased and a 30 TPD SX/EW facility is proposed. 


1990 ‐ A rubble leaching evaluation is completed and a 50 TPD SX/EW facility is approved by the Asarco Board of 
Directors. Authorization to proceed is dependent upon the receipt of applicable permits. 


1992 ‐ The Bureau of Land Management land trade is completed. 


1994 ‐ Permits are approved and the authorization to proceed with the SX/EW project is granted. 


1995 ‐ All construction contracts are awarded. 


1996 ‐ Silver Bell Mining, L.L.C. partnership is formed ‐ 75% Asarco and 25% Mitsui. Mining operations begin in 
North Silver Bell in April. Construction of the new facilities begins in May. 


1997 ‐ Dump leach and copper precipitation operations are shutdown in April. Construction of new facilities is 
completed and cathode production begins in July. 


1998 ‐ The cathode production rate is increased to 55 TPD.  


2003 ‐ SX/EW plant improves efficiency and production increases to 65 TPD. 


2007 ‐ No. 2 dump project approved and production forecast is increased to 67 TPD. 







 







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swc.com; gsoroka@swca.com; kcox@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com; Charles A Blair

Subject: Fw: White Papers
Date: 08/22/2008 02:04 PM

FYI, white papers on the Rosemont field trips.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/22/2008 02:02 PM -----

Kathy Arnold
<karnold@augustaresource.com> 

08/21/2008 05:01 PM
Please respond to

karnold@augustaresource.com

To 'Beverley A Everson'
<beverson@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject White Papers

Bev –
Here are the white papers I owe you, the one for Tyrone is pretty thin, and the one for Rosemont
does not have the slides you saw.  We are reluctant to use those because they are interpretive and
have not been published anywhere yet but I did include the ones from the latest 43-101.  Please let
me know if you need anything else.

 
Cheers!
Kathy

 
Katherine Arnold, PE  | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724
karnold@augustaresource.com

 

Rosemont Copper Company  
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 
3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com
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From: Craig P Wilcox
To: Robert Lefevre; Larry Jones; Anne Casey; Randall A Smith; Buddy Zale
Cc: Chris French; Andres Campas
Subject: Fw: Your specialist reports - Best Available Science
Date: 01/02/2009 10:30 AM

The originating e-mail in this string has some good guidance on how to meet the
"best available science" requirements in NEPA and plan amendments.

Craig

Craig Wilcox, Forest Silviculturist
Coronado National Forest
711 S. 14th Ave., Suite D
Safford, AZ 85546
928-348-1961 work
928-965-1782 cell
cpwilcox@fs.fed.us
----- Forwarded by Craig P Wilcox/R3/USDAFS on 01/02/2009 10:22 AM -----

Jerry
Simon/R3/USDAFS

12/29/2008 12:08 PM

To Andy Vigil/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, pdl r3
silviculturists@FSNOTES

cc Jerry Simon/R3/USDAFS

Subject Re: Fw: Your specialist reports - Best Available Science

Andy, Thanks

I recently attended a NEPA/NFMA/Appeals workshop.

One thing that was mentioned is the REQUIREMENT to include the total text
documentation for any literature cited in your NEPA document and record.

What this means is that if you cite a report the whole report must be included in the
project file.  The document can either be hard copy or electronic on a CD.

If an appeal comes in or if you go to court and the documentation is not to be
found in the record the judge may/will throw out your case and you will loose.

NEPA coordinators will be looking for this documentation and it sounded to me like
they are more than willing to help put together an electronic bibliography for you if
you supply the documents.

The silviculture website I maintain on the FSWEB
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/for/silviculture/literature.htm contains many documents that
can be copied and burned to a CD.  

If you have documents that you use regularly and they are not on the silviculture
website please send them to me so others may use them too and I'll post them on
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the website.

Jerry Simon
Southwestern Region (R3)
Office(505) 842-3118
FAX   (505) 842-3152
e-mail   jsimon@fs.fed.us
         

▼ Andy Vigil/R3/USDAFS

Andy
Vigil/R3/USDAFS 

12/29/2008 07:24 AM

To Jerry Simon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Your specialist reports - Best Available Science

I forgot about this website. 

Andrew Vigil
West Zone Silviculturist-Forester
Cuba Ranger District
Santa Fe National Forest
575-289-3264 x72121
email: avigil@fs.fed.us
----- Forwarded by Andy Vigil/R3/USDAFS on 12/29/2008 07:23 AM -----

Mike
Dechter/R3/USDAFS 

05/07/2007 01:08 PM

To Ramon C Borrego/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Josephine G
Wargo/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Derek J
Padilla/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William
Eaton/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andy
Vigil/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Thomas H
Fuchtman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry D
Gore/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Joan
Hellen/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jeanne
Hoadley/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Carol Van
Dorn/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Chuck T
Dentino/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sean
Ferrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, jham@swca.com

cc scampney@fs.fed.us, Steve F
Romero/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary E
Bean/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Your specialist reports - Best Available Science



Hello all, 

Recently the Forest Service lost a court case enabling us to implement the 2005
planning rule. We are finding out that this has quite a ripple effect, one being that
our planning efforts are now under the 2004 Interpretive Rule (which clarifies the
2000 rule). The 2004/2000 rule requires project planning uses best available
science - we recently lost another court case on a project decision because we
didn't specifically mention the words 'best available science'. This requirement needs
to be addressed in specialist reports (according to recent court rulings) and must be
specifically discussed in the Decision document.  

Here's the regional/WO guidance on how to ensure best available science is
integrated into specialist reports:

The Project Record, specifically the Specialist Reports, need to document
what scientific information was considered, how it was or was not used,
and the rationale for either using or excluding scientific information.
Preparation advice for specialists report is posted to the FS intranet at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/eap/nepa/advice/index.shtml

For Decision documents, the RO/WO tells us the following:
...decisions under appeal or litigation will be challenged if the provision is
not directly addressed in the decision. We feel in Region 3 that a simple
statement of Finding should be included in the decision document, with
supporting documentation in the Project Record. Something like: "This
project was developed in consideration of the best available science."  Or,
for amendments "This amendment of the XXXXX National Forest Land
and Resource Management Plan was developed with consideration of the
best available science."

Both of these will affect all of our current projects including FR 103, South Pit
EA, Jemez 3 grazing allotments, Deer Lake II, etc. etc. Please make sure to
address scientific information accordingly so we can ensure our projects will
be defensible in the future. Thanks and feel free to call me with questions. 

-mike

Mike Dechter
Santa Fe National Forest
Cuba/Jemez Ranger District NEPA Coordinator
505-829-3535 x 3109



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: FYI, letter to Sec. Vilsack from the Pima County Administrator
Date: 09/18/2009 01:54 PM

OGC is WO on the Consti. abuse issue. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;

temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; abelauskas@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mroth@fs.fed.us

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Glamis Gold v. US lawsuit award
Date: 09/18/2009 03:19 PM

For those of you who were not present at this week's IDT meeting, we discussed the
Glamis Gold case. It is a mining company vs. the US due to the requirement to
backfill an open-pit. They first began the lawssuit process in December of 2003 and
this is the decision that was released in June of this year. It was requested that I
get this information and put it out to the team.

Disclaimer: The Project management team would have to provide guidance as to
what, if any, implications this could mean for Rosemont.  

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=154083>

 

This link will also bring you to all of the other documents in the case:
http://www.state.gov/s/l/c10986.htm

 

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: I had a question about whether or not there is an IDT meeting tomorrow.  There is none scheduled.
Date: 08/18/2009 02:49 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K

Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Marc
Kaplan; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah;
Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: IDT Meeting on Wednesday
Date: 05/18/2009 06:07 PM

This is to confirm that the core team will be meeting on Wednesday, from 9:00 to
4:30.  We'll be meeting in 6V6.  We will be doing further brainstorming on
alternative development in the morning, and will spend the afternoon finalizing draft
alternatives and mitigation.

Extended team members are welcome to attend.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: IDT meeting scheduling
Date: 05/04/2009 02:19 PM

We will not be meeting this Wednesday, however we will be meeting on the 13th, in
4B, 9:00 to 4:30.  The meeting on the 13th will include a presentation by Rosemont
concerning their development of alternatives, alternative components, and
mitigation.  It will be a refinement of their presentation in the Arpil 22 meeting. 
Following that presentation, we will review Rosemont recommendations and refine
the alternatives and mitigations we previously formulated as a team.

I have some homework for a few team members, as follows:

Bill and Mary - one of the mitigations we came up with as a team in our April 8 was
relocating the tailings around archeological sites.  Can you please tell me what sites
you had in mind?

George and Tami - another idea that came up in the April 8 IDT meeting was re-
establishing land ownershi boundaries after completion of the operation.  Can you
clarify what you mean by this?  Also, can you tell me what the acreage limitation is
for a small tract sale?

Thank you!

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie; Kent C Ellett; Jeanine Derby; Reta Laford

Subject: information on permitting for mining on private land
Date: 05/01/2009 11:45 AM
Attachments: PossibleAZpermits.doc

Please see the list below, from Tonto NF Geologist Karyn Harbour.  Karyn has "tons"
of experience with copper operations, and this looks like some great information to
keep on hand .

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 05/01/2009 11:39 AM -----

Karyn B
Harbour/R3/USDAFS 

04/30/2009 05:07 PM

To Gary Schiff/WO/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Michael A Linden/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject More info

Gary, per our phone discussion today here's some additional information you
requested ( this list does not include hazardous material and solid waste disposal
permit requirements) - - Good Luck !

Karyn B. Harbour
Minerals Administrator / Forest Geologist
Tonto National Forest
2324 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ  85006
602.225-5272
602.225-5295 Fax
kharbour@fs.fed.us
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Possible permits/approvals/etc. relative to


Mining Operations conducted on Private Lands in Arizona:


Arizona State Mine Inspectors Office:



Mined Land Reclamation Plan


Requires a reclamation plan, associated costs and financial assurance to be submitted and approved for all metalliferous mining units and exploration operations with surface disturbances on private lands greater than five acres.  Amount of financial assurance is based on actual estimated costs of reclamation.  Exemptions:  smelting, refining, fabricating, or other metal processing facilities and material associated with those facilities.


ADEQ:



Aquifer Protection Permit 



Regulates new and existing facilities that dispose pollutants to the land surface, underlying 


soil, or groundwater, in order to prevent groundwater contamination.



Clean Water Act Section 401 State Water Quality Certification




Certification issued to ensure that activities do not violate state water quality standards when 


a facility or activity may result in a discharge to waters of the state.



Air Quality Permit



Clean Water Act Section 402 permit  

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) for storm water discharges from 


industrial activities.

ADWR


Surface Water Rights – for appropriations of surface water



Withdrawal and Use of Groundwater  - Withdrawal permit


Well Registrations



Dam Permits – Construction, Enlargement, Repair, Alteration or Removal of Dams

AZ Dept of Agriculture:



Notice of Intent to Clear 



Notice of intended destruction of protected native plants.


Pinal County:



Air Quality Permit



Building permits



Sewer system approval


COE:



Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit - 


Purpose is to maintain and restore the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of nation’s waters.  Activities that result in discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the US, including wetlands must obtain a 404 permit.

(includes coordination with AZ Game and Fish Dept and USFWS)


Cultural:


Unless Congress specifically excludes this exchange from compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), those issues and effects should be resolved by the time the actual exchange takes place; no further obligations under any Federal law would be required after the transfer once compliance has been achieved and the Forest has granted archaeological clearance. As private land in Arizona, the only further cultural resource obligation would be under the AZ state burial law - which, if we are able to fully resolve the cultural issues under NHPA prior to the transfer, would become moot.

ESA:


Compliance is “encouraged” under ESA Section 10.


Possible permits/approvals/etc. relative to


Mining Operations conducted on Private Lands in Arizona:


Arizona State Mine Inspectors Office:



Mined Land Reclamation Plan


Requires a reclamation plan, associated costs and financial assurance to be submitted and approved for all metalliferous mining units and exploration operations with surface disturbances on private lands greater than five acres.  Amount of financial assurance is based on actual estimated costs of reclamation.  Exemptions:  smelting, refining, fabricating, or other metal processing facilities and material associated with those facilities.


ADEQ:



Aquifer Protection Permit 



Regulates new and existing facilities that dispose pollutants to the land surface, underlying 


soil, or groundwater, in order to prevent groundwater contamination.



Clean Water Act Section 401 State Water Quality Certification




Certification issued to ensure that activities do not violate state water quality standards when 


a facility or activity may result in a discharge to waters of the state.



Air Quality Permit



Clean Water Act Section 402 permit  

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) for storm water discharges from 


industrial activities.

ADWR


Surface Water Rights – for appropriations of surface water



Withdrawal and Use of Groundwater  - Withdrawal permit


Well Registrations



Dam Permits – Construction, Enlargement, Repair, Alteration or Removal of Dams

AZ Dept of Agriculture:



Notice of Intent to Clear 



Notice of intended destruction of protected native plants.


Pinal County:



Air Quality Permit



Building permits



Sewer system approval


COE:



Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit - 


Purpose is to maintain and restore the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of nation’s waters.  Activities that result in discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the US, including wetlands must obtain a 404 permit.

(includes coordination with AZ Game and Fish Dept and USFWS)


Cultural:


Unless Congress specifically excludes this exchange from compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), those issues and effects should be resolved by the time the actual exchange takes place; no further obligations under any Federal law would be required after the transfer once compliance has been achieved and the Forest has granted archaeological clearance. As private land in Arizona, the only further cultural resource obligation would be under the AZ state burial law - which, if we are able to fully resolve the cultural issues under NHPA prior to the transfer, would become moot.

ESA:


Compliance is “encouraged” under ESA Section 10.



From: Kendra L Bourgart
To: Melissa Reichard; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Keith L Graves; Jeanine Derby; Reta Laford; Salek

Shafiqullah; John Able; Faye Fentiman; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Beverley A Everson; Robert Lefevre; Carl
Ostermann; Janet Jones; MiMi Battin; Andrea W Campbell; Heidi Schewel; Kendra L Bourgart

Subject: Invitation to Potluck and Link to Agua Caliente Park Web Site
Date: 09/12/2008 06:46 AM

http://www.pima.gov/nrpr/places/agua_pk/index.htm

Greetings! (Melissa, Will you please forward this to the appropriate SWCA folks?)

Because of your participation in the Rosemont Project Scoping process, you and your
family have been invited to a potluck on Sunday, September 14 at 4 pm, to be held
at Agua Caliente Park.

Some of you have already alerted me about whether or not you are able to attend.
Thank you! FYI, There will be app. 20 adults and 5 children!

I've provided a link to the park's Web site, so you can obtain directions.

Thank you, Kendra

Kendra L. Bourgart
520-388-8390
559-920-6113
klbourgart@fs.fed.us
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From: VSIENV
To: Robert Lefevre
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: Issue statement and units
Date: 09/24/2009 10:21 AM
Attachments: Air Quality Issue Statement and Units.doc

Mr. Lefevre-
    I'm attaching a issue statement and units for potential impacts associated with the Rosemont
Copper Mine. I have no problem with the issues or the units, as l long as the visibility impacts
are defined by the modeling for the Class I area. I would appreciate your thoughts on this.
thank you
dennis haase
VSI

mailto:vsienv@cox.net
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com

		Issue

		Units to Measure Change



		1. AIR QUALITY 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, coupled with local weather patterns, may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:


1. Increased risk of health issues for area residents;


2. Reduced visibility for area residents, motorists, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and area amateur astronomers and stargazers; 


3. Reduced visibility in Class I Wilderness Areas.




		1. Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS) (EPA health standards).

2. Concentration of air particulates (PM-10 or PM-2.5 and others), visibility in miles.

3. Visibility range in miles.







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Issue Statements for review
Date: 07/29/2009 11:22 AM
Attachments: 07272009_ final_issue_statements.doc

Please review the enclosed Issue Statements, which the core team worked on last Wednesday, and
submit comments to Mindee and to me.  The due date for your comments is COB next Tuesday,
Aungust 4. 

Thank you - 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Here is the latest version...  Sarah helped with some wordsmithing, Salek wants to look at Water
closely again, and I want to talk to Debbie S. about Plants and Animals.  It would be great if you would
read these and check for clarity and completeness based on what you recall from public comment and
work on the issue worksheets. Thx. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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NEAR FINAL ISSUE STATEMENTS 

ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT

AIR QUALITY

Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation corridors, along with local weather patterns, may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for local residents, motorists on State Route 83, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and local amateur astronomers and stargazers; 

· Reduced visibility in Class I Wilderness Areas within 100 km.

HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, transportation and utility corridors, and tailings and waste rock piles; and by drilling and blasting.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Loss or damage to existing prehistoric and historic sites, 

· Loss or reduction of cultural practice opportunities, 

· Loss or reduction of future scientific research potential.

NIGHT SKIES

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from buildings, lighting fixures, equipment, and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


· Reduced visibility of stars, planets, satellites, etc.;

· Increased light directly visible from State Route 83 and other key observation points; and by local residents, recreationists, local astronomers, amateur astronomers, and stargazers. 

NOISE AND VIBRATION


Issue – Potential impacts from noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations at the mine and along transportation corridors, and present the potential for:

· Vibration damage to historic sites and private property;

· Decreased qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness for recreationists, local residents, and other area visitors.

RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, quantity, access, and opportunities and include the potential for:


· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Increased visitation to other recreational areas.

RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology; disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations; and transportation and utility corridors.  These impacts may result in:

· Loss of riparian vegetation, 

· Loss of species diversity, 

· Loss or fragmentation of riparian corridors.

PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Mine construction, operations, and transportation corridors may result in habitat loss, habitat fragmentation, species displacement, and increased mortality in the area. In addition, construction, operation, and reclamation have the potential for:


· Loss of species of conservation concern;


· Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;


· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors; 


· Conflicts with existing conservation plans and recovery goals; 

· Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;


· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 


· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


· Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.

TRANSPORTATION 

Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Transport of supplies and equipment for construction and operation of the mine; movement of mine employees and vendors; and transport of concentrates, copper plate and other materials from the mine site would result in increased motorized traffic in the general project vicinity. In addition, mine-related traffic has the potential to contribute to:


· Increased traffic congestion and delays;


· Increased dust, noise, light, and litter;


· Increased vehicle emissions; 


· Reduced safety along area roadways;


· Increased numbers of collisions.

WATER (Salek wants to closely review once more)

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater and surface water quantity and quality.  


Groundwater flow into the mine pit may lower the groundwater table and may create a pit lake. Storm water runoff or failure of water control features could move contaminants offsite. Exposure of sulfide-bearing and other waste rock, tailings, and pit wall rock to air and water may affect groundwater and surface water chemistry. These potential consequences could lead to: 


· Loss or reduction in surface and subsurface flows, including wells, springs, seeps, and creek baseflow;  


· Contamination of surface and subsurface waters as a result of acid rock drainage and other sources;


· Erosion or destabilization of operational and/or reclaimed slopes;


· Human and wildlife exposure to contaminated water bodies.


VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources.  Landscape changes resulting from the implementation of the mine plan of operation would directly result in alteration of form, line, texture, and color in the area. The project also has the potential to result in:


· Increased dust and reduced visibility,

· Reduced scenic quality from numerous viewpoints, 


· Loss of Scenic Road designation for all or part of State Route 83.

RECLAMATION PLAN


Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mine construction and operation would result in long-term alteration of the area and subsequent land use changes.  The Reclamation Plan must be designed to achieve the fundamental goals of:


· Physical and chemical stabilization of the site,

· Mitigation of long-term natural resource and social impacts,

· Development of the appropriate post-mine beneficial land uses.


SOILS



Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Disturbance of the soil resource from clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils has the potential to result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into drainages, 

· Reduced soil productivity. 
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kellett@fs.fed.us; Robert LeFevre; Sarah Davis; beverson@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

ljones02@fs.fed.us; Alan Belauskas; William Gillespie; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; Kendall Brown; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;
Eli Curiel

Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Reta Laford; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Issues & Themes
Date: 03/20/2009 11:39 AM

Hi All!

The Word versions of the Cause & Effect Worksheets and the Issue narratives are
now uploaded. If you need any help with Track Changes, I have uploaded a Cheat
Sheet in the References folder. Please let me know if you have any questions or
issues with any of the documents. The assignments from the IDT meeting on
Wednesday are as follows:

Bob Lefevre- 1,3 Air Pollution, 57 Riparian Vegetation, 65 Soils

Bill Gillespie- 14 Archaeology

Sarah Davis- 15,61 Socioeconomics/EJ, 25 Outdoor Lighting

Kendall Brown- 27,28 Livestock Grazing

Alan Belauskas- 31 Noise

Walt Keyes (assistance from Bev and/or Salek)- 52 Reclamation Plan, 74
Transportation, 80,89partial,90,93 Mine Area Groundwater, 92 Potential Pit Lake, 94
Storm Water Control

Debbie Kriegel- 56 Recreation, 84 Visual Resources, 101 Wilderness

Debby Sebesta- 69 Special Status Species, 79 Vegetation, 83,102,103,104,105
Wildlife Habitat

Eli Curiel- 91 Acid Rock Drainage

 

Thanks!

Mel

 

 

 

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see. To go
directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web browser. Please
note that some email clients require that all the letters and numbers in the link
appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right place.
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<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=22832>

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=22832


From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: tskinner@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com; aelek@fs.fed.us;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us;
khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com;
hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; dmorrow@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com;
rmraley@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us;
devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com;
kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Issues & Themes
Date: 02/20/2009 03:06 PM

Hi Everyone! I have uploaded everything you should need for your IDT assignments
from this Wednesday's meeting. If you have any issues with files, let me know. I
would recommend first, going to the Tracking Sheet and looking for your name in
the "Assigned to" column. Please note that if you don't see that column, look at the
bottom of the Excel file and be sure you are on the "Assignments" tab. I added what
notes came from the meeting. If you have anything else, let me know.

 

Mel

 

To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web browser.
Please note that some email clients require that all the letters and numbers in the
link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=22832>
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From: Larry Jones
To: Deborah K Sebesta; Josh Taiz; Anne Casey; Glenn P Frederick; Richard A Gerhart; Glenn Klingler; Melinda

Castillo; Sherry Tune; Paula Medlock; Erin M Boyle; Melinda Castillo; Cat_Crawford@fws.gov;
tsnow@azgfd.gov; Richard A Gerhart; Debby Kriegel; Christopher C LeBlanc; Robert Lefevre; Wade Parac;
Jennifer Ruyle; Melissa Shafiqullah; Salek Shafiqullah; Randall A Smith; jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov;
trevor@skyislandalliance.org; dhodges@skyislandalliance.org; mark_crites@fws.gov; doug_duncan@fws.gov;
Marit_Alanen@fws.gov; eumops@yahoo.com; rossh@rionuevo.com; rllewellyn@heg-inc.com;
gsoroka@swca.com; rebeccat33@earthlink.net; mgoode@ag.arizona.edu; Marty_Tuegel@fws.gov;
jjoneswest@aol.com; jscott@azgfd.gov; James_Atkinson@fws.gov; bgebow@tnc.org; dennis@caldwell-
design.com; dturner@tnc.org

Cc: Janet Jones
Subject: Joneses Halloween Soiree! 25 Oktober
Date: 10/10/2008 10:31 AM
Attachments: jones_halloween_casa_arana.jpg

Hey friends....it's the funnest and scariest time of year...time for halloween at Casa
Araña (the Jonestead)...be there or be square!  or be Spongebob Squarepants...just
be something and show up!  please RSVP...my home email is best at
gilaman@comcast.net. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; rosemonteis; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us;
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; teresa@ciapusci.com; tfurgason@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: July 15 IDT meeting and team homework
Date: 07/13/2009 11:20 AM
Attachments: Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives.doc

Hi Everyone, 

First of all, I want to thank each of you for your very hard work and diligence in alternative development
and refinement.  You've put a lot of thought and energy into putting together the alternatives that we
will be recommending to Jeanine for consideration in the EIS. 

We will be having a short core team meeting (9:00 to 12:00, in 6V6) that will include a presentation by
Rosemont Copper Company of maps showing placement of the tailings and waste per our alternatives.
 Their work is a refinement of Dale's maps and volume calculations for the disposal placements.  The
company will also be addressing some concerns with the alternative placements, such as placement of
tailings and waste on mineralized ground.  Following Rosemont's presentation we'll have a presentation
of the 3D diagrams for Alternative 6. 

Although this is a core team meeting, I encourage participation by extended team members. 

Homework (assigned at last Wednesday's IDT meeting):  please review the alternatives table Melissa
sent out Thursday (see below), and provide your thoughts on how the alternatives address each of the
significant issues.  As Melissa requests, post your modified tables to WebEx so that she can
consolidate the tables.  This work is due by close of business on the 15th, and should capture the
rationale you used in scoring the alternatives per issue.  Here's an example of what I'm looking for
(kudos for Larry for getting this done so quickly!) 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

You should also start reviewing the issue statements that Mindee sent out.  Mindee will be leading the
meeting on the 22nd while I'm on leave that week. I wil follow this message with another email
discussing details of that meeting. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
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Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives

Input by Larry Jones, 13 July 2009.

Scale 1-5, with 1 having the most negative effects and 5 without negative effects.

No Action Alternative: This alternative would not change the landscape, so it receives a 5 out of 5, as it would cause no adverse effects on wildlife, fish, or rare plants.  This is the only alternative that would not seem to have a likely to adversely affect determination on at least some federally listed species, nor would it affect Management Indicator Species, Migratory Birds, or Sensitive Species.

Proposed Action (as in Mining Plan of Operations):  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters two major canyons, Mc Cleary and Barrel Canyon.


Alternative 1.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters both Scholefield and Mc Cleary Canyons.


Alternative 6.  This alternative receives a 3 out of 5, as it consolidates all waste materials into the single site, Barrel Canyon, so the effects are consolidated.  I considered this might instead rank a 2 out of 5, but wanted to show more spread between the alternatives.

Alternative 3.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it affects Sycamore, Mc Cleary, and upper Barrel Canyon.


Rosemont Alternative: I rank this the same as the Proposed Action, as it has the same footprint and the same canyons are filled with waste rock and tailings.


Summary:  In my opinion, the most important element to consider is how much of the canyon landforms will be filled in with waste rock and tailings, as this irreversibly alters the landscape and renders it a much simpler habitat.  I have seen Barrel and Mc Cleary Canyons, and seen Sycamore Canyon from an overlook, but haven’t seen Scholefield or Sycamore from the ground.  Based on what I have seen and the aerial photographs, Mc Cleary Canyon seems to be very diverse, having riparian vegetation, rocky features (including talus), and some wide areas with an upland interface (as is Barrel), so it seems likely this type of a topographic setting would have a higher biological diversity and support species that would not be found in Barrel Canyon, such as Green Ratsnakes (an example of a Forest Service Sensitive Species) and arid land mollusks.  Barrel Canyon, by comparison, seems a much simpler environment.  It has good riparian vegetation, but lacks the three dimensional structure of Mc Cleary, so if it were replaced by an artificial hill (waste rock and tailings), fewer species would be negatively impacted, and some of the same generalist species would be able to adapt (generally common species that are not of such conservation concern).  I cannot say how Scholefield and Sycamore rate compared to Mc Cleary, but the aerial photographs suggest they have more structural complexity than Barrel, which has already been altered by the road in its bottom.


Also, putting all materials into a single drainage consolidates activities and does not irreversibly alter the landscape on one or two additional drainages.




300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com> 
Sent by: rosemonteis <notify@weboffice.com>

07/09/2009 09:42 AM

To kbrown03@fs.fed.us, beverson@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
wkeyes@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us,
gmckay@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
abelauskas@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us, tciapusci@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, teresa@ciapusci.com,
klgraves@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us

cc
Subject Alternatives Rating Table

This is the table that all of you were trying to rate in yesterday's meeting.
Remember that if you want to post your information that Bev has requested, you
must download the document, save as the doc name with your initials and then you
can upload your new version. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks!

Mel

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=147697>

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=147697


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rosemonteis; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; teresa@ciapusci.com;
tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: July 22 Rosemont IDT meeting agenda
Date: 07/13/2009 11:54 AM
Attachments: 07222009_agenda.xml

Forwarded from Mindee - 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K

Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Marc
Kaplan; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah;
Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: July 8 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting
Date: 07/06/2009 12:59 PM

Please plan on attending this meeting, as your participation is important in terms of
alternative development and refinement.   The meeting will be in 4B, from 9:00 to
4:30.  Part of the meeting will include a presentation from Rosemont Copper
Company on mitigation they've developed in response to scoping comments and
issues.

You should also have completed your Bounds of Analysis reveiw for your specialty by
COB on the 8th..

See you Wednesday.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K

Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Marc
Kaplan; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah;
Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting
Date: 06/03/2009 07:15 PM

Hi Team,

This is to let you know that we will have a morning meeting of the extended IDT on
June 10 in 4B, 9:00 to 12:00.  John Able will be introducing you to the new project
website that will be up and running very soon.  The website will have a user-friendly
searchable comments database that I would like to get your feedback on. 

On aother subject, you've all been notified of the technical reports submitted by
Rosemont over the past couple of months that are available on WebEx.  You should
all be reading and reviewing the reports in your resource areas.  As a reminder,
remember that I have hard copies of the reports that I am happy to share with you
if you need them (I am not passing them out to everyone as I have limited copies,
but can get more copies as needed).

See you on the 10th.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K

Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Marc
Kaplan; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah;
Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: June 24 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT meeting MOVED TO SWCA OFFICE
Date: 06/23/2009 01:00 PM

We will be meeting at the SWCA office tomorrow instead of 4B.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Andrea W Campbell
To: Carl Ostermann
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Beverley A Everson; Bradley W Gillespie; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K

Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Jeanine Derby; John Able; Kendall Brown; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell;
Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sandra L Roberts; Sarah L Davis; Shane Lyman; Tami Emmett;
Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Walter Keyes

Subject: Letter to SWCA re: Rosemont Document Printing
Date: 01/09/2009 01:51 PM
Attachments: Furgason.doc

2005 09 22 Template Setting Quick Reference.pdf
2005 09 Southwestern Region EIS Template.pdf
2005 09 Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing.pdf
2007 02 02 FSH 1609.11_10 Publications Management Handbook.pdf

TA, 

Suggest you also provide SWCA/Tom with contact info for Sandra Roberts at the RO.
This is the approach I took with the Safford Rec Res EIS.  
Sometimes nuances about what is needed to make a document ready for RO
printing aren't captured in handbooks and manuals.

Sandra also has a form that you have to fill out and have approved by Jeanine if
there are color graphics to be copied.

a

Andrea Wargo Campbell
Forest NEPA Coordinator
Forest FOIA Officer

Coronado National Forest
Supervisor's Office
300 West Congress Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701

Phone: 520-388-8352
Fax: 520-388-8305

Cell:  520-237-0694

 

 
▼ Carl Ostermann/R3/USDAFS
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		File Code:

		1950-3/2810



		Date:

		January 6, 2009



		 



		Tom Furgason



		Rosemont Project Manager



		SWCA Environmental Consultants



		343 West Franklin Street



		Tucson, AZ 85701





Mr. Furgason:


This letter provides direction for preparing camera-ready versions of the Rosemont Copper Project draft and final environmental impact statements for publication and distribution.


Pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper Company for the Rosemont Copper Project (MOU #08-MU-11030510-010, as modified), as the selected third-party environmental contractor, SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) is to prepare the required environmental analysis and documentation consistent with applicable law, regulation, and policy (MOU Sections A, B, C1, C6, D20, E1, E3, E8, E12, F2, F6, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I4, I5, and IC – NEPA Review).


SWCA is further specifically required to prepare camera-ready versions of the draft and final environmental impact statements in accordance with Forest Service requirements (MOU Sections D11, E1, E12, E13, E14, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I5, I9, IC – NEPA Review, II, and IV).  In completing this task, SWCA is under direct supervision and control of the Forest Service (MOU Sections C1, C5, C6, D3, D10, D14, D18, D19, and F1).


MOU Attachment 1 Items I9 and IC – NEPA Review need to be clarified regarding the printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements.  SWCA’s responsibilities do not extend to the actual printing and distribution of these documents.  Printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements must be done by the Southwestern Regional Office, who will procure appropriate services through the Government Printing Office.  However, SWCA is expected to contribute to the Regional Office efforts in providing appropriate camera-ready material and relevant distribution lists.

It is anticipated that several iterations of the environmental impact statements will be drafted as the content progresses through various internal reviews.  While only the agency’s approved camera-ready draft and final environmental impact statements must conform to the following requirements, it is recommended that draft components of the environmental impact statements be created with these requirements in mind to reduce editing time.  It is also recommended that other project materials be created with these requirements in mind.


The following items are hereby incorporated by reference as relevant direction:

· Government Printing Office Style Manual, 29th Edition (2000) available at www.gpoaccess.gov/stylemanual/index.html

· Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (attached)


· Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (attached)


· Template Setting Quick Reference (attached)


· Southwestern Region EIS Template (attached)

Follow the “Government Printing Office Style Manual” for fundamentals such as grammar, spelling, use of abbreviations, capitalization, etc.  Follow “Forest Service Handbook 1609.11” for agency-specific direction such as that for citations, standard statements, etc., not found in the “Government Printing Office Style Manual.”  Use “Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing” as a guide for managing document structure and presentation to create documents that meet print and Web standards with a minimum of reformatting.  The “Template Setting Quick Reference” provides layout specifications for margins, headers, footers, columns, sections, and landscape graphics.  The “Southwestern Region EIS Template,” containing the required pre-set layout specifications, must be used in preparing the environmental impact statements.

The following Forest Supervisor expectations, expressed in her Interdisciplinary Team Project Initiation Letter dated July 25, 2008, are hereby incorporated as direction:  “I expect the EIS to be written in plain language.  Your work will not only be scrutinized for its technical accuracy, but also for its brevity and clarity.  Write-ups that are encyclopedic or that contain extraneous information will not be accepted.  Technical material is to be summarized in the body of the EIS with specific reference to supporting information in the appendices and/or record.  Graphics are to be used to the fullest extent where they could improve reader understanding and reduce the amount of text.  Of course, graphics should have appropriate complementary interpretive text.”


Additionally, adhere to the following direction in preparing the environmental impact statements:

· Submit all text documentation in MS-Word 2003 format (.doc format).


· Submit materials without embedded ‘Track Changes’ that may be viewed.


· Label each graphic with a unique caption identifier that is referenced in the text body.


· Provide a separate file containing the original electronic graphic files of each graphic included in the camera-ready environmental impact statements.  (Preferred file formats are .jpg, .tif, and .png.  Do not submit graphics in a .pdf file format.)


· Include parenthetical or footnote explanations when technical terms or jargon are used.


· Use incorporation by reference and tiering techniques as appropriate to summarize voluminous information and reports.


· Provide citations for incorporated materials.


· File complete copies of incorporated materials in the Administrative Record.


· Use appendices as appropriate for supporting in-depth explanatory materials.


· Refer to appendices in the text body.


SWCA is authorized to use its professional discretion in complying with this direction.  However, products developed by SWCA remain subject to review and approval by the Forest.


Questions or concerns about the direction provided herein should be directed to the Forest Service Project Manager for the Rosemont Copper Project, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, at              (520) 388-8350 or tciapusci@fs.fed.us.


Sincerely,


		/s/ Reta Laford

		



		RETA LAFORD

		 



		Deputy Forest Supervisor

		 





Attachments:


Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (2/2/2007)


Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (9/2005)


Template Setting Quick Reference (9/22/2005)


Southwestern Region EIS Template (9/2005)

ec:


Southwestern Region Printing Specialist, Sandy Roberts


Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Core and Extended Members


cc:


Jamie Sturgess


Vice-President, Projects and Environment


Rosemont Copper Company


4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040


Denver, Colorado 80246


 
Caring for the Land and Serving People
Printed on Recycled Paper    
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Template Setting Quick Reference 
Revised September 22, 2005 


Type Settings 


Cover Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, 
Header/Footer: 0” 
Columns: 
1: 1”, spacing at 0.5 
2: 5.25” 
Layout:  
Section Start: New Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Chapter Heading Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header” 0”, Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start - Odd Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Subsequent Page Margins:  
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header/ Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start: Continuous; Different odd, even and first pages 


Landscape settings for 
images, tables, figures 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the paragraph 
prior to the image, table, or figure that will be in landscape 
format. 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the image, table or 
figure.  


• Note: The image, table, figure is now in its own section. 
• Change the paper size for this section in Page Setup 


(from the File drop-down menu) to Landscape and set 
margins to fit the section. 


Header/Footer Chapter Heading Page: 
• No Header 
• Odd page footer - Document title on the flush with left 


margin, page number on the right  
Subsequent Pages 
• Odd page Header - Chapter # and name flush with right 


margin 
• Odd page Footer - Document title flush with left margin, 


page number on the right margin 
• Even Page Header - Chapter # and name flush with left 


margin 
• Even page footer - page number flush with left margin, 


document title on the right 
 








United States  
Department of 
Agriculture 


Forest  
Service 


Southwestern 
Region 


 


[Draft, Final, Draft 
Supplemental or Final 
Supplemental] 
Environmental Impact 
Statement for XXX  


XXX National Forest  
County, State 


Legal Description, if applicable 


Insert Map for Alternative 


Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats. Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format. 
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete 
key. 


 











 


 


The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and 
activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where applicable, sex, 
marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, 
political beliefs, reprisal, or because of all or part of an individual’s income is derived from any 
public assistance program. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with 
disabilities who require alternative means of communication of program information (Braille, 
large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and 
TDD). To file a compliant of discrimination, write to USDA, Director of Civil Rights, 1400 
Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, or call (800) 79503272 (voice) or 
(202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 


Printed on recycled paper – [Month Year] [no footer on this page]
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Environmental Impact Statement For XXX 


XXX National Forest 
County, State


Lead Agency:  USDA Forest Service 


Cooperating Agencies:  Insert cooperating agency names 


Responsible Official: Name and Title 
Address 


For Information Contact: Name and Title 
Address 
Telephone Number 


Abstract: [Insert 1 paragraph abstract on the environmental impact statement, including the 
alternatives considered and identification of the preferred alternative(s) if one or more exists and 
Forest Plan Amendments if needed.] 


[FOR DRAFT ONLY 


Reviewers should provide the Forest Service with their comments during the review period of the 
draft environmental impact statement. This will enable the Forest Service to analyze and respond 
to the comments at one time and to use information acquired in the preparation of the final 
environmental impact statement, thus avoiding undue delay in the decisionmaking process. 
Reviewers have an obligation to structure their participation in the National Environmental Policy 
Act process so that it is meaningful and alerts the agency to the reviewers’ position and 
contentions. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 553 (1978). 
Environmental objections that could have been raised at the draft stage may be waived if not 
raised until after completion of the final environmental impact statement. City of Angoon v. 
Hodel (9th Circuit, l986) and Wisconsin Heritages, Inc. v. Harris, 490 F. Supp. 1334, 1338 (E.D. 
Wis. 1980). Comments on the draft environmental impact statement should be specific and should 
address the adequacy of the statement and the merits of the alternatives discussed (40 CFR 
1503.3). 


Send Comments to: Name and Title 
 Address 


Date Comments Must Be Received: Date ] 
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Summary 


The [X] National Forest proposes to [summarize proposal]. The area affected by the proposal 
includes [briefly describe affected environment]. This action is needed, because [summarize the 
need for action]. 


[Describe the background leading up to the proposal, public involvement efforts, and major issues 
raised.]  


These issues led the agency to develop alternatives to the proposed action including: 


[Briefly describe each alternative. 


Major conclusions include:  


[Briefly explain or display conclusions as related to impacts.] 


Based upon the effects of the alternatives, the responsible official will decide [insert brief 
description of decision to be made]. 
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Chapter 1. Purpose of and Need for Action 


Document Structure 
The Forest Service has prepared this Environmental Impact Statement in compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other relevant Federal and State laws and 
regulations. This Environmental Impact Statement discloses the direct, indirect, and cumulative 
environmental impacts that would result from the proposed action and alternatives. The document 
is organized into four chapters:  


• Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action: The chapter includes information on the history 
of the project proposal, the purpose of and need for the project, and the agency’s proposal 
for achieving that purpose and need. This section also details how the Forest Service 
informed the public of the proposal and how the public responded.  


• Chapter 2. Alternatives, including the Proposed Action: This chapter provides a more 
detailed description of the agency’s proposed action as well as alternative methods for 
achieving the stated purpose. These alternatives were developed based on significant 
issues raised by the public and other agencies. This discussion also includes mitigation 
measures. Finally, this section provides a summary table of the environmental 
consequences associated with each alternative.  


• Chapter 3. Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: This chapter 
describes the environmental effects of implementing the proposed action and other 
alternatives. This analysis is organized by [insert topic (i.e., resource area, significant 
issues, environmental component)].  


• Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination: This chapter provides a list of preparers and 
agencies consulted during the development of the environmental impact statement.  


• Appendices: The appendices provide more detailed information to support the analyses 
presented in the environmental impact statement such as the record index, public 
comments and responses, etc. 


• Index: The index provides page numbers by document topic. 
Additional documentation, including more detailed analyses of project-area resources, may be 
found in the project planning record located at [X] 


Background 
[Provide the history of events leading up to the project proposal.] 


Purpose and Need for Action 
There is a need for [insert objectives]. This action is needed, because [insert need for action in 
that location at this specific time]. This action responds to the goals and objectives outlined in the 
[X] Forest Plan, and helps move the project area towards desired conditions described in that plan 
([insert reference to Forest Plan]). [Describe specific linkages to the Forest Plan if appropriate. 
Reference any pre-NEPA or “plan-to-project” assessments that identified the need.] 
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Proposed Action 
The Forest Service proposes to [insert brief description of the proposed action] to meet the 
purpose and need. 


Describe if a Forest Plan Amendment is needed. 


Decision Framework 
Given the purpose and need, the deciding official reviews the proposed action, the other 
alternatives, and the environmental consequences in order to make the following decisions: 


1. [insert questions that the deciding official must answer when making the final decision]. 


Public Involvement 
The Notice of Intent (NOI) was published in the Federal Register on [insert dates]. The NOI 
asked for public comment on the proposal from [insert dates]. In addition, as part of the public 
involvement process, the agency [insert description of public involvement efforts and reference to 
documents in record detailing results].  


Using the comments from the public, other agencies, and [insert others such as tribes, depending 
on the situation] (see Issues section), the interdisciplinary team developed a list of issues to 
address.  


Issues 
The Forest Service separated the issues into two groups: significant and non-significant issues. 
Significant issues were defined as those directly or indirectly caused by implementing the 
proposed action. Non-significant issues were identified as those: 1) outside the scope of the 
proposed action; 2) already decided by law, regulation, Forest Plan, or other higher level decision; 
3) irrelevant to the decision to be made; or 4) conjectural and not supported by scientific or 
factual evidence. The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA regulations explain this 
delineation in Sec. 1501.7, “…identify and eliminate from detailed study the issues which are not 
significant or which have been covered by prior environmental review (Sec. 1506.3)…”. A list of 
non-significant issues and reasons regarding their categorization as non-significant may be found 
at [X] in the record. 


As for significant issues, the Forest Service identified the following issues during scoping: 


[Insert Issue #1]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 


[Insert Issue #…]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 
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Other Related Efforts 
[Insert descriptions of any other related efforts that will affect the proposed action or the decision 
to be made.] 
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Chapter 2. Alternatives, Including the 
Proposed Action 


Introduction 
This chapter describes and compares the alternatives considered for the [insert project name]. It 
includes a description and map of each alternative considered. This section also presents the 
alternatives in comparative form, sharply defining the differences between each alternative and 
providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decision maker and the public. Some of 
the information used to compare the alternatives is based upon the design of the alternative (i.e., 
helicopter logging versus the use of skid trails) and some of the information is based upon the 
environmental, social and economic effects of implementing each alternative (i.e., the amount of 
erosion caused by helicopter logging versus skidding).  


Alternatives Considered in Detail 
The Forest Service developed [X] alternatives, including the No Action and Proposed Action 
alternatives, in response to issues raised by the public.  


Alternative 1  


No Action  
Under the No Action alternative, current management plans would continue to guide management 
of the project area. No [insert project activities] would be implemented to accomplish project 
goals.  


Insert Map for Alternative 1 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 1. Insert Figure Title 
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Alternative 2  


The Proposed Action 
[Describe the Proposed Action including mitigation—should be the same action proposed in the 
NOI]  


Insert Map for Alternative 2 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 2. Insert Figure Title 


Alternative ….  
[Describe the alternative including mitigation.] 
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Insert Map for Alternative 3 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 3. Insert Figure Title 


Mitigation Common to All Alternatives 
The Forest Service also developed the following mitigation measures to be used as part of all of 
the action alternatives.  


[Describe mitigating measures.] 


Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 
Federal agencies are required by NEPA to rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives and to briefly discuss the reasons for eliminating any alternatives that 
were not developed in detail (40 CFR 1502.14). Public comments received in response to the 
Proposed Action provided suggestions for alternative methods for achieving the purpose and 
need. Some of these alternatives may have been outside the scope of [insert need], duplicative of 
the alternatives considered in detail, or determined to be components that would cause 
unnecessary environmental harm. Therefore, a number of alternatives were considered, but 
dismissed from detailed consideration for reasons summarized below [Edit text specifically for 
the circumstances of this project.].  


[Describe alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed study.] 


Comparison of Alternatives 
This section provides a summary of the effects of implementing each alternative. Information in 
the table is focused on activities and effects where different levels of effects or outputs can be 
distinguished quantitatively or qualitatively among alternatives.  
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Table 1. Insert Table Title 


 Alternative 1 
Alternative 


2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 


[Item to 
Compare 1]     


[Item to 
Compare 2]     


[Item to 
Compare 3]     


[Item to 
Compare 4]     


[Item to 
Compare 5]     


[Item to 
Compare 6]     
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Chapter 3. Affected Environment and 
Environmental Consequences 


This Chapter summarizes the physical, biological, social, and economic environments of the 
project area and the effects of implementing each alternative on that environment. It also presents 
the scientific and analytical basis for the comparison of alternatives presented in the alternatives 
chapter. 


[Topic 1] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use indicators developed for each issue in 
the Issues section to compare effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and cumulative 
effects.] 


[Topic …] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use the same indicators described for each 
issue in the Issues section to explain the effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and 
cumulative effects.] 


Short-term Uses and Long-term Productivity 
NEPA requires consideration of “the relationship between short-term uses of man’s environment 
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity” (40 CFR 1502.16). As declared 
by the Congress, this includes using all practicable means and measures, including financial and 
technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create 
and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill 
the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans 
(NEPA Section 101). 


[Reference the environmental consequences discussions related to the relationships between 
short-term uses and long-term productivity.] 


Unavoidable Adverse Effects 
[Insert a description of any adverse effects that are unavoidable for each alternative and reference 
the effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 


Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
Irreversible commitments of resources are those that cannot be regained, such as the extinction of 
a species or the removal of mined ore. Irretrievable commitments are those that are lost for a 
period of time such as the temporary loss of timber productivity in forested areas that are kept 
clear for use as a power line rights-of-way or road. 


[Insert a description of any irreversible or irretrievable effects by alternative and reference the 
effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 
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Cumulative Effects 
[Cumulative effects should be addressed in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion. 
Reference these discussions here. If applicable, discuss any inter-relationships of cumulative 
effects between ‘topic’ areas as well as inter-relationships with any other projects, policies, or 
recent decisions.] 


Other Required Disclosures 
NEPA at 40 CFR 1502.25(a) directs “to the fullest extent possible, agencies shall prepare draft 
environmental impact statements concurrently with and integrated with other environmental 
review laws and executive orders.”  


[Insert a description of how the Forest Service has consulted with or is not required to consult 
with the agencies listed below as required under the following Acts and laws: 


• Fish and Wildlife Service under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act for causing water 
to be impounded or diverted; 


• National Historic Preservation Act for causing ground disturbing actions in historical 
places; 


• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service in accordance 
with the ESA implementing regulations for projects with threatened or endangered 
species; and 


• Any applicable state and county laws affected by the alternatives.] 
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Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination 


Preparers and Contributors  
The Forest Service consulted the following individuals, Federal, State, and local agencies, tribes 
and non-Forest Service persons during the development of this environmental assessment: 


ID Team Members: 
[Insert names] 


Federal, State, and Local Agencies: 
[Insert names] 


Tribes: 
[Insert names] 


Others: 
[Insert names] 


List of Agencies, Organizations and Person to Whom Copies of 
the DEIS, Supplement and FEIS Were Sent 
This environmental impact statement has been distributed to individuals who specifically 
requested a copy of the document [(for final environmental impact statements only) and those 
who submitted substantive comments on the draft environmental impact statement]. In addition, 
copies have been sent to the following Federal agencies, federally recognized tribes, Sate and 
local governments, and organizations representing a wide range of views regarding [Insert 
purpose]. 


[Insert names of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with 
respect to any environmental impact involved and any appropriate Federal, State. or local agency 
authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards; any person, organization, or agency 
requesting the entire environmental impact statement; and in the case of a final environmental 
impact statement any person, organization, or agency which submitted substantive comments.]  
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Index 


[Insert an index] 
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Appendix  


A – Appendix Title 
 [Insert any material that is essential to the understanding of the environmental impact statement.] 
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B – Public Comments and Responses [for FEIS only] 
[Insert response to public] 
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Abstract 


In the USDA Forest Service (FS), one of our most common tools for producing visual 
information is Microsoft Word (MS-Word). It is how we create content: correspondence, news 
releases, decisions, statements, manuals, NEPA process, and so on. 


Currently, official documents are kept in hard copy. Some are commercially printed for 
distribution to the public. Most documents are available electronically on our internal systems, 
such as the Records Management database and FSWeb; and many are also available externally on 
the World Wide Web (WWW). 


“Administrative” documents, as defined in FSM 1631.11-12, become “publications” when they 
are posted on the WWW because they become available to anyone having an internet connection 
— even if the “general public” is not the targeted or intended audience. 


Documents for public distribution have specific standards that must be met according to the 
USDA Visual Information Standards as well as the FS Manual (1630) and Handbook (1609.11). 
All publications — whether administrative or public — must be written following the 
Government Printing Office (GPO) Style Manual, which is a reference for spelling, capitalization, 
compound words, punctuation, etc. It is available on the Internet or copies can be obtained from 
the Superintendent of Documents. 


Electronic documents, both internal and external, must meet specific standards to make them 
accessible to people with disabilities according to Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1974, 
as amended in 1998. Some of our large electronic documents are converted from MS-Word into 
HTML or Adobe Acrobat PDF format, but still have to measure up to the Section 508 standards. 


The goal is create content once — publish it multiple ways. In the past, content 
producers, print producers, and web producers have had to create or re-create several versions of 
the same document: one for copying, one for commercial printing, and another for publishing to 
the web. The purpose of this guide is to help people who create documents, so that their 
documents can meet the above standards with a minimum of re-creation. The guide will focus 
mostly on document structure and presentation. 


Remember: MS-Word is the word processing program that is used for desktop publishing in 
the Forest Service. Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t meet all 
requirements of different publishing media. However, by properly using the full toolbox of MS-
Word, one can contribute to a much more effective publishing process. 


For questions about R3 Publishing, contact Sandra Roberts at 505-842-3295 or email: Sandra 
L Roberts/R3/USDAFS. For questions about Web publishing or comments about this 
document, contact Polly Lovato at 505-842-3296 or email: Polly Lovato/R3/USDAFS. 


This document and copies of the templates can be found on the Region 3 PAO FSWeb site at: 
 http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Chapter 1 – Publications Requirements 


Communication. The key purpose for writing a document is for someone else to read and 
understand it.  


If you use a structure or presentation styles that make your document harder to read, you could 
break the connection with the reader — defeat the purpose. 


As you create a document, you are joining a long heritage of writers and readers. You are learning 
from their experience, which as been captured in readability and usability studies. In the FS, we 
are assisted in applying those standards by having them incorporated into the USDA Visual 
Information Standards. 


There may be a few reasons to deviate from the standards, but understanding and using them 
increases your chances of communicating effectively. 


Links to Publication Direction 
USDA Visual Information Standards:  
http://www.usda.gov/agency/oc/design/download/pdf_forms/VisualManGuides/ 
Visual_Stan04web.pdf 


Forest Service Manual Direction on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsm/1600/1630.doc 


Forest Service Handbook on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsh/1609.11/ 


Section 508 Accessibility Requirements (making electronic documents available to people with 
disabilities): 
http://www.section508.gov 


Format Standards 
These standards are taken directly from the USDA Visual Management Manual (VMM) and FSM 
1630. 


1. Never use ALL CAPS. Use italics for scientific names or for emphasis of words or short 
phrases. ALL CAPS and italics are harder to read – they slow the reader down. Use them 
sparingly and with intent.  


2. All pages should be left aligned, sometimes called “rag-right”. 
3. Page numbers run consecutively throughout the document. Pages prior 


to the Text (see item 3-5 under Proper Order section) would be identified with lower case 
numbers. Text through Index (items 6-10 in Proper Order section) would be numeric 
starting with “1” to the end of the document. Do not restart numbering with each chapter. 
They do not need a prefix (i.e., 2-14, Page 14) — page number only. Page numbers are 
always on the outside lower corner, even with the outside margin: 
a. odd page nos. = right corner;  
b. even page nos. = left corner. 
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4. Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning to end. No 
chapter prefixes. Table captions should be positioned above the table, in sentence style, 
with no period. 


5. Figures are any images: photos, maps, charts, drawings, or other graphics. They are 
numbered consecutively throughout the document. Figure captions should be 
positioned below the image, in sentence style, with no period. 


6. Chapters start with an odd page number. 


Proper Order 
The proper order for the contents of an EA, EIS, and all documents follows: 


1. Cover 
2. Inside front cover with printing month and year, and EEO statement  
3. Inside title page (back of this is blank) (new odd page) 
4. Forward, Letter of Transmittal, Preface, and Acknowledgements. 


Although these are not common, if needed, they would go here, in 
the order listed. (new odd page) 


5. Contents (new odd page) 
6. Text; all chapters, each of which starts as a new odd page. 
7. Glossary, if needed (new odd page) 
8. Bibliography/References (new odd page) 
9. Appendix; there is one appendix, it may have several parts. (new odd 


page) 
10. Index 


Publishing (Documents for Distribution to the Public – 
Electronic or Hard Copy) 
Many people are going to need to understand your job before you actually see your document 
published. The printed product involves: the FS publishing manager, the printing specialist, and 
the accounting staff; the Government Printing Office (GPO) Specialists; the commercial printing 
company's staff. Web Publishing involves at least the Forest web 
manager. 


Consider yourself an essential partner in the publishing process. 
Everyone wants to do a good job and produce an effective product 
for you. It is a challenge to describe your job, form realistic 
expectations, and communicate clearly while much of your 
communication will be written or possibly long distance. 


The following points will help you make the interaction successful. 


1. Complete FS-1600-6, Publications Proposal, and 


Use lower case 
roman numerals 
for page 
numbering: i, ii, 
etc.. 


Use numeric; 1 
through the end 
of document 
starting at 
Chapter 1. 


Ordinarily, an Administrative 
document does not need formal 
publications review, but if it is 
published to the WWW it 
becomes a “publication” and 
must be reviewed. Start with the 
PAO. 
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obtain all approvals and signatures required. Submit form at conception of the need to 
produce a document to RO, PAO. 


2. For a document that will be printed:  
When the document is complete — all reviews of manuscript and gathering and 
placement of images are done — create a CD with the following and send to Sandra 
Roberts, RO-PAO: 
a. Final MS-Word document - Hard-copy output proofed 


and in final form and MS-Word document.  
b. Any other files embedded in the final document, i.e., 


spreadsheets, charts, etc. 
c. Photos — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 


i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch 
(ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) in .tif format resampled to 
actual size used in document. These images cannot be 
scaled when placing in the document. These color images 
must be saved as CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi)) in .jpg format 
resampled to actual size used in document. These images cannot be scaled when 
placing in the document. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


d. Maps, Logos, Art Illustrations — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 
i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch (ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) 


in .eps format. These images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as 
CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi) in .gif format. These 
images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


Note: The document will be reviewed by the Regional Printing Specialist for conformance to the 
template and VMM. Files will be checked for format and type. Once ready, the hardcopy of the 
document and electronic photos, maps, logos, art illustrations on CD are sent with printing 
specifications to an offset printing contractor.  


3. For a document that will be published on the WWW: 
a. Provide an electronic copy of all the above to the Web Manager to review for 


compliance with web policy and standards.  
b. When the MS-Word document meets these criteria, it will be converted to PDF 


format (using the “standard” or “smallest size” conversion setting — see Converting 
MS-Word to Adobe Acrobat PDF for more information) and posted to the Internet. 


 


MS-Word documents that 
will be offset printed should 
have only 1-ink color — 
black. Print contractors 
cannot produce color 
separations required for 
multi-colored printing from 
word processing files. 
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Chapter 2 - Microsoft Word 


Understanding MS-Word’s Position in Publishing 
MS-Word is the word processing program that is used in for desktop publishing in the FS. 


In the publishing industry, it is common to use MS-Word to create content. However, a 
professional publishing software like QuarkXPress or Adobe InDesign, or software using mark-
up languages like SGML or XML, are used for creation of the printed book or publication. HTML 
(or its variations) or programmed databases are used for web 
publishing. 


Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t 
meet all requirements of different publishing media: print, web, CD, 
and other electronic file-sharing, like on hand-held communication 
devices. (See Example) 


“Desktop Publishing” is a good label for MS-Word, because it 
functions best at the desktop where it is used. It relies on the particular 
parameters of the desktop system, including fonts, printer drivers, 
versions, in order to output the same layout one sees on the screen. 
Commercial printers will not accept MS-Word files for output because 
portability is so problematic. 


One has to own MS-Word or use their Viewer plug-in in order to read 
an MS-Word document. It is not universally accessible; therefore, it is 
not appropriate for the FS to put MS-Word documents on the WWW. 


What does that mean for the FS? 
Does that mean Forest Service employees are hamstrung by our 
corporate choice of software? Not necessarily. Despite some limitations and cumbersome 
Microsoft programming, one can contribute to an effective publishing process by: 


• planning with printing and web managers before document creation so that, as much as 
possible, templates and workflow incorporate the requirements of the publishing media to 
be used. 


• properly using the full toolbox of MS-Word; 
• using additional software to make the document portable to other publishing media, such 


as Adobe Acrobat PDF to create press or print ready documents, and HTML Editors to 
create web pages. 
o Acrobat changes the MS-Word file as it distills it to manage the resolution, image 


color modes, fonts and page layout, creating a postscript compliant file ready for 
service bureaus and printers. 


o  HTML editing software and Acrobat recognize the underlying structure, presentation 
and alternative text in an MS-Word document and tag it to enable production for the 
web. 


Example 


Tables are not easy to 
comprehend. One has to 
recognize the logic of the 
design and then repeatedly 
relate column headers and 
row headers to the data in 
the table cells in order to 
draw conclusions about 
the information. 


There are not enough 
formatting options in MS-
Word to indicate table cell 
relationships. Therefore, a 
data table is the hardest 
element to convert 
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Getting Started 
These steps will help you efficiently build documents that meet the requirements for filing 
electronically on our internal systems, offset printing, converting to PDF or other format, and 
posting on the Internet. 


Project Folder 
Create an electronic directory for the project and store everything in it, including subfolders for: 


• Images – clip Art, photos, pie charts/bar charts, maps, etc. 
• Source documents – spreadsheet files, tables, etc. 


Teamwork 
If several people (a team) are working on the documentation, create the directory in shared file 
space on a server. Each team member should have read, write and insert access to the directory. 
Only the project’s manager should have “delete” access. 


As noted in Chapter 1, upon completion of documentation, the project folder and its contents will 
be sent to the Regional Print Specialist for offset printing; the unit web manager for web 
publishing; and/or kept as part of the official record. 


Select a template ahead of the writing/editing process and agree among team members to be 
consistent in the production. 


Templates reside at http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/. Select the appropriate template by right 
clicking on the template name  


File the template — C:  Documents and Settings,  [yourname]  Application 
Data  Microsoft  Templates (Note:  This is the default directory for templates.) 


• Click on the Save button. The template will now be available when creating new 
documents in MS-Word. 
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Setting up MS-Word 


Document Formatting Options 
Set Tools  Options from the toolbar to control formatting more easily. Formatting marks are 
useful, especially when you have to strip out junk coding from poorly prepared documents. 


 


Under the View tab: 


• In the Formatting marks
section, check All to show 
all marks. 


Under the Edit tab: 


• Change Default Paragraph 
Style from “Normal” to 
“Body Text.” 


Under the Save tab: 


• Check “Prompt for 
document properties.”
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AutoFormatting Options 
Check AutoFormat Options. Select Format  AutoFormat  Options. 


  


Additional Information about Adding Text 
• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 


spacing after a sentence is a rule from the typewriter days. 
• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between paragraphs. Use the paragraph format 


option: Format  Paragraph. Add spacing before or after the paragraph. Spacing 
between paragraphs is 10 pt. 


• Do not underline text. Use the bold or italics feature to highlight text. Underlining is 
used only for hyperlinks. Underlining is another item we bring with us from the 
typewriter era — at that time it was the only way to highlight text. Underlining is not 
used for the title of books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO 
Style Manual, for the correct ways to display titles. 


• Use “Shift-Enter” to enter a line break within a paragraph. 


Under the AutoFormat and 
AutoFormat As You Type
tabs, check all boxes as shown. 
(The selections are the same for 
both of these tabs.) 


If you are using a FS template 
that has its own headings, do 
not check the “Built-in Heading 
Styles” because those are 
Microsoft styles. If selected, 
the program may not allow you 
to modify the built-in styles. 


Replacing straight quotes, 
ordinals, fractions, and hyphens 
will give you a more 
professional looking document. 
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Page Setup 
The overall page setup has been 
established in the templates. To 
reset, select the File  Page 
Setup, then select the thumbnails 
for Margins, Paper size, or Layout. 
When making changes, be sure to 
check whether you are setting them 
for This Section only or for the 
Whole Document. 


See the Template Setting Quick 
Reference for template settings. This 
is available at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/toolbox/
guides/template-ref.doc. 


Margins 
The standards specify that a one-
column page has a line width of 6”. 
This is also a readability standard 
because it is about the maximum 
width that they eye can scan 
comprehensibly. 


Margins can be set up for the whole document of be selectively changed as needed. 


Margins 
• Cover Page: 


o Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, Header/Footer: 0” 
o This page also has 2 columns. Column setting can be view by selecting Format  


Columns. 
Number of Columns: 2, Width and Spacing: col 1: width 1”, spacing 0.5”;  
col 2: width 5.25” 


o End the page with a “Next page” Section break (Insert  Break) 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o There should be a “Continuous” Section Break immediately following each Chapter 
Title. Double-click on the section break to view the margin, layout and page size 
setting for the Chapter Heading page. 
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0”; Footer: 0.65 


• Subsequent Pages: 
o Position the cursor anywhere on the content of the subsequent pages. Select File  


Page Setup to view the margin, layout and page size for these pages. 
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0.65, Footer: 0.65. 
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o End the chapter with an Odd page Section break. 


Layout 
• Cover Page: 


o Section Start: New Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even, and first page. 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o Section Start: Odd Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 
• Subsequent pages: 


o Section Start: Continuous; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 


Document Properties 
Set the properties and “metadata” of the document. Search engines and document indexes use this 
information to help users locate documents. 


 


 


• File  Properties  
Summary tab 


• Fill in the fields for the title of your 
document, subject, author, and 
company. 


• Document titles are mandatory 
for all files. Title should be unique.


• Type in keywords that will be 
useful in searching for the 
document. 
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Using Templates 
If you correct or modify an existing template, be sure to Save As a *.dot — a simple Save may 
create a document, not a template. 


If you like the formatting of a certain document, you can Save As a template, then replace the text 
that changes the next time you want to use it. 


Why use Templates? 
Creating proper document structure and setting up format styles is work. Applying Styles that 
are in a template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or piece of text and manually 
formatting it, is less work. If you need a new style, consider modifying an existing style or create 
one — don’t use inline coding for more than singular instances. Use of template styles will: 


• automate repetitive work and provide consistent formatting, 
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document, 
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 
Creating document structure and presentation styles as you produce a document may seem like 
too much effort. However, once that work is done and saved as a template, the next similar 
project is quicker and more efficient. 


Typewriter-ism 
Many, many people use the computer like a typewriter! They treat the screen as a sheet of paper. 
They are doing too much repetitive work and creating a morass of junk code that becomes 
another publisher’s nightmare. Turn on the paragraph marks to see them. Remove typewriter 
work habits: 


• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 
spacing after a sentence is a leftover rule when typewriters produced mono-spaced letters 
and one needed to create a visual break after sentences. MS-Word automatically adjusts 
for sentence ending space. 


• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between 
paragraphs. Specify consistent spacing when 
formatting the Style. If incidental extra space is 
needed, select the paragraph with the right mouse 
button, select Paragraph to add spacing before or 
after that specific paragraph. 


• Do not underline text. Underlining is used only 
for hyperlinks or for emphasis of a single word or 
phrase. Underlining headings is another typewriter 
leftover when underlining and double-striking was the 
only way to highlight text. Underlining in 
bibliographies or references is not used for the title of 


Useful key strokes 


Use Shift+Enter to create a line 
break within a paragraph or a list. 
That is called a “soft break” or “soft 
return.” It moves the cursor position 
to a new line without creating a new 
paragraph or adding space. 
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books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO Style Manual, for the 
correct ways to display titles. 


Structure v. Presentation 
Proper document structure is built by the orderly progression of the elements of the document and 
the styles applied to identify that organization. 


One does not pick and choose built-in heading styles based on what they look like — one selects 
the format style for an element based on its role: 


Title [Doc Title] 


Subtitle [Subtitle)] 


Chapter title [Chapter Heading] 


Paragraph Title [1st Degree Heading, etc. cascading down because they are not just 
convenient labels, but rather identification of relationships between the elements — 
document structure] 


The presentation aspects of the elements [font, size, color, alignment, space, etc] gives the reader 
visual clues of the document’s organization, and can be changed as needed. 
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Finding Templates 
For any document that you have to create more than a couple of times, you should select or create 
a template to take care of repetitive formatting tasks. 


Some basic templates are stored already in your Microsoft \Templates folder. Any document that 
you Save As a “Document template” automatically goes into your Microsoft \Templates folder 
as a *.dot. [C:\Documents and Settings\YourName\Application Data\Microsoft\Templates] 


You can open someone else’s template and Save As a “document template” and it will 
automatically go into your Microsoft \Templates folder as a *.dot 


Then to use a template, simply launch MS-Word, Select “General 
Templates” in the Task Pane under “New from template.” 


R3 Templates can be found at:  
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Styles 
Styles are a huge help in working with MS-Word documents. Not only do they identify structure, 
they help create a consistent, professional presentation for the document. With Styles applied, 
making global changes to the document (like changing text size or font) can be done in one place, 
yet affect the whole document. Plus you can build in workflow, so that after selecting a style for 
the first line, you can continue to type and the styles will apply themselves until the next section 
is started. 


Every MS-Word document uses Styles. The big question is whether they are meaningful. In 
many documents everything is styled “Normal,” whether the line or paragraph looks like a 
heading or body text or a bullet list. 


Importance of being more than “Normal” 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting your document into other file 
types such as HTML, PDF, XML, and in meeting the accessibility requirements for electronic 
documents. Use of proper styles assists the software to convert the document and allows assistive 
technology devices to interpret the document. Using the “normal” style does not specify what 
relationship the line or paragraph has to the document structure.  


Use of styles such as “Body text,” “Block Quote,” “Bulleted Paragraph,” etc., identifies the 
structure or relationship of that text to the rest of the document. It is more informative than 
identifying the style as “Normal.” (See the List of Template Styles that are available in the 
Document, EA NEPA, and EIS NEPA templates. These templates can be found at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/) 


“Normal” has one important editing use (pre-2003 MS-Word versions) 
• Do not apply the Normal style in your document 
• Do not base any other style on “Normal.” 
• In the source document, select text that you are going to merge into your document and 


apply the Normal style to it before you copy and paste. That way, the merged text is less 
likely to corrupt the styles in your document. 


Once the new text is in your document, select it and apply 
Clear Formatting before applying the appropriate Style 
to it. 


 


In the latest FS version of MSWord, 
there is a function called “Paste 
Special” that enables one to copy 
from a source document as is, yet 
“paste unformatted text,” so it clears 
before it becomes part of the new 
document. 
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Use the styles that are part of the template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or 
piece of text and manually formatting it. Use of template styles will: 


• automate and provide consistent formatting,  
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document,  
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and ADA accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 


 


 
 


 


These control manual formatting. When changes are made using manual formatting, you 
must go through the document and apply the change to each individual occurrence. 


The list of styles available for your use is in this pull-down menu. Click anywhere within the 
paragraph then select the style needed from this list. It will be applied to the whole paragraph.  


When making changes to a style, the change is automatically made throughout the document 
wherever that style is used. 
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MS-Word 2002 and the Formatting Task Pane 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting the document into other file 
types, such as PDF, HTML, etc., and in meeting the ADA requirements for electronic documents. 
Use of proper body style enables the software to successfully convert the document and allows 
assistive technology devices to successfully interpret the document. 


 


 


Click on the drop-down arrow from the View 
Task Pane and select Styles and 


Formatting. 


Remember: If your task pane is not open when you 
launch MS-Word, select View  Task Pane from the 
toolbar. 


You can quickly create a new style by selecting text that 
you have formatted inline, then select New Style, give it a 
name, select OK, and it keeps all the parameters of that 
selected text. Then you can apply that style to other text of 
the same value in hierarchy of styles. 


Note: If the style you want to modify does not appear in 
the list of styles showing under Styles and Formatting, then 
select All Styles from the Show pop-up window at the 
bottom of the dialogue box. 


Once you select and use, or modify and use, a style from 
the All Styles list, change the option back to Available 
Styles or to Styles in Use.  Otherwise, you’ll have to 
scroll through many unnecessary choices. 
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Fill in the top four fields when creating a new Style: 


  


Style Name: i.e., Body Text, Heading 
1, Heading 2, Caption, etc. 


Based on: Only styles that are within 
a category of styles should be based on 
another style. For example, Body Text 
is not based on another style, but Body 
Text Indent and Block Text could be 
based on Body Text. 


Note: When basing a style on another 
style, remember that if you go in and 
change one in some way that will affect 
all styles that are “based on” that style. 


Style for following paragraph: 
This will automatically apply the style 
you select here to the paragraph 
immediately following. 


Select the Format button at the bottom
and choose your settings for fonts, 
paragraphs, and others. 
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Font and Paragraph Setting 


Font Settings 
Arial and Times New Roman are installed on nearly all computers and are the default fonts for 
web browsers. Therefore, these are good choices if your document will be available 
electronically.  


 


 


Font size for text should be 11 pt. 


Font color should be automatic. 


Under the Character Spacing tab, 
select “Kerning for Fonts” enter the 
same point size as the font size. 


Avoid using anything listed on the 
Text Effects tab. 
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Paragraph settings: 
For styles within the body of the document: Window/Orphan control should be checked. 


 


For Heading styles, including subheads and captions, use the following settings: 
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Document Map Features 
Use the Document Map feature to check header formatting. Select View  Document Map. 
This feature enables you to immediately see problems with document structure. 


 


 
 


Hierarchy tree on the left 
corresponds to the style 
used


DO NOT use the “&” symbol anywhere, 
spell it out “and”. 
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Tables 
Select Table  Table Properties. The first tab, Table, enables you to specify the attributes 
that affect the design of the whole table: preferred width, where the table sits relative to the 
margins, and how document text is affected by the table’s placement. 


Use tables for columns of numbers such as budgets, spreadsheet data, or comparison data if 
enough information is shown to compare, otherwise it may be better to put the information in a 
text paragraph. 


 


Definitely consider and 
set the Table Options. 
Setting the attributes 
here, from the main table 
options, rather than in 
Cell options gives the 
table a consistent 
presentation. Neglecting 
to manage cell margins 
lets the text run right up 
next to borders and lines 
making it hard to read. 
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Borders and Shading 


Table 1. Table Example Showing Shading for Header Row 


Name Address Phone Number 
Jane Doe 123 Some St. 


Anywhere, US 
Unlisted 


Jack Ryan 456 Some St. 
Anywhere, US 


111-222-3333 


Table Header 
• Apply the Table Header style to the header rows and/or columns.  


o Use black for shading if shading is desired and change the font color to white. 
o Never use “hairline” for the border. A copier’s toner usually cannot show less than a 


½ point line. 
Note: Lines and shading are graphic treatments that should serve communication, not 
decoration. If lines are too bold or sharing too dark, the table data is harder to read. 


Table Cells 
• Use the Table Cell style for table text.  
• Merge table cells where necessary. 
• Do not use blank rows or columns for white space. Set the column height and width 


instead. 
• Use the “Shift-Enter” key to go to a new line within a cell, such as done in the “Address” 


column in Table 1. 


When using black shading 
in the header, make the 
inside border lines white. 
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Table Captions 
Insert a caption above the table (Insert  Caption).  Apply the Caption Table style to the 
caption. 


• Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the end.  
• Do not add chapter prefixes.  
• Caption spacing is 10pt between text and caption and 3pt between caption and table. 
• Table captions should also repeat with the table when they continue on following pages. 


Table Accessibility 
Build accessibility into your tables. Identify the table’s header rows that will be repeated across 
the pages, and also identify the header for web documents. 


 


• Select the Table’s header row. 
• Select Table  Table Properties. 
• Check “Repeat as header row at the top 


of each page”.  


The header will be displayed at the top of 
each page should the table span more than 
one page. It also flags this row as the header 
row for assistive technology devices, which 
can help to make the interpretation of the 
table more understandable. 


Wrap text in the Cell Options flows the 
text into multiple lines and allows the cell a 
greater height without changing its width. 


Do not check the “Fit text: box. Fit 
text in the Cell Options visually reduces 
the font size to make the text fit in a fixed 
cell space. The actual font doesn’t change. 
This sounds useful, but is an MS-Word 
manipulation of presentation attributes that 
may not carry over to printing or web 
production, resulting in lost data, or pages 
that don’t fit. 
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Managing Images 
Never work with your original images. Protect them, by 
writing them to a CD-R, or to another archiving storage area. 
Make copies directly in the Windows filing system. Don’t 
open and save as a copy because that changes the image data. 
Once an original is changed, color data and fidelity are 
irretrievably lost. 


• Two copies of the image should reside in the project 
folder—a gray-scaled, high-resolution image in EPS 
or TIF format, and a low-resolution image (can be in 
color) in GIF or JPG format—sized and cropped to 
their final dimensions. 
High-Resolution Images for Offset Printing 


o EPS format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, and clip art.  


o TIF format is for photos. Set resolution at 300 dpi 
(dots per inch). Save as either grayscale (black and 
white), PANTONE spot, or CMYK (for color).  


Low Resolution Images for Electronic 
Viewing 


o GIF format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, graphics with 
transparent areas, animations, and clip art.  


o JPG format is for photos, images using textures, 
images with gradient transitions, and any images 
requiring more than 256 colors. Set resolution at 
72-96 ppi (pixels per inch). Save as RGB.  


o PNG format is a versatile web graphic format. 
However, not all web browsers can view PNG 
graphics. 


o SVG format is for vector, scalable graphics like 
maps. 


Note: PowerPoint graphics cannot be used. Commercial 
printers cannot separate them into individual printing plates for 
each ink color. 


Images 
“Images” signifies “pictures”: 
photos, drawings, maps, charts, 
graphics. It actually includes 
“clip art” even though MS-Word 
has a separate category for it. 


Color 
There are 4 types of color 
modes: 


Black/White: used for line 
drawings where the line is either 
black or white, no shades. 


Grayscale: used to depict 
continuous tone in one color, by 
shades or percentages of the 
color. For example, the color of 
this sidebar is 40% black. 


Computer monitors use RGB 
color. RGB stands for the 3 
colors of light that combine in 
the monitor to create a full range 
of color: Red-Green-Blue. 


Offset printing uses CMYK 
color CMYK stands for the 4 
color inks needed to print full 
color: Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-
Key [blacK]. 


Color monitors approximate 
CMYK with RGB light. 


Many color copiers have 
technology to recognize 
whichever color mode is used by 
the photos or images in a 
document. The copier 
approximates full color using 
toners. 


Most inkjet printers use CMYK 
inks. If the printer recognizes an 
RGB image, it approximates full 
color. 
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Rule of Thumb 
• Prepare your documents for the highest resolution that will be 


needed. The documents can always be down sampled for lower 
resolution publishing. But they cannot be “up-sampled”. 


• When scanning images, scan them as 300 dpi, RGB (even if they are 
black and white images). Then convert them to grayscale or CMYK. 
This provides for better image data. 


• For best results, use an image editing program to resample and resize 
images. 
o Resize and resample images to the actual size used in the 


document. Do not resize the image once it has been inserted into 
the document.  


• If the document is to be offset printed, insert the gray-scaled, high-
resolution image into the document. Color can only be used if prior 
approval has been obtained. 


• If the document will not be offset printed, insert the low-resolution 
image. 


Image Caption 
• Insert a caption below the image (Insert  Reference  Caption). Apply the 


Caption Figure style to the caption. 
o Title these images, “Figures.” Figures are any photos, maps, or other graphics.  
o Figures are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the 


end. Do not add chapter prefixes.  
o Caption spacing is 10pt between caption and text, 3pt between caption and image. 


Resolution 


dpi: dots per inch  
used for print 


ppi: pixels per inch 
used for computer or 
digital 


Press: 300dpi 


Print: 200 ppi 


Copying: 150 ppi 


Web: 72 or 96 ppi 
(depending on the 
monitor) 
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Formatting Images 
  


 


 


Format Picture  Layout  


This is where you control how the 
image is located on the page and how 
it relates to the text around it. 


Format Picture  Layout 
    Advanced Layout 
       Picture Position 
       Text Wrapping 


Manage the margins around the 
image. 


Many people use blank paragraphs to try 
to position their images. This dialog box 
is more effective and efficient — plus it 
doesn’t add junk. 
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Alternative Text — Making Images Accessible 
Every image in your document must 
have “Alternative Text.” It indicates 
the function and purpose of the image. 


Compose the text in a sentence to 
identify what the image is: a photo, 
map, chart, graph, drawing, clip art. 


Then provide a functionally equivalent 
statement. In other words, whatever 
you write here takes the place of the 
image — it communicates the same 
information and if the image performs 
a function like linking to something 
else, includes that information. 


Of course it needs to be succinct, and 
not the same as the image caption. 


MS-Word and Image Manipulation 
 


 


These tools increase your control 
over the images you place on the 
page, but they are not as 
effective as professional image 
editing software programs. 


It does have some simple tools for changing the image once you place it on 
the page. As well as being in the Format Picture dialog boxes, these tools are 
all accessed on the Images toolbar. 


You can change color to grayscale; add or lessen contrast; brighten or darken; 
crop; rotate; add lines; resample; and set a transparent area (like the 
background) of an image. The MS-Word Help provides very good 
descriptions of how to use these functions. 
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Headers/Footers 
Page headers should show chapter titles. Page footers should show the document title and page 
number. 


• No headers or footers for the cover and inside front cover pages. 
• Start page numbering after the inside front cover through the Contents page. Use lower-


case Roman numerals. 
• Beginning with Chapter 1, start page numbering with “1” and number consecutively to 


the end of the document. 
• Chapter Heading pages: No headers; footer: document title flush with the left 


margin, page number at the right margin. 
• Subsequent pages:  


o Odd page headers: chapter title flush with the right margin;  
o Odd page footers:  document title flush with the left margin, page number at the 


right margin  
o Even page headers: chapter title flush with the left margin;. 
o Even page footers:  document title flush with the right margin, page number at 


the left margin  
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Contents Page 


 


 


 


• Insert  Index and 
Tables  Table of 
Contents tab 


•  “Show page numbers” is 
checked. 


• “Right align page 
numbers” is checked. 


• Select Options 


• Select the “Styles” box. 
o Under TOC Level, check to ensure the 


styles listed are those you want on 
your Contents page. Add any not 
shown; delete any that are unwanted. 


Example--Using the NEPA templates: 
Chapter Heading (level 2) and 1st 
Degree Heading (level 3) would be 
listed. All other styles would be left 
blank. 
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This chapter presents requirements for national or regional publications prepared by Regions, 
Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office.  The emphasis is on what is 
required, rather than on who does it. 


10.4 - Responsibility 
 
Occasional reference is made to what only the Publications Control Officer has the authority to 
do, or to what is usually done by an editor, a printing specialist, a reviewer, a distribution officer, 
or some other specialist.  The responsibilities of these specialists often overlap, however, and 
their specific duties may differ in each office; specific duties of personnel are most 
authoritatively defined in position descriptions.  For example, the Publications Control Officers 
in Regions, Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office are responsible for 
interpreting, applying, and enforcing all regulations and other legislative or administrative 
provisions for the planning, preparation, editing, clearance, printing, binding, and distribution of 
publications and administrative documents; Printing Officers coordinate the procurement of 
printing and binding of informational materials; Distribution Officers oversee or manage the 
distribution of informational materials, including the control of inventory and supervision of 
publications mailing procedures. 
 
Because they may share responsibilities in producing publications and administrative documents, 
Publications Control Officers, authors, editors, reviewers, and personnel who procure printing 
and distribute information must be aware of the following requirements. 


11 - APPROPRIATENESS 


11.1 - Consistency With Forest Service Mission   
 
A publication must be consistent with the mission of the Forest Service responsibility for Federal 
leadership in forestry, carried out through four main activities: Protection and management of 
resources; cooperation with State and local governments, forest industries, and private 
landowners; research in all aspects of forestry, forest and range management and protection, and 
forest products utilization; and participation with other agencies in human resource and 
community assistance programs. 


11.2 - Uniqueness  
 
A proposed publication must not duplicate an existing one. 


11.3 - Need   
 
A publication must report research or provide information needed by the general public, 
segments of the public, or substantial numbers of Forest Service and other U.S. Department of 
Agriculture employees. 
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11.31 - Approval  
 
After a unit determines the need for a publication, it must propose the publication to a 
Publications Committee established in accordance with Departmental Regulation 1440-1 (FSM 
1630.4). 


12 - PROPER PUBLISHER   
 
Carefully select the proper outlet for and level of publication.  The WO, the Department, and/or a 
professional journal or other private publisher are the appropriate publishers for manuscripts of 
national and international use, interest, or applicability.  Manuscripts limited to local or regional 
use, interest, or applicability are published by Forests, Regions, Stations, the Area, or the 
Institute. 


13 - ECONOMY AND EFFECTIVENESS 


13.1 - Requirements   
 
A publication must be planned for maximum effectiveness and economical production.  
Determining the applicable publication series and number of copies ensures that the optimum 
distribution is made to appropriate audiences.  Eliminate needless blank pages.  Finished size, 
cover, paper, and numbers of colors of ink must conform to JCP specifications, and the design 
must conform to USDA's Visual Information Standards. 


13.2 - Certification Statements 


13.21 - New and Revised Publications   
 
The Publications Control Officer shall certify each manuscript, on an appropriate transmittal 
form, memorandum, printing requisition, or accompanying approval form as follows: 
 


I certify that publication of this manuscript in the quantity and form requested is essential 
to the official business of the Forest Service.  Consistent with USDA Departmental 
Regulations and with applicable OMB and JCP regulations, it has been prepared to meet 
exacting standards of economy and effectiveness (after consideration of cost, timeliness, 
size of audience, alternative means of communication, and need) to carry out the 
Department's mission. 


13.22 - Reprints 
 
If the publication is a reprinting, the Publications Control Officer shall certify as to accuracy and 
timeliness of the reprint as follows: 
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This publication has been reviewed consistent with USDA Departmental Regulations and 
with applicable OMB and JCP regulations.  It is accurate, and text, illustrations, and 
references to the availability of other publications are up to date. 


13.23 - Administrative Documents   
 
(FSM 1631.12; FSH 1609.11, sec. 32.1).  If the information is an administrative document, the 
designated Administrative Documents Control Officer shall ensure that it is properly identified 
as prepared for administrative use and not for public information, and shall certify on an 
appropriate form or transmittal: 
 


I certify that this request is for administrative printing which is intended for distribution 
only to USDA employees and to cooperators who need the information to carry out 
official responsibilities with the agency. 


 
13.3 - Justification for Deviations  
 
The Publications Control Officer must justify any deviation from strict adherence to standards of 
economy.  Field offices need WO approval for printing in more than one color, printing more 
than 500,000 production units (one sheet, 8-1/2 x 11, one side, one color), using separate covers 
on 32 pages or fewer, or for publishing in any geographical area information of national or 
international interest, use, and applicability (DR 1410). 


14 - PROPOSAL, REVIEW, AND CLEARANCE 


14.1 - Proposal  
 
Submit a Form FS-1600-6, Publication Proposal, to the Washington Office (WO) Publications 
Committee for any proposed publication by the WO; the Proposal must precede completion of 
the manuscript.  This form may be adapted for use by field offices.  Manuscripts to be published 
by Regions, Stations, the Area, or the Institute must conform to whatever Publications 
Committee review and approval procedures these field offices have established. 


14.2 - Review  
 
Authors must have manuscripts reviewed by qualified personnel.  Obtaining review includes 
soliciting written comments from at least two peers competent in the subject matter, but not 
located in the author's immediate office; soliciting statistical review when appropriate; 
incorporating review comments in the manuscript; supplying the revised manuscript to the 
Publications Control Officer for editing and processing for local publication or for transmittal to 
the WO or non-Service publishing outlet.  Provide reviewers with guidelines so they will not 
concern themselves with matters for which editors are responsible.  Exhibit 01 is a suggested list 
of DO's and DON'T's for reviewers. 
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14.2 - Exhibit 01 
 


Guidelines for Reviewers 
 


DO 
 
Learn the purpose and intended audience of the report. 
 
Inspect for errors of fact, both large and small. 
 
Comment on the effectiveness of the report. 
 
Determine that the quality of information reported justifies publication. 
 
Give suggestions for improving the report. 
 
Point out statements contrary to FS or USDA policy. 
 
Eliminate or reconcile statements that contradict statements published by the FS in earlier reports. 
 
Inspect for proper acknowledgment of the work of others. 
 
Point out obscure or difficult technical passages in text. 
 
Be sure that proper references are made to figures and tables. 
 
Comment on whether the manuscript is worth publishing and whether it will reflect credit on the Forest 
Service. 
 


DON'T 
 
Edit for grammar. 
 
Make factual changes without calling them to the attention of the author. 
 
Make cryptic comments that cannot be understood by the author. 
 
Be sarcastic. 
 
Review piecemeal. 
 
Delay. 
 
----------------------- 
Adapted from Reviewing the Technical Report, ILCEP Monograph 4, November 1959.  Interlaboratory 
Committee on Editing and Publishing, West Coast Naval Laboratories. 
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14.3 - Clearance   
 
A manuscript must be cleared by all Departments, agencies, or other Government offices whose 
work or responsibility relates significantly to the information in the manuscript.  Clearance is 
especially important for sensitive information that must not be misunderstood by the reader (DR 
1410).  Use Form AD-159, Manuscript Clearance, for clearance by USDA agencies; it may be 
used also for obtaining clearance from Forest Service staffs.  Clearances obtained by the field 
before a manuscript is sent to the WO for publication will expedite the publishing process.  The 
Department's Office of Communications (OC) determines whether clearance with other 
Departments is necessary and is responsible for obtaining such clearances (DR 1410).  The WO 
will request extra copies of the manuscript when necessary to expedite needed clearances. 


15 - WRITING AND EDITING STANDARDS 


15.1 - Usage, Clarity, Style Practices, Organization  
 
The manuscript must be technically accurate, logically organized, complete in necessary detail 
but without unnecessary material, and written clearly and concisely in language suitable for the 
intended audience.  Conclusions reached and recommendations offered must be based on a 
logical analysis of the information presented.  Spelling, punctuation, and grammar must be 
correct, and GPO style must be followed consistently.  Accompanying illustrations must be 
essential and of high quality. 
 
Prepare an outline to help organize written material.  Determining the correct grade of heading in 
a manuscript is easier if the manuscript is logically organized.  For information on rules for 
outlining, see sec. 41 of this handbook.  An outline is a grouping of parallel parts; therefore a 
single subheading under any heading is illogical.  To eliminate a single subheading, combine it 
with the superior heading or add another subheading of equal grade. 


15.11 - Units of Measure  
 
In Forest Service technical and scientific publications, follow the selected journal's or external 
publisher's usage for units of measure (English or metric).  In USDA publications, use the units 
of measure most familiar to the major intended audience. 
 
When it is desirable or necessary to use both systems of unit measure in publications text, place 
metric equivalents in parentheses after the English units.  To reduce typesetting costs and 
eliminate awkwardness in expression, metric conversion tables may be substituted for the dual 
system in lengthy manuscripts or in those that contain large amounts of tabular material. 
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The symbols used for metric units must be those adopted by the National Bureau of Standards--
the International System of Units, designated "SI" in all languages.  These symbols are never 
followed by a period unless they appear at the end of a sentence.  For further information on 
using metric units of measure, see section 41 of this Handbook. 


15.12 - Abbreviations  
 
Abbreviations may be used in a publication to avoid distracting or awkward repetition of spelled-
out words or phrases.  The decision to use abbreviations is made by the writer or editor, who 
considers the requirements of the publication and its audience.  Abbreviations are used primarily 
in technical publications, manuals and handbooks, reference books, business and legal 
documents, and bibliographic citations. 
 
If an abbreviation is likely to be unfamiliar to the reader, the term should be spelled out where it 
first appears.  The abbreviation may follow (in parentheses) the spelled-out word or term.  If an 
unfamiliar abbreviation appears in tabular work, it should be explained in a footnote.  Never use 
an abbreviation where it would be awkward or vague. 
 
When using abbreviations in bibliographic citations, refer to the guides listed in the American 
National Standard for Bibliographic References (sec. 16). 


15.13 - References to the Forest Service   
 
When the agency name is first mentioned in a publication, write "Forest Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture."  Subsequently, "the Forest Service" will suffice (FSM 1022).   


15.14 - Copyright   
 
When an author intends to quote a copy-righted publication or use illustrations from it, written 
permission must be obtained from the copyright holder--usually the publisher.  Credit lines 
("Courtesy of . . .") must appear with illustrations published with permission.  Government 
publications are in the public domain and not copyrightable; thus, they may be reproduced 
without permission.  See DR 1410 for further guidance. 


15.2 - Editing 


15.21 - Editing Standards  
 
Editing must conform to the requirements of the publisher.  Manuscripts submitted to the 
Washington Office must conform to the requirements presented in this handbook. 
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15.22 - Sex-Specific Language   
 
Do not use sex-specific language in publications.  Nouns and pronouns referring to males have 
the effect of excluding women from participation in activities that should be equally accessible to 
both sexes.  For information on avoiding sex-biased language, see sec. 41 of this handbook. 


16 - LITERATURE CITATIONS AND THE ANSI STANDARD  
 
Use the American National Standard Institute Document ISO 690:1997, Bibliographic 
References, Content, Form and Structure, for preparing literature citations in manuscript text and 
for lists of literature cited, references, and bibliographies.  The Council of Science Editors (CSE) 
Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition, exhibits a large variety of examples. 
 
The ANSI standard is broad in scope and covers the preparation of bibliographic references to all 
kinds of print and nonprint materials, both published and unpublished.  Because citations for 
unpublished works, such as personal communications, fit conveniently into ANSI style, they 
may be included with published material in a broad "References" section, making footnotes 
unnecessary.  If only published material is cited, the section should be called "Literature Cited."  
The term "bibliography" usually means a comprehensive list of publications pertaining to a given 
subject that is printed as a separate publication. 
 
16.1 - Applying the ANSI Standard   
 
The following specific statements are meant either to modify or to emphasize the importance of 
certain rules in the ANSI standard: 


1.  The typographic style is to indent all lines an equal amount under the first so that the 
author's name or the citation number stands out. 


2.  Single space after each punctuation mark except a dash (--), the parentheses () when 
they enclose the issue number of a journal, and the periods in U.S. (as in U.S. Department of 
Agriculture) and U.S.C. (United States Code).  Periods in references have more than one 
function:  they indicate abbreviations, mark the end of a group of related bibliographic elements, 
and terminate references. 
 
There will be times when one period will perform two or more functions. 


3.  If the author is unknown, use agency issuing the report as author.  If that is not 
applicable, use "Anon." 


4.  The date (year) of issue follows the name(s) of the author(s). 
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5.  Do not abbreviate periodical (journal) titles; abbreviate series designations.  Use the 
two-letter postal abbreviations when naming the State where a conference was held and when 
naming the State where a publisher is located.  Spell out names of publishers.  Names of well-
known publishers (for example, Macmillan Company; John Wiley and Sons, Inc.) may be 
shortened by dropping generic modifiers such as "Company" and "Inc."  If a publisher is in a 
major city (for example, New York, Los Angeles, Seattle), the reference does not have to include 
the name of the State. 
 
 6.  Papers published in Government series are considered monographs rather than reports.  
Place the abbreviated series designation followed by a period immediately after the title. 


7.  When citing an article or chapter in a larger publication, always use "In:" before the 
author and/or title of the larger publication. 


8.  Ordinal number names (first, second) should be converted to ordinal number symbols 
(1st, 2d), and Roman numerals (I, II) should be converted to Arabic numerals (1, 2), except 
where required for specific meanings. 


9.  Use brackets () for information not carried on the original, or for inserting information 
needed for clarity. 


16.2 - Alphabetizing Literature Citations   
 
List entries alphabetically by author in the publications list (even if citations are numbered).  List 
a single-author entry before a multiple-author entry beginning with the same name.  When there 
is a senior author of different articles having various joint authorships, use the last names of the 
junior authors to order the citations alphabetically.  In ordering names alphabetically, initials 
used for names precede names that are spelled out. 
Example: 
 
 Brown, A. T. 
 Brown, Albert T. 
 Brown, J. S. 
 Brown, John R. 
 
When there is a single author or the same joint authors of several cited articles, arrange the 
citations chronologically.  If several articles of the same author or joint authors are published in 
the same year, arrange them alphabetically by title and add small letters to distinguish the dates 
(for example, 1964a, 1964b, 1964c). 
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For further information on alphabetizing publication lists, including the position of prefixes of 
family names (for example, du, Von), see the CSE Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition.  It 
also explains the position of designations of rank in family (for example, Jr., III) when names are 
inverted for purposes of alphabetization. 


16.3 - Errors in Names 
 
If there is a typographical error in a name (for example, that Downs should be spelled Downes) 
make the entry as given on the publication but follow it with your correction in brackets, thus:  
Downs [Downes], George G.  Do not put the corrected name first, because the name given on the 
publication will probably be entered on a library card or in other bibliographical lists or data 
bases. 


16.4 - Citation References in Text   
 
In planning a manuscript, consider whether the author-date or number method will be better for 
citation references in the text.  The author-date method sets off the author and date, or only the 
date, in parentheses (for example, (Wyman 1966) or Wyman (1966)).  The number method notes 
the citation by numerals in parentheses, (for example, (40)). 
 
The author-date method is preferred over the number method because references can be added or 
removed without renumbering.  The author and date may be enough for the reader to recognize 
the work cited without turning to the Literature Cited list.  On the other hand, if there are 
numerous statements requiring several references, as might be needed in an extensive review of 
literature, the number method may be preferred. 


16.41 - Author-Date Method  
 
For three authors or more, reduce the text reference to senior author's name plus "and others" (for 
example, (Jones and others 1963)).  As in other parts of the text, abbreviations of the 
Government Printing Office Style Manual may be used to save space and avoid distracting 
repetition, especially for corporate names:  (FS 1972), (HUD 1971), (HEW 1973).  If the same 
author is cited for several contributions published in the same year, designate the references by 
letters after the dates (for example, (Jones 1935a, 1935b, 1935c)). 


16.42 - Number Method  
 
If more than two references are needed, simply list them in numerical order separating each with 
a comma (for example, (12, 56, 72,)).  The numbers correspond to those assigned to citations 
listed in alphabetical order in the publications list. 
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17 - STANDARD STATEMENTS 


17.1 - Acknowledgments  
 
Giving credit to authors of publications is permitted.  Acknowledgment may also be given for 
substantial contributions in compiling information and for outstanding editing, photography, 
design, typography, or layout.  Signatures are not permitted on freehand art or illustrations.  
Signatures of technical illustrators, designers, typographers, or layout artists shall not be 
permitted.  See DR 1410 for the mechanics of presenting acknowledgments to recognize unusual 
excellence. 


17.2 - Disclaimers   
 
Avoid mention of commercial firms or trade names unless it is in the public interest to include 
them (DR 1410).  Include a statement disclaiming Government endorsement for commercial 
firms, trade names, or products whenever such items are mentioned in the text.  An example of a 
disclaimer is: 
 


The use of trade or firm names in this publication is for reader information and does not 
imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service. 


 
Manuscripts submitted to private copyrighted journals or magazines must be declared to be in the 
public domain with a disclaimer statement, such as: 
 


This article was written and prepared by U.S. Government employees on official time, 
and it is therefore in the public domain and not subject to copyright. 


 
Place disclaimers prominently in the manuscript--before the text or, for short papers and articles, 
in a footnote. 


17.3 - Pesticide Precautions   
 
A pesticide precautionary statement must be included in every publication that discusses 
pesticides.  Three precautionary statements are approved by the USDA Office of 
Communications for inclusion in publications in which pesticides are mentioned (exhibits 01, 02, 
and 03).  Two of the statements are designed for publications that make direct or implied 
suggestions or recommendations for chemical control of pests:  exhibit 01 applies to farmers and 
forest users; exhibit 02 applies to home, yard, and garden users.  Exhibit 03 is for use in 
publications that report research involving pesticides but do not make recommendations.  Use the 
Department's official pesticide symbol with each of the statements.  Publications Control 
Officers have the symbol available in four sizes. 
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Editors may use discretion in adapting pesticide precautionary statements, depending upon 
whether the manuscript is a research publication or a document for the general public.  Esthetic 
considerations can also influence use of the full pesticide precautionary statement; for example, 
it would be inappropriate to issue a 3-page leaflet with a full-page precautionary statement.  The 
editor shall consider the audience for whom the publication is intended and condense the 
pesticide statement accordingly.  Special-use symbols, if approved by the Department, may also 
be used in these situations. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 01 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the directions and 
heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers under lock and key--out of the reach of children and animals--and 
away from food and feed. 
 
Apply pesticides so that they do not endanger humans, livestock, crops, beneficial insects, fish, and 
wildlife.  Do not apply pesticides when there is danger of drift, when honey bees or other pollinating 
insects are visiting plants, or in ways that may contaminate water or leave illegal residues. 
 
Avoid prolonged inhalation of pesticide sprays or dusts; wear protective clothing and equipment if 
specified on the container. 
 
If your hands become contaminated with a pesticide, do not eat or drink until you have washed.  In case a 
pesticide is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If a pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing immediately and 
wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Do not clean spray equipment or dump excess spray material near ponds, streams, or wells.  Because it is 
difficult to remove all traces of herbicides from equipment, do not use the same equipment for 
insecticides or fungicides that you use for herbicides. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers promptly.  Have them buried at a sanitary land-fill dump, or crush 
and bury them in a level, isolated place. 
 
NOTE:  Some States have restrictions on the use of certain pesticides.  Check your State and local 
regulations.  Also, because registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal 
Environmental Protection Agency, consult your county agricultural agent or State extension specialist to 
be sure the intended use is still registered. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 02 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the 
directions and heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers--out of reach of children and pets--and away from 
foodstuffs. 
 
Apply pesticides selectively and carefully.  Do not apply a pesticide when there is danger of drift 
to other areas.  Avoid prolonged inhalation of a pesticide spray or dust.  When applying a 
pesticide it is advisable that you be fully clothed. 
 
After handling a pesticide, do not eat, drink, or smoke until you have washed.  In case a pesticide 
is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If the pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing 
immediately and wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers by wrapping them in several layers of newspaper and 
placing them in your trash can. 
 
It is difficult to remove all traces of an herbicide (weed killer) from equipment.  Therefore, to 
prevent injury to desirable plants do not use the same equipment for insecticides and fungicides 
that you use for an herbicide. 
 
NOTE:  Registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal Environmental 
Protection Agency.  Use only pesticides that bear the EPA registration number and carry 
directions for home and garden use. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 03 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
This publication reports research involving pesticides.  It does not contain recommendations for 
their use, nor does it imply that the uses discussed here have been registered.  All uses of 
pesticides must be registered by appropriate State and/or Federal agencies before they can be 
recommended. 
 
CAUTION:  Pesticides can be injurious to humans, domestic animals, desirable plants, and fish 
or other wildlife--if they are not handled or applied properly.  Use all pesticides selectively and 
carefully.  Follow recommended practices for the disposal of surplus pesticides and pesticide 
containers. 
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17.4 - Nondiscrimination Statements   
 
See FSM 1631.11 and sections 32 and 34 of this Handbook for further direction on materials 
considered to be publications and the distinction between publications and internal 
administrative documents.  See FSM 1630.3 (para. 4 and 8) and 1630.41b (para. 1) for related 
direction on depiction of women, minorities, and persons with disabilities in publications; 
exclusion of inappropriate, gender-specific terminology; and accommodation for the needs of 
persons with disabilities by issuance of publications in braille, large print, audio recordings, or 
other formats and media as appropriate to the audience. 


1.  Required Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Departmental Regulation 4300-3 and 
paragraph 4, FSM 1630.3, require that nondiscrimination or equal employment opportunity 
(EEO) statements be included in publications.  The requirements apply to public information 
materials prepared by the Forest Service (sec. 17.41) and by recipients of Federally assisted 
programs (sec. 17.43). 


2.  Optional Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements are 
optional in internal agency administrative documents  (sec. 17.42). 


3.  Exclusion from Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements 
are not included in documents to be published in the Federal Register. 


17.41 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Forest Service   
 
See Departmental Regulation 4300-3 (DR 4300-3) for the appropriate nondiscrimination 
statement to be used in publications. 
 
Examples of publications (FSM 1631.11) required to carry the Departmental statement include: 


1.  Books, booklets, flyers, brochures, and so on issued in established Department and 
Forest Service numbered series (for example, Agriculture Handbook (AH) and Forest Service 
(FS) series); 


2.  Forest Service periodicals, such as "Fire Management Notes" and "Tree Planters 
Notes"; 


3.  Annual reports required by statute (FSM 1631.13). 


4.  Fact sheets, leaflets, folders, pamphlets, brochures, and posters with narrative that are 
not issued in established Department and Forest Service numbered series, but are intended for 
public distribution.  
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5.  Single-sheet maps that include text other than legends, such as National Forest visitor 
maps and special designated area maps; 


6.  Newsletters, instructor's aids, field interpretive guides, textbooks, and narratives; 


7.  Articles, leaflets, pamphlets, brochures, and booklets usually prepared cooperatively 
with State agencies, foundations, industrial associations, conservation organizations, or academic 
institutions but for which Forest Service is the publisher; and if the cooperator has contributed 
more than 50% funding and will be doing the printing, they are not required to use the statement. 


8.  Environmental impact statements, National Forest land and resource management 
plans, and other land and resource management documents required by law or regulation (FSM 
1631.13) and intended for public distribution. 


17.42 - Internal Forest Service Administrative Materials  
 
(Sec. 32.1).  It is optional to include the nondiscrimination statement in administrative 
documents prepared by the Forest Service for internal agency use. 
 
17.43 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Recipients of Federal Financial 
Assistance Programs  
 
Recipients of Federal financial assistance programs (such as grantees, permittees, and 
contractors) are required to provide public notification of nondiscrimination in printed materials 
prepared for public information, education, and distribution.  Nondiscrimination statements used 
by these recipients are not required to use the full text of the Department statement in section 
17.41, but the statements are required to include the words "equal opportunity" and to convey the 
message of equal opportunity by depiction of a diversity of participants in photographs and 
graphics.  Further direction related to recipients of Federal financial assistance programs is in 
FSM 1720 and 1770, and FSH 1709.11, chapters 20 and 70. 


17.5 - Cooperative Publishing   
 
Insert a statement acknowledging financial aid and other significant contributions (FSM 1632.3).  
A statement like the following should appear on the title page: 
 
Publication made possible by a grant from (insert name of cooperator) under (an interagency 
agreement) (memorandum of understanding) with the Forest Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 
 
If cooperation by a State agricultural experiment station is indicated on the title page, the 
publication must have been approved by the State experiment station director before printing. 
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18 - DESIGN 


18.1 - Graphic Design Standards   
 
The design of all Forest Service publications and administrative documents must conform to the 
standards, including sizes, prescribed in the USDA Visual Information Standards, published by 
the Creative Services Center of the USDA Office of Communications.  The Creative Services 
Center is authorized to determine design policy for all Department and agency publications (DR 
1470). 


18.2 - Design Elements 


18.21 - Cover  
 
The outside front cover of all Forest Service publications must have the title of the publication, 
the Department and agency names, the series identification and number, and appropriate 
symbols, seals, or logos.  Include the address of the issuing office and other bibliographical 
details on the inside front or the outside back cover or title page. 


18.21a - Separate Covers   
 
Carefully evaluate the need for a separate cover to enclose 32 pages or fewer before making such 
a request (DR 1410).  Separate covers for research publications usually may be justified on the 
basis of their predicted long life.  Separate covers on publications that receive constant, heavy 
use may also be justified.  A separate cover cannot be used for fewer than 16 pages unless 
approved by the WO. 


18.21b - Hard Covers   
 
Hard (casebound) covers for publications are extremely expensive and may be justified only for 
large volumes and for use in libraries or for other repeated, heavy use.  The WO or USDA 
Publications Control Officers shall approve hard covers for only that portion of the pressrun for 
which need can be justified. 


18.21c - Authors' Names on Covers   
 
Printing of authors' names on covers of publications is permitted.  Names of compilers and 
editors are not permitted for covers of Forest Service publications. 


18.22 - Issue Date   
 
The month and year of issue must appear inside the publication in a prominent place.  If the 
publication is a major revision, only the entry "Revised (MONTH YEAR)" is required.  If the 
publication is slight revision, include the date of issue or date of major revision plus the entry 
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"Slightly revised (MONTH YEAR)."  If the publication is a reprint, make no change in the date 
unless more than 5 years have elapsed since the date of issue or the date of previous reprint; then 
add:  "Approved for reprinting (MONTH YEAR)."  (DR 1410). 


18.3 - Multicolor Printing 
   
Carefully evaluate the need before requesting use of more than one color of ink for printed 
material, including publications.  The Government Printing and Binding Regulations (par. 18) 
give the criteria for justifiable use of multicolor printing.  Field offices must write to the WO-
Publications Control Officer, requesting permission to use more than one color of ink and 
describing how it is to be used and why it is needed.  A separate cover printed in one color with 
text in a different color does not require WO approval; however, a self cover must be printed in 
the same color of ink as the text pages or WO approval is required. 
 
The use of multicolors for WO printing and publications must be approved by OGPA.  When 
submitting a manuscript for WO publication, include a letter describing why multicolor printing 
is needed; WO Office of Communication will use this letter in requesting Departmental 
approval. 


19 - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS   
 
Follow the special instructions or style guidelines, in this section, that are provided to assure 
conformity and uniformity in certain specific publications or in specific series; for example, the 
Silvics Manual, Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets, or Recreation Opportunity Guides.  These 
instructions either supplement or deviate from the publishing standards set forth in this 
Handbook. 


19.1 - Servicewide 


19.11 - Fire Management Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Fire and 
Aviation Management, Washington Office (FSM 5196.1) for review and editing. 


19.12 - Tree Planters Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Cooperative 
Forestry, Washington Office (FSM 3216) for review and editing. 


19.13 - Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Forest 
Health Protection, Washington Office for review and editing. 
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19.14 - Forest Service Organizational Directory  
 
The Forest Service Organizational Directory lists key Forest Service organizational units and 
personnel. 


19.14a - Objective   
 
The objective of the organizational directory is to aid internal communications and provide an 
index to key personnel. 


19.14b - Policy 


1.  Limit the directory listing for the Washington Office and field units to key 
organizational units and personnel at the GS-11 and above level only. 
 
Key organizational units and personnel are those generally required to communicate with others 
in person, by telephone, or in writing.  Considerations of personal prestige or other nonessential 
reasons shall not warrant adding names to the directory. 


2.  Ensure that organizational listings conform to the latest approved organizational chart. 


3.  Identify personnel by name and title at the Staff Director or higher organizational 
levels.  Identify other personnel by name and assigned function or project.  List the unit head as 
the first name in the unit listing. 


19.14c - Responsibility 


1.  Washington Office, Human Capital Management Staff Director.  The Director of 
Human Capital Management has overall responsibility for ensuring the annual issuance of the 
organizational directory, including gathering updated information from the Washington Office 
and field units; providing the final camera copy for printing; coordinating with the Office of 
Communication for printing arrangements; and overseeing distribution of printed copies. 


2.  Washington Office, Office of Communication Staff Director.  The Director of Office 
of Communication is responsible for printing and making the initial distribution of the directory 
to the Washington Office and field units. 


3.  Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, Institute Director, and 
Washington Office Staff Directors.  The Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, 
Institute Director, and Washington Office Staff Directors are responsible for providing updated 
information to the Human Capital Management Staff Director, Washington Office, according to 
instructions in the annual call letter and for ensuring that personnel listings are accurate and that 
the current approved organizational structure is followed. 
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19.14d - Instructions for Washington Office on Preparing Personnel and 
Organizational Listings   
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the Washington Office 
Staffs shall be the following:  Names and titles of managers from the level of the Chief down to 
Branch Chiefs in staff units; their principal staff, GS-11 and above; and support personnel who 
report directly to the Staff Directors and higher-level managers.  Provide information as follows: 


1.  List the name of the Staff Unit and personnel starting with the Staff Director; the 10-
digit telephone number; support person reporting to the Staff Director; staff assistants; and so on.  
List personnel within each Staff Unit by branches, starting with the Branch Chief; the 10-digit 
telephone number; and principal staff, GS-11 and above. 
 


2.  List Washington Office detached organizational units with their respective 
Washington Office Staffs as follows:  Name of the detached unit (for example, Geometronics 
Service Center following the Engineering Staff listing); mailing address; 10-digit telephone 
number; and unit manager and principal staff at the GS-11 and above, with their respective 
functions. 


19.14e - Instructions for Regions, Stations, Area, and Institute on Preparing 
Personnel and Organizational Listings  
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the field units shall be as 
follows in paragraphs 1 through 4.  In addition, include at the beginning of each unit's listing:  
States and territories included in the Region, Station, Institute, or Area; mailing address; office 
hours; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only. 


1.  Regional Office.  For each Region, list key personnel from the Regional Forester 
through the Branch Chief level, and support personnel who report directly to the Regional 
Forester, Deputy Regional Foresters, or Staff Directors.  For Branch Chiefs and their principal 
staff, GS-11 and above, list their respective functions.  Also list the regional attorney, Office of 
General Counsel for each Region.  Include the telephone number for each of the preceding 
listings. 


a.  Regional Office Detached Organizational Units and Personnel. 


Under the respective staff in the directory; list the name of the detached unit; mailing 
address; 10-digit telephone number; and unit manager and principal staff, GS-11 and 
above, and their functions. 


b.  National Forests.  For each Forest list the name of the Forest; Forest Supervisor; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only; 
and primary staff officers and their functions, GS-11 and above. 
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c.  Ranger Districts, Nurseries, Job Corps Centers, and Similar Units Reporting to 
Forest Supervisor.  List the name of the unit; unit manager; location; 10-digit 
telephone number. 


2.  Stations.  For each Station list key personnel from the Station Director through the 
Assistant Director level, and their support staff; and principal staff, GS-11 and above, with their 
respective functions.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Station mailroom 
FAX telephone number only; for each Station. 


a.  Research Work Units.  For each Research Work Unit, list the name of the unit; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; for the unit, but not the FAX number.  
List Project Leaders and scientists together with their respective projects or functions 
and the head of the administrative support section. 


3.  Area.  List key personnel from the Area Director through the Staff Director level, and 
their principal staff, GS-11 and above.  List support personnel who report directly to the Area 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Area 
mailroom FAX number only; for each of the preceding positions. 


a.  For each Area field office, list the staff specialists in charge and their respective 
functions; city and State location; name of the facility and location; mailing address; 
10-digit telephone number; but not the FAX number. 


4.  International Institute of Tropical Forestry.  List key personnel from the Institute 
Director through the Branch Chief level and support personnel who report directly to the 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the telephone number; Institute FAX number in the 
mailroom only; for each of the preceding positions. 


19.14f - Distribution   
 
Following are the procedures for distribution of paper copies: 


1.  Internal Distribution.  Organizational directories are sent directly to all units when the 
annual issue is printed, including full distribution to the Washington Office; and limited 
distribution to the Regional Offices, Stations, Area, Institute, and other units as follows: 


a.  Each Forest and District receives a limited number of copies for the head of the 
unit, primary support personnel, and about two or three copies for each unit at these 
locations. 


b.  Each Station, Forest Products Laboratory, and the Institute receives a limited 
number of copies for distribution to subordinate units. 
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2.  External Distribution.  The Washington Office, Office of Communication Director 
distributes a limited number of directories to agencies that either cooperate with the Forest 
Service on programs of mutual benefit or otherwise serve a public interest. 


19.2 - Field Offices   
 
Field units may issue, at this code, special instructions or style guidelines for publications they 
produce. 
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		File Code:

		1950-3/2810



		Date:

		January 6, 2009



		 



		Tom Furgason



		Rosemont Project Manager



		SWCA Environmental Consultants



		343 West Franklin Street



		Tucson, AZ 85701





Mr. Furgason:


This letter provides direction for preparing camera-ready versions of the Rosemont Copper Project draft and final environmental impact statements for publication and distribution.


Pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper Company for the Rosemont Copper Project (MOU #08-MU-11030510-010, as modified), as the selected third-party environmental contractor, SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) is to prepare the required environmental analysis and documentation consistent with applicable law, regulation, and policy (MOU Sections A, B, C1, C6, D20, E1, E3, E8, E12, F2, F6, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I4, I5, and IC – NEPA Review).


SWCA is further specifically required to prepare camera-ready versions of the draft and final environmental impact statements in accordance with Forest Service requirements (MOU Sections D11, E1, E12, E13, E14, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I5, I9, IC – NEPA Review, II, and IV).  In completing this task, SWCA is under direct supervision and control of the Forest Service (MOU Sections C1, C5, C6, D3, D10, D14, D18, D19, and F1).


MOU Attachment 1 Items I9 and IC – NEPA Review need to be clarified regarding the printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements.  SWCA’s responsibilities do not extend to the actual printing and distribution of these documents.  Printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements must be done by the Southwestern Regional Office, who will procure appropriate services through the Government Printing Office.  However, SWCA is expected to contribute to the Regional Office efforts in providing appropriate camera-ready material and relevant distribution lists.

It is anticipated that several iterations of the environmental impact statements will be drafted as the content progresses through various internal reviews.  While only the agency’s approved camera-ready draft and final environmental impact statements must conform to the following requirements, it is recommended that draft components of the environmental impact statements be created with these requirements in mind to reduce editing time.  It is also recommended that other project materials be created with these requirements in mind.


The following items are hereby incorporated by reference as relevant direction:

· Government Printing Office Style Manual, 29th Edition (2000) available at www.gpoaccess.gov/stylemanual/index.html

· Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (attached)


· Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (attached)


· Template Setting Quick Reference (attached)


· Southwestern Region EIS Template (attached)

Follow the “Government Printing Office Style Manual” for fundamentals such as grammar, spelling, use of abbreviations, capitalization, etc.  Follow “Forest Service Handbook 1609.11” for agency-specific direction such as that for citations, standard statements, etc., not found in the “Government Printing Office Style Manual.”  Use “Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing” as a guide for managing document structure and presentation to create documents that meet print and Web standards with a minimum of reformatting.  The “Template Setting Quick Reference” provides layout specifications for margins, headers, footers, columns, sections, and landscape graphics.  The “Southwestern Region EIS Template,” containing the required pre-set layout specifications, must be used in preparing the environmental impact statements.

The following Forest Supervisor expectations, expressed in her Interdisciplinary Team Project Initiation Letter dated July 25, 2008, are hereby incorporated as direction:  “I expect the EIS to be written in plain language.  Your work will not only be scrutinized for its technical accuracy, but also for its brevity and clarity.  Write-ups that are encyclopedic or that contain extraneous information will not be accepted.  Technical material is to be summarized in the body of the EIS with specific reference to supporting information in the appendices and/or record.  Graphics are to be used to the fullest extent where they could improve reader understanding and reduce the amount of text.  Of course, graphics should have appropriate complementary interpretive text.”


Additionally, adhere to the following direction in preparing the environmental impact statements:

· Submit all text documentation in MS-Word 2003 format (.doc format).


· Submit materials without embedded ‘Track Changes’ that may be viewed.


· Label each graphic with a unique caption identifier that is referenced in the text body.


· Provide a separate file containing the original electronic graphic files of each graphic included in the camera-ready environmental impact statements.  (Preferred file formats are .jpg, .tif, and .png.  Do not submit graphics in a .pdf file format.)


· Include parenthetical or footnote explanations when technical terms or jargon are used.


· Use incorporation by reference and tiering techniques as appropriate to summarize voluminous information and reports.


· Provide citations for incorporated materials.


· File complete copies of incorporated materials in the Administrative Record.


· Use appendices as appropriate for supporting in-depth explanatory materials.


· Refer to appendices in the text body.


SWCA is authorized to use its professional discretion in complying with this direction.  However, products developed by SWCA remain subject to review and approval by the Forest.


Questions or concerns about the direction provided herein should be directed to the Forest Service Project Manager for the Rosemont Copper Project, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, at              (520) 388-8350 or tciapusci@fs.fed.us.


Sincerely,


		/s/ Reta Laford

		



		RETA LAFORD

		 



		Deputy Forest Supervisor

		 





Attachments:


Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (2/2/2007)


Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (9/2005)


Template Setting Quick Reference (9/22/2005)


Southwestern Region EIS Template (9/2005)

ec:


Southwestern Region Printing Specialist, Sandy Roberts


Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Core and Extended Members


cc:


Jamie Sturgess


Vice-President, Projects and Environment


Rosemont Copper Company


4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040


Denver, Colorado 80246


 
Caring for the Land and Serving People
Printed on Recycled Paper    
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Template Setting Quick Reference 
Revised September 22, 2005 


Type Settings 


Cover Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, 
Header/Footer: 0” 
Columns: 
1: 1”, spacing at 0.5 
2: 5.25” 
Layout:  
Section Start: New Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Chapter Heading Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header” 0”, Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start - Odd Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Subsequent Page Margins:  
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header/ Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start: Continuous; Different odd, even and first pages 


Landscape settings for 
images, tables, figures 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the paragraph 
prior to the image, table, or figure that will be in landscape 
format. 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the image, table or 
figure.  


• Note: The image, table, figure is now in its own section. 
• Change the paper size for this section in Page Setup 


(from the File drop-down menu) to Landscape and set 
margins to fit the section. 


Header/Footer Chapter Heading Page: 
• No Header 
• Odd page footer - Document title on the flush with left 


margin, page number on the right  
Subsequent Pages 
• Odd page Header - Chapter # and name flush with right 


margin 
• Odd page Footer - Document title flush with left margin, 


page number on the right margin 
• Even Page Header - Chapter # and name flush with left 


margin 
• Even page footer - page number flush with left margin, 


document title on the right 
 








United States  
Department of 
Agriculture 


Forest  
Service 


Southwestern 
Region 


 


[Draft, Final, Draft 
Supplemental or Final 
Supplemental] 
Environmental Impact 
Statement for XXX  


XXX National Forest  
County, State 


Legal Description, if applicable 


Insert Map for Alternative 


Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats. Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format. 
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete 
key. 


 











 


 


The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and 
activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where applicable, sex, 
marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, 
political beliefs, reprisal, or because of all or part of an individual’s income is derived from any 
public assistance program. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with 
disabilities who require alternative means of communication of program information (Braille, 
large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and 
TDD). To file a compliant of discrimination, write to USDA, Director of Civil Rights, 1400 
Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, or call (800) 79503272 (voice) or 
(202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 


Printed on recycled paper – [Month Year] [no footer on this page]
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Environmental Impact Statement For XXX 


XXX National Forest 
County, State


Lead Agency:  USDA Forest Service 


Cooperating Agencies:  Insert cooperating agency names 


Responsible Official: Name and Title 
Address 


For Information Contact: Name and Title 
Address 
Telephone Number 


Abstract: [Insert 1 paragraph abstract on the environmental impact statement, including the 
alternatives considered and identification of the preferred alternative(s) if one or more exists and 
Forest Plan Amendments if needed.] 


[FOR DRAFT ONLY 


Reviewers should provide the Forest Service with their comments during the review period of the 
draft environmental impact statement. This will enable the Forest Service to analyze and respond 
to the comments at one time and to use information acquired in the preparation of the final 
environmental impact statement, thus avoiding undue delay in the decisionmaking process. 
Reviewers have an obligation to structure their participation in the National Environmental Policy 
Act process so that it is meaningful and alerts the agency to the reviewers’ position and 
contentions. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 553 (1978). 
Environmental objections that could have been raised at the draft stage may be waived if not 
raised until after completion of the final environmental impact statement. City of Angoon v. 
Hodel (9th Circuit, l986) and Wisconsin Heritages, Inc. v. Harris, 490 F. Supp. 1334, 1338 (E.D. 
Wis. 1980). Comments on the draft environmental impact statement should be specific and should 
address the adequacy of the statement and the merits of the alternatives discussed (40 CFR 
1503.3). 


Send Comments to: Name and Title 
 Address 


Date Comments Must Be Received: Date ] 
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Summary 


The [X] National Forest proposes to [summarize proposal]. The area affected by the proposal 
includes [briefly describe affected environment]. This action is needed, because [summarize the 
need for action]. 


[Describe the background leading up to the proposal, public involvement efforts, and major issues 
raised.]  


These issues led the agency to develop alternatives to the proposed action including: 


[Briefly describe each alternative. 


Major conclusions include:  


[Briefly explain or display conclusions as related to impacts.] 


Based upon the effects of the alternatives, the responsible official will decide [insert brief 
description of decision to be made]. 
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Chapter 1. Purpose of and Need for Action 


Document Structure 
The Forest Service has prepared this Environmental Impact Statement in compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other relevant Federal and State laws and 
regulations. This Environmental Impact Statement discloses the direct, indirect, and cumulative 
environmental impacts that would result from the proposed action and alternatives. The document 
is organized into four chapters:  


• Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action: The chapter includes information on the history 
of the project proposal, the purpose of and need for the project, and the agency’s proposal 
for achieving that purpose and need. This section also details how the Forest Service 
informed the public of the proposal and how the public responded.  


• Chapter 2. Alternatives, including the Proposed Action: This chapter provides a more 
detailed description of the agency’s proposed action as well as alternative methods for 
achieving the stated purpose. These alternatives were developed based on significant 
issues raised by the public and other agencies. This discussion also includes mitigation 
measures. Finally, this section provides a summary table of the environmental 
consequences associated with each alternative.  


• Chapter 3. Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: This chapter 
describes the environmental effects of implementing the proposed action and other 
alternatives. This analysis is organized by [insert topic (i.e., resource area, significant 
issues, environmental component)].  


• Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination: This chapter provides a list of preparers and 
agencies consulted during the development of the environmental impact statement.  


• Appendices: The appendices provide more detailed information to support the analyses 
presented in the environmental impact statement such as the record index, public 
comments and responses, etc. 


• Index: The index provides page numbers by document topic. 
Additional documentation, including more detailed analyses of project-area resources, may be 
found in the project planning record located at [X] 


Background 
[Provide the history of events leading up to the project proposal.] 


Purpose and Need for Action 
There is a need for [insert objectives]. This action is needed, because [insert need for action in 
that location at this specific time]. This action responds to the goals and objectives outlined in the 
[X] Forest Plan, and helps move the project area towards desired conditions described in that plan 
([insert reference to Forest Plan]). [Describe specific linkages to the Forest Plan if appropriate. 
Reference any pre-NEPA or “plan-to-project” assessments that identified the need.] 
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Proposed Action 
The Forest Service proposes to [insert brief description of the proposed action] to meet the 
purpose and need. 


Describe if a Forest Plan Amendment is needed. 


Decision Framework 
Given the purpose and need, the deciding official reviews the proposed action, the other 
alternatives, and the environmental consequences in order to make the following decisions: 


1. [insert questions that the deciding official must answer when making the final decision]. 


Public Involvement 
The Notice of Intent (NOI) was published in the Federal Register on [insert dates]. The NOI 
asked for public comment on the proposal from [insert dates]. In addition, as part of the public 
involvement process, the agency [insert description of public involvement efforts and reference to 
documents in record detailing results].  


Using the comments from the public, other agencies, and [insert others such as tribes, depending 
on the situation] (see Issues section), the interdisciplinary team developed a list of issues to 
address.  


Issues 
The Forest Service separated the issues into two groups: significant and non-significant issues. 
Significant issues were defined as those directly or indirectly caused by implementing the 
proposed action. Non-significant issues were identified as those: 1) outside the scope of the 
proposed action; 2) already decided by law, regulation, Forest Plan, or other higher level decision; 
3) irrelevant to the decision to be made; or 4) conjectural and not supported by scientific or 
factual evidence. The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA regulations explain this 
delineation in Sec. 1501.7, “…identify and eliminate from detailed study the issues which are not 
significant or which have been covered by prior environmental review (Sec. 1506.3)…”. A list of 
non-significant issues and reasons regarding their categorization as non-significant may be found 
at [X] in the record. 


As for significant issues, the Forest Service identified the following issues during scoping: 


[Insert Issue #1]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 


[Insert Issue #…]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 
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Other Related Efforts 
[Insert descriptions of any other related efforts that will affect the proposed action or the decision 
to be made.] 
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Chapter 2. Alternatives, Including the 
Proposed Action 


Introduction 
This chapter describes and compares the alternatives considered for the [insert project name]. It 
includes a description and map of each alternative considered. This section also presents the 
alternatives in comparative form, sharply defining the differences between each alternative and 
providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decision maker and the public. Some of 
the information used to compare the alternatives is based upon the design of the alternative (i.e., 
helicopter logging versus the use of skid trails) and some of the information is based upon the 
environmental, social and economic effects of implementing each alternative (i.e., the amount of 
erosion caused by helicopter logging versus skidding).  


Alternatives Considered in Detail 
The Forest Service developed [X] alternatives, including the No Action and Proposed Action 
alternatives, in response to issues raised by the public.  


Alternative 1  


No Action  
Under the No Action alternative, current management plans would continue to guide management 
of the project area. No [insert project activities] would be implemented to accomplish project 
goals.  


Insert Map for Alternative 1 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 1. Insert Figure Title 
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Alternative 2  


The Proposed Action 
[Describe the Proposed Action including mitigation—should be the same action proposed in the 
NOI]  


Insert Map for Alternative 2 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 2. Insert Figure Title 


Alternative ….  
[Describe the alternative including mitigation.] 
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Insert Map for Alternative 3 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 3. Insert Figure Title 


Mitigation Common to All Alternatives 
The Forest Service also developed the following mitigation measures to be used as part of all of 
the action alternatives.  


[Describe mitigating measures.] 


Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 
Federal agencies are required by NEPA to rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives and to briefly discuss the reasons for eliminating any alternatives that 
were not developed in detail (40 CFR 1502.14). Public comments received in response to the 
Proposed Action provided suggestions for alternative methods for achieving the purpose and 
need. Some of these alternatives may have been outside the scope of [insert need], duplicative of 
the alternatives considered in detail, or determined to be components that would cause 
unnecessary environmental harm. Therefore, a number of alternatives were considered, but 
dismissed from detailed consideration for reasons summarized below [Edit text specifically for 
the circumstances of this project.].  


[Describe alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed study.] 


Comparison of Alternatives 
This section provides a summary of the effects of implementing each alternative. Information in 
the table is focused on activities and effects where different levels of effects or outputs can be 
distinguished quantitatively or qualitatively among alternatives.  
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Table 1. Insert Table Title 


 Alternative 1 
Alternative 


2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 


[Item to 
Compare 1]     


[Item to 
Compare 2]     


[Item to 
Compare 3]     


[Item to 
Compare 4]     


[Item to 
Compare 5]     


[Item to 
Compare 6]     
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Chapter 3. Affected Environment and 
Environmental Consequences 


This Chapter summarizes the physical, biological, social, and economic environments of the 
project area and the effects of implementing each alternative on that environment. It also presents 
the scientific and analytical basis for the comparison of alternatives presented in the alternatives 
chapter. 


[Topic 1] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use indicators developed for each issue in 
the Issues section to compare effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and cumulative 
effects.] 


[Topic …] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use the same indicators described for each 
issue in the Issues section to explain the effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and 
cumulative effects.] 


Short-term Uses and Long-term Productivity 
NEPA requires consideration of “the relationship between short-term uses of man’s environment 
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity” (40 CFR 1502.16). As declared 
by the Congress, this includes using all practicable means and measures, including financial and 
technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create 
and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill 
the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans 
(NEPA Section 101). 


[Reference the environmental consequences discussions related to the relationships between 
short-term uses and long-term productivity.] 


Unavoidable Adverse Effects 
[Insert a description of any adverse effects that are unavoidable for each alternative and reference 
the effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 


Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
Irreversible commitments of resources are those that cannot be regained, such as the extinction of 
a species or the removal of mined ore. Irretrievable commitments are those that are lost for a 
period of time such as the temporary loss of timber productivity in forested areas that are kept 
clear for use as a power line rights-of-way or road. 


[Insert a description of any irreversible or irretrievable effects by alternative and reference the 
effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 
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Cumulative Effects 
[Cumulative effects should be addressed in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion. 
Reference these discussions here. If applicable, discuss any inter-relationships of cumulative 
effects between ‘topic’ areas as well as inter-relationships with any other projects, policies, or 
recent decisions.] 


Other Required Disclosures 
NEPA at 40 CFR 1502.25(a) directs “to the fullest extent possible, agencies shall prepare draft 
environmental impact statements concurrently with and integrated with other environmental 
review laws and executive orders.”  


[Insert a description of how the Forest Service has consulted with or is not required to consult 
with the agencies listed below as required under the following Acts and laws: 


• Fish and Wildlife Service under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act for causing water 
to be impounded or diverted; 


• National Historic Preservation Act for causing ground disturbing actions in historical 
places; 


• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service in accordance 
with the ESA implementing regulations for projects with threatened or endangered 
species; and 


• Any applicable state and county laws affected by the alternatives.] 
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Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination 


Preparers and Contributors  
The Forest Service consulted the following individuals, Federal, State, and local agencies, tribes 
and non-Forest Service persons during the development of this environmental assessment: 


ID Team Members: 
[Insert names] 


Federal, State, and Local Agencies: 
[Insert names] 


Tribes: 
[Insert names] 


Others: 
[Insert names] 


List of Agencies, Organizations and Person to Whom Copies of 
the DEIS, Supplement and FEIS Were Sent 
This environmental impact statement has been distributed to individuals who specifically 
requested a copy of the document [(for final environmental impact statements only) and those 
who submitted substantive comments on the draft environmental impact statement]. In addition, 
copies have been sent to the following Federal agencies, federally recognized tribes, Sate and 
local governments, and organizations representing a wide range of views regarding [Insert 
purpose]. 


[Insert names of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with 
respect to any environmental impact involved and any appropriate Federal, State. or local agency 
authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards; any person, organization, or agency 
requesting the entire environmental impact statement; and in the case of a final environmental 
impact statement any person, organization, or agency which submitted substantive comments.]  
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Index 


[Insert an index] 
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Appendix  


A – Appendix Title 
 [Insert any material that is essential to the understanding of the environmental impact statement.] 
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B – Public Comments and Responses [for FEIS only] 
[Insert response to public] 
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Abstract 


In the USDA Forest Service (FS), one of our most common tools for producing visual 
information is Microsoft Word (MS-Word). It is how we create content: correspondence, news 
releases, decisions, statements, manuals, NEPA process, and so on. 


Currently, official documents are kept in hard copy. Some are commercially printed for 
distribution to the public. Most documents are available electronically on our internal systems, 
such as the Records Management database and FSWeb; and many are also available externally on 
the World Wide Web (WWW). 


“Administrative” documents, as defined in FSM 1631.11-12, become “publications” when they 
are posted on the WWW because they become available to anyone having an internet connection 
— even if the “general public” is not the targeted or intended audience. 


Documents for public distribution have specific standards that must be met according to the 
USDA Visual Information Standards as well as the FS Manual (1630) and Handbook (1609.11). 
All publications — whether administrative or public — must be written following the 
Government Printing Office (GPO) Style Manual, which is a reference for spelling, capitalization, 
compound words, punctuation, etc. It is available on the Internet or copies can be obtained from 
the Superintendent of Documents. 


Electronic documents, both internal and external, must meet specific standards to make them 
accessible to people with disabilities according to Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1974, 
as amended in 1998. Some of our large electronic documents are converted from MS-Word into 
HTML or Adobe Acrobat PDF format, but still have to measure up to the Section 508 standards. 


The goal is create content once — publish it multiple ways. In the past, content 
producers, print producers, and web producers have had to create or re-create several versions of 
the same document: one for copying, one for commercial printing, and another for publishing to 
the web. The purpose of this guide is to help people who create documents, so that their 
documents can meet the above standards with a minimum of re-creation. The guide will focus 
mostly on document structure and presentation. 


Remember: MS-Word is the word processing program that is used for desktop publishing in 
the Forest Service. Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t meet all 
requirements of different publishing media. However, by properly using the full toolbox of MS-
Word, one can contribute to a much more effective publishing process. 


For questions about R3 Publishing, contact Sandra Roberts at 505-842-3295 or email: Sandra 
L Roberts/R3/USDAFS. For questions about Web publishing or comments about this 
document, contact Polly Lovato at 505-842-3296 or email: Polly Lovato/R3/USDAFS. 


This document and copies of the templates can be found on the Region 3 PAO FSWeb site at: 
 http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Chapter 1 – Publications Requirements 


Communication. The key purpose for writing a document is for someone else to read and 
understand it.  


If you use a structure or presentation styles that make your document harder to read, you could 
break the connection with the reader — defeat the purpose. 


As you create a document, you are joining a long heritage of writers and readers. You are learning 
from their experience, which as been captured in readability and usability studies. In the FS, we 
are assisted in applying those standards by having them incorporated into the USDA Visual 
Information Standards. 


There may be a few reasons to deviate from the standards, but understanding and using them 
increases your chances of communicating effectively. 


Links to Publication Direction 
USDA Visual Information Standards:  
http://www.usda.gov/agency/oc/design/download/pdf_forms/VisualManGuides/ 
Visual_Stan04web.pdf 


Forest Service Manual Direction on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsm/1600/1630.doc 


Forest Service Handbook on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsh/1609.11/ 


Section 508 Accessibility Requirements (making electronic documents available to people with 
disabilities): 
http://www.section508.gov 


Format Standards 
These standards are taken directly from the USDA Visual Management Manual (VMM) and FSM 
1630. 


1. Never use ALL CAPS. Use italics for scientific names or for emphasis of words or short 
phrases. ALL CAPS and italics are harder to read – they slow the reader down. Use them 
sparingly and with intent.  


2. All pages should be left aligned, sometimes called “rag-right”. 
3. Page numbers run consecutively throughout the document. Pages prior 


to the Text (see item 3-5 under Proper Order section) would be identified with lower case 
numbers. Text through Index (items 6-10 in Proper Order section) would be numeric 
starting with “1” to the end of the document. Do not restart numbering with each chapter. 
They do not need a prefix (i.e., 2-14, Page 14) — page number only. Page numbers are 
always on the outside lower corner, even with the outside margin: 
a. odd page nos. = right corner;  
b. even page nos. = left corner. 
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4. Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning to end. No 
chapter prefixes. Table captions should be positioned above the table, in sentence style, 
with no period. 


5. Figures are any images: photos, maps, charts, drawings, or other graphics. They are 
numbered consecutively throughout the document. Figure captions should be 
positioned below the image, in sentence style, with no period. 


6. Chapters start with an odd page number. 


Proper Order 
The proper order for the contents of an EA, EIS, and all documents follows: 


1. Cover 
2. Inside front cover with printing month and year, and EEO statement  
3. Inside title page (back of this is blank) (new odd page) 
4. Forward, Letter of Transmittal, Preface, and Acknowledgements. 


Although these are not common, if needed, they would go here, in 
the order listed. (new odd page) 


5. Contents (new odd page) 
6. Text; all chapters, each of which starts as a new odd page. 
7. Glossary, if needed (new odd page) 
8. Bibliography/References (new odd page) 
9. Appendix; there is one appendix, it may have several parts. (new odd 


page) 
10. Index 


Publishing (Documents for Distribution to the Public – 
Electronic or Hard Copy) 
Many people are going to need to understand your job before you actually see your document 
published. The printed product involves: the FS publishing manager, the printing specialist, and 
the accounting staff; the Government Printing Office (GPO) Specialists; the commercial printing 
company's staff. Web Publishing involves at least the Forest web 
manager. 


Consider yourself an essential partner in the publishing process. 
Everyone wants to do a good job and produce an effective product 
for you. It is a challenge to describe your job, form realistic 
expectations, and communicate clearly while much of your 
communication will be written or possibly long distance. 


The following points will help you make the interaction successful. 


1. Complete FS-1600-6, Publications Proposal, and 


Use lower case 
roman numerals 
for page 
numbering: i, ii, 
etc.. 


Use numeric; 1 
through the end 
of document 
starting at 
Chapter 1. 


Ordinarily, an Administrative 
document does not need formal 
publications review, but if it is 
published to the WWW it 
becomes a “publication” and 
must be reviewed. Start with the 
PAO. 
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obtain all approvals and signatures required. Submit form at conception of the need to 
produce a document to RO, PAO. 


2. For a document that will be printed:  
When the document is complete — all reviews of manuscript and gathering and 
placement of images are done — create a CD with the following and send to Sandra 
Roberts, RO-PAO: 
a. Final MS-Word document - Hard-copy output proofed 


and in final form and MS-Word document.  
b. Any other files embedded in the final document, i.e., 


spreadsheets, charts, etc. 
c. Photos — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 


i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch 
(ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) in .tif format resampled to 
actual size used in document. These images cannot be 
scaled when placing in the document. These color images 
must be saved as CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi)) in .jpg format 
resampled to actual size used in document. These images cannot be scaled when 
placing in the document. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


d. Maps, Logos, Art Illustrations — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 
i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch (ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) 


in .eps format. These images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as 
CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi) in .gif format. These 
images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


Note: The document will be reviewed by the Regional Printing Specialist for conformance to the 
template and VMM. Files will be checked for format and type. Once ready, the hardcopy of the 
document and electronic photos, maps, logos, art illustrations on CD are sent with printing 
specifications to an offset printing contractor.  


3. For a document that will be published on the WWW: 
a. Provide an electronic copy of all the above to the Web Manager to review for 


compliance with web policy and standards.  
b. When the MS-Word document meets these criteria, it will be converted to PDF 


format (using the “standard” or “smallest size” conversion setting — see Converting 
MS-Word to Adobe Acrobat PDF for more information) and posted to the Internet. 


 


MS-Word documents that 
will be offset printed should 
have only 1-ink color — 
black. Print contractors 
cannot produce color 
separations required for 
multi-colored printing from 
word processing files. 
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Chapter 2 - Microsoft Word 


Understanding MS-Word’s Position in Publishing 
MS-Word is the word processing program that is used in for desktop publishing in the FS. 


In the publishing industry, it is common to use MS-Word to create content. However, a 
professional publishing software like QuarkXPress or Adobe InDesign, or software using mark-
up languages like SGML or XML, are used for creation of the printed book or publication. HTML 
(or its variations) or programmed databases are used for web 
publishing. 


Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t 
meet all requirements of different publishing media: print, web, CD, 
and other electronic file-sharing, like on hand-held communication 
devices. (See Example) 


“Desktop Publishing” is a good label for MS-Word, because it 
functions best at the desktop where it is used. It relies on the particular 
parameters of the desktop system, including fonts, printer drivers, 
versions, in order to output the same layout one sees on the screen. 
Commercial printers will not accept MS-Word files for output because 
portability is so problematic. 


One has to own MS-Word or use their Viewer plug-in in order to read 
an MS-Word document. It is not universally accessible; therefore, it is 
not appropriate for the FS to put MS-Word documents on the WWW. 


What does that mean for the FS? 
Does that mean Forest Service employees are hamstrung by our 
corporate choice of software? Not necessarily. Despite some limitations and cumbersome 
Microsoft programming, one can contribute to an effective publishing process by: 


• planning with printing and web managers before document creation so that, as much as 
possible, templates and workflow incorporate the requirements of the publishing media to 
be used. 


• properly using the full toolbox of MS-Word; 
• using additional software to make the document portable to other publishing media, such 


as Adobe Acrobat PDF to create press or print ready documents, and HTML Editors to 
create web pages. 
o Acrobat changes the MS-Word file as it distills it to manage the resolution, image 


color modes, fonts and page layout, creating a postscript compliant file ready for 
service bureaus and printers. 


o  HTML editing software and Acrobat recognize the underlying structure, presentation 
and alternative text in an MS-Word document and tag it to enable production for the 
web. 


Example 


Tables are not easy to 
comprehend. One has to 
recognize the logic of the 
design and then repeatedly 
relate column headers and 
row headers to the data in 
the table cells in order to 
draw conclusions about 
the information. 


There are not enough 
formatting options in MS-
Word to indicate table cell 
relationships. Therefore, a 
data table is the hardest 
element to convert 
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Getting Started 
These steps will help you efficiently build documents that meet the requirements for filing 
electronically on our internal systems, offset printing, converting to PDF or other format, and 
posting on the Internet. 


Project Folder 
Create an electronic directory for the project and store everything in it, including subfolders for: 


• Images – clip Art, photos, pie charts/bar charts, maps, etc. 
• Source documents – spreadsheet files, tables, etc. 


Teamwork 
If several people (a team) are working on the documentation, create the directory in shared file 
space on a server. Each team member should have read, write and insert access to the directory. 
Only the project’s manager should have “delete” access. 


As noted in Chapter 1, upon completion of documentation, the project folder and its contents will 
be sent to the Regional Print Specialist for offset printing; the unit web manager for web 
publishing; and/or kept as part of the official record. 


Select a template ahead of the writing/editing process and agree among team members to be 
consistent in the production. 


Templates reside at http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/. Select the appropriate template by right 
clicking on the template name  


File the template — C:  Documents and Settings,  [yourname]  Application 
Data  Microsoft  Templates (Note:  This is the default directory for templates.) 


• Click on the Save button. The template will now be available when creating new 
documents in MS-Word. 
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Setting up MS-Word 


Document Formatting Options 
Set Tools  Options from the toolbar to control formatting more easily. Formatting marks are 
useful, especially when you have to strip out junk coding from poorly prepared documents. 


 


Under the View tab: 


• In the Formatting marks
section, check All to show 
all marks. 


Under the Edit tab: 


• Change Default Paragraph 
Style from “Normal” to 
“Body Text.” 


Under the Save tab: 


• Check “Prompt for 
document properties.”
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AutoFormatting Options 
Check AutoFormat Options. Select Format  AutoFormat  Options. 


  


Additional Information about Adding Text 
• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 


spacing after a sentence is a rule from the typewriter days. 
• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between paragraphs. Use the paragraph format 


option: Format  Paragraph. Add spacing before or after the paragraph. Spacing 
between paragraphs is 10 pt. 


• Do not underline text. Use the bold or italics feature to highlight text. Underlining is 
used only for hyperlinks. Underlining is another item we bring with us from the 
typewriter era — at that time it was the only way to highlight text. Underlining is not 
used for the title of books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO 
Style Manual, for the correct ways to display titles. 


• Use “Shift-Enter” to enter a line break within a paragraph. 


Under the AutoFormat and 
AutoFormat As You Type
tabs, check all boxes as shown. 
(The selections are the same for 
both of these tabs.) 


If you are using a FS template 
that has its own headings, do 
not check the “Built-in Heading 
Styles” because those are 
Microsoft styles. If selected, 
the program may not allow you 
to modify the built-in styles. 


Replacing straight quotes, 
ordinals, fractions, and hyphens 
will give you a more 
professional looking document. 
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Page Setup 
The overall page setup has been 
established in the templates. To 
reset, select the File  Page 
Setup, then select the thumbnails 
for Margins, Paper size, or Layout. 
When making changes, be sure to 
check whether you are setting them 
for This Section only or for the 
Whole Document. 


See the Template Setting Quick 
Reference for template settings. This 
is available at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/toolbox/
guides/template-ref.doc. 


Margins 
The standards specify that a one-
column page has a line width of 6”. 
This is also a readability standard 
because it is about the maximum 
width that they eye can scan 
comprehensibly. 


Margins can be set up for the whole document of be selectively changed as needed. 


Margins 
• Cover Page: 


o Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, Header/Footer: 0” 
o This page also has 2 columns. Column setting can be view by selecting Format  


Columns. 
Number of Columns: 2, Width and Spacing: col 1: width 1”, spacing 0.5”;  
col 2: width 5.25” 


o End the page with a “Next page” Section break (Insert  Break) 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o There should be a “Continuous” Section Break immediately following each Chapter 
Title. Double-click on the section break to view the margin, layout and page size 
setting for the Chapter Heading page. 
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0”; Footer: 0.65 


• Subsequent Pages: 
o Position the cursor anywhere on the content of the subsequent pages. Select File  


Page Setup to view the margin, layout and page size for these pages. 
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0.65, Footer: 0.65. 
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o End the chapter with an Odd page Section break. 


Layout 
• Cover Page: 


o Section Start: New Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even, and first page. 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o Section Start: Odd Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 
• Subsequent pages: 


o Section Start: Continuous; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 


Document Properties 
Set the properties and “metadata” of the document. Search engines and document indexes use this 
information to help users locate documents. 


 


 


• File  Properties  
Summary tab 


• Fill in the fields for the title of your 
document, subject, author, and 
company. 


• Document titles are mandatory 
for all files. Title should be unique.


• Type in keywords that will be 
useful in searching for the 
document. 
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Using Templates 
If you correct or modify an existing template, be sure to Save As a *.dot — a simple Save may 
create a document, not a template. 


If you like the formatting of a certain document, you can Save As a template, then replace the text 
that changes the next time you want to use it. 


Why use Templates? 
Creating proper document structure and setting up format styles is work. Applying Styles that 
are in a template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or piece of text and manually 
formatting it, is less work. If you need a new style, consider modifying an existing style or create 
one — don’t use inline coding for more than singular instances. Use of template styles will: 


• automate repetitive work and provide consistent formatting, 
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document, 
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 
Creating document structure and presentation styles as you produce a document may seem like 
too much effort. However, once that work is done and saved as a template, the next similar 
project is quicker and more efficient. 


Typewriter-ism 
Many, many people use the computer like a typewriter! They treat the screen as a sheet of paper. 
They are doing too much repetitive work and creating a morass of junk code that becomes 
another publisher’s nightmare. Turn on the paragraph marks to see them. Remove typewriter 
work habits: 


• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 
spacing after a sentence is a leftover rule when typewriters produced mono-spaced letters 
and one needed to create a visual break after sentences. MS-Word automatically adjusts 
for sentence ending space. 


• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between 
paragraphs. Specify consistent spacing when 
formatting the Style. If incidental extra space is 
needed, select the paragraph with the right mouse 
button, select Paragraph to add spacing before or 
after that specific paragraph. 


• Do not underline text. Underlining is used only 
for hyperlinks or for emphasis of a single word or 
phrase. Underlining headings is another typewriter 
leftover when underlining and double-striking was the 
only way to highlight text. Underlining in 
bibliographies or references is not used for the title of 


Useful key strokes 


Use Shift+Enter to create a line 
break within a paragraph or a list. 
That is called a “soft break” or “soft 
return.” It moves the cursor position 
to a new line without creating a new 
paragraph or adding space. 
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books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO Style Manual, for the 
correct ways to display titles. 


Structure v. Presentation 
Proper document structure is built by the orderly progression of the elements of the document and 
the styles applied to identify that organization. 


One does not pick and choose built-in heading styles based on what they look like — one selects 
the format style for an element based on its role: 


Title [Doc Title] 


Subtitle [Subtitle)] 


Chapter title [Chapter Heading] 


Paragraph Title [1st Degree Heading, etc. cascading down because they are not just 
convenient labels, but rather identification of relationships between the elements — 
document structure] 


The presentation aspects of the elements [font, size, color, alignment, space, etc] gives the reader 
visual clues of the document’s organization, and can be changed as needed. 
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Finding Templates 
For any document that you have to create more than a couple of times, you should select or create 
a template to take care of repetitive formatting tasks. 


Some basic templates are stored already in your Microsoft \Templates folder. Any document that 
you Save As a “Document template” automatically goes into your Microsoft \Templates folder 
as a *.dot. [C:\Documents and Settings\YourName\Application Data\Microsoft\Templates] 


You can open someone else’s template and Save As a “document template” and it will 
automatically go into your Microsoft \Templates folder as a *.dot 


Then to use a template, simply launch MS-Word, Select “General 
Templates” in the Task Pane under “New from template.” 


R3 Templates can be found at:  
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Styles 
Styles are a huge help in working with MS-Word documents. Not only do they identify structure, 
they help create a consistent, professional presentation for the document. With Styles applied, 
making global changes to the document (like changing text size or font) can be done in one place, 
yet affect the whole document. Plus you can build in workflow, so that after selecting a style for 
the first line, you can continue to type and the styles will apply themselves until the next section 
is started. 


Every MS-Word document uses Styles. The big question is whether they are meaningful. In 
many documents everything is styled “Normal,” whether the line or paragraph looks like a 
heading or body text or a bullet list. 


Importance of being more than “Normal” 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting your document into other file 
types such as HTML, PDF, XML, and in meeting the accessibility requirements for electronic 
documents. Use of proper styles assists the software to convert the document and allows assistive 
technology devices to interpret the document. Using the “normal” style does not specify what 
relationship the line or paragraph has to the document structure.  


Use of styles such as “Body text,” “Block Quote,” “Bulleted Paragraph,” etc., identifies the 
structure or relationship of that text to the rest of the document. It is more informative than 
identifying the style as “Normal.” (See the List of Template Styles that are available in the 
Document, EA NEPA, and EIS NEPA templates. These templates can be found at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/) 


“Normal” has one important editing use (pre-2003 MS-Word versions) 
• Do not apply the Normal style in your document 
• Do not base any other style on “Normal.” 
• In the source document, select text that you are going to merge into your document and 


apply the Normal style to it before you copy and paste. That way, the merged text is less 
likely to corrupt the styles in your document. 


Once the new text is in your document, select it and apply 
Clear Formatting before applying the appropriate Style 
to it. 


 


In the latest FS version of MSWord, 
there is a function called “Paste 
Special” that enables one to copy 
from a source document as is, yet 
“paste unformatted text,” so it clears 
before it becomes part of the new 
document. 
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Use the styles that are part of the template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or 
piece of text and manually formatting it. Use of template styles will: 


• automate and provide consistent formatting,  
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document,  
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and ADA accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 


 


 
 


 


These control manual formatting. When changes are made using manual formatting, you 
must go through the document and apply the change to each individual occurrence. 


The list of styles available for your use is in this pull-down menu. Click anywhere within the 
paragraph then select the style needed from this list. It will be applied to the whole paragraph.  


When making changes to a style, the change is automatically made throughout the document 
wherever that style is used. 
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MS-Word 2002 and the Formatting Task Pane 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting the document into other file 
types, such as PDF, HTML, etc., and in meeting the ADA requirements for electronic documents. 
Use of proper body style enables the software to successfully convert the document and allows 
assistive technology devices to successfully interpret the document. 


 


 


Click on the drop-down arrow from the View 
Task Pane and select Styles and 


Formatting. 


Remember: If your task pane is not open when you 
launch MS-Word, select View  Task Pane from the 
toolbar. 


You can quickly create a new style by selecting text that 
you have formatted inline, then select New Style, give it a 
name, select OK, and it keeps all the parameters of that 
selected text. Then you can apply that style to other text of 
the same value in hierarchy of styles. 


Note: If the style you want to modify does not appear in 
the list of styles showing under Styles and Formatting, then 
select All Styles from the Show pop-up window at the 
bottom of the dialogue box. 


Once you select and use, or modify and use, a style from 
the All Styles list, change the option back to Available 
Styles or to Styles in Use.  Otherwise, you’ll have to 
scroll through many unnecessary choices. 
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Fill in the top four fields when creating a new Style: 


  


Style Name: i.e., Body Text, Heading 
1, Heading 2, Caption, etc. 


Based on: Only styles that are within 
a category of styles should be based on 
another style. For example, Body Text 
is not based on another style, but Body 
Text Indent and Block Text could be 
based on Body Text. 


Note: When basing a style on another 
style, remember that if you go in and 
change one in some way that will affect 
all styles that are “based on” that style. 


Style for following paragraph: 
This will automatically apply the style 
you select here to the paragraph 
immediately following. 


Select the Format button at the bottom
and choose your settings for fonts, 
paragraphs, and others. 
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Font and Paragraph Setting 


Font Settings 
Arial and Times New Roman are installed on nearly all computers and are the default fonts for 
web browsers. Therefore, these are good choices if your document will be available 
electronically.  


 


 


Font size for text should be 11 pt. 


Font color should be automatic. 


Under the Character Spacing tab, 
select “Kerning for Fonts” enter the 
same point size as the font size. 


Avoid using anything listed on the 
Text Effects tab. 
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Paragraph settings: 
For styles within the body of the document: Window/Orphan control should be checked. 


 


For Heading styles, including subheads and captions, use the following settings: 
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Document Map Features 
Use the Document Map feature to check header formatting. Select View  Document Map. 
This feature enables you to immediately see problems with document structure. 


 


 
 


Hierarchy tree on the left 
corresponds to the style 
used


DO NOT use the “&” symbol anywhere, 
spell it out “and”. 
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Tables 
Select Table  Table Properties. The first tab, Table, enables you to specify the attributes 
that affect the design of the whole table: preferred width, where the table sits relative to the 
margins, and how document text is affected by the table’s placement. 


Use tables for columns of numbers such as budgets, spreadsheet data, or comparison data if 
enough information is shown to compare, otherwise it may be better to put the information in a 
text paragraph. 


 


Definitely consider and 
set the Table Options. 
Setting the attributes 
here, from the main table 
options, rather than in 
Cell options gives the 
table a consistent 
presentation. Neglecting 
to manage cell margins 
lets the text run right up 
next to borders and lines 
making it hard to read. 
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Borders and Shading 


Table 1. Table Example Showing Shading for Header Row 


Name Address Phone Number 
Jane Doe 123 Some St. 


Anywhere, US 
Unlisted 


Jack Ryan 456 Some St. 
Anywhere, US 


111-222-3333 


Table Header 
• Apply the Table Header style to the header rows and/or columns.  


o Use black for shading if shading is desired and change the font color to white. 
o Never use “hairline” for the border. A copier’s toner usually cannot show less than a 


½ point line. 
Note: Lines and shading are graphic treatments that should serve communication, not 
decoration. If lines are too bold or sharing too dark, the table data is harder to read. 


Table Cells 
• Use the Table Cell style for table text.  
• Merge table cells where necessary. 
• Do not use blank rows or columns for white space. Set the column height and width 


instead. 
• Use the “Shift-Enter” key to go to a new line within a cell, such as done in the “Address” 


column in Table 1. 


When using black shading 
in the header, make the 
inside border lines white. 
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Table Captions 
Insert a caption above the table (Insert  Caption).  Apply the Caption Table style to the 
caption. 


• Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the end.  
• Do not add chapter prefixes.  
• Caption spacing is 10pt between text and caption and 3pt between caption and table. 
• Table captions should also repeat with the table when they continue on following pages. 


Table Accessibility 
Build accessibility into your tables. Identify the table’s header rows that will be repeated across 
the pages, and also identify the header for web documents. 


 


• Select the Table’s header row. 
• Select Table  Table Properties. 
• Check “Repeat as header row at the top 


of each page”.  


The header will be displayed at the top of 
each page should the table span more than 
one page. It also flags this row as the header 
row for assistive technology devices, which 
can help to make the interpretation of the 
table more understandable. 


Wrap text in the Cell Options flows the 
text into multiple lines and allows the cell a 
greater height without changing its width. 


Do not check the “Fit text: box. Fit 
text in the Cell Options visually reduces 
the font size to make the text fit in a fixed 
cell space. The actual font doesn’t change. 
This sounds useful, but is an MS-Word 
manipulation of presentation attributes that 
may not carry over to printing or web 
production, resulting in lost data, or pages 
that don’t fit. 
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Managing Images 
Never work with your original images. Protect them, by 
writing them to a CD-R, or to another archiving storage area. 
Make copies directly in the Windows filing system. Don’t 
open and save as a copy because that changes the image data. 
Once an original is changed, color data and fidelity are 
irretrievably lost. 


• Two copies of the image should reside in the project 
folder—a gray-scaled, high-resolution image in EPS 
or TIF format, and a low-resolution image (can be in 
color) in GIF or JPG format—sized and cropped to 
their final dimensions. 
High-Resolution Images for Offset Printing 


o EPS format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, and clip art.  


o TIF format is for photos. Set resolution at 300 dpi 
(dots per inch). Save as either grayscale (black and 
white), PANTONE spot, or CMYK (for color).  


Low Resolution Images for Electronic 
Viewing 


o GIF format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, graphics with 
transparent areas, animations, and clip art.  


o JPG format is for photos, images using textures, 
images with gradient transitions, and any images 
requiring more than 256 colors. Set resolution at 
72-96 ppi (pixels per inch). Save as RGB.  


o PNG format is a versatile web graphic format. 
However, not all web browsers can view PNG 
graphics. 


o SVG format is for vector, scalable graphics like 
maps. 


Note: PowerPoint graphics cannot be used. Commercial 
printers cannot separate them into individual printing plates for 
each ink color. 


Images 
“Images” signifies “pictures”: 
photos, drawings, maps, charts, 
graphics. It actually includes 
“clip art” even though MS-Word 
has a separate category for it. 


Color 
There are 4 types of color 
modes: 


Black/White: used for line 
drawings where the line is either 
black or white, no shades. 


Grayscale: used to depict 
continuous tone in one color, by 
shades or percentages of the 
color. For example, the color of 
this sidebar is 40% black. 


Computer monitors use RGB 
color. RGB stands for the 3 
colors of light that combine in 
the monitor to create a full range 
of color: Red-Green-Blue. 


Offset printing uses CMYK 
color CMYK stands for the 4 
color inks needed to print full 
color: Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-
Key [blacK]. 


Color monitors approximate 
CMYK with RGB light. 


Many color copiers have 
technology to recognize 
whichever color mode is used by 
the photos or images in a 
document. The copier 
approximates full color using 
toners. 


Most inkjet printers use CMYK 
inks. If the printer recognizes an 
RGB image, it approximates full 
color. 
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Rule of Thumb 
• Prepare your documents for the highest resolution that will be 


needed. The documents can always be down sampled for lower 
resolution publishing. But they cannot be “up-sampled”. 


• When scanning images, scan them as 300 dpi, RGB (even if they are 
black and white images). Then convert them to grayscale or CMYK. 
This provides for better image data. 


• For best results, use an image editing program to resample and resize 
images. 
o Resize and resample images to the actual size used in the 


document. Do not resize the image once it has been inserted into 
the document.  


• If the document is to be offset printed, insert the gray-scaled, high-
resolution image into the document. Color can only be used if prior 
approval has been obtained. 


• If the document will not be offset printed, insert the low-resolution 
image. 


Image Caption 
• Insert a caption below the image (Insert  Reference  Caption). Apply the 


Caption Figure style to the caption. 
o Title these images, “Figures.” Figures are any photos, maps, or other graphics.  
o Figures are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the 


end. Do not add chapter prefixes.  
o Caption spacing is 10pt between caption and text, 3pt between caption and image. 


Resolution 


dpi: dots per inch  
used for print 


ppi: pixels per inch 
used for computer or 
digital 


Press: 300dpi 


Print: 200 ppi 


Copying: 150 ppi 


Web: 72 or 96 ppi 
(depending on the 
monitor) 
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Formatting Images 
  


 


 


Format Picture  Layout  


This is where you control how the 
image is located on the page and how 
it relates to the text around it. 


Format Picture  Layout 
    Advanced Layout 
       Picture Position 
       Text Wrapping 


Manage the margins around the 
image. 


Many people use blank paragraphs to try 
to position their images. This dialog box 
is more effective and efficient — plus it 
doesn’t add junk. 
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Alternative Text — Making Images Accessible 
Every image in your document must 
have “Alternative Text.” It indicates 
the function and purpose of the image. 


Compose the text in a sentence to 
identify what the image is: a photo, 
map, chart, graph, drawing, clip art. 


Then provide a functionally equivalent 
statement. In other words, whatever 
you write here takes the place of the 
image — it communicates the same 
information and if the image performs 
a function like linking to something 
else, includes that information. 


Of course it needs to be succinct, and 
not the same as the image caption. 


MS-Word and Image Manipulation 
 


 


These tools increase your control 
over the images you place on the 
page, but they are not as 
effective as professional image 
editing software programs. 


It does have some simple tools for changing the image once you place it on 
the page. As well as being in the Format Picture dialog boxes, these tools are 
all accessed on the Images toolbar. 


You can change color to grayscale; add or lessen contrast; brighten or darken; 
crop; rotate; add lines; resample; and set a transparent area (like the 
background) of an image. The MS-Word Help provides very good 
descriptions of how to use these functions. 
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Headers/Footers 
Page headers should show chapter titles. Page footers should show the document title and page 
number. 


• No headers or footers for the cover and inside front cover pages. 
• Start page numbering after the inside front cover through the Contents page. Use lower-


case Roman numerals. 
• Beginning with Chapter 1, start page numbering with “1” and number consecutively to 


the end of the document. 
• Chapter Heading pages: No headers; footer: document title flush with the left 


margin, page number at the right margin. 
• Subsequent pages:  


o Odd page headers: chapter title flush with the right margin;  
o Odd page footers:  document title flush with the left margin, page number at the 


right margin  
o Even page headers: chapter title flush with the left margin;. 
o Even page footers:  document title flush with the right margin, page number at 


the left margin  
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Contents Page 


 


 


 


• Insert  Index and 
Tables  Table of 
Contents tab 


•  “Show page numbers” is 
checked. 


• “Right align page 
numbers” is checked. 


• Select Options 


• Select the “Styles” box. 
o Under TOC Level, check to ensure the 


styles listed are those you want on 
your Contents page. Add any not 
shown; delete any that are unwanted. 


Example--Using the NEPA templates: 
Chapter Heading (level 2) and 1st 
Degree Heading (level 3) would be 
listed. All other styles would be left 
blank. 
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This chapter presents requirements for national or regional publications prepared by Regions, 
Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office.  The emphasis is on what is 
required, rather than on who does it. 


10.4 - Responsibility 
 
Occasional reference is made to what only the Publications Control Officer has the authority to 
do, or to what is usually done by an editor, a printing specialist, a reviewer, a distribution officer, 
or some other specialist.  The responsibilities of these specialists often overlap, however, and 
their specific duties may differ in each office; specific duties of personnel are most 
authoritatively defined in position descriptions.  For example, the Publications Control Officers 
in Regions, Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office are responsible for 
interpreting, applying, and enforcing all regulations and other legislative or administrative 
provisions for the planning, preparation, editing, clearance, printing, binding, and distribution of 
publications and administrative documents; Printing Officers coordinate the procurement of 
printing and binding of informational materials; Distribution Officers oversee or manage the 
distribution of informational materials, including the control of inventory and supervision of 
publications mailing procedures. 
 
Because they may share responsibilities in producing publications and administrative documents, 
Publications Control Officers, authors, editors, reviewers, and personnel who procure printing 
and distribute information must be aware of the following requirements. 


11 - APPROPRIATENESS 


11.1 - Consistency With Forest Service Mission   
 
A publication must be consistent with the mission of the Forest Service responsibility for Federal 
leadership in forestry, carried out through four main activities: Protection and management of 
resources; cooperation with State and local governments, forest industries, and private 
landowners; research in all aspects of forestry, forest and range management and protection, and 
forest products utilization; and participation with other agencies in human resource and 
community assistance programs. 


11.2 - Uniqueness  
 
A proposed publication must not duplicate an existing one. 


11.3 - Need   
 
A publication must report research or provide information needed by the general public, 
segments of the public, or substantial numbers of Forest Service and other U.S. Department of 
Agriculture employees. 
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11.31 - Approval  
 
After a unit determines the need for a publication, it must propose the publication to a 
Publications Committee established in accordance with Departmental Regulation 1440-1 (FSM 
1630.4). 


12 - PROPER PUBLISHER   
 
Carefully select the proper outlet for and level of publication.  The WO, the Department, and/or a 
professional journal or other private publisher are the appropriate publishers for manuscripts of 
national and international use, interest, or applicability.  Manuscripts limited to local or regional 
use, interest, or applicability are published by Forests, Regions, Stations, the Area, or the 
Institute. 


13 - ECONOMY AND EFFECTIVENESS 


13.1 - Requirements   
 
A publication must be planned for maximum effectiveness and economical production.  
Determining the applicable publication series and number of copies ensures that the optimum 
distribution is made to appropriate audiences.  Eliminate needless blank pages.  Finished size, 
cover, paper, and numbers of colors of ink must conform to JCP specifications, and the design 
must conform to USDA's Visual Information Standards. 


13.2 - Certification Statements 


13.21 - New and Revised Publications   
 
The Publications Control Officer shall certify each manuscript, on an appropriate transmittal 
form, memorandum, printing requisition, or accompanying approval form as follows: 
 


I certify that publication of this manuscript in the quantity and form requested is essential 
to the official business of the Forest Service.  Consistent with USDA Departmental 
Regulations and with applicable OMB and JCP regulations, it has been prepared to meet 
exacting standards of economy and effectiveness (after consideration of cost, timeliness, 
size of audience, alternative means of communication, and need) to carry out the 
Department's mission. 


13.22 - Reprints 
 
If the publication is a reprinting, the Publications Control Officer shall certify as to accuracy and 
timeliness of the reprint as follows: 
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This publication has been reviewed consistent with USDA Departmental Regulations and 
with applicable OMB and JCP regulations.  It is accurate, and text, illustrations, and 
references to the availability of other publications are up to date. 


13.23 - Administrative Documents   
 
(FSM 1631.12; FSH 1609.11, sec. 32.1).  If the information is an administrative document, the 
designated Administrative Documents Control Officer shall ensure that it is properly identified 
as prepared for administrative use and not for public information, and shall certify on an 
appropriate form or transmittal: 
 


I certify that this request is for administrative printing which is intended for distribution 
only to USDA employees and to cooperators who need the information to carry out 
official responsibilities with the agency. 


 
13.3 - Justification for Deviations  
 
The Publications Control Officer must justify any deviation from strict adherence to standards of 
economy.  Field offices need WO approval for printing in more than one color, printing more 
than 500,000 production units (one sheet, 8-1/2 x 11, one side, one color), using separate covers 
on 32 pages or fewer, or for publishing in any geographical area information of national or 
international interest, use, and applicability (DR 1410). 


14 - PROPOSAL, REVIEW, AND CLEARANCE 


14.1 - Proposal  
 
Submit a Form FS-1600-6, Publication Proposal, to the Washington Office (WO) Publications 
Committee for any proposed publication by the WO; the Proposal must precede completion of 
the manuscript.  This form may be adapted for use by field offices.  Manuscripts to be published 
by Regions, Stations, the Area, or the Institute must conform to whatever Publications 
Committee review and approval procedures these field offices have established. 


14.2 - Review  
 
Authors must have manuscripts reviewed by qualified personnel.  Obtaining review includes 
soliciting written comments from at least two peers competent in the subject matter, but not 
located in the author's immediate office; soliciting statistical review when appropriate; 
incorporating review comments in the manuscript; supplying the revised manuscript to the 
Publications Control Officer for editing and processing for local publication or for transmittal to 
the WO or non-Service publishing outlet.  Provide reviewers with guidelines so they will not 
concern themselves with matters for which editors are responsible.  Exhibit 01 is a suggested list 
of DO's and DON'T's for reviewers. 
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14.2 - Exhibit 01 
 


Guidelines for Reviewers 
 


DO 
 
Learn the purpose and intended audience of the report. 
 
Inspect for errors of fact, both large and small. 
 
Comment on the effectiveness of the report. 
 
Determine that the quality of information reported justifies publication. 
 
Give suggestions for improving the report. 
 
Point out statements contrary to FS or USDA policy. 
 
Eliminate or reconcile statements that contradict statements published by the FS in earlier reports. 
 
Inspect for proper acknowledgment of the work of others. 
 
Point out obscure or difficult technical passages in text. 
 
Be sure that proper references are made to figures and tables. 
 
Comment on whether the manuscript is worth publishing and whether it will reflect credit on the Forest 
Service. 
 


DON'T 
 
Edit for grammar. 
 
Make factual changes without calling them to the attention of the author. 
 
Make cryptic comments that cannot be understood by the author. 
 
Be sarcastic. 
 
Review piecemeal. 
 
Delay. 
 
----------------------- 
Adapted from Reviewing the Technical Report, ILCEP Monograph 4, November 1959.  Interlaboratory 
Committee on Editing and Publishing, West Coast Naval Laboratories. 
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14.3 - Clearance   
 
A manuscript must be cleared by all Departments, agencies, or other Government offices whose 
work or responsibility relates significantly to the information in the manuscript.  Clearance is 
especially important for sensitive information that must not be misunderstood by the reader (DR 
1410).  Use Form AD-159, Manuscript Clearance, for clearance by USDA agencies; it may be 
used also for obtaining clearance from Forest Service staffs.  Clearances obtained by the field 
before a manuscript is sent to the WO for publication will expedite the publishing process.  The 
Department's Office of Communications (OC) determines whether clearance with other 
Departments is necessary and is responsible for obtaining such clearances (DR 1410).  The WO 
will request extra copies of the manuscript when necessary to expedite needed clearances. 


15 - WRITING AND EDITING STANDARDS 


15.1 - Usage, Clarity, Style Practices, Organization  
 
The manuscript must be technically accurate, logically organized, complete in necessary detail 
but without unnecessary material, and written clearly and concisely in language suitable for the 
intended audience.  Conclusions reached and recommendations offered must be based on a 
logical analysis of the information presented.  Spelling, punctuation, and grammar must be 
correct, and GPO style must be followed consistently.  Accompanying illustrations must be 
essential and of high quality. 
 
Prepare an outline to help organize written material.  Determining the correct grade of heading in 
a manuscript is easier if the manuscript is logically organized.  For information on rules for 
outlining, see sec. 41 of this handbook.  An outline is a grouping of parallel parts; therefore a 
single subheading under any heading is illogical.  To eliminate a single subheading, combine it 
with the superior heading or add another subheading of equal grade. 


15.11 - Units of Measure  
 
In Forest Service technical and scientific publications, follow the selected journal's or external 
publisher's usage for units of measure (English or metric).  In USDA publications, use the units 
of measure most familiar to the major intended audience. 
 
When it is desirable or necessary to use both systems of unit measure in publications text, place 
metric equivalents in parentheses after the English units.  To reduce typesetting costs and 
eliminate awkwardness in expression, metric conversion tables may be substituted for the dual 
system in lengthy manuscripts or in those that contain large amounts of tabular material. 
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The symbols used for metric units must be those adopted by the National Bureau of Standards--
the International System of Units, designated "SI" in all languages.  These symbols are never 
followed by a period unless they appear at the end of a sentence.  For further information on 
using metric units of measure, see section 41 of this Handbook. 


15.12 - Abbreviations  
 
Abbreviations may be used in a publication to avoid distracting or awkward repetition of spelled-
out words or phrases.  The decision to use abbreviations is made by the writer or editor, who 
considers the requirements of the publication and its audience.  Abbreviations are used primarily 
in technical publications, manuals and handbooks, reference books, business and legal 
documents, and bibliographic citations. 
 
If an abbreviation is likely to be unfamiliar to the reader, the term should be spelled out where it 
first appears.  The abbreviation may follow (in parentheses) the spelled-out word or term.  If an 
unfamiliar abbreviation appears in tabular work, it should be explained in a footnote.  Never use 
an abbreviation where it would be awkward or vague. 
 
When using abbreviations in bibliographic citations, refer to the guides listed in the American 
National Standard for Bibliographic References (sec. 16). 


15.13 - References to the Forest Service   
 
When the agency name is first mentioned in a publication, write "Forest Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture."  Subsequently, "the Forest Service" will suffice (FSM 1022).   


15.14 - Copyright   
 
When an author intends to quote a copy-righted publication or use illustrations from it, written 
permission must be obtained from the copyright holder--usually the publisher.  Credit lines 
("Courtesy of . . .") must appear with illustrations published with permission.  Government 
publications are in the public domain and not copyrightable; thus, they may be reproduced 
without permission.  See DR 1410 for further guidance. 


15.2 - Editing 


15.21 - Editing Standards  
 
Editing must conform to the requirements of the publisher.  Manuscripts submitted to the 
Washington Office must conform to the requirements presented in this handbook. 
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15.22 - Sex-Specific Language   
 
Do not use sex-specific language in publications.  Nouns and pronouns referring to males have 
the effect of excluding women from participation in activities that should be equally accessible to 
both sexes.  For information on avoiding sex-biased language, see sec. 41 of this handbook. 


16 - LITERATURE CITATIONS AND THE ANSI STANDARD  
 
Use the American National Standard Institute Document ISO 690:1997, Bibliographic 
References, Content, Form and Structure, for preparing literature citations in manuscript text and 
for lists of literature cited, references, and bibliographies.  The Council of Science Editors (CSE) 
Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition, exhibits a large variety of examples. 
 
The ANSI standard is broad in scope and covers the preparation of bibliographic references to all 
kinds of print and nonprint materials, both published and unpublished.  Because citations for 
unpublished works, such as personal communications, fit conveniently into ANSI style, they 
may be included with published material in a broad "References" section, making footnotes 
unnecessary.  If only published material is cited, the section should be called "Literature Cited."  
The term "bibliography" usually means a comprehensive list of publications pertaining to a given 
subject that is printed as a separate publication. 
 
16.1 - Applying the ANSI Standard   
 
The following specific statements are meant either to modify or to emphasize the importance of 
certain rules in the ANSI standard: 


1.  The typographic style is to indent all lines an equal amount under the first so that the 
author's name or the citation number stands out. 


2.  Single space after each punctuation mark except a dash (--), the parentheses () when 
they enclose the issue number of a journal, and the periods in U.S. (as in U.S. Department of 
Agriculture) and U.S.C. (United States Code).  Periods in references have more than one 
function:  they indicate abbreviations, mark the end of a group of related bibliographic elements, 
and terminate references. 
 
There will be times when one period will perform two or more functions. 


3.  If the author is unknown, use agency issuing the report as author.  If that is not 
applicable, use "Anon." 


4.  The date (year) of issue follows the name(s) of the author(s). 
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5.  Do not abbreviate periodical (journal) titles; abbreviate series designations.  Use the 
two-letter postal abbreviations when naming the State where a conference was held and when 
naming the State where a publisher is located.  Spell out names of publishers.  Names of well-
known publishers (for example, Macmillan Company; John Wiley and Sons, Inc.) may be 
shortened by dropping generic modifiers such as "Company" and "Inc."  If a publisher is in a 
major city (for example, New York, Los Angeles, Seattle), the reference does not have to include 
the name of the State. 
 
 6.  Papers published in Government series are considered monographs rather than reports.  
Place the abbreviated series designation followed by a period immediately after the title. 


7.  When citing an article or chapter in a larger publication, always use "In:" before the 
author and/or title of the larger publication. 


8.  Ordinal number names (first, second) should be converted to ordinal number symbols 
(1st, 2d), and Roman numerals (I, II) should be converted to Arabic numerals (1, 2), except 
where required for specific meanings. 


9.  Use brackets () for information not carried on the original, or for inserting information 
needed for clarity. 


16.2 - Alphabetizing Literature Citations   
 
List entries alphabetically by author in the publications list (even if citations are numbered).  List 
a single-author entry before a multiple-author entry beginning with the same name.  When there 
is a senior author of different articles having various joint authorships, use the last names of the 
junior authors to order the citations alphabetically.  In ordering names alphabetically, initials 
used for names precede names that are spelled out. 
Example: 
 
 Brown, A. T. 
 Brown, Albert T. 
 Brown, J. S. 
 Brown, John R. 
 
When there is a single author or the same joint authors of several cited articles, arrange the 
citations chronologically.  If several articles of the same author or joint authors are published in 
the same year, arrange them alphabetically by title and add small letters to distinguish the dates 
(for example, 1964a, 1964b, 1964c). 
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For further information on alphabetizing publication lists, including the position of prefixes of 
family names (for example, du, Von), see the CSE Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition.  It 
also explains the position of designations of rank in family (for example, Jr., III) when names are 
inverted for purposes of alphabetization. 


16.3 - Errors in Names 
 
If there is a typographical error in a name (for example, that Downs should be spelled Downes) 
make the entry as given on the publication but follow it with your correction in brackets, thus:  
Downs [Downes], George G.  Do not put the corrected name first, because the name given on the 
publication will probably be entered on a library card or in other bibliographical lists or data 
bases. 


16.4 - Citation References in Text   
 
In planning a manuscript, consider whether the author-date or number method will be better for 
citation references in the text.  The author-date method sets off the author and date, or only the 
date, in parentheses (for example, (Wyman 1966) or Wyman (1966)).  The number method notes 
the citation by numerals in parentheses, (for example, (40)). 
 
The author-date method is preferred over the number method because references can be added or 
removed without renumbering.  The author and date may be enough for the reader to recognize 
the work cited without turning to the Literature Cited list.  On the other hand, if there are 
numerous statements requiring several references, as might be needed in an extensive review of 
literature, the number method may be preferred. 


16.41 - Author-Date Method  
 
For three authors or more, reduce the text reference to senior author's name plus "and others" (for 
example, (Jones and others 1963)).  As in other parts of the text, abbreviations of the 
Government Printing Office Style Manual may be used to save space and avoid distracting 
repetition, especially for corporate names:  (FS 1972), (HUD 1971), (HEW 1973).  If the same 
author is cited for several contributions published in the same year, designate the references by 
letters after the dates (for example, (Jones 1935a, 1935b, 1935c)). 


16.42 - Number Method  
 
If more than two references are needed, simply list them in numerical order separating each with 
a comma (for example, (12, 56, 72,)).  The numbers correspond to those assigned to citations 
listed in alphabetical order in the publications list. 
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17 - STANDARD STATEMENTS 


17.1 - Acknowledgments  
 
Giving credit to authors of publications is permitted.  Acknowledgment may also be given for 
substantial contributions in compiling information and for outstanding editing, photography, 
design, typography, or layout.  Signatures are not permitted on freehand art or illustrations.  
Signatures of technical illustrators, designers, typographers, or layout artists shall not be 
permitted.  See DR 1410 for the mechanics of presenting acknowledgments to recognize unusual 
excellence. 


17.2 - Disclaimers   
 
Avoid mention of commercial firms or trade names unless it is in the public interest to include 
them (DR 1410).  Include a statement disclaiming Government endorsement for commercial 
firms, trade names, or products whenever such items are mentioned in the text.  An example of a 
disclaimer is: 
 


The use of trade or firm names in this publication is for reader information and does not 
imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service. 


 
Manuscripts submitted to private copyrighted journals or magazines must be declared to be in the 
public domain with a disclaimer statement, such as: 
 


This article was written and prepared by U.S. Government employees on official time, 
and it is therefore in the public domain and not subject to copyright. 


 
Place disclaimers prominently in the manuscript--before the text or, for short papers and articles, 
in a footnote. 


17.3 - Pesticide Precautions   
 
A pesticide precautionary statement must be included in every publication that discusses 
pesticides.  Three precautionary statements are approved by the USDA Office of 
Communications for inclusion in publications in which pesticides are mentioned (exhibits 01, 02, 
and 03).  Two of the statements are designed for publications that make direct or implied 
suggestions or recommendations for chemical control of pests:  exhibit 01 applies to farmers and 
forest users; exhibit 02 applies to home, yard, and garden users.  Exhibit 03 is for use in 
publications that report research involving pesticides but do not make recommendations.  Use the 
Department's official pesticide symbol with each of the statements.  Publications Control 
Officers have the symbol available in four sizes. 
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Editors may use discretion in adapting pesticide precautionary statements, depending upon 
whether the manuscript is a research publication or a document for the general public.  Esthetic 
considerations can also influence use of the full pesticide precautionary statement; for example, 
it would be inappropriate to issue a 3-page leaflet with a full-page precautionary statement.  The 
editor shall consider the audience for whom the publication is intended and condense the 
pesticide statement accordingly.  Special-use symbols, if approved by the Department, may also 
be used in these situations. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 01 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the directions and 
heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers under lock and key--out of the reach of children and animals--and 
away from food and feed. 
 
Apply pesticides so that they do not endanger humans, livestock, crops, beneficial insects, fish, and 
wildlife.  Do not apply pesticides when there is danger of drift, when honey bees or other pollinating 
insects are visiting plants, or in ways that may contaminate water or leave illegal residues. 
 
Avoid prolonged inhalation of pesticide sprays or dusts; wear protective clothing and equipment if 
specified on the container. 
 
If your hands become contaminated with a pesticide, do not eat or drink until you have washed.  In case a 
pesticide is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If a pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing immediately and 
wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Do not clean spray equipment or dump excess spray material near ponds, streams, or wells.  Because it is 
difficult to remove all traces of herbicides from equipment, do not use the same equipment for 
insecticides or fungicides that you use for herbicides. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers promptly.  Have them buried at a sanitary land-fill dump, or crush 
and bury them in a level, isolated place. 
 
NOTE:  Some States have restrictions on the use of certain pesticides.  Check your State and local 
regulations.  Also, because registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal 
Environmental Protection Agency, consult your county agricultural agent or State extension specialist to 
be sure the intended use is still registered. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 02 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the 
directions and heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers--out of reach of children and pets--and away from 
foodstuffs. 
 
Apply pesticides selectively and carefully.  Do not apply a pesticide when there is danger of drift 
to other areas.  Avoid prolonged inhalation of a pesticide spray or dust.  When applying a 
pesticide it is advisable that you be fully clothed. 
 
After handling a pesticide, do not eat, drink, or smoke until you have washed.  In case a pesticide 
is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If the pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing 
immediately and wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers by wrapping them in several layers of newspaper and 
placing them in your trash can. 
 
It is difficult to remove all traces of an herbicide (weed killer) from equipment.  Therefore, to 
prevent injury to desirable plants do not use the same equipment for insecticides and fungicides 
that you use for an herbicide. 
 
NOTE:  Registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal Environmental 
Protection Agency.  Use only pesticides that bear the EPA registration number and carry 
directions for home and garden use. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 03 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
This publication reports research involving pesticides.  It does not contain recommendations for 
their use, nor does it imply that the uses discussed here have been registered.  All uses of 
pesticides must be registered by appropriate State and/or Federal agencies before they can be 
recommended. 
 
CAUTION:  Pesticides can be injurious to humans, domestic animals, desirable plants, and fish 
or other wildlife--if they are not handled or applied properly.  Use all pesticides selectively and 
carefully.  Follow recommended practices for the disposal of surplus pesticides and pesticide 
containers. 
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17.4 - Nondiscrimination Statements   
 
See FSM 1631.11 and sections 32 and 34 of this Handbook for further direction on materials 
considered to be publications and the distinction between publications and internal 
administrative documents.  See FSM 1630.3 (para. 4 and 8) and 1630.41b (para. 1) for related 
direction on depiction of women, minorities, and persons with disabilities in publications; 
exclusion of inappropriate, gender-specific terminology; and accommodation for the needs of 
persons with disabilities by issuance of publications in braille, large print, audio recordings, or 
other formats and media as appropriate to the audience. 


1.  Required Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Departmental Regulation 4300-3 and 
paragraph 4, FSM 1630.3, require that nondiscrimination or equal employment opportunity 
(EEO) statements be included in publications.  The requirements apply to public information 
materials prepared by the Forest Service (sec. 17.41) and by recipients of Federally assisted 
programs (sec. 17.43). 


2.  Optional Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements are 
optional in internal agency administrative documents  (sec. 17.42). 


3.  Exclusion from Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements 
are not included in documents to be published in the Federal Register. 


17.41 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Forest Service   
 
See Departmental Regulation 4300-3 (DR 4300-3) for the appropriate nondiscrimination 
statement to be used in publications. 
 
Examples of publications (FSM 1631.11) required to carry the Departmental statement include: 


1.  Books, booklets, flyers, brochures, and so on issued in established Department and 
Forest Service numbered series (for example, Agriculture Handbook (AH) and Forest Service 
(FS) series); 


2.  Forest Service periodicals, such as "Fire Management Notes" and "Tree Planters 
Notes"; 


3.  Annual reports required by statute (FSM 1631.13). 


4.  Fact sheets, leaflets, folders, pamphlets, brochures, and posters with narrative that are 
not issued in established Department and Forest Service numbered series, but are intended for 
public distribution.  
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5.  Single-sheet maps that include text other than legends, such as National Forest visitor 
maps and special designated area maps; 


6.  Newsletters, instructor's aids, field interpretive guides, textbooks, and narratives; 


7.  Articles, leaflets, pamphlets, brochures, and booklets usually prepared cooperatively 
with State agencies, foundations, industrial associations, conservation organizations, or academic 
institutions but for which Forest Service is the publisher; and if the cooperator has contributed 
more than 50% funding and will be doing the printing, they are not required to use the statement. 


8.  Environmental impact statements, National Forest land and resource management 
plans, and other land and resource management documents required by law or regulation (FSM 
1631.13) and intended for public distribution. 


17.42 - Internal Forest Service Administrative Materials  
 
(Sec. 32.1).  It is optional to include the nondiscrimination statement in administrative 
documents prepared by the Forest Service for internal agency use. 
 
17.43 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Recipients of Federal Financial 
Assistance Programs  
 
Recipients of Federal financial assistance programs (such as grantees, permittees, and 
contractors) are required to provide public notification of nondiscrimination in printed materials 
prepared for public information, education, and distribution.  Nondiscrimination statements used 
by these recipients are not required to use the full text of the Department statement in section 
17.41, but the statements are required to include the words "equal opportunity" and to convey the 
message of equal opportunity by depiction of a diversity of participants in photographs and 
graphics.  Further direction related to recipients of Federal financial assistance programs is in 
FSM 1720 and 1770, and FSH 1709.11, chapters 20 and 70. 


17.5 - Cooperative Publishing   
 
Insert a statement acknowledging financial aid and other significant contributions (FSM 1632.3).  
A statement like the following should appear on the title page: 
 
Publication made possible by a grant from (insert name of cooperator) under (an interagency 
agreement) (memorandum of understanding) with the Forest Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 
 
If cooperation by a State agricultural experiment station is indicated on the title page, the 
publication must have been approved by the State experiment station director before printing. 
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18 - DESIGN 


18.1 - Graphic Design Standards   
 
The design of all Forest Service publications and administrative documents must conform to the 
standards, including sizes, prescribed in the USDA Visual Information Standards, published by 
the Creative Services Center of the USDA Office of Communications.  The Creative Services 
Center is authorized to determine design policy for all Department and agency publications (DR 
1470). 


18.2 - Design Elements 


18.21 - Cover  
 
The outside front cover of all Forest Service publications must have the title of the publication, 
the Department and agency names, the series identification and number, and appropriate 
symbols, seals, or logos.  Include the address of the issuing office and other bibliographical 
details on the inside front or the outside back cover or title page. 


18.21a - Separate Covers   
 
Carefully evaluate the need for a separate cover to enclose 32 pages or fewer before making such 
a request (DR 1410).  Separate covers for research publications usually may be justified on the 
basis of their predicted long life.  Separate covers on publications that receive constant, heavy 
use may also be justified.  A separate cover cannot be used for fewer than 16 pages unless 
approved by the WO. 


18.21b - Hard Covers   
 
Hard (casebound) covers for publications are extremely expensive and may be justified only for 
large volumes and for use in libraries or for other repeated, heavy use.  The WO or USDA 
Publications Control Officers shall approve hard covers for only that portion of the pressrun for 
which need can be justified. 


18.21c - Authors' Names on Covers   
 
Printing of authors' names on covers of publications is permitted.  Names of compilers and 
editors are not permitted for covers of Forest Service publications. 


18.22 - Issue Date   
 
The month and year of issue must appear inside the publication in a prominent place.  If the 
publication is a major revision, only the entry "Revised (MONTH YEAR)" is required.  If the 
publication is slight revision, include the date of issue or date of major revision plus the entry 
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"Slightly revised (MONTH YEAR)."  If the publication is a reprint, make no change in the date 
unless more than 5 years have elapsed since the date of issue or the date of previous reprint; then 
add:  "Approved for reprinting (MONTH YEAR)."  (DR 1410). 


18.3 - Multicolor Printing 
   
Carefully evaluate the need before requesting use of more than one color of ink for printed 
material, including publications.  The Government Printing and Binding Regulations (par. 18) 
give the criteria for justifiable use of multicolor printing.  Field offices must write to the WO-
Publications Control Officer, requesting permission to use more than one color of ink and 
describing how it is to be used and why it is needed.  A separate cover printed in one color with 
text in a different color does not require WO approval; however, a self cover must be printed in 
the same color of ink as the text pages or WO approval is required. 
 
The use of multicolors for WO printing and publications must be approved by OGPA.  When 
submitting a manuscript for WO publication, include a letter describing why multicolor printing 
is needed; WO Office of Communication will use this letter in requesting Departmental 
approval. 


19 - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS   
 
Follow the special instructions or style guidelines, in this section, that are provided to assure 
conformity and uniformity in certain specific publications or in specific series; for example, the 
Silvics Manual, Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets, or Recreation Opportunity Guides.  These 
instructions either supplement or deviate from the publishing standards set forth in this 
Handbook. 


19.1 - Servicewide 


19.11 - Fire Management Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Fire and 
Aviation Management, Washington Office (FSM 5196.1) for review and editing. 


19.12 - Tree Planters Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Cooperative 
Forestry, Washington Office (FSM 3216) for review and editing. 


19.13 - Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Forest 
Health Protection, Washington Office for review and editing. 
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19.14 - Forest Service Organizational Directory  
 
The Forest Service Organizational Directory lists key Forest Service organizational units and 
personnel. 


19.14a - Objective   
 
The objective of the organizational directory is to aid internal communications and provide an 
index to key personnel. 


19.14b - Policy 


1.  Limit the directory listing for the Washington Office and field units to key 
organizational units and personnel at the GS-11 and above level only. 
 
Key organizational units and personnel are those generally required to communicate with others 
in person, by telephone, or in writing.  Considerations of personal prestige or other nonessential 
reasons shall not warrant adding names to the directory. 


2.  Ensure that organizational listings conform to the latest approved organizational chart. 


3.  Identify personnel by name and title at the Staff Director or higher organizational 
levels.  Identify other personnel by name and assigned function or project.  List the unit head as 
the first name in the unit listing. 


19.14c - Responsibility 


1.  Washington Office, Human Capital Management Staff Director.  The Director of 
Human Capital Management has overall responsibility for ensuring the annual issuance of the 
organizational directory, including gathering updated information from the Washington Office 
and field units; providing the final camera copy for printing; coordinating with the Office of 
Communication for printing arrangements; and overseeing distribution of printed copies. 


2.  Washington Office, Office of Communication Staff Director.  The Director of Office 
of Communication is responsible for printing and making the initial distribution of the directory 
to the Washington Office and field units. 


3.  Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, Institute Director, and 
Washington Office Staff Directors.  The Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, 
Institute Director, and Washington Office Staff Directors are responsible for providing updated 
information to the Human Capital Management Staff Director, Washington Office, according to 
instructions in the annual call letter and for ensuring that personnel listings are accurate and that 
the current approved organizational structure is followed. 
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19.14d - Instructions for Washington Office on Preparing Personnel and 
Organizational Listings   
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the Washington Office 
Staffs shall be the following:  Names and titles of managers from the level of the Chief down to 
Branch Chiefs in staff units; their principal staff, GS-11 and above; and support personnel who 
report directly to the Staff Directors and higher-level managers.  Provide information as follows: 


1.  List the name of the Staff Unit and personnel starting with the Staff Director; the 10-
digit telephone number; support person reporting to the Staff Director; staff assistants; and so on.  
List personnel within each Staff Unit by branches, starting with the Branch Chief; the 10-digit 
telephone number; and principal staff, GS-11 and above. 
 


2.  List Washington Office detached organizational units with their respective 
Washington Office Staffs as follows:  Name of the detached unit (for example, Geometronics 
Service Center following the Engineering Staff listing); mailing address; 10-digit telephone 
number; and unit manager and principal staff at the GS-11 and above, with their respective 
functions. 


19.14e - Instructions for Regions, Stations, Area, and Institute on Preparing 
Personnel and Organizational Listings  
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the field units shall be as 
follows in paragraphs 1 through 4.  In addition, include at the beginning of each unit's listing:  
States and territories included in the Region, Station, Institute, or Area; mailing address; office 
hours; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only. 


1.  Regional Office.  For each Region, list key personnel from the Regional Forester 
through the Branch Chief level, and support personnel who report directly to the Regional 
Forester, Deputy Regional Foresters, or Staff Directors.  For Branch Chiefs and their principal 
staff, GS-11 and above, list their respective functions.  Also list the regional attorney, Office of 
General Counsel for each Region.  Include the telephone number for each of the preceding 
listings. 


a.  Regional Office Detached Organizational Units and Personnel. 


Under the respective staff in the directory; list the name of the detached unit; mailing 
address; 10-digit telephone number; and unit manager and principal staff, GS-11 and 
above, and their functions. 


b.  National Forests.  For each Forest list the name of the Forest; Forest Supervisor; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only; 
and primary staff officers and their functions, GS-11 and above. 
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c.  Ranger Districts, Nurseries, Job Corps Centers, and Similar Units Reporting to 
Forest Supervisor.  List the name of the unit; unit manager; location; 10-digit 
telephone number. 


2.  Stations.  For each Station list key personnel from the Station Director through the 
Assistant Director level, and their support staff; and principal staff, GS-11 and above, with their 
respective functions.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Station mailroom 
FAX telephone number only; for each Station. 


a.  Research Work Units.  For each Research Work Unit, list the name of the unit; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; for the unit, but not the FAX number.  
List Project Leaders and scientists together with their respective projects or functions 
and the head of the administrative support section. 


3.  Area.  List key personnel from the Area Director through the Staff Director level, and 
their principal staff, GS-11 and above.  List support personnel who report directly to the Area 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Area 
mailroom FAX number only; for each of the preceding positions. 


a.  For each Area field office, list the staff specialists in charge and their respective 
functions; city and State location; name of the facility and location; mailing address; 
10-digit telephone number; but not the FAX number. 


4.  International Institute of Tropical Forestry.  List key personnel from the Institute 
Director through the Branch Chief level and support personnel who report directly to the 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the telephone number; Institute FAX number in the 
mailroom only; for each of the preceding positions. 


19.14f - Distribution   
 
Following are the procedures for distribution of paper copies: 


1.  Internal Distribution.  Organizational directories are sent directly to all units when the 
annual issue is printed, including full distribution to the Washington Office; and limited 
distribution to the Regional Offices, Stations, Area, Institute, and other units as follows: 


a.  Each Forest and District receives a limited number of copies for the head of the 
unit, primary support personnel, and about two or three copies for each unit at these 
locations. 


b.  Each Station, Forest Products Laboratory, and the Institute receives a limited 
number of copies for distribution to subordinate units. 
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2.  External Distribution.  The Washington Office, Office of Communication Director 
distributes a limited number of directories to agencies that either cooperate with the Forest 
Service on programs of mutual benefit or otherwise serve a public interest. 


19.2 - Field Offices   
 
Field units may issue, at this code, special instructions or style guidelines for publications they 
produce. 
 
 







From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com;
klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;
mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; tklarson@swca.com;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us; mbidwell@swca.com;
rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com; mroth@fs.fed.us;
daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com; bschneid@email.arizona.edu;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;
mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: List of Reports Submitted by Rosemont Copper Co.
Date: 07/22/2009 08:15 AM

There were some errors in the link that Tom provided. Please use this to look at the
list of reports submitted by Rosemont.

Thanks!

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150661>
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From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; cbellavia@swca.com;

rmraley@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com;
klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; jgrams@swca.com; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; ehornung@swca.com; kpohs@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com;
tklarson@swca.com; Dale Ortman; hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com;
jconnell@swca.com; dkeane@swca.com; mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us;
lcgarrett77@msn.com; bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com;
kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us

Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: List of Reports Submitted by Rosemont Copper Co.
Date: 07/21/2009 02:22 PM

All-

Kathy Arnold sent us a list of 81 technical reports that have been submitted to the
Forest Service in support of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project
(https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150661) .  SWCA is looking at
this list to ensure that we have all of these reports in the Admin Record.  We'll also
review our records to see if we have any reports that are not included on this list.
Please take a few minutes to review this document and identify any reports that
pertain to your area of expertise. 

 

It is my understanding that Bev should have two hard copies of each report. 
Alternatively, many of these reports are posted in WebEx; however, there may be a
few instances where we did not receive electronic copies or they have not been
posted.  SWCA will either post copies or contact Rosemont and request electronic
copies.  We'll discuss the file structure and use of WebEx at the next extended ITD
meeting.  For SWCA employees, please contact Melissa or me if you have any
difficulties locating any of these reports.

 

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Kent C Ellett
To: John Able; Alan Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Eli Curiel; Sara L Davis; Andrea W Campbell;

Jeanine Derby; Arthur S Elek; Tami Emmett; Beverley A Everson; Mary M Farrell; William B Gillespie; Janet
Jones; Larry Jones; Walter Keyes; Debby Kriegel; Reta Laford; Christopher C LeBlanc; Robert Lefevre; George
McKay; Devin Quintana; Roxane M Raley; Heidi Schewel; Pete Schwab; Deborah K Sebesta; Salek Shafiqullah;
cbellavia@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rbowers@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com;
gdunno@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; censle@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
jgrams@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; jhesse@swca.com; choag@srk.com;
kkertell@swca.com; sknox@swca.com; sleslie@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com;
rebecca.a.miller@mwhglobal.com; lmitchell@swca.com; dmorey@swca.com; hgachiri@swca.com;
daleortmanpe@live.com; kpohs@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; gsoroka@swca.com

Cc: Carl Ostermann
Subject: March meetings.
Date: 03/03/2009 01:54 PM

Hi all, I'm sending this on behalf of Bev, the Rosemont ID Team Lead.

The meeting scheduled for tomorrow, March 4, has been cancelled.

March 13 - a call-in meeting for the Core ID Team has been scheduled for 3:00
p.m. at SWCA.  The SWCA Conference Call number is (866)866-2244.  The passcode is:
9550668.  This is a "meeting to prepare for a meeting".  We'll briefly review the Issue Statements,
check progress and ensure we are prepared for the larger meeting scheduled for March 18 at 9:00
a.m. to be held at the Coronado NF Supervisor's Office in room 6V6.  In the event that room is
not large enough we will move down to room 4B.  Those to attend on the 18th are the Core ID
Team members and an invitation is to any extended ID Team member that needs to be involved or
has a stake in the Issue Statements, which should be quite a few of the extended team folks. 

Charles will send out the Issue Statements a couple days prior to the 18th so each attendee can
review and be familiar with the Issue Statements and be prepared for the meeting on the 18th.  Any
edits or changes to the Issue Statements will be made following the meeting on the 18th and be
ready to share with the Stakeholders on March 30th at 1:00 p.m. in room 4B at the Supervisor's
Office.  

Following the 30th, SWCA will prepare a letter for Jeanine, explaining the Rosemont
project scoping process and summarizing the proposed relevant issues to be carried
through the EIS. 

Buzz, would you double check on the meeting rooms availability?

Thanks,

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
303 Old Tucson Road, Nogales, AZ  85621
520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Matrix/ Issue Overlap Table
Date: 09/04/2009 04:49 PM
Attachments: Issue_Resource Matrix.docx

In case you need the matrix. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/04/2009 04:48 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/25/2009 03:37 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Issue Overlap Table

Use this one.  It's formatted to fit 8 1/2 X 11 paper... 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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Issues Resource Matrix Demonstrating the Interrelation of Impacts Upon Each Resource





		Issue to drive alternatives

		Air Quality

		Heritage Resources

		Night Skies

		Noise & Vibration

		Recreation

		Riparian
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		Trans-portation
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: tfurgason@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D

Roth
Subject: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/09/2009 03:35 PM

Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they had only
recently received some information from SWCA that was necessary for their Bounds
of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was some breakdown in communication with
transmission of the needed information.  I've asked that the four of us meet next
Wednesday at 8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom and I
discussed the meeting time and date, and it sounds like you're available to join us
by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00.

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in 6V6.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES


From: Beverley A Everson
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: meeting with SWCA air quality specialist
Date: 08/28/2008 11:15 AM

Hi Bob,

I just left you a voicemail, but you may not be able to understand it.  Your outgoing
message was very garbled, and it sounds like we are having phone problems.  I'm
wondering if you are available to meet on September 9 instead of the 11th with the
air quality specialist?  We had talked about the 11th as a meeting date on the bus,
but as it turns out, I won't be available that day, and I would like to sit in on the
discussion.

Please let me know.  I'm working at home today, and can be reached by cell
(444.4605).

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; ehornung@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us;
khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; jgrams@swca.com;
temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us;
kpohs@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com;
rmraley@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com; mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us;
lcgarrett77@msn.com; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us;
kkertell@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: More Tech Reports!
Date: 05/14/2009 04:19 PM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=10226
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From: Heidi Schewel
To:
Bcc: Robert Lefevre
Subject: News Release:  Coronado National Forest to Prepare Environmental Impact Statement for Rosemont Copper

Project
Date: 03/11/2008 04:00 PM
Attachments: rosemont-noi-news-release 031108.pdf

For Immediate Release Contact: Heidi Schewel (520) 388-8484

Coronado National Forest to Prepare Environmental Impact Statement for
Rosemont Copper Project

 
(TUCSON, ARIZONA, March 11, 2008)  Coronado National Forest Supervisor Jeanine
Derby submitted a Notice of Intent for publication in the Federal Register to initiate
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed Rosemont
Copper Project.

The EIS will disclose the potential environmental and social effects anticipated as a
result of the proposed Rosemont Mine Plan of Operation (MPO), including
construction and operation of an open-pit mine and related facilities, and will
determine if the Forest Plan must be amended to allow such mining activities. In
addition, the EIS may evaluate other connected actions related to the MPO, such as
construction of roads and utilities.

As proposed, the Rosemont Copper Project would be located 30 miles southeast of
Tucson, in Pima County, on approximately 995 acres of private land, 3,670 acres of
National Forest land, 15 acres of land administered by the Bureau of Land
Management, and 75 acres of State Trust land.

While the Forest Service assumes the role of lead agency in preparation of the EIS,
many other federal, state, and local government agencies with jurisdiction may also
participate. To assist with preparation of the EIS, the Forest Service has selected
SWCA Environmental Consultants based in Phoenix, Arizona. The proponent,
Rosemont Copper Company, is responsible for the cost of preparing the EIS.

A draft EIS may be available for public review by March, 2009, with a final EIS
projected for completion by November, 2009.

The Forest Service encourages public participation in the EIS process. Three initial
public open-house meetings are scheduled this month, as follows:

1. March 18, 2008, Pima Community College Desert Vista Campus, 5901 South Calle
Santa Cruz, Tucson, Arizona. 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
2. March 19, 2008, Canoa Hills Recreation Center, 3660 South Camino del Sol, Green
Valley, Arizona, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
3. March 20, 2008, Patagonia Union High School, Highway 82, Patagonia, Arizona,
6:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.

Other meetings may be scheduled as needed.

Alternatively, for those who do not attend meetings, an initial public comment period

mailto:CN=Heidi Schewel/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Coronado National Forest to Prepare Environmental Impact Statement 
for Rosemont Copper Project  
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The Forest Service encourages public participation in the EIS process.  Three initial 
public open-house meetings are scheduled this month, as follows: 


1. March 18, 2008, Pima Community College Desert Vista Campus, 5901 South Calle 
Santa Cruz, Tucson, Arizona. 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.  


2. March 19, 2008, Canoa Hills Recreation Center, 3660 South Camino del Sol, 
Green Valley, Arizona, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.  


3. March 20, 2008, Patagonia Union High School, Highway 82, Patagonia, Arizona, 
6:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.  


 
Other meetings may be scheduled as needed. 
 
Alternatively, for those who do not attend meetings, an initial public comment period 
runs through April 18, 2008.  Agencies or individuals can submit comments by mail, 
FAX, or email as follows:  
 


• Mail comments to Team Leader, Rosemont Copper Project, Coronado National 
Forest, 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, Arizona 85701  


• FAX comments to (520) 388–8305, ATTN:  Rosemont Team Leader  
• Or email to comments-southwestern-coronado@fs.fed.us 


 
For questions about the public meetings or the comment period, the public can call (520) 
388-8300. 
 
Questions about the EIS process should be directed to Ms. Andrea Campbell, Forest 
NEPA Coordinator, at 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, AZ 85701, or telephone (520) 388-
8300. 
 
Additional information about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project, including the 
Notice of Intent, is available online at www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/rosemont. 
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runs through April 18, 2008. Agencies or individuals can submit comments by mail,
FAX, or email as follows:

Mail comments to Team Leader, Rosemont Copper Project, Coronado National
Forest, 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, Arizona 85701

FAX comments to (520) 388–8305, ATTN: Rosemont Team Leader

Or email to comments-southwestern-coronado@fs.fed.us

For questions about the public meetings or the comment period, the public can call
(520) 388-8300.
Questions about the EIS process should be directed to Ms. Andrea Campbell, Forest
NEPA Coordinator, at 300 W. Congress St., Tucson, AZ 85701, or telephone (520)
388-8300.

Additional information about the proposed Rosemont Copper Project, including the
Notice of Intent, is available online at www.fs.fed.us/r3/coronado/rosemont.

        

Heidi Schewel
Coronado National Forest
Media Officer, Fire Information
Communications and Technology Team
Collateral:  FOET Chair
(520) 749-7720   FAX (520) 749-7723
hschewel@fs.fed.us
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; Walter
Keyes; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; Melinda D Roth

Subject: No IDT meeting this week.  PLEASE PLAN ON A FULL DAY MEETING ON AUGUST 12, BOTH CORE AND
EXTENDED

Date: 08/03/2009 04:35 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: No Rosemont IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 04/28/2009 12:39 PM

I will be sending a second message concerning work that you can be doing before
our next meeting.  Thanks.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: One more project status update item
Date: 09/11/2009 05:38 PM
Attachments: Test_Plot_Summary.pdf

Please see the information from Kathy Arnold,  below.  This concerns revegetation testing that
Rosemont Copper is doing in the project area. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/11/2009 05:35 PM ----- 
Kathy Arnold
<karnold@rosemontcopper.com>

09/10/2009 07:22 AM

To Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc Jamie Sturgess <jsturgess@augustaresource.com>

Subject FW: Test Plot Summary

Bev – 
For your information in case you have further questions.  The test plots are located near our Hidden Valley
Offices (T18S R16E Section 21 NE4), and the other is between the proposed pit and our proposed substation

location (T18S R16E Section 30 near the middle of the NW4). 
  
Cheers!

Kathy 
  
Kathy 
  
Kathy Arnold  | Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs 
Cell:   520.784.1972 |  Main: 520.297.7723 |  Fax  520.297.7724 
karnold@rosemontcopper.com 
  

 
Rosemont Copper Company   
P.O. Box 35130  |   Tucson, AZ 85740-5130 

3031 West Ina Road |   Tucson, AZ 85741  |  www.rosemontcopper.com 
  
PLEASE NOTE: : This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA RECLAMATION TEST PLOTS 
 


 
The purpose of the test plot project is to evaluate different reclamation techniques in order to 
establish successful reclamation methods.  There have been two previous phases to the project 
that tested 29 different native species from the site and compiled into 4 seed mixes.  The 
different seed mixes were tested in the University of Arizona greenhouses using 3 different 
rainfall scenarios, 3 soil types, and 3 amendments with 4 replications of each scenario.  The test 
plots are the third phase of the project, which will evaluate the established native species seed 
mix and methods while exposed to the environmental conditions of the site. Two reclamation 
methods will be evaluated using three levels of straw mulch (no mulch, mulch placed on the soil 
surface, and mulch incorporated into the soil), and two levels of soil roughness (smooth surface 
and rough surface).  A soil conditioner will be used when mulch is placed on the surface to 
prevent movement from wind or water.  Research results will help land owners across Southern 
Arizona transform disturbed or degraded lands into properly functioning plant communities.  
 
The objective of reclamation is to create a self-sustaining, self-repairing ecosystem.  Re-
establishing vegetation will create a positive feedback loop, which will help repair hydrological 
processes and site stability.  There are two test plot sites located at two elevations; these 
elevations represent the lower and upper elevations of the future buttress, at approximately 4600 
and 5400 feet above sea level.  To mirror future reclamation of the outer buttress, one-foot of 
growth media consisting of two topsoil-types will be used: Gila and Arkose, which will be 
placed at both sites.  The majority of the buttress will expose an east-facing slope with a gentle 3 
to 3.5-to-1 slope.  Heavy equipment traffic during the construction of the test plots will be 
limited to decrease compaction, which will increase infiltration and reduce soil erosion.  
Vegetation establishment will help to hold soil in place which will prevent soil erosion and loss 
and retain water quality.  Roots will reach down into the soil and bind the soil beneath, while the 
plant cover helps to intercept the rainfall impact and to infiltrate into the soil.  Successful 
revegetation will have many positive effects for a permanent, natural solution. Seedbed 
preparation is a key factor for successful revegetation.   
 
Soil surface roughness can have a significant impact on seedling germination.  A rough soil 
surface will reduce wind erosion, create micro-niches and will retain soil moisture better than a 
smooth surface.  A rough surface may be scarified by using a tine ripper, chisel, drill, or disc to 
name a few.  A smooth surface may be created by a land roller, or dragging a chain or blade and 
will provide more consistent soil-seed contact, but is subject to higher rates of evaporation.  The 
test plots will use both methods with the combination of a mulch treatment; a smooth surface 
will allow better mulch contact to the soil surface. 
 
Mulch can be made out of a variety of materials, including straw, hay, native grasses, wood 
chips, or gravel.  Plant litter is nature’s mulch and is composed of dead organic materials, such as 
leaves, bark, or branches.  Mulch reduces soil moisture evaporation and soil erosion from wind 
and water, which can make a significant difference in when rebuilding an ecosystem.  Mulch can 







be applied to the surface or be incorporated into the soil and is a way to enhance the 
microtopography.  If the mulch is applied to the surface, it is often crimped or used in 
conjunction with soil tackifier to keep the mulch protected from the wind and water.  The light 
color of the straw will also help to reflect sunlight and allow it to aesthetically blend with the 
surrounding semi-desert grassland.  Adding mulch can serve as a protective layer to seeds, 
shielding them from sunlight, heat, wind and predators, though different species require different 
conditions to germinate. 
 
The seed mix currently being tested has six warm-season perennial grasses, one cool-season 
perennial grass, one annual forb, one perennial forb, and one shrub.  These species are native to 
the Southeast Arizona and were chosen from the results of the University of Arizona greenhouse 
studies.  The seed mix was allocated using the Natural Resource Conservation Service 
Ecological Site Description to represent the target functional group.  The mix will produce 
similar productivity rates and biomass to the natural ecosystem, which will support future 
grazing and wildlife needs.  Selecting native seeds will improve success rates, as the seeds are 
adapted to the arid Southeast Arizona region. 
 
There are many different ways to spread seed in an area; this project is testing broadcast seeding 
for use across large areas, where a tractor spreads seed evenly.  The seeding rate is slightly 
higher than other methods, like hydroseeding or drill seeding, since not all seeds will not end up 
at its optimal burying depth or have optimal seed-soil contact.  Broadcast seeding with a rough 
soil surface is anticipated have favorable results due to small amounts of particle movement, 
which will bury the seeds naturally.  Timing is an important factor when seeding; warm-season 
species must be seeded when soil temperatures are high and before monsoon rains begin in July 
and cool-season species before the winter rains begin in January.  Seeds need a sufficient 
precipitation event to germinate the seeds, followed by additional events to establish the plants.  
Seeding too early may leave the seeds exposed to predators and unfavorable conditions that may 
terminate the seeds.  If climatic conditions are not optimal during a season, most seeds will lie 
dormant and viable until the next opportunity comes for germination.   
 
Continuous and repeated monitoring of each key element will be used to assess reclamation 
success.  Vegetation can be measured using transects and quadrats to measure species 
composition, diversity, cover, and biomass.  Hydrological processes will be measured by means 
of soil erosion, including soil topography, moisture content, infiltration, compaction and 
crusting.  Precipitation, temperature and other climatic conditions will be examined in 
association to vegetation response with the various treatments.  The seed mix, soil roughness and 
mulch treatments will then be evaluated to find the most successful techniques.  The test plots 
were placed on private Rosemont Copper property, in areas that will not be disturbed in the 
future; additional, long-term tests may be conducted to ensure successful reclamation of the 
Project. 
 
 
 
 
 







DEFINITIONS 
 
 
Annual:  A plant which germinates, flowers, and seeds in a single season (NRCS 2005). 
 
Arkose:  A topsoil material that is characterized predominantly by sandstone sediment. 
 
Buttress:  The perimeter structure composed of the waste rock and tailings, capped with  
  topsoil and revegetated. 
 
Compaction: When a force is applied to soil particles, like sand, silt or clay, and becomes  
  denser and pores between soil particles become smaller, resulting in a hard soil  
  layer. 
 
Ecosystem:  An ecological system or unit that includes living organisms and nonliving   
  substances which interact to produce an exchange or cycling of nutrients. 
 
Forb:   Flowering annual, biennial, or perennial plant, with leaves and stem.  
 
Gila:   A topsoil material that is characterized predominantly by alluvial deposits of  
  sediment grains and pebbles. 
 
Infiltration:  The process in which water enters the soil; factors such as soil crust, soil texture,  
  compaction, organic matter, aggregation and structure, pores, temperature, and  
  water content all affect infiltration (USDA, 1998). 
 
Invasive Species:  An alien species whose introduction is currently or is likely to cause  
   economic or environmental harm or harm to human health.  
 
Mulch:  Protective cover typically placed over the soil to modify conditions for plant  
  growth. 
 
Quadrat: A measured square or rectangular unit that is used in ecology to sample an area.  
 
Reclamation: The process designed to adapt a natural ecosystem to serve a utilitarian human  
  purpose. It may put a natural ecosystem to a new or altered use, most often using  
  introduced plants. It is often used to refer to processes that replace native   
  ecosystems and convert them to agricultural, mining or urban uses (NRCS 2005). 
 
Shrub:  A woody perennial plant differing from a tree by its low stature and by generally  
  producing several basal shoots instead of a single stem. 
 
Topography:  The study of the Earth’s surface shape and features. 
 
3 to 3.5-to-1 slope:  A raise of 1 foot for every 3 to 3.5 feet horizontal feet.   
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intended recipient, please delete all  copies and notify us immediately.

  
From: Holly Lawson 
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 4:11 PM
To: Dennis Fischer; Fermin Samorano; Kathy Arnold; Jeff Cornoyer; Kelly Medlock; Lance Newman;
Oscar White; Rod Pace; Scott Walston; Jamie Sturgess
Subject: Test Plot Summary 
  
Hello, 
  
I have attached the test plot summary, updated with revisions. Please read through the summary and let me

know if you find any changes that need to be made. 
  
Thank you, 
Holly 
 



From: Melissa Reichard
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Tom Furgason
Subject: One small change on record schema
Date: 11/13/2009 09:29 AM
Attachments: 20091113_Record Schema.docx

I added a sub-category for Scoping Reports because they really didn’t seem to fit anywhere else. I
updated and attached the schema.
Thanks!
 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Rosemont Copper Project Record Schema



1. Project Management

a. Formal recommendations

b. Formal meeting minutes & memos

c. General Correspondence

d. Third Party Mgmt (contracts, agreements, MOU)

e. Other

2. Public Involvement

a. Announcements & Public Meetings

b. Mailing Lists

c. Scoping Public Comments

d. Scoping Reports

e. DEIS Public Comments

3. Agency Consultation

a. Army Corps of Engineers

b. US Fish & Wildlife Service

c. State Historic Preservation Office

4. Communication

a. Congressional

b. Cooperating Agencies

c. Organizations

d. Individuals

e. FOIA

f. Internal

5. Proposed Action

a. Mine Plan (including compilation)

b. Supporting Documents

6. Alternatives

a. Cumulative Effects Catalog

b. Connected Actions

c. Dismissed from Detailed Analysis

d. Considered for Detailed Analysis

7. Resource Reports

a. Biodiversity 

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

b. Heritage

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

c. Inventoried Roadless Areas

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

d. Land Status & Special Uses

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

e. Plants (TES & Invasive) & Vegetation

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

f. Recreation & Roadless Areas

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

g. Riparian

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

h. Scenery

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

i. Socioeconomics

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

j. Soils & Geology

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

k. Transportation

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

l. Water

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

m. Wildlife & TES Animals

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

8. DEIS

9. FEIS

10. Geospatial Analysis

11. FOIA Exempt Documents

12. ROD
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From: Craig P Wilcox
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: PERP mailing list
Date: 01/09/2009 09:50 PM
Attachments: NOI Mailing labels.doc

Bob,
According to Andrea the printing and production of CDs will be handled by the RO,
once we have the document ready and they have a process for us to follow (may be
that is what you attached). The mailing list will be based on the current Forest
mailing list, it has several categories. We will also add names from the original
mailing list (or vice versa). Andrea wants us to first send a letter out asking peoples
preference of paper, CD or web copies. This implies that they will have to respond
to the letter. This is a bit of an additional burden on the public and opens a potential
for lost letters etc. But it could save us some money since it will be an expensive
document.  I assume that even though the RO has the printing contract, the Forest
still pays for. Mary will have to write to the Tribe's as well, unless we already know
their preference (likely).

I have the original NOI mailing list, also it should be in the record (which I hope
Randall still has). I have attached it below, if Paula wants to take charge of that. It
needs to be updated with address updates and additional names. I have asked
Roxane Riley to send me the Forest mailing list, but I haven't heard back from her.
Their are also the governmental agencies but Andrea has their preference already. 

I also contacted Sandra Roberts at the RO but haven't heard back from her either,
but it was during the holidays. She is the contact for printing DEISs and document
process questions. Andrea suggested that I call her. I'll do that when I get back. 

Hopefully, I got all of your questions answered. I guess this must have come up
during the staff meeting. Sorry I missed it. Andrea has sent Ch 1&2 of her comments
in to Chris but still has Chapter 3 to do. Some substantial comments. I don't see
Chris getting it done as soon as we wished to have the RO review started. But her
comments were really helpful and may save time in the long run.

Craig

Craig Wilcox, Forest Silviculturist
Coronado National Forest
711 S. 14th Ave., Suite D
Safford, AZ 85546
928-348-1961 work
928-965-1782 cell
cpwilcox@fs.fed.us
▼ Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS To Craig P Wilcox/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
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		Beulah Alder


424 Silver Springs


Pima, AZ 85543



		

		Mrs. Rita Alder


Columbine Cabin Owners Assoc.


PO Box 457


Pima, AZ 85543



		

		Gary Allen


1027 E Caroline Ln


Tempe, AZ 85284





		William G. Arnold


4400 E Broadway #600


Tucson, AZ 85711-



		

		Diane Arnst,


Air Quality Planning Section, ADEQ


1110 W Washington St


Phoenix, AZ 85007-



		

		Michael Bednorz


Mule Mountain Caving Club


PO Box 706


Bisbee, AZ 85603





		Mr. Stu Bengson


United 4-Wd. Assoc.


2548 W Cezanne Cir


Tucson, AZ 85741-4214



		

		David Bertelsen


2503 E Blacklidge Dr


Tucson, AZ 85716



		

		Gary Bertsch


10033 E Serrita Pl


Tucson, AZ 85749





		Mrs. Joseph Bidwell


5030 N. Avenida de La Colina


Tucson, AZ 85749-9683



		

		George A. Binney


PO Box 7


Crystal Bay, NV 89402-



		

		Patricia Bowman


Womans Hiking Group


4440 N Camino del Santo


Tucson, AZ 85718





		Mr. Joseph Brady


3820 W Southhaire Place


Tucson, AZ 85741-1305



		

		William Brandau,


Bureau of Land Management


711 14th Avenue


Safford, AZ 85546-



		

		Pete Brawley


Graham County Cattle Growers Assoc.


13100 Hackberry Ranch Rd


Safford, AZ 85548-





		Teresa Brehm


Willcox Chamber of Commerce


1500 N Circle I Rd


Willcox, AZ 85643-



		

		Ross Bryce


Spear Ranch, Inc.


HC 1 Box 3111


Pima, AZ 85543



		

		Mr. Jeff Burgess


1010 E Citation Ln


Tempe, AZ 85284-1525





		Kenny Calloway


Kaibab Industries, Inc. / Flying Diamond Ranch


36755 W Klondyke Rd


Willcox, AZ 85643



		

		Carolyn Campbell,


Tucson Audubon Society


300 E University Blvd, Ste 120


Tucson, AZ 85705-



		

		Bill Carr


5048 W Camino Tierra


Tucson, AZ 85757-8634





		Joe Chapin


29240 W Ash Creek Rd


Willcox, AZ 85643



		

		Sue Clark,


Pima Trails Association


PO Box 35007


Tucson, AZ 86740-



		

		Caren Cowan


NM Cattle Grower's Association


PO Box 7517


Albuquerque, NM 87194-7517





		Sarah Craighead,


Saguaro National Park


3693 S Old Spanish Trail


Tucson, AZ 85730-



		

		Mr. Gary Curtis


Mt. Graham Cabin Owners


1680 Thatcher Blvd


Safford, AZ 85546



		

		Mrs. Gerald Curtis


2037 18th St


Safford, AZ 85546





		Mr. Wayne Curtis


Klondyke Outfitters & Guides


PO Box H


Thatcher, AZ 85552



		

		Newell Dryden


PO Box 543


Thatcher, AZ 85552



		

		Dan L. Fischer


9818 S Pinery Canyon Rd


Willcox, AZ 85643-







		R. P. Forbragd


Tucson 4 Wheelers


7772 N Paseo Monserrat


Tucson, AZ 85704-



		

		Walt & Sharon Friauf


835 W Thunderbird Dr
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		Dr. Thomas Swetnam,


Laboratory of Tree Ring Research


University of Arizona, Building #58


Tucson, AZ 85721-

		

		Kaibab National Forest


800 S 6th Street


Williams, AZ 86046



		

		



		

		

		

		

		







01/09/2009 08:19 AM

cc

Subject Fw: Your "cc" of the Jan 6, 2008 Letter and
attachments to Tom Furgason SWCA - (Jan 6, 2008
message you received for this letter did not work
correctly) 

Craig, hopefully you open this in spite of the subject line.  I trust you
are enjoying the training session.  You and Chris may already be on the
right track for this, but I saw some email about the printing work that
will be needed for PERP, and that work will have to follow these same
guidelines.

With that in mind, where are we in getting the printing work
accomplished?  I understood that we were going to contact interested
parties and ask them if they wanted a hard copy, electronic (CD)
version, or merely a location  to find it on the web.  Who has the
mailing list, and have we started that process?  Thanks.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373

----- Forwarded by Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS on 01/09/2009 08:15 AM -----

Carl
Ostermann/R3/USDAFS 

01/09/2009 08:04 AM

To Sandra L Roberts/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jeanine
Derby/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Shane
Lyman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bradley W
Gillespie/R1/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Alan
Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Your "cc" of the Jan 6, 2008 Letter and attachments
to Tom Furgason SWCA - (Jan 6, 2008 message you
received for this letter did not work correctly) 



[attachment "Furgason.doc" deleted by Craig P Wilcox/R3/USDAFS]      
[attachment "2005 09 22 Template Setting Quick Reference.pdf"
deleted by Craig P Wilcox/R3/USDAFS]      [attachment "2005 09
Southwestern Region EIS Template.pdf" deleted by Craig P
Wilcox/R3/USDAFS]        [attachment "2005 09 Using MS-Word to
Create Documents for Publishing.pdf" deleted by Craig P
Wilcox/R3/USDAFS]    
[attachment "2007 02 02 FSH 1609.11_10 Publications Management
Handbook.pdf" deleted by Craig P Wilcox/R3/USDAFS] 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Pima County 1 of 2, comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:39 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153344>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Pima County 2 of 2, comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:40 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153346>
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; tskinner@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com;
rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com;
devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com;
kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Please complete your contact information
Date: 10/07/2008 10:41 AM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=9994
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From: Melissa Reichard
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Pre-NEPA record
Date: 11/16/2009 01:59 PM

Could you send me the electronic index? A note in the record states that it is filed at :
fsfiles/office/so/eng/geology/minerals/dz/augusta_research
 
Thanks!
 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us


From: Melissa Reichard
To: Melinda D Roth; sldavis@fs.fed.us
Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Project Record questions
Date: 11/11/2009 03:55 PM
Attachments: 20091111_Record Schema.docx

Record Question & Requests Tracking.docx

Mindee/Sarah-
 
I am so excited about the guidance! Thanks for your work on getting it to me. I would like you to
take a look at the enclosed documents and provide feedback. Please let me know when you will be
able to provide the answers to the questions and when I can expect the other things I requested. I
am sure that I will have more requests as time goes on.
 
Thanks for your help!
 
 
 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:mreichard@swca.com

Rosemont Copper Project Record Schema



1. Project Management

a. Formal recommendations

b. Formal meeting minutes & memos

c. General Correspondence

d. Third Party Mgmt (contracts, agreements, MOU)

e. Other

2. Public Involvement

a. Announcements & Public Meetings

b. Mailing Lists

c. Scoping Public Comments

d. DEIS Public Comments

3. Agency Consultation

a. Army Corps of Engineers

b. US Fish & Wildlife Service

c. State Historic Preservation Office

4. Communication

a. Congressional

b. Cooperating Agencies

c. Organizations

d. Individuals

e. FOIA

f. Internal

5. Proposed Action

a. Mine Plan (including compilation)

b. Supporting Documents

6. Alternatives

a. Cumulative Effects Catalog

b. Connected Actions

c. Dismissed from Detailed Analysis

d. Considered for Detailed Analysis

7. Resource Reports

a. Biodiversity 

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

b. Heritage

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

c. Inventoried Roadless Areas

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

d. Land Status & Special Uses

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

e. Plants (TES & Invasive) & Vegetation

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

f. Recreation & Roadless Areas

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

g. Riparian

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

h. Scenery

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

i. Socioeconomics

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

j. Soils & Geology

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

k. Transportation

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

l. Water

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

m. Wildlife & TES Animals

i. Resource Report

ii. Notes & Correspondence

iii. Published References

iv. Other (data, maps, field work)

8. DEIS

9. FEIS

10. Geospatial Analysis

11. FOIA Exempt Documents

12. ROD
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Rosemont Copper Project Record Questions & Requests



		Question

		Guidance Pg #

		Submitted on

		Response

		Response by

		Response Date



		Regarding Conflict of Interest forms- 

Is one document per company signed by Principals acceptable?

		2

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Regarding Pre-NEPA record- 

Can you confirm that we need to integrate the paper copy that you already have bound into our paper copy and then scan to accommodate electronic needs?

		3

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		What “Draft” docs would you want included? Also, please confirm that you want it noted in the footer as “Draft-Deliberative” inside the 1” margin.

		6

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		If a doc needs to be transcribed, should they be entered into the index as one document? Should the page count both of the original and transcription?

		6

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		If a map can be folded to fit 8 ½ x 11”, does it still need to be reduced? (i.e. 11 x 17 or large scale)

		7

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Please confirm- The Bates Stamp should be used on the LITIGATION record only. 

		7

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		How do you want hard copies labeled? Pencil, top right corner? Individual file folders?  Note: numbers will not go in order because the files will be chronological.

		7

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		What is the official project name and #?

		7

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Do you approve of changes to the Schema? (see attached)

		12

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Do FOIA Exempt docs get listed on the index? If so, should they be in their own category or in the one already applicable?

		17

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		With FOIA Exempt docs, should there be a place holder in the applicable section in the hard copy pointing to location of protected document?

		23

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Regarding previous IDT documents & other- do we go back and get dates and signatures?

		22

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		How do you want original format electronic files kept?

		23

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		When and how do you expect Record to be transferred to the Forest?

		24

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Because of line limitations in Excel, do you prefer volumes that roll over as things are added or do you want them separated by Schema folder?

		

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Scoping comments were already scanned and exempted from typical record requirements. They were not scanned using OCR. Can you confirm if that is still ok?

		

		11/11/09

		

		

		

























		Request:

		Guidance Pg #

		Submitted on

		Response

		Response by

		Response Date



		Blue Envelopes for FOIA Exempt docs

		23

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Pre-NEPA index electronically

		

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Pre-NEPA hard copy record

		

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Alaska forms electronically (i.e. cover sheet, locator form, etc)

		

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Index electronically

		

		11/11/09

		

		

		



		Working group documentation including contracts with Udall

		2

		11/11/09
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Project status update
Date: 09/11/2009 05:30 PM
Attachments: RCC Sept 10, 2009 Project Status Summary.doc

2009 09 17 DRAFT Agenda.pdf

We did not have a project status update in the IDT meeting on Wednesday, so here is a briefing: 

Rosemont Copper Company staff, Jeanine Derby, Reta Laford, Rick Gerhart, Game and Fish staff, and
I met yesterday for the bimonthly (twice a month) meeting (usually just between the company and FS)
project status update.  The meeting agenda is attached. 

There will be a cooperating agency meeting on September 17; the draft agenda is attached.  Please let
Teresa Ann know if you are interested in attending the meeting. 

There will be a technology transfer meeting for stormwater discharge design (presented by Rosemont
Consultant Tetra Tech) on September 22. 

SWCA's Scoping Report 3 (on Issue Statement development), is currently under review. 

Kent, can you brief the team on the latest EPG meeting, and tell us the date of the next meeting?  If
anyone else is working on something with the project that they would like to share, please do so. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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		United States


Department of


Agriculture

		Forest


Service

		Coronado National Forest


Supervisor’s Office

		300 W. Congress


Tucson, Arizona 85701


Phone (520) 388-8300


FAX (520) 388-8305


Deaf & Hearing Impaired 711





Sturgess
2




		File Code:

		1950-3/2810



		Date:

		September 10, 2009 



		 



		Jamie Sturgess



		Rosemont Copper Company



		4500 Cherry Creek South Drive



		Suite 1040



		Denver, CO 80246





ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT


AUGUST 2009 STATUS SUMMARY


Dear Mr. Sturgess:


This meeting serves to fulfill the Forest’s commitment to consult with you and keep you informed of progress made in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review of the Rosemont Copper Project and to hold monthly meetings to discuss progress and any important issues and/or needs, pursuant to Item D4 of our Memorandum of Understanding (MOU #03-MU-11030510-010, as modified).


The project status summary and meeting agenda are as follows:


1. CHIRICAHUA LEOPARD FROG

Arizona Game and Fish presentation of their recovery program for the listed Chiricahua Leopard Frog, including recent surveys and releases.

2.
SWCA ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS PROJECT STATUS BRIEFING


SWCA presentation of project status, including Chapter 3 of the environmental        


impact statement, alternatives development, Scoping Report 3, and biological reports (see    


attached National Environmental Policy Act Process Milestone Report and Monthly   


Environmental Impact Statement Progress Report).


3. FOREST ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT STATUS


Current and upcoming work on the analysis includes Forest Supervisor review of refined issue statements (week of September 14), interdisciplinary team review of cooperating agency responses to proposed alternatives, interdisciplinary team leader request for company input on alternatives (response expected September 28), and revision of the environmental impact statement scheduling.


4.   AUGUST 10 – 14, 2009 PROJECT AUDIT

Company summary of audit findings.

      5.   PROJECT EXPEDENDITURES


            Expenditures for the month of July 2009 total $60,939.97 (see attached Transaction Summary and    


           Transaction Register).


Sincerely,


		

		



		 

		 



		BEVERLEY A. EVERSON

		 



		Forest Geologist

		 





Attachments:


NEPA Process Milestone Report


Monthly Environmental Impact Statement Progress Report


Transaction Register for July 2009


ec:  Regional Office Geology and Minerals (Cordts)


       Regional Office Ecosystem Analysis and Planning (Davis)


cc:  SWCA Environmental Consultants


       343 West Franklin Street


       Tucson, AZ  85701

 
Caring for the Land and Serving People
Printed on Recycled Paper    






Rosemont Copper Project EIS 
Cooperating Agency Coordination Meeting  09/17/2009 
DRAFT Agenda 


 


 
Location:   Federal Building, 300 West Congress, Tucson, Arizona, Room 4B 
Facilitator:   Teresa Ann Ciapusci, Cooperating Agency Liaison 
 
AGENDA 
09:30 – 09.45 Welcome and Introductions   Laford 
 
09:45 – 11:00* Training:  Effects Analysis Process   Ciapusci 
     Affected Environment 
     Environmental Effects 
     Cumulative Effects 
 
11:00 – 11:30 Open Discussion     Ciapusci 
 
INVITED COOPERATING AGENCIES 
Tribes:    Tohono O’odham Nation 
Federal:    Air Force, Army COE, BLM, Smithsonian Whipple Observatory 
State of Arizona: ADEQ, AMMR, ADWR, AZGF, AZGS, AZSLD, AZSP 
Local:   Pima County, City of Tucson, Town of Sahuarita 
 
INVITED GUESTS 
Consultants:  Cheniae & Associates:  Gordon Cheniae 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Includes breaks as needed 







From: Jeanine Derby
To: Beverley A Everson; Faye Fentiman; Andrea W Campbell; Salek Shafiqullah; Keith L Graves; Roger D Congdon
Cc: Michael A Linden; Mark E Schwab; Randall A Smith; Robert Lefevre; Reta Laford
Subject: Public Scoping Meetings for Rosemont Copper proposal
Date: 02/28/2008 01:01 PM

Our contractor has scheduled public scoping meetings for evenings of March 18
(Tucson), March 19 (Green Valley) and March 20 (Patagonia).  I would like those
people in the "to" line above to attend the meetings.  Anyone else is also welcome. 
Beverly will see that locations and times are sent out next week.

This meeting will be an open house format, with Forest personnel, company
personnel and experts and SWCA (contractor) personnel staffing different tables
where people can go to address specific interests.  

Keith, I'm asking you to arrange with Steve Edwards to have LE lingering nearby in
case of need.  

More info coming.  See me for any conflicts.  Thanks.  

   
 
Jeanine Derby, Forest Supervisor
Coronado National Forest
phone: 520 388-8306
FAX:  520 388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re:  Issues & Themes; work assignments
Date: 02/23/2009 08:47 AM

Yup, March 11 is the date scheduled for the next extended team meeting.  I will be
on leave but Kent Ellett will be filling in behind me and will lead the meeting, as well
as any work that the team is doing outside of meetings.  I don't know exactly what
work the team will be doing then as we're waiting for Issue Statement development
from SWCA, and they are behind schedule.  

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

02/20/2009 04:39 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Issues & Themes; work assignments

I'm still confused, Bev.  Is the next extended team meeting still March 11?
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

02/20/2009 03:54 PM

To Arthur S Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
ccoyle@swca.com, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Issues & Themes; work assignments

Team, please consider this as the work assignments that I referenced in the email I
sent out a short while ago.  Also, sorry about the subject line on the last message - I
had copied from an earlier message to the team, and it was no doubt confusing...

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 02/20/2009 03:52 PM -----

Melissa Reichard
<mreichard@swca.com> 
Sent by: rosemonteis
<notify@weboffice.com>

02/20/2009 03:05 PM

To tskinner@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
gmckay@fs.fed.us, sgriset@swca.com,
tfurgason@swca.com, rbowers@swca.com,
mjfitch@fs.fed.us, jezzo@swca.com,
tciapusci@fs.fed.us, awcampbell@fs.fed.us,
beverson@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, teuler@swca.com,
aelek@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us,
hschewel@fs.fed.us, ccoyle@swca.com,
jderby@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us,
khouser@swca.com, wkeyes@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, gsoroka@swca.com,
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, kpohs@swca.com,
hhall@swca.com, mbidwell@swca.com,
rellis@swca.com, dmorrow@swca.com,
jconnell@swca.com, rmraley@fs.fed.us,
dkeane@swca.com, klgraves@fs.fed.us,
daleortmanpe@live.com, kellett@fs.fed.us,
devinquintana@fs.fed.us, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us,
mreichard@swca.com, kserrato@swca.com,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, cbellavia@swca.com

cc Melissa Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>



Subject Issues & Themes

Hi Everyone! I have uploaded everything you should need for your IDT assignments from
this Wednesday's meeting. If you have any issues with files, let me know. I would
recommend first, going to the Tracking Sheet and looking for your name in the "Assigned to"
column. Please note that if you don't see that column, look at the bottom of the Excel file and
be sure you are on the "Assignments" tab. I added what notes came from the meeting. If you
have anything else, let me know.

 

Mel

 

To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters and
numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=22832> 

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=22832


From: Roxane M Raley
To: John Able
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; devinquintana@fs.fed.us;

dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; hschewel@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; jconnell@swca.com;
jezzo@swca.com; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com; kscox@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mbidwell@swca.com; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rosemonteis; rbowers@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sgriset@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; tskinner@fs.fed.us;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: .doc NOT .docx
Date: 10/01/2008 03:31 PM

John,

There is a download on the Forest Service Software Library for this.  It is the Microsoft Office Compatibility Pack for
Office 2007.  It is easy to download.  You will be able to safe the document in a .doc format, but may lose some of the
characters the are not be formatable to an earlier version, such as Office 2003.

Roxane

▼ John Able <jable@fs.fed.us>

John Able <jable@fs.fed.us> 
Sent by: rosemonteis <notify@weboffice.com>

10/01/2008 03:15 PM

To kscox@swca.com, sldavis@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, sgriset@swca.com,
tfurgason@swca.com, rbowers@swca.com, jezzo@swca.com, tciapusci@fs.fed.us,
awcampbell@fs.fed.us, beverson@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us,
klbourgart@fs.fed.us, teuler@swca.com, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, hschewel@fs.fed.us,
tskinner@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us, khouser@swca.com, wkeyes@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, gsoroka@swca.com,
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, kpohs@swca.com,
hhall@swca.com, mbidwell@swca.com, rellis@swca.com, jconnell@swca.com,
rmraley@fs.fed.us, klgraves@fs.fed.us, daleortmanpe@live.com,
devinquintana@fs.fed.us, rlaford@fs.fed.us, rlefevre@fs.fed.us, abelauskas@fs.fed.us,
mreichard@swca.com, kserrato@swca.com, dsebesta@fs.fed.us, cbellavia@swca.com

cc

Subject .doc NOT .docx

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=9985
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From: Tom Furgason
To: Robert Lefevre; Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Air quality data request - AEC.doc
Date: 04/15/2009 02:02 PM

Hi Bob,
 
We’ll be using Noise and Air Solutions (NAS) for the review of Rosemont’s work and analysis.  Dave
Morrow will be providing SWCA’s quality control.  However, I’d prefer if Charles Coyle were your point
of contact for the foreseeable future.
 
Our contact at NAS is:

Joe D'Onofrio
Noise And Air Solutions Inc
3334 N 6th Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85013-4310
Contact Phone:  (602) 265-6550
 
Tom
 

From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2009 8:23 AM
To: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle
Subject: Fw: Air quality data request - AEC.doc
 

Tom and Charles:  Please clarify who the air quality contact is.  I had another name given to me last
week or the week before, 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 
----- Forwarded by Robert  Lefevre/R3/USDAFS on 04/15/2009 07:54 AM -----
"David Morrow" <dmorrow@swca.com>

04/13/2009 04:52 PM

To "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Charles Coyle"
<ccoyle@swca.com>, "Robert Lefevre" <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>

cc  
Subject Air quality data request - AEC.doc
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From: Charles Coyle
To: lcthanukos@aecinc.org
Cc: Tom Furgason; David Morrow; Robert Lefevre; Melissa Reichard
Subject: RE: Air quality data request - AEC.doc
Date: 04/15/2009 02:39 PM
Attachments: Air quality data request - AEC.pdf

Dr. Thanukos:
 
As I mentioned just now, VSI will take the first cut at drafting the air quality sections of the Affected
Environment and Environmental Consequences portions of Rosemont EIS.  Dave Morrow will then
handle all the QA/QC.
 
Please forward any pertinent AQ data to me, Tom Furgason, and Melissa Reichard so we can get it in
our records and also send it on to VSI.
 
Thank you~
 
Charles Coyle
Senior Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 North Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ  85012
 
Phone: 602-274-3831 ext. 1108
Fax: 602-274-3958
www.swca.com
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
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Memorandum 


To: Louis Thanukos AEC via fax 480/829.8985 


CC: Tom Ferguson SWCA, Bob Lefevre USFS via email 


From: Dave Morrow SWCA 


Date: April 15, 2009 


Re: Rosemont Mine Air Quality Information 


Hi Louis, 
 
To prepare the EIS for this project we will need information from you at an adequate level of detail to allow 
understanding and replication of calculations.  Please document all references and information sources for your 
reports to allow independent corroboration. 
 
Voluntary Measures 
If your analysis incorporates innovative or non-standard actions that would reduce emissions please describe them.  
If possible, provide a quantitative estimate of tons of emissions avoided on an annual basis.  Where appropriate, 
these voluntary measures should be reflected in the inventory and modeling efforts outlined below. 
 
Emission Inventory 
The emissions inventory should reflect current best available information about the project over its entire life.  
NEPA requires the Forest Service to look at the whole of the action, so we will need to look beyond what is 
normally considered for an air permit. 
 


• List mining equipment that has potential to emit by category, magnitude of emissions, and temporal 
extent. 


• Provide technical specifications of equipment, fuel and other factors related to emissions. 
• Estimate emissions on a five-year cycle starting with the mine initiation and running through mine 


closure. 
• Estimate of emissions from purchased electricity on a five-year cycle.  Arizona is transitioning toward 


sustainable energy production so this may lessen pollutants per MW in future years. 
• Calculate emissions from all on-road motor vehicles associated with the project, including commuters and 


service trucks.  I recommend obtaining the most recent Mobile6 run from the state to help in this effort. 
• Provide estimates of greenhouse gases (GHG) as listed by the US EPA.  This GHG emission inventory 


should be co-incident with the same five year cycle as that for mine operation.  Please try to account for 
all direct and indirect GHG emissions (e.g., electricity generation as above).  Again, documenting 
assumptions, calculations, and authorities will be useful for independent verification. 


 
Weather and Ambient Pollution Data Summary 
I understand that AEC has been operating several weather stations and PM10 monitors on the Rosemont property.  
Please provide wind roses, rainfall and other available meteorology records as well.  Provide monthly PM10 
summaries and the PM10 annual arithmetic mean for the data of record.  
 







Air Modeling 
Please provide a brief technical report describing modeling protocol, assumptions, settings, and results.  I 
recommend that you consult with the federal land manager’s air quality working group (FLAG) for guidance, and 
that you follow the FLAG protocol for assessing impacts to Class 1 areas.  The National Park Service submitted 
specific comments during the scoping period that you should review before beginning modeling efforts.  At the 
conclusion of the air modeling the Forest Service may ask me or another qualified party to review the model runs 
and attempt to replicate your results.  Consequently it is very important to save all files related to the modeling for 
future use by an outside auditor. 
 
Please feel free to call me at anytime for clarification or assistance with the NEPA air quality data needs.  My 
direct line is 805/543.7095  x 106 







From: Deborah K Sebesta
To: Larry Jones
Cc: Beverley A Everson; gsoroka@swca.com; Richard A Gerhart; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah;

tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: Alternative Ranking Rationale
Date: 07/13/2009 08:48 AM
Attachments: Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives.doc

Larry,
I agree with your ranking. It is the essentially the same thing I said.

Debbie Sebesta, District Biologist
Coronado National Forest
Nogales Ranger District
303 Old Tucson Road
Nogales, AZ  85624
Voice:  520-761-6009
Cell:  520-260-7702
Fax:  520-281-2396
E-mail:  dsebesta@fs.fed.us

▼ Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS 

07/13/2009 08:25 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc tfurgason@swca.com, Richard A
Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, gsoroka@swca.com,
Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Alternative Ranking Rationale

Bev and Debbie (et al.)--

As requested at the last IDT meeting for the Rosemont Copper Project,
I am attaching a document that includes the rationale for my ranking
alternatives as I did during our last exercise.  I think this was what you
were after, yes?

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
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Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives

Input by Larry Jones, 13 July 2009.

Scale 1-5, with 1 having the most negative effects and 5 without negative effects.

No Action Alternative: This alternative would not change the landscape, so it receives a 5 out of 5, as it would cause no adverse effects on wildlife, fish, or rare plants.  This is the only alternative that would not seem to have a likely to adversely affect determination on at least some federally listed species, nor would it affect Management Indicator Species, Migratory Birds, or Sensitive Species.

Proposed Action (as in Mining Plan of Operations):  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters two major canyons, Mc Cleary and Barrel Canyon.


Alternative 1.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters both Scholefield and Mc Cleary Canyons.


Alternative 6.  This alternative receives a 3 out of 5, as it consolidates all waste materials into the single site, Barrel Canyon, so the effects are consolidated.  I considered this might instead rank a 2 out of 5, but wanted to show more spread between the alternatives.

Alternative 3.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it affects Sycamore, Mc Cleary, and upper Barrel Canyon.


Rosemont Alternative: I rank this the same as the Proposed Action, as it has the same footprint and the same canyons are filled with waste rock and tailings.


Summary:  In my opinion, the most important element to consider is how much of the canyon landforms will be filled in with waste rock and tailings, as this irreversibly alters the landscape and renders it a much simpler habitat.  I have seen Barrel and Mc Cleary Canyons, and seen Sycamore Canyon from an overlook, but haven’t seen Scholefield or Sycamore from the ground.  Based on what I have seen and the aerial photographs, Mc Cleary Canyon seems to be very diverse, having riparian vegetation, rocky features (including talus), and some wide areas with an upland interface (as is Barrel), so it seems likely this type of a topographic setting would have a higher biological diversity and support species that would not be found in Barrel Canyon, such as Green Ratsnakes (an example of a Forest Service Sensitive Species) and arid land mollusks.  Barrel Canyon, by comparison, seems a much simpler environment.  It has good riparian vegetation, but lacks the three dimensional structure of Mc Cleary, so if it were replaced by an artificial hill (waste rock and tailings), fewer species would be negatively impacted, and some of the same generalist species would be able to adapt (generally common species that are not of such conservation concern).  I cannot say how Scholefield and Sycamore rate compared to Mc Cleary, but the aerial photographs suggest they have more structural complexity than Barrel, which has already been altered by the road in its bottom.


Also, putting all materials into a single drainage consolidates activities and does not irreversibly alter the landscape on one or two additional drainages.



Brief Rationale for Ranking Rosemont Copper Mine Alternatives

Input by Larry Jones, 13 July 2009.

Scale 1-5, with 1 having the most negative effects and 5 without negative effects.

No Action Alternative: This alternative would not change the landscape, so it receives a 5 out of 5, as it would cause no adverse effects on wildlife, fish, or rare plants.  This is the only alternative that would not seem to have a likely to adversely affect determination on at least some federally listed species, nor would it affect Management Indicator Species, Migratory Birds, or Sensitive Species.

Proposed Action (as in Mining Plan of Operations):  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters two major canyons, Mc Cleary and Barrel Canyon.


Alternative 1.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it irreversibly alters both Scholefield and Mc Cleary Canyons.


Alternative 6.  This alternative receives a 3 out of 5, as it consolidates all waste materials into the single site, Barrel Canyon, so the effects are consolidated.  I considered this might instead rank a 2 out of 5, but wanted to show more spread between the alternatives.

Alternative 3.  This alternative receives a 1 out of 5, as it affects Sycamore, Mc Cleary, and upper Barrel Canyon.


Rosemont Alternative: I rank this the same as the Proposed Action, as it has the same footprint and the same canyons are filled with waste rock and tailings.


Summary:  In my opinion, the most important element to consider is how much of the canyon landforms will be filled in with waste rock and tailings, as this irreversibly alters the landscape and renders it a much simpler habitat.  I have seen Barrel and Mc Cleary Canyons, and seen Sycamore Canyon from an overlook, but haven’t seen Scholefield or Sycamore from the ground.  Based on what I have seen and the aerial photographs, Mc Cleary Canyon seems to be very diverse, having riparian vegetation, rocky features (including talus), and some wide areas with an upland interface (as is Barrel), so it seems likely this type of a topographic setting would have a higher biological diversity and support species that would not be found in Barrel Canyon, such as Green Ratsnakes (an example of a Forest Service Sensitive Species) and arid land mollusks.  Barrel Canyon, by comparison, seems a much simpler environment.  It has good riparian vegetation, but lacks the three dimensional structure of Mc Cleary, so if it were replaced by an artificial hill (waste rock and tailings), fewer species would be negatively impacted, and some of the same generalist species would be able to adapt (generally common species that are not of such conservation concern).  I cannot say how Scholefield and Sycamore rate compared to Mc Cleary, but the aerial photographs suggest they have more structural complexity than Barrel, which has already been altered by the road in its bottom.


Also, putting all materials into a single drainage consolidates activities and does not irreversibly alter the landscape on one or two additional drainages.




ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Robert Lefevre
To: Rion Bowers
Cc: tfurgason@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com; Larry Jones; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson
Bcc: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re: bio.pdf
Date: 07/08/2009 04:52 PM

Hi, Rion.  Thanks for sending me the maps for riparian and water resources bounds
of analysis.  I am working with Salek and Larry on a response. Before you get too
far, I need to tell that the bounds are way too restrictive.  I want to propose a
larger area that will take into consideration the groundwater changes that will affect
springs and consequently surface water and riparian areas after they dig the pit.  I'll
be sending a shapefile.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ "Rion Bowers" <rbowers@swca.com>

"Rion Bowers"
<rbowers@swca.com> 

07/07/2009 11:35 AM

To <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject bio.pdf

[attachment "bio.pdf" deleted by Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS] 
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From: Rion Bowers
To: Robert Lefevre
Cc: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Larry Jones; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Dale Ortman PE
Subject: RE: bio.pdf
Date: 07/09/2009 07:46 AM
Attachments: groundwater.pdf

Water_Resources_Bounds.pdf

Bob,
 
The water resources bounds of analysis map is based on the rational presented in the attached
memorandum. This memo covers onsite and offsite surface and ground water resources.  You have the
surface water map, and I have attached the proposed ground water bounds map as well. I believe this
information was previously provided to Salek, so he should also have it for review. I hope you find this
information helpful. Looking forward to your comments.
 
Thanks,
 
Rion
 

-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033

 

From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 4:53 PM
To: Rion Bowers
Cc: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Larry Jones; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: bio.pdf

Hi, Rion.  Thanks for sending me the maps for riparian and water resources bounds of analysis.  I am
working with Salek and Larry on a response. Before you get too far, I need to tell that the bounds are
way too restrictive.  I want to propose a larger area that will take into consideration the groundwater
changes that will affect springs and consequently surface water and riparian areas after they dig the
pit.  I'll be sending a shapefile. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 

"Rion Bowers" <rbowers@swca.com> To <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>
cc

mailto:rbowers@swca.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com
mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us
mailto:sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:daleortmanpe@live.com
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Charles Coyle (SWCA) 


Copy to: Salek Shafiqullah (CNF); Rion Bowers, Chris Garrett, Tom Furgason (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 9 June 2009   


Subject: 
Bounds of Analysis – Chapter 3 Affected Environment 
Water Resources 


 
This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of appropriate Bounds of Analysis for Water 
Resources for your review.  The temporal and spatial Bounds of Analysis are presented for the major 
physical elements of the Water Resources discipline as outlined in Rosemont Project EIS Draft Chapter 3 
Affected Environment Outline, May 19, 2009.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time 
periods being applied to the Rosemont Project as outlined in the memorandum on Impact Timeline dated 11 
January 2009.  Spatial bounds are described by the geographic area to be used for analysis; this memo 
describes the spatial bounds in general geographic terms, however the final spatial bounds will be depicted 
on a map prepared by SWCA.  It should be noted that Bounds of Analysis will apply to both the group of 
twelve issues deemed “significant” by the CNF and the suite of additional issues that may be described in 
Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless of a determination of “significance”.  The general divisions of 
Water Resources for the Bounds of Analysis are: 
 


• Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water  


• Mine Area Water Resources-Groundwater 


• Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply 
 
Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water 
The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the surface water environment that may be impacted by the 
proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to surface water, both within the direct project area and 
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downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The 
diversion and impounding of surface water runoff coupled with the topographic modification may result in 
both immediate and permanent alterations to the surface water regime. In addition, the potential for spills or 
other accidental releases to surface water will occur from initial construction through completion of 
reclamation.  Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water 
are Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis include the surface water drainages that may influence or be impacted by the 
diversion and impoundment of surface water, modification of the mine site topography, and potential spills 
or other accidental releases.  Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following: 


• Drainage basins contributing runoff to the mine site; 


• Drainage basins containing mine site disturbance, namely Barrel Canyon and its tributaries; 


• Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson Creek to its 
confluence with Cienega Creeks; and 


• Drainages immediately adjacent to SR 83 that may be impacted by spills associated with potential 
accidents involving delivery of supplies to the mine. 


 
Spring and seep flow in the area as well as base flow in both Davidson and Cienega creeks potentially may 
be impacted by the groundwater drawdown associated with the mine pit.  However, as these potential 
impacts are related to the groundwater they are included within the Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water 
Resources – Groundwater.  
 
Mine Area Water Resources-Groundwater 
The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Groundwater are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the groundwater environment that may be impacted by the 
proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to groundwater, both within the direct project area and 
down-gradient from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The 
mine pit’s influence on the groundwater flow regime and the potential for seepage impacts from the tailings 
and waste rock facilities along with the potential for accidental process water leaks and other spills or 
releases may result in both immediate and permanent alterations to the groundwater regime.  Therefore, the 
temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water are Construction, Operations, 
Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may influence or be impacted by 
the mine pit or potential seepage, leakage, or spills from the mine operations area; including the potential 
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impact to spring and seep flow as well as potential impact to base flow in Davidson and Cienega creeks. 
Assuming that the groundwater model under development by Montgomery for Rosemont covers an adequate 
area for analysis the area the Montgomery model domain should be the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Mine 
Area Water Resources-Groundwater. 
 
Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply 
The Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the water resources environment that may be impacted by 
the mine water supply for the proposed project.  Temporally the potential water resource impacts associated 
with the withdrawal of mine production water will occur only during the approximate 20-year life of active 
mine operations; therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for the withdrawal of production water is 
Operations.  However, the recharge of CAP water to the groundwater basin began in 2007 and will continue 
until the proposed 105% of projected production water withdrawal has been recharged, subject to limitations 
on Rosemont’s excess CAP water contract.  Therefore, the temporal bounds on the CAP water recharge 
element of Water Resources spans from 2007 through whenever the recharge commitment is completed; 
likely sometime during Operations. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may be impacted by the mine water 
supply wells and the CAP water recharge; therefore the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water 
Resources-Mine Water Supply is the Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) with emphasis for mine 
production water withdrawal in the area encompassed within the groundwater model developed by 
Montgomery for Rosemont as described in Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of 
Rosemont Copper’s Proposed Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009, prepared by Errol L. 
Montgomery & Associates, Inc.  
 
The water supply pipeline and mine power line alignments in the Santa Cruz Valley will cross dry washes; 
however as the risk of a discharge to surface water resulting in a water quality impact is exceedingly low for 
these crossings this element does not warrant inclusion in the Bounds of Analysis.  
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Re: Concern w/Agenda -Re: dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12
Date: 05/06/2009 04:12 PM

My reasoning for the schedule is that I think that there will be distinct audiences for
each of the two presentations, depending on level of expertise in the subject
matter.  Cooperating agencies can choose to attend the presentation that they can
best benefit from, and I imagine that some of them will want to hear the more
technical presentation, and some the less technical version.  I put the more technical
presentation in the morning because the presenter, and Roger Congdon from the
R.O., both have time constraints in the afternoon due to travel scheduling, and I
preferred to not have the longer presentation straddle the lunch hour.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS

05/06/2009 03:49 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Concern w/Agenda -Re: dry stack tailings technology

presentation, May 12
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Bev - The order of things seem a bit out of whack.  Shouldn't the general intro be
first, and then the more techie types can hang around for the deeper stuff?  The
order as proposed seems predisposed, intentional or unintentional, to exclude and/or
prevent meaningful participation by cooperating agencies.  I suggest reconsideration
of the presentation order. 

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone:  520-388-8307 (office),  505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax:       520-388-8305
Email:   rlaford@fs.fed.us
----------------------------------------------------------------------
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

05/06/2009 02:07 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12

There will be a presentation by Rosemont consultants on dry stack tailings
technology in 1K on the 12th.  The presentation is being broken into two parts, to
accomodate folks with technical background in this area, and those without that kind
of expertise.  The more techncial presentation is from 9:00 to 12:00, and the other

notes://entr3a/8725685900567D8C/0/1B80B628D70F29E2072575AC007231EC


presentation at 1:00, for approximately one half hour.

Although this is not a scheduled IDT meeting, I strongly encourage attendance, to
facilitate everyone's understanding of the proposed operation.

Hope to see you there.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Arthur S Elek
To: Reta Laford
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Beverley A Everson; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby

Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves;
Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre;
Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes;
William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: Concern w/Agenda -Re: dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12
Date: 05/06/2009 04:12 PM
Importance: High

Makes sense to me. Please inform of any changes.
Thanks

ART ELEK
Fire Prevention Officer
Nogales Ranger District
303 Old Tucson Road
Nogales AZ. 85621
Office:  (520) 761-6010
Cell:      (520) 975-7814
Fax:      (520) 281-2396
e-mail    aelek@fs.fed.us
▼ Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS

05/06/2009 03:49 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Concern w/Agenda -Re: dry stack tailings technology

presentation, May 12
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Bev - The order of things seem a bit out of whack.  Shouldn't the general intro be
first, and then the more techie types can hang around for the deeper stuff?  The
order as proposed seems predisposed, intentional or unintentional, to exclude and/or
prevent meaningful participation by cooperating agencies.  I suggest reconsideration
of the presentation order. 

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone:  520-388-8307 (office),  505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax:       520-388-8305
Email:   rlaford@fs.fed.us
----------------------------------------------------------------------
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

05/06/2009 02:07 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12

There will be a presentation by Rosemont consultants on dry stack tailings
technology in 1K on the 12th.  The presentation is being broken into two parts, to
accomodate folks with technical background in this area, and those without that kind
of expertise.  The more techncial presentation is from 9:00 to 12:00, and the other
presentation at 1:00, for approximately one half hour.

Although this is not a scheduled IDT meeting, I strongly encourage attendance, to

notes://entr3a/8725685900567D8C/0/1B80B628D70F29E2072575AC007231EC


facilitate everyone's understanding of the proposed operation.

Hope to see you there.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Re: Concern w/Agenda -Re: dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12
Date: 05/07/2009 05:54 PM

Please plan on the the meeting agenda being reversed, with the lighter presentation
from 9:00 to 10:00 (including a half hour for questions), and the high tech
presentation and discussion from 10:15 to 1:15.  Since we won't be breaking for
lunch, feel free to bring one.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS

Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS

05/06/2009 03:49 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Concern w/Agenda -Re: dry stack tailings technology

presentation, May 12
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Bev - The order of things seem a bit out of whack.  Shouldn't the general intro be
first, and then the more techie types can hang around for the deeper stuff?  The
order as proposed seems predisposed, intentional or unintentional, to exclude and/or
prevent meaningful participation by cooperating agencies.  I suggest reconsideration
of the presentation order. 

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone:  520-388-8307 (office),  505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax:       520-388-8305
Email:   rlaford@fs.fed.us
----------------------------------------------------------------------
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

05/06/2009 02:07 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject dry stack tailings technology presentation, May 12

There will be a presentation by Rosemont consultants on dry stack tailings
technology in 1K on the 12th.  The presentation is being broken into two parts, to
accomodate folks with technical background in this area, and those without that kind
of expertise.  The more techncial presentation is from 9:00 to 12:00, and the other
presentation at 1:00, for approximately one half hour.

Although this is not a scheduled IDT meeting, I strongly encourage attendance, to
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facilitate everyone's understanding of the proposed operation.

Hope to see you there.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Beverley A Everson; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us;
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: RE: Cooperating Agency Alternative Docs Now Online
Date: 09/04/2009 12:43 PM

I looked at the way the folder was set up and fixed a couple of things. Everyone should be able to
access the CA folder within WebEx now.
Thanks!
 
Melissa
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, September 04, 2009 10:25 AM
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;
gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M
Farrell; Melinda D Roth; Melissa Reichard; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us
Subject: Fw: Cooperating Agency Alternative Docs Now Online
 

Some team members are having problems with WebEx and getting into the Cooperating Agency
documents.  Here's another option for accessing them, and I'll talk to John Able about the WebEx
issues. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 09/04/2009 10:22 AM -----
John Able <jable@fs.fed.us> 
Sent by: johnable23@gmail.com

09/04/2009 09:31 AM

To Heidi Schewel <hschewel@fs.fed.us>
cc Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>, Teresa Ciapusci

<tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, mroth@fs.fed.us, Reta Laford
<rlaford@fs.fed.us>

Subject Cooperating Agency Alternative Docs Now Online

 
  

Barbara put the PDF versions of the alternative docs from the cooperating agencies online at
http://rosemonteis.us/node/390. (Barbara will work on converting to HTML this weekend.) 
Thanks to all for the team effort needed to get these all scanned, to me, and online in record
time!
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John A. Able, Information Steward
Transparency, Collaboration, Knowledge
Coronado National Forest
Text or Voice:  520-405-4256
Twitter:  @johnable (work/public/private -- because social media destroys boundaries)



From: Tom Furgason
To: Melinda D Roth; Melissa Reichard
Cc: Reta Laford; Beverley A Everson; Sarah L Davis; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: RE: Coronado Project Record Protocols
Date: 11/10/2009 02:25 PM

Thank you Sarah and Mindee!
 
As you may know, SWCA’s funding for further work on the AR had been frozen.  I’m pleased to let the
team know that as of this morning, Jamie has authorized us for funding for an effort that we think will
cover the cost of the AR through the DEIS.  I’m sure that Melissa’s eyes are wide open now!
 
Tom
 

From: Melinda D Roth [mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2009 9:43 AM
To: Melissa Reichard; Tom Furgason
Cc: Reta Laford; Beverley A Everson; Sarah L Davis; Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Subject: Fw: Coronado Project Record Protocols
 

Final Project Record Direction 
Thank you Sarah. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

----- Forwarded by Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS on 11/10/2009 09:40 AM -----
Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

11/09/2009 12:21 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc  

Subject Coronado Project Record Protocols

 
  

This version has the changes you recommended.  I will continue in the future to do revisions as we
learn more.  R10 already updated the information re litigation record and litigation reports.  I changed it
in this version. 

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
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Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332



From: Arthur S Elek
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: EIS Chapter 3 outline for your review - attached this time
Date: 08/10/2009 09:24 AM
Attachments: DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE rev 5-19-09.doc

Outstanding! Very nice job, simple, concise, and consistent format. 

ART ELEK
Fire Prevention Officer
Nogales Ranger District
303 Old Tucson Road
Nogales AZ. 85621
Office:  (520) 761-6010
Cell:      (520) 975-7814
Fax:      (520) 281-2396
e-mail    aelek@fs.fed.us 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

07/30/2009 12:07 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
klgraves@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us, Melissa
Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
tciapusci@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com,
wgillespie@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject EIS Chapter 3 outline for your review - attached this timeLink

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

07/30/2009 09:56 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
klgraves@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us, Melissa
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ROSEMONT PROJECT EIS


DRAFT CHAPTER 3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT OUTLINE

May 19, 2009


3.1 
AIR QUALITY


3.1.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.1.2 
Climatology


3.1.2.1 
Regional Characterization and Influences


3.1.2.2 
Project Area Meteorological Conditions


3.1.3 
Air Quality


3.1.3.1 
Regional Characterization and Influences


3.1.3.2 
Air Quality Standards and Air Basin Attainment Status


3.1.3.3 
Monitoring Stations

3.1.3.4 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration Classification


3.1.3.5 
Measured Particulate Concentrations

3.1.3.6 
Other NAAQS Pollutant Concentrations


3.1.3.7 
Air Toxins


3.1.3.8 
Air Quality Related Values


3.1.3.9 
Visibility


3.2 
WATER RESOURCES


3.2.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.2.2 
Regional Hydrologic Setting


3.2.2.1 
Hydrometerology


3.2.2.2 
Surface water 


3.2.2.3 
Groundwater


3.2.3 
State and Local Water Resources Management


3.2.4 
Water Resource-Related Regulations


3.2.5 
Mine Site Water Resources


3.2.5.1 
Surface Water


Washes and Creeks (Natural Drainages)


Waters of the United States


Springs and Seeps Inventory


Surface Water Quality

3.2.5.2 
Groundwater


Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Well Inventory


Groundwater Occurrence and Quantity


Groundwater Flow Direction 


3.2.6 
Offsite Water Resources


3.2.6.1 
Mine Water Supply


Santa Cruz Valley Groundwater Resources (Mine Water Supply)


Groundwater Investigation & Modeling


Groundwater Flow


Groundwater Quantity


Groundwater Quality


3.2.6.2 
Tucson AMA Model


3.2.6.3 
Sierrita Sulfate Plume Model (FMI-ADWR Consent Order)


3.2.6.4 
CAP Recharge


3.2.6.5 
Water Resources Downgradient from the Mine Site


Davidson Canyon


Cienega Creek 


3.3 
GEOLOGY AND MINERALS

3.3.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.3.2 
Regional Geology 


3.3.3 
Mine Site Geology


3.3.3.1 
Geology (basic geology and structure)


3.3.3.2 
Mineral Exploration and Mining History


3.3.3.3 
Rosemont Deposit (Rosemont Deposit geology with emphasis on difference between sulfide and oxide ore which is foundational to potential ARD issues)


3.3.4 
Geologic Hazards


3.3.4.1 
Seismicity


3.3.4.2 
Landslides (this may be just an “Other” category)


3.3.4.3 
Subsidence (limited to the known subsidence issues in the Santa Cruz Valley due to groundwater withdrawal)


3.3.4.4 
Debris Flows


3.3.5 
Other Geologic Resources


3.3.5.1 
Fossils


3.3.5.2 
Caves


3.4 
SOILS AND RECLAMATION

3.4.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies


3.4.2 
Soil Occurrence and Characteristics

3.4.2.1 
General Soil Characteristics

3.4.2.2 
Soils Unit Mapping and Description

3.4.3 
Estimates of Existing Erosion Loss 

3.4.3.1 
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE)

3.4.4 
Existing Disturbance

3.4.4.1 
Existing Soil Disturbance 

3.4.4.2 
Existing Mineral-Related Disturbance

3.4.4.3 
Grazing


3.4.5 
Suitability for Reclamation


3.4.5.1 
Soil Salvage and Placement

3.5 
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES


3.5.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.5.2 
Biodiversity


3.5.3 
Terrestrial Resources


3.5.4 
Aquatic Resources


3.5.5 
Vegetation Communities


3.5.5.1 
Semidesert Grassland


3.5.5.2 
Madrean Evergreen Woodland


3.5.6 
Special Status Plants


3.5.6.1 
Listed Plant Species

3.5.6.2 
Other Special-Status Plants


3.5.6.3 
Invasive Species

3.5.7 
Special Status Wildlife

3.5.7.1 
Listed Wildlife Species


3.5.7.2 
Migratory Birds and Raptors

3.5.7.3 
Coronado National Forest Management Indicator Species


3.5.7.4 
Other Special-Status Wildlife Species

3.6 
FUELS AND FIRE MANAGEMENT


3.6.1 
Fire Regime


3.6.1.1 
Fire History and Fuel Types


3.6.2 
Fuels Management Actions

3.6.2.1 
Suppression

3.6.2.2 
Mechanical Treatment


3.6.2.3 
Hazardous Fuels Reduction


3.6.2.4 
Prescribed Fire


3.6.2.5 
Pile Burning


3.6.2.6 
Monitoring and Research


3.6.3 
Fire and Fuels Planning


3.6.3.1 
FireScape


3.6.3.2 
Fuel Models


3.6.3.3 
Fire Education


3.6.3.4 
Wildland Urban Interface


3.6.4 
Wildland Fire Amendment to the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan


3.7 
CULTURAL RESOURCES


3.7.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.7.2 
Definition of APE

3.7.3 
Previous Archaeological Research  


3.7.4 
Cultural-Historical Overview and Research Themes 


3.7.5 
Archaeological Investigations 


3.7.5.1 
Methods and Period of Performance


3.7.5.2 
Site Definitions


3.7.5.3 
Criteria for Evaluations of Significance


3.7.5.4 
Results


3.7.6 
Ethnohistoric Investigations


3.7.7 
Consultation with Tribal Governments 


3.7.7.1 
Summary of the Process


3.7.7.2 
Tribes Consulted


3.7.7.3 
Tribal Concerns


3.7.8 
Summary of Results


3.8 
SOCIOECONOMICS/ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

3.8.1 
Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Policies

3.8.2 
Study Area


3.8.3 
Population, Demographics and Housing


3.8.3.1 
Population

3.8.3.2 
Ethnicity/Race


3.8.3.3 
Housing Inventory


3.8.4 
Employment

3.8.4.1 
Jobs by Industry


3.8.4.2 
Median Income


3.8.4.3 
Income Distribution


3.8.5 
Economic Activity

3.8.5.1 
Economic Output by Industry


3.8.5.2 
Taxes and Revenues


3.8.5.3 
Property Values


3.8.6 
Quality of Life

3.8.6.1 
Public Facilities and Services


3.8.6.2 
Community Values


3.8.6.3 
Social Trends


3.8.7 
Environmental Justice

3.8.7.1 
Minority Populations


3.8.7.2 
Low-Income Populations


3.9 
VISUAL RESOURCES
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Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
tciapusci@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com,
wgillespie@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject EIS Chapter 3 outline for your reviewLink

Enclosed is a draft outline from SWCA of Chapter 3 of the EIS (Affected Environment).  Please review
the outline and let me know what additions or changes you feel are needed.  I would appreciate your
response by August 5. 

Thank you. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/DABA975B9FB113EB852564B5001283EA/00DEA796889C18FC072576020063C3B5


From: Mary M Farrell
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; ccoyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us;
kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us;
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Fw: Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg
Date: 08/14/2009 03:58 PM

sounds like a good idea, and I'd be available the 20th.   

Mary M. Farrell
Heritage Program Leader and Tribal Liaison
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8391
(520) 388-8305  (fax) 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

08/13/2009 03:01 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com, tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Fw: Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg

Please read Mindee's message below, concerning the team's participation in the next Cooperating
Agency meeting.  What do you think of this idea, and if you're in favor of it, would you be willing to
participate?  FYI, discussions among the biologists would be encouraged, as would all other
discussions about the project, however, that would not be the emphasis of the meeting (a biology
meeting on August 20th had been discussed previously, and that's why Mindee brings it up; it had not
gone to the planning stage yet, and that's why you're hearing about it for the first time, and have not
previously been asked if you could participate). 

I look forward to getting your input. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/13/2009 02:21 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
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08/13/2009 02:02 PM
cc Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg

In an effort to address the IDT concerns raised yesterday regarding interfacing with the Cooperating
Agencies, TA and I had an idea.  Teresa Ann plans to  allow time at this month's Coop Agency
meeting to ask additional questions about the alternatives, since comments are requested by Aug 28th.
 The thought is to set up displays after lunch, one for each of the 4 action alternatives, staff each
station with one or 2 IDT members, and allow Coops to mill around, similar to an open house, and ask
questions of the IDT about the alternatives.  (The discussion on biology would be put off since
Alternatives is a more timely point of discussion right now)  Of course, this would require getting
materials together and also getting that info to the webmaster and project record keeper.   What do you
think? 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: William B Gillespie
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; ccoyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us;
kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Fw: Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg
Date: 08/17/2009 09:48 AM

I'm willing to attend this meeting this meeting and be available for answering questions concerning
archaeological sites. 

William Gillespie, Archaeologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson AZ 85701
Phone 520-388-8392 
FAX 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

08/13/2009 03:01 PM

To abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, wgillespie@fs.fed.us, wkeyes@fs.fed.us

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com, tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Fw: Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg

Please read Mindee's message below, concerning the team's participation in the next Cooperating
Agency meeting.  What do you think of this idea, and if you're in favor of it, would you be willing to
participate?  FYI, discussions among the biologists would be encouraged, as would all other
discussions about the project, however, that would not be the emphasis of the meeting (a biology
meeting on August 20th had been discussed previously, and that's why Mindee brings it up; it had not
gone to the planning stage yet, and that's why you're hearing about it for the first time, and have not
previously been asked if you could participate). 

I look forward to getting your input. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/13/2009 02:21 PM -----
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/13/2009 02:02 PM
To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc Teresa Ann Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Aug 20 Coop Agency Mtg

In an effort to address the IDT concerns raised yesterday regarding interfacing with the Cooperating
Agencies, TA and I had an idea.  Teresa Ann plans to  allow time at this month's Coop Agency
meeting to ask additional questions about the alternatives, since comments are requested by Aug 28th.
 The thought is to set up displays after lunch, one for each of the 4 action alternatives, staff each
station with one or 2 IDT members, and allow Coops to mill around, similar to an open house, and ask
questions of the IDT about the alternatives.  (The discussion on biology would be put off since
Alternatives is a more timely point of discussion right now)  Of course, this would require getting
materials together and also getting that info to the webmaster and project record keeper.   What do you
think? 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX) 



From: Larry Jones
To: Ken Kertell
Cc: Robert Lefevre
Subject: RE: FW: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/07/2009 03:37 PM
Attachments: Bounds of Analysis_Biological Resources.doc

Thanks, Ken!

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us
▼ "Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com>

"Ken Kertell"
<kkertell@swca.com> 

07/07/2009 01:54 PM

To "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject RE: FW: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Larry:

 
I've made some quick changes to the memo to clarify some of your
points and attached the modified version for your use tomorrow. Some
of your questions remain unanswered until I can discuss them with
others more familiar with the project.

 
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax

 

mailto:CN=Larry Jones/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:kkertell@swca.com
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM


ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT

		To:

		Charles Coyle (SWCA)



		Copy to:

		Tom Furgason (SWCA)



		From:

		Ken Kertell



		Date:

		8 June 2009

		

		



		Subject:

		Draft Bounds of Analysis – Biological Resources 





This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources for preparation of both the Affected Environment section of the Environmental Impact Statement and the Biological Assessment to initiate section 7 consultation.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time periods being applied to the Rosemont Project. These are Construction, Operation, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.  Spatial bounds are described in this memorandum in terms of the general geographic area to be used for the analysis; however, once identified, the final spatial bounds will be depicted on a map prepared by SWCA.  

Temporally, the potential impacts to Biological Resources, both within the project area and downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction through post-closure.  The removal of on-site vegetation and the diversion and impounding of surface water runoff that supports off-site riparian vegetation, coupled with the topographic modification, may result in immediate and permanent alterations to the landscape and the local surface water regime, both of which would influence future use by wildlife and special status species (i.e., Forest Service Sensitive Species, Forest Service Management Indicator Species, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service threatened and endangered species). Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources include Construction, Operation, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 

The spatial Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources include 1) the direct modification of the topography and alteration of the surface water regime on the project area due to the impacts of mining, and 2) the indirect effects from these mining activities to the biological resources on adjacent and down-gradient areas. Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following:


· Upland habitats associated with the mine site;


· Surface water drainages containing mine site disturbance;


· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson Wash; and

· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from Davidson Wash, namely lower Cienega Creek and the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve downstream to the Pantano Dam site. 

According to Pima Association of Governments (PAG 2003a),
 “Davidson Canyon baseflows and subflows contribute significantly (my italics) to flows in lower Cienega Creek.” Consequently, for the purposes of evaluating impacts to offsite Biological Resources, lower Cienega Creek was included in the Bounds of Analysis. The Bounds of Analysis along lower Cienega Creek were based on two ecological criteria that influence use by wildlife and special-status species: 1) the downstream limit of surface baseflow; and 2) the downstream limit of broadleaf riparian vegetation (i.e., vegetation dominated by cottonwood and willow). Not coincidentally, the downstream limits of surface baseflow and broadleaf riparian vegetation coincide at the Pantano Dam site, located approximately 2.5 miles downstream from the confluence of Cienega Creek and Davidson Wash.


According to the Pima County Multi-Species Conservation Plan, the Bounds of Analysis along lower Cienega Creek also coincide with areas identified as Priority Conservation Areas (PCAs) for specific native flora and fauna, including aquatic and riparian-obligate species such as Gila topminnow (Poeciliopsis occidentalis), Gila chub (Gila intermedia), yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus), and Huachuca water umbel (Lilaeopsis schafferneriana var. recurva). PCAs are defined by Pima County as crucial for the conservation of these species. Maps showing the PCAs for these species were viewed at http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/gis/maps/mapguide/.


Information on Cienega Creek surface flow is described in PAG (2003b).
 PAG staff has been observing the extent of surface flow in the Cienega Natural Preserve since June 1999. Flow extent observations are made by walking along lower Cienega Creek, from where it is crossed by Interstate 10, to the Pantano Dam. The lowest flows during the year have consistently been recorded during the June time period. Therefore, baseflows shown in PAG (2003; Figure 3) show the typical low flow extent. The downstream limit of broadleaf riparian vegetation is based on examination of maps at Pima County MapGuide, available at http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/gis/maps/mapguide/, and maps provided in PAG (2003b). 

�PAG. 2003a. Contribution of Davidson Canyon to Base Flows in Cienega Creek. 


� PAG. 2003b. Geologic Influences on the Hydrology of Lower Cienega Creek.
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From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 07, 2009 1:05 PM
To: Ken Kertell
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: FW: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Hey Ken-- 

Sorry this took me forever to get to...been kinda busy.  Anyway, find
attached some track changes on the document.  I gotta admit, I'm a
simpleton so I was kinda confused on what this all meant, so my
overall recommendation is to put it in simpler terms and favor two-
dimensional descriptions that are (at least to me) more intuitive.  To
me, it read more like a Bounds of Analysis for hydrological function,
rather than biological resources.  Anyway, pardon all the red ink, I
know we are in this together...thanks for asking for the review. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

"Ken Kertell" <kkertell@swca.com> 

06/16/2009 10:50 AM 
To <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, <dsebesta@fs.fed.us> 
cc

Subject FW: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Larry and Debbie: 
  
Attached is the Bounds of Analysis map for biological resources. Please let me know
if the action area is appropriate from your perspective. 
  
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants



343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 

From: Ken Kertell 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2009 3:03 PM
To: 'ljones02@fs.fed.us'; 'dsebesta@fs.fed.us'
Cc: Charles Coyle; Tom Furgason
Subject: Biological Resource Bounds of Analysis

Larry and Debbie: 
  
Attached is the subject document. I should have the associated map by tomorrow. 
  
Ken Kertell
Senior Scientist/Project Manager
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 W. Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 phone
(520) 325-2033 fax 

 [attachment "Biological Resources Bounds of Analysis.doc" deleted by
Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "bio.pdf" deleted by Larry

Jones/R3/USDAFS] 
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This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources for preparation of both the Affected Environment section of the Environmental Impact Statement and the Biological Assessment to initiate section 7 consultation.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time periods being applied to the Rosemont Project. These are Construction, Operation, Reclamation, and Post-Closure.  Spatial bounds are described in this memorandum in terms of the general geographic area to be used for the analysis; however, once identified, the final spatial bounds will be depicted on a map prepared by SWCA.  

Temporally, the potential impacts to Biological Resources, both within the project area and downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction through post-closure.  The removal of on-site vegetation and the diversion and impounding of surface water runoff that supports off-site riparian vegetation, coupled with the topographic modification, may result in immediate and permanent alterations to the landscape and the local surface water regime, both of which would influence future use by wildlife and special status species (i.e., Forest Service Sensitive Species, Forest Service Management Indicator Species, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service threatened and endangered species). Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources include Construction, Operation, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 

The spatial Bounds of Analysis for Biological Resources include 1) the direct modification of the topography and alteration of the surface water regime on the project area due to the impacts of mining, and 2) the indirect effects from these mining activities to the biological resources on adjacent and down-gradient areas. Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following:


· Upland habitats associated with the mine site;


· Surface water drainages containing mine site disturbance;


· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson Wash; and

· Surface water drainages receiving discharge from Davidson Wash, namely lower Cienega Creek and the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve downstream to the Pantano Dam site. 

According to Pima Association of Governments (PAG 2003a),
 “Davidson Canyon baseflows and subflows contribute significantly (my italics) to flows in lower Cienega Creek.” Consequently, for the purposes of evaluating impacts to offsite Biological Resources, lower Cienega Creek was included in the Bounds of Analysis. The Bounds of Analysis along lower Cienega Creek were based on two ecological criteria that influence use by wildlife and special-status species: 1) the downstream limit of surface baseflow; and 2) the downstream limit of broadleaf riparian vegetation (i.e., vegetation dominated by cottonwood and willow). Not coincidentally, the downstream limits of surface baseflow and broadleaf riparian vegetation coincide at the Pantano Dam site, located approximately 2.5 miles downstream from the confluence of Cienega Creek and Davidson Wash.


According to the Pima County Multi-Species Conservation Plan, the Bounds of Analysis along lower Cienega Creek also coincide with areas identified as Priority Conservation Areas (PCAs) for specific native flora and fauna, including aquatic and riparian-obligate species such as Gila topminnow (Poeciliopsis occidentalis), Gila chub (Gila intermedia), yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus), and Huachuca water umbel (Lilaeopsis schafferneriana var. recurva). PCAs are defined by Pima County as crucial for the conservation of these species. Maps showing the PCAs for these species were viewed at http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/gis/maps/mapguide/.


Information on Cienega Creek surface flow is described in PAG (2003b).
 PAG staff has been observing the extent of surface flow in the Cienega Natural Preserve since June 1999. Flow extent observations are made by walking along lower Cienega Creek, from where it is crossed by Interstate 10, to the Pantano Dam. The lowest flows during the year have consistently been recorded during the June time period. Therefore, baseflows shown in PAG (2003; Figure 3) show the typical low flow extent. The downstream limit of broadleaf riparian vegetation is based on examination of maps at Pima County MapGuide, available at http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/gis/maps/mapguide/, and maps provided in PAG (2003b). 

�PAG. 2003a. Contribution of Davidson Canyon to Base Flows in Cienega Creek. 


� PAG. 2003b. Geologic Influences on the Hydrology of Lower Cienega Creek.
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From: Walter Keyes
To: Mary Farrell
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; ccoyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us;
kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Fw: Issue Statements
Date: 08/14/2009 10:34 AM

I agree with Mary concerning replacement of "siting" with "construction of...", or "disturbance related to
construction of...".  Good call Mary; you get a week's worth of Jr. Engineer status! 

Walt. 
...................................................................
Walt Keyes -- Roads Engineer
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ  85701
520-388-8416 voice / 260-9567 cell / 388-8334 fax / wkeyes@fs.fed.us
C:\
C:\DOS
C:\DOS\RUN
...RUN\DOS\RUN
.......................................................................... 

Mary Farrell <maryfarrellusfs@gmail.com>

08/14/2009 07:53 AM

To Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
klgraves@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, mfarrell@fs.fed.us, Melissa
Reichard <mreichard@swca.com>, rlaford@fs.fed.us,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
tciapusci@fs.fed.us, temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com,
wgillespie@fs.fed.us, Walter Keyes <wkeyes@fs.fed.us>,
ccoyle@swca.com

Subject Re: Fw: Issue Statements

thanks Bev & Mindee -- I like Bev's suggestions for night skies, and our changes
regarding heritage and tribal issues are incorporated.  One little thing:  several of
our issue statements use the phrase "siting of..." facilities.  Would it be better to use
another word, e.g. construction?  I'm not sure how engineers interpret siting, but to
me it's just staking something out, and that wouldn't really capture the ground
disturbance associated with construction.
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From: Mary Farrell
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Melissa Reichard; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; ccoyle@swca.com

Subject: Re: Fw: Issue Statements
Date: 08/14/2009 07:53 AM

thanks Bev & Mindee -- I like Bev's suggestions for night skies, and our changes
regarding heritage and tribal issues are incorporated.  One little thing:  several of
our issue statements use the phrase "siting of..." facilities.  Would it be better to use
another word, e.g. construction?  I'm not sure how engineers interpret siting, but to
me it's just staking something out, and that wouldn't really capture the ground
disturbance associated with construction.

Then one big thing:  as Debby K has pointed out, our politically correct and
administratively appropriate issue statement for Visual Resources don't seem to
adequately capture the public's energy and passion for this issue. Could we keep our
own objectivity but acknowledge the fervor somehow?  It was easier to do this for
tribal issues, partly because they were uanimous and partly because their legal
status gives their statements added weight-- we know we can't dismiss tribes by
ignoring what they've said or dismissing it as being just opinion or superstition.  And
I realize the general public and organizations don't have the same rights, and that
it'd be terribly unwieldy and biased to say sometihng like "The Save the Scenic
Santa Ritas organization says that the destruction of the scenery will have severe
impacts on tourism and the economy."  

Still, I think our issue statements would be more accurate if we could figure out how
to pump up visual resources!

Mary

On Thu, Aug 13, 2009 at 5:01 PM, Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
wrote:

I have a couple of suggestions in rereading the statements, 1) under Night Skies, bullett 1, I suggest
"reduced visibility of stars, planets and other celestial bodies, and satellites" (the other celestial
bodies would include things like asteroids and meteorites), and 2) under Noise and Vibration,
"decreased opportunities for solitude, quiet, and other enjoyment of the natural environment for area
recreationists, residents, and visitors" 

Team, please weigh in, responding to both Mindee and me. 

Thank you! 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/13/2009 04:49 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/13/2009 04:15 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Issue Statements

I think all comments from Wednesday's IDT meeting are incorporated in this attached version.  As I
read through it one last time, I found some additional questions or suggestions, which I coded in red
text.  I also added a brief introduction.  After talking to Reta, I took the liberty of reordering the issues
to put the drivers up front and I dropped Reclamation Plan as an issue.  I hope you're comfortable in
forwarding  this on to the IDT for final comment.  Let me know if you have question, concerns, or
other ideas about how to "finalize" this product. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Richard Periman
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: Re: Fw: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis
Date: 06/09/2009 09:30 AM
Signed by: CN=Richard Periman/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

Sorry I didn't get back to you sooner. I would go with 50 to 60 miles. The overall
connections of the mining operation with the local communities is the key, so if there
are no communities that will likely have some type of economic connection--workers
housing, business connections, major supplier of materials, there is no reason to
extend this to 100 miles. There may be some compelling reason that I am unaware
of, but I see no need to arbitrarily declare a 100 mile radius. Sure, it might be great
for your contractor--she can include a lot of additional material. However, that
extensive analysis may not really be needed. 

▼ Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS

06/08/2009 07:13 PM

To Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Any new thoughts, I plan to call her again tomorrow (Tuesday).  THANKS!

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332
▼ Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS

Richard
Periman/R3/USDAFS

06/01/2009 08:31 AM

To Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

mailto:CN=Richard Periman/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Sarah L Davis/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/872568560083CEE5/0/302C99F0ACF4A463872575C80054FC8A
notes://entr3b/872568540051BD46/0/0398ECFE88304F4B072575C5007DF59A


At first glance I think 100 miles is about 50 miles too far. But, don't quote me on
that. Let me check a couple of things, first. What really should matter is how close
are any large population centers, then determine the distance from there. A rule of
thumb I and others have used is to use increments of 30 miles, 60 miles, etc. There
are a number of ways to determine this. 

I will get back to you later today,

Richard

▼ Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS 

05/29/2009 04:58 PM

To Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Thanks again for the outline you forwarded to me to give to this contractor doing
the Rosemont EIS.

What do you recommend for this current inquiry?  I have also sent this on to our
team leader, Bev Everson.

I plan to call Cara back on Monday, June 8, when I return from vacation.  Thanks!

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332
----- Forwarded by Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS on 05/29/2009 03:55 PM -----

"Cara Bellavia"
<cbellavia@swca.com> 

05/28/2009 09:23 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis



Hi Sarah,

 
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis
(both spatial and temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine
project? I am hoping we can connect some time next week (the week of June 1)?

 
In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet,
we proposed a 100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial
bounds. 

 
Let me know when you are available.
Thanks,
Cara

 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email 



From: Richard Periman
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: Re: Fw: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis
Date: 06/01/2009 08:31 AM
Signed by: CN=Richard Periman/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

At first glance I think 100 miles is about 50 miles too far. But, don't quote me on
that. Let me check a couple of things, first. What really should matter is how close
are any large population centers, then determine the distance from there. A rule of
thumb I and others have used is to use increments of 30 miles, 60 miles, etc. There
are a number of ways to determine this. 

I will get back to you later today,

Richard

▼ Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS 

05/29/2009 04:58 PM

To Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Fw: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Thanks again for the outline you forwarded to me to give to this
contractor doing the Rosemont EIS.

What do you recommend for this current inquiry?  I have also sent this
on to our team leader, Bev Everson.

I plan to call Cara back on Monday, June 8, when I return from
vacation.  Thanks!

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332

----- Forwarded by Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS on 05/29/2009 03:55 PM -----

"Cara Bellavia"
<cbellavia@swca.com> 
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05/28/2009 09:23 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah,

 
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis
(both spatial and temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine
project? I am hoping we can connect some time next week (the week of June 1)?

 
In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet,
we proposed a 100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial
bounds. 

 
Let me know when you are available.
Thanks,
Cara

 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email 



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Beverley A Everson; Sarah L Davis
Cc: Melinda D Roth; Tom Furgason; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Reta Laford
Subject: RE: Fw: trip reports
Date: 12/16/2009 09:50 AM

Ladies-
 
I think there might be some confusion on my part. All of the resource reports, tech memos, etc are
things that my team are putting in the record. I think it is very necessary that if the specialists (FS &
SWCA) have meeting notes, comments, reviews, etc that need to go in the record, they need to be
the ones to designate that. Besides the intense time crunch that my team is dealing with in
compiling this record, I feel pretty strongly that the resource specialists are the ones that should
decide what goes in their record for their resource.
 
For the SWCA team, I have designated a folder labeled “For Record” that they can put files in and
alert me so that I pull them off. This eliminates any confusion about what documents are
representing work for that resource. If you are instructing your specialists to do otherwise, we need
to schedule a small meeting to discuss this and the implications of it.
 
I look forward to your thoughts!
 
Melissa
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Larry Jones [mailto:ljones02@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2009 9:33 AM
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Melinda D Roth; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Re: Fw: trip reports
 

I pdf'ed and put them into WebEx a while back, so according to our last IDT meeting, Melissa would
have taken care of including them in the project record. 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375
ljones02@fs.fed.us 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

12/14/2009 04:23 PM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc
Subject Fw: trip reports
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Mindee and Larry, 

Did either of you submit these to SWCA for the record, or should I forward them? 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 12/14/2009 04:21 PM -----
Larry Jones/R3/USDAFS

11/06/2009 02:36 PM

To jim_rorabaugh@fws.gov, msredl@azgfd.gov,
jason_douglas@fws.gov, Julia.Fonseca@rfcd.pima.gov,
Mike_Martinez@fws.gov, tfurgason@swca.com,
Marcia_Radke@blm.gov, turner.dennis@azdeq.gov,
lagrignano@azwater.gov, rcasavant@azstateparks.gov,
jsorensen@azgfd.gov, Cat_Crawford@fws.gov,
doug_duncan@fws.gov, Marit_Alanen@fws.gov,
Jeff_Simms@blm.gov, sidner@u.arizona.edu, JWindes@azgfd.gov,
karen.howe@tonation-nsn.gov, tsnow@azgfd.gov,
gsoroka@swca.com, abest@westlandresources.com,
SEhret@azgfd.gov, dtilton@azgfd.gov, mwalton@azgfd.gov, Richard
A Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Bobbi L
Barrera/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, kkertell@swca.com,
blindenlaub@westlandresources.com, scott_richardson@fws.gov,
Keith_Hughes@blm.gov, Marjorie.E.Blaine@usace.army.mil

cc Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject trip reports

 

Rosemont Coop Agency Bios: 

Attached are three previous coop agency and FWS biologist field trip reports. We went out with
WestLand to talk about their surveys and talk about the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine project and
implications for the target taxa (Lesser Long-nosed Bat, talussnails, and Chiricahua Leopard Frogs).
 Part of the reason I put together this group email list is because many of the coop agency bios didn't
know about the field trips.  But, at least I can share the reports and we can plan trips in the future! 

[attachment "Microsoft Word - Rosemont Copper Project Bat Field Trip Report.pdf" deleted by Beverley
A Everson/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "Microsoft Word - J Sorensen field notes from 9-18-09 Rosemont
visit.pdf" deleted by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS] [attachment "Microsoft Word -
09_15_CLF_Field_Notes.pdf" deleted by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS] 

Larry Jones
Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants
Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress
Tucson, AZ 85701

520-388-8375



ljones02@fs.fed.us



From: Mary Farrell
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Re: Issue Statements - latest version
Date: 08/27/2009 09:38 AM
Attachments: 08182009_ final_issue_statementsMMF.docx

thanks, Bev.  One recommended change that didn't make it to this version is to
change "siting of" to "construction of" mine facilities.  See attached version for other
grammatical changes that might be necessary to make this work.  

Mindee -- is there some rule that says we have to use so many namby pamby
qualifiers in issue statements?  e.g. the mine "MAY affect visual resources..."  or
"MAY affect cultural resources..."  or "POTENTIAL effects MAY include..."  From a
non-NEPA person's perspective, this sounds ridiculous.  I'd recommend using the
subjunctive "would"  -- if the mine is constructed, heritage resources WOULD be
affected...."   It'd sound more logical and less loco, if NEPA regs allow.

I have a couple other suggestions for sentence structure as shown in the attached.  

Say, Bev, now that I'm looking more closely at your forwarding note -- did you want
us to comment on these?  Maybe not!

Mary

On Wed, Aug 26, 2009 at 5:44 PM, Beverley A Everson <beverson@fs.fed.us>
wrote:

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 05:43 PM
-----

            Melinda D
            Roth/R3/USDAFS
                                                                       To
            08/24/2009 12:34          tfurgason@swca.com, ccoyle@swca.com
            PM                                                         cc
                                      Beverley A
                                      Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
                                                                  Subject
                                      Issue Statements
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NEAR FINAL ISSUE STATEMENTS 

ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT



Given the proposed action, purpose and need, and scoping input, the ID Team is recommending the following important issues related to the proposal. As the ID Team developed issue statements and began the alternative development phase of the NEPA process, it discovered determined that six of these issues that drove the development of alternatives to the MPO development.  Five additional issues were determined  to generate mitigation measures that would be applied to any alternative that is carried forward.  All eleven issues will be helpful to focus the environmental effects analysis. Although the public is concerned with the Reclamation Plan, the ID Team is recommending it be dropped as an issue since public concerns are conjectural (company failure) or already decided by law, regulation, or policy (bonding adequacy).  The remaining five issues are retained since they generated mitigation measures and will be helpful to focus the environmental effects analysis.	Comment by Mary Farrell: I was a little confused when I read this first time, so I suggest putting the “keepers” together, and the “discarded” at the end.  And I also suggest “found” or “determined” rather than “discovered” as a way to (1) recognize that the public “discovered” these issues too and (2) emphasize the deliberations that were conducted





The six issues driving alternative development include:



WATER RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater and surface water quantity and quality.  

Construction, mining, reclamation activities and transportation and utility corridors may affect water at wells, springs, seeps, and creeks. Potential impacts include:

· Reduction of water quality downstream due to failure of process water and stormwater control facilities; 

· Degradation of groundwater and surface water chemistry from exposure of acid-producing bedrock, waste rock, and tailings to air and water; 

· Degradation of water quality from erosion or destabilization of operational and/or reclaimed areas;

· Reduction of water quantity downstream due to stormwater control facilities;

· Lowering of groundwater elevation due to the presence of the mine pit; 

· Increased risk to both human and ecological receptors due to exposure with contaminated water.





VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources.  Landscape alterations as a result of the open pit, tailings and waste rock piles, facilities, and transportation and utility corridors, may would affect visual resources in the area. Impacts may result in:

· Transformation of valued scenic landscapes to industrial landscapes;

· Loss of natural landforms and vegetation; 

· Degradation of scenic quality from numerous viewpoints and travelways;

· Loss of mountain views from numerous viewpoints and travelways;

· Displacement of visitors to the area; 

· Loss of scenic road designation for all or part of State Route 83;

· Reduced visibility due to increased dust.





HERITAGE RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may would be affected by the siting construction and operation of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, transportation and utility corridors; by the placement of the, and tailings and waste rock piles; and by drilling and blasting.  Potential impacts may include: 	Comment by Mary Farrell: There is NO DOUBT that they “would” be affected – if we say “may” it looks like we’re really stupid or naïve.	Comment by Mary Farrell: Could also just leave out “siting of” – “heritage resources would be affected by the open pit, “etc.	Comment by Mary Farrell: Again, phrasing is so tentative as to make it look like FS is not paying attention.  Take out “potential” or “may” or the public would think that RCP wrote this, not an agency with land stewardship responsibility.  

· Destruction of or damage to cultural resource sites, including ancestral habitation sites; 

· Desecration or destruction of human burials;

· Loss or reduction of future archaeological research potential;

· Loss or desecration of traditional homelands of Native American groups;

· Loss or reduction of traditional resource collection areas and other cultural practice opportunities;

· Potential for physical and spiritual harm to the earth, as seen from the perspectives of the religious and cultural traditions of Native American groups.





RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, quantity, and opportunities, and include the potential for:

· Loss of access to recreation lands in the area;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Permanent changes to recreation settings;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Impacts to other recreational areas due to displaced visitors.





RIPARIAN HABITAT

Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors.  These impacts may result in:

· Loss of riparian vegetation, 

· Loss of species diversity, 

· Loss or fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.





PLANTS AND ANIMALS

Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  

· Loss of species of conservation concern;

· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors; 

· Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;

· Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;

· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 

· Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.

Issues focusing environmental effects analysis include:



AIR QUALITY 

Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, coupled with local weather patterns, may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for area residents, motorists, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and area amateur astronomers and stargazers; 

· Reduced visibility in Class I Wilderness Areas.



NIGHT SKIES 

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from mine- related facilities, equipment and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:

· Increased sky glow reducing visibility of stars, planets, satellites, and other celestial objects;

· Increased light directly visible from roadways and other key observation points; and by area residents, recreationists, research and amateur astronomers, and stargazers. 



NOISE AND VIBRATION 

Issue – Potential impacts from noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine construction and operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations, presenting the potential for:

· Vibration damage to historic sites and private property;

· Decreased qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness for area recreationists, residents, and visitors.



TRANSPORTATION 

Issue – Potential impacts to road safety, traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Construction, operation, and maintenance of new and reconstructed roadways; increased traffic, including oversized vehicles; and the transport of personnel, equipment, supplies, and materials related to the mine project, have the potential for:

1. Reduced roadway safety for school buses and other vehicles;

1. Increased traffic congestion and delays;

1. Increased dust, sedimentation, noise, and light;

1. Increased vehicle emissions; 

1. Increased number of vehicle and wildlife collisions.

1. Reduced access to National Forest lands.



SOILS	 

Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Ground disturbance from clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils may result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into drainages, 

· Reduced soil productivity. 
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latest version...  This has not yet been vetted by our Regional Office or
formally recommended to Jeanine.
(See attached file: 08182009_ final_issue_statements.docx)

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re: June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting
Date: 06/04/2009 01:09 PM

Thanks for letting me know.  Have a safe trip.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

06/04/2009 07:54 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT

Meeting

Bev, we will be out of town through June 10 taking care of some family business. 
I'll probably be coming to ask to see some hard copies of reports.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

06/03/2009 07:15 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTE, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Marc
Kaplan/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, S@FSNOTES, Salek

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/0/C12F05AA856F4BBA072575CB000A3D4D


Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT

Meeting

Hi Team,

This is to let you know that we will have a morning meeting of the extended IDT on
June 10 in 4B, 9:00 to 12:00.  John Able will be introducing you to the new project
website that will be up and running very soon.  The website will have a user-friendly
searchable comments database that I would like to get your feedback on. 

On aother subject, you've all been notified of the technical reports submitted by
Rosemont over the past couple of months that are available on WebEx.  You should
all be reading and reviewing the reports in your resource areas.  As a reminder,
remember that I have hard copies of the reports that I am happy to share with you
if you need them (I am not passing them out to everyone as I have limited copies,
but can get more copies as needed).

See you on the 10th.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

notes://entr3b/8725685400503F9C/0/49AD4DB107B8C05B072575B0007081EF


From: George McKay
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; Beverley A Everson; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby

Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones;
Marc Kaplan; Mary M Farrell; mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting
Date: 06/03/2009 08:22 PM

I will be on my way to Disneyland.

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

06/03/2009 07:15 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Andrea W Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTE, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Marc
Kaplan/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, S@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT

Meeting

Hi Team,

This is to let you know that we will have a morning meeting of the
extended IDT on June 10 in 4B, 9:00 to 12:00.  John Able will be
introducing you to the new project website that will be up and running
very soon.  The website will have a user-friendly searchable comments
database that I would like to get your feedback on. 

On aother subject, you've all been notified of the technical reports
submitted by Rosemont over the past couple of months that are
available on WebEx.  You should all be reading and reviewing the
reports in your resource areas.  As a reminder, remember that I have
hard copies of the reports that I am happy to share with you if you
need them (I am not passing them out to everyone as I have limited
copies, but can get more copies as needed).
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See you on the 10th.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re: June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT Meeting
Date: 06/04/2009 01:36 PM

Yes.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

06/04/2009 01:15 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: June 10 Rosemont Copper Project Extended IDT

Meeting

Bev, I just got a call from Dennis Haase.  He is the air quality
subcontractor to SWCA and we will be meeting June 11 (my first day
back) at 10:00.  Will you be around to answer questions?
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373

mailto:CN=Beverley A Everson/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Robert Lefevre/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
notes://entr3b/872568590056BE15/0/A836F000EA10D3F0072575CB006EA06E


From: Suzanne Griset
To: Tom Furgason; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; Molly Thrash; Cara Bellavia;

rmraley@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Rion Bowers; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; Jerome Hesse; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;
Trent Reeder; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Ken Houser;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Jill  Grams; temmett@fs.fed.us; Geoff Soroka;
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Elisha Hornung; Keith Pohs; Tamara Larson; Dale
Ortman; Harmony Hall; Marcie Bidwell; Ralph Ellis; Jeff Connell; Devin Keane; mroth@fs.fed.us;
daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com; bschneid@email.arizona.edu;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; Megan Robertson; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; Ken Kertell; Melissa Reichard;
Ben Gaddis; Kevin Serrato; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us

Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: List of Reports Submitted by Rosemont Copper Co.
Date: 07/22/2009 08:50 AM

Tom - I note that none of the SWCA reports (geotechnical arch survey; MPO arch survey) are listed. Is
this because we are submitting them directly to CNF?
 
Where are they proposing to locate the soil salvage storage areas?
 
Suzanne 
 

From: rosemonteis on behalf of Tom Furgason
Sent: Tue 7/21/2009 2:20 PM
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; Molly Thrash; Cara Bellavia;
rmraley@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Rion Bowers; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; Jerome Hesse;
klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Trent Reeder; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Ken Houser; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Jill Grams; temmett@fs.fed.us; Geoff Soroka; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Elisha Hornung; Keith Pohs; Suzanne Griset; Tamara Larson;
Dale Ortman; Harmony Hall; Marcie Bidwell; Ralph Ellis; Jeff Connell; Devin Keane; mroth@fs.fed.us;
daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com; bschneid@email.arizona.edu;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; Megan Robertson; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; Ken Kertell; Melissa
Reichard; Ben Gaddis; Kevin Serrato; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: List of Reports Submitted by Rosemont Copper Co.

All-

Kathy Arnold sent us a list of 81 technical reports that have been submitted to the
Forest Service in support of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project
(https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150661) .  SWCA is looking at
this list to ensure that we have all of these reports in the Admin Record.  We'll also
review our records to see if we have any reports that are not included on this list.
Please take a few minutes to review this document and identify any reports that
pertain to your area of expertise. 

 

It is my understanding that Bev should have two hard copies of each report. 
Alternatively, many of these reports are posted in WebEx; however, there may be a
few instances where we did not receive electronic copies or they have not been
posted.  SWCA will either post copies or contact Rosemont and request electronic
copies.  We'll discuss the file structure and use of WebEx at the next extended ITD
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meeting.  For SWCA employees, please contact Melissa or me if you have any
difficulties locating any of these reports.

 

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax

 



From: Rion Bowers
To: Tom Furgason; rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; Molly Thrash; Cara Bellavia;

rmraley@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; Jerome Hesse; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us;
Trent Reeder; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Ken Houser;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Jill  Grams; temmett@fs.fed.us; Geoff Soroka;
ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Elisha Hornung; Keith Pohs; Suzanne Griset;
Tamara Larson; Dale Ortman; Harmony Hall; Marcie Bidwell; Ralph Ellis; Jeff Connell; Devin Keane;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; Megan Robertson; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us;
Ken Kertell; Melissa Reichard; Ben Gaddis; Kevin Serrato; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us

Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: List of Reports Submitted by Rosemont Copper Co.
Date: 07/22/2009 07:38 AM

Webex indicates access is denied, can the list be posted somewhere else?

-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033

 

From: rosemonteis [mailto:notify@weboffice.com] On Behalf Of Tom Furgason
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2009 2:21 PM
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; Molly Thrash; Cara Bellavia;
rmraley@fs.fed.us; Tom Furgason; Rion Bowers; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; Jerome Hesse;
klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Trent Reeder; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us;
jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; Ken Houser; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us;
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Jill Grams; temmett@fs.fed.us; Geoff Soroka; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Elisha Hornung; Keith Pohs; Suzanne Griset; Tamara Larson;
Dale Ortman; Harmony Hall; Marcie Bidwell; Ralph Ellis; Jeff Connell; Devin Keane; mroth@fs.fed.us;
daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com; bschneid@email.arizona.edu;
rlaford@fs.fed.us; Megan Robertson; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; Ken Kertell; Melissa
Reichard; Ben Gaddis; Kevin Serrato; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us
Cc: Tom Furgason
Subject: List of Reports Submitted by Rosemont Copper Co.

All-

Kathy Arnold sent us a list of 81 technical reports that have been submitted to the
Forest Service in support of the proposed Rosemont Copper Project
(https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150661) .  SWCA is looking at
this list to ensure that we have all of these reports in the Admin Record.  We'll also
review our records to see if we have any reports that are not included on this list.
Please take a few minutes to review this document and identify any reports that
pertain to your area of expertise. 
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It is my understanding that Bev should have two hard copies of each report. 
Alternatively, many of these reports are posted in WebEx; however, there may be a
few instances where we did not receive electronic copies or they have not been
posted.  SWCA will either post copies or contact Rosemont and request electronic
copies.  We'll discuss the file structure and use of WebEx at the next extended ITD
meeting.  For SWCA employees, please contact Melissa or me if you have any
difficulties locating any of these reports.

 

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax

 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Salek Shafiqullah
Cc: ccoyle@swca.com; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; Robert Lefevre; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/14/2009 02:15 PM

The meeting place for this meeting and for the IDT meeting, has been changed to
SWCA.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Salek Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS

07/10/2009 07:47 AM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc ccoyle@swca.com, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Re: meeting to discuss specialist communication with

Bounds of Analysis

Hello Bev,
I can be there.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

07/09/2009 03:35 PM

To tfurgason@swca.com, ccoyle@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject meeting to discuss specialist communication with
Bounds of Analysis
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Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they had only
recently received some information from SWCA that was necessary for their Bounds
of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was some breakdown in communication with
transmission of the needed information.  I've asked that the four of us meet next
Wednesday at 8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom and I
discussed the meeting time and date, and it sounds like you're available to join us
by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00.

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in 6V6.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Charles Coyle
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth
Subject: RE: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/09/2009 03:48 PM

Hi Bev,
 
Yes, I’ll be available then.
 
Charles
 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2009 3:35 PM
To: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth
Subject: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
 

Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they had only recently received some
information from SWCA that was necessary for their Bounds of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was
some breakdown in communication with transmission of the needed information.  I've asked that the
four of us meet next Wednesday at 8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom and I discussed the meeting time
and date, and it sounds like you're available to join us by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00. 

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in 6V6. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: ccoyle@swca.com; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; Robert Lefevre; tfurgason@swca.com
Subject: Re: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/10/2009 07:47 AM

Hello Bev,
I can be there.  Thanks.

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

07/09/2009 03:35 PM

To tfurgason@swca.com, ccoyle@swca.com,
mreichard@swca.com, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject meeting to discuss specialist communication with
Bounds of Analysis

Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they
had only recently received some information from SWCA that was
necessary for their Bounds of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was
some breakdown in communication with transmission of the needed
information.  I've asked that the four of us meet next Wednesday at
8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom
and I discussed the meeting time and date, and it sounds like you're
available to join us by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00.

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in
6V6.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Charles Coyle
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth; Dale Ortman PE; Rion

Bowers
Subject: RE: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
Date: 07/10/2009 01:26 PM
Attachments: Chapter 3 Sections and Assignments 5-27-09.doc

 
Hi Bev,
 
I believe I’ve already identified a couple areas of miscommunication and/or lack of communication that
contributed to the glitch.
 
First off, I was using the CNF’s Proposed IDT roster as a reference when I developed guidance to
send to the SWCA team members as to whom their CNF resource counterpart would be for seeking
input on the bounds of analysis. That document identified Salek as the lead specialist for groundwater,
surface water, and soils:
 

Hydrogeology (Ground Water) Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah Dale Ortman
Hydrology (Surface Water) Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah Dale Ortman
Soils Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah Dale Ortman

 
I did not notice on the following page that Bob Lefevre was listed as lead for Clean Water Act
Compliance. I only showed him as lead for Air Quality in the guidance to our team (see attached 5-27
version, but note that I have subsequently updated this file since that date to reflect recent adjustments
in staffing).
 
My instructions to the SWCA team were to first call or email their CNF counterparts to get a dialogue
going, then draft a narrative of the spatial and temporal bounds of analysis and send that to the CNF
specialist for input and approval. Only then were they to work with Lara Mitchell to have an appropriate
map created that reflected the approved spatial bounds. In my initial guidance I did not give specific
instructions that the maps also needed to be sent to the CNF for approval, though most people chose
to do so & I recommended doing so if anyone was unsure and called or emailed me about it.
 
On May 29, Dale Ortman submitted a draft memo of the water resources bounds of analysis to Salek,
Rion Bowers, and Chris Garrett. He received comments only from Rion and Chris. Because Jill Grams
was no longer available to work on soils, on June 7 Dale resubmitted the same water resources draft
to Salek along with draft bounds of analysis for soils. No comment was received, so on June 9 Dale
resubmitted the “final” documents to me, cc’ing Salek, Tom, Rion, and Chris, and letting us know he
was coordinating with Lara Mitchell on developing the maps for those two resources. On June 16 I
emailed Dale to inquire whether he had heard back from Salek, and he wrote to say he had received
no response on either the water or soils texts.
 
I’ve learned that Rion is out on vacation this week and next, so I can’t say whether he independently
submitted any text or figures and did not cc me. I know he had responded to Dale’s May 29 water
resources bounds memo and cc’d Salek, Chris Garrett and me with his comments. He had been quite
prompt in submitting the hazardous materials bounds of analysis to Eli Curiel on June 3, which Eli
approved on June 9.
 
Charles
 

From: Beverley A Everson [mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2009 3:35 PM
To: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Melissa Reichard; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Melinda D Roth
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SWCA


3.1 Hydrology (Chris Garrett, Dale Ortman, Rion Bowers)

3.2 Geology and Minerals (Jerome Hesse, Dale Ortman)


3.3 Soils and Reclamation (Jill Grams, Dale Ortman)


3.4 Biological Resources (Ken Kertell, Geoff Soroka)


3.5 Cultural Resources (Jerome Hesse, Suzanne Griset)

3.6 Fuels and Fire Management (Megan Robertson)

3.7 Socioeconomics/Environmental Justice (Cara Bellavia)


3.8 Visual Resources (Marcie Bidwell)


3.9 Transportation/Access (Ralph Ellis)


3.10 Recreation and Wilderness (Steve Leslie)


3.11 Livestock Grazing (Geoff Soroka)


3.12 Land Use (Jill Grams)


3.13 Noise (DME - subcontractor)


3.14 Air Quality (VSI - subcontractor)


3.15 Lighting (Ben Gaddis)


3.16 Hazardous Materials (Kevin Serrato, Rion Bowers)


3.17 Public Health and Safety (Megan Robertson)


Coronado National Forest


3.1 Hydrology (Salek Shafiqullah)

3.2 Geology and Minerals (Bev Everson)


3.3 Soils and Reclamation (Salek Shafiqullah)


3.4 Biological Resources (Larry Jones, Debbie Sebesta)


3.5 Cultural Resources (Bill Gillespie, Mary Farrell)

3.6 Fuels and Fire Management (Art Elek)

3.7 Socioeconomics/Environmental Justice (Sarah Davis)


3.8 Visual Resources (Debby Kriegel)


3.9 Transportation/Access (Walt Keyes)


3.10 Recreation and Wilderness (Debby Kriegel)


3.11 Livestock Grazing (Kendall Brown)


3.12 Land Use (George McKay, Tami Emmett and Debby Kriegel)


3.13 Noise (Alan Belauskas)


3.14 Air Quality (Bob Lefevre)


3.15 Lighting (Sarah Davis)


3.16 Hazardous Materials (Eli Curiel)


3.17 Public Health and Safety (Alan Belauskas, Eli Curiel)




Subject: meeting to discuss specialist communication with Bounds of Analysis
 

Charles, 

Yesterday Bob Lefevre and Salek brought to my attention that they had only recently received some
information from SWCA that was necessary for their Bounds of Anaylis reveiws.  Apparently there was
some breakdown in communication with transmission of the needed information.  I've asked that the
four of us meet next Wednesday at 8:00 to talk about the issue and stratagize to facilitate better
communication between FS and SWCA specialists in the future.  Tom and I discussed the meeting time
and date, and it sounds like you're available to join us by teleconference next Wednesday at 8:00. 

Salek, I need to confirm your availability also.  The plan is to meet in 6V6. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Melissa Reichard
To: Sarah L Davis
Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth
Subject: RE: Record question
Date: 12/29/2009 08:53 AM

Saving it where? Do we attach it to that particular record? If so, do we need to include one of our
letter to file forms explaining what is on the CD? Does the CD and/or letter to file get included in a
page count?
 
Melissa
 
"Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life." -Immanuel Kant

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Sunday, December 27, 2009 1:06 PM
To: Melissa Reichard
Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Melinda D Roth
Subject: Re: Record question
 

Including the hard copy of the file in the Project Record and saving the CD is appropriate.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

11/24/2009 12:46 PM

To <tciapusci@fs.fed.us>, <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc "Melinda D Roth" <mroth@fs.fed.us>

Subject Record question

 

On page 7, 4th bullet down it describes handling some electronic media. If a CD is received and the file on the file

on the CD is available in hardcopy, can we toss the CD of the file that was transmitted? 
  
Melissa  Reichard 
Project Administrator 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax 
  
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
  
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes
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From: Chris B Barrett
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: Re: request for Electronic Record that is searchable across its content
Date: 05/18/2009 01:00 PM
Signed by: CN=Chris B Barrett/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

Hi Sarah-

Here is the link to the work I have done with project records
ftp://ftp2.fs.fed.us/incoming/r3gis/coconino/project-record-manual

Chris

▼ Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS 

05/14/2009 03:07 PM

To Chris B Barrett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject request for Electronic Record that is searchable across
its content

Our Deputy, Reta Laford, previously contacted you to inquire about
your EIS record keeping for large records for litigation.  We're currently
working on the Rosemont Mining EIS, involving our Forest and a third
party contractor, SWCA.  I am writing specs for the contractor to keep
the Admin Record so am following up with Reta's inquiry.  

I would like to talk with you this week to see what you have been
doing re large records and to get your recommendations or "lessons
learned".  When would be a good time?  (I'll be out of the office Friday
morning).

I have enclosed the Tongass Protocol for records if you are interested,
you may have already seen it.  It seems complete so we will be relying
on it and hopefully learning from other Forests also - so that our specs
are complete.
[attachment "Tongass_Project_Record_Protocols_05052009.doc"
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deleted by Chris B Barrett/R3/USDAFS] 

Thanks for your willingness to give us some pointers.

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332



From: Ben Gaddis
To: Sarah L Davis
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Rosemont - night skies
Date: 08/02/2009 09:32 PM

Sarah,

Thanks for getting back to me with additions for the night sky bounds of analysis. As I add the locations
you mentioned I'll talk with Tom to get more detail if necessary.

As to Juneau, the food at a place called Sandpiper (as I recall) was very good. Also, Heritage Coffee had
some good breakfast food in addition to coffee. Have a great time there. Hopefully you'll get good
weather like we had at the beginning of July.

Thanks again and talk with you again soon.

Best regards,
Ben

-----Original Message-----
From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Sat 8/1/2009 11:04 AM
To: Ben Gaddis
Cc: Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont - night skies

I have reviewed the Night Sky Bounds of Analysis information you sent.
Looks good.   Since we received concerns about lighting as seen from
residences I would add two areas for key observation points.  Talked with
Tom Furgason and we think  1) the Hilton Road residential area and 2) the
intersection of the Greaterville Road with Highway 83.  If you have other
residential areas to recommend let me know.  Also, two other areas may
need key observation points;  there is a University of Arizona observatory
at Mt. Bigelow in the Catalinas and there is camping on the BLM's Las
Cienegas National Conservation Area located across Highway 83.  To ask BLM
about their concerns go through the BLM contact on this project and talk
with Karen Simms in recreation at Las Cienegas  (Karen_Simms@blm.gov).  I
don't know if these last two (U of A and BLM have concerns or not).

I will be working n Juneau this next week, so call me on my cell if you
have questions  520-237-4868 or 520-603-8885.  Care to recommend any good
places to go while visiting there, could use a restaurant recommendation.

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Robert Lefevre
Cc: Celeste A Gordon; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Laura White; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Re: Rosemont - Wilderness Issue Statement
Date: 02/20/2009 03:39 PM
Attachments: Theme 101_wksht 1.doc

Theme 101 Worksheet 2 E-VERSION 012109.doc

Thanks for that clarification.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

02/20/2009 01:38 PM

To Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Celeste A
Gordon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Laura
White/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, "Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com>

Subject Re: Rosemont - Wilderness Issue Statement

The Rincon Mt. Wilderness is not Class I.  The Saguaro National Park however is
Class I.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ Debby Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS

02/20/2009 10:35 AM

To "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>, Beverley
A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Deborah K Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Laura
White/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Celeste A
Gordon/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont - Wilderness Issue Statement
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		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 1

This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme to assess whether the comment represents an Issue or Non Issue.



		Date:

1/28/09

		Category:

Wilderness

		Comment # & Theme:

101. Loss of Wilderness Characteristics



		Team Member(s): Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Theme Statement:


The construction and operation an open-pit copper mine may result in the restriction, disturbance, or direct loss of wilderness qualities in the Santa Rita Mountains for a broad cross-section of local residents and visiting tourists. This also includes the potential for:


· A reduction the amount of open space available for wilderness activities;


· The disturbance of environmentally sensitive land;


· The disturbance of nearby wilderness areas, including the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area and the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness.






		



		Worksheet 1 (cont.)



		Theme #


101

		Team Member(s):

Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Issue Screening

Questions 




		1. Is the statement within the scope of the proposed action? 




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes – This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using questions 2 and 3 below.



		

		2. Is the statement a point of disagreement, debate, or dispute about the Proposed Action based on effects?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using question 3 below and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.





		

		3. Does the statement establish a cause and effect relationship of effects to the Proposed Action?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.







Document rationale or notes here:

The area of the Proposed Action is not a Wilderness area but it may be effects. Las Cienegas is not a Wilderness. The Forest Service is currently evaluating potential Wilderness areas in the Santa Ritas. 


		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 2


Significance Screening


This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme that were determined to be potential issues on Worksheet 1 and screen for NEPA Significance.





		Theme#  101     

		If “yes”on ALL of the below, it is Significant- please complete Worksheet 3                   If “no”on ANY of the below, it is Not Significant- please complete Worksheet 4



		Team Member(s):Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Consideration:

		Determination

		Rationale



		Is the issue relevant to the decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Do existing laws, regulations or policies allow for discretion in decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Is the issue supported by scientific evidence and/or can it be analyzed? 

i.e. The nature of this issue is not conjectural or speculative.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     







I just met with Laura White.  She read through the draft wilderness theme statement
and looked over the screening criteria.  She agrees that this should be carried
forward as an issue for now, and that based on worksheet 2 it qualifies as a
significant issue.  Once there is a revised issue statement document we need to
have her re-read this theme and wordsmith a bit.

Here are some comments:
1.  On the worksheet 1 document notes, please re-word the first sentence to read
"The area of the Proposed Action is not within a Wilderness area, but there may be
effects" and add 2 sentences "Consider also potential effects to Rincon Mountain
Wilderness." and "Analyze visibility of proposed project from wilderness, air quality,
noise, and wilderness/trail access."
2.  Should possible effects to Las Cienegas NCA be moved into another theme
(maybe Wildlife)?  Debbie: does this sound logical?
3.  On worksheet 2, second question, add to the rationale box "FSM 2320 has some
direction for air quality, etc."

Bob:  Is Rincon Mountain Wilderness is in a class 1 airshed?  If so, please let Melissa
know that she should mention this in the notes.

Thanks.

▼ "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

"Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com> 

02/20/2009 09:10 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Wilderness screening

Debby-
I had something unexpected come up yesterday that took me out of the office. I just got your
message. I hope this takes care of it in time. Let me know if you need anything else. I will be in all
day today.
Thanks!

 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax

 



Sound Science. Creative Solutions.

 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -Oliver
Wendell Holmes

 


		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 1

This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme to assess whether the comment represents an Issue or Non Issue.



		Date:

1/28/09

		Category:

Wilderness

		Comment # & Theme:

101. Loss of Wilderness Characteristics



		Team Member(s): Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Theme Statement:


The construction and operation an open-pit copper mine may result in the restriction, disturbance, or direct loss of wilderness qualities in the Santa Rita Mountains for a broad cross-section of local residents and visiting tourists. This also includes the potential for:


· A reduction the amount of open space available for wilderness activities;


· The disturbance of environmentally sensitive land;


· The disturbance of nearby wilderness areas, including the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area and the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness.






		



		Worksheet 1 (cont.)



		Theme #


101

		Team Member(s):

Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Issue Screening

Questions 




		1. Is the statement within the scope of the proposed action? 




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes – This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using questions 2 and 3 below.



		

		2. Is the statement a point of disagreement, debate, or dispute about the Proposed Action based on effects?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using question 3 below and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.





		

		3. Does the statement establish a cause and effect relationship of effects to the Proposed Action?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.







Document rationale or notes here:

The area of the Proposed Action is not a Wilderness area but it may be effects. Las Cienegas is not a Wilderness. The Forest Service is currently evaluating potential Wilderness areas in the Santa Ritas. 


		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 2


Significance Screening


This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme that were determined to be potential issues on Worksheet 1 and screen for NEPA Significance.





		Theme#  101     

		If “yes”on ALL of the below, it is Significant- please complete Worksheet 3                   If “no”on ANY of the below, it is Not Significant- please complete Worksheet 4



		Team Member(s):Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Consideration:

		Determination

		Rationale



		Is the issue relevant to the decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Do existing laws, regulations or policies allow for discretion in decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Is the issue supported by scientific evidence and/or can it be analyzed? 

i.e. The nature of this issue is not conjectural or speculative.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     







From: David Morrow
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Mine - Air Quality Issues
Date: 09/22/2008 05:19 PM

Hey Bob,
 
You probably did mention him, it’s just that I literally got into a bit of overload, meeting at least 30 folks,
having a ton of project info given to me, etc.  All very stimulating but a bit much to remember the
names…
 
Cheers,
 
Dave
 

From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 3:06 PM
To: David Morrow
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Mine - Air Quality Issues
 
Dave:  I thought I had mentioned Mark.  He is the Forest Service liaison with Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality.  His office is in Phoenix.  He will be my primary
Forest Service contact for such things as recommending the model or models to use, etc. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
 
-----"David Morrow" <dmorrow@swca.com> wrote: -----

To: "Robert Lefevre" <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>
From: "David Morrow" <dmorrow@swca.com>
Date: 09/22/2008 12:07PM
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Mine - Air Quality Issues

Hi Bob,

Thanks for keeping me in the loop here.  Who is Mark Fitch?
 I see from
his email address that he works for the FS.  If need be I
would be glad
to give him a ring to discuss my thoughts.

It was great having the site visit with you and Geoff as you
guys really
know the land and critters.  I learned a lot more than I could
have if I
just did the site visit solo.

mailto:dmorrow@swca.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us


Best,

D

David Morrow AICP
Air and Noise Specialist
Morro Group, a Division of SWCA Environmental Consultants
Sound Science, Creative Solutions
1422 Monterey St. San Luis Obispo CA 93401
P 805.543.7095 
F 805.543.2367
C 206.330.6727
http://www.swca.com

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2008 4:27 PM
To: Mark J Fitch
Cc: David Morrow; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont Copper Mine - Air Quality Issues

DRAFT - Internal, Deliberative Correspondence Only

Mark, thank you for calling me back.  Our consultant for Air
Quality is
Dave Morrow of SWCA.  His contact information is

                                                           
     email:
dmorrow@swca.com
                                                           
     phone:
805-543-7095

I briefly mentioned the expected issues the other day as being
road
dust,
tailings pile dust, blasting, diesel exhaust, and commuter
traffic
exhaust.
The Rosemont Copper consultant suggested Aermod as the model
he wanted
to
use.  Dave suggested we consider Calpuff.  Dave asked me to
recommend a
model after talking to you.

Another item that came up was the proximity to Class I areas,
which I
thought might be Saguaro NP, Galiuro Wilderness, Chiricahua
Wilderness,
and
Chiricahua NM.  I have done a little GIS work, and there are

http://www.swca.com/
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us


actually
only
two Class I areas within 100 km:  Saguaro NP and Galiuro
Wilderness, but
the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness (Class II) is less than 10 km
away and you
had
mentioned that we should approach Class II Wilderness as if
they were
Class
I.  With that in mind, the Pusch Ridge Wilderness, Rincon
Wilderness,
and
Miller Peak Wilderness Areas (all Class II) are within 100 km.
 And if
we
consider 300 km, the  Chiricahua NM and Chiricahua Wilderness
on the
Coronado; plus the Mazatzal, Sierra Ancha, and Superstition
WA's on the
Tonto NF; and the Gila and Aldo Leopold WA's on the Gila also
fall in as
Class I areas.  In addition, there are a lot of wilderness
study areas
and
Class II wilderness areas within the 300 km that I haven't
taken time to
identify yet.

Locally, there are some residences as close as 2 km.  So we
have to
figure
out what the analysis area will be:  100 km or 300 km; and
what the
targets
are within the selected distance.

DRAFT - Internal, Deliberative Correspondence Only
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373

 



From: David Morrow
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: RE: Rosemont Copper Mine - Air Quality Issues
Date: 09/22/2008 12:05 PM

Hi Bob,

Thanks for keeping me in the loop here.  Who is Mark Fitch?  I see from
his email address that he works for the FS.  If need be I would be glad
to give him a ring to discuss my thoughts.

It was great having the site visit with you and Geoff as you guys really
know the land and critters.  I learned a lot more than I could have if I
just did the site visit solo.

Best,

D

David Morrow AICP
Air and Noise Specialist
Morro Group, a Division of SWCA Environmental Consultants
Sound Science, Creative Solutions
1422 Monterey St. San Luis Obispo CA 93401
P 805.543.7095 
F 805.543.2367
C 206.330.6727
http://www.swca.com

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2008 4:27 PM
To: Mark J Fitch
Cc: David Morrow; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Rosemont Copper Mine - Air Quality Issues

DRAFT - Internal, Deliberative Correspondence Only

Mark, thank you for calling me back.  Our consultant for Air Quality is
Dave Morrow of SWCA.  His contact information is

                                                                  email:
dmorrow@swca.com
                                                                  phone:
805-543-7095

I briefly mentioned the expected issues the other day as being road
dust,
tailings pile dust, blasting, diesel exhaust, and commuter traffic
exhaust.
The Rosemont Copper consultant suggested Aermod as the model he wanted
to
use.  Dave suggested we consider Calpuff.  Dave asked me to recommend a
model after talking to you.

Another item that came up was the proximity to Class I areas, which I
thought might be Saguaro NP, Galiuro Wilderness, Chiricahua Wilderness,
and
Chiricahua NM.  I have done a little GIS work, and there are actually
only
two Class I areas within 100 km:  Saguaro NP and Galiuro Wilderness, but
the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness (Class II) is less than 10 km away and you
had
mentioned that we should approach Class II Wilderness as if they were
Class
I.  With that in mind, the Pusch Ridge Wilderness, Rincon Wilderness,
and
Miller Peak Wilderness Areas (all Class II) are within 100 km.  And if
we
consider 300 km, the  Chiricahua NM and Chiricahua Wilderness on the
Coronado; plus the Mazatzal, Sierra Ancha, and Superstition WA's on the
Tonto NF; and the Gila and Aldo Leopold WA's on the Gila also fall in as
Class I areas.  In addition, there are a lot of wilderness study areas
and
Class II wilderness areas within the 300 km that I haven't taken time to
identify yet.

Locally, there are some residences as close as 2 km.  So we have to
figure
out what the analysis area will be:  100 km or 300 km; and what the
targets
are within the selected distance.

DRAFT - Internal, Deliberative Correspondence Only
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373

mailto:dmorrow@swca.com
mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us




From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson; Reta Laford
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 02/20/2009 03:38 PM

Hi Everyone,

This is to notify you, both core and extended team, of a few different items, as
follows:

    Update on the analysis, and the work that the team has completed - the team
worked VERY hard at the end of last month to complete the review of the issue
themes that SWCA wrote, and to     make determinations as to which of the themes
werre issues vs. non-issues and which of the issues were significant.  This week part
of the team returned to document their reasoning for the     
    determininations, and again did some awesome work.  In some of the
documentation however, specialist expertise was required, thus a few of us (me
included) will have homework assignments     to help with the documentation prior
to the next IDT meeting on March 4.  I will be sending out those assignments to you
shortly, and will be asking for completion of the assignments by February     27th.
Note that I'm giving you this deadline so that I have a chance to look over the
documentation prior to our next meeting.  I think you'll find they what's being asked
of you can be completed in a     very short time.

    What's next: beginning development of existing conditions for Chapter 3 of the
EIS.  I have asked that SWCA specialists develop draft outlines for their respective
portions of Chapter 3 by         February 27th. With this, you can expect to hear from
your SWCA specialist counterparts, asking for some of the information that they will
need to compose the outlines.  Some of you have already     had extensive contact
with your SWCA contacts, others may have had none at all.  Please assist your
counterparts as much as possible when they reach out to you, especially where we
have     access to information that they would not readiyl have access to on their
own. Know that that SWCA is doing the heavy lifting throughout the analysis, and
that they shouldn't be asking you to         obtain information that they can get on
their own.  And, please take this opportunity over the next week or so to get to
know your counterparts if you haven't already.

    What else is next...the core team will meet in 6V6, from 9:00 to 4:00 to for
discussion and review of Issue Statement development.  This part of the meeting
will primarily be a presentation by SWCA     folks.  We may also have some
discussion of our determinations on issue vs. non-issue and significant vs. not
significant, and discussion on the affected environment and existing conditions. 
    Finally, we'll briefly review Alternative development.

The March 4 meeting will be mandatory for the core team.  Extended team members
will be warmly welcomed to the meeting also!  Please plan to attend if you can fit it
into your busy schedules.

One last note to the team; I will be on leave from March 5 through March 23, and
Kent Ellett will be filling in as team leader, with Reta and Teresa Ann's support. 
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Please feel free to contact me at any time before the 5th if there is project business
that you need to discuss.

Thank you for your diligence in your work on this project, and for the great
teamwork and enthusiasm you've shown.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

02/17/2009 12:30 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

cc Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Andrea W
Campbell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com,
Christopher C LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Heidi
Schewel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Janet
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Keith L
Graves/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mriechard@SWCA.com,
Reta Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow

Hi Everyone,

This is to confirm that we will be having an IDT meeting tomorrow. 
The core team should have this day obligated for the meeting; for the
extended team the meeting is optional, but please attend if your

notes://localhost/872568590056BE15/0/650341C4410EB2E90725755900745941


schedule allows.

In our meetings a couple of weeks ago, we determined that some
potential issues were not issues at all, and others were not significant
issues.  Tomorrow we're going to refine our reasoning and expand on
our documentation for these determinations.

We'll meet in 6V6 from 9:00 to 4:30, with a break for lunch.

Please bring the binders that you received at the Sept. 10 kick-off
meeting.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Deborah K Sebesta
To: Kent C Ellett
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Beverley A Everson; Debby Kriegel; Eli Curiel; Jennifer Ruyle; Kendall Brown; Mary M Farrell; Reta

Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Larry
Jones

Subject: Re: Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.
Date: 03/19/2009 10:01 AM

Kent,
Are they going to ask the biologists,archaeologists, recreation folks,etc. for the State to
look at the ratings?  It seems to me that it would be a good idea since it is on their land. 
I don't mind adding my two-cents worth but I'm not sure I feel 100% comfortable making
the call on non-Forest land.

Debbie Sebesta, District Biologist
Coronado National Forest
Nogales Ranger District
303 Old Tucson Road
Nogales, AZ  85624
Voice:  520-761-6009
Cell:  520-260-7702
Fax:  520-281-2396
E-mail:  dsebesta@fs.fed.us

▼ Kent C Ellett/R3/USDAFS

Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS 

03/18/2009 05:47 PM

To Alan Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Reta
Laford/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Jennifer
Ruyle/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.

If you received this e-mail you probably have an assignment due Friday the
20th &/or next Tuesday the 24th. 
EPG - 138 kV Transmission Line:  Due Friday
We met with consultants EPG and SWCA today to discuss the proposed 138
kilovolt transmission line and the Cause & Effect/Issue Statements.  
I've been waiting for EPG's Siting Criteria Worksheet and definition for the
ratings (i.e., low, moderately low, moderate, etc.) to be emailed to me. It
hasn't come yet.  I'll check on it tomorrow so you have it to do your
assignment of reviewing the proposed ratings and if you think an issue
should be rated differently, state the rating it should have with your rational
and email it to me (Kent) by noon Friday so I can consolidate and send to
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EPG Friday afternoon.
1.    Debby Kriegel to cover VQO and add SMS (Scenery Management
System) and ROS (Recreation Opportunity Spectrum).  Debby will get with
the GIS Shop to provide GIS layers or shape files to EPG.
2.    Teresa Ann assigned to send EPG the ftp site location for a GIS map
with land uses designations and other special classifications such as T&E
species critical habitat designations.  Teresa Ann will coordinate with
Jennifer Ruyle.  
3.    Teresa Ann to also get with Erin Boyle to address Wilderness.
4.    Kent will coordinate with the Heritage Shop RE Cultural Resources.
5.    Larry Jones and Debbie Sebesta to review Biological Resources section
and provide their comments.
6.    Walt Keyes to cover roads, particularly a new electricity line would need
new service roads.

SWCA - Cause & Effect/Issue Statements:  Due Next Tuesday.
Assignments:   Send your comments to Bev with a cc to Rita and Teresa Ann
by Tuesday afternoon so Bev can forward to SWCA Wednesday morning. 
This will give SWCA a couple days to review in preparation for the meeting
with Rosemont on the 30th.

"Dismissed Themes" #95 & #68 may be combined pending Regional Office
input.

I have several hard copies of the documents we reviewed today and will put
them on Rita's table if you need one.  Electronic documents are available on
Webex.   Please contact John Able or Melissa Reichard (SWCA) if you need
assistance with Webex.  Melissa's phone number is 520-325-2033 and email
is mreichard@swca.com   

Good meeting today.  Thanks for your focus & participation.  Rita, thanks for
the bagels. 

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
303 Old Tucson Road, Nogales, AZ  85621



520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Re: Rosemont IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 04/21/2009 12:50 PM

We will be meeting in 4B tomorrow to work on more alternative discussion.  The
meeting starts at 9:00 and will go until about 2:30, with an hour luch break from
11:30 to 12:30.  This meeting is not mandatory for the extended team, but your
contribution to the discussion would be welcomed.

Thank you.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re: Rosemont Issue Statements and Units of Measure
Date: 07/13/2009 01:48 PM

Thanks for the quick reply Bob.  I'm hoping to have input soon so I can then
consolidate it for IDT mtg on 7/22.

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)

▼ Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

07/13/2009 11:07 AM

To Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Issue Statements and Units of Measure

Hi, Mindy.  I'll look at these, but I probably won't be at the July 22
meeting.  Its not an extended team day and I have another
committment.
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373

▼ Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS 

07/13/2009 09:33 AM

To Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Debby
Kriegel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Deborah K
Sebesta/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Salek
Shafiqullah/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Eli
Curiel/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kent C
Ellett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Arthur S
Elek/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc Richard A Gerhart/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Larry
Jones/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Alan
Belauskas/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, George
McKay/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Pete

mailto:CN=Melinda D Roth/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
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Schwab/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Kendall
Brown/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Christopher C
LeBlanc/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, John
Able/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Teresa Ann
Ciapusci/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, ccoyle@swca.com.
tfurgason@swca.com

Subject Rosemont Issue Statements and Units of Measure

Review and comment by Wed., IDT discussion July 22nd meeting...

[attachment "units_of_measure2.doc" deleted by Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS]
[attachment "07132009_ issue_statements_for IDT_review.doc" deleted by Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS] 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Richard Periman
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine EIS, Socioeconomic review
Date: 03/31/2009 08:42 AM
Signed by: CN=Richard Periman/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
Attachments: Periman_Rosemont EIS_Ch3_Outline_SOCIO_032609.doc

Sarah, great to hear. I am always glad to help in any way that I can. Good luck with
the contract.

Richard

▼ Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS

03/30/2009 06:08 PM

To Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine EIS, Socioeconomic review

Richard, this is very helpful.  We had a meeting today on Rosemont with the
proponent, contractor, subs, etc. and the "metrics" also came up.  The Shannon
Weaver economic diversity index will be included.  Very useful.  THANKS!!

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332
▼ Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS

Richard
Periman/R3/USDAFS

03/27/2009 02:54 PM

To Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: Rosemont Mine EIS, Socioeconomic review
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(revised 3/26/09)

Created on 3/3/2009 





Sarah,

I went over the outline and add some things I consider to just be part
of a basic socioeconomic assessment. I highlighted those in yellow.

One thing I added to the economic profile is the Shannon Weaver
economic diversity index. I have think this is a very important indicator
of what is going on in an economy. See the definition below. Shannon
Weaver is fairly easy to calculate, and there is a function in IMPLAN
that does it automatically. It would be good to have.

Shannon Weaver economic diversity index: If economic diversity
is defined as "the presence in an area of a great number of different
types of industries" or "the extent to which the economic activity of a
region is distributed among a number of categories", then it is useful
to have a summary statistic to describe the diversity of an area and
compare it to other areas. The Shannon-Weaver entropy function
(Shannon and Weaver, 1949) has been used to calculate indices of
economic diversity (Attaran, 1986).

Overall, these are just recommendations,

Thanks for the opportunity to review,

Richard

▼ Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS 

03/27/2009 02:41 PM

To Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont Mine EIS, Socioeconomic review
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Would you look over this one-page outline I received from SWCA, the contractor for
this EIS.  I am the Coronado's socioeconomics contact for this proposal. Their team
is happy to receive additions and changes.  The proposal is for a one mile long open
pit mine in the Santa Rita Mountains, operations to last 20 years.

The outline is for Chapter 3, Affected Environment.  

[attachment "Rosemont EIS_Ch3_Outline_SOCIO_032609.doc" deleted by Richard
Periman/R3/USDAFS] 

 
Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332



From: Richard Periman
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: Re: Rosemont Mine EIS, Socioeconomic review
Date: 03/27/2009 02:54 PM
Signed by: CN=Richard Periman/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
Attachments: Periman_Rosemont EIS_Ch3_Outline_SOCIO_032609.doc

Sarah,

I went over the outline and add some things I consider to just be part of a basic
socioeconomic assessment. I highlighted those in yellow.

One thing I added to the economic profile is the Shannon Weaver economic diversity
index. I have think this is a very important indicator of what is going on in an
economy. See the definition below. Shannon Weaver is fairly easy to calculate, and
there is a function in IMPLAN that does it automatically. It would be good to have.

Shannon Weaver economic diversity index: If economic diversity is defined as
"the presence in an area of a great number of different types of industries" or "the
extent to which the economic activity of a region is distributed among a number of
categories", then it is useful to have a summary statistic to describe the diversity of
an area and compare it to other areas. The Shannon-Weaver entropy function
(Shannon and Weaver, 1949) has been used to calculate indices of economic
diversity (Attaran, 1986).

Overall, these are just recommendations,

Thanks for the opportunity to review,

Richard

▼ Sarah L Davis/R3/USDAFS

Sarah L
Davis/R3/USDAFS 

03/27/2009 02:41 PM

To Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Rosemont Mine EIS, Socioeconomic review
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Would you look over this one-page outline I received from SWCA, the
contractor for this EIS.  I am the Coronado's socioeconomics contact
for this proposal. Their team is happy to receive additions and
changes.  The proposal is for a one mile long open pit mine in the
Santa Rita Mountains, operations to last 20 years.

The outline is for Chapter 3, Affected Environment.  

[attachment "Rosemont EIS_Ch3_Outline_SOCIO_032609.doc" deleted
by Richard Periman/R3/USDAFS] 

 
Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Cc: Richard Periman; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal bounds
Date: 07/06/2009 10:46 AM

Hi Sarah,
 
Thank you. My understanding of the black dots is that they are just place locators for context on the
map; there is nothing significant for the study.
 
Thank you!
Cara

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 02, 2009 5:32 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Cc: Richard Periman; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal bounds

Looks good, to move forward.   
Only one question:  what is the description of the communities with the large black dots on your map?
 I'm assuming that the dots indicate communities with smaller populations (or a certain size), because
Benson, Sierra Vista and Nogales are not included. 

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

06/12/2009 10:31 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
  
Attached is a a draft of the spatial and and temporal bounds of analysis approach. Can you please
review this and let me know if you have any comments, edits, questions, etc? 
  
Thank you! 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
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Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2009 3:52 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Re: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Let's talk.  I am on vacation all next week but I will call you on Monday the 8th.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

05/28/2009 09:23 AM
To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
 
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis (both spatial and
temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine project? I am hoping we can
connect some time next week (the week of June 1)? 
 
In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet, we proposed a
100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial bounds. 
 
Let me know when you are available. 
Thanks, 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com



Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Charles Coyle; Richard Periman; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal bounds
Date: 07/27/2009 02:16 PM

Hi Sarah,
 
Thanks for your feedback, we will proceed with these three counties.
 
Thanks again!
Cara

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2009 2:15 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Charles Coyle; Richard Periman; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal bounds

Yes, this revised text and updated Bounds of Analysis map are good.  I agree that the very small area
located within Graham and Pinal counties (1 1/2%) can be excluded from analysis.   

Thanks for your call today.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

07/17/2009 02:44 PM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc "Richard Periman" <rperiman@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"

<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>,
"Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal
bounds

Hi Sarah, 
  
As we started our analysis for this project, it seems like including Pinal and Graham counties in the
study area wouldn't be that useful after all. Very small portions of these counties fall into the 50-mile
buffer, and there are no cities or towns that are located within those counties within the buffer. 
  
We revised the Bounds of Analysis to reflect this potential change; the revised document is attached
for your consideration. The hi-lighted text is what has been updated, as well as a new Figure (Figure
S1). 
  
Please call me if you have any questions. 

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
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Thanks! 
Cara 
  
  

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 02, 2009 5:32 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Cc: Richard Periman; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal bounds

Looks good, to move forward.   
Only one question:  what is the description of the communities with the large black dots on your map?
 I'm assuming that the dots indicate communities with smaller populations (or a certain size), because
Benson, Sierra Vista and Nogales are not included. 

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

06/12/2009 10:31 AM
To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
 
Attached is a a draft of the spatial and and temporal bounds of analysis approach. Can you please
review this and let me know if you have any comments, edits, questions, etc? 
 
Thank you! 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email



From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2009 3:52 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Re: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Let's talk.  I am on vacation all next week but I will call you on Monday the 8th.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 
"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

05/28/2009 09:23 AM
To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 

Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis (both spatial and
temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine project? I am hoping we can
connect some time next week (the week of June 1)? 

In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet, we proposed a
100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial bounds. 

Let me know when you are available. 
Thanks, 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Cc: Richard Periman; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal bounds
Date: 07/17/2009 02:44 PM
Attachments: Rosemont_boundsofanalysis_SOCIO_REV_071609.doc

Hi Sarah,
 
As we started our analysis for this project, it seems like including Pinal and Graham counties in the
study area wouldn't be that useful after all. Very small portions of these counties fall into the 50-mile
buffer, and there are no cities or towns that are located within those counties within the buffer.
 
We revised the Bounds of Analysis to reflect this potential change; the revised document is attached
for your consideration. The hi-lighted text is what has been updated, as well as a new Figure (Figure
S1).
 
Please call me if you have any questions.
Thanks!
Cara
 
 

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 02, 2009 5:32 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Cc: Richard Periman; Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis - spatial and temporal bounds

Looks good, to move forward.   
Only one question:  what is the description of the communities with the large black dots on your map?
 I'm assuming that the dots indicate communities with smaller populations (or a certain size), because
Benson, Sierra Vista and Nogales are not included. 

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

06/12/2009 10:31 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
  
Attached is a a draft of the spatial and and temporal bounds of analysis approach. Can you please

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:rperiman@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com

Rosemont
Bounds of Analysis: Socioeconomics

REVISED: July 16, 2009

Geographic Bounds of Analysis. The geographic boundaries for analyzing socioeconomics are preliminarily identified as a 50-mile radius around the proposed mine (Figure S1). This buffer was selected based on various factors that may influence the location and magnitude of potential socioeconomic impacts, including:


· Communities that may experience direct and/or indirect economic impacts as a result of the by the proposed mine, either as a result of construction, operation, or closures (e.g., from employment, wages and taxes, changes in tourism spending, etc.); 

· Anticipated changes in population as a result of in and out migration due to mine operation and/or employment; 


· The availability and location of existing housing and potential housing and the capacity and condition of existing local services and facilities; and

· Changes in quality of life for area residents and visitors, including changes in recreation opportunities. 


It is important to note that the 50-mile buffer extends into Mexico, however this locality will not be analyzed. The portion of Mexico that falls into the 50-mile buffer is excluded from the study area (see Figure S1)


Additionally, although the 50-mile buffer extends into five counties (Santa Cruz, Pima, Cochise, Pinal and Graham), only 1% of the 50-mile buffer extends into Graham County and 0.5% extends into Pinal County. Additionally, no major towns or places are located within the portions of these two counties that extend into the 50-mile buffer study area. As such, Graham and Pinal counties will be excluded from this analysis (see Figure S1). 


Counties that will be analyzed in the socioeconomic study will include Santa Cruz, Pima, and Cochise. Specific communities and tribal lands within the 50-mile buffer are included in this document (Table S1). 


Temporal Bounds of Analysis.  The temporal boundaries for analyzing socioeconomics will be guided in part by available data, an assessment of current conditions (without the proposed mine or associated activity) as well as the phases of activity associated with the proposed mine, including construction, operation and closure. 

The most current data available for population is from the 2000 U.S. Census; IMPLAN data for estimating (modeling) impacts to employment, employment compensation, and economic output extends as far back as 1990; the most current IMPLAN data is for 2007. The three phases of activity associated with the mine, for which socioeconomic impacts can actually be measured, will be for 24 year period (construction [±2 years], operation [±20 years], closure [±2 years]). Impacts to the region “post-closure” will not be estimated, as estimating social and economic impacts beyond a 25 year period, for which no specific activity is associated, is too speculative.

Thus, as data is available, the temporal bounds of analysis will extend from 1990 to year of closure of the mine (roughly 2035 [to be based on when construction starts and closure ends]).



Table S1. List of places located within the 50-mile radius, including tribal land.


		COUNTY

		PLACE



		Cochise

		Miracle Valley



		

		Palominas



		

		Black Bear Spring



		

		Sunnyside



		

		Nicksville



		

		Hereford



		

		Ramsey



		

		Bledsoe



		

		Sierra Vista Estates (subdivision)



		

		Bonnie Blink



		

		Coronado Village



		

		Signal Village



		

		Village Meadows (subdivision)



		

		De Anza Village



		

		Cavalay Park



		

		Sierra Vista



		

		West Pershing Plaza



		

		East Pershing Plaza



		

		Gatewood Housing



		

		Fry



		

		Apache Flats



		

		Miles Manor



		

		Lewis Springs



		

		Huachuca City



		

		Charleston



		

		Campstone



		

		Tombstone



		

		Fairbank



		

		Benson Junction



		

		Contention



		

		Boquillas



		

		Escalante Crossing



		

		Curtiss



		

		Saint David



		

		Arizona Sun Sites



		

		Whetstone



		

		Benson



		

		Fenner



		

		Tully



		

		Mescal



		

		Chamiso



		

		Pomerene



		

		Dragoon



		

		Manzoro



		

		Johnson



		

		Cascabel



		

		Hookers Hot Springs



		

		Bradberry



		

		



		Pima

		Sandwash Mill



		

		Arivaca



		

		Puertocito



		

		Las Guijas



		

		Secundino



		

		Arivaca Junction



		

		Greaterville



		

		Rosemont Camp



		

		Rosemont Junction



		

		Continental



		

		Green Valley



		

		Helvetia



		

		Twin Buttes



		

		Duval



		

		Sahuarita Heights



		

		Pimaco Two



		

		Sahuarita



		

		Corona de Tucson



		

		Uhs Kug



		

		Diamond Bell Ranch



		

		San Xavier



		

		New Tucson



		

		Pantano



		

		Mountain View



		

		Pan Tak



		

		Nawt Vaya



		

		Harrington Place



		

		Vail



		

		Three Points



		

		Robles Junction



		

		San Pedro



		

		Esmond



		

		Corner Windmill



		

		Wilmot



		

		Littletown



		

		Drexel Heights



		

		Emery Park



		

		Rankin



		

		Vandenberg Village



		

		Polvo



		

		Tucson Estates



		

		Junction Interstate Nineteen Interchange



		

		Pueblo Gardens



		

		South Tucson



		

		Rolling Hills Country Club Estates



		

		Craycroft



		

		Old Tucson



		

		Tucson



		

		Kingston Knolls Terrace



		

		El Rio



		

		Polo Village



		

		Pascua Yaqui Indian Village



		

		Tanque Verde



		

		Indian Ridge Estates



		

		Tucson Country Club Estates



		

		Amphitheater



		

		Stockham



		

		Jaynes



		

		Catalina Foothills



		

		Oracle Foothills Estates



		

		Valley View



		

		Skyline Bel Aire Estates



		

		Orange Grove Estates



		

		Casas Adobes



		

		Avra



		

		Kino



		

		Oracle Place Shopping Center



		

		Tucson National Estates



		

		Cortaro



		

		Willow Canyon



		

		Oro Valley



		

		Whitetail



		

		Rillito



		

		Soldier Camp



		

		Redington



		

		Marana



		

		Summerhaven



		

		Loma Linda



		

		Catalina



		

		



		Santa Cruz

		Nogales



		

		Kino Springs



		

		Duquesne



		

		Washington Camp



		

		Beyerville



		

		Guevavi Mission



		

		Old Glory



		

		Ruby



		

		Trench Camp



		

		Calabasas



		

		Harshaw



		

		Rio Rico



		

		Partridge



		

		Oro Blanco



		

		Otero



		

		Patagonia



		

		Canelo



		Santa Cruz

		Tumacacori



		

		Carmen



		

		Alto



		

		Tubac



		

		Sotos Crossing



		

		Hacienda Los Encino



		

		Elgin



		

		Agua Linda



		

		Sonoita



		

		Amado



		

		Madera Canyon



		

		



		TRIBAL LAND

		



		Pascua Yaqui

		



		San Xavier District (Tohono O'odham)



		Tohono O'odham
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review this and let me know if you have any comments, edits, questions, etc? 
  
Thank you! 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2009 3:52 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Re: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Let's talk.  I am on vacation all next week but I will call you on Monday the 8th.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

05/28/2009 09:23 AM
To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
 
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis (both spatial and
temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine project? I am hoping we can
connect some time next week (the week of June 1)? 
 
In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet, we proposed a
100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial bounds. 
 
Let me know when you are available. 
Thanks, 
Cara 



 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis
Date: 06/08/2009 10:26 AM

Hi Sarah,
 
I just wanted to touch base...hope you had a nice week away! Please call me at your convenience
today.
 
Thanks,
Cara

From: Cara Bellavia 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2009 7:57 AM
To: 'Sarah L Davis'
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah,
 
I look forward to your call on the 8th.
 
Thanks,
Cara

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2009 3:52 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Re: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Let's talk.  I am on vacation all next week but I will call you on Monday the 8th.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

05/28/2009 09:23 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
  
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis (both spatial and
temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine project? I am hoping we can

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us


connect some time next week (the week of June 1)? 
  
In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet, we proposed a
100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial bounds. 
  
Let me know when you are available. 
Thanks, 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis
Date: 06/12/2009 09:31 AM
Attachments: Rosemont_boundsofanalysis_SOCIO_061209.doc

Hi Sarah,
 
Attached is a a draft of the spatial and and temporal bounds of analysis approach. Can you please
review this and let me know if you have any comments, edits, questions, etc?
 
Thank you!
Cara
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email

 

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2009 3:52 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Re: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Let's talk.  I am on vacation all next week but I will call you on Monday the 8th.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

05/28/2009 09:23 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
  
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis (both spatial and
temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine project? I am hoping we can
connect some time next week (the week of June 1)? 
  

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us

Rosemont
Bounds of Analysis: Socioeconomics


Geographic Bounds of Analysis. The geographic boundaries for analyzing socioeconomics are preliminarily identified as a 50-mile radius around the proposed mine (Figure S1). This buffer was selected based on various factors that may influence the location and magnitude of potential socioeconomic impacts, including:


· Communities that may experience direct and/or indirect economic impacts as a result of the by the proposed mine, either as a result of construction, operation, or closures (e.g., from employment, wages and taxes, changes in tourism spending, etc.); 

· Anticipated changes in population as a result of in and out migration due to mine operation and/or employment; 


· The availability and location of existing housing and potential housing and the capacity and condition of existing local services and facilities; and

· Changes in quality of life for area residents and visitors, including changes in recreation opportunities. 


It is important to note that the 50-mile buffer extends into Mexico, however this locality will not be analyzed. Only counties that the Coronado National Forest extends into, within the 50-mile buffer, will be analyzed; these include Santa Cruz, Pima, Cochise, Pinal and Graham counties. Specific communities and tribal lands within the 50-mile buffer are included in this document (Table S1). The portion of Mexico that falls into the 50-mile buffer is excluded from the study area (see Figure S1). 


Temporal Bounds of Analysis.  The temporal boundaries for analyzing socioeconomics will be guided in part by available data, an assessment of current conditions (without the proposed mine or associated activity) as well as the phases of activity associated with the proposed mine, including construction, operation and closure. 

The most current data available for population is from the 2000 U.S. Census; IMPLAN data for estimating (modeling) impacts to employment, employment compensation, and economic output extends as far back as 1990; the most current IMPLAN data is for 2007. The three phases of activity associated with the mine, for which socioeconomic impacts can actually be measured, will be for 24 year period (construction [±2 years], operation [±20 years], closure [±2 years]). Impacts to the region “post-closure” will not be estimated, as estimating social and economic impacts beyond a 25 year period, for which no specific activity is associated, is too speculative.

Thus, as data is available, the temporal bounds of analysis will extend from 1990 to year of closure of the mine (roughly 2035 [to be based on when construction starts and closure ends]).



Table S1. List of places located within the 50-mile radius, including tribal land.


		COUNTY

		PLACE



		Cochise

		Miracle Valley



		

		Palominas



		

		Black Bear Spring



		

		Sunnyside



		

		Nicksville



		

		Hereford



		

		Ramsey



		

		Bledsoe



		

		Sierra Vista Estates (subdivision)



		

		Bonnie Blink



		

		Coronado Village



		

		Signal Village



		

		Village Meadows (subdivision)



		

		De Anza Village



		

		Cavalay Park



		

		Sierra Vista



		

		West Pershing Plaza



		

		East Pershing Plaza



		

		Gatewood Housing



		

		Fry



		

		Apache Flats



		

		Miles Manor



		

		Lewis Springs



		

		Huachuca City



		

		Charleston



		

		Campstone



		

		Tombstone



		

		Fairbank



		

		Benson Junction



		

		Contention



		

		Boquillas



		

		Escalante Crossing



		

		Curtiss



		

		Saint David



		

		Arizona Sun Sites



		

		Whetstone



		

		Benson



		

		Fenner



		

		Tully



		

		Mescal



		

		Chamiso



		

		Pomerene



		

		Dragoon



		

		Manzoro



		

		Johnson



		

		Cascabel



		

		Hookers Hot Springs



		

		Bradberry



		

		



		Pima

		Sandwash Mill



		

		Arivaca



		

		Puertocito



		

		Las Guijas



		

		Secundino



		

		Arivaca Junction



		

		Greaterville



		

		Rosemont Camp



		

		Rosemont Junction



		

		Continental



		

		Green Valley



		

		Helvetia



		

		Twin Buttes



		

		Duval



		

		Sahuarita Heights



		

		Pimaco Two



		

		Sahuarita



		

		Corona de Tucson



		

		Uhs Kug



		

		Diamond Bell Ranch



		

		San Xavier



		

		New Tucson



		

		Pantano



		

		Mountain View



		

		Pan Tak



		

		Nawt Vaya



		

		Harrington Place



		

		Vail



		

		Three Points



		

		Robles Junction



		

		San Pedro



		

		Esmond



		

		Corner Windmill



		

		Wilmot



		

		Littletown



		

		Drexel Heights



		

		Emery Park



		

		Rankin



		

		Vandenberg Village



		

		Polvo



		

		Tucson Estates



		

		Junction Interstate Nineteen Interchange



		

		Pueblo Gardens



		

		South Tucson



		

		Rolling Hills Country Club Estates



		

		Craycroft



		

		Old Tucson



		

		Tucson



		

		Kingston Knolls Terrace



		

		El Rio



		

		Polo Village



		

		Pascua Yaqui Indian Village



		

		Tanque Verde



		

		Indian Ridge Estates



		

		Tucson Country Club Estates



		

		Amphitheater



		

		Stockham



		

		Jaynes



		

		Catalina Foothills



		

		Oracle Foothills Estates



		

		Valley View



		

		Skyline Bel Aire Estates



		

		Orange Grove Estates



		

		Casas Adobes



		

		Avra



		

		Kino



		

		Oracle Place Shopping Center



		

		Tucson National Estates



		

		Cortaro



		

		Willow Canyon



		

		Oro Valley



		

		Whitetail



		

		Rillito



		

		Soldier Camp



		

		Redington



		

		Marana



		

		Summerhaven



		

		Loma Linda



		

		Catalina



		

		



		Santa Cruz

		Nogales



		

		Kino Springs



		

		Duquesne



		

		Washington Camp



		

		Beyerville



		

		Guevavi Mission



		

		Old Glory



		

		Ruby



		

		Trench Camp



		

		Calabasas



		

		Harshaw



		

		Rio Rico



		

		Partridge



		

		Oro Blanco



		

		Otero



		

		Patagonia



		

		Canelo



		Santa Cruz

		Tumacacori



		

		Carmen



		

		Alto



		

		Tubac



		

		Sotos Crossing



		

		Hacienda Los Encino



		

		Elgin



		

		Agua Linda



		

		Sonoita



		

		Amado



		

		Madera Canyon



		

		



		TRIBAL LAND

		



		Pascua Yaqui

		



		San Xavier District (Tohono O'odham)



		Tohono O'odham
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In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet, we proposed a
100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial bounds. 
  
Let me know when you are available. 
Thanks, 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis
Date: 06/01/2009 07:56 AM

Hi Sarah,
 
I look forward to your call on the 8th.
 
Thanks,
Cara

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2009 3:52 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Re: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Let's talk.  I am on vacation all next week but I will call you on Monday the 8th.   

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

05/28/2009 09:23 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis

Hi Sarah, 
  
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis (both spatial and
temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine project? I am hoping we can
connect some time next week (the week of June 1)? 
  
In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet, we proposed a
100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial bounds. 
  
Let me know when you are available. 
Thanks, 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us


P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline (2nd reply)
Date: 03/31/2009 03:28 PM

Hi Sarah,
 
Thanks, this is great!
 
-Cara

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2009 5:21 PM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline (2nd reply)

Got some input back from our Regional Office to add to the outline:   

(I will be on vacation from April 2-16.) 

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332 

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>

03/26/2009 10:38 AM

To "Sarah L Davis" <sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc "Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>

Subject RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline

Hi Sarah, 
  
Thanks for your feedback! I added that specifically to the outline so we don't forget later. Revised
outline attached. 
  
Thanks again! 
Cara 
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us


Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2009 9:54 AM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline

This outline looks good. "Quality of Life" should be sure to mention the value of the public lands in the
area.  There are many acres and they are part of the draw to the area - scenery, quiet, recreation
opportunities, etc.  - so indirectly "economic" - attracting new residents and tourists alike. 

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332



From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline
Date: 03/26/2009 10:38 AM
Attachments: Rosemont EIS_Ch3Outline_SOCIO_REV.doc

Hi Sarah,
 
Thanks for your feedback! I added that specifically to the outline so we don't forget later. Revised
outline attached.
 
Thanks again!
Cara
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2009 9:54 AM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline

This outline looks good. "Quality of Life" should be sure to mention the value of the public lands in the
area.  There are many acres and they are part of the draw to the area - scenery, quiet, recreation
opportunities, etc.  - so indirectly "economic" - attracting new residents and tourists alike. 

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:ccoyle@swca.com

Rosemont EIS: Affected Environment Outline 
Section 3.6: Socioeconomics

· Study Area


· Population, Demographics & Housing

· Population


· Ethnicity/race


· Housing inventory


· Employment


· Jobs by industry


· Median income


· Income distribution


· Economic Activity


· Economic output by industry

· i.e., tourism, mining, etc.


· Taxes and revenues


· Sales and use


· Property tax


· Property values


· Quality of Life


· Public Facilities and Services


· Value of public land (as a public amenity)


· Community values

· Social trends


· Environmental Justice


· Minority populations


· Low-income populations


Created on 3/3/2009 





From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: RE: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline
Date: 03/09/2009 11:38 AM

Hi Sarah, sounds good. Thanks!

-----Original Message-----
From: Sarah L Davis [mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us]
Sent: Mon 3/9/2009 11:25 AM
To: Cara Bellavia
Subject: Re: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline

Cara, sorry I was out of the office all week - will review it and get back
with you.

Sarah L. Davis, ASLA
Plan Revision Team
Coronado National Forest
TEL 520-388-8458
FAX 520-388-8332

"Cara Bellavia" <cbellavia@swca.com>
03/06/2009 02:45 PM

To
<sldavis@fs.fed.us>
cc
"Charles Coyle" <ccoyle@swca.com>
Subject
Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline

Hi Sarah,
I left you a voicemail on Tuesday (3/3/09) and haven't heard back from
you, so I thought I would follow up via email. I will be working with you
on the Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice resource sections of the
Rosemont EIS, and I wanted to coordinate the Affected Environment outline
with you. Please see the attached draft outline, for your review. If you
have any questions or comments, please let me know.
Thank you!
Cara
Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
Please consider the environment before printing this email
<<Rosemont EIS_Ch3Outline_SOCIO.doc>>

mailto:cbellavia@swca.com
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Tami Emmett
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 04:52 PM

Tami, 

I'll continue to remind everyone about cell phone usage.  I'm not sure what to say about people
occasionally falling asleep in meetings...do you have a suggestion? 

I'll be in the office all next week if you want to talk about this some more. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Tami Emmett/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:31 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, Beverley A

Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,
dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
William B Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT

MeetingLink

What about cell phone usage and falling asleep? 

Tami Emmett
Realty Specialist
Coronado National Forest, Region 3
Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8424 (office)
520-388-8305 (fax)
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Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT MeetingLink

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very hard, and got a lot
done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan
on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the meeting on the
16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss
them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the letters posted to our new
website.  Team members were also provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I
have other binder sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd like
one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week, for heritage and TCP
input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past Wednesday, there were
lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues
and units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other
meeting participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the
work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for presenters and
other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305 

notes://entr3b/8525685A00087F14/38D46BF5E8F08834852564B500129B2C/05437AC9F2CDE6F80725762B007D49AA




From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/15/2009 02:19 PM

Hello Bev, 
I won't be able to attend the meeting and will try to tie in with you early next week to catch up.   
Thanks. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT MeetingLink

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very hard, and got a lot
done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan
on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the meeting on the
16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss
them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the letters posted to our new
website.  Team members were also provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I
have other binder sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd like
one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week, for heritage and TCP
input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past Wednesday, there were
lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues
and units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other
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meeting participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the
work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for presenters and
other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305 



From: Tami Emmett
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; Beverley A Everson; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 03:31 PM

What about cell phone usage and falling asleep? 

Tami Emmett
Realty Specialist
Coronado National Forest, Region 3
Tucson, Arizona
520-388-8424 (office)
520-388-8305 (fax)

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/11/2009 03:29 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us,
temmett@fs.fed.us, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT MeetingLink

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very hard, and got a lot
done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan
on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the meeting on the
16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss
them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the letters posted to our new
website.  Team members were also provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I
have other binder sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd like
one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week, for heritage and TCP
input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 
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Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past Wednesday, there were
lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues
and units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other
meeting participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the
work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for presenters and
other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Re: September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting
Date: 09/18/2009 01:52 PM

This is a core team meeting, though as always, extended team is encouraged to come if available. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/18/2009 01:49 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us,

dsebesta@fs.fed.us, ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us,
jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com, Walter
Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meetingLink

Please plan on a full day in 4B (bring your parkas) to wrap up discussion of cooperating agency input
on alternatives, and to begin discussion of effects analysis.  We will start at 9:00 and have a half hour
lunch. 

Thanks. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Re: September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting
Date: 09/18/2009 03:47 PM

Actually, yes...there is a lot to know to prepare for retirement, at least for those of
us in FERS.  I'll be sending links to the team for the newest cooperating agency
letters that have come in.  Please provide comments by next Wednesday if you have
any.

Thanks for letting me know you can't make the meeting.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

▼ Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

Robert
Lefevre/R3/USDAFS

09/18/2009 03:01 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc

Subject Re: September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT

meeting

Thank you for the reminder, Bev, but on September 23 I will be at retirement
training.  Can you believe there is training for retirement?
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
▼ Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS

09/18/2009 01:52 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us,
dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,
ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us,
kbrown03@fs.fed.us, kellett@fs.fed.us,
ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M
Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com,
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rlefevre@fs.fed.us, sldavis@fs.fed.us,
sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, Tami
Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, tfurgason@swca.com,
Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES

Subject Re: September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT

meeting

This is a core team meeting, though as always, extended team is encouraged to
come if available. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

Beverley A
Everson/R3/USDAFS 

09/18/2009 01:49 PM 

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 
cc abelauskas@fs.fed.us, aelek@fs.fed.us, dkriegel@fs.fed.us, dsebesta@fs.fed.us,

ecuriel@fs.fed.us, gmckay@fs.fed.us, jable@fs.fed.us, kbrown03@fs.fed.us,
kellett@fs.fed.us, ljones02@fs.fed.us, Mary M Farrell/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, Melinda D
Roth/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, mreichard@swca.com, rlefevre@fs.fed.us,
sldavis@fs.fed.us, sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us, Tami Emmett/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES,
tfurgason@swca.com, Walter Keyes/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES, William B
Gillespie/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES 

Subject September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meetingLink

Please plan on a full day in 4B (bring your parkas) to wrap up discussion of
cooperating agency input on alternatives, and to begin discussion of effects
analysis.  We will start at 9:00 and have a half hour lunch. 

Thanks. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist

notes://entr3b/8725685400503F9C/0/A798B613141F35C20725763500721377
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Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305



From: Geoff Soroka
To: Larry Jones; Deborah K Sebesta; rlefevre@fs.fed.us
Subject: RE: Units of Measure
Date: 09/22/2009 11:39 AM

Have any of you been able to look this over yet? If you have any thoughts, please let me know.
 
Thanks!
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
 

From: Geoff Soroka 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 8:57 AM
To: 'Larry Jones'; 'Deborah K Sebesta'; 'rlefevre@fs.fed.us'
Subject: Units of Measure
 
Hello,
How are all my old office mates? Can you please look over the attached and see if you agree with
SWCA’s assessment of the “Issues and Units of Measure” for the “Plants and Animals” and “Riparian
Habitat” issues? In addition, would you be willing to address Point #3 in the riparian section to come up
with some sort of a way to measure the “Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors” issue?
 
Let me know if you think it would be beneficial for the 4 of us (or at least Larry, Bob, and I) to sit down
for a half-hour or so at the SO and work through this. I am available today, but not tomorrow or
possibly Wednesday.
 
Thank you!
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
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From: Charles Coyle
To: Salek Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre; Larry Jones; Beverley A Everson; Dale Ortman PE; Rion Bowers; Tom

Furgason
Subject: RE: water bounds of analysis
Date: 07/15/2009 08:36 AM
Attachments: groundwater.pdf

surfacewater.pdf
watersupply.pdf

Folks,
 
For your reference, attached are copies of all three water-related bounds of analysis maps (in their
current drafts).
 
Charles
 

From: Rion Bowers 
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2009 7:45 AM
To: Robert Lefevre
Cc: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Larry Jones; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson; Dale Ortman PE
Subject: RE: bio.pdf
 
Bob,
 
The water resources bounds of analysis map is based on the rational presented in the attached
memorandum. This memo covers onsite and offsite surface and ground water resources.  You have the
surface water map, and I have attached the proposed ground water bounds map as well. I believe this
information was previously provided to Salek, so he should also have it for review. I hope you find this
information helpful. Looking forward to your comments.
 
Thanks,
 
Rion
 

-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033

 
 

From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 4:53 PM
To: Rion Bowers
Cc: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Larry Jones; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: bio.pdf
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Hi, Rion.  Thanks for sending me the maps for riparian and water resources bounds of analysis.  I am
working with Salek and Larry on a response. Before you get too far, I need to tell that the bounds are
way too restrictive.  I want to propose a larger area that will take into consideration the groundwater
changes that will affect springs and consequently surface water and riparian areas after they dig the
pit.  I'll be sending a shapefile. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 

"Rion Bowers" <rbowers@swca.com>

07/07/2009 11:35 AM

To <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>
cc  

Subject bio.pdf

 
  

[attachment "bio.pdf" deleted by Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS]



From: Reta Laford
To: Jeanine Derby; Reta Laford; Keith L Graves; Faye Fentiman; John Able; Salek Shafiqullah; Teresa Ann

Ciapusci; Robert Lefevre; Janet Jones; tfurguson@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com;
jsturgess@agustaresource.com; Stephen Edwards; Larry Hall; Andrew Quevedo; Heidi Schewel; Beverley A
Everson

Subject: READ - Safety Plan for Rosemont Open House April 22
Date: 04/18/2008 09:33 AM
Attachments: 2008 04 22 Sahaurita High School Cafeteria open house safety plan rev3.doc

All - The attached safety plan, or its content in any form, are not to be
shared outside of the meeting staff.

All - Please read the attached safety plan (revision 3).  It has new information about
parking and exiting.

All - There will be a short pre-meeting safety briefing.

Steve Edwards - Please see request for you to take a couple minutes at our pre-
meeting safety briefing about how to handle confrontations or signal if assistance is
desired.

John / Teresa Ann - Note the desire for using a monitor to present the process
info.

John - Note that we have not arranged for a PA system from the facility.

Jamie - Please see that your folks are aware of this information.

Reta Laford, Deputy Forest Supervisor

USDA Forest Service, Coronado National Forest
300 W Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Phone:  520-388-8307 (office),  505-452-7557 (cell)
Fax:       520-388-8305
Email:   rlaford@fs.fed.us
----------------------------------------------------------------------

mailto:CN=Reta Laford/OU=R3/O=USDAFS
mailto:CN=Jeanine Derby/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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mailto:CN=John Able/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Salek Shafiqullah/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Teresa Ann Ciapusci/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
mailto:CN=Teresa Ann Ciapusci/OU=R3/O=USDAFS@FSNOTES
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/// CONFIDENTIAL /// NOT FOR EXTERNAL RELEASE /// SAFETY ///


SAFETY PLAN


SAHUARITA OPEN HOUSE


4/22/08



Facility Name / Location

Sahuarita High School Cafeteria

350 W Sahuarita Road

Sahuarita, AZ


Pre-Meeting Contact for Facility

Joanne Harris

Phone 520-625-3502 x1002

Onsite Contact for Facility

Asst. Principal - Stephanie Sillman x1511

Head Night Janitor - Armando Lopez (locking and unlocking facility)


Contacts for Open House FS Law Enforcement


Name


Cell


Steve Edwards
505-574-5753


Bob Alot 

520-444-0442

Larry Hall

520-269-1209

Andrew Quevedo
520-975-5375

Contacts for Open House FS Staff and SWCA 

FS Name


Cell

SWCA name

cell

Jeanine Derby

520-444-4034

Tom Ferguson

520-820-5178

Reta Laford

505-452-7557

Melissa  Reichard 
520-250-6204

Keith Graves

520-403-4528

Faye Fentiman

520-237-1884

John Able

520-405-4256


Heidi Schewell
520-237-4860  (media contact)

Bev Everson

520-444-4605  (resource table)

Salek Shafiqullah
520-609-422     personal cell (resource table)

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
520-237-0879  (NEPA table)

Bob Lefevre

520-444-2557  (comment box monitor)

Janet Jones

520-403-3853  (sign in table)

Translators


Pre-meeting Briefing


· Forest Service staff and all consultants, including the proposal consultants, are part of the same safety team for this meeting.  Work together to be safe!

· There will be a short safety briefing for all staff before the meeting start.


· Forest Service Law Enforcement will share pointers for dealing with public confrontation and how to help each other through it.

· Assist other staff in dealing with public confrontation.


· If conflict heightens, it is ok to apologize and excuse yourself from the situation.


External Awareness

· The site is a fairly congested multi-grade school complex.


· The school complex will be open during the time of our meeting.

· School releases at 3:25 pm.


· No outdoor set-up is allowed before 3:30 pm.

· Anyone setting-up or unloading during school hours, before 3:30 pm, will need a visitor’s pass from the office.


· Expect students milling around after school.

· Expect sport event activity in fields and associated parking areas.


· Various groups want to set up tables outside of the meeting area.

· Constrained by school policy and liability issues, the FS has not made arrangements to accommodate group tables outside of our meeting.

· Groups may try to make a statement or connect with participants by means other than outside tables – potentially disrupting the meeting.

· Unless there is a public safety or harassment concern, we will not interfere with the actions of others outside of our contracted use areas.


· Many citizens are knowledgeable about water concerns and other issues.


· Attendees may have a strong desire to press for answers not readily available at this time because we are just beginning the NEPA process.

· Do not engage in a debate.  Allow for people to express their opinions.

· Acknowledge that additional analyses will occur and encourage them to provide information to help.


· There are no interior restrooms.


· Restrooms are located at the west exterior of the cafeteria.


· If you are uncomfortable going outside in a FS shirt, bring a light jacket or shirt to put over it when going outside.


Site Overview


· The High School portion of the complex is at the East end.


· There are several vehicle entrances from W Sahuarita Road.  Public parking will be signed to “PP”.  The walkway from “PP” to the cafeteria will be posted.


· Parking for staff is at “PS”.




Site Overview, zoom


· Note the many public parking areas and walkways.  Managing the exterior flow of people to any great degree is not feasible.

· Signed public parking will be to the back side of the cafeteria, labeled building “7”.  The circle drop off/pick up loop needs to be clear for busses from 3:25 to 3:45 pm.


· Note the courtyard in front of the cafeteria.  Open exterior space also exists under the awning at the south side of the cafeteria.  Groups may try to use the open exterior area under the awning, close to the cafeteria, or along walkways.

· We do not have a secure exclusive designated parking area.  Staff parking is at front, corresponding with faculty parking and drop off/pick up area.


· 

Room Lay Out



· The room is a single level 52’ by 84’ rectangle.


· There are three sets of exterior doors opening to the courtyard.


· Two sets of double doors are at the front.  One set is planned for the entrance sign in; the other set is planned for the exit.


· There is a four door set of doors at the west side.  These doors are not planned for use.  The side doors are to be locked to prevent entrance from the outside, while still serving as fire exits.


· Any of the exterior doors may be used as a fire exit.

· The left side of the back wall is solid.  The right side of the back wall has three gated openings to food service areas.  Gates will be down and locked.

· The facility does not have rectangle tables.  Rectangle tables will be brought by SWCA for use at sign-in and comment box.  Otherwise, areas will have to use school-provided round tables.


· There is no locked storage area for excess tables and chairs.  Excess tables will be folded in half and stored with chain lock at the southwest front corner.  Unused chairs will similarly need to be stored chained locked.

· Although there is a large screen at the east wall, which has not been tested, it may not work well in this setting.  Teresa Ann is looking into use of a computer monitor for presenting the process info near the process table.

· The facility does not provide a PA system.  It is currently uncertain as to how we will handle presenting the opening statement.  Ideally, we would have flexibility to position anywhere in the room.

Personal Items


· Keep ID and other essential items on one’s person during the meeting.

· Keep staff cell phone list on your person in case of separation.

· Bring no personal items such as briefcases, bags, or purses that you cannot keep on one’s person during the meeting.

· If you are uncomfortable going outside in a FS shirt, bring a light jacket or shirt to put over it when going outside.


Parking Safety Area

· Every public meeting is to have a designated parking safety area.  The designated are for this meeting is out front in the faculty parking.

· The designated parking safety area for this meeting is not secure and does not have exclusive or multiple exit routes.

· All Forest Service employees staffing the meeting are to park in the designated parking safety area.


· Contracted employees staffing the meeting have the option of parking in the designated safety area.


· Walk and note the foot route to reach the parking safety area.

Exit Code


· Prior to the meeting, CATT is to test the hand-held PA unit in meeting bag.


· CATT is to bring meeting bag with the hand-held PA unit.


· The meeting bag will be secure at the sign-in table

· Forest Service Law Enforcement is to announce the broadcast exit code.  After a few minutes, Law Enforcement is to announce that the meeting is over.

· The broadcast exit code is “Will the owner of the green Buick parked in the fire lane, please move it.”


· The individual exit code is “There’s a call for you at the check in.”


Post-Exit Meeting Area

· Once Forest Service employees receive the exit code, they are to calmly go directly to the designated safety parking area and wait further instructions.

· Once the exit code is given, SWCA employees should initiate the meeting breakdown.


· The driver is to check to see that all passengers he/she arrived with are accounted for.

· Once all are accounted for in the designated safety area, assess the situation to determine whether it is safer for all to stay in place or exit.


· Leave the area in a safe manner.


Post-Exit Action


· Meet at the Supervisor’s Office and receive post-exit instructions.
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From: Melissa Reichard
To: tciapusci@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us
Cc: Melinda D Roth
Subject: Record question
Date: 11/24/2009 12:46 PM

On page 7, 4th bullet down it describes handling some electronic media. If a CD is received and the
file on the file on the CD is available in hardcopy, can we toss the CD of the file that was
transmitted?
 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us


From: Melissa Reichard
To: Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Sarah L Davis
Cc: Melinda D Roth
Subject: Record question
Date: 11/25/2009 10:44 AM

Do you want the Geotechnical Drilling Record included or should we send those documents
back to you? If so, is there a reference we should look for (i.e. project #)?
 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us


From: Melissa Reichard
To: Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Sarah L Davis; Melinda D Roth
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Tom Furgason; Reta Laford; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Record questions
Date: 12/23/2009 10:49 AM
Attachments: Record Question & Requests Tracking 122309.pdf

All-
I began submitting these questions quite some time ago and still have not heard an answer on
most of them. I have made note of all of the answers that I have decided to go with. Frankly, I can’t
wait for answers given my current timeline. I have a number of other decisions that have been
made to fill in the gaps of the guidance. If you would like them, let me know.
 
Also, the biggest outstanding piece is references. The guidance leaves out this section entirely,
other than it being listed in the schema. I will need to know, in writing, what and how-specifically-
you want documented pertaining to references. Which documents do you want references
documented from? I should also note that this section will not be able to meet our current
timeline. It could take months to compile this documentation outside of the current record project.
 
I also have not heard back on what the expectations are from SWCA pertaining to the resource
documentation. We will need to discuss anything required of us other than receiving documents
from the appropriate specialists to represent the work done for their resource.
 
I look forward to hearing your thoughts!
I hope you all have a nice holiday!
 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes

mailto:mreichard@swca.com
mailto:tciapusci@fs.fed.us
mailto:sldavis@fs.fed.us
mailto:mroth@fs.fed.us
mailto:beverson@fs.fed.us
mailto:tfurgason@swca.com
mailto:rlaford@fs.fed.us
mailto:mreichard@swca.com



Rosemont Copper Project Record Questions & Requests 
 


Draft- Deliberative Content Only Page 1 
 


Question 
Guidance 


Pg # 
Submitted 


on 
Response 


Response 
by 


Response 
Date 


Regarding Conflict of Interest forms-  
Is one document per company signed 
by Principals acceptable? 2 11/11/09 


We are only handling these 
according to what has been 
previously acceptable- one 
conflict of interest for the 
company 


Melissa 12/23/09 


Regarding Pre-NEPA record-  
Can you confirm that we need to 
integrate the paper copy that you 
already have bound into our paper 
copy and then scan to accommodate 
electronic needs? 


3 11/11/09 


We have already integrated into 
the record because we never 
received an answer 


Melissa 12/23/09 


What “Draft” docs would you want 
included? Also, please confirm that you 
want it noted in the footer as “Draft-
Deliberative” inside the 1” margin. 


6 11/11/09 


Per Reta- we are NOT including 
any draft documents that would 
be included in final form. 


Melissa 12/23/09 


If a doc needs to be transcribed, should 
they be entered into the index as one 
document? Should the page count 
both of the original and transcription? 


6 11/11/09 


 


  


If a map can be folded to fit 8 ½ x 11”, 
does it still need to be reduced? (i.e. 11 
x 17 or large scale) 


7 11/11/09 


We are not reducing maps 
providing that they can be folded 
to fit in an 8 ½ x 11 file because 
we have not received an answer 


Melissa 12/23/09 







Rosemont Copper Project Record Questions & Requests 
 


Draft- Deliberative Content Only Page 2 
 


Question 
Guidance 


Pg # 
Submitted 


on 
Response 


Response 
by 


Response 
Date 


Please confirm- The Bates Stamp 
should be used on the LITIGATION 
record only.  


7 11/11/09 


We are NOT using bates stamp 
because this is not the litigation 
record and we have not received 
an answer. 


Melissa 12/23/09 


How do you want hard copies labeled? 
Pencil, top right corner? Individual file 
folders?  Note: numbers will not go in 
order because the files will be 
chronological. 


7 11/11/09 


We plan on labeling by pencil in 
the upper right corner of the 
document’s first page because we 
have not received an answer. 


Melissa 12/23/09 


What is the official project name and 
#? 


7 11/11/09 
 


  


Do you approve of changes to the 
Schema? (see attached) 12 11/11/09 


We have already filed according to 
our schema because response was 
not received. 


Melissa 12/23/09 


Do FOIA Exempt docs get listed on the 
index? If so, should they be in their 
own category or in the one already 
applicable? 


17 11/11/09 


These docs will be indexed as a 
FOIA Exempt category 


Melissa 12/23/09 


With FOIA Exempt docs, should there 
be a place holder in the applicable 
section in the hard copy pointing to 
location of protected document? 


23 11/11/09 


We have decided to go with a 
locator sheet pointing to the 
appropriate record placed in the 
FOIA Exempt folder. 


Melissa 12/23/09 







Rosemont Copper Project Record Questions & Requests 
 


Draft- Deliberative Content Only Page 3 
 


Question 
Guidance 


Pg # 
Submitted 


on 
Response 


Response 
by 


Response 
Date 


Regarding previous IDT documents & 
other- do we go back and get dates 
and signatures? 


22 11/11/09 
 


  


How do you want original format 
electronic files kept? 


23 11/11/09 


We only compiling original file 
formats of documents that are 
readily available because we have 
not received an answer 


Melissa 12/23/09 


When and how do you expect Record 
to be transferred to the Forest? 


24 11/11/09 
 


  


Because of line limitations in Excel, do 
you prefer volumes that roll over as 
things are added or do you want them 
separated by Schema folder? 


 11/11/09 


 


  


Scoping comments were already 
scanned and exempted from typical 
record requirements. They were not 
scanned using OCR. Can you confirm if 
that is still ok? 


 11/11/09 


Based on the original direction, 
we are considering these 
documents as well as Forest and 
other company letterhead exempt 
from this rule 


Melissa 12/23/09 


When dealing with correspondence: 
We could receive three copies of the 
same letter addressed to one person 
with others cc: two different people 
(SWCA or FS)- do we keep all of them 
or just one for the file? 


 11/24/09 


“Just one for the file, no need to 
keep cc's.” 


Sarah Davis 11/24/09 







Rosemont Copper Project Record Questions & Requests 
 


Draft- Deliberative Content Only Page 4 
 


Question 
Guidance 


Pg # 
Submitted 


on 
Response 


Response 
by 


Response 
Date 


On page 7, 4th bullet down it describes 
handling some electronic media. If a 
CD is received and the file on the file 
on the CD is available in hardcopy, can 
we toss the CD of the file that was 
transmitted? 


7 11/24/09 


We have decided to only include 
the hard copy in the paper record 
and have been putting any CDs 
aside.  


Melissa 12/23/09 


Do you want the Geotechnical Drilling 
Record included or should we send 
those documents back to you? If so, is 
there a reference we should look for 
(i.e. project #)? 


 11/25/09 


We are putting any documents 
that appear to belong to this 
record in a separate file until 
instructed otherwise. 


Melissa 12/23/09 


ADEQ scoping comment dated 
7/14/08- was it received prior to 
attached to 8/29/08 letter? Asked TA 


 12/23/09 
 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 







Rosemont Copper Project Record Questions & Requests 
 


Draft- Deliberative Content Only Page 5 
 


 


 


 


 


Request: 
Guidance 


Pg # 
Submitted 


on 
Response 


Response 
by 


Response 
Date 


Blue Envelopes for FOIA Exempt docs 
23 11/11/09 


TA placed packages of these in our 
FS mailbox for pick up 


TA  


Pre-NEPA index electronically- location 
of e-file sent with second request on 
11/16 


 
11/11/09 & 


11/16/09 


Mindee emailed index 
Mindee 11/17/09 


Pre-NEPA hard copy record  11/11/09 Melissa went and picked them up Melissa 11/12/09 
Alaska forms electronically (i.e. cover 
sheet, locator form, etc)  11/11/09 


Melissa created her own versions 
because these were never 
received 


12/15/09  


Index electronically 
 11/11/09 


Melissa created because this was 
not provided 


12/15/09  


Working group documentation 
including contracts with Udall 


2 11/11/09 
 


  


 







From: Melissa Reichard
To: Melinda D Roth; Sarah L Davis
Cc: Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Tom Furgason; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Record questions
Date: 12/09/2009 11:47 AM

Ladies-
 
I have been working with our specialists about documenting their references. It was brought to my
attention that it could take months, for example, to locate and document all references cited in the
Arch Survey. I referred back to your guidance and did not find any direction to document
references. However, I know this is something that Reta and TA were talking about since day 1. I
need clarification ASAP on this. If you want references documented, I need to know EXACTLY what
and how and any possible exceptions to this rule. This work will require a change order top
Rosemont, so please respond as quickly as possible. We are working on an extremely limited
timeline and I suspect that this portion of the record will not be able to be completed by the time
the DEIS goes to Region.
 
Also, I still need clarification on the exact due date of the record to you and in what form.
Originally, it was the end of March. In one of our last meetings, the timeline was changed to Feb 15
for submission to Region. Can you specify whether the new due date also applies to the record and
whether you require all files, including electronic or if you will  only need the basic index
 
Thanks!
 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax
 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions." -
Oliver Wendell Holmes
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Reminder that tomorrow's IDT meeting is in 4B - this is the case for all second Wednesday of the month
(extended team) meetings.  See you at 9:00.

Date: 08/11/2009 04:58 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Teresa Ann Ciapusci
To: pdl r3 coronado so employees@FSNOTES
Subject: REMINDER:  NEPA Webinar Training Opportunity Today and Tomorrow
Date: 07/29/2009 07:20 AM

Just a reminder that today and tomorrow, July 29 and 30, the Rosemont Copper
Team is sponsoring an webinar series titled "Introduction to NEPA."  The webinar is
delivered in 2-hour sessions from 10:00 am to noon on the two consecutive days for
a total of 4 hours of training.  There is no cost to attend.  The session may be
viewed at the Tucson Public Works Building @ 130 West Congress, First Floor -
Board of Supervisor's Hearing Room.  The webinar provider, SWCA Environmental
Consultants, recommends participants bring notetaking materials to the session.

Teresa Ann Ciapusci
Staff Officer
Ecosystem Management and Planning
Coronado National Forest
300 West Congress, FB42
Tucson, Arizona   85701
(520) 388-8350 office
(520) 237-0879 cellular
(520) 388-8305 fax
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From: Debby Kriegel
To: Melissa Reichard; Beverley A Everson
Cc: Deborah K Sebesta; Robert Lefevre; Laura White; Celeste A Gordon
Subject: Rosemont - Wilderness Issue Statement
Date: 02/20/2009 10:35 AM
Attachments: Theme 101_wksht 1.doc

Theme 101 Worksheet 2 E-VERSION 012109.doc

I just met with Laura White.  She read through the draft wilderness theme statement
and looked over the screening criteria.  She agrees that this should be carried
forward as an issue for now, and that based on worksheet 2 it qualifies as a
significant issue.  Once there is a revised issue statement document we need to
have her re-read this theme and wordsmith a bit.

Here are some comments:
1.  On the worksheet 1 document notes, please re-word the first sentence to read
"The area of the Proposed Action is not within a Wilderness area, but there may be
effects" and add 2 sentences "Consider also potential effects to Rincon Mountain
Wilderness." and "Analyze visibility of proposed project from wilderness, air quality,
noise, and wilderness/trail access."
2.  Should possible effects to Las Cienegas NCA be moved into another theme
(maybe Wildlife)?  Debbie: does this sound logical?
3.  On worksheet 2, second question, add to the rationale box "FSM 2320 has some
direction for air quality, etc."

Bob:  Is Rincon Mountain Wilderness is in a class 1 airshed?  If so, please let Melissa
know that she should mention this in the notes.

Thanks.

▼ "Melissa Reichard" <mreichard@swca.com>

"Melissa Reichard"
<mreichard@swca.com> 

02/20/2009 09:10 AM

To "Debby Kriegel" <dkriegel@fs.fed.us>

cc

Subject Wilderness screening

Debby-
I had something unexpected come up yesterday that took me out of the office. I
just got your message. I hope this takes care of it in time. Let me know if you need
anything else. I will be in all day today.
Thanks!

 
Melissa  Reichard
Project Administrator
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		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 1

This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme to assess whether the comment represents an Issue or Non Issue.



		Date:

1/28/09

		Category:

Wilderness

		Comment # & Theme:

101. Loss of Wilderness Characteristics



		Team Member(s): Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Theme Statement:


The construction and operation an open-pit copper mine may result in the restriction, disturbance, or direct loss of wilderness qualities in the Santa Rita Mountains for a broad cross-section of local residents and visiting tourists. This also includes the potential for:


· A reduction the amount of open space available for wilderness activities;


· The disturbance of environmentally sensitive land;


· The disturbance of nearby wilderness areas, including the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area and the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness.






		



		Worksheet 1 (cont.)



		Theme #


101

		Team Member(s):

Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Issue Screening

Questions 




		1. Is the statement within the scope of the proposed action? 




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes – This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using questions 2 and 3 below.



		

		2. Is the statement a point of disagreement, debate, or dispute about the Proposed Action based on effects?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using question 3 below and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.





		

		3. Does the statement establish a cause and effect relationship of effects to the Proposed Action?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.







Document rationale or notes here:

The area of the Proposed Action is not a Wilderness area but it may be effects. Las Cienegas is not a Wilderness. The Forest Service is currently evaluating potential Wilderness areas in the Santa Ritas. 


		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 2


Significance Screening


This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme that were determined to be potential issues on Worksheet 1 and screen for NEPA Significance.





		Theme#  101     

		If “yes”on ALL of the below, it is Significant- please complete Worksheet 3                   If “no”on ANY of the below, it is Not Significant- please complete Worksheet 4



		Team Member(s):Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Consideration:

		Determination

		Rationale



		Is the issue relevant to the decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Do existing laws, regulations or policies allow for discretion in decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Is the issue supported by scientific evidence and/or can it be analyzed? 

i.e. The nature of this issue is not conjectural or speculative.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     







SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520)325-9194, (520)325-2033 fax

 
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.

 
"Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original
dimensions." -Oliver Wendell Holmes

 


		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 1

This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme to assess whether the comment represents an Issue or Non Issue.



		Date:

1/28/09

		Category:

Wilderness

		Comment # & Theme:

101. Loss of Wilderness Characteristics



		Team Member(s): Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Theme Statement:


The construction and operation an open-pit copper mine may result in the restriction, disturbance, or direct loss of wilderness qualities in the Santa Rita Mountains for a broad cross-section of local residents and visiting tourists. This also includes the potential for:


· A reduction the amount of open space available for wilderness activities;


· The disturbance of environmentally sensitive land;


· The disturbance of nearby wilderness areas, including the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area and the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness.






		



		Worksheet 1 (cont.)



		Theme #


101

		Team Member(s):

Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Issue Screening

Questions 




		1. Is the statement within the scope of the proposed action? 




		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes – This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using questions 2 and 3 below.



		

		2. Is the statement a point of disagreement, debate, or dispute about the Proposed Action based on effects?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening using question 3 below and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.





		

		3. Does the statement establish a cause and effect relationship of effects to the Proposed Action?

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No -This comment theme does not need to be considered further. Document this on cover sheet.

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes- This comment theme may be an issue that needs to be considered further. Continue screening and complete Significance screening on Worksheet 2.







Document rationale or notes here:

The area of the Proposed Action is not a Wilderness area but it may be effects. Las Cienegas is not a Wilderness. The Forest Service is currently evaluating potential Wilderness areas in the Santa Ritas. 


		Comment Disposition of Potential Issues


Worksheet 2


Significance Screening


This worksheet is intended to consider all processed comments representing a particular Category and Theme that were determined to be potential issues on Worksheet 1 and screen for NEPA Significance.





		Theme#  101     

		If “yes”on ALL of the below, it is Significant- please complete Worksheet 3                   If “no”on ANY of the below, it is Not Significant- please complete Worksheet 4



		Team Member(s):Everson, Keyes, Lefevre, Sebesta, Davis, Shafiqullah, Elek, Kriegel



		Consideration:

		Determination

		Rationale



		Is the issue relevant to the decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Do existing laws, regulations or policies allow for discretion in decision to be made?



		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     



		Is the issue supported by scientific evidence and/or can it be analyzed? 

i.e. The nature of this issue is not conjectural or speculative.

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
  No

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Yes 



		     







From: Robert Lefevre
To: Mark J Fitch
Cc: dmorrow@swca.com; Beverley A Everson
Bcc: Robert Lefevre
Subject: Rosemont Copper Mine - Air Quality Issues
Date: 09/15/2008 04:27 PM

DRAFT - Internal, Deliberative Correspondence Only

Mark, thank you for calling me back.  Our consultant for Air Quality is Dave Morrow
of SWCA.  His contact information is  

                                            email:   dmorrow@swca.com
                                            phone: 805-543-7095

I briefly mentioned the expected issues the other day as being road dust, tailings
pile dust, blasting, diesel exhaust, and commuter traffic exhaust.  The Rosemont
Copper consultant suggested Aermod as the model he wanted to use.  Dave
suggested we consider Calpuff.  Dave asked me to recommend a model after talking
to you.   

Another item that came up was the proximity to Class I areas, which I thought might
be Saguaro NP, Galiuro Wilderness, Chiricahua Wilderness, and Chiricahua NM.  I
have done a little GIS work, and there are actually only two Class I areas within 100
km:  Saguaro NP and Galiuro Wilderness, but the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness (Class
II) is less than 10 km away and you had mentioned that we should approach Class
II Wilderness as if they were Class I.  With that in mind, the Pusch Ridge
Wilderness, Rincon Wilderness, and Miller Peak Wilderness Areas (all Class II) are
within 100 km.  And if we consider 300 km, the  Chiricahua NM and Chiricahua
Wilderness on the Coronado; plus the Mazatzal, Sierra Ancha, and Superstition WA's
on the Tonto NF; and the Gila and Aldo Leopold WA's on the Gila also fall in as Class
I areas.  In addition, there are a lot of wilderness study areas and Class II wilderness
areas within the 300 km that I haven't taken time to identify yet. 

Locally, there are some residences as close as 2 km.  So we have to figure out what
the analysis area will be:  100 km or 300 km; and what the targets are within the
selected distance.

DRAFT - Internal, Deliberative Correspondence Only
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373
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From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: Debby Kriegel; George McKay; Mindee     Roth; Art Elek; Eli Curiel; Kent Ellett; Chris Garrett; Reta Laford; Ken

Kertell; Alan Belauskas; Dale Ortman; William Gillespie; Robert     Lefevre; Beverley Everson; Debbie Sebesta;
Walt Keyes

Cc: kkertell@swca.com; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Charles Coyle; Geoff Soroka; John MacIvor; dreitz@swca.com
Subject: Rosemont Copper Water Supply Project Design Concept Report
Date: 07/17/2009 03:38 PM

Rosemont delivered the Rosemont Copper Water Supply Project Design
Concept Report today.  I placed this report on WebEx 
(https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150417) if you are interested in
this report.  Please note that this report includes alignment and design information
that could result in impacts other than groundwater.

 

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont Core IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 02/17/2009 12:30 PM

Hi Everyone,

This is to confirm that we will be having an IDT meeting tomorrow.  The core team
should have this day obligated for the meeting; for the extended team the meeting
is optional, but please attend if your schedule allows.

In our meetings a couple of weeks ago, we determined that some potential issues
were not issues at all, and others were not significant issues.  Tomorrow we're going
to refine our reasoning and expand on our documentation for these determinations.

We'll meet in 6V6 from 9:00 to 4:30, with a break for lunch.

Please bring the binders that you received at the Sept. 10 kick-off meeting.

Thanks.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Kent C Ellett
To: Alan Belauskas; Beverley A Everson; William B Gillespie; Robert Lefevre; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

Kendall Brown; Sarah L Davis; Salek Shafiqullah; Walter Keyes; Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Jennifer Ruyle; Mary
M Farrell

Subject: Rosemont EIS assignments due Friday 3/20 and Tues 3/24.
Date: 03/18/2009 05:47 PM

If you received this e-mail you probably have an assignment due Friday the 20th &/or next
Tuesday the 24th. 
EPG - 138 kV Transmission Line:  Due Friday
We met with consultants EPG and SWCA today to discuss the proposed 138 kilovolt
transmission line and the Cause & Effect/Issue Statements.  
I've been waiting for EPG's Siting Criteria Worksheet and definition for the ratings (i.e.,
low, moderately low, moderate, etc.) to be emailed to me. It hasn't come yet.  I'll check
on it tomorrow so you have it to do your assignment of reviewing the proposed ratings
and if you think an issue should be rated differently, state the rating it should have with
your rational and email it to me (Kent) by noon Friday so I can consolidate and send to
EPG Friday afternoon.

1.    Debby Kriegel to cover VQO and add SMS (Scenery Management System) and ROS
(Recreation Opportunity Spectrum).  Debby will get with the GIS Shop to provide GIS
layers or shape files to EPG.
2.    Teresa Ann assigned to send EPG the ftp site location for a GIS map with land uses
designations and other special classifications such as T&E species critical habitat
designations.  Teresa Ann will coordinate with Jennifer Ruyle.  
3.    Teresa Ann to also get with Erin Boyle to address Wilderness.
4.    Kent will coordinate with the Heritage Shop RE Cultural Resources.
5.    Larry Jones and Debbie Sebesta to review Biological Resources section and provide
their comments.
6.    Walt Keyes to cover roads, particularly a new electricity line would need new service
roads.

SWCA - Cause & Effect/Issue Statements:  Due Next Tuesday.
Assignments:   Send your comments to Bev with a cc to Rita and Teresa Ann by Tuesday
afternoon so Bev can forward to SWCA Wednesday morning.  This will give SWCA a couple
days to review in preparation for the meeting with Rosemont on the 30th.
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"Dismissed Themes" #95 & #68 may be combined pending Regional Office input.

I have several hard copies of the documents we reviewed today and will put them on
Rita's table if you need one.  Electronic documents are available on Webex.   Please
contact John Able or Melissa Reichard (SWCA) if you need assistance with Webex. 
Melissa's phone number is 520-325-2033 and email is mreichard@swca.com   

Good meeting today.  Thanks for your focus & participation.  Rita, thanks for the bagels. 

Kent C. Ellett
District Ranger, Nogales RD
303 Old Tucson Road, Nogales, AZ  85621
520-761-6002 (w), 520-975-0902 (cell)



From: Ben Gaddis
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: Rosemont EIS night sky bounds of analysis
Date: 07/08/2009 02:11 PM
Attachments: Rosemont_NightSkyBoundsofAnalysis07012009.doc

light.pdf

Sarah,

Attached are a map of the night sky draft bounds of analysis and word document explanation to
accompany. Please let me know your thoughts when you get a chance. Again, I apologize for being so
tardy in the delivery of this to you. I'm committed that it not happen again. Thanks very much and I
look forward to continuing to work with you on this.

Best regards,

Ben
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Rosemont EIS


Night Sky Bounds of Analysis

Lighting to conduct nighttime mining operations has the potential to result in two types of adverse impacts. First, mine lighting may result in an increase in sky glow above the mine. Second, mine lighting may be directly visible by observers on the ground. To address these two types of impacts the spatial analysis area will consist of 


1. key observation points from which there may be an increase in sky glow resulting in diminished viewer experience (professional or amateur astronomer, recreationists, general star gazers, residents) of the night sky and 


2. the area established for analysis of visual resources perhaps modified following receipt of a detailed lighting plan

The temporal bounds of analysis for both types of lighting impacts will be the life of mining operations (+/- 20 years). Construction (+/- 2 years), reclamation (+/- 2 years), and post closure phases would not require crews to work at night and therefore no lights would be necessary in these phases of the project.


Sky glow proposed key observation points:


· Mt Hopkins – this area hosts astronomical observatories that may be impacted as a result of increased sky glow

· Mt Wrightson – this area is a destination for hikers whose experience of the night sky may be impacted as result of increased sky glow

· Town of Patagonia – during scoping numerous commenters were concerned about the impact of night lighting on their viewing of the night sky. 

· Town of Sonoita – during scoping numerous commenters were concerned about the impact of night lighting on their viewing of the night sky.

· Rincon Peak in Saguaro East – NPS manages for night sky. There may be sky glow impacts from Rincon Peak looking south toward the mine area. This area is also included in the visual resources analysis area.

Mine lights direct line of sight analysis area:


This analysis area will generally be the same as the analysis area for visual resources. It may be narrowed following receipt of a detailed lighting plan showing exactly where lights would be. 


Map to follow 
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From: Ben Gaddis
To: SLDavis@fs.fed.us
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: Rosemont EIS Night Sky Outline
Date: 03/13/2009 04:45 PM
Attachments: 3.14_Lighting-SkyGlowOutline_btg.doc

Sarah,
 
Thanks for taking the time to speak with me this afternoon. I’ve attached a copy of the current draft
outline for night sky. Please let me know if there are questions or if you’d like to discuss anything else.
As I mentioned to you on the phone, I’m copying Charles Coyle (SWCA’s project manager) on this
email so that he is in the loop. Thanks again and have a great weekend.
 
Ben
 
Benjamin Gaddis
SWCA Environmental Consultants
257 E 200 S, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801) 322-4307 x 209 office
(801) 259-3257 cell
Sound Science. Creative Solutions.
www.swca.com
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3.14 Outdoor Lighting

The area of analysis for skyglow includes surrounding lands that could be affected by changes in artificial lighting occurring from the Proposed Action and alternatives. Because lighting can disperse through the atmosphere and may extend further than 12 miles, the analysis area consists of…. [Area of analysis to be determined. This would be part of conducting the modeling analysis and should probably be determined in concert with observatories and/or NPS and/or others as appropriate]

3.14.1 Lightscape Management Objectives


3.14.1.2 Pima County Lightscape Management – Outdoor Lighting Code

3.14.1.3 National Park Service Night Sky Objectives


3.14.1.1 Requirements for Optimal Operations of Astronomical Observatories

3.14.2 Methods for Measuring Skyglow


3.14.1.1 Limiting Magnitude


3.14.2.2 Bortle Dark-Sky Scale

3.14.3 Existing Sky Glow Conditions


Describe existing sky glow condition directly above the project area, directly above KOPs (if available), and from KOPs as looking toward the project area.


�Delete this if it’s determined to be a non-issue. Saguaro NP is not terribly far away so I wouldn’t be surprised if there wasn’t a concern.







From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Larry Jones; Mary M
Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett;
Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Arthur S Elek; Kent C Ellett

Subject: Rosemont Extended Team meeting tomorrow in 4B, not at NAFRI
Date: 02/10/2009 10:15 AM

The Webex reminder for the meeting tomorrow is incorrect.  We will be meeting in
4B in the S.O., not at NAFRI.  The meeting starts at 9:00.

See you there.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Walter

Keyes; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us;
kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; William B
Gillespie; rlaford@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; mreichard@swca.com;
tfurgason@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com; Heidi Schewel

Subject: Rosemont FAQs
Date: 09/08/2009 03:34 PM
Attachments: FAQ list.docx

I'd like to develop and post to our website some basic project information.  Basic information could help
1) educate the public about the project 2) answer general questions 3) limit mis-information 4) limit the
time required to answer basic questions...  I'd like to ask you all to review the list of questions I have
and give me some input on other basic questions that come to mind.  Thanks. 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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Frequently Asked Questions

Rosemont Copper Project

Coronado National Forest, Arizona

September 2009





What is this project?  



Where is this project?



What products would the mine produce?



What is the expected life of the proposed mine?



What is the planning and decision-making timeline?



When would this project be implemented?  



Who is involved in this project?



What is “NEPA”?  



How has the public been involved?



How can the public remain involved?



Why is the Forest completing an Environmental Impact Statement?



Why not just “say no”?



Are there other actions connected to the mine proposal?



What assures that post-mine reclamation will be successful?



Where can I go for more information?















From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swc.com; gsoroka@swca.com; kcox@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com; Charles A Blair

Subject: Rosemont field trip white papers - try again
Date: 08/22/2008 03:43 PM
Attachments: carlotta.pdf

BHP San Manuel.pdf
Tyrone Information.pdf
Rosemont Tour Information.pdf

I'm not sure why no one could open the papers previously, but let's try again.  This
time I saved them as files (from the email that I rec'd them in, and could open them
from), and am reattaching them for mailing to you.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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Carlota Copper Company vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Carlota  Rosemont (oxide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  77.5 million tonnes  49.4 million tons 


Average Grade  0.45% Total Cu  0.18% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine  80%  65% 


Production Rate   6 to 9 million tonnes ore/annum  18 million tons ore at peak yr 


Average Copper Production  65.7 million pounds Cu/yr  38 million pounds Cu/ year 


Operating Life   9 yrs + 2 yrs residual leach  6 yrs placement + drain‐down 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  167 million tonnes  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  2.1:1  2.38:1 


Heap area  158 acres (318 total acres)  113 acres (approx) 


Pit dimensions  ½ mile x 1 mile  6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Pit depth  650 feet below Pinto Creek  1900 feet (approx) 


Water use  200 gpm approx (operational)  500 gpm approx (feasibility) 


 


The Carlota property is located on a combination of Tonto National Forest land, private land, and BHP 
property (leased and with right of ways).   


The pit spans Pinto Creek which will need to be diverted on a bench through the pit.  Pinto Creek is a 
303d listed water that has ephemeral or intermittent flows at the mine site.  Rosemont’s pit is in the 
uplands and the waste rock facilities are located in the Barrel drainage which is ephemeral. 


The Carlota leach pad is constructed in a valley and has a GCL subgrade, a liner, a drain layer, another 
GCL layer and an 80 mil LLDPE textured upper liner.  The area was cut and filled to new slopes with a 3 
to 1 slope configuration.  Rosemont’s pad consists of a prepared subgrade, a low permeability GCL liner 
and 60 mil LLDPE textured liners, with drain piping and 3’ of overliner drain fill.  Rosemont’s pad is 
sloped at a 3% grade and drains to the ponds that are constructed with a compacted subgrade, GCL, 60 
mil LLDPE bottom liner, a geonet and drain fill, with leak detection, and an 80 mil upper HDPE textured 
liner. 


A summary about Carlota copper is attached. 







 


 
The Carlota mine is located within the Globe-Miami mining district of Arizona, approximately 80 miles 
east of Phoenix Arizona and is a project that is permitted, fully financed and in construction. 
 
 
History: 
 
From the early 1900's to the late 1980's, Carlota saw some minor underground mining and underwent 
exploration and assessment activities by a series of owners.. In 1991 Cambior acquired the property 
and began to development studies towards feasibility and permitting. Cambior spent approximately 
$68 million and almost 14 years moving the Carlota project through permitting and feasibility studies 
in readiness for commencement of construction. 
 
Quadra acquired the Carlota project from Cambior Inc in late 2005. Following a project review that 
included infill drilling, engineering studies, detailed cost estimation and infrastructure development, 
Quadra produced an updated NI 43-101 technical report and received Board of Directors approval to 
proceed with development in November 2006. 
 
In early 2007, the net proceeds of a US$200 million term loan were secured to fund the construction 
and development of the Carlota Project and construction is proceeding on schedule with the first 
production of copper cathode expected in the fourth quarter of 2008. 
 
 
Estimated Operating Parameters: 
 
Mining is by conventional open pit methods, using drilling, blasting, loading and truck haulage of ore 
and waste. LME grade copper cathode will be produced onsite by the heap leach, SX-EW process. 
The electrowinning plant design has a capacity of 34,000 tonnes (75 million pounds) of copper 
cathode per year. The mine life is nine years plus two years of residual leach. 
 
Copper production projections from the Carlota mineable reserves are based on a yearly mining rate 
of 28 million tons of total material moved, which is the maximum material that can be moved annually 
under the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Carlota Air Quality Permit. 
 


QUADRA MINING LTD. : http://www.quadramining.com/ : Carlota Copper Project


Location: Globe Miami, Arizona, USA 


Ownership: 100% 


Type of Mine: Open Pit 


Type of Ore body: Copper oxide, supergene, exotic 


Primary Metal: Copper 


Processing Run of Mine Heap Leach with SX/EW 


End Product Cathode Copper 


Expected mine life 11 years from mid 2008 


Reserves 77 million tonnes at 0.45% copper 


Employees (e) 220 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine 77.5 million tonnes 


Average Grade 0.45% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine 80% 







* As of the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report with cash costs adjusted based on managements view 
of current inputs. 
 
Health and Saftey: 
 
There have been no Lost Time Accidents or Reportable Incidents at the Carlota project since the 
Company commenced construction in 2007. 
 
Carlota Outlook: 
 
Construction is budgeted over 18 months and targeted over 15 months and as the development of 
the project progresses, the company anticipates copper production to commence in the second half 
of 2008. 
 
Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates: 
 
The Carlota resource, which adheres to the 2000 Classification of Mineral Resources and Mineral 
Reserves of the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum, and in accordance with the 
standards set out in NI 43-101, is classified as Measured, Indicated or Inferred based on the distance 
to the nearest copper sample and the number of copper composites. The qualified persons 
responsible for the mineral resource and reserves are Edward Wellman, P.Eng., Call & Nicholas, Inc., 
Enrico Laos, P.Eng, Timothy S. Oliver, P.Eng, Ronald L. Peterson, P.Eng. of M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corp., Guy Le Bel, Ing. Quadra Mining Ltd., Jerry T. Hanks, P.Eng., Michael Geddis, 
P.Geol. of Water Management Consultants, Scott Hardy, P.Eng, Michael M. Gustin, P.Geol. of Mine 
Development Associates, Michael Henderson, P.E., Vector Colorado LLC. 
 


Carlota Resources 


The Carlota-Cactus probable reserves were derived from the resource model estimated by Mine 


Production Rate 6 to 9 million tonnes of ore/annum 


Average Copper Production 65.7 million pounds Cu/year 


Operating Life 9 years + 2 years residual leach 


Total Waste – Life of Mine 167 million tonnes 


Stripping Ratio (Waste to Ore) 2.1 


Capital Costs (excluding working capital) $198 million 


Working Capital Costs $29 million 


Average LOM Cash Costs $1.55/lb Cu produced 


    Measured Indicated Measured plus 
Indicated Inferred 


Deposit Cut-off 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Carlota-
Cactus 0.10% 16,762 0.52 71,232 0.43 87,994 0.45 4,477 0.34 


Eder 
North 0.12% 221 0.36 12,951 0.30 13,172 0.31 5,735 0.31 


Eder 
Junior 0.10% 241 0.17 2,564 0.15 2,805 0.16 318 0.27 


Eder 
South 0.15% 5,567 0.35 21,359 0.24 26,926 0.26 3,275 0.21 


Total  22,791 0.47 108,106 0.37 130,897 0.39 13,805 0.30 







Development Associates of Reno, Nevada. Both Measured and Indicated Resources were classified 
as Probable Reserves due to the amount of and different sources of soluble-copper data available.  


Carlota Probable Mineral Reserves 


 For the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report - Click here (3Mb)  


For more information, send questions and comments to ir2@quadramining.com 
This page was created on Wed Jul 30, 2008 at 7:27:45 PM Pacific Time.


Deposit Ore 
Tons (000) 


Grade 
Total Cu % 


Waste 
Tons (000) 


Total 
Tons (000) Strip Ratio 


Carlota-Cactus oxide 58,966 0.39       


Carlota-Cactus sulfide 20,717 0.64       


Sub Total 79,683 0.45 169,584 249,248 2.13 


Eder North oxide 5,342 0.34       


Eder Junior oxide 519 0.28       


Sub Total 5,861 0.33 13,410 19,271 2.29 


Total Probable Reserve 85,544 0.45 182,994 268,519 2.14 


Copyright © 2008 by Quadra Mining Ltd.   All rights reserved worldwide.








BHP San Manuel Operations Overview  


 


From the BHP website 
(http://hsecreport.bhpbilliton.com/2006/environment/caseStudies/rehabilitationAndClosure/sanManuel.asp ) 


Environment Case Studies 
Environment – Rehabilitation and Closure 
Case Study Contributor: Southwest Copper (San Manuel Mine)  
BHP Billiton Interest: 100%  
Location: Lower Kalamazoo, Tucson, Arizona  
Customer Sector Group: Base Metals  
Commodity: Copper  
Case Study Status: New for 2006  


San Manuel Project Sets Precedents for Mine Site Closures 


 
The preserved headframe of the 1881 mine  


The closure and rehabilitation of the San Manuel mine is the first operator-led, full-scale closure of a 
mining operation of its size and complexity under present-day environmental regulation in the US.  


San Manuel was constructed in 1952 as an underground mine. Open pit mining commenced in 1985 and 
ceased in 1999. Formal closure of the mine site, which covers nearly 1,800 hectares, was announced in 
January 2002. 


Surface reclamation activities were completed in May 2006, eighteen months ahead of the original 
closure project schedule. The final cost was approximately US$59 million, considerably less than the 
original budget of US$72 million. Most importantly, the entire project, which totalled more than one million 
work-hours, was accomplished with just one recordable injury.  


Applying Company principles and values 


Principles from our Company Charter and Sustainable Development Policy were integrated into the 
closure project, including our commitment to:  


• meet or, where less stringent than our standards, exceed applicable legal and other requirements  
• set and achieve targets that include reducing and preventing pollution  







• care for the environment and value cultural heritage  
• advise on the responsible use of our products  
• work with communities to contribute to social infrastructure needs through the development and 


use of appropriate skills and technologies  
• develop partnerships that focus on creating sustainable value for everyone  
• build relationships based on honesty, openness, mutual trust and involvement.  


The project also set goals of reducing long-term risk, minimising maintenance costs and addressing 
community concerns.  


Rehabilitating the site 


Rehabilitation commenced in September 2004 with the demolition and removal of facilities from the site, 
control and management of hazardous materials, and preparations for the reclamation activities, which 
would include recontouring the overburden stockpiles, heap leach, mine slopes and internal drainage 
areas. 


Overburden stockpiles  


The stockpiles were recontoured to an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope to improve both the 
aesthetics of the area and to provide a base to support successful revegetation. 


The ridgeline stockpile was stabilised and potential acid-generating materials were relocated to internal 
areas of the property where contaminated stormwater runoff would not discharge from the site.    


Heap leach 


To promote stability and provide slopes that would be conducive to plant growth, reclamation activities for 
the mine heap included recontouring of the heap to achieve an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope. In 
accomplishing this slope change, the overall footprint of the heap was considerably extended with a high-
density polyethylene (HDPE) liner. This was done in accordance with the mine's Aquifer Protection 
Permit. 


Stormwater drainage channels were engineered and constructed on the surface of the recontoured heap 
to control and limit erosion, and a cap was put in place that was then seeded with a pre-designated seed 
mixture to promote long-term revegetation.   


Mine slopes 


The closure team originated a ‘topographic-based design’ by which the reclaimed areas could be re-
contoured as landforms that blend into the natural landscape. In time, when revegetation is fully 
established, the reclaimed areas will be almost indistinguishable from the existing topography in the area.  


Project scope 


The scope of the reclamation project ranged from engineering studies, environmental surveys and 
sampling to active remediation of the site. World-renowned contractors and experts from a variety of 
disciplines were involved in designing and undertaking the project, which included the following major 
undertakings: 







• Developing engineering controls to manage acid-generating material and control runoff on the 
site.  


• Designing special channelling to protect slopes and manage stormwater.  
• Applying best-practice storm water controls to manage runoff and sediment on the gradient of the 


facility.  
• Engineering a closure design that reduces and manages erosion.  
• Recontouring steep slopes.  
• Developing strategies for the long-term management of more than 13 billion litres of heap leach 


solution.  
• Developing a method to expand the footprint of the heap containment area without compromising 


existing conditions.  
• Removing and managing regulated underground materials prior to the cessation of pumping.  
• Safely managing large numbers of contractors on an extensive site while conducting closure 


activities 24 hours a day.   


The site, like many in Arizona, has a history of mining activities that goes back more than 100 years. The 
closure project paid homage to the historic town site and the heritage of the district by leaving in place the 
headframe from an early mine that had been built in 1881.  


Consulting and engaging the community 


The closure project has been embraced by employees, contractors and stakeholders who have worked 
together with a sense of openness, sharing, trust and teamwork. 


One of the key stakeholders has been the San Manuel community who have been engaged in the project 
through a consultative process that has included: 


• formation of a Community Advisory Group  
• community meetings  
• involvement and support of  local mining historical societies  
• joint regulatory meetings (State Mine Inspector and the Arizona Department of Environmental 


Quality)  
• published news articles  
• tours (external and internal)  
• publications and information regarding the closure  
• extensive photo documentation and record keeping.  


Our commitment to stakeholder consultation and involvement in the closure project was established in 
1999, well before the formal closure announcement. Formation of the Community Advisory Group in 2002 
established a vehicle for transparency and engagement that has been a consistent part of the closure 
process. The group grew from an initial membership of 16 to well over 100. Members have regularly 
toured the site and provided feedback and ideas to help shape the closure and measure our integrity in 
‘doing what we said we would do'.  


By earning the trust of the community, we countered concerns that we would close the site and abandon 
the community without living up to our environmental and closure obligations.  


Sharing the learnings 







Considering the long history of mining in Arizona and the precedents set at San Manuel, the closure 
project is of importance not only to the Company and the community but to mining operations throughout 
the US.  


Our closure team has made every effort to ensure that the challenges, innovative strategies and 
successes of this benchmark project can be analysed by other mining companies as a basis for 
developing their own closure and rehabilitation projects.   


•  
The San Manuel site in 2004 


•  
Reclamation under way in 2005 


•  
Reclamation progress in 2006 


On the tour, the group visited both the mine and heap leach reclamation as well as the plant site and 
tailings reclamation.  As a matter of scale, the tailings were listed as covering 4,000 acres and containing 
700 million tons of tailings whereas Rosemont’s entire facility will cover just over 4,000 and the tailings will 
contain just under 500 million tons of tailings.   


The similarities between Rosemont and BHP include the proposed natural landform of the final 
reclamation structures.  The differences include scale of the project and the fact that BHP started 
reclamation at the end rather than during the process. 








Tyrone Operations Overview  


 


From the Freeport‐McMoRan website (http://www.fcx.com/operations/USA_NewMexico_Tyrone.htm ) 


Description: Tyrone is a porphyry open-pit copper mine and processing facility. 


Did you know? The mine is among the lowest grade ore bodies in the Freeport-McMoRan mining 
portfolio. 


Location: In southwestern New Mexico, 10 miles south of the historic mining community of Silver City. 


Ores: The Tyrone mine is a porphyry copper deposit. 


Production: Annual copper production during the next three years is expected to range from 80 to 115 
million pounds.  


Processes and facilities: Tyrone produces all copper by the SX/EW method.  


Background: Prior to 1860, Indians mined turquoise at the site. Phelps Dodge acquired mining claims in 
the area from 1909 to 1916, and began concentrating ore produced from large- scale underground mining 
in 1916. Operations ended in 1921. The property returned to operation as an open pit in 1967, with 
copper production from a concentrator. The SX/EW plant was commissioned in 1984. Tyrone’s 
concentrator suspended operations in 1992 when the property made the transition to 100% SX/EW 
production. Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold acquired the Tyrone mine in a 2007 merger with Phelps 
Dodge. 


Ownership: 100%. 


The New Mexico Mining and Environment Department permit required that Tyrone meet some 
prescriptive standards for reclamation.  Those standards included a specified slope and specified cover.  
M3 has been working at the site to meet the prescriptive standards using a ridge and valley method of 
water management and cover. We viewed the site from an overlook along the highway as well as from 
the county road running between two tailings facilitites.  


Rosemont is proposing a similar ridge and valley concept for water management although we are 
proposing a much more random pattern than can be seen at Tyrone. 


 








Rosemont Site Tour Overview  


 


The tour at Rosemont started at the core shed with a review of the geology and the current 
interpretations.  The interpretations that have gone through regulatory review are attached to this 
overview. 


After reviewing the core and logging for the site, the tour proceeded to the center of the pit near the 
weather station.  At this location the elevation is approximately 5,200 ft currently and ultimately the pit 
will be at about 3175 ft.  The ridgeline visible above the pit approaches 6200 ft in elevation and the pit 
will stay approximately 200 ft or more (dependent upon area) below the top of the ridge.   


The tour proceeded to the Gunsight Pass area where we reviewed the entire site as well as looked for 
and found evidence of a talus snail.  The overview allowed a review of the facilities on the west side of 
the mountains and gave an overview of the impact area in relation to the mountain range for the mine 
site. 


We were able to stop at an area above the plant site where two hydrologic characterization wells were 
located (HC‐5a and HC‐5b).  We reviewed the plant location in relation to the tailings, waste rock and 
pit. 


On the way out of the property, the tour then stopped at the slag dump located in the Barrel drainage 
near Rosemont Junction. 
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Figure 1-1 
Rosemont Deposit Location Map 
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Figure 1-2 
Rosemont Property Land Tenure 
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Figure 1-3 
Rosemont Property Generalized Geologic Map 
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Figure 1-4 
Rosemont District Stratigraphic Column 
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Figure 1-5 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


4500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-6 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


3500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-7 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Cross Section 


At 11,554,225 N (looking north) 
 
 
 


 
 
 












Carlota Copper Company vs. Rosemont Copper 


 


Operating Parameter  Carlota  Rosemont (oxide only) 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine  77.5 million tonnes  49.4 million tons 


Average Grade  0.45% Total Cu  0.18% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine  80%  65% 


Production Rate   6 to 9 million tonnes ore/annum  18 million tons ore at peak yr 


Average Copper Production  65.7 million pounds Cu/yr  38 million pounds Cu/ year 


Operating Life   9 yrs + 2 yrs residual leach  6 yrs placement + drain‐down 


Total Waste ‐ Life of Mine  167 million tonnes  1,288 million tons 


Stripping Ratio (waste:ore)  2.1:1  2.38:1 


Heap area  158 acres (318 total acres)  113 acres (approx) 


Pit dimensions  ½ mile x 1 mile  6500 ft x 6000 ft 


Pit depth  650 feet below Pinto Creek  1900 feet (approx) 


Water use  200 gpm approx (operational)  500 gpm approx (feasibility) 


 


The Carlota property is located on a combination of Tonto National Forest land, private land, and BHP 
property (leased and with right of ways).   


The pit spans Pinto Creek which will need to be diverted on a bench through the pit.  Pinto Creek is a 
303d listed water that has ephemeral or intermittent flows at the mine site.  Rosemont’s pit is in the 
uplands and the waste rock facilities are located in the Barrel drainage which is ephemeral. 


The Carlota leach pad is constructed in a valley and has a GCL subgrade, a liner, a drain layer, another 
GCL layer and an 80 mil LLDPE textured upper liner.  The area was cut and filled to new slopes with a 3 
to 1 slope configuration.  Rosemont’s pad consists of a prepared subgrade, a low permeability GCL liner 
and 60 mil LLDPE textured liners, with drain piping and 3’ of overliner drain fill.  Rosemont’s pad is 
sloped at a 3% grade and drains to the ponds that are constructed with a compacted subgrade, GCL, 60 
mil LLDPE bottom liner, a geonet and drain fill, with leak detection, and an 80 mil upper HDPE textured 
liner. 


A summary about Carlota copper is attached. 







 


 
The Carlota mine is located within the Globe-Miami mining district of Arizona, approximately 80 miles 
east of Phoenix Arizona and is a project that is permitted, fully financed and in construction. 
 
 
History: 
 
From the early 1900's to the late 1980's, Carlota saw some minor underground mining and underwent 
exploration and assessment activities by a series of owners.. In 1991 Cambior acquired the property 
and began to development studies towards feasibility and permitting. Cambior spent approximately 
$68 million and almost 14 years moving the Carlota project through permitting and feasibility studies 
in readiness for commencement of construction. 
 
Quadra acquired the Carlota project from Cambior Inc in late 2005. Following a project review that 
included infill drilling, engineering studies, detailed cost estimation and infrastructure development, 
Quadra produced an updated NI 43-101 technical report and received Board of Directors approval to 
proceed with development in November 2006. 
 
In early 2007, the net proceeds of a US$200 million term loan were secured to fund the construction 
and development of the Carlota Project and construction is proceeding on schedule with the first 
production of copper cathode expected in the fourth quarter of 2008. 
 
 
Estimated Operating Parameters: 
 
Mining is by conventional open pit methods, using drilling, blasting, loading and truck haulage of ore 
and waste. LME grade copper cathode will be produced onsite by the heap leach, SX-EW process. 
The electrowinning plant design has a capacity of 34,000 tonnes (75 million pounds) of copper 
cathode per year. The mine life is nine years plus two years of residual leach. 
 
Copper production projections from the Carlota mineable reserves are based on a yearly mining rate 
of 28 million tons of total material moved, which is the maximum material that can be moved annually 
under the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Carlota Air Quality Permit. 
 


QUADRA MINING LTD. : http://www.quadramining.com/ : Carlota Copper Project


Location: Globe Miami, Arizona, USA 


Ownership: 100% 


Type of Mine: Open Pit 


Type of Ore body: Copper oxide, supergene, exotic 


Primary Metal: Copper 


Processing Run of Mine Heap Leach with SX/EW 


End Product Cathode Copper 


Expected mine life 11 years from mid 2008 


Reserves 77 million tonnes at 0.45% copper 


Employees (e) 220 


Ore Reserves – Life of Mine 77.5 million tonnes 


Average Grade 0.45% Total Cu 


Average Recovery – Life of Mine 80% 







* As of the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report with cash costs adjusted based on managements view 
of current inputs. 
 
Health and Saftey: 
 
There have been no Lost Time Accidents or Reportable Incidents at the Carlota project since the 
Company commenced construction in 2007. 
 
Carlota Outlook: 
 
Construction is budgeted over 18 months and targeted over 15 months and as the development of 
the project progresses, the company anticipates copper production to commence in the second half 
of 2008. 
 
Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates: 
 
The Carlota resource, which adheres to the 2000 Classification of Mineral Resources and Mineral 
Reserves of the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum, and in accordance with the 
standards set out in NI 43-101, is classified as Measured, Indicated or Inferred based on the distance 
to the nearest copper sample and the number of copper composites. The qualified persons 
responsible for the mineral resource and reserves are Edward Wellman, P.Eng., Call & Nicholas, Inc., 
Enrico Laos, P.Eng, Timothy S. Oliver, P.Eng, Ronald L. Peterson, P.Eng. of M3 Engineering & 
Technology Corp., Guy Le Bel, Ing. Quadra Mining Ltd., Jerry T. Hanks, P.Eng., Michael Geddis, 
P.Geol. of Water Management Consultants, Scott Hardy, P.Eng, Michael M. Gustin, P.Geol. of Mine 
Development Associates, Michael Henderson, P.E., Vector Colorado LLC. 
 


Carlota Resources 


The Carlota-Cactus probable reserves were derived from the resource model estimated by Mine 


Production Rate 6 to 9 million tonnes of ore/annum 


Average Copper Production 65.7 million pounds Cu/year 


Operating Life 9 years + 2 years residual leach 


Total Waste – Life of Mine 167 million tonnes 


Stripping Ratio (Waste to Ore) 2.1 


Capital Costs (excluding working capital) $198 million 


Working Capital Costs $29 million 


Average LOM Cash Costs $1.55/lb Cu produced 


    Measured Indicated Measured plus 
Indicated Inferred 


Deposit Cut-off 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Tons 
(000) 


Grade 
(Cu %) 


Carlota-
Cactus 0.10% 16,762 0.52 71,232 0.43 87,994 0.45 4,477 0.34 


Eder 
North 0.12% 221 0.36 12,951 0.30 13,172 0.31 5,735 0.31 


Eder 
Junior 0.10% 241 0.17 2,564 0.15 2,805 0.16 318 0.27 


Eder 
South 0.15% 5,567 0.35 21,359 0.24 26,926 0.26 3,275 0.21 


Total  22,791 0.47 108,106 0.37 130,897 0.39 13,805 0.30 







Development Associates of Reno, Nevada. Both Measured and Indicated Resources were classified 
as Probable Reserves due to the amount of and different sources of soluble-copper data available.  


Carlota Probable Mineral Reserves 


 For the 2005 NI 43-101 Technical Report - Click here (3Mb)  


For more information, send questions and comments to ir2@quadramining.com 
This page was created on Wed Jul 30, 2008 at 7:27:45 PM Pacific Time.


Deposit Ore 
Tons (000) 


Grade 
Total Cu % 


Waste 
Tons (000) 


Total 
Tons (000) Strip Ratio 


Carlota-Cactus oxide 58,966 0.39       


Carlota-Cactus sulfide 20,717 0.64       


Sub Total 79,683 0.45 169,584 249,248 2.13 


Eder North oxide 5,342 0.34       


Eder Junior oxide 519 0.28       


Sub Total 5,861 0.33 13,410 19,271 2.29 


Total Probable Reserve 85,544 0.45 182,994 268,519 2.14 


Copyright © 2008 by Quadra Mining Ltd.   All rights reserved worldwide.








BHP San Manuel Operations Overview  


 


From the BHP website 
(http://hsecreport.bhpbilliton.com/2006/environment/caseStudies/rehabilitationAndClosure/sanManuel.asp ) 


Environment Case Studies 
Environment – Rehabilitation and Closure 
Case Study Contributor: Southwest Copper (San Manuel Mine)  
BHP Billiton Interest: 100%  
Location: Lower Kalamazoo, Tucson, Arizona  
Customer Sector Group: Base Metals  
Commodity: Copper  
Case Study Status: New for 2006  


San Manuel Project Sets Precedents for Mine Site Closures 


 
The preserved headframe of the 1881 mine  


The closure and rehabilitation of the San Manuel mine is the first operator-led, full-scale closure of a 
mining operation of its size and complexity under present-day environmental regulation in the US.  


San Manuel was constructed in 1952 as an underground mine. Open pit mining commenced in 1985 and 
ceased in 1999. Formal closure of the mine site, which covers nearly 1,800 hectares, was announced in 
January 2002. 


Surface reclamation activities were completed in May 2006, eighteen months ahead of the original 
closure project schedule. The final cost was approximately US$59 million, considerably less than the 
original budget of US$72 million. Most importantly, the entire project, which totalled more than one million 
work-hours, was accomplished with just one recordable injury.  


Applying Company principles and values 


Principles from our Company Charter and Sustainable Development Policy were integrated into the 
closure project, including our commitment to:  


• meet or, where less stringent than our standards, exceed applicable legal and other requirements  
• set and achieve targets that include reducing and preventing pollution  







• care for the environment and value cultural heritage  
• advise on the responsible use of our products  
• work with communities to contribute to social infrastructure needs through the development and 


use of appropriate skills and technologies  
• develop partnerships that focus on creating sustainable value for everyone  
• build relationships based on honesty, openness, mutual trust and involvement.  


The project also set goals of reducing long-term risk, minimising maintenance costs and addressing 
community concerns.  


Rehabilitating the site 


Rehabilitation commenced in September 2004 with the demolition and removal of facilities from the site, 
control and management of hazardous materials, and preparations for the reclamation activities, which 
would include recontouring the overburden stockpiles, heap leach, mine slopes and internal drainage 
areas. 


Overburden stockpiles  


The stockpiles were recontoured to an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope to improve both the 
aesthetics of the area and to provide a base to support successful revegetation. 


The ridgeline stockpile was stabilised and potential acid-generating materials were relocated to internal 
areas of the property where contaminated stormwater runoff would not discharge from the site.    


Heap leach 


To promote stability and provide slopes that would be conducive to plant growth, reclamation activities for 
the mine heap included recontouring of the heap to achieve an overall 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope. In 
accomplishing this slope change, the overall footprint of the heap was considerably extended with a high-
density polyethylene (HDPE) liner. This was done in accordance with the mine's Aquifer Protection 
Permit. 


Stormwater drainage channels were engineered and constructed on the surface of the recontoured heap 
to control and limit erosion, and a cap was put in place that was then seeded with a pre-designated seed 
mixture to promote long-term revegetation.   


Mine slopes 


The closure team originated a ‘topographic-based design’ by which the reclaimed areas could be re-
contoured as landforms that blend into the natural landscape. In time, when revegetation is fully 
established, the reclaimed areas will be almost indistinguishable from the existing topography in the area.  


Project scope 


The scope of the reclamation project ranged from engineering studies, environmental surveys and 
sampling to active remediation of the site. World-renowned contractors and experts from a variety of 
disciplines were involved in designing and undertaking the project, which included the following major 
undertakings: 







• Developing engineering controls to manage acid-generating material and control runoff on the 
site.  


• Designing special channelling to protect slopes and manage stormwater.  
• Applying best-practice storm water controls to manage runoff and sediment on the gradient of the 


facility.  
• Engineering a closure design that reduces and manages erosion.  
• Recontouring steep slopes.  
• Developing strategies for the long-term management of more than 13 billion litres of heap leach 


solution.  
• Developing a method to expand the footprint of the heap containment area without compromising 


existing conditions.  
• Removing and managing regulated underground materials prior to the cessation of pumping.  
• Safely managing large numbers of contractors on an extensive site while conducting closure 


activities 24 hours a day.   


The site, like many in Arizona, has a history of mining activities that goes back more than 100 years. The 
closure project paid homage to the historic town site and the heritage of the district by leaving in place the 
headframe from an early mine that had been built in 1881.  


Consulting and engaging the community 


The closure project has been embraced by employees, contractors and stakeholders who have worked 
together with a sense of openness, sharing, trust and teamwork. 


One of the key stakeholders has been the San Manuel community who have been engaged in the project 
through a consultative process that has included: 


• formation of a Community Advisory Group  
• community meetings  
• involvement and support of  local mining historical societies  
• joint regulatory meetings (State Mine Inspector and the Arizona Department of Environmental 


Quality)  
• published news articles  
• tours (external and internal)  
• publications and information regarding the closure  
• extensive photo documentation and record keeping.  


Our commitment to stakeholder consultation and involvement in the closure project was established in 
1999, well before the formal closure announcement. Formation of the Community Advisory Group in 2002 
established a vehicle for transparency and engagement that has been a consistent part of the closure 
process. The group grew from an initial membership of 16 to well over 100. Members have regularly 
toured the site and provided feedback and ideas to help shape the closure and measure our integrity in 
‘doing what we said we would do'.  


By earning the trust of the community, we countered concerns that we would close the site and abandon 
the community without living up to our environmental and closure obligations.  


Sharing the learnings 







Considering the long history of mining in Arizona and the precedents set at San Manuel, the closure 
project is of importance not only to the Company and the community but to mining operations throughout 
the US.  


Our closure team has made every effort to ensure that the challenges, innovative strategies and 
successes of this benchmark project can be analysed by other mining companies as a basis for 
developing their own closure and rehabilitation projects.   


•  
The San Manuel site in 2004 


•  
Reclamation under way in 2005 


•  
Reclamation progress in 2006 


On the tour, the group visited both the mine and heap leach reclamation as well as the plant site and 
tailings reclamation.  As a matter of scale, the tailings were listed as covering 4,000 acres and containing 
700 million tons of tailings whereas Rosemont’s entire facility will cover just over 4,000 and the tailings will 
contain just under 500 million tons of tailings.   


The similarities between Rosemont and BHP include the proposed natural landform of the final 
reclamation structures.  The differences include scale of the project and the fact that BHP started 
reclamation at the end rather than during the process. 








Tyrone Operations Overview  


 


From the Freeport‐McMoRan website (http://www.fcx.com/operations/USA_NewMexico_Tyrone.htm ) 


Description: Tyrone is a porphyry open-pit copper mine and processing facility. 


Did you know? The mine is among the lowest grade ore bodies in the Freeport-McMoRan mining 
portfolio. 


Location: In southwestern New Mexico, 10 miles south of the historic mining community of Silver City. 


Ores: The Tyrone mine is a porphyry copper deposit. 


Production: Annual copper production during the next three years is expected to range from 80 to 115 
million pounds.  


Processes and facilities: Tyrone produces all copper by the SX/EW method.  


Background: Prior to 1860, Indians mined turquoise at the site. Phelps Dodge acquired mining claims in 
the area from 1909 to 1916, and began concentrating ore produced from large- scale underground mining 
in 1916. Operations ended in 1921. The property returned to operation as an open pit in 1967, with 
copper production from a concentrator. The SX/EW plant was commissioned in 1984. Tyrone’s 
concentrator suspended operations in 1992 when the property made the transition to 100% SX/EW 
production. Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold acquired the Tyrone mine in a 2007 merger with Phelps 
Dodge. 


Ownership: 100%. 


The New Mexico Mining and Environment Department permit required that Tyrone meet some 
prescriptive standards for reclamation.  Those standards included a specified slope and specified cover.  
M3 has been working at the site to meet the prescriptive standards using a ridge and valley method of 
water management and cover. We viewed the site from an overlook along the highway as well as from 
the county road running between two tailings facilitites.  


Rosemont is proposing a similar ridge and valley concept for water management although we are 
proposing a much more random pattern than can be seen at Tyrone. 


 








Rosemont Site Tour Overview  


 


The tour at Rosemont started at the core shed with a review of the geology and the current 
interpretations.  The interpretations that have gone through regulatory review are attached to this 
overview. 


After reviewing the core and logging for the site, the tour proceeded to the center of the pit near the 
weather station.  At this location the elevation is approximately 5,200 ft currently and ultimately the pit 
will be at about 3175 ft.  The ridgeline visible above the pit approaches 6200 ft in elevation and the pit 
will stay approximately 200 ft or more (dependent upon area) below the top of the ridge.   


The tour proceeded to the Gunsight Pass area where we reviewed the entire site as well as looked for 
and found evidence of a talus snail.  The overview allowed a review of the facilities on the west side of 
the mountains and gave an overview of the impact area in relation to the mountain range for the mine 
site. 


We were able to stop at an area above the plant site where two hydrologic characterization wells were 
located (HC‐5a and HC‐5b).  We reviewed the plant location in relation to the tailings, waste rock and 
pit. 


On the way out of the property, the tour then stopped at the slag dump located in the Barrel drainage 
near Rosemont Junction. 
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Figure 1-1 
Rosemont Deposit Location Map 
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Figure 1-2 
Rosemont Property Land Tenure 
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Figure 1-3 
Rosemont Property Generalized Geologic Map 
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Figure 1-4 
Rosemont District Stratigraphic Column 
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Figure 1-5 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


4500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-6 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Plan Map 


3500 Ft Elevation 
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Figure 1-7 
Rosemont Deposit Geologic Cross Section 


At 11,554,225 N (looking north) 
 
 
 


 
 
 











From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel;

Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall
Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; mriechard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Salek
Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B
Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont IDT meeting tomorrow
Date: 04/07/2009 10:48 AM

We will be meeting tomorrow at 9:00 in 4B.  We will be developing alternatives, so it
should be an interesting day.

Please note the meeting time, as I told a couple of people that the meeting would
start at 8:30.  We'll be going to 4:30.

Also, core team, please plan on Wednesday meetings for the rest of the month. 
We'll continue to work on alternatives after tomorrow's meeting.

Thanks, everyone.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melinda D Roth
To: Robert Lefevre; William B Gillespie; Sarah L Davis; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Walter Keyes; Salek

Shafiqullah; Eli Curiel; Beverley A Everson; Kent C Ellett; Arthur S Elek
Cc: Richard A Gerhart; Larry Jones; Alan Belauskas; Tami Emmett; George McKay; Pete Schwab; Kendall Brown;

Christopher C LeBlanc; Mary M Farrell; John Able; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; ccoyle@swca.com.
tfurgason@swca.com

Subject: Rosemont Issue Statements and Units of Measure
Date: 07/13/2009 09:33 AM
Attachments: units_of_measure2.doc

07132009_ issue_statements_for IDT_review.doc

Review and comment by Wed., IDT discussion July 22nd meeting...

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)
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		Issue Category

		Units to Measure Change



		1. Air

		· Emissions changes measured via air quality dispersion modeling


· Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS)

· Concentration of air particulates



		2. Heritage Resources

		· Acres of disturbance (blading)


· Number of archaeological sites (NRHP eligible prehistoric and historic) to be removed/bladed


· Number of acres of removed vegetation (for native plant gathering) relative to overall vegetation availability: ratio


· Distance and units of vibration for impacts to standing historic structures

· Qualitative: Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) and cultural landscape impacts have to do with spiritual connection to land; difficult to measure.



		3. Night Skies

		· Total existing sky brightness in nanoLamberts (nL)


· Total sky brightness in nL due to mine lighting


· The fractional increase in sky brightness due to mine lighting. The fractional increase is a ratio of the sky brightness including mine lighting to the existing sky brightness—1:1 would be a situation where there is no change in sky brightness; 1.1:1 is a situation where mine lighting results in a 10% increase in sky brightness. A fractional increase of 10% is generally only just perceptible to most people when the two sources of light can be directly compared, with one appearing directly adjacent to the other. A fractional increase of 50% (1.5:1) would be visible to most observers. [We would need to talk to the observatories to figure out what the changes would mean to them in terms of star visibility.]


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to quality of life from direct visibility of light sources. Qualitative assessment based on areas from which light sources may be directly visible. 


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to wildlife and hunters and night time travelers on SR 83. Qualitative assessment of impacts based on increased sky brightness and areas from which light sources may be directly visible.



		4. Noise & Vibration

		· Thresholds of Concern [unit to measure change will be ambient noise now vs. ambient noise with mining operations]


EPA 1974 - Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. EPA 550/9-74-004. Washington, D.C. March 1974.


· 70 Leq or less – to prevent measureable hearing loss [Leq = the equivalent continuous noise level, which is the dBA average over time. Because of the greater sensitivity to noise levels at night 10 dBA are added to any night time sounds before calculation Ldn or Leq]


· 55 dB or less – outdoors to prevent annoyance [dB = decibels]


· 45 dB or less – indoors to prevent annoyance


MSHA (30 CFR 62.130)


· If miners are exposed to 85 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, they are required to enroll in a hearing protection program. [dBA = the A-weighted decibel is the adjusted unit of sound used to describe human response to noise from industrial and transportation sources, including mining]


· If miners are exposed to 90 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must use feasible engineering and administrative controls to reduce noise levels.


· If miners are exposed to 105 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must ensure that they use both ear plug and earmuff type hearing protectors.


· Miners must not be exposed to sound levels exceeding 115 dBA at any time.



		5. Recreation

		· Acres of recreation opportunity lost and/or effected


· Acres of change in ROS settings


· Miles and number of designated trails lost or rerouted (e.g., Arizona Trail)


· Miles and number of recreation access roads closed


· Number of trailheads lost or modified


· Estimated revenue lost from reduced tourism


· Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost 


· Number and type of hazardous sites accessible by recreation user



		6. Riparian Habitat

		· Acres of riparian vegetation lost


· Acres of riparian vegetation disturbed



		7. Plants & Animals

		· If possible, list of all species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region of the project area


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for species of conservation concern


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for species of conservation concern


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations by species pending hydrologic, noise, light, soil, and air quality studies..


· Acres of habitat lost or changed


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for key species


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for key species


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations


· Noise levels measured in decibels from distinct distances from project area (e.g., 500 feet, 1000 feet, 0.5 mile, etc.)



		8. Transportation

		· Traffic counts per day by vehicle type, trip destination and/or type, load transported, and time of day, and road used


· Miles of existing roadway by road classification and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of new road construction and classification  and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of road proposed for upgrades, type of upgrades, location, and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Cost per mile of anticipated roadway upgrades (one-time cost)


· Cost per mile of required roadway maintenance (per unit of time; daily, weekly, monthly, whatever)


· Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine related traffic (SR 83 only)


· Traffic modeling for safety and hazardous materials  (this is not a unit of measure)


· Trip count per day for all hazardous materials (list by hazardous material type.  Be sure to separate hazmat from hazardous substances, hazwaste, etc.)


· Locations (or linear unit of measure) of important wildlife crossing corridors


· Military operations (discrete overflights or affected flight time, as applicable) in mine area



		9. Water

		· Mg/l of chemical concentration in potential waste rock samples

· Net acid generation (NAG) of potential waste rock samples

· Net neutralization potential (NAP) of potential waste rock samples

· pH of potential waste rock samples

· Potential waste rock sample statistics and locations

· Elevation of the water table (in feet)


· Seasonal flow in seeps and springs (in gallons per minute)


· Seepage (gallons per day)


· Groundwater chemistry (mg/Kg and standard pH units)


· Depth of water in pit (in feet); surface acreage; total volume


· Tracking of seasonal changes, if any.


· Concentration of ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)


· pH


· Selection of design criteria


· Selection of design methods

· Stream discharge volume

· Stream discharge constituents

· Moisture content over time of the tailings/waste rock storage piles, containment berms, etc.



		10. Visual

		· Visual Contrast Rating Analysis (including visual simulations) from sensitive travelways and viewpoints before construction, during construction, operation, reclamation, post-closure, and after post-closure.


· Meeting Visual Quality Objectives and Scenic Integrity Objectives in Coronado National Forest Plan.


· Viewshed analysis for project area relative to Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives for SR 83.



		11. Reclamation Plan

		· Presence of pit lake

· Acres open to public access at mine closure



		12. Soils

		· Acres of soil disturbance


· Cubic yards of topsoil removed


· Cubic yards of topsoil stockpiled


· Change in chemical composition of soil 


· Model of potential area of soil contamination from mine operations


· Trucking / shipping routes for hazardous materials





� A nL is a unit of luminance of surface brightness. 1 Lambert = I lumen/sq cm for a uniformly diffusing surface. A naturally dark sky has a brightness of about 54 nL at the zenith, rising (due to natural causes) to approximately 100 nL 10 degrees above the horizon.










07132009


DRAFT ISSUE STATEMENTS


ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT


The extensive process to identify significant issues is in its final stages.  This document presents concise statements for each of the 12 issue themes identified by Jeanine to be used by the ID Team to guide the development of alternatives, mitigation measures, and effects analysis. Using your knowledge and all information received during the scoping process, please review the issue statements below that apply to your resource specialty. To finalize these statements, I need the IDT to validate that statements have captured the essence of public comments and are appropriately worded. “Issues” that are irrelevant to the decision to be made, already decided (by law, regulation, Forest Plan…), not measurable, are conjectural and not supported by scientific evidence, are of very low likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed/direction generally do not need to be discussed in the EIS, hence, you will notice that some concerns have been consolidated or dropped altogether.  An issue statement should describe a specific action and the expected effects. Only you know if my assumptions about what actions cause what effects for your resource area are appropriate.


As a reminder, CEQ regs tell us to “concentrate on issues that are truly significant to the action…rather than amassing needless detail” and “identify issues deserving of study…de-emphasize non-significant issues”.  Non-significant issues are only briefly discussed in the EIS. 


Issue statements should also tie to quantifiable measures that will allow the comparison of alternatives and effects. I have included suggested units of measure here also.  Please identify which measures should be used in the effects analysis to describe and compare effects.  Measures should be considered in terms of the following: likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed. These assignments are to be completed by July 15th. We will be reviewing and discussing final issues and units of measure at the July 22nd IDT meeting (0900 in Rm 4B).


AIR 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for local residents, motorists on State Route 83, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and local amateur astronomers and stargazers. 

Units of measure: Air quality dispersion model, PM10 and PM2.5, Air quality constituents (CO, CO2, NO…), Regional Haze standard


HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, and tailings and waste rock piles; by drilling and blasting; and by the development of mine-related transportation systems.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Loss or damage to existing prehistoric and historic sites, 

· Loss or reduction of cultural practice opportunities, 

· Loss or reduction of future scientific research potential.

Units of measure: Acres disturbed, sites lost, acres of specific veg lost, distance and units of vibration. Narrative on TCPs and cultural landscape 


NIGHT SKIES

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from buildings, light poles, equipment, and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


· Reduced star visibility;

· Increased light directly visible from State Route 83, as well as from local and distant key observation points;

· Altered habitat, mating, migration, and other behaviors for certain wildlife species. 


Units of measure: nanoLamberts (nL) 


NOISE AND VIBRATION


Issue – Potential increase in noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations in the immediate area of the mine, and present the potential for:

· Damage to historic sites due to vibration;

· Decreased recreational opportunities and qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness;

· Decreased quality of life for local residents (e.g., through disturbed sleep patterns, cracking foundations); 


· Decreased wildlife habitat quantity and quality, accompanied by changes in wildlife behavior.

Units of measure: change in ambient noise levels in dB, average dB = L, vibration?

RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, access, opportunities, and tourism revenues, and include the potential for:


· Reduced visitor safety;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Increased visitation to other recreational areas;

· Increased mine-related tourism;



· Reduced nature-based tourism.

Units of measure: Acres lost, change in Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs), change in Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) – Forest Plan amendment?, miles and numbers of road/trail/trailheads lost or closed to public, reduction in hunting permits and hunting days lost, tourism revenue lost 


RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Surface disturbance due to construction of mine facilities and mining operations, as well as a potential reduction in the water table or alteration of hydrologic flows due to mine operations, may result in the loss of riparian vegetation, the loss of unique riparian vegetation species, and the loss of old-growth native trees. In addition, mine construction and operation has the potential to result in:


· Fragmentation of local riparian systems,

· Loss of habitat critical to certain native plant and wildlife species,

· Downstream impacts to unique habitat associated with Davidson Canyon and the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.


Units of Measure: Acres lost or disturbed


PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plant and wildlife species.  Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of existing habitat, habitat fragmentation, species displacement, and increased wildlife mortality in the immediate vicinity of the mine. In addition, construction, operation, and reclamation activities have the potential to result in:


· Loss of special status species and species of conservation concern;


· Fragmentation of wildlife movement corridors;


· Decreased genetic flow among populations;


· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors of certain nocturnal species; 


· Conflicts with existing conservation plans and recovery goals;


· Reduced forage for wildlife and livestock;


· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species. 


Units of Measure: (local and regional) Habitat lost or modified, species and relative populations, acres disturbed, dB measures by distance 


TRANSPORTATION


Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Transport of supplies and equipment for construction and operation of the mine, the movement of mine employees and vendors, and transport of processed ore and other materials from the mine site will result in increased traffic in the general project vicinity. In addition, mine-related traffic has the potential to contribute to:


· Congestion and delays along area roadways, particularly along State Route 83;


· Increased dust, noise, light, and litter pollution;


· Increased vehicle emissions; 


· Reduced safety along area roadways;


· Increased numbers of collisions and associated vehicle damage;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


· Accelerated deterioration of roadways and increased maintenance requirements.

Units of measure: Change in number and type of traffic, change in miles of road type by jurisdiction, construction and maintenance costs, Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine traffic, effects to overflights


WATER

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater, surface water, and water quality.  Groundwater may flow into the mine pit, lowering the groundwater table and creating a pit lake. Uncontrolled storm water runoff or failure of water control features could move contaminants offsite. Exposure of sulfide-bearing waste rock, tailings, and pit wall rock to air and water may affect groundwater and surface water chemistry. These potential consequences could lead to: 


· Contamination of wells and other waters in the area surrounding the mine;


· Reduced surface and subsurface flows, including to wells, springs and seeps;


· Excessive erosion or destabilization of reclaimed slopes;


· Saturation areas in the dry-stack tailings, which may contribute to a liquefaction failure of the tailings;


· Violation of various water quality standards and permits;


· Public exposure to contaminated water bodies.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources in the Rosemont Valley.  Landscape changes resulting from mine construction and operation (including vegetation removal; excavation of the open pit; deposition of the tailing and waste rock piles; construction of new access roads; and the presence of mine-related buildings, utilities, flood control facilities, earthmoving equipment and other vehicles, and fencing) will directly result in alteration of form, line, texture, and color in Rosemont Valley, and reduced scenic quality from numerous viewpoints in the project vicinity.  The project also has the potential to result in:


· Increased dust and reduced visibility,

· Loss of Scenic Byway designation for State Route 83.

Units of Measure: Visual contrast Rating Analysis from KOPs and travelways, Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) and Scenic Integrity Objectives – Forest Plan Amendment?, Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives


RECLAMATION PLAN

Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mining and reclamation will cause long-term or permanent changes to the landscape and land uses.  Concerns with reclamation include:

· Adequacy of funding and bonding,

· Post-reclamation land use opportunities,

· Successful recontouring and revegetation to mimic pre-disturbance conditions,

· Adequacy of monitoring programs,

· Long-term or permanent resource impacts.


Units of measure: Presence of pit lake, acres open to public at mine closure, post-mine uses of area


SOILS


Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of approximately 3,600 acres of topsoil, although the majority of that soil is intended to be stockpiled for use in reclamation. Clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils has the potential to result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into riparian channels, 

· Loss of key nutrients and bio-organisms, 

· Reduced soil productivity, 


· Potential soil contamination. 

Units of Measure: Acres disturbed, cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiles, change in chemical composition, potential for soil contamination, trucking/shipping routes for hazmat 



		Issue Category

		Units to Measure Change



		1. Air

		· Emissions changes measured via air quality dispersion modeling


· Concentration of air quality constituents (NAAQS)

· Concentration of air particulates



		2. Heritage Resources

		· Acres of disturbance (blading)


· Number of archaeological sites (NRHP eligible prehistoric and historic) to be removed/bladed


· Number of acres of removed vegetation (for native plant gathering) relative to overall vegetation availability: ratio


· Distance and units of vibration for impacts to standing historic structures

· Qualitative: Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) and cultural landscape impacts have to do with spiritual connection to land; difficult to measure.



		3. Night Skies

		· Total existing sky brightness in nanoLamberts (nL)


· Total sky brightness in nL due to mine lighting


· The fractional increase in sky brightness due to mine lighting. The fractional increase is a ratio of the sky brightness including mine lighting to the existing sky brightness—1:1 would be a situation where there is no change in sky brightness; 1.1:1 is a situation where mine lighting results in a 10% increase in sky brightness. A fractional increase of 10% is generally only just perceptible to most people when the two sources of light can be directly compared, with one appearing directly adjacent to the other. A fractional increase of 50% (1.5:1) would be visible to most observers. [We would need to talk to the observatories to figure out what the changes would mean to them in terms of star visibility.]


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to quality of life from direct visibility of light sources. Qualitative assessment based on areas from which light sources may be directly visible. 


· No known quantitative measures for impacts to wildlife and hunters and night time travelers on SR 83. Qualitative assessment of impacts based on increased sky brightness and areas from which light sources may be directly visible.



		4. Noise & Vibration

		· Thresholds of Concern [unit to measure change will be ambient noise now vs. ambient noise with mining operations]


EPA 1974 - Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. EPA 550/9-74-004. Washington, D.C. March 1974.


· 70 Leq or less – to prevent measureable hearing loss [Leq = the equivalent continuous noise level, which is the dBA average over time. Because of the greater sensitivity to noise levels at night 10 dBA are added to any night time sounds before calculation Ldn or Leq]


· 55 dB or less – outdoors to prevent annoyance [dB = decibels]


· 45 dB or less – indoors to prevent annoyance


MSHA (30 CFR 62.130)


· If miners are exposed to 85 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, they are required to enroll in a hearing protection program. [dBA = the A-weighted decibel is the adjusted unit of sound used to describe human response to noise from industrial and transportation sources, including mining]


· If miners are exposed to 90 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must use feasible engineering and administrative controls to reduce noise levels.


· If miners are exposed to 105 dBA or more over an 8-hour period, mine operators must ensure that they use both ear plug and earmuff type hearing protectors.


· Miners must not be exposed to sound levels exceeding 115 dBA at any time.



		5. Recreation

		· Acres of recreation opportunity lost and/or effected


· Acres of change in ROS settings


· Miles and number of designated trails lost or rerouted (e.g., Arizona Trail)


· Miles and number of recreation access roads closed


· Number of trailheads lost or modified


· Estimated revenue lost from reduced tourism


· Hunting permits/opportunities modified or lost 


· Number and type of hazardous sites accessible by recreation user



		6. Riparian Habitat

		· Acres of riparian vegetation lost


· Acres of riparian vegetation disturbed



		7. Plants & Animals

		· If possible, list of all species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region of the project area


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for species of conservation concern


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for species of conservation concern


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations by species pending hydrologic, noise, light, soil, and air quality studies..


· Acres of habitat lost or changed


· Ratio of removed habitat compared to overall habitat requirements for key species


· Ratio of regional habitat removed for key species


· Acres of habitat disturbed by mining operations


· Noise levels measured in decibels from distinct distances from project area (e.g., 500 feet, 1000 feet, 0.5 mile, etc.)



		8. Transportation

		· Traffic counts per day by vehicle type, trip destination and/or type, load transported, and time of day, and road used


· Miles of existing roadway by road classification and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of new road construction and classification  and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Miles of road proposed for upgrades, type of upgrades, location, and jurisdiction (ADOT, County, State Land, USFS, Rosemont, Other private.


· Cost per mile of anticipated roadway upgrades (one-time cost)


· Cost per mile of required roadway maintenance (per unit of time; daily, weekly, monthly, whatever)


· Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine related traffic (SR 83 only)


· Traffic modeling for safety and hazardous materials  (this is not a unit of measure)


· Trip count per day for all hazardous materials (list by hazardous material type.  Be sure to separate hazmat from hazardous substances, hazwaste, etc.)


· Locations (or linear unit of measure) of important wildlife crossing corridors


· Military operations (discrete overflights or affected flight time, as applicable) in mine area



		9. Water

		· Mg/l of chemical concentration in potential waste rock samples

· Net acid generation (NAG) of potential waste rock samples

· Net neutralization potential (NAP) of potential waste rock samples

· pH of potential waste rock samples

· Potential waste rock sample statistics and locations

· Elevation of the water table (in feet)


· Seasonal flow in seeps and springs (in gallons per minute)


· Seepage (gallons per day)


· Groundwater chemistry (mg/Kg and standard pH units)


· Depth of water in pit (in feet); surface acreage; total volume


· Tracking of seasonal changes, if any.


· Concentration of ADEQ-listed contaminants (in milligrams per liter)


· pH


· Selection of design criteria


· Selection of design methods

· Stream discharge volume

· Stream discharge constituents

· Moisture content over time of the tailings/waste rock storage piles, containment berms, etc.



		10. Visual

		· Visual Contrast Rating Analysis (including visual simulations) from sensitive travelways and viewpoints before construction, during construction, operation, reclamation, post-closure, and after post-closure.


· Meeting Visual Quality Objectives and Scenic Integrity Objectives in Coronado National Forest Plan.


· Viewshed analysis for project area relative to Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives for SR 83.



		11. Reclamation Plan

		· Presence of pit lake

· Acres open to public access at mine closure



		12. Soils

		· Acres of soil disturbance


· Cubic yards of topsoil removed


· Cubic yards of topsoil stockpiled


· Change in chemical composition of soil 


· Model of potential area of soil contamination from mine operations


· Trucking / shipping routes for hazardous materials





� A nL is a unit of luminance of surface brightness. 1 Lambert = I lumen/sq cm for a uniformly diffusing surface. A naturally dark sky has a brightness of about 54 nL at the zenith, rising (due to natural causes) to approximately 100 nL 10 degrees above the horizon.
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DRAFT ISSUE STATEMENTS


ROSEMONT COPPER PROJECT


The extensive process to identify significant issues is in its final stages.  This document presents concise statements for each of the 12 issue themes identified by Jeanine to be used by the ID Team to guide the development of alternatives, mitigation measures, and effects analysis. Using your knowledge and all information received during the scoping process, please review the issue statements below that apply to your resource specialty. To finalize these statements, I need the IDT to validate that statements have captured the essence of public comments and are appropriately worded. “Issues” that are irrelevant to the decision to be made, already decided (by law, regulation, Forest Plan…), not measurable, are conjectural and not supported by scientific evidence, are of very low likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed/direction generally do not need to be discussed in the EIS, hence, you will notice that some concerns have been consolidated or dropped altogether.  An issue statement should describe a specific action and the expected effects. Only you know if my assumptions about what actions cause what effects for your resource area are appropriate.


As a reminder, CEQ regs tell us to “concentrate on issues that are truly significant to the action…rather than amassing needless detail” and “identify issues deserving of study…de-emphasize non-significant issues”.  Non-significant issues are only briefly discussed in the EIS. 


Issue statements should also tie to quantifiable measures that will allow the comparison of alternatives and effects. I have included suggested units of measure here also.  Please identify which measures should be used in the effects analysis to describe and compare effects.  Measures should be considered in terms of the following: likelihood/magnitude/extent/duration/speed. These assignments are to be completed by July 15th. We will be reviewing and discussing final issues and units of measure at the July 22nd IDT meeting (0900 in Rm 4B).


AIR 


Issue – Potential impacts to air quality. Construction, mining, and reclamation may result in an increase in dust, airborne chemicals, and vehicular emissions, further leading to the potential for:

· Increased risk of health issues for area residents;

· Reduced visibility for local residents, motorists on State Route 83, recreationists, astronomical observatories, and local amateur astronomers and stargazers. 

Units of measure: Air quality dispersion model, PM10 and PM2.5, Air quality constituents (CO, CO2, NO…), Regional Haze standard


HERITAGE RESOURCES


Issue – Potential impacts to heritage resources. Heritage Resources may be affected by the siting of the open pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, and tailings and waste rock piles; by drilling and blasting; and by the development of mine-related transportation systems.  Potential impacts may include: 

· Loss or damage to existing prehistoric and historic sites, 

· Loss or reduction of cultural practice opportunities, 

· Loss or reduction of future scientific research potential.

Units of measure: Acres disturbed, sites lost, acres of specific veg lost, distance and units of vibration. Narrative on TCPs and cultural landscape 


NIGHT SKIES

Issue – Potential impacts to night sky values. Increased light emissions from buildings, light poles, equipment, and vehicles may diminish dark skies. Impacts include the potential for:


· Reduced star visibility;

· Increased light directly visible from State Route 83, as well as from local and distant key observation points;

· Altered habitat, mating, migration, and other behaviors for certain wildlife species. 


Units of measure: nanoLamberts (nL) 


NOISE AND VIBRATION


Issue – Potential increase in noise and vibration. Drilling and blasting, mine operations, equipment use, and vehicular traffic may increase noise and ground vibrations in the immediate area of the mine, and present the potential for:

· Damage to historic sites due to vibration;

· Decreased recreational opportunities and qualities of solitude, quiet, and naturalness;

· Decreased quality of life for local residents (e.g., through disturbed sleep patterns, cracking foundations); 


· Decreased wildlife habitat quantity and quality, accompanied by changes in wildlife behavior.

Units of measure: change in ambient noise levels in dB, average dB = L, vibration?

RECREATION

Issue – Potential impacts to recreation.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities may alter recreational quality, access, opportunities, and tourism revenues, and include the potential for:


· Reduced visitor safety;

· Loss or reduction of solitude, remoteness, rural setting, and quiet;

· Changes in the types of recreation activities pursued in the area;

· Increased visitation to other recreational areas;

· Increased mine-related tourism;



· Reduced nature-based tourism.

Units of measure: Acres lost, change in Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs), change in Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) – Forest Plan amendment?, miles and numbers of road/trail/trailheads lost or closed to public, reduction in hunting permits and hunting days lost, tourism revenue lost 


RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat.  Surface disturbance due to construction of mine facilities and mining operations, as well as a potential reduction in the water table or alteration of hydrologic flows due to mine operations, may result in the loss of riparian vegetation, the loss of unique riparian vegetation species, and the loss of old-growth native trees. In addition, mine construction and operation has the potential to result in:


· Fragmentation of local riparian systems,

· Loss of habitat critical to certain native plant and wildlife species,

· Downstream impacts to unique habitat associated with Davidson Canyon and the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.


Units of Measure: Acres lost or disturbed


PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plant and wildlife species.  Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of existing habitat, habitat fragmentation, species displacement, and increased wildlife mortality in the immediate vicinity of the mine. In addition, construction, operation, and reclamation activities have the potential to result in:


· Loss of special status species and species of conservation concern;


· Fragmentation of wildlife movement corridors;


· Decreased genetic flow among populations;


· Disruption of mating, foraging, and other behaviors of certain nocturnal species; 


· Conflicts with existing conservation plans and recovery goals;


· Reduced forage for wildlife and livestock;


· Increased potential for establishment and/or expansion of non-native species. 


Units of Measure: (local and regional) Habitat lost or modified, species and relative populations, acres disturbed, dB measures by distance 


TRANSPORTATION


Issue – Potential impacts to traffic patterns and transportation infrastructure. Transport of supplies and equipment for construction and operation of the mine, the movement of mine employees and vendors, and transport of processed ore and other materials from the mine site will result in increased traffic in the general project vicinity. In addition, mine-related traffic has the potential to contribute to:


· Congestion and delays along area roadways, particularly along State Route 83;


· Increased dust, noise, light, and litter pollution;


· Increased vehicle emissions; 


· Reduced safety along area roadways;


· Increased numbers of collisions and associated vehicle damage;

· Increased vehicle/wildlife collisions;


· Accelerated deterioration of roadways and increased maintenance requirements.

Units of measure: Change in number and type of traffic, change in miles of road type by jurisdiction, construction and maintenance costs, Miles of Scenic Byway used for mine traffic, effects to overflights


WATER

Issue – Potential impacts to groundwater, surface water, and water quality.  Groundwater may flow into the mine pit, lowering the groundwater table and creating a pit lake. Uncontrolled storm water runoff or failure of water control features could move contaminants offsite. Exposure of sulfide-bearing waste rock, tailings, and pit wall rock to air and water may affect groundwater and surface water chemistry. These potential consequences could lead to: 


· Contamination of wells and other waters in the area surrounding the mine;


· Reduced surface and subsurface flows, including to wells, springs and seeps;


· Excessive erosion or destabilization of reclaimed slopes;


· Saturation areas in the dry-stack tailings, which may contribute to a liquefaction failure of the tailings;


· Violation of various water quality standards and permits;


· Public exposure to contaminated water bodies.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Issue – Potential impacts to visual resources in the Rosemont Valley.  Landscape changes resulting from mine construction and operation (including vegetation removal; excavation of the open pit; deposition of the tailing and waste rock piles; construction of new access roads; and the presence of mine-related buildings, utilities, flood control facilities, earthmoving equipment and other vehicles, and fencing) will directly result in alteration of form, line, texture, and color in Rosemont Valley, and reduced scenic quality from numerous viewpoints in the project vicinity.  The project also has the potential to result in:


· Increased dust and reduced visibility,

· Loss of Scenic Byway designation for State Route 83.

Units of Measure: Visual contrast Rating Analysis from KOPs and travelways, Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) and Scenic Integrity Objectives – Forest Plan Amendment?, Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan objectives


RECLAMATION PLAN

Issue – Potential impacts of reclamation design, planning, implementation, and long-term success on multiple resources.  Mining and reclamation will cause long-term or permanent changes to the landscape and land uses.  Concerns with reclamation include:

· Adequacy of funding and bonding,

· Post-reclamation land use opportunities,

· Successful recontouring and revegetation to mimic pre-disturbance conditions,

· Adequacy of monitoring programs,

· Long-term or permanent resource impacts.


Units of measure: Presence of pit lake, acres open to public at mine closure, post-mine uses of area


SOILS


Issue – Potential impacts to soils. Mine construction and operation will result in the loss of approximately 3,600 acres of topsoil, although the majority of that soil is intended to be stockpiled for use in reclamation. Clearing of vegetation, grading, and stockpiling of soils has the potential to result in: 

· Increased erosion and subsequent sediment flows into riparian channels, 

· Loss of key nutrients and bio-organisms, 

· Reduced soil productivity, 


· Potential soil contamination. 

Units of Measure: Acres disturbed, cubic yards of topsoil removed and stockpiles, change in chemical composition, potential for soil contamination, trucking/shipping routes for hazmat 




From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
tklarson@swca.com; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; jsautter@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont Power Transmission
Date: 09/29/2009 04:36 PM

All-

I have posted a report done by KR Saline titled 2009 Plan of Service Study Report
prepared for TEP. According to the Executive Summary, it documents the technical
performance of the transmission plan of service proposed by Rosemont.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=154680>

 

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra
L Bourgart; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Robert Lefevre; Roxane M Raley; Salek Shafiqullah; Shane Lyman;
Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont project job code, CWFS24
Date: 08/06/2008 07:43 AM

Please be sure to charge to the Rosemont project job code for field trips and any
and all other project work.  If you worked on Rosemont during the pay period that
just ended, and did not charge to Rosemont, please do a corrected timesheet to
charge to the project.

Thank you.

Bev
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From: Cara Bellavia
To: Sarah L Davis
Subject: Rosemont Socioeconomics Analysis
Date: 05/28/2009 09:23 AM

Hi Sarah,
 
Can we set up a time to chat regarding what the FS would like the bounds of analysis (both spatial and
temporal) to be for socioeconomics for the Rosemont Copper mine project? I am hoping we can
connect some time next week (the week of June 1)?
 
In our our draft cause and effect statements, which I understand are not finalized yet, we proposed a
100-mile buffer from the mine to analyze in terms of the spatial bounds.
 
Let me know when you are available.
Thanks,
Cara
 

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From: Cara Bellavia
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline
Date: 03/06/2009 02:45 PM
Attachments: Rosemont EIS_Ch3Outline_SOCIO.doc

Hi Sarah,

I left you a voicemail on Tuesday (3/3/09) and haven't heard back from you, so I thought I would follow
up via email. I will be working with you on the Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice resource
sections of the Rosemont EIS, and I wanted to coordinate the Affected Environment outline with you.
Please see the attached draft outline, for your review. If you have any questions or comments, please
let me know.

Thank you! 
Cara

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email 
<<Rosemont EIS_Ch3Outline_SOCIO.doc>> 
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Rosemont EIS: Affected Environment Outline 
Section 3.6: Socioeconomics

· Study Area


· Population, Demographics & Housing

· Population


· Ethnicity/race


· Housing inventory


· Employment


· Jobs by industry


· Median income


· Income distribution


· Economic Activity


· Economic output by industry

· i.e., tourism, mining, etc.


· Taxes and revenues


· Sales and use


· Property tax


· Property values


· Quality of Life
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From: Cara Bellavia
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us
Cc: Charles Coyle
Subject: Rosemont Socioeconomics Outline
Date: 03/06/2009 02:45 PM
Attachments: Rosemont EIS_Ch3Outline_SOCIO.doc

Hi Sarah,

I left you a voicemail on Tuesday (3/3/09) and haven't heard back from you, so I thought I would follow
up via email. I will be working with you on the Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice resource
sections of the Rosemont EIS, and I wanted to coordinate the Affected Environment outline with you.
Please see the attached draft outline, for your review. If you have any questions or comments, please
let me know.

Thank you! 
Cara

Cara Bellavia
SWCA Environmental Consultants
3033 N. Central Ave., Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85012
P 602.274.3831 | F 602.274.3958
www.swca.com
Sound Science. Creative Solutions. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email 
<<Rosemont EIS_Ch3Outline_SOCIO.doc>> 
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From: David Morrow
To: Tom Furgason; Robert Lefevre
Subject: Rosemont sustainabilty ideas
Date: 11/20/2008 06:32 PM
Attachments: DDM Rosemont Sustainability Ideas Memo.doc

Gentlemen,
 
I have spoken about this a bit with each of you and I wanted to get it down on paper in a way that it
can be shared with others if desired.  I present my ideas in sketch form – there is a lot more
information that I can share about these ideas if desired.
 

David Morrow AICP
Air and Noise Specialist
SWCA Environmental Consultants
1422 Monterey St. C200
San Luis Obispo CA 93401
P 805.543.7095 x106
C 206.330.6727

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
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Memo


To:
Tom Furgason

From:
Dave Morrow

CC:
Bob LeFevre

Date:
November 20, 2008

Re:
Rosemont Mine Sustainability Ideas

Tom,

I have given some thought to ways that the Rosemont mine project could operate in a sustainable fashion and reduce green house gas emissions.  My ideas are based on a day-long site visit (with an excellent guide), my knowledge of the southern Arizona environment, and my work on biofuels and alternative energy projects.

Several factors have influenced my thoughts and I think it’s worth outlining these briefly:


1. Climate change is occurring more rapidly than at any time in the past 600,000 years.  Adaptation is going to displace hundreds of millions of people and cost trillions of dollars in the coming century.  The primary cause of this rapid climate change is man’s introduction of CO2 into the atmosphere by extracting carbon from the earth and burning it: oil, coal, and natural gas. There is a substantial agreement among the world’s top scientists stating that climate change is the biggest challenge facing mankind in the next century. We have a responsibility to ourselves and coming generations to do what we can in this arena.

2. Over its 20-year life the Rosemont project will use substantial amounts of energy in the form of diesel and electricity. Since energy production is fungible, a case can be made that new electricity demand (i.e., the mine) can be directly related to fossil fuel combustion, and hence, CO2 emissions. Additionally, each 100 gallons of diesel fuel burned produces about one metric tonne of CO2.  The tonnes add up fast with a large project.

It is possible to minimize CO2 emissions for a project like this mine through two schemes.  The first is directly producing electricity on-site through solar and/or wind.  The second idea is to minimize the use of fossil diesel and instead use biodiesel.  I address each of these in turn below:


Photovoltaic and/or wind

Solar: The average solar energy hitting the earth is about 1000 watts per square meter per hour at noon.  Solar radiation varies – it is higher in Tucson than Seattle. Photovoltaics are ideal for southern Arizona because strong sunlight is available most of the year. One of the impediments for many solar projects is access to high voltage transmission lines. Rosemont will be bringing in grid electricity with a new high voltage power line. If photovoltaic electric generation was installed over a large area, over time the project site might be a net energy exporter back to the grid. There are two main types of solar electricity production: photovoltaic panels (solar cells) and heating some fluid (usually with mirrors) to boil a fluid and turn a generator. Generator systems usually require water for cooling towers, although it can be brine. Photovoltaic anels are often the simplest solution because they can be arrayed in a flexible manner and have a plug-and-play technology.  They are appropriate for use on buildings as well as the ground.

Typical panel installations produce about 50mw per square mile (640 acres). The reclaimed (spoils disposal) sites could be engineered for maximum southern exposure and energy capture. At closure, the mine cavity itself might also be suitable for a solar array; either a photovoltaic or mirror type. The best information I have found indicates that photovoltaic panels create enough energy in about a year and half to ‘pay back’ the amount of energy needed to produce them.  They typically last 30 years so the GHG gas benefit is substantial when compared to fossil fuel energy production.  In Arizona much of the power comes from burning coal - the worst actor considering greenhouse gas emissions.

Wind: There are two meteorology stations that Rosemont has contracted with AEC to operate.  Data from these stations could be reviewed by a qualified wind energy consultant to evaluate potential for electric power generation.  At the very least there is potential for water pumping and storage.  Modern wind mills can lift water over 900 feet.  Wind at the Rosemont property would probably not produce continuous power like the sun does but it should be examined.  One advantage is that wind can produce full power when it’s dark or cloudy.

Biodiesel


Biodiesel is transesterified organic oil that, if produced to ASTM standards, can be used in a wide variety of diesel engines. Rudolf Diesel initially used vegetable oil base fuels in his engines as the modern oil industry did not exist. Biodiesel generally has superior emission characteristics compared to fossil diesel and it can be mixed with fossil diesel in any proportion.   According to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden Colorado, creating a gallon of diesel consumes about that much energy, or a 2:1 ratio.  This ratio is a function for the embodied energy of exploration, production, transportation and refining.  For biodiesel made from soybeans, the (fossil) energy input to biodiesel output ratio is about 1:3.3.  In other words, for one input of fossil fuel you output 3.3 of biodiesel.  Therefore, burning a gallon of biodiesel produces about 30% the CO2 emissions compared to fossil diesel.


Biodiesel can be made from one of at least 35 plant oils (as well as rendered animal fat), and it.  There are several oil crops that are suitable for growing in desert areas, with jojoba and jatropha the two now used for commercial biodiesel production.  The quality of fuel produced can be very good: In December 2008, Air New Zealand will conduct flight tests using a 50/50 mix of jatropha biodiesel and jet fuel as a strategy to improve their sustainability profile.

Biodiesel generally helps engines run longer because is contains nearly zero sulfur and has superior lubricity characteristics.  Biodiesel also works with, and may possibly improve, the function of catalytic converters used to reduce NOx and PM10 emissions (NREL).

Biodiesel could be incorporated into the Rosemont project in several ways.  First, biodiesel is commercially available now and can simply be ordered from a jobber.  Typically this fuel would be made from soy, canola or safflower. There are questions related to soy being grown for biodiesel replacing food crops, thus possibly increasing food prices.  Problems about offsetting food crops can be avoided if biodiesel is produced from recycled vegetable oil, rendered oil (there is a plant for this in Southern Cal), or non-food crops such as jatropha, camelina, jojoba, etc.

As an alternative to buying biodiesel on the open market, Rosemont could contract for oil seed growing on either its own properties or nearby farms.  The company could control growing, seed oil crushing and biodiesel production – a full vertical integration.  Jojoba and Jatropha are desert plants that are probably most suitable for minimally irrigated production either on reclaimed mine spoils or other areas with marginal agricultural potential.  If oil crops are grown on farm lands they could be winter plantings such as yellow mustard.  Potentially, two crops per year could be grown, alternating mustard with safflower canola or sunflower.  In some cases it may be possible to use non-potable treated waste water for irrigation which can increase crop yields while not impacting drinking water supplies. 

Theoretically this kind of scheme could also support local agriculture thus improving the project’s sustainability profile.  One advantage is that this gives Rosemont complete control of the process and use of herbicides and pesticides can be avoided or minimized.  It may be possible to operate the farm machinery with biodiesel so you have essentially a closed loop process – the ultimate in sustainable practice.
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; ehornung@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com; aelek@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; jgrams@swca.com; temmett@fs.fed.us;
gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com;
hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
dkeane@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont Virtual Tour
Date: 05/07/2009 01:12 PM

Hello All-

I just got the Virtual Tour from Rosemont. Basically, it is Jamie Sturgess talking
about Rosemont's plans, the current and future operations. Some explanation of
Core samples and the type of ore deposit is also discussed. Although it is from their
website and is done according to that audience, it does offer some good shots of
the area and the land where the pit is proposed and also some views out to SR83
etc. So, take a look if you are interested.

Thanks!

Mel

P.S. It will probably require your computer to have Quicktime or other movie
viewing software installed.

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see. To go
directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web browser. Please
note that some email clients require that all the letters and numbers in the link
appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=144756>
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From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: Alan Belauskas; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Reta Laford; Larry Jones; Debby Kriegel; Robert Lefevre; Art Elek;

Jeanine Derby; Kent Ellett; Sarah Davis; Salek Shafiqullah; George     McKay; Charles Coyle; Eli Curiel; Dale
Ortman; Debbie Sebesta; Mary Farrell; Walt Keyes; Beverley Everson; Mindee Roth; Melissa Reichard; William
    Gillespie

Subject: Rosemont's Alternatives comparison
Date: 07/15/2009 04:03 PM

Here is the link to the table that Rosemont handed out today:
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150240>

 

Tom
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
teresa@ciapusci.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Cc: Charles Coyle; mpetersen@swca.com; Melissa Reichard
Subject: Rosemont's proposed alternative
Date: 07/02/2009 12:39 PM

Hello All-

Rosemont has submitted their proposed alternative. I have uploaded it here:
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=149379>

It is a fairly large file, so you will need to allow some time to download. If you have
any issues with the file or need any help, please let me know.

 

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swc.com; gsoroka@swca.com; kcox@swca.com;
rbowers@swca.com; jmacivor@swca.com; Charles A Blair

Subject: San Manuel Field Trip, Wednesday, August 20, leaving at 7:00 a.m. from Federal Building
Date: 08/14/2008 01:18 PM

Hi Everyone,

We will be departing from in front of the Federal Building by bus for San Manuel
promptly at 7:00 a.m. next Wednesday.  Please let me know if you live in the Oro
Valley area and prefer to meet the bus there at the Home Depot Store at 10855 N.
Oracle Rd.  We will look for you between Home Depot and Sports Authority at
around 7:30.

Most of Arizona's metal mines were operated in the late 1800s, typically as
underground operations.  San Manuel is no exception, however, large scale
underground mining did not begin until 1952.  Open pit mining began in 1985, and
all operations ceased in 1999 due to low copper prices.  Surface reclamation of the
area began a couple of years later and was completed at a cost of $59 million in
May of 2006 (though some reworking of the reclamation areas has continued).   The
reclamation was a "topographic based" design where reclaimed areas were
recountoured to blend with the surrounding natural topography and then
revegetated.  

The San Manuel operation was a very important part of the economy and history of
the area for multiple generations.  The toppling of the smelter stacks associated with
the operation in January of 2007 was seen as progress to some, and the sad end of
an era for others.  We will learn a little more about the history of the operation with
the site visit along with seeing the interesting reclamation techniques.

I will be forwarding a white paper comparing San Manuel and the proposed
Rosemont Copper Project to you once I receive it from the company.

See you Wednesday.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rgerhart@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; jhider@swca.com;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; ccoyle@swca.com; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com;
wkeyes@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com;
tklarson@swca.com; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; jsautter@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Scoping comment attachments- Rosemont
Date: 10/09/2009 06:58 PM

Hello Everyone!

I have enclosed a link to the resource folders in WebEx. You will find all the resource
studies that have been submitted by Rosemont or the consultants to date within that
applicable resource folder. You will also notice in most folders a subfolder labeled
"Scoping attachments". I have uploaded all the attachments that were submitted
within the scoping comments that could assist you in your analysis. These
attachments are all different things from pictures, maps, specialist reports and
everything in between. If you are working with more than one resource, you may
find duplicate files in the different resources, as some files applied to more than
area. If you have any questions, please contact Bev (for FS) or Tom (for SWCA). If
you have any issues accessing files, please contact me.

 

Some of these files are pretty interesting. Thank you for all of your hard work!

 

Thanks!

Mel
<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=12&id=24542>
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us;
jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us;
hschewel@fs.fed.us; tskinner@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us;
dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com; hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com;
rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com;
devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com;
kserrato@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Scoping Comment Reports now available!
Date: 10/14/2008 02:25 PM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=10015
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kscox@swca.com; sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; sgriset@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com;

rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; jezzo@swca.com; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; klbourgart@fs.fed.us; teuler@swca.com;
wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; tskinner@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us;
khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us;
gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; kpohs@swca.com;
hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us;
klgraves@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; devinquintana@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
abelauskas@fs.fed.us; mreichard@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com; ccoyle@swca.com; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;
cbellavia@swca.com

Subject: Scoping Comment Reports now updated!
Date: 11/17/2008 12:04 PM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see.
To go directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web
browser. Please note that some email clients require that all the letters
and numbers in the link appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right
place.

https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=3&id=10015
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ccolyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Kent C Ellett;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; tfurgason@fs.fed.us;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Sept. 16, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda
Date: 09/15/2009 04:49 PM
Attachments: Sept. 16, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda.doc

FYI.  A hard copy will be passed out in the meeting tomorrow.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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September 16, 2009


Rosemont Copper Project IDT


Meeting Agenda


Location:  Coronado National Forest Supervisor’s Office, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.  85701, Rm. 6V6. 


Time:  9:00 – 12:00, 12:30 to 4:30

Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Extended Interdisciplinary Team

Agenda:


Overview of meeting

Cooperating Agency comments on alternatives

Update on project status and meetings



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Sept. 2 Core IDT Meeting, change in agenda
Date: 09/01/2009 04:41 PM

Tomorrow's meeting will be focusing on alternative refinement, rather than the items I mentioned in my
last email to you.  The reasons for the change are as follows: 

SWCA had stated that they would have a list of Units of Measure prepared for the meeting, but the list
has not been completed. 

After spending two days in and around the project area recently (August 21 and 22, on a field trip with
Mountain Empire Action Alliance), Debby Kriegel has new concerns with visual impacts with the
Sycamore Canyon Alternative, and would like to look at revising that alternative to address her
concerns. 

Rosemont Copper Company is objecting to placement of waste rock on mineralized ground on their
private land north of the proposed pit area with the Sycamore Alterative and the Schofield Mcleary
Alternative.  The company's concerns are valid, as these mineralized areas could at some point
(depending on future metals prices and technology) become viable ore deposits.  We need to look at
revising the alternatives so that there is no diposal on the patented claims. 

I had intended to talk about the project schedule and work obligations for 2010, but we are behind in
the schedule, and are going to be formally revising it.  This won't change the number of days you'll be
working on the project in the coming year, but when, in the course of the year, you'll be working on the
different parts of the analysis.  I had intended to share a Gantt chart with you tomorrow, but it won't be
completed until the project schedule is changed. 

See you at 9:00 in 6V6. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Kent C Ellett;
mreichard@swca.com; tfurgason@swca.com; ccolyle@swca.com

Subject: Sept. 2 Rosemont Core team meeting and request for extended team input
Date: 08/27/2009 06:03 PM
Attachments: Issue_Resource Matrix.docx

Please see the attachment with Mindee's email, below.  We will be using this matrix in the IDT team
meeting next Wednesday, to see what issues and corresponding units of measure overlap with one
another.  Core and extended team please look at the matrix and note where there is overlap in the X
and Y axes, and describe the unit(s) of measure that would apply (refer to the issue statement table
the team developed for a reference - in WebEx).  Please provide your input on the matrix by
September 2.  We will compare what the team has for units of measure with a list that SWCA is
compiling during the IDT meeting. 

Meeting scheduling - the core team will be meeting in 6V6, from 9:00 to 4:30, with a half hour for
lunch.  Extended team, in particular heritage, is encourage to attend the meeting also if possible. 

Agenda items for the meeting include:  units of measure, 2010 Program of Work, project Gantt Chart,
and a review of recent meetings and updates on the project. 

Please let me know if you have questions about the meeting or the prework for the meeting. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

----- Forwarded by Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS on 08/26/2009 05:44 PM ----- 
Melinda D Roth/R3/USDAFS

08/25/2009 03:37 PM

To Beverley A Everson/R3/USDAFS@FSNOTES
cc

Subject Issue Overlap Table

Use this one.  It's formatted to fit 8 1/2 X 11 paper... 

Mindee Roth
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress, FB42
Tucson, AZ  85701
(520) 388-8319
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Issues Resource Matrix Demonstrating the Interrelation of Impacts Upon Each Resource





		Issue to drive alternatives

		Air Quality

		Heritage Resources

		Night Skies

		Noise & Vibration

		Recreation

		Riparian

		Plants & Animals

		Trans-portation

		Water

		Visual

		Reclamation Plan

		Soils



		1. Air

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		2. Heritage Resources

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		3. Night Skies

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		4. Noise & Vibration

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		5. Recreation

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		6. Riparian Habitat

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		7. Plants & Animals

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		8. Transportation

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		9. Water

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		10. Visual

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		11. Reclam.  Plan

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		12. Soils

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		









(520) 396-0715 (cell)
(520) 388-8305 (FAX)



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami Emmett;
tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Sept. 23 IDT meeting cancelled; homework to follow shortly
Date: 09/22/2009 12:18 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Beverley A Everson

Subject: Sept. 9, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda
Date: 09/08/2009 03:13 PM
Attachments: Sept. 9, 2009 IDT Meeting Agenda.doc

See you in the morning.  Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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September 9, 2009


Rosemont Copper Project IDT


Meeting Agenda


Location:  Coronado National Forest Supervisor’s Office, 300 W. Congress, Tucson, AZ.  85701, Rm. 4B. 


Time:  9:00 – 12:00, 12:30 to 4:30

Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Extended Interdisciplinary Team

Agenda:


Overview of meeting

WebEx refresher


Issue matrix and units of measure

Cooperating Agency comments on alternatives

Update on project status and meetings



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra
L Bourgart; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Robert Lefevre; Roxane M Raley; Salek Shafiqullah; Shane Lyman;
Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie;
Mark E Schwab; Michael A Linden; Roger D Congdon; tfurgason@swca; mreichard@swca

Subject: September 10 Rosemont IDT Kick-off meeting agenda
Date: 09/05/2008 03:25 PM
Attachments: Sept. 10 Agenda.doc

Hi Team,

Please see the enclosed September 10 meeting agenda.  See you there!

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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September 10, 2008

Proposed Rosemont Copper Company Project
IDT Meeting Agenda


Location:  National Advanced Fire and Resource Institute, 3265 East Universal Way, Tucson, Arizona, 520.799.8787, Link to Web site with map: http://www.nafri.gov/Assets/NAFRI_areamap.pdf

Attendees:  Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Members

Agenda: 

8:30 – 9:00 - Refreshments and sign-in


9:00 – 9:30 - Welcome and opening statement from Jeanine Derby


9:30 – 10:00 – NEPA timeline (Teresa Ann Ciapusci and Tom Furgason)


10:00 – 10:15 – Break

            10:15 – 11:15 - Team & Other Operations (Reta Laford):

Project Initiation Letter

Ethics and conduct for Federal employees

Roles of Forest Service and SWCA team members. Roles of proponent & their consultants

Communication strategy


         Memorandum of Understanding between Forest Service and Rosemont Copper Company

            11:15 – 11:30 – Discussion


            11:30 – 12:30 – Lunch (participants can bring a lunch or eat at local restaurants)

            12:30 – 1:00 - Rosemont Junction area history (Bill Gillespie)


            1:00 - 1:30 - Overview of project, and ore deposit geology (Bev Everson)

            1:30 – 1:45 - Discussion

1:45 – 2:00 – Break


            2:15 – 3:00 - Legal framework, locatable minerals direction and policy, and patenting    


            (Mike Linden)

3:00 – 3:30 - Webex (John Able)


3:30 – 4:00 - Team meeting scheduling, close-out (Everson)
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: September 16 Rosemont Copper Project Core IDT Meeting
Date: 09/11/2009 03:29 PM

Hi Team, 

Thanks to all of you who participated in this week's IDT meeting.  We worked very hard, and got a lot
done. 

Please plan on a full day core team meeting next Wednesday, September 16, from 9:00 to 4:30.  Plan
on a half hour lunch, either bringing your lunch or ordering out with whoever else is doing that. 

We will continue to review cooperating agency (CA) comments on alternatives in the meeting on the
16th.  Please read all the CA letters prior to the meeting, and be prepared to discuss
them.  I've sent all of you links to the letters in WebEx and a link to the letters posted to our new
website.  Team members were also provided hard copies of the letters this past Wednesday, and I
have other binder sets of the hard copies for those of you who still need them (let me know if you'd like
one). 

Mary and Bill, it would be helpful if one of you can attend the meeting next week, for heritage and TCP
input.  Please let me know if either of you can make it. 

Lastly, I want to talk about conduct in team meetings.  In the meeting this past Wednesday, there were
lengthy side conversations and note passing occurring while Tom Furgason was presenting the issues
and units of measure.  This kind of behavior is distracting and disruptive for the presenter and other
meeting participants, and it's unprofessional.  Please come to the meetings prepared to focus on the
work at hand, engage in group discussion, and most importantly, maintain respect for presenters and
other meeting attendees. 

Thanks, and see you Wednesday. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: September 23 Rosemont Copper Project IDT meeting
Date: 09/18/2009 01:49 PM

Please plan on a full day in 4B (bring your parkas) to wrap up discussion of cooperating agency input
on alternatives, and to begin discussion of effects analysis.  We will start at 9:00 and have a half hour
lunch. 

Thanks. 

Bev 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: September 9 EXTENDED TEAM meeting
Date: 09/04/2009 03:47 PM

We will be meeting in 4B, from 9:00 to 12:00, 12:30 to 4:30.  We will be reviewing units of measure
and alternatives, and the matrix that I sent out to everyone.  Please submit your matrices to me by
COB on Tuesday, if you haven't already done so. 

We'll also have a WebEx overview, and may have a short R.O. presentation on professional
interactions. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: September 9 IDT meeting
Date: 09/04/2009 04:25 PM

For those of you not in the meeting this week, please review the cooperating agency letters that I sent
out links to, before next week's meeting.  Thank you. 

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; ccolyle@swca.com; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;

ecuriel@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; Kent C Ellett;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell; Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com;
Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie

Subject: Septmber 30 Core IDT meeting. - please plan on half day in 6V6 (9:00 to 12:00)
Date: 09/28/2009 11:44 AM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: kbrown03@fs.fed.us; beverson@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

dsebesta@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; mfarrell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us;
sldavis@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us

Cc: Ralph Ellis
Subject: SR 83 as a Scenic Hwy Eval
Date: 07/20/2009 12:40 PM

Kathy from Rosemont sent this document with the following note:

A number statements in the draft issues statements on the scenic roadway designation for State
Route 83 made me realize there was quite a bit of confusion regarding what it takes to be named a
scenic roadway, what could effect that status, and what the implications of seeing our mine
intermittently over a four mile stretch (out of a 52.5 mile roadway) might be.  I asked Seri Parks to
provide an evaluation of SR83 for your convenience.  That analysis is attached.

If you would like to review the report, follow this link.

Thanks!

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=150543>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: State - AZ Geologic Survey comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:44 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153352>
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From: Rion Bowers
To: rlefevre@fs.fed.us
Subject: surfacewater.pdf
Date: 07/07/2009 11:34 AM
Attachments: surfacewater.pdf
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Arthur S Elek; ccoyle@swca.com; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel; George

McKay; Heidi Schewel; John Able; Kendall Brown; Kent C Ellett; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell;
mreichard@SWCA.com; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; S@FSNOTES; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; Tami
Emmett; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; William B Gillespie; Marc Kaplan; Andrea W Campbell

Subject: team preparation for the May 13 Rosemont Copper Project extended IDT meeting, 4B
Date: 05/08/2009 01:56 PM

Our discussion of alternatives and mitigation in this meeting is going to be a little
more "hands on" than in the previous meetings we've had on these topics.  We'll
have multiple copies of aerial photographs and maps of the project area that we'll
use to demonstrate potential alternatives and mitigation, for example, an alternative
tailings disposal site.  Bring your markers! and be prepared to role up your sleeves. 

More importantly, in particular for the core team and for heritage, bring resource
maps and/or whatever other tools and information you need to be able to discuss
specific aspects of and impacts to, your resource.  This will involve the use of GIS
layers and maps, and because of this, I've asked Marc Kaplan to be available to help
you get the data that you need.

Come see me, or give me a call if you have any questions about how you will need
to prepare for this meeting.  

Thank you.

Bev
   
Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Tohono Oodham Nation comments on alternatives
Date: 09/03/2009 05:44 PM

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153234>
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Arthur S Elek; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Mary M Farrell;

mriechard@SWCA.com; Robert Lefevre; Salek Shafiqullah; Sarah L Davis; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes;
William B Gillespie

Subject: Tomorrow's Rosemont Issue Statement Review meeting - goodies...
Date: 01/27/2009 12:05 PM

Hi Everybody,

I'm going to bring in a pot of chili tomorrow to share with the group.  If anyone
would like to contribute to the effort, grated cheese, sour cream, crackers,
beverages, and bowls and spoons - or whatever - would be welcome...but there is
no obligation for any of you.

See you at 8:30 at SWCA!

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Beverley A Everson; Walter

Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Keith L Graves; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett; George McKay;
Robert Lefevre; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; William B Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan
Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Thomas Skinner; Larry Jones; Kendra L Bourgart; Janet Jones; Roxane M Raley;
Heidi Schewel; tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca

Subject: tour date mix-up!  SILVER BELL OPERATION THIS WEEK, San Manuel next week - meet at 8:30 this
Wednesday

Date: 08/11/2008 01:46 PM

Hi Everyone,

I mistakenly told some of you on the bus last week that this week's tour was to San
Manuel to see reclamation there.  I was off by a week; this week's tour is to the
Silver Bell Mine operation, and next week is San Manuel.  We will be
departing by bus for the mine from the front of the Federal Building this
Wednesday morning at 8:30.

Silver Bell is a copper operation (in spite of its name), and is an example of a
leaching operation similar to what will be occurring at the Carlotta operation once
they are up and running (for those of you that attended that field trip).  At Silver
Bell, they use a weak solution of hydrochloric acid to dissolve copper ions from the
ore and electricity to extract the copper from solution and on to inert anodes (plates
of unrefined impure metal).  The then copper-coated plates are called cathodes.

FYI, the copper-laden solution is called pregnant leach solution or PLS.  The plating
occurs in an SXEW (solution extraction/electowinning) plant.  For those of you that
were on the Rosemont field trip the electrowinning process is analogous to the nail
that was dipped into the drop of hydrochloric acid the company geologist had put on
a piece of ore, causing the nail to be coated with copper.

Can anyone tell me what type of ore lends itself to this type of processing??  What is
the other type of ore, and how is it processed?

Here's a tougher question; how do each of the ore types form?  Also, would the
proposed Rosemont operation be doing both types of ore processing throughout the
life of the operation?  Why or why not?

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Beverley A Everson
To: abelauskas@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;

gmckay@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; kellett@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; Mary M Farrell;
Melinda D Roth; mreichard@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
temmett@fs.fed.us; tfurgason@swca.com; Walter Keyes; wgillespie@fs.fed.us

Subject: Town of Sahuarita Enclosure
Date: 09/03/2009 05:41 PM
For Follow Up: Normal Priority.

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=153378>
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From: Tom Furgason
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: sldavis@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; mthrash@swca.com; cbellavia@swca.com; rmraley@fs.fed.us;

tfurgason@swca.com; rbowers@swca.com; mjfitch@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; awcampbell@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; jhesse@swca.com; klgraves@fs.fed.us;
aelek@fs.fed.us; treeder@swca.com; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us; khouser@swca.com; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;
jgrams@swca.com; temmett@fs.fed.us; gsoroka@swca.com; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; ecuriel@fs.fed.us;
ljones02@fs.fed.us; ehornung@swca.com; kpohs@swca.com; sgriset@swca.com; tklarson@swca.com;
hhall@swca.com; mbidwell@swca.com; rellis@swca.com; jconnell@swca.com; dkeane@swca.com;
mroth@fs.fed.us; daleortmanpe@live.com; kellett@fs.fed.us; lcgarrett77@msn.com;
bschneid@email.arizona.edu; rlaford@fs.fed.us; mrobertson@swca.com; rlefevre@fs.fed.us;
abelauskas@fs.fed.us; kkertell@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; bgaddis@swca.com; kserrato@swca.com;
dsebesta@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us

Subject: Transmittal 071709 w/list of updated figures
Date: 07/17/2009 04:23 PM

Rosemont Copper Company delivered a draft package of 14 revised figures based on
some engineering updates that they have been working on.  The list of figures is
contained in the a transmittal on WebEx (https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?
a=5&id=150426). These figures were submitted in hard copy format only.  Bev and
SWCA each have two complete packets for review by the specialists.

Tom Furgason
Program Director 
SWCA Environmental Consultants
343 West Franklin Street
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 325-9194 ext. 110
(520) 820-5178 mobile
(520) 325-2033 fax
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From: Geoff Soroka
To: Larry Jones; Deborah K Sebesta; rlefevre@fs.fed.us
Subject: Units of Measure
Date: 09/14/2009 08:56 AM
Attachments: Issues and Units to Measure_gs.doc

Hello,
How are all my old office mates? Can you please look over the attached and see if you agree with
SWCA’s assessment of the “Issues and Units of Measure” for the “Plants and Animals” and “Riparian
Habitat” issues? In addition, would you be willing to address Point #3 in the riparian section to come up
with some sort of a way to measure the “Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors” issue?
 
Let me know if you think it would be beneficial for the 4 of us (or at least Larry, Bob, and I) to sit down
for a half-hour or so at the SO and work through this. I am available today, but not tomorrow or
possibly Wednesday.
 
Thank you!
Geoffrey Soroka
SWCA Biologist/Project Manager
Tucson Office
(520) 325-9194
gsoroka@swca.com
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		Table X. Issues and Units to Measure Change





		Issue

		Units to Measure Change



		1. PLANTS AND ANIMALS


Issue – Potential impacts to plants and animals.  Construction, mining, and reclamation activities at the mine and along transportation and utility corridors, may affect wildlife species and their habitats, including the potential for:  


1. Loss of population viability of species of conservation concern;

2. Impacts to individuals of species of conservation concern; 


3. Reduced forage and available water for wildlife;


4. Increased animal-vehicle collisions (AVCs);


5. Loss or fragmentation of wildlife habitat;


6. Increased establishment and/or expansion of non-native species; 


7. Loss or conversion of vegetation communities.



		1. Acres of habitat lost (direct and indirect), loss of abiotic features (stock tanks, springs, etc.) relative to total available. If possible, document species of conservation concern with population numbers and locations relative to the Project Area and region.

2. Number of individuals impacted.

3. Acres of habitat lost or modified; loss of springs or other water features.

4. Estimated road kills per mile as modeled by AGFD.

5. Ratio of removed habitat in relation to overall habitat; acres of altered linkages; length of “edge effect” in miles.

6. Acres of disturbance.

7. Acres of vegetation, by community, lost or converted.



		2. RIPARIAN HABITAT


Issue – Potential impacts to riparian habitat. Riparian habitat may be affected by the alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as by disturbance due to the siting and operation of the pit, processing facilities, administrative facilities, tailings and waste locations, and transportation and utility corridors. These impacts may result in:


1. Loss of riparian habitat, 


2. Loss of species diversity, 


3. Fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.




		1. Acres of riparian habitat lost.

2. Change in species diversity.


3. Acres and numbers of fragmented patches created. (needs input as to how this will be measured) 






�Larry or Debbie: can you provide info on how you would want to measure this impact?







From: John Able
To: tfurgason@swca.com; mreichard@swca.com; karnold@rosemontcopper.com; mary@strongpointpr.com
Cc: Jeanine Derby; Reta Laford; Beverley A Everson; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; Debby Kriegel; Kent C Ellett; Salek

Shafiqullah; Robert Lefevre; Larry Jones; Andrea W Campbell; Jennifer Ruyle; Deborah K Sebesta; Keith L
Graves; Cheri Bowen

Subject: Warning -- Possible Computer Security Risk in Email From "Elizabeth Webb"
Date: 04/14/2009 04:56 PM
Signed by: CN=John Able/OU=R3/O=USDAFS

FYI:  At least two Forest Service employees recently received an odd email from
Elizabeth Webb's email address.  The email has no subject line and points toward a
web address that appears to be a known security risk.  IF YOU RECEIVE THIS
SUSPECT EMAIL FROM ELIZABETH'S EMAIL ADDRESS, DO NOT OPEN THAT LINK.

The suspect email begins:  "Hello.  How are you doing recently?  Some days ago, I
came across a wonderful electronics company on the web. . . ."  At the end of the 
message is a .net link.  Again, do not open that link. 

Obviously, we are assuming that Elizabeth's computer is infected, and her email
client is being hijacked to send this message.  Bev is calling Elizabeth to let her
know.  If you receive this suspect email from Elizabeth's email address, you will
want to follow your organization's email security protocols.  (Forest Service
employees, please delete the email.  Do not open it.)  

Please distribute this to anyone in your organization whose name may be contained
in Elizabeth's email contacts.

I am reporting this email to Forest Service network security.  If I receive any
additional relevant instructions from them, I will pass those along to you.

John A. Able, Information Officer
Office of Communications
Coronado National Forest
Mobile:  520.405.4256
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From: Salek Shafiqullah
To: Rion Bowers
Cc: Beverley A Everson; Charles Coyle; Dale Ortman PE; Larry Jones; Robert Lefevre; Tom Furgason
Subject: Water BOA
Date: 07/10/2009 07:39 AM
Attachments: groundwater.pdf

Water_Resources_Bounds.pdf

Hello Rion, 
Thanks for sending the map of BOA for groundwater....I've never seen it before.  Also, I've never seen
the surface water BOA map either until you sent it to Bob earlier this week and he shared it with me.
 Thanks for sending it to him.   
Cheers. 

Salek Shafiqullah, Hydrologist
Coronado National Forest
520-388-8377 

"Rion Bowers" <rbowers@swca.com>

07/09/2009 07:46 AM

To "Robert Lefevre" <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>
cc "Tom Furgason" <tfurgason@swca.com>, "Charles Coyle"

<ccoyle@swca.com>, "Larry Jones" <ljones02@fs.fed.us>, "Salek
Shafiqullah" <sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us>, "Beverley A Everson"
<beverson@fs.fed.us>, "Dale Ortman PE" <daleortmanpe@live.com>

Subject RE: bio.pdf

Bob, 
  
The water resources bounds of analysis map is based on the rational presented in the attached
memorandum. This memo covers onsite and offsite surface and ground water resources.  You have the
surface water map, and I have attached the proposed ground water bounds map as well. I believe this
information was previously provided to Salek, so he should also have it for review. I hope you find this
information helpful. Looking forward to your comments. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Rion 
 

-------------------------------------------------------- 
Rion J. Bowers 
Senior Project Manager - Environmental Planner 
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
343 West Franklin Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
e-mail:  rbowers@swca.com 
Phone: (520) 325-9194 
Fax: (520) 325-2033
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DALE ORTMAN PE       Office: (520) 896-2404  
Consulting Engineer        Mobile: (520) 449-7307 
PO Box 1233         E-Mail: daleortmanpe@live.com 
Oracle, AZ 85623         


 


PROJECT MEMORANDUM 
ROSEMONT EIS PROJECT 


 
To: Charles Coyle (SWCA) 


Copy to: Salek Shafiqullah (CNF); Rion Bowers, Chris Garrett, Tom Furgason (SWCA) 
From: Dale Ortman PE 
Date: 9 June 2009   


Subject: 
Bounds of Analysis – Chapter 3 Affected Environment 
Water Resources 


 
This memorandum presents a preliminary determination of appropriate Bounds of Analysis for Water 
Resources for your review.  The temporal and spatial Bounds of Analysis are presented for the major 
physical elements of the Water Resources discipline as outlined in Rosemont Project EIS Draft Chapter 3 
Affected Environment Outline, May 19, 2009.  Temporal bounds are described in terms of the four time 
periods being applied to the Rosemont Project as outlined in the memorandum on Impact Timeline dated 11 
January 2009.  Spatial bounds are described by the geographic area to be used for analysis; this memo 
describes the spatial bounds in general geographic terms, however the final spatial bounds will be depicted 
on a map prepared by SWCA.  It should be noted that Bounds of Analysis will apply to both the group of 
twelve issues deemed “significant” by the CNF and the suite of additional issues that may be described in 
Chapter 3 Affected Environment, regardless of a determination of “significance”.  The general divisions of 
Water Resources for the Bounds of Analysis are: 
 


• Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water  


• Mine Area Water Resources-Groundwater 


• Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply 
 
Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water 
The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the surface water environment that may be impacted by the 
proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to surface water, both within the direct project area and 
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downstream from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The 
diversion and impounding of surface water runoff coupled with the topographic modification may result in 
both immediate and permanent alterations to the surface water regime. In addition, the potential for spills or 
other accidental releases to surface water will occur from initial construction through completion of 
reclamation.  Therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water 
are Construction, Operations, Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis include the surface water drainages that may influence or be impacted by the 
diversion and impoundment of surface water, modification of the mine site topography, and potential spills 
or other accidental releases.  Therefore, the spatial Bounds of Analysis include the following: 


• Drainage basins contributing runoff to the mine site; 


• Drainage basins containing mine site disturbance, namely Barrel Canyon and its tributaries; 


• Surface water drainages receiving discharge from the mine site, namely Davidson Creek to its 
confluence with Cienega Creeks; and 


• Drainages immediately adjacent to SR 83 that may be impacted by spills associated with potential 
accidents involving delivery of supplies to the mine. 


 
Spring and seep flow in the area as well as base flow in both Davidson and Cienega creeks potentially may 
be impacted by the groundwater drawdown associated with the mine pit.  However, as these potential 
impacts are related to the groundwater they are included within the Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water 
Resources – Groundwater.  
 
Mine Area Water Resources-Groundwater 
The Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Groundwater are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the groundwater environment that may be impacted by the 
proposed project.  Temporally the potential impacts to groundwater, both within the direct project area and 
down-gradient from the project, may occur from initial project construction on through post-closure.  The 
mine pit’s influence on the groundwater flow regime and the potential for seepage impacts from the tailings 
and waste rock facilities along with the potential for accidental process water leaks and other spills or 
releases may result in both immediate and permanent alterations to the groundwater regime.  Therefore, the 
temporal Bounds of Analysis for Mine Area Water Resources-Surface Water are Construction, Operations, 
Reclamation, and Post-Closure. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may influence or be impacted by 
the mine pit or potential seepage, leakage, or spills from the mine operations area; including the potential 
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impact to spring and seep flow as well as potential impact to base flow in Davidson and Cienega creeks. 
Assuming that the groundwater model under development by Montgomery for Rosemont covers an adequate 
area for analysis the area the Montgomery model domain should be the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Mine 
Area Water Resources-Groundwater. 
 
Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply 
The Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water Resources-Mine Water Supply are intended to encompass the 
temporal and spatial extent necessary to describe the water resources environment that may be impacted by 
the mine water supply for the proposed project.  Temporally the potential water resource impacts associated 
with the withdrawal of mine production water will occur only during the approximate 20-year life of active 
mine operations; therefore, the temporal Bounds of Analysis for the withdrawal of production water is 
Operations.  However, the recharge of CAP water to the groundwater basin began in 2007 and will continue 
until the proposed 105% of projected production water withdrawal has been recharged, subject to limitations 
on Rosemont’s excess CAP water contract.  Therefore, the temporal bounds on the CAP water recharge 
element of Water Resources spans from 2007 through whenever the recharge commitment is completed; 
likely sometime during Operations. 
 
The spatial Bounds of Analysis encompasses the groundwater basin that may be impacted by the mine water 
supply wells and the CAP water recharge; therefore the spatial Bounds of Analysis for Offsite Water 
Resources-Mine Water Supply is the Tucson Active Management Area (TAMA) with emphasis for mine 
production water withdrawal in the area encompassed within the groundwater model developed by 
Montgomery for Rosemont as described in Groundwater Flow Modeling Conducted for Simulation of 
Rosemont Copper’s Proposed Pumping Sahuarita, Arizona, April 30, 2009, prepared by Errol L. 
Montgomery & Associates, Inc.  
 
The water supply pipeline and mine power line alignments in the Santa Cruz Valley will cross dry washes; 
however as the risk of a discharge to surface water resulting in a water quality impact is exceedingly low for 
these crossings this element does not warrant inclusion in the Bounds of Analysis.  
 
  







From: Robert Lefevre [mailto:rlefevre@fs.fed.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 4:53 PM
To: Rion Bowers
Cc: Tom Furgason; Charles Coyle; Larry Jones; Salek Shafiqullah; Beverley A Everson
Subject: Re: bio.pdf

Hi, Rion.  Thanks for sending me the maps for riparian and water resources bounds of analysis.  I am
working with Salek and Larry on a response. Before you get too far, I need to tell that the bounds are
way too restrictive.  I want to propose a larger area that will take into consideration the groundwater
changes that will affect springs and consequently surface water and riparian areas after they dig the
pit.  I'll be sending a shapefile. 
Robert E. Lefevre
Forestry and Watershed Program Manager
Coronado National Forest
USDA Forest Service
520-388-8373 

"Rion Bowers" <rbowers@swca.com>

07/07/2009 11:35 AM
To <rlefevre@fs.fed.us>
cc

Subject bio.pdf

[attachment "bio.pdf" deleted by Robert Lefevre/R3/USDAFS] 



From: Beverley A Everson
To: Beverley A Everson
Cc: Alan Belauskas; Andrea W Campbell; Christopher C LeBlanc; Debby Kriegel; Deborah K Sebesta; Eli Curiel;

George McKay; Heidi Schewel; Janet Jones; Jennifer Ruyle; John Able; Keith L Graves; Kendall Brown; Kendra
L Bourgart; Larry Jones; Mary M Farrell; Reta Laford; Robert Lefevre; Roxane M Raley; Salek Shafiqullah;
Shane Lyman; Tami Emmett; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; tfurgason@swca.com; Thomas Skinner; Walter Keyes;
William B Gillespie

Subject: Webex meeting reminders
Date: 10/06/2008 05:30 PM

Please disregard notifications of team meetings being sent out from
Webex.  These reminders should not have been posted, and they are continuing to
go out simply because its hard to cancel them.  There is no meeting this
Wednesday.  For the time being, I will be sending out emails about the team's
meetings.  Please note that there is an extended team meeting at NAFRI
on November 12 from 8:00 to 5:00.  This meeting is a presentation by
Rosemont to update the team on analyses that the company's consultants are doing
on various project issues (safety, biology, reclamation, hydrology,etc.; itinerary to
follow in a later email).

I am expecting a finalized Proposed Action from SWCA by COB on October 10 and
will forward it to the core team that day or the following Monday morning.  There
will not be a core team meeting on October 15, however, I would like the core
team to review the proposed action and submit comments on it be COB on
the 15th.  I will consolidate the comments and forward them to SWCA for revisions
to the Proposed Action.  The core team will meet again on the October
23rd to make the review the changes and make sure that all suggestions have
been incorporated by SWCA (meeting place to be announced, meeting time from
9:00 to 4:00).

Please accept my apologies for the confusion over the team's meeting dates.

Bev

Beverley A. Everson
Forest Geologist
Coronado National Forest
300 W. Congress Street, 6th Floor
Tucson, AZ.  85701

Voice: 520-388-8428
Fax: 520-388-8305
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From: Melissa Reichard
Sent By: rosemonteis
To: rmraley@fs.fed.us; kbrown03@fs.fed.us; aelek@fs.fed.us; rlefevre@fs.fed.us; sshafiqullah@fs.fed.us;

awcampbell@fs.fed.us; abelauskas@fs.fed.us; wkeyes@fs.fed.us; temmett@fs.fed.us; devinquintana@fs.fed.us;
kellett@fs.fed.us; ccleblanc@fs.fed.us; gmckay@fs.fed.us; ljones02@fs.fed.us; dsebesta@fs.fed.us;
beverson@fs.fed.us; tciapusci@fs.fed.us; jable@fs.fed.us; sldavis@fs.fed.us; rlaford@fs.fed.us;
mfarrell@fs.fed.us; wgillespie@fs.fed.us; klgraves@fs.fed.us; hschewel@fs.fed.us; jderby@fs.fed.us;
ecuriel@fs.fed.us; dkriegel@fs.fed.us; mjfitch@fs.fed.us

Cc: Melissa Reichard
Subject: Word Track Changes Cheat Sheet
Date: 03/19/2009 11:14 AM

Here's something on Rosemont Copper Project EIS that I'd like you to see. To go
directly to the item, click the link below or paste it into your web browser. Please
note that some email clients require that all the letters and numbers in the link
appear on one line, or else it won't go to the right place.

<https://rosemonteis.webexone.com/r.asp?a=5&id=140504>

 

Let me know if you have any questions or is there is anything else I can help you
with!

Thanks!

Mel
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From: Carl Ostermann
To: Sandra L Roberts; Jeanine Derby; Reta Laford; Teresa Ann Ciapusci; John Able; Andrea W Campbell; Beverley

A Everson; Walter Keyes; Salek Shafiqullah; Debby Kriegel; Sarah L Davis; Deborah K Sebesta; Tami Emmett;
George McKay; Robert Lefevre; Andrea W Campbell; Shane Lyman; Eli Curiel; Christopher C LeBlanc; Bradley
W Gillespie; Mary M Farrell; Alan Belauskas; Kendall Brown; Larry Jones

Subject: Your "cc" of the Jan 6, 2008 Letter and attachments to Tom Furgason SWCA -  (Jan 6, 2008 message you
received for this letter did not work correctly) 

Date: 01/09/2009 08:04 AM
Attachments: Furgason.doc

2005 09 22 Template Setting Quick Reference.pdf
2005 09 Southwestern Region EIS Template.pdf
2005 09 Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing.pdf
2007 02 02 FSH 1609.11_10 Publications Management Handbook.pdf
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		File Code:

		1950-3/2810



		Date:

		January 6, 2009



		 



		Tom Furgason



		Rosemont Project Manager



		SWCA Environmental Consultants



		343 West Franklin Street



		Tucson, AZ 85701





Mr. Furgason:


This letter provides direction for preparing camera-ready versions of the Rosemont Copper Project draft and final environmental impact statements for publication and distribution.


Pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper Company for the Rosemont Copper Project (MOU #08-MU-11030510-010, as modified), as the selected third-party environmental contractor, SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) is to prepare the required environmental analysis and documentation consistent with applicable law, regulation, and policy (MOU Sections A, B, C1, C6, D20, E1, E3, E8, E12, F2, F6, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I4, I5, and IC – NEPA Review).


SWCA is further specifically required to prepare camera-ready versions of the draft and final environmental impact statements in accordance with Forest Service requirements (MOU Sections D11, E1, E12, E13, E14, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I5, I9, IC – NEPA Review, II, and IV).  In completing this task, SWCA is under direct supervision and control of the Forest Service (MOU Sections C1, C5, C6, D3, D10, D14, D18, D19, and F1).


MOU Attachment 1 Items I9 and IC – NEPA Review need to be clarified regarding the printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements.  SWCA’s responsibilities do not extend to the actual printing and distribution of these documents.  Printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements must be done by the Southwestern Regional Office, who will procure appropriate services through the Government Printing Office.  However, SWCA is expected to contribute to the Regional Office efforts in providing appropriate camera-ready material and relevant distribution lists.

It is anticipated that several iterations of the environmental impact statements will be drafted as the content progresses through various internal reviews.  While only the agency’s approved camera-ready draft and final environmental impact statements must conform to the following requirements, it is recommended that draft components of the environmental impact statements be created with these requirements in mind to reduce editing time.  It is also recommended that other project materials be created with these requirements in mind.


The following items are hereby incorporated by reference as relevant direction:

· Government Printing Office Style Manual, 29th Edition (2000) available at www.gpoaccess.gov/stylemanual/index.html

· Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (attached)


· Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (attached)


· Template Setting Quick Reference (attached)


· Southwestern Region EIS Template (attached)

Follow the “Government Printing Office Style Manual” for fundamentals such as grammar, spelling, use of abbreviations, capitalization, etc.  Follow “Forest Service Handbook 1609.11” for agency-specific direction such as that for citations, standard statements, etc., not found in the “Government Printing Office Style Manual.”  Use “Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing” as a guide for managing document structure and presentation to create documents that meet print and Web standards with a minimum of reformatting.  The “Template Setting Quick Reference” provides layout specifications for margins, headers, footers, columns, sections, and landscape graphics.  The “Southwestern Region EIS Template,” containing the required pre-set layout specifications, must be used in preparing the environmental impact statements.

The following Forest Supervisor expectations, expressed in her Interdisciplinary Team Project Initiation Letter dated July 25, 2008, are hereby incorporated as direction:  “I expect the EIS to be written in plain language.  Your work will not only be scrutinized for its technical accuracy, but also for its brevity and clarity.  Write-ups that are encyclopedic or that contain extraneous information will not be accepted.  Technical material is to be summarized in the body of the EIS with specific reference to supporting information in the appendices and/or record.  Graphics are to be used to the fullest extent where they could improve reader understanding and reduce the amount of text.  Of course, graphics should have appropriate complementary interpretive text.”


Additionally, adhere to the following direction in preparing the environmental impact statements:

· Submit all text documentation in MS-Word 2003 format (.doc format).


· Submit materials without embedded ‘Track Changes’ that may be viewed.


· Label each graphic with a unique caption identifier that is referenced in the text body.


· Provide a separate file containing the original electronic graphic files of each graphic included in the camera-ready environmental impact statements.  (Preferred file formats are .jpg, .tif, and .png.  Do not submit graphics in a .pdf file format.)


· Include parenthetical or footnote explanations when technical terms or jargon are used.


· Use incorporation by reference and tiering techniques as appropriate to summarize voluminous information and reports.


· Provide citations for incorporated materials.


· File complete copies of incorporated materials in the Administrative Record.


· Use appendices as appropriate for supporting in-depth explanatory materials.


· Refer to appendices in the text body.


SWCA is authorized to use its professional discretion in complying with this direction.  However, products developed by SWCA remain subject to review and approval by the Forest.


Questions or concerns about the direction provided herein should be directed to the Forest Service Project Manager for the Rosemont Copper Project, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, at              (520) 388-8350 or tciapusci@fs.fed.us.


Sincerely,


		/s/ Reta Laford

		



		RETA LAFORD

		 



		Deputy Forest Supervisor

		 





Attachments:


Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (2/2/2007)


Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (9/2005)


Template Setting Quick Reference (9/22/2005)


Southwestern Region EIS Template (9/2005)

ec:


Southwestern Region Printing Specialist, Sandy Roberts


Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Core and Extended Members
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Template Setting Quick Reference 
Revised September 22, 2005 


Type Settings 


Cover Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, 
Header/Footer: 0” 
Columns: 
1: 1”, spacing at 0.5 
2: 5.25” 
Layout:  
Section Start: New Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Chapter Heading Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header” 0”, Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start - Odd Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Subsequent Page Margins:  
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header/ Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start: Continuous; Different odd, even and first pages 


Landscape settings for 
images, tables, figures 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the paragraph 
prior to the image, table, or figure that will be in landscape 
format. 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the image, table or 
figure.  


• Note: The image, table, figure is now in its own section. 
• Change the paper size for this section in Page Setup 


(from the File drop-down menu) to Landscape and set 
margins to fit the section. 


Header/Footer Chapter Heading Page: 
• No Header 
• Odd page footer - Document title on the flush with left 


margin, page number on the right  
Subsequent Pages 
• Odd page Header - Chapter # and name flush with right 


margin 
• Odd page Footer - Document title flush with left margin, 


page number on the right margin 
• Even Page Header - Chapter # and name flush with left 


margin 
• Even page footer - page number flush with left margin, 


document title on the right 
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For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format. 
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key. 
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Environmental Impact Statement For XXX 


XXX National Forest 
County, State


Lead Agency:  USDA Forest Service 


Cooperating Agencies:  Insert cooperating agency names 


Responsible Official: Name and Title 
Address 


For Information Contact: Name and Title 
Address 
Telephone Number 


Abstract: [Insert 1 paragraph abstract on the environmental impact statement, including the 
alternatives considered and identification of the preferred alternative(s) if one or more exists and 
Forest Plan Amendments if needed.] 


[FOR DRAFT ONLY 


Reviewers should provide the Forest Service with their comments during the review period of the 
draft environmental impact statement. This will enable the Forest Service to analyze and respond 
to the comments at one time and to use information acquired in the preparation of the final 
environmental impact statement, thus avoiding undue delay in the decisionmaking process. 
Reviewers have an obligation to structure their participation in the National Environmental Policy 
Act process so that it is meaningful and alerts the agency to the reviewers’ position and 
contentions. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 553 (1978). 
Environmental objections that could have been raised at the draft stage may be waived if not 
raised until after completion of the final environmental impact statement. City of Angoon v. 
Hodel (9th Circuit, l986) and Wisconsin Heritages, Inc. v. Harris, 490 F. Supp. 1334, 1338 (E.D. 
Wis. 1980). Comments on the draft environmental impact statement should be specific and should 
address the adequacy of the statement and the merits of the alternatives discussed (40 CFR 
1503.3). 


Send Comments to: Name and Title 
 Address 


Date Comments Must Be Received: Date ] 
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Summary 


The [X] National Forest proposes to [summarize proposal]. The area affected by the proposal 
includes [briefly describe affected environment]. This action is needed, because [summarize the 
need for action]. 


[Describe the background leading up to the proposal, public involvement efforts, and major issues 
raised.]  


These issues led the agency to develop alternatives to the proposed action including: 


[Briefly describe each alternative. 


Major conclusions include:  


[Briefly explain or display conclusions as related to impacts.] 


Based upon the effects of the alternatives, the responsible official will decide [insert brief 
description of decision to be made]. 
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Chapter 1. Purpose of and Need for Action 


Document Structure 
The Forest Service has prepared this Environmental Impact Statement in compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other relevant Federal and State laws and 
regulations. This Environmental Impact Statement discloses the direct, indirect, and cumulative 
environmental impacts that would result from the proposed action and alternatives. The document 
is organized into four chapters:  


• Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action: The chapter includes information on the history 
of the project proposal, the purpose of and need for the project, and the agency’s proposal 
for achieving that purpose and need. This section also details how the Forest Service 
informed the public of the proposal and how the public responded.  


• Chapter 2. Alternatives, including the Proposed Action: This chapter provides a more 
detailed description of the agency’s proposed action as well as alternative methods for 
achieving the stated purpose. These alternatives were developed based on significant 
issues raised by the public and other agencies. This discussion also includes mitigation 
measures. Finally, this section provides a summary table of the environmental 
consequences associated with each alternative.  


• Chapter 3. Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: This chapter 
describes the environmental effects of implementing the proposed action and other 
alternatives. This analysis is organized by [insert topic (i.e., resource area, significant 
issues, environmental component)].  


• Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination: This chapter provides a list of preparers and 
agencies consulted during the development of the environmental impact statement.  


• Appendices: The appendices provide more detailed information to support the analyses 
presented in the environmental impact statement such as the record index, public 
comments and responses, etc. 


• Index: The index provides page numbers by document topic. 
Additional documentation, including more detailed analyses of project-area resources, may be 
found in the project planning record located at [X] 


Background 
[Provide the history of events leading up to the project proposal.] 


Purpose and Need for Action 
There is a need for [insert objectives]. This action is needed, because [insert need for action in 
that location at this specific time]. This action responds to the goals and objectives outlined in the 
[X] Forest Plan, and helps move the project area towards desired conditions described in that plan 
([insert reference to Forest Plan]). [Describe specific linkages to the Forest Plan if appropriate. 
Reference any pre-NEPA or “plan-to-project” assessments that identified the need.] 
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Proposed Action 
The Forest Service proposes to [insert brief description of the proposed action] to meet the 
purpose and need. 


Describe if a Forest Plan Amendment is needed. 


Decision Framework 
Given the purpose and need, the deciding official reviews the proposed action, the other 
alternatives, and the environmental consequences in order to make the following decisions: 


1. [insert questions that the deciding official must answer when making the final decision]. 


Public Involvement 
The Notice of Intent (NOI) was published in the Federal Register on [insert dates]. The NOI 
asked for public comment on the proposal from [insert dates]. In addition, as part of the public 
involvement process, the agency [insert description of public involvement efforts and reference to 
documents in record detailing results].  


Using the comments from the public, other agencies, and [insert others such as tribes, depending 
on the situation] (see Issues section), the interdisciplinary team developed a list of issues to 
address.  


Issues 
The Forest Service separated the issues into two groups: significant and non-significant issues. 
Significant issues were defined as those directly or indirectly caused by implementing the 
proposed action. Non-significant issues were identified as those: 1) outside the scope of the 
proposed action; 2) already decided by law, regulation, Forest Plan, or other higher level decision; 
3) irrelevant to the decision to be made; or 4) conjectural and not supported by scientific or 
factual evidence. The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA regulations explain this 
delineation in Sec. 1501.7, “…identify and eliminate from detailed study the issues which are not 
significant or which have been covered by prior environmental review (Sec. 1506.3)…”. A list of 
non-significant issues and reasons regarding their categorization as non-significant may be found 
at [X] in the record. 


As for significant issues, the Forest Service identified the following issues during scoping: 


[Insert Issue #1]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 


[Insert Issue #…]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 
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Other Related Efforts 
[Insert descriptions of any other related efforts that will affect the proposed action or the decision 
to be made.] 
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Chapter 2. Alternatives, Including the 
Proposed Action 


Introduction 
This chapter describes and compares the alternatives considered for the [insert project name]. It 
includes a description and map of each alternative considered. This section also presents the 
alternatives in comparative form, sharply defining the differences between each alternative and 
providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decision maker and the public. Some of 
the information used to compare the alternatives is based upon the design of the alternative (i.e., 
helicopter logging versus the use of skid trails) and some of the information is based upon the 
environmental, social and economic effects of implementing each alternative (i.e., the amount of 
erosion caused by helicopter logging versus skidding).  


Alternatives Considered in Detail 
The Forest Service developed [X] alternatives, including the No Action and Proposed Action 
alternatives, in response to issues raised by the public.  


Alternative 1  


No Action  
Under the No Action alternative, current management plans would continue to guide management 
of the project area. No [insert project activities] would be implemented to accomplish project 
goals.  


Insert Map for Alternative 1 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 1. Insert Figure Title 
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Alternative 2  


The Proposed Action 
[Describe the Proposed Action including mitigation—should be the same action proposed in the 
NOI]  


Insert Map for Alternative 2 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 2. Insert Figure Title 


Alternative ….  
[Describe the alternative including mitigation.] 
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Insert Map for Alternative 3 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 3. Insert Figure Title 


Mitigation Common to All Alternatives 
The Forest Service also developed the following mitigation measures to be used as part of all of 
the action alternatives.  


[Describe mitigating measures.] 


Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 
Federal agencies are required by NEPA to rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives and to briefly discuss the reasons for eliminating any alternatives that 
were not developed in detail (40 CFR 1502.14). Public comments received in response to the 
Proposed Action provided suggestions for alternative methods for achieving the purpose and 
need. Some of these alternatives may have been outside the scope of [insert need], duplicative of 
the alternatives considered in detail, or determined to be components that would cause 
unnecessary environmental harm. Therefore, a number of alternatives were considered, but 
dismissed from detailed consideration for reasons summarized below [Edit text specifically for 
the circumstances of this project.].  


[Describe alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed study.] 


Comparison of Alternatives 
This section provides a summary of the effects of implementing each alternative. Information in 
the table is focused on activities and effects where different levels of effects or outputs can be 
distinguished quantitatively or qualitatively among alternatives.  
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Table 1. Insert Table Title 


 Alternative 1 
Alternative 


2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 


[Item to 
Compare 1]     


[Item to 
Compare 2]     


[Item to 
Compare 3]     


[Item to 
Compare 4]     


[Item to 
Compare 5]     


[Item to 
Compare 6]     
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Chapter 3. Affected Environment and 
Environmental Consequences 


This Chapter summarizes the physical, biological, social, and economic environments of the 
project area and the effects of implementing each alternative on that environment. It also presents 
the scientific and analytical basis for the comparison of alternatives presented in the alternatives 
chapter. 


[Topic 1] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use indicators developed for each issue in 
the Issues section to compare effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and cumulative 
effects.] 


[Topic …] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use the same indicators described for each 
issue in the Issues section to explain the effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and 
cumulative effects.] 


Short-term Uses and Long-term Productivity 
NEPA requires consideration of “the relationship between short-term uses of man’s environment 
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity” (40 CFR 1502.16). As declared 
by the Congress, this includes using all practicable means and measures, including financial and 
technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create 
and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill 
the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans 
(NEPA Section 101). 


[Reference the environmental consequences discussions related to the relationships between 
short-term uses and long-term productivity.] 


Unavoidable Adverse Effects 
[Insert a description of any adverse effects that are unavoidable for each alternative and reference 
the effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 


Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
Irreversible commitments of resources are those that cannot be regained, such as the extinction of 
a species or the removal of mined ore. Irretrievable commitments are those that are lost for a 
period of time such as the temporary loss of timber productivity in forested areas that are kept 
clear for use as a power line rights-of-way or road. 


[Insert a description of any irreversible or irretrievable effects by alternative and reference the 
effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 
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Cumulative Effects 
[Cumulative effects should be addressed in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion. 
Reference these discussions here. If applicable, discuss any inter-relationships of cumulative 
effects between ‘topic’ areas as well as inter-relationships with any other projects, policies, or 
recent decisions.] 


Other Required Disclosures 
NEPA at 40 CFR 1502.25(a) directs “to the fullest extent possible, agencies shall prepare draft 
environmental impact statements concurrently with and integrated with other environmental 
review laws and executive orders.”  


[Insert a description of how the Forest Service has consulted with or is not required to consult 
with the agencies listed below as required under the following Acts and laws: 


• Fish and Wildlife Service under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act for causing water 
to be impounded or diverted; 


• National Historic Preservation Act for causing ground disturbing actions in historical 
places; 


• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service in accordance 
with the ESA implementing regulations for projects with threatened or endangered 
species; and 


• Any applicable state and county laws affected by the alternatives.] 
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Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination 


Preparers and Contributors  
The Forest Service consulted the following individuals, Federal, State, and local agencies, tribes 
and non-Forest Service persons during the development of this environmental assessment: 


ID Team Members: 
[Insert names] 


Federal, State, and Local Agencies: 
[Insert names] 


Tribes: 
[Insert names] 


Others: 
[Insert names] 


List of Agencies, Organizations and Person to Whom Copies of 
the DEIS, Supplement and FEIS Were Sent 
This environmental impact statement has been distributed to individuals who specifically 
requested a copy of the document [(for final environmental impact statements only) and those 
who submitted substantive comments on the draft environmental impact statement]. In addition, 
copies have been sent to the following Federal agencies, federally recognized tribes, Sate and 
local governments, and organizations representing a wide range of views regarding [Insert 
purpose]. 


[Insert names of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with 
respect to any environmental impact involved and any appropriate Federal, State. or local agency 
authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards; any person, organization, or agency 
requesting the entire environmental impact statement; and in the case of a final environmental 
impact statement any person, organization, or agency which submitted substantive comments.]  
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Index 


[Insert an index] 
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Appendix  


A – Appendix Title 
 [Insert any material that is essential to the understanding of the environmental impact statement.] 
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B – Public Comments and Responses [for FEIS only] 
[Insert response to public] 
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Abstract 


In the USDA Forest Service (FS), one of our most common tools for producing visual 
information is Microsoft Word (MS-Word). It is how we create content: correspondence, news 
releases, decisions, statements, manuals, NEPA process, and so on. 


Currently, official documents are kept in hard copy. Some are commercially printed for 
distribution to the public. Most documents are available electronically on our internal systems, 
such as the Records Management database and FSWeb; and many are also available externally on 
the World Wide Web (WWW). 


“Administrative” documents, as defined in FSM 1631.11-12, become “publications” when they 
are posted on the WWW because they become available to anyone having an internet connection 
— even if the “general public” is not the targeted or intended audience. 


Documents for public distribution have specific standards that must be met according to the 
USDA Visual Information Standards as well as the FS Manual (1630) and Handbook (1609.11). 
All publications — whether administrative or public — must be written following the 
Government Printing Office (GPO) Style Manual, which is a reference for spelling, capitalization, 
compound words, punctuation, etc. It is available on the Internet or copies can be obtained from 
the Superintendent of Documents. 


Electronic documents, both internal and external, must meet specific standards to make them 
accessible to people with disabilities according to Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1974, 
as amended in 1998. Some of our large electronic documents are converted from MS-Word into 
HTML or Adobe Acrobat PDF format, but still have to measure up to the Section 508 standards. 


The goal is create content once — publish it multiple ways. In the past, content 
producers, print producers, and web producers have had to create or re-create several versions of 
the same document: one for copying, one for commercial printing, and another for publishing to 
the web. The purpose of this guide is to help people who create documents, so that their 
documents can meet the above standards with a minimum of re-creation. The guide will focus 
mostly on document structure and presentation. 


Remember: MS-Word is the word processing program that is used for desktop publishing in 
the Forest Service. Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t meet all 
requirements of different publishing media. However, by properly using the full toolbox of MS-
Word, one can contribute to a much more effective publishing process. 


For questions about R3 Publishing, contact Sandra Roberts at 505-842-3295 or email: Sandra 
L Roberts/R3/USDAFS. For questions about Web publishing or comments about this 
document, contact Polly Lovato at 505-842-3296 or email: Polly Lovato/R3/USDAFS. 


This document and copies of the templates can be found on the Region 3 PAO FSWeb site at: 
 http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Chapter 1 – Publications Requirements 


Communication. The key purpose for writing a document is for someone else to read and 
understand it.  


If you use a structure or presentation styles that make your document harder to read, you could 
break the connection with the reader — defeat the purpose. 


As you create a document, you are joining a long heritage of writers and readers. You are learning 
from their experience, which as been captured in readability and usability studies. In the FS, we 
are assisted in applying those standards by having them incorporated into the USDA Visual 
Information Standards. 


There may be a few reasons to deviate from the standards, but understanding and using them 
increases your chances of communicating effectively. 


Links to Publication Direction 
USDA Visual Information Standards:  
http://www.usda.gov/agency/oc/design/download/pdf_forms/VisualManGuides/ 
Visual_Stan04web.pdf 


Forest Service Manual Direction on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsm/1600/1630.doc 


Forest Service Handbook on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsh/1609.11/ 


Section 508 Accessibility Requirements (making electronic documents available to people with 
disabilities): 
http://www.section508.gov 


Format Standards 
These standards are taken directly from the USDA Visual Management Manual (VMM) and FSM 
1630. 


1. Never use ALL CAPS. Use italics for scientific names or for emphasis of words or short 
phrases. ALL CAPS and italics are harder to read – they slow the reader down. Use them 
sparingly and with intent.  


2. All pages should be left aligned, sometimes called “rag-right”. 
3. Page numbers run consecutively throughout the document. Pages prior 


to the Text (see item 3-5 under Proper Order section) would be identified with lower case 
numbers. Text through Index (items 6-10 in Proper Order section) would be numeric 
starting with “1” to the end of the document. Do not restart numbering with each chapter. 
They do not need a prefix (i.e., 2-14, Page 14) — page number only. Page numbers are 
always on the outside lower corner, even with the outside margin: 
a. odd page nos. = right corner;  
b. even page nos. = left corner. 
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4. Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning to end. No 
chapter prefixes. Table captions should be positioned above the table, in sentence style, 
with no period. 


5. Figures are any images: photos, maps, charts, drawings, or other graphics. They are 
numbered consecutively throughout the document. Figure captions should be 
positioned below the image, in sentence style, with no period. 


6. Chapters start with an odd page number. 


Proper Order 
The proper order for the contents of an EA, EIS, and all documents follows: 


1. Cover 
2. Inside front cover with printing month and year, and EEO statement  
3. Inside title page (back of this is blank) (new odd page) 
4. Forward, Letter of Transmittal, Preface, and Acknowledgements. 


Although these are not common, if needed, they would go here, in 
the order listed. (new odd page) 


5. Contents (new odd page) 
6. Text; all chapters, each of which starts as a new odd page. 
7. Glossary, if needed (new odd page) 
8. Bibliography/References (new odd page) 
9. Appendix; there is one appendix, it may have several parts. (new odd 


page) 
10. Index 


Publishing (Documents for Distribution to the Public – 
Electronic or Hard Copy) 
Many people are going to need to understand your job before you actually see your document 
published. The printed product involves: the FS publishing manager, the printing specialist, and 
the accounting staff; the Government Printing Office (GPO) Specialists; the commercial printing 
company's staff. Web Publishing involves at least the Forest web 
manager. 


Consider yourself an essential partner in the publishing process. 
Everyone wants to do a good job and produce an effective product 
for you. It is a challenge to describe your job, form realistic 
expectations, and communicate clearly while much of your 
communication will be written or possibly long distance. 


The following points will help you make the interaction successful. 


1. Complete FS-1600-6, Publications Proposal, and 


Use lower case 
roman numerals 
for page 
numbering: i, ii, 
etc.. 


Use numeric; 1 
through the end 
of document 
starting at 
Chapter 1. 


Ordinarily, an Administrative 
document does not need formal 
publications review, but if it is 
published to the WWW it 
becomes a “publication” and 
must be reviewed. Start with the 
PAO. 
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obtain all approvals and signatures required. Submit form at conception of the need to 
produce a document to RO, PAO. 


2. For a document that will be printed:  
When the document is complete — all reviews of manuscript and gathering and 
placement of images are done — create a CD with the following and send to Sandra 
Roberts, RO-PAO: 
a. Final MS-Word document - Hard-copy output proofed 


and in final form and MS-Word document.  
b. Any other files embedded in the final document, i.e., 


spreadsheets, charts, etc. 
c. Photos — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 


i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch 
(ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) in .tif format resampled to 
actual size used in document. These images cannot be 
scaled when placing in the document. These color images 
must be saved as CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi)) in .jpg format 
resampled to actual size used in document. These images cannot be scaled when 
placing in the document. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


d. Maps, Logos, Art Illustrations — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 
i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch (ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) 


in .eps format. These images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as 
CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi) in .gif format. These 
images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


Note: The document will be reviewed by the Regional Printing Specialist for conformance to the 
template and VMM. Files will be checked for format and type. Once ready, the hardcopy of the 
document and electronic photos, maps, logos, art illustrations on CD are sent with printing 
specifications to an offset printing contractor.  


3. For a document that will be published on the WWW: 
a. Provide an electronic copy of all the above to the Web Manager to review for 


compliance with web policy and standards.  
b. When the MS-Word document meets these criteria, it will be converted to PDF 


format (using the “standard” or “smallest size” conversion setting — see Converting 
MS-Word to Adobe Acrobat PDF for more information) and posted to the Internet. 


 


MS-Word documents that 
will be offset printed should 
have only 1-ink color — 
black. Print contractors 
cannot produce color 
separations required for 
multi-colored printing from 
word processing files. 
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Chapter 2 - Microsoft Word 


Understanding MS-Word’s Position in Publishing 
MS-Word is the word processing program that is used in for desktop publishing in the FS. 


In the publishing industry, it is common to use MS-Word to create content. However, a 
professional publishing software like QuarkXPress or Adobe InDesign, or software using mark-
up languages like SGML or XML, are used for creation of the printed book or publication. HTML 
(or its variations) or programmed databases are used for web 
publishing. 


Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t 
meet all requirements of different publishing media: print, web, CD, 
and other electronic file-sharing, like on hand-held communication 
devices. (See Example) 


“Desktop Publishing” is a good label for MS-Word, because it 
functions best at the desktop where it is used. It relies on the particular 
parameters of the desktop system, including fonts, printer drivers, 
versions, in order to output the same layout one sees on the screen. 
Commercial printers will not accept MS-Word files for output because 
portability is so problematic. 


One has to own MS-Word or use their Viewer plug-in in order to read 
an MS-Word document. It is not universally accessible; therefore, it is 
not appropriate for the FS to put MS-Word documents on the WWW. 


What does that mean for the FS? 
Does that mean Forest Service employees are hamstrung by our 
corporate choice of software? Not necessarily. Despite some limitations and cumbersome 
Microsoft programming, one can contribute to an effective publishing process by: 


• planning with printing and web managers before document creation so that, as much as 
possible, templates and workflow incorporate the requirements of the publishing media to 
be used. 


• properly using the full toolbox of MS-Word; 
• using additional software to make the document portable to other publishing media, such 


as Adobe Acrobat PDF to create press or print ready documents, and HTML Editors to 
create web pages. 
o Acrobat changes the MS-Word file as it distills it to manage the resolution, image 


color modes, fonts and page layout, creating a postscript compliant file ready for 
service bureaus and printers. 


o  HTML editing software and Acrobat recognize the underlying structure, presentation 
and alternative text in an MS-Word document and tag it to enable production for the 
web. 


Example 


Tables are not easy to 
comprehend. One has to 
recognize the logic of the 
design and then repeatedly 
relate column headers and 
row headers to the data in 
the table cells in order to 
draw conclusions about 
the information. 


There are not enough 
formatting options in MS-
Word to indicate table cell 
relationships. Therefore, a 
data table is the hardest 
element to convert 
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Getting Started 
These steps will help you efficiently build documents that meet the requirements for filing 
electronically on our internal systems, offset printing, converting to PDF or other format, and 
posting on the Internet. 


Project Folder 
Create an electronic directory for the project and store everything in it, including subfolders for: 


• Images – clip Art, photos, pie charts/bar charts, maps, etc. 
• Source documents – spreadsheet files, tables, etc. 


Teamwork 
If several people (a team) are working on the documentation, create the directory in shared file 
space on a server. Each team member should have read, write and insert access to the directory. 
Only the project’s manager should have “delete” access. 


As noted in Chapter 1, upon completion of documentation, the project folder and its contents will 
be sent to the Regional Print Specialist for offset printing; the unit web manager for web 
publishing; and/or kept as part of the official record. 


Select a template ahead of the writing/editing process and agree among team members to be 
consistent in the production. 


Templates reside at http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/. Select the appropriate template by right 
clicking on the template name  


File the template — C:  Documents and Settings,  [yourname]  Application 
Data  Microsoft  Templates (Note:  This is the default directory for templates.) 


• Click on the Save button. The template will now be available when creating new 
documents in MS-Word. 
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Setting up MS-Word 


Document Formatting Options 
Set Tools  Options from the toolbar to control formatting more easily. Formatting marks are 
useful, especially when you have to strip out junk coding from poorly prepared documents. 


 


Under the View tab: 


• In the Formatting marks
section, check All to show 
all marks. 


Under the Edit tab: 


• Change Default Paragraph 
Style from “Normal” to 
“Body Text.” 


Under the Save tab: 


• Check “Prompt for 
document properties.”
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AutoFormatting Options 
Check AutoFormat Options. Select Format  AutoFormat  Options. 


  


Additional Information about Adding Text 
• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 


spacing after a sentence is a rule from the typewriter days. 
• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between paragraphs. Use the paragraph format 


option: Format  Paragraph. Add spacing before or after the paragraph. Spacing 
between paragraphs is 10 pt. 


• Do not underline text. Use the bold or italics feature to highlight text. Underlining is 
used only for hyperlinks. Underlining is another item we bring with us from the 
typewriter era — at that time it was the only way to highlight text. Underlining is not 
used for the title of books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO 
Style Manual, for the correct ways to display titles. 


• Use “Shift-Enter” to enter a line break within a paragraph. 


Under the AutoFormat and 
AutoFormat As You Type
tabs, check all boxes as shown. 
(The selections are the same for 
both of these tabs.) 


If you are using a FS template 
that has its own headings, do 
not check the “Built-in Heading 
Styles” because those are 
Microsoft styles. If selected, 
the program may not allow you 
to modify the built-in styles. 


Replacing straight quotes, 
ordinals, fractions, and hyphens 
will give you a more 
professional looking document. 
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Page Setup 
The overall page setup has been 
established in the templates. To 
reset, select the File  Page 
Setup, then select the thumbnails 
for Margins, Paper size, or Layout. 
When making changes, be sure to 
check whether you are setting them 
for This Section only or for the 
Whole Document. 


See the Template Setting Quick 
Reference for template settings. This 
is available at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/toolbox/
guides/template-ref.doc. 


Margins 
The standards specify that a one-
column page has a line width of 6”. 
This is also a readability standard 
because it is about the maximum 
width that they eye can scan 
comprehensibly. 


Margins can be set up for the whole document of be selectively changed as needed. 


Margins 
• Cover Page: 


o Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, Header/Footer: 0” 
o This page also has 2 columns. Column setting can be view by selecting Format  


Columns. 
Number of Columns: 2, Width and Spacing: col 1: width 1”, spacing 0.5”;  
col 2: width 5.25” 


o End the page with a “Next page” Section break (Insert  Break) 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o There should be a “Continuous” Section Break immediately following each Chapter 
Title. Double-click on the section break to view the margin, layout and page size 
setting for the Chapter Heading page. 
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0”; Footer: 0.65 


• Subsequent Pages: 
o Position the cursor anywhere on the content of the subsequent pages. Select File  


Page Setup to view the margin, layout and page size for these pages. 
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0.65, Footer: 0.65. 
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o End the chapter with an Odd page Section break. 


Layout 
• Cover Page: 


o Section Start: New Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even, and first page. 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o Section Start: Odd Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 
• Subsequent pages: 


o Section Start: Continuous; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 


Document Properties 
Set the properties and “metadata” of the document. Search engines and document indexes use this 
information to help users locate documents. 


 


 


• File  Properties  
Summary tab 


• Fill in the fields for the title of your 
document, subject, author, and 
company. 


• Document titles are mandatory 
for all files. Title should be unique.


• Type in keywords that will be 
useful in searching for the 
document. 
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Using Templates 
If you correct or modify an existing template, be sure to Save As a *.dot — a simple Save may 
create a document, not a template. 


If you like the formatting of a certain document, you can Save As a template, then replace the text 
that changes the next time you want to use it. 


Why use Templates? 
Creating proper document structure and setting up format styles is work. Applying Styles that 
are in a template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or piece of text and manually 
formatting it, is less work. If you need a new style, consider modifying an existing style or create 
one — don’t use inline coding for more than singular instances. Use of template styles will: 


• automate repetitive work and provide consistent formatting, 
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document, 
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 
Creating document structure and presentation styles as you produce a document may seem like 
too much effort. However, once that work is done and saved as a template, the next similar 
project is quicker and more efficient. 


Typewriter-ism 
Many, many people use the computer like a typewriter! They treat the screen as a sheet of paper. 
They are doing too much repetitive work and creating a morass of junk code that becomes 
another publisher’s nightmare. Turn on the paragraph marks to see them. Remove typewriter 
work habits: 


• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 
spacing after a sentence is a leftover rule when typewriters produced mono-spaced letters 
and one needed to create a visual break after sentences. MS-Word automatically adjusts 
for sentence ending space. 


• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between 
paragraphs. Specify consistent spacing when 
formatting the Style. If incidental extra space is 
needed, select the paragraph with the right mouse 
button, select Paragraph to add spacing before or 
after that specific paragraph. 


• Do not underline text. Underlining is used only 
for hyperlinks or for emphasis of a single word or 
phrase. Underlining headings is another typewriter 
leftover when underlining and double-striking was the 
only way to highlight text. Underlining in 
bibliographies or references is not used for the title of 


Useful key strokes 


Use Shift+Enter to create a line 
break within a paragraph or a list. 
That is called a “soft break” or “soft 
return.” It moves the cursor position 
to a new line without creating a new 
paragraph or adding space. 
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books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO Style Manual, for the 
correct ways to display titles. 


Structure v. Presentation 
Proper document structure is built by the orderly progression of the elements of the document and 
the styles applied to identify that organization. 


One does not pick and choose built-in heading styles based on what they look like — one selects 
the format style for an element based on its role: 


Title [Doc Title] 


Subtitle [Subtitle)] 


Chapter title [Chapter Heading] 


Paragraph Title [1st Degree Heading, etc. cascading down because they are not just 
convenient labels, but rather identification of relationships between the elements — 
document structure] 


The presentation aspects of the elements [font, size, color, alignment, space, etc] gives the reader 
visual clues of the document’s organization, and can be changed as needed. 
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Finding Templates 
For any document that you have to create more than a couple of times, you should select or create 
a template to take care of repetitive formatting tasks. 


Some basic templates are stored already in your Microsoft \Templates folder. Any document that 
you Save As a “Document template” automatically goes into your Microsoft \Templates folder 
as a *.dot. [C:\Documents and Settings\YourName\Application Data\Microsoft\Templates] 


You can open someone else’s template and Save As a “document template” and it will 
automatically go into your Microsoft \Templates folder as a *.dot 


Then to use a template, simply launch MS-Word, Select “General 
Templates” in the Task Pane under “New from template.” 


R3 Templates can be found at:  
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Styles 
Styles are a huge help in working with MS-Word documents. Not only do they identify structure, 
they help create a consistent, professional presentation for the document. With Styles applied, 
making global changes to the document (like changing text size or font) can be done in one place, 
yet affect the whole document. Plus you can build in workflow, so that after selecting a style for 
the first line, you can continue to type and the styles will apply themselves until the next section 
is started. 


Every MS-Word document uses Styles. The big question is whether they are meaningful. In 
many documents everything is styled “Normal,” whether the line or paragraph looks like a 
heading or body text or a bullet list. 


Importance of being more than “Normal” 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting your document into other file 
types such as HTML, PDF, XML, and in meeting the accessibility requirements for electronic 
documents. Use of proper styles assists the software to convert the document and allows assistive 
technology devices to interpret the document. Using the “normal” style does not specify what 
relationship the line or paragraph has to the document structure.  


Use of styles such as “Body text,” “Block Quote,” “Bulleted Paragraph,” etc., identifies the 
structure or relationship of that text to the rest of the document. It is more informative than 
identifying the style as “Normal.” (See the List of Template Styles that are available in the 
Document, EA NEPA, and EIS NEPA templates. These templates can be found at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/) 


“Normal” has one important editing use (pre-2003 MS-Word versions) 
• Do not apply the Normal style in your document 
• Do not base any other style on “Normal.” 
• In the source document, select text that you are going to merge into your document and 


apply the Normal style to it before you copy and paste. That way, the merged text is less 
likely to corrupt the styles in your document. 


Once the new text is in your document, select it and apply 
Clear Formatting before applying the appropriate Style 
to it. 


 


In the latest FS version of MSWord, 
there is a function called “Paste 
Special” that enables one to copy 
from a source document as is, yet 
“paste unformatted text,” so it clears 
before it becomes part of the new 
document. 
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Use the styles that are part of the template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or 
piece of text and manually formatting it. Use of template styles will: 


• automate and provide consistent formatting,  
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document,  
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and ADA accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 


 


 
 


 


These control manual formatting. When changes are made using manual formatting, you 
must go through the document and apply the change to each individual occurrence. 


The list of styles available for your use is in this pull-down menu. Click anywhere within the 
paragraph then select the style needed from this list. It will be applied to the whole paragraph.  


When making changes to a style, the change is automatically made throughout the document 
wherever that style is used. 
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MS-Word 2002 and the Formatting Task Pane 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting the document into other file 
types, such as PDF, HTML, etc., and in meeting the ADA requirements for electronic documents. 
Use of proper body style enables the software to successfully convert the document and allows 
assistive technology devices to successfully interpret the document. 


 


 


Click on the drop-down arrow from the View 
Task Pane and select Styles and 


Formatting. 


Remember: If your task pane is not open when you 
launch MS-Word, select View  Task Pane from the 
toolbar. 


You can quickly create a new style by selecting text that 
you have formatted inline, then select New Style, give it a 
name, select OK, and it keeps all the parameters of that 
selected text. Then you can apply that style to other text of 
the same value in hierarchy of styles. 


Note: If the style you want to modify does not appear in 
the list of styles showing under Styles and Formatting, then 
select All Styles from the Show pop-up window at the 
bottom of the dialogue box. 


Once you select and use, or modify and use, a style from 
the All Styles list, change the option back to Available 
Styles or to Styles in Use.  Otherwise, you’ll have to 
scroll through many unnecessary choices. 
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Fill in the top four fields when creating a new Style: 


  


Style Name: i.e., Body Text, Heading 
1, Heading 2, Caption, etc. 


Based on: Only styles that are within 
a category of styles should be based on 
another style. For example, Body Text 
is not based on another style, but Body 
Text Indent and Block Text could be 
based on Body Text. 


Note: When basing a style on another 
style, remember that if you go in and 
change one in some way that will affect 
all styles that are “based on” that style. 


Style for following paragraph: 
This will automatically apply the style 
you select here to the paragraph 
immediately following. 


Select the Format button at the bottom
and choose your settings for fonts, 
paragraphs, and others. 
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Font and Paragraph Setting 


Font Settings 
Arial and Times New Roman are installed on nearly all computers and are the default fonts for 
web browsers. Therefore, these are good choices if your document will be available 
electronically.  


 


 


Font size for text should be 11 pt. 


Font color should be automatic. 


Under the Character Spacing tab, 
select “Kerning for Fonts” enter the 
same point size as the font size. 


Avoid using anything listed on the 
Text Effects tab. 
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Paragraph settings: 
For styles within the body of the document: Window/Orphan control should be checked. 


 


For Heading styles, including subheads and captions, use the following settings: 
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Document Map Features 
Use the Document Map feature to check header formatting. Select View  Document Map. 
This feature enables you to immediately see problems with document structure. 


 


 
 


Hierarchy tree on the left 
corresponds to the style 
used


DO NOT use the “&” symbol anywhere, 
spell it out “and”. 
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Tables 
Select Table  Table Properties. The first tab, Table, enables you to specify the attributes 
that affect the design of the whole table: preferred width, where the table sits relative to the 
margins, and how document text is affected by the table’s placement. 


Use tables for columns of numbers such as budgets, spreadsheet data, or comparison data if 
enough information is shown to compare, otherwise it may be better to put the information in a 
text paragraph. 


 


Definitely consider and 
set the Table Options. 
Setting the attributes 
here, from the main table 
options, rather than in 
Cell options gives the 
table a consistent 
presentation. Neglecting 
to manage cell margins 
lets the text run right up 
next to borders and lines 
making it hard to read. 
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Borders and Shading 


Table 1. Table Example Showing Shading for Header Row 


Name Address Phone Number 
Jane Doe 123 Some St. 


Anywhere, US 
Unlisted 


Jack Ryan 456 Some St. 
Anywhere, US 


111-222-3333 


Table Header 
• Apply the Table Header style to the header rows and/or columns.  


o Use black for shading if shading is desired and change the font color to white. 
o Never use “hairline” for the border. A copier’s toner usually cannot show less than a 


½ point line. 
Note: Lines and shading are graphic treatments that should serve communication, not 
decoration. If lines are too bold or sharing too dark, the table data is harder to read. 


Table Cells 
• Use the Table Cell style for table text.  
• Merge table cells where necessary. 
• Do not use blank rows or columns for white space. Set the column height and width 


instead. 
• Use the “Shift-Enter” key to go to a new line within a cell, such as done in the “Address” 


column in Table 1. 


When using black shading 
in the header, make the 
inside border lines white. 
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Table Captions 
Insert a caption above the table (Insert  Caption).  Apply the Caption Table style to the 
caption. 


• Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the end.  
• Do not add chapter prefixes.  
• Caption spacing is 10pt between text and caption and 3pt between caption and table. 
• Table captions should also repeat with the table when they continue on following pages. 


Table Accessibility 
Build accessibility into your tables. Identify the table’s header rows that will be repeated across 
the pages, and also identify the header for web documents. 


 


• Select the Table’s header row. 
• Select Table  Table Properties. 
• Check “Repeat as header row at the top 


of each page”.  


The header will be displayed at the top of 
each page should the table span more than 
one page. It also flags this row as the header 
row for assistive technology devices, which 
can help to make the interpretation of the 
table more understandable. 


Wrap text in the Cell Options flows the 
text into multiple lines and allows the cell a 
greater height without changing its width. 


Do not check the “Fit text: box. Fit 
text in the Cell Options visually reduces 
the font size to make the text fit in a fixed 
cell space. The actual font doesn’t change. 
This sounds useful, but is an MS-Word 
manipulation of presentation attributes that 
may not carry over to printing or web 
production, resulting in lost data, or pages 
that don’t fit. 
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Managing Images 
Never work with your original images. Protect them, by 
writing them to a CD-R, or to another archiving storage area. 
Make copies directly in the Windows filing system. Don’t 
open and save as a copy because that changes the image data. 
Once an original is changed, color data and fidelity are 
irretrievably lost. 


• Two copies of the image should reside in the project 
folder—a gray-scaled, high-resolution image in EPS 
or TIF format, and a low-resolution image (can be in 
color) in GIF or JPG format—sized and cropped to 
their final dimensions. 
High-Resolution Images for Offset Printing 


o EPS format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, and clip art.  


o TIF format is for photos. Set resolution at 300 dpi 
(dots per inch). Save as either grayscale (black and 
white), PANTONE spot, or CMYK (for color).  


Low Resolution Images for Electronic 
Viewing 


o GIF format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, graphics with 
transparent areas, animations, and clip art.  


o JPG format is for photos, images using textures, 
images with gradient transitions, and any images 
requiring more than 256 colors. Set resolution at 
72-96 ppi (pixels per inch). Save as RGB.  


o PNG format is a versatile web graphic format. 
However, not all web browsers can view PNG 
graphics. 


o SVG format is for vector, scalable graphics like 
maps. 


Note: PowerPoint graphics cannot be used. Commercial 
printers cannot separate them into individual printing plates for 
each ink color. 


Images 
“Images” signifies “pictures”: 
photos, drawings, maps, charts, 
graphics. It actually includes 
“clip art” even though MS-Word 
has a separate category for it. 


Color 
There are 4 types of color 
modes: 


Black/White: used for line 
drawings where the line is either 
black or white, no shades. 


Grayscale: used to depict 
continuous tone in one color, by 
shades or percentages of the 
color. For example, the color of 
this sidebar is 40% black. 


Computer monitors use RGB 
color. RGB stands for the 3 
colors of light that combine in 
the monitor to create a full range 
of color: Red-Green-Blue. 


Offset printing uses CMYK 
color CMYK stands for the 4 
color inks needed to print full 
color: Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-
Key [blacK]. 


Color monitors approximate 
CMYK with RGB light. 


Many color copiers have 
technology to recognize 
whichever color mode is used by 
the photos or images in a 
document. The copier 
approximates full color using 
toners. 


Most inkjet printers use CMYK 
inks. If the printer recognizes an 
RGB image, it approximates full 
color. 
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Rule of Thumb 
• Prepare your documents for the highest resolution that will be 


needed. The documents can always be down sampled for lower 
resolution publishing. But they cannot be “up-sampled”. 


• When scanning images, scan them as 300 dpi, RGB (even if they are 
black and white images). Then convert them to grayscale or CMYK. 
This provides for better image data. 


• For best results, use an image editing program to resample and resize 
images. 
o Resize and resample images to the actual size used in the 


document. Do not resize the image once it has been inserted into 
the document.  


• If the document is to be offset printed, insert the gray-scaled, high-
resolution image into the document. Color can only be used if prior 
approval has been obtained. 


• If the document will not be offset printed, insert the low-resolution 
image. 


Image Caption 
• Insert a caption below the image (Insert  Reference  Caption). Apply the 


Caption Figure style to the caption. 
o Title these images, “Figures.” Figures are any photos, maps, or other graphics.  
o Figures are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the 


end. Do not add chapter prefixes.  
o Caption spacing is 10pt between caption and text, 3pt between caption and image. 


Resolution 


dpi: dots per inch  
used for print 


ppi: pixels per inch 
used for computer or 
digital 


Press: 300dpi 


Print: 200 ppi 


Copying: 150 ppi 


Web: 72 or 96 ppi 
(depending on the 
monitor) 
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Formatting Images 
  


 


 


Format Picture  Layout  


This is where you control how the 
image is located on the page and how 
it relates to the text around it. 


Format Picture  Layout 
    Advanced Layout 
       Picture Position 
       Text Wrapping 


Manage the margins around the 
image. 


Many people use blank paragraphs to try 
to position their images. This dialog box 
is more effective and efficient — plus it 
doesn’t add junk. 
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Alternative Text — Making Images Accessible 
Every image in your document must 
have “Alternative Text.” It indicates 
the function and purpose of the image. 


Compose the text in a sentence to 
identify what the image is: a photo, 
map, chart, graph, drawing, clip art. 


Then provide a functionally equivalent 
statement. In other words, whatever 
you write here takes the place of the 
image — it communicates the same 
information and if the image performs 
a function like linking to something 
else, includes that information. 


Of course it needs to be succinct, and 
not the same as the image caption. 


MS-Word and Image Manipulation 
 


 


These tools increase your control 
over the images you place on the 
page, but they are not as 
effective as professional image 
editing software programs. 


It does have some simple tools for changing the image once you place it on 
the page. As well as being in the Format Picture dialog boxes, these tools are 
all accessed on the Images toolbar. 


You can change color to grayscale; add or lessen contrast; brighten or darken; 
crop; rotate; add lines; resample; and set a transparent area (like the 
background) of an image. The MS-Word Help provides very good 
descriptions of how to use these functions. 
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Headers/Footers 
Page headers should show chapter titles. Page footers should show the document title and page 
number. 


• No headers or footers for the cover and inside front cover pages. 
• Start page numbering after the inside front cover through the Contents page. Use lower-


case Roman numerals. 
• Beginning with Chapter 1, start page numbering with “1” and number consecutively to 


the end of the document. 
• Chapter Heading pages: No headers; footer: document title flush with the left 


margin, page number at the right margin. 
• Subsequent pages:  


o Odd page headers: chapter title flush with the right margin;  
o Odd page footers:  document title flush with the left margin, page number at the 


right margin  
o Even page headers: chapter title flush with the left margin;. 
o Even page footers:  document title flush with the right margin, page number at 


the left margin  
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Contents Page 


 


 


 


• Insert  Index and 
Tables  Table of 
Contents tab 


•  “Show page numbers” is 
checked. 


• “Right align page 
numbers” is checked. 


• Select Options 


• Select the “Styles” box. 
o Under TOC Level, check to ensure the 


styles listed are those you want on 
your Contents page. Add any not 
shown; delete any that are unwanted. 


Example--Using the NEPA templates: 
Chapter Heading (level 2) and 1st 
Degree Heading (level 3) would be 
listed. All other styles would be left 
blank. 
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Digest--Continued: 
 
17.41 - References Departmental Regulation 4300-1 to obtain the appropriate nondiscrimination 
statement for use in publications. 
 
18.1 - Updates the title of USDA’s design standards, as well as the name of the Creative Services 
Center, the division that publishes the standards. 
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This chapter presents requirements for national or regional publications prepared by Regions, 
Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office.  The emphasis is on what is 
required, rather than on who does it. 


10.4 - Responsibility 
 
Occasional reference is made to what only the Publications Control Officer has the authority to 
do, or to what is usually done by an editor, a printing specialist, a reviewer, a distribution officer, 
or some other specialist.  The responsibilities of these specialists often overlap, however, and 
their specific duties may differ in each office; specific duties of personnel are most 
authoritatively defined in position descriptions.  For example, the Publications Control Officers 
in Regions, Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office are responsible for 
interpreting, applying, and enforcing all regulations and other legislative or administrative 
provisions for the planning, preparation, editing, clearance, printing, binding, and distribution of 
publications and administrative documents; Printing Officers coordinate the procurement of 
printing and binding of informational materials; Distribution Officers oversee or manage the 
distribution of informational materials, including the control of inventory and supervision of 
publications mailing procedures. 
 
Because they may share responsibilities in producing publications and administrative documents, 
Publications Control Officers, authors, editors, reviewers, and personnel who procure printing 
and distribute information must be aware of the following requirements. 


11 - APPROPRIATENESS 


11.1 - Consistency With Forest Service Mission   
 
A publication must be consistent with the mission of the Forest Service responsibility for Federal 
leadership in forestry, carried out through four main activities: Protection and management of 
resources; cooperation with State and local governments, forest industries, and private 
landowners; research in all aspects of forestry, forest and range management and protection, and 
forest products utilization; and participation with other agencies in human resource and 
community assistance programs. 


11.2 - Uniqueness  
 
A proposed publication must not duplicate an existing one. 


11.3 - Need   
 
A publication must report research or provide information needed by the general public, 
segments of the public, or substantial numbers of Forest Service and other U.S. Department of 
Agriculture employees. 
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11.31 - Approval  
 
After a unit determines the need for a publication, it must propose the publication to a 
Publications Committee established in accordance with Departmental Regulation 1440-1 (FSM 
1630.4). 


12 - PROPER PUBLISHER   
 
Carefully select the proper outlet for and level of publication.  The WO, the Department, and/or a 
professional journal or other private publisher are the appropriate publishers for manuscripts of 
national and international use, interest, or applicability.  Manuscripts limited to local or regional 
use, interest, or applicability are published by Forests, Regions, Stations, the Area, or the 
Institute. 


13 - ECONOMY AND EFFECTIVENESS 


13.1 - Requirements   
 
A publication must be planned for maximum effectiveness and economical production.  
Determining the applicable publication series and number of copies ensures that the optimum 
distribution is made to appropriate audiences.  Eliminate needless blank pages.  Finished size, 
cover, paper, and numbers of colors of ink must conform to JCP specifications, and the design 
must conform to USDA's Visual Information Standards. 


13.2 - Certification Statements 


13.21 - New and Revised Publications   
 
The Publications Control Officer shall certify each manuscript, on an appropriate transmittal 
form, memorandum, printing requisition, or accompanying approval form as follows: 
 


I certify that publication of this manuscript in the quantity and form requested is essential 
to the official business of the Forest Service.  Consistent with USDA Departmental 
Regulations and with applicable OMB and JCP regulations, it has been prepared to meet 
exacting standards of economy and effectiveness (after consideration of cost, timeliness, 
size of audience, alternative means of communication, and need) to carry out the 
Department's mission. 


13.22 - Reprints 
 
If the publication is a reprinting, the Publications Control Officer shall certify as to accuracy and 
timeliness of the reprint as follows: 
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This publication has been reviewed consistent with USDA Departmental Regulations and 
with applicable OMB and JCP regulations.  It is accurate, and text, illustrations, and 
references to the availability of other publications are up to date. 


13.23 - Administrative Documents   
 
(FSM 1631.12; FSH 1609.11, sec. 32.1).  If the information is an administrative document, the 
designated Administrative Documents Control Officer shall ensure that it is properly identified 
as prepared for administrative use and not for public information, and shall certify on an 
appropriate form or transmittal: 
 


I certify that this request is for administrative printing which is intended for distribution 
only to USDA employees and to cooperators who need the information to carry out 
official responsibilities with the agency. 


 
13.3 - Justification for Deviations  
 
The Publications Control Officer must justify any deviation from strict adherence to standards of 
economy.  Field offices need WO approval for printing in more than one color, printing more 
than 500,000 production units (one sheet, 8-1/2 x 11, one side, one color), using separate covers 
on 32 pages or fewer, or for publishing in any geographical area information of national or 
international interest, use, and applicability (DR 1410). 


14 - PROPOSAL, REVIEW, AND CLEARANCE 


14.1 - Proposal  
 
Submit a Form FS-1600-6, Publication Proposal, to the Washington Office (WO) Publications 
Committee for any proposed publication by the WO; the Proposal must precede completion of 
the manuscript.  This form may be adapted for use by field offices.  Manuscripts to be published 
by Regions, Stations, the Area, or the Institute must conform to whatever Publications 
Committee review and approval procedures these field offices have established. 


14.2 - Review  
 
Authors must have manuscripts reviewed by qualified personnel.  Obtaining review includes 
soliciting written comments from at least two peers competent in the subject matter, but not 
located in the author's immediate office; soliciting statistical review when appropriate; 
incorporating review comments in the manuscript; supplying the revised manuscript to the 
Publications Control Officer for editing and processing for local publication or for transmittal to 
the WO or non-Service publishing outlet.  Provide reviewers with guidelines so they will not 
concern themselves with matters for which editors are responsible.  Exhibit 01 is a suggested list 
of DO's and DON'T's for reviewers. 
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14.2 - Exhibit 01 
 


Guidelines for Reviewers 
 


DO 
 
Learn the purpose and intended audience of the report. 
 
Inspect for errors of fact, both large and small. 
 
Comment on the effectiveness of the report. 
 
Determine that the quality of information reported justifies publication. 
 
Give suggestions for improving the report. 
 
Point out statements contrary to FS or USDA policy. 
 
Eliminate or reconcile statements that contradict statements published by the FS in earlier reports. 
 
Inspect for proper acknowledgment of the work of others. 
 
Point out obscure or difficult technical passages in text. 
 
Be sure that proper references are made to figures and tables. 
 
Comment on whether the manuscript is worth publishing and whether it will reflect credit on the Forest 
Service. 
 


DON'T 
 
Edit for grammar. 
 
Make factual changes without calling them to the attention of the author. 
 
Make cryptic comments that cannot be understood by the author. 
 
Be sarcastic. 
 
Review piecemeal. 
 
Delay. 
 
----------------------- 
Adapted from Reviewing the Technical Report, ILCEP Monograph 4, November 1959.  Interlaboratory 
Committee on Editing and Publishing, West Coast Naval Laboratories. 
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14.3 - Clearance   
 
A manuscript must be cleared by all Departments, agencies, or other Government offices whose 
work or responsibility relates significantly to the information in the manuscript.  Clearance is 
especially important for sensitive information that must not be misunderstood by the reader (DR 
1410).  Use Form AD-159, Manuscript Clearance, for clearance by USDA agencies; it may be 
used also for obtaining clearance from Forest Service staffs.  Clearances obtained by the field 
before a manuscript is sent to the WO for publication will expedite the publishing process.  The 
Department's Office of Communications (OC) determines whether clearance with other 
Departments is necessary and is responsible for obtaining such clearances (DR 1410).  The WO 
will request extra copies of the manuscript when necessary to expedite needed clearances. 


15 - WRITING AND EDITING STANDARDS 


15.1 - Usage, Clarity, Style Practices, Organization  
 
The manuscript must be technically accurate, logically organized, complete in necessary detail 
but without unnecessary material, and written clearly and concisely in language suitable for the 
intended audience.  Conclusions reached and recommendations offered must be based on a 
logical analysis of the information presented.  Spelling, punctuation, and grammar must be 
correct, and GPO style must be followed consistently.  Accompanying illustrations must be 
essential and of high quality. 
 
Prepare an outline to help organize written material.  Determining the correct grade of heading in 
a manuscript is easier if the manuscript is logically organized.  For information on rules for 
outlining, see sec. 41 of this handbook.  An outline is a grouping of parallel parts; therefore a 
single subheading under any heading is illogical.  To eliminate a single subheading, combine it 
with the superior heading or add another subheading of equal grade. 


15.11 - Units of Measure  
 
In Forest Service technical and scientific publications, follow the selected journal's or external 
publisher's usage for units of measure (English or metric).  In USDA publications, use the units 
of measure most familiar to the major intended audience. 
 
When it is desirable or necessary to use both systems of unit measure in publications text, place 
metric equivalents in parentheses after the English units.  To reduce typesetting costs and 
eliminate awkwardness in expression, metric conversion tables may be substituted for the dual 
system in lengthy manuscripts or in those that contain large amounts of tabular material. 
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The symbols used for metric units must be those adopted by the National Bureau of Standards--
the International System of Units, designated "SI" in all languages.  These symbols are never 
followed by a period unless they appear at the end of a sentence.  For further information on 
using metric units of measure, see section 41 of this Handbook. 


15.12 - Abbreviations  
 
Abbreviations may be used in a publication to avoid distracting or awkward repetition of spelled-
out words or phrases.  The decision to use abbreviations is made by the writer or editor, who 
considers the requirements of the publication and its audience.  Abbreviations are used primarily 
in technical publications, manuals and handbooks, reference books, business and legal 
documents, and bibliographic citations. 
 
If an abbreviation is likely to be unfamiliar to the reader, the term should be spelled out where it 
first appears.  The abbreviation may follow (in parentheses) the spelled-out word or term.  If an 
unfamiliar abbreviation appears in tabular work, it should be explained in a footnote.  Never use 
an abbreviation where it would be awkward or vague. 
 
When using abbreviations in bibliographic citations, refer to the guides listed in the American 
National Standard for Bibliographic References (sec. 16). 


15.13 - References to the Forest Service   
 
When the agency name is first mentioned in a publication, write "Forest Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture."  Subsequently, "the Forest Service" will suffice (FSM 1022).   


15.14 - Copyright   
 
When an author intends to quote a copy-righted publication or use illustrations from it, written 
permission must be obtained from the copyright holder--usually the publisher.  Credit lines 
("Courtesy of . . .") must appear with illustrations published with permission.  Government 
publications are in the public domain and not copyrightable; thus, they may be reproduced 
without permission.  See DR 1410 for further guidance. 


15.2 - Editing 


15.21 - Editing Standards  
 
Editing must conform to the requirements of the publisher.  Manuscripts submitted to the 
Washington Office must conform to the requirements presented in this handbook. 
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15.22 - Sex-Specific Language   
 
Do not use sex-specific language in publications.  Nouns and pronouns referring to males have 
the effect of excluding women from participation in activities that should be equally accessible to 
both sexes.  For information on avoiding sex-biased language, see sec. 41 of this handbook. 


16 - LITERATURE CITATIONS AND THE ANSI STANDARD  
 
Use the American National Standard Institute Document ISO 690:1997, Bibliographic 
References, Content, Form and Structure, for preparing literature citations in manuscript text and 
for lists of literature cited, references, and bibliographies.  The Council of Science Editors (CSE) 
Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition, exhibits a large variety of examples. 
 
The ANSI standard is broad in scope and covers the preparation of bibliographic references to all 
kinds of print and nonprint materials, both published and unpublished.  Because citations for 
unpublished works, such as personal communications, fit conveniently into ANSI style, they 
may be included with published material in a broad "References" section, making footnotes 
unnecessary.  If only published material is cited, the section should be called "Literature Cited."  
The term "bibliography" usually means a comprehensive list of publications pertaining to a given 
subject that is printed as a separate publication. 
 
16.1 - Applying the ANSI Standard   
 
The following specific statements are meant either to modify or to emphasize the importance of 
certain rules in the ANSI standard: 


1.  The typographic style is to indent all lines an equal amount under the first so that the 
author's name or the citation number stands out. 


2.  Single space after each punctuation mark except a dash (--), the parentheses () when 
they enclose the issue number of a journal, and the periods in U.S. (as in U.S. Department of 
Agriculture) and U.S.C. (United States Code).  Periods in references have more than one 
function:  they indicate abbreviations, mark the end of a group of related bibliographic elements, 
and terminate references. 
 
There will be times when one period will perform two or more functions. 


3.  If the author is unknown, use agency issuing the report as author.  If that is not 
applicable, use "Anon." 


4.  The date (year) of issue follows the name(s) of the author(s). 
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5.  Do not abbreviate periodical (journal) titles; abbreviate series designations.  Use the 
two-letter postal abbreviations when naming the State where a conference was held and when 
naming the State where a publisher is located.  Spell out names of publishers.  Names of well-
known publishers (for example, Macmillan Company; John Wiley and Sons, Inc.) may be 
shortened by dropping generic modifiers such as "Company" and "Inc."  If a publisher is in a 
major city (for example, New York, Los Angeles, Seattle), the reference does not have to include 
the name of the State. 
 
 6.  Papers published in Government series are considered monographs rather than reports.  
Place the abbreviated series designation followed by a period immediately after the title. 


7.  When citing an article or chapter in a larger publication, always use "In:" before the 
author and/or title of the larger publication. 


8.  Ordinal number names (first, second) should be converted to ordinal number symbols 
(1st, 2d), and Roman numerals (I, II) should be converted to Arabic numerals (1, 2), except 
where required for specific meanings. 


9.  Use brackets () for information not carried on the original, or for inserting information 
needed for clarity. 


16.2 - Alphabetizing Literature Citations   
 
List entries alphabetically by author in the publications list (even if citations are numbered).  List 
a single-author entry before a multiple-author entry beginning with the same name.  When there 
is a senior author of different articles having various joint authorships, use the last names of the 
junior authors to order the citations alphabetically.  In ordering names alphabetically, initials 
used for names precede names that are spelled out. 
Example: 
 
 Brown, A. T. 
 Brown, Albert T. 
 Brown, J. S. 
 Brown, John R. 
 
When there is a single author or the same joint authors of several cited articles, arrange the 
citations chronologically.  If several articles of the same author or joint authors are published in 
the same year, arrange them alphabetically by title and add small letters to distinguish the dates 
(for example, 1964a, 1964b, 1964c). 
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For further information on alphabetizing publication lists, including the position of prefixes of 
family names (for example, du, Von), see the CSE Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition.  It 
also explains the position of designations of rank in family (for example, Jr., III) when names are 
inverted for purposes of alphabetization. 


16.3 - Errors in Names 
 
If there is a typographical error in a name (for example, that Downs should be spelled Downes) 
make the entry as given on the publication but follow it with your correction in brackets, thus:  
Downs [Downes], George G.  Do not put the corrected name first, because the name given on the 
publication will probably be entered on a library card or in other bibliographical lists or data 
bases. 


16.4 - Citation References in Text   
 
In planning a manuscript, consider whether the author-date or number method will be better for 
citation references in the text.  The author-date method sets off the author and date, or only the 
date, in parentheses (for example, (Wyman 1966) or Wyman (1966)).  The number method notes 
the citation by numerals in parentheses, (for example, (40)). 
 
The author-date method is preferred over the number method because references can be added or 
removed without renumbering.  The author and date may be enough for the reader to recognize 
the work cited without turning to the Literature Cited list.  On the other hand, if there are 
numerous statements requiring several references, as might be needed in an extensive review of 
literature, the number method may be preferred. 


16.41 - Author-Date Method  
 
For three authors or more, reduce the text reference to senior author's name plus "and others" (for 
example, (Jones and others 1963)).  As in other parts of the text, abbreviations of the 
Government Printing Office Style Manual may be used to save space and avoid distracting 
repetition, especially for corporate names:  (FS 1972), (HUD 1971), (HEW 1973).  If the same 
author is cited for several contributions published in the same year, designate the references by 
letters after the dates (for example, (Jones 1935a, 1935b, 1935c)). 


16.42 - Number Method  
 
If more than two references are needed, simply list them in numerical order separating each with 
a comma (for example, (12, 56, 72,)).  The numbers correspond to those assigned to citations 
listed in alphabetical order in the publications list. 
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17 - STANDARD STATEMENTS 


17.1 - Acknowledgments  
 
Giving credit to authors of publications is permitted.  Acknowledgment may also be given for 
substantial contributions in compiling information and for outstanding editing, photography, 
design, typography, or layout.  Signatures are not permitted on freehand art or illustrations.  
Signatures of technical illustrators, designers, typographers, or layout artists shall not be 
permitted.  See DR 1410 for the mechanics of presenting acknowledgments to recognize unusual 
excellence. 


17.2 - Disclaimers   
 
Avoid mention of commercial firms or trade names unless it is in the public interest to include 
them (DR 1410).  Include a statement disclaiming Government endorsement for commercial 
firms, trade names, or products whenever such items are mentioned in the text.  An example of a 
disclaimer is: 
 


The use of trade or firm names in this publication is for reader information and does not 
imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service. 


 
Manuscripts submitted to private copyrighted journals or magazines must be declared to be in the 
public domain with a disclaimer statement, such as: 
 


This article was written and prepared by U.S. Government employees on official time, 
and it is therefore in the public domain and not subject to copyright. 


 
Place disclaimers prominently in the manuscript--before the text or, for short papers and articles, 
in a footnote. 


17.3 - Pesticide Precautions   
 
A pesticide precautionary statement must be included in every publication that discusses 
pesticides.  Three precautionary statements are approved by the USDA Office of 
Communications for inclusion in publications in which pesticides are mentioned (exhibits 01, 02, 
and 03).  Two of the statements are designed for publications that make direct or implied 
suggestions or recommendations for chemical control of pests:  exhibit 01 applies to farmers and 
forest users; exhibit 02 applies to home, yard, and garden users.  Exhibit 03 is for use in 
publications that report research involving pesticides but do not make recommendations.  Use the 
Department's official pesticide symbol with each of the statements.  Publications Control 
Officers have the symbol available in four sizes. 
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Editors may use discretion in adapting pesticide precautionary statements, depending upon 
whether the manuscript is a research publication or a document for the general public.  Esthetic 
considerations can also influence use of the full pesticide precautionary statement; for example, 
it would be inappropriate to issue a 3-page leaflet with a full-page precautionary statement.  The 
editor shall consider the audience for whom the publication is intended and condense the 
pesticide statement accordingly.  Special-use symbols, if approved by the Department, may also 
be used in these situations. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 01 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the directions and 
heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers under lock and key--out of the reach of children and animals--and 
away from food and feed. 
 
Apply pesticides so that they do not endanger humans, livestock, crops, beneficial insects, fish, and 
wildlife.  Do not apply pesticides when there is danger of drift, when honey bees or other pollinating 
insects are visiting plants, or in ways that may contaminate water or leave illegal residues. 
 
Avoid prolonged inhalation of pesticide sprays or dusts; wear protective clothing and equipment if 
specified on the container. 
 
If your hands become contaminated with a pesticide, do not eat or drink until you have washed.  In case a 
pesticide is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If a pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing immediately and 
wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Do not clean spray equipment or dump excess spray material near ponds, streams, or wells.  Because it is 
difficult to remove all traces of herbicides from equipment, do not use the same equipment for 
insecticides or fungicides that you use for herbicides. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers promptly.  Have them buried at a sanitary land-fill dump, or crush 
and bury them in a level, isolated place. 
 
NOTE:  Some States have restrictions on the use of certain pesticides.  Check your State and local 
regulations.  Also, because registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal 
Environmental Protection Agency, consult your county agricultural agent or State extension specialist to 
be sure the intended use is still registered. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 02 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the 
directions and heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers--out of reach of children and pets--and away from 
foodstuffs. 
 
Apply pesticides selectively and carefully.  Do not apply a pesticide when there is danger of drift 
to other areas.  Avoid prolonged inhalation of a pesticide spray or dust.  When applying a 
pesticide it is advisable that you be fully clothed. 
 
After handling a pesticide, do not eat, drink, or smoke until you have washed.  In case a pesticide 
is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If the pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing 
immediately and wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers by wrapping them in several layers of newspaper and 
placing them in your trash can. 
 
It is difficult to remove all traces of an herbicide (weed killer) from equipment.  Therefore, to 
prevent injury to desirable plants do not use the same equipment for insecticides and fungicides 
that you use for an herbicide. 
 
NOTE:  Registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal Environmental 
Protection Agency.  Use only pesticides that bear the EPA registration number and carry 
directions for home and garden use. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 03 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
This publication reports research involving pesticides.  It does not contain recommendations for 
their use, nor does it imply that the uses discussed here have been registered.  All uses of 
pesticides must be registered by appropriate State and/or Federal agencies before they can be 
recommended. 
 
CAUTION:  Pesticides can be injurious to humans, domestic animals, desirable plants, and fish 
or other wildlife--if they are not handled or applied properly.  Use all pesticides selectively and 
carefully.  Follow recommended practices for the disposal of surplus pesticides and pesticide 
containers. 
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17.4 - Nondiscrimination Statements   
 
See FSM 1631.11 and sections 32 and 34 of this Handbook for further direction on materials 
considered to be publications and the distinction between publications and internal 
administrative documents.  See FSM 1630.3 (para. 4 and 8) and 1630.41b (para. 1) for related 
direction on depiction of women, minorities, and persons with disabilities in publications; 
exclusion of inappropriate, gender-specific terminology; and accommodation for the needs of 
persons with disabilities by issuance of publications in braille, large print, audio recordings, or 
other formats and media as appropriate to the audience. 


1.  Required Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Departmental Regulation 4300-3 and 
paragraph 4, FSM 1630.3, require that nondiscrimination or equal employment opportunity 
(EEO) statements be included in publications.  The requirements apply to public information 
materials prepared by the Forest Service (sec. 17.41) and by recipients of Federally assisted 
programs (sec. 17.43). 


2.  Optional Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements are 
optional in internal agency administrative documents  (sec. 17.42). 


3.  Exclusion from Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements 
are not included in documents to be published in the Federal Register. 


17.41 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Forest Service   
 
See Departmental Regulation 4300-3 (DR 4300-3) for the appropriate nondiscrimination 
statement to be used in publications. 
 
Examples of publications (FSM 1631.11) required to carry the Departmental statement include: 


1.  Books, booklets, flyers, brochures, and so on issued in established Department and 
Forest Service numbered series (for example, Agriculture Handbook (AH) and Forest Service 
(FS) series); 


2.  Forest Service periodicals, such as "Fire Management Notes" and "Tree Planters 
Notes"; 


3.  Annual reports required by statute (FSM 1631.13). 


4.  Fact sheets, leaflets, folders, pamphlets, brochures, and posters with narrative that are 
not issued in established Department and Forest Service numbered series, but are intended for 
public distribution.  
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5.  Single-sheet maps that include text other than legends, such as National Forest visitor 
maps and special designated area maps; 


6.  Newsletters, instructor's aids, field interpretive guides, textbooks, and narratives; 


7.  Articles, leaflets, pamphlets, brochures, and booklets usually prepared cooperatively 
with State agencies, foundations, industrial associations, conservation organizations, or academic 
institutions but for which Forest Service is the publisher; and if the cooperator has contributed 
more than 50% funding and will be doing the printing, they are not required to use the statement. 


8.  Environmental impact statements, National Forest land and resource management 
plans, and other land and resource management documents required by law or regulation (FSM 
1631.13) and intended for public distribution. 


17.42 - Internal Forest Service Administrative Materials  
 
(Sec. 32.1).  It is optional to include the nondiscrimination statement in administrative 
documents prepared by the Forest Service for internal agency use. 
 
17.43 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Recipients of Federal Financial 
Assistance Programs  
 
Recipients of Federal financial assistance programs (such as grantees, permittees, and 
contractors) are required to provide public notification of nondiscrimination in printed materials 
prepared for public information, education, and distribution.  Nondiscrimination statements used 
by these recipients are not required to use the full text of the Department statement in section 
17.41, but the statements are required to include the words "equal opportunity" and to convey the 
message of equal opportunity by depiction of a diversity of participants in photographs and 
graphics.  Further direction related to recipients of Federal financial assistance programs is in 
FSM 1720 and 1770, and FSH 1709.11, chapters 20 and 70. 


17.5 - Cooperative Publishing   
 
Insert a statement acknowledging financial aid and other significant contributions (FSM 1632.3).  
A statement like the following should appear on the title page: 
 
Publication made possible by a grant from (insert name of cooperator) under (an interagency 
agreement) (memorandum of understanding) with the Forest Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 
 
If cooperation by a State agricultural experiment station is indicated on the title page, the 
publication must have been approved by the State experiment station director before printing. 
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18 - DESIGN 


18.1 - Graphic Design Standards   
 
The design of all Forest Service publications and administrative documents must conform to the 
standards, including sizes, prescribed in the USDA Visual Information Standards, published by 
the Creative Services Center of the USDA Office of Communications.  The Creative Services 
Center is authorized to determine design policy for all Department and agency publications (DR 
1470). 


18.2 - Design Elements 


18.21 - Cover  
 
The outside front cover of all Forest Service publications must have the title of the publication, 
the Department and agency names, the series identification and number, and appropriate 
symbols, seals, or logos.  Include the address of the issuing office and other bibliographical 
details on the inside front or the outside back cover or title page. 


18.21a - Separate Covers   
 
Carefully evaluate the need for a separate cover to enclose 32 pages or fewer before making such 
a request (DR 1410).  Separate covers for research publications usually may be justified on the 
basis of their predicted long life.  Separate covers on publications that receive constant, heavy 
use may also be justified.  A separate cover cannot be used for fewer than 16 pages unless 
approved by the WO. 


18.21b - Hard Covers   
 
Hard (casebound) covers for publications are extremely expensive and may be justified only for 
large volumes and for use in libraries or for other repeated, heavy use.  The WO or USDA 
Publications Control Officers shall approve hard covers for only that portion of the pressrun for 
which need can be justified. 


18.21c - Authors' Names on Covers   
 
Printing of authors' names on covers of publications is permitted.  Names of compilers and 
editors are not permitted for covers of Forest Service publications. 


18.22 - Issue Date   
 
The month and year of issue must appear inside the publication in a prominent place.  If the 
publication is a major revision, only the entry "Revised (MONTH YEAR)" is required.  If the 
publication is slight revision, include the date of issue or date of major revision plus the entry 
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"Slightly revised (MONTH YEAR)."  If the publication is a reprint, make no change in the date 
unless more than 5 years have elapsed since the date of issue or the date of previous reprint; then 
add:  "Approved for reprinting (MONTH YEAR)."  (DR 1410). 


18.3 - Multicolor Printing 
   
Carefully evaluate the need before requesting use of more than one color of ink for printed 
material, including publications.  The Government Printing and Binding Regulations (par. 18) 
give the criteria for justifiable use of multicolor printing.  Field offices must write to the WO-
Publications Control Officer, requesting permission to use more than one color of ink and 
describing how it is to be used and why it is needed.  A separate cover printed in one color with 
text in a different color does not require WO approval; however, a self cover must be printed in 
the same color of ink as the text pages or WO approval is required. 
 
The use of multicolors for WO printing and publications must be approved by OGPA.  When 
submitting a manuscript for WO publication, include a letter describing why multicolor printing 
is needed; WO Office of Communication will use this letter in requesting Departmental 
approval. 


19 - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS   
 
Follow the special instructions or style guidelines, in this section, that are provided to assure 
conformity and uniformity in certain specific publications or in specific series; for example, the 
Silvics Manual, Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets, or Recreation Opportunity Guides.  These 
instructions either supplement or deviate from the publishing standards set forth in this 
Handbook. 


19.1 - Servicewide 


19.11 - Fire Management Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Fire and 
Aviation Management, Washington Office (FSM 5196.1) for review and editing. 


19.12 - Tree Planters Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Cooperative 
Forestry, Washington Office (FSM 3216) for review and editing. 


19.13 - Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Forest 
Health Protection, Washington Office for review and editing. 
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19.14 - Forest Service Organizational Directory  
 
The Forest Service Organizational Directory lists key Forest Service organizational units and 
personnel. 


19.14a - Objective   
 
The objective of the organizational directory is to aid internal communications and provide an 
index to key personnel. 


19.14b - Policy 


1.  Limit the directory listing for the Washington Office and field units to key 
organizational units and personnel at the GS-11 and above level only. 
 
Key organizational units and personnel are those generally required to communicate with others 
in person, by telephone, or in writing.  Considerations of personal prestige or other nonessential 
reasons shall not warrant adding names to the directory. 


2.  Ensure that organizational listings conform to the latest approved organizational chart. 


3.  Identify personnel by name and title at the Staff Director or higher organizational 
levels.  Identify other personnel by name and assigned function or project.  List the unit head as 
the first name in the unit listing. 


19.14c - Responsibility 


1.  Washington Office, Human Capital Management Staff Director.  The Director of 
Human Capital Management has overall responsibility for ensuring the annual issuance of the 
organizational directory, including gathering updated information from the Washington Office 
and field units; providing the final camera copy for printing; coordinating with the Office of 
Communication for printing arrangements; and overseeing distribution of printed copies. 


2.  Washington Office, Office of Communication Staff Director.  The Director of Office 
of Communication is responsible for printing and making the initial distribution of the directory 
to the Washington Office and field units. 


3.  Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, Institute Director, and 
Washington Office Staff Directors.  The Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, 
Institute Director, and Washington Office Staff Directors are responsible for providing updated 
information to the Human Capital Management Staff Director, Washington Office, according to 
instructions in the annual call letter and for ensuring that personnel listings are accurate and that 
the current approved organizational structure is followed. 
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19.14d - Instructions for Washington Office on Preparing Personnel and 
Organizational Listings   
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the Washington Office 
Staffs shall be the following:  Names and titles of managers from the level of the Chief down to 
Branch Chiefs in staff units; their principal staff, GS-11 and above; and support personnel who 
report directly to the Staff Directors and higher-level managers.  Provide information as follows: 


1.  List the name of the Staff Unit and personnel starting with the Staff Director; the 10-
digit telephone number; support person reporting to the Staff Director; staff assistants; and so on.  
List personnel within each Staff Unit by branches, starting with the Branch Chief; the 10-digit 
telephone number; and principal staff, GS-11 and above. 
 


2.  List Washington Office detached organizational units with their respective 
Washington Office Staffs as follows:  Name of the detached unit (for example, Geometronics 
Service Center following the Engineering Staff listing); mailing address; 10-digit telephone 
number; and unit manager and principal staff at the GS-11 and above, with their respective 
functions. 


19.14e - Instructions for Regions, Stations, Area, and Institute on Preparing 
Personnel and Organizational Listings  
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the field units shall be as 
follows in paragraphs 1 through 4.  In addition, include at the beginning of each unit's listing:  
States and territories included in the Region, Station, Institute, or Area; mailing address; office 
hours; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only. 


1.  Regional Office.  For each Region, list key personnel from the Regional Forester 
through the Branch Chief level, and support personnel who report directly to the Regional 
Forester, Deputy Regional Foresters, or Staff Directors.  For Branch Chiefs and their principal 
staff, GS-11 and above, list their respective functions.  Also list the regional attorney, Office of 
General Counsel for each Region.  Include the telephone number for each of the preceding 
listings. 


a.  Regional Office Detached Organizational Units and Personnel. 


Under the respective staff in the directory; list the name of the detached unit; mailing 
address; 10-digit telephone number; and unit manager and principal staff, GS-11 and 
above, and their functions. 


b.  National Forests.  For each Forest list the name of the Forest; Forest Supervisor; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only; 
and primary staff officers and their functions, GS-11 and above. 
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c.  Ranger Districts, Nurseries, Job Corps Centers, and Similar Units Reporting to 
Forest Supervisor.  List the name of the unit; unit manager; location; 10-digit 
telephone number. 


2.  Stations.  For each Station list key personnel from the Station Director through the 
Assistant Director level, and their support staff; and principal staff, GS-11 and above, with their 
respective functions.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Station mailroom 
FAX telephone number only; for each Station. 


a.  Research Work Units.  For each Research Work Unit, list the name of the unit; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; for the unit, but not the FAX number.  
List Project Leaders and scientists together with their respective projects or functions 
and the head of the administrative support section. 


3.  Area.  List key personnel from the Area Director through the Staff Director level, and 
their principal staff, GS-11 and above.  List support personnel who report directly to the Area 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Area 
mailroom FAX number only; for each of the preceding positions. 


a.  For each Area field office, list the staff specialists in charge and their respective 
functions; city and State location; name of the facility and location; mailing address; 
10-digit telephone number; but not the FAX number. 


4.  International Institute of Tropical Forestry.  List key personnel from the Institute 
Director through the Branch Chief level and support personnel who report directly to the 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the telephone number; Institute FAX number in the 
mailroom only; for each of the preceding positions. 


19.14f - Distribution   
 
Following are the procedures for distribution of paper copies: 


1.  Internal Distribution.  Organizational directories are sent directly to all units when the 
annual issue is printed, including full distribution to the Washington Office; and limited 
distribution to the Regional Offices, Stations, Area, Institute, and other units as follows: 


a.  Each Forest and District receives a limited number of copies for the head of the 
unit, primary support personnel, and about two or three copies for each unit at these 
locations. 


b.  Each Station, Forest Products Laboratory, and the Institute receives a limited 
number of copies for distribution to subordinate units. 
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2.  External Distribution.  The Washington Office, Office of Communication Director 
distributes a limited number of directories to agencies that either cooperate with the Forest 
Service on programs of mutual benefit or otherwise serve a public interest. 


19.2 - Field Offices   
 
Field units may issue, at this code, special instructions or style guidelines for publications they 
produce. 
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Mr. Furgason:


This letter provides direction for preparing camera-ready versions of the Rosemont Copper Project draft and final environmental impact statements for publication and distribution.


Pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Coronado National Forest and Rosemont Copper Company for the Rosemont Copper Project (MOU #08-MU-11030510-010, as modified), as the selected third-party environmental contractor, SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) is to prepare the required environmental analysis and documentation consistent with applicable law, regulation, and policy (MOU Sections A, B, C1, C6, D20, E1, E3, E8, E12, F2, F6, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I4, I5, and IC – NEPA Review).


SWCA is further specifically required to prepare camera-ready versions of the draft and final environmental impact statements in accordance with Forest Service requirements (MOU Sections D11, E1, E12, E13, E14, and MOU Attachment 1 Items I5, I9, IC – NEPA Review, II, and IV).  In completing this task, SWCA is under direct supervision and control of the Forest Service (MOU Sections C1, C5, C6, D3, D10, D14, D18, D19, and F1).


MOU Attachment 1 Items I9 and IC – NEPA Review need to be clarified regarding the printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements.  SWCA’s responsibilities do not extend to the actual printing and distribution of these documents.  Printing and distribution of the agency’s approved draft and final environmental impact statements must be done by the Southwestern Regional Office, who will procure appropriate services through the Government Printing Office.  However, SWCA is expected to contribute to the Regional Office efforts in providing appropriate camera-ready material and relevant distribution lists.

It is anticipated that several iterations of the environmental impact statements will be drafted as the content progresses through various internal reviews.  While only the agency’s approved camera-ready draft and final environmental impact statements must conform to the following requirements, it is recommended that draft components of the environmental impact statements be created with these requirements in mind to reduce editing time.  It is also recommended that other project materials be created with these requirements in mind.


The following items are hereby incorporated by reference as relevant direction:

· Government Printing Office Style Manual, 29th Edition (2000) available at www.gpoaccess.gov/stylemanual/index.html

· Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (attached)


· Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (attached)


· Template Setting Quick Reference (attached)


· Southwestern Region EIS Template (attached)

Follow the “Government Printing Office Style Manual” for fundamentals such as grammar, spelling, use of abbreviations, capitalization, etc.  Follow “Forest Service Handbook 1609.11” for agency-specific direction such as that for citations, standard statements, etc., not found in the “Government Printing Office Style Manual.”  Use “Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing” as a guide for managing document structure and presentation to create documents that meet print and Web standards with a minimum of reformatting.  The “Template Setting Quick Reference” provides layout specifications for margins, headers, footers, columns, sections, and landscape graphics.  The “Southwestern Region EIS Template,” containing the required pre-set layout specifications, must be used in preparing the environmental impact statements.

The following Forest Supervisor expectations, expressed in her Interdisciplinary Team Project Initiation Letter dated July 25, 2008, are hereby incorporated as direction:  “I expect the EIS to be written in plain language.  Your work will not only be scrutinized for its technical accuracy, but also for its brevity and clarity.  Write-ups that are encyclopedic or that contain extraneous information will not be accepted.  Technical material is to be summarized in the body of the EIS with specific reference to supporting information in the appendices and/or record.  Graphics are to be used to the fullest extent where they could improve reader understanding and reduce the amount of text.  Of course, graphics should have appropriate complementary interpretive text.”


Additionally, adhere to the following direction in preparing the environmental impact statements:

· Submit all text documentation in MS-Word 2003 format (.doc format).


· Submit materials without embedded ‘Track Changes’ that may be viewed.


· Label each graphic with a unique caption identifier that is referenced in the text body.


· Provide a separate file containing the original electronic graphic files of each graphic included in the camera-ready environmental impact statements.  (Preferred file formats are .jpg, .tif, and .png.  Do not submit graphics in a .pdf file format.)


· Include parenthetical or footnote explanations when technical terms or jargon are used.


· Use incorporation by reference and tiering techniques as appropriate to summarize voluminous information and reports.


· Provide citations for incorporated materials.


· File complete copies of incorporated materials in the Administrative Record.


· Use appendices as appropriate for supporting in-depth explanatory materials.


· Refer to appendices in the text body.


SWCA is authorized to use its professional discretion in complying with this direction.  However, products developed by SWCA remain subject to review and approval by the Forest.


Questions or concerns about the direction provided herein should be directed to the Forest Service Project Manager for the Rosemont Copper Project, Teresa Ann Ciapusci, at              (520) 388-8350 or tciapusci@fs.fed.us.


Sincerely,


		/s/ Reta Laford

		



		RETA LAFORD

		 



		Deputy Forest Supervisor

		 





Attachments:


Forest Service Handbook 1609.11 – Publications Management Handbook (2/2/2007)


Using MS-Word to Create Documents for Publishing (9/2005)


Template Setting Quick Reference (9/22/2005)


Southwestern Region EIS Template (9/2005)

ec:


Southwestern Region Printing Specialist, Sandy Roberts


Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

Forest Rosemont Copper Project Interdisciplinary Team Core and Extended Members


cc:


Jamie Sturgess


Vice-President, Projects and Environment


Rosemont Copper Company


4500 Cherry Creek South Drive, Suite 1040


Denver, Colorado 80246


 
Caring for the Land and Serving People
Printed on Recycled Paper    
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Template Setting Quick Reference 
Revised September 22, 2005 


Type Settings 


Cover Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, 
Header/Footer: 0” 
Columns: 
1: 1”, spacing at 0.5 
2: 5.25” 
Layout:  
Section Start: New Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Chapter Heading Page Margins:  
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header” 0”, Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start - Odd Page; Different odd, even and first pages 


Subsequent Page Margins:  
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, 
Header/ Footer: 0.65 
Layout:  
Section Start: Continuous; Different odd, even and first pages 


Landscape settings for 
images, tables, figures 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the paragraph 
prior to the image, table, or figure that will be in landscape 
format. 


• Insert a “next page” break at the end of the image, table or 
figure.  


• Note: The image, table, figure is now in its own section. 
• Change the paper size for this section in Page Setup 


(from the File drop-down menu) to Landscape and set 
margins to fit the section. 


Header/Footer Chapter Heading Page: 
• No Header 
• Odd page footer - Document title on the flush with left 


margin, page number on the right  
Subsequent Pages 
• Odd page Header - Chapter # and name flush with right 


margin 
• Odd page Footer - Document title flush with left margin, 


page number on the right margin 
• Even Page Header - Chapter # and name flush with left 


margin 
• Even page footer - page number flush with left margin, 


document title on the right 
 








United States  
Department of 
Agriculture 


Forest  
Service 


Southwestern 
Region 


 


[Draft, Final, Draft 
Supplemental or Final 
Supplemental] 
Environmental Impact 
Statement for XXX  


XXX National Forest  
County, State 


Legal Description, if applicable 


Insert Map for Alternative 


Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats. Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format. 
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete 
key. 


 











 


 


The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and 
activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where applicable, sex, 
marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, 
political beliefs, reprisal, or because of all or part of an individual’s income is derived from any 
public assistance program. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with 
disabilities who require alternative means of communication of program information (Braille, 
large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and 
TDD). To file a compliant of discrimination, write to USDA, Director of Civil Rights, 1400 
Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, or call (800) 79503272 (voice) or 
(202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 


Printed on recycled paper – [Month Year] [no footer on this page]
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Environmental Impact Statement For XXX 


XXX National Forest 
County, State


Lead Agency:  USDA Forest Service 


Cooperating Agencies:  Insert cooperating agency names 


Responsible Official: Name and Title 
Address 


For Information Contact: Name and Title 
Address 
Telephone Number 


Abstract: [Insert 1 paragraph abstract on the environmental impact statement, including the 
alternatives considered and identification of the preferred alternative(s) if one or more exists and 
Forest Plan Amendments if needed.] 


[FOR DRAFT ONLY 


Reviewers should provide the Forest Service with their comments during the review period of the 
draft environmental impact statement. This will enable the Forest Service to analyze and respond 
to the comments at one time and to use information acquired in the preparation of the final 
environmental impact statement, thus avoiding undue delay in the decisionmaking process. 
Reviewers have an obligation to structure their participation in the National Environmental Policy 
Act process so that it is meaningful and alerts the agency to the reviewers’ position and 
contentions. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 553 (1978). 
Environmental objections that could have been raised at the draft stage may be waived if not 
raised until after completion of the final environmental impact statement. City of Angoon v. 
Hodel (9th Circuit, l986) and Wisconsin Heritages, Inc. v. Harris, 490 F. Supp. 1334, 1338 (E.D. 
Wis. 1980). Comments on the draft environmental impact statement should be specific and should 
address the adequacy of the statement and the merits of the alternatives discussed (40 CFR 
1503.3). 


Send Comments to: Name and Title 
 Address 


Date Comments Must Be Received: Date ] 
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Summary 


The [X] National Forest proposes to [summarize proposal]. The area affected by the proposal 
includes [briefly describe affected environment]. This action is needed, because [summarize the 
need for action]. 


[Describe the background leading up to the proposal, public involvement efforts, and major issues 
raised.]  


These issues led the agency to develop alternatives to the proposed action including: 


[Briefly describe each alternative. 


Major conclusions include:  


[Briefly explain or display conclusions as related to impacts.] 


Based upon the effects of the alternatives, the responsible official will decide [insert brief 
description of decision to be made]. 
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Chapter 1. Purpose of and Need for Action 


Document Structure 
The Forest Service has prepared this Environmental Impact Statement in compliance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other relevant Federal and State laws and 
regulations. This Environmental Impact Statement discloses the direct, indirect, and cumulative 
environmental impacts that would result from the proposed action and alternatives. The document 
is organized into four chapters:  


• Chapter 1. Purpose and Need for Action: The chapter includes information on the history 
of the project proposal, the purpose of and need for the project, and the agency’s proposal 
for achieving that purpose and need. This section also details how the Forest Service 
informed the public of the proposal and how the public responded.  


• Chapter 2. Alternatives, including the Proposed Action: This chapter provides a more 
detailed description of the agency’s proposed action as well as alternative methods for 
achieving the stated purpose. These alternatives were developed based on significant 
issues raised by the public and other agencies. This discussion also includes mitigation 
measures. Finally, this section provides a summary table of the environmental 
consequences associated with each alternative.  


• Chapter 3. Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: This chapter 
describes the environmental effects of implementing the proposed action and other 
alternatives. This analysis is organized by [insert topic (i.e., resource area, significant 
issues, environmental component)].  


• Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination: This chapter provides a list of preparers and 
agencies consulted during the development of the environmental impact statement.  


• Appendices: The appendices provide more detailed information to support the analyses 
presented in the environmental impact statement such as the record index, public 
comments and responses, etc. 


• Index: The index provides page numbers by document topic. 
Additional documentation, including more detailed analyses of project-area resources, may be 
found in the project planning record located at [X] 


Background 
[Provide the history of events leading up to the project proposal.] 


Purpose and Need for Action 
There is a need for [insert objectives]. This action is needed, because [insert need for action in 
that location at this specific time]. This action responds to the goals and objectives outlined in the 
[X] Forest Plan, and helps move the project area towards desired conditions described in that plan 
([insert reference to Forest Plan]). [Describe specific linkages to the Forest Plan if appropriate. 
Reference any pre-NEPA or “plan-to-project” assessments that identified the need.] 
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Proposed Action 
The Forest Service proposes to [insert brief description of the proposed action] to meet the 
purpose and need. 


Describe if a Forest Plan Amendment is needed. 


Decision Framework 
Given the purpose and need, the deciding official reviews the proposed action, the other 
alternatives, and the environmental consequences in order to make the following decisions: 


1. [insert questions that the deciding official must answer when making the final decision]. 


Public Involvement 
The Notice of Intent (NOI) was published in the Federal Register on [insert dates]. The NOI 
asked for public comment on the proposal from [insert dates]. In addition, as part of the public 
involvement process, the agency [insert description of public involvement efforts and reference to 
documents in record detailing results].  


Using the comments from the public, other agencies, and [insert others such as tribes, depending 
on the situation] (see Issues section), the interdisciplinary team developed a list of issues to 
address.  


Issues 
The Forest Service separated the issues into two groups: significant and non-significant issues. 
Significant issues were defined as those directly or indirectly caused by implementing the 
proposed action. Non-significant issues were identified as those: 1) outside the scope of the 
proposed action; 2) already decided by law, regulation, Forest Plan, or other higher level decision; 
3) irrelevant to the decision to be made; or 4) conjectural and not supported by scientific or 
factual evidence. The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA regulations explain this 
delineation in Sec. 1501.7, “…identify and eliminate from detailed study the issues which are not 
significant or which have been covered by prior environmental review (Sec. 1506.3)…”. A list of 
non-significant issues and reasons regarding their categorization as non-significant may be found 
at [X] in the record. 


As for significant issues, the Forest Service identified the following issues during scoping: 


[Insert Issue #1]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 


[Insert Issue #…]: [Describe issue and identify any indicators that can be used to measure 
whether that issue can be remedied by implementing different alternatives or mitigation 
measures] 
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Other Related Efforts 
[Insert descriptions of any other related efforts that will affect the proposed action or the decision 
to be made.] 
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Chapter 2. Alternatives, Including the 
Proposed Action 


Introduction 
This chapter describes and compares the alternatives considered for the [insert project name]. It 
includes a description and map of each alternative considered. This section also presents the 
alternatives in comparative form, sharply defining the differences between each alternative and 
providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decision maker and the public. Some of 
the information used to compare the alternatives is based upon the design of the alternative (i.e., 
helicopter logging versus the use of skid trails) and some of the information is based upon the 
environmental, social and economic effects of implementing each alternative (i.e., the amount of 
erosion caused by helicopter logging versus skidding).  


Alternatives Considered in Detail 
The Forest Service developed [X] alternatives, including the No Action and Proposed Action 
alternatives, in response to issues raised by the public.  


Alternative 1  


No Action  
Under the No Action alternative, current management plans would continue to guide management 
of the project area. No [insert project activities] would be implemented to accomplish project 
goals.  


Insert Map for Alternative 1 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 1. Insert Figure Title 
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Alternative 2  


The Proposed Action 
[Describe the Proposed Action including mitigation—should be the same action proposed in the 
NOI]  


Insert Map for Alternative 2 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 2. Insert Figure Title 


Alternative ….  
[Describe the alternative including mitigation.] 
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Insert Map for Alternative 3 
Enter descriptive text about this image by: 


Right Click on Image 


Select Format Object 


Select Web tab 


For electronic distribution, graphics images should be resized/resampled using a graphics 
editor, resolution of 72-96 pixels per inch, and in .jpg or .gif formats.  Images may be in 
color. 


For commercial printing, images should be 260-300 pixels per inch in .tif or .eps format.  
Color images for commercial printing must be approved.  Provide images in grayscale 
unless color images have been approved. 


Delete this box before inserting image. Click on this box, then press the delete key. 


 


Figure 3. Insert Figure Title 


Mitigation Common to All Alternatives 
The Forest Service also developed the following mitigation measures to be used as part of all of 
the action alternatives.  


[Describe mitigating measures.] 


Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 
Federal agencies are required by NEPA to rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives and to briefly discuss the reasons for eliminating any alternatives that 
were not developed in detail (40 CFR 1502.14). Public comments received in response to the 
Proposed Action provided suggestions for alternative methods for achieving the purpose and 
need. Some of these alternatives may have been outside the scope of [insert need], duplicative of 
the alternatives considered in detail, or determined to be components that would cause 
unnecessary environmental harm. Therefore, a number of alternatives were considered, but 
dismissed from detailed consideration for reasons summarized below [Edit text specifically for 
the circumstances of this project.].  


[Describe alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed study.] 


Comparison of Alternatives 
This section provides a summary of the effects of implementing each alternative. Information in 
the table is focused on activities and effects where different levels of effects or outputs can be 
distinguished quantitatively or qualitatively among alternatives.  
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Table 1. Insert Table Title 


 Alternative 1 
Alternative 


2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 


[Item to 
Compare 1]     


[Item to 
Compare 2]     


[Item to 
Compare 3]     


[Item to 
Compare 4]     


[Item to 
Compare 5]     


[Item to 
Compare 6]     
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Chapter 3. Affected Environment and 
Environmental Consequences 


This Chapter summarizes the physical, biological, social, and economic environments of the 
project area and the effects of implementing each alternative on that environment. It also presents 
the scientific and analytical basis for the comparison of alternatives presented in the alternatives 
chapter. 


[Topic 1] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use indicators developed for each issue in 
the Issues section to compare effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and cumulative 
effects.] 


[Topic …] 
[Insert overview of the affected environment, description of effects to that environment and any 
table or figures necessary to help describe the effects. Use the same indicators described for each 
issue in the Issues section to explain the effects by alternative. Include direct, indirect, and 
cumulative effects.] 


Short-term Uses and Long-term Productivity 
NEPA requires consideration of “the relationship between short-term uses of man’s environment 
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity” (40 CFR 1502.16). As declared 
by the Congress, this includes using all practicable means and measures, including financial and 
technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create 
and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill 
the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans 
(NEPA Section 101). 


[Reference the environmental consequences discussions related to the relationships between 
short-term uses and long-term productivity.] 


Unavoidable Adverse Effects 
[Insert a description of any adverse effects that are unavoidable for each alternative and reference 
the effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 


Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
Irreversible commitments of resources are those that cannot be regained, such as the extinction of 
a species or the removal of mined ore. Irretrievable commitments are those that are lost for a 
period of time such as the temporary loss of timber productivity in forested areas that are kept 
clear for use as a power line rights-of-way or road. 


[Insert a description of any irreversible or irretrievable effects by alternative and reference the 
effects described in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion.] 
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Cumulative Effects 
[Cumulative effects should be addressed in the environmental consequences ‘topics’ discussion. 
Reference these discussions here. If applicable, discuss any inter-relationships of cumulative 
effects between ‘topic’ areas as well as inter-relationships with any other projects, policies, or 
recent decisions.] 


Other Required Disclosures 
NEPA at 40 CFR 1502.25(a) directs “to the fullest extent possible, agencies shall prepare draft 
environmental impact statements concurrently with and integrated with other environmental 
review laws and executive orders.”  


[Insert a description of how the Forest Service has consulted with or is not required to consult 
with the agencies listed below as required under the following Acts and laws: 


• Fish and Wildlife Service under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act for causing water 
to be impounded or diverted; 


• National Historic Preservation Act for causing ground disturbing actions in historical 
places; 


• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service in accordance 
with the ESA implementing regulations for projects with threatened or endangered 
species; and 


• Any applicable state and county laws affected by the alternatives.] 
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Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination 


Preparers and Contributors  
The Forest Service consulted the following individuals, Federal, State, and local agencies, tribes 
and non-Forest Service persons during the development of this environmental assessment: 


ID Team Members: 
[Insert names] 


Federal, State, and Local Agencies: 
[Insert names] 


Tribes: 
[Insert names] 


Others: 
[Insert names] 


List of Agencies, Organizations and Person to Whom Copies of 
the DEIS, Supplement and FEIS Were Sent 
This environmental impact statement has been distributed to individuals who specifically 
requested a copy of the document [(for final environmental impact statements only) and those 
who submitted substantive comments on the draft environmental impact statement]. In addition, 
copies have been sent to the following Federal agencies, federally recognized tribes, Sate and 
local governments, and organizations representing a wide range of views regarding [Insert 
purpose]. 


[Insert names of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with 
respect to any environmental impact involved and any appropriate Federal, State. or local agency 
authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards; any person, organization, or agency 
requesting the entire environmental impact statement; and in the case of a final environmental 
impact statement any person, organization, or agency which submitted substantive comments.]  
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Index 


[Insert an index] 
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Appendix  


A – Appendix Title 
 [Insert any material that is essential to the understanding of the environmental impact statement.] 
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B – Public Comments and Responses [for FEIS only] 
[Insert response to public] 
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Abstract 


In the USDA Forest Service (FS), one of our most common tools for producing visual 
information is Microsoft Word (MS-Word). It is how we create content: correspondence, news 
releases, decisions, statements, manuals, NEPA process, and so on. 


Currently, official documents are kept in hard copy. Some are commercially printed for 
distribution to the public. Most documents are available electronically on our internal systems, 
such as the Records Management database and FSWeb; and many are also available externally on 
the World Wide Web (WWW). 


“Administrative” documents, as defined in FSM 1631.11-12, become “publications” when they 
are posted on the WWW because they become available to anyone having an internet connection 
— even if the “general public” is not the targeted or intended audience. 


Documents for public distribution have specific standards that must be met according to the 
USDA Visual Information Standards as well as the FS Manual (1630) and Handbook (1609.11). 
All publications — whether administrative or public — must be written following the 
Government Printing Office (GPO) Style Manual, which is a reference for spelling, capitalization, 
compound words, punctuation, etc. It is available on the Internet or copies can be obtained from 
the Superintendent of Documents. 


Electronic documents, both internal and external, must meet specific standards to make them 
accessible to people with disabilities according to Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1974, 
as amended in 1998. Some of our large electronic documents are converted from MS-Word into 
HTML or Adobe Acrobat PDF format, but still have to measure up to the Section 508 standards. 


The goal is create content once — publish it multiple ways. In the past, content 
producers, print producers, and web producers have had to create or re-create several versions of 
the same document: one for copying, one for commercial printing, and another for publishing to 
the web. The purpose of this guide is to help people who create documents, so that their 
documents can meet the above standards with a minimum of re-creation. The guide will focus 
mostly on document structure and presentation. 


Remember: MS-Word is the word processing program that is used for desktop publishing in 
the Forest Service. Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t meet all 
requirements of different publishing media. However, by properly using the full toolbox of MS-
Word, one can contribute to a much more effective publishing process. 


For questions about R3 Publishing, contact Sandra Roberts at 505-842-3295 or email: Sandra 
L Roberts/R3/USDAFS. For questions about Web publishing or comments about this 
document, contact Polly Lovato at 505-842-3296 or email: Polly Lovato/R3/USDAFS. 


This document and copies of the templates can be found on the Region 3 PAO FSWeb site at: 
 http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Chapter 1 – Publications Requirements 


Communication. The key purpose for writing a document is for someone else to read and 
understand it.  


If you use a structure or presentation styles that make your document harder to read, you could 
break the connection with the reader — defeat the purpose. 


As you create a document, you are joining a long heritage of writers and readers. You are learning 
from their experience, which as been captured in readability and usability studies. In the FS, we 
are assisted in applying those standards by having them incorporated into the USDA Visual 
Information Standards. 


There may be a few reasons to deviate from the standards, but understanding and using them 
increases your chances of communicating effectively. 


Links to Publication Direction 
USDA Visual Information Standards:  
http://www.usda.gov/agency/oc/design/download/pdf_forms/VisualManGuides/ 
Visual_Stan04web.pdf 


Forest Service Manual Direction on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsm/1600/1630.doc 


Forest Service Handbook on Publishing:  
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/directives/fsh/1609.11/ 


Section 508 Accessibility Requirements (making electronic documents available to people with 
disabilities): 
http://www.section508.gov 


Format Standards 
These standards are taken directly from the USDA Visual Management Manual (VMM) and FSM 
1630. 


1. Never use ALL CAPS. Use italics for scientific names or for emphasis of words or short 
phrases. ALL CAPS and italics are harder to read – they slow the reader down. Use them 
sparingly and with intent.  


2. All pages should be left aligned, sometimes called “rag-right”. 
3. Page numbers run consecutively throughout the document. Pages prior 


to the Text (see item 3-5 under Proper Order section) would be identified with lower case 
numbers. Text through Index (items 6-10 in Proper Order section) would be numeric 
starting with “1” to the end of the document. Do not restart numbering with each chapter. 
They do not need a prefix (i.e., 2-14, Page 14) — page number only. Page numbers are 
always on the outside lower corner, even with the outside margin: 
a. odd page nos. = right corner;  
b. even page nos. = left corner. 
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4. Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning to end. No 
chapter prefixes. Table captions should be positioned above the table, in sentence style, 
with no period. 


5. Figures are any images: photos, maps, charts, drawings, or other graphics. They are 
numbered consecutively throughout the document. Figure captions should be 
positioned below the image, in sentence style, with no period. 


6. Chapters start with an odd page number. 


Proper Order 
The proper order for the contents of an EA, EIS, and all documents follows: 


1. Cover 
2. Inside front cover with printing month and year, and EEO statement  
3. Inside title page (back of this is blank) (new odd page) 
4. Forward, Letter of Transmittal, Preface, and Acknowledgements. 


Although these are not common, if needed, they would go here, in 
the order listed. (new odd page) 


5. Contents (new odd page) 
6. Text; all chapters, each of which starts as a new odd page. 
7. Glossary, if needed (new odd page) 
8. Bibliography/References (new odd page) 
9. Appendix; there is one appendix, it may have several parts. (new odd 


page) 
10. Index 


Publishing (Documents for Distribution to the Public – 
Electronic or Hard Copy) 
Many people are going to need to understand your job before you actually see your document 
published. The printed product involves: the FS publishing manager, the printing specialist, and 
the accounting staff; the Government Printing Office (GPO) Specialists; the commercial printing 
company's staff. Web Publishing involves at least the Forest web 
manager. 


Consider yourself an essential partner in the publishing process. 
Everyone wants to do a good job and produce an effective product 
for you. It is a challenge to describe your job, form realistic 
expectations, and communicate clearly while much of your 
communication will be written or possibly long distance. 


The following points will help you make the interaction successful. 


1. Complete FS-1600-6, Publications Proposal, and 


Use lower case 
roman numerals 
for page 
numbering: i, ii, 
etc.. 


Use numeric; 1 
through the end 
of document 
starting at 
Chapter 1. 


Ordinarily, an Administrative 
document does not need formal 
publications review, but if it is 
published to the WWW it 
becomes a “publication” and 
must be reviewed. Start with the 
PAO. 
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obtain all approvals and signatures required. Submit form at conception of the need to 
produce a document to RO, PAO. 


2. For a document that will be printed:  
When the document is complete — all reviews of manuscript and gathering and 
placement of images are done — create a CD with the following and send to Sandra 
Roberts, RO-PAO: 
a. Final MS-Word document - Hard-copy output proofed 


and in final form and MS-Word document.  
b. Any other files embedded in the final document, i.e., 


spreadsheets, charts, etc. 
c. Photos — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 


i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch 
(ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) in .tif format resampled to 
actual size used in document. These images cannot be 
scaled when placing in the document. These color images 
must be saved as CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi)) in .jpg format 
resampled to actual size used in document. These images cannot be scaled when 
placing in the document. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


d. Maps, Logos, Art Illustrations — a high-resolution and low-resolution image. 
i. High-resolution image (266-300 pixels per inch (ppi) or dots per inch (dpi)) 


in .eps format. These images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as 
CMYK not RGB. 


ii. Low-resolution image (72-96 pixels per inch (ppi) in .gif format. These 
images can be scaled. These color images must be saved as RGB not CMYK. 


Note: The document will be reviewed by the Regional Printing Specialist for conformance to the 
template and VMM. Files will be checked for format and type. Once ready, the hardcopy of the 
document and electronic photos, maps, logos, art illustrations on CD are sent with printing 
specifications to an offset printing contractor.  


3. For a document that will be published on the WWW: 
a. Provide an electronic copy of all the above to the Web Manager to review for 


compliance with web policy and standards.  
b. When the MS-Word document meets these criteria, it will be converted to PDF 


format (using the “standard” or “smallest size” conversion setting — see Converting 
MS-Word to Adobe Acrobat PDF for more information) and posted to the Internet. 


 


MS-Word documents that 
will be offset printed should 
have only 1-ink color — 
black. Print contractors 
cannot produce color 
separations required for 
multi-colored printing from 
word processing files. 
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Chapter 2 - Microsoft Word 


Understanding MS-Word’s Position in Publishing 
MS-Word is the word processing program that is used in for desktop publishing in the FS. 


In the publishing industry, it is common to use MS-Word to create content. However, a 
professional publishing software like QuarkXPress or Adobe InDesign, or software using mark-
up languages like SGML or XML, are used for creation of the printed book or publication. HTML 
(or its variations) or programmed databases are used for web 
publishing. 


Even with proper document structure and formatting, MS-Word can’t 
meet all requirements of different publishing media: print, web, CD, 
and other electronic file-sharing, like on hand-held communication 
devices. (See Example) 


“Desktop Publishing” is a good label for MS-Word, because it 
functions best at the desktop where it is used. It relies on the particular 
parameters of the desktop system, including fonts, printer drivers, 
versions, in order to output the same layout one sees on the screen. 
Commercial printers will not accept MS-Word files for output because 
portability is so problematic. 


One has to own MS-Word or use their Viewer plug-in in order to read 
an MS-Word document. It is not universally accessible; therefore, it is 
not appropriate for the FS to put MS-Word documents on the WWW. 


What does that mean for the FS? 
Does that mean Forest Service employees are hamstrung by our 
corporate choice of software? Not necessarily. Despite some limitations and cumbersome 
Microsoft programming, one can contribute to an effective publishing process by: 


• planning with printing and web managers before document creation so that, as much as 
possible, templates and workflow incorporate the requirements of the publishing media to 
be used. 


• properly using the full toolbox of MS-Word; 
• using additional software to make the document portable to other publishing media, such 


as Adobe Acrobat PDF to create press or print ready documents, and HTML Editors to 
create web pages. 
o Acrobat changes the MS-Word file as it distills it to manage the resolution, image 


color modes, fonts and page layout, creating a postscript compliant file ready for 
service bureaus and printers. 


o  HTML editing software and Acrobat recognize the underlying structure, presentation 
and alternative text in an MS-Word document and tag it to enable production for the 
web. 


Example 


Tables are not easy to 
comprehend. One has to 
recognize the logic of the 
design and then repeatedly 
relate column headers and 
row headers to the data in 
the table cells in order to 
draw conclusions about 
the information. 


There are not enough 
formatting options in MS-
Word to indicate table cell 
relationships. Therefore, a 
data table is the hardest 
element to convert 
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Getting Started 
These steps will help you efficiently build documents that meet the requirements for filing 
electronically on our internal systems, offset printing, converting to PDF or other format, and 
posting on the Internet. 


Project Folder 
Create an electronic directory for the project and store everything in it, including subfolders for: 


• Images – clip Art, photos, pie charts/bar charts, maps, etc. 
• Source documents – spreadsheet files, tables, etc. 


Teamwork 
If several people (a team) are working on the documentation, create the directory in shared file 
space on a server. Each team member should have read, write and insert access to the directory. 
Only the project’s manager should have “delete” access. 


As noted in Chapter 1, upon completion of documentation, the project folder and its contents will 
be sent to the Regional Print Specialist for offset printing; the unit web manager for web 
publishing; and/or kept as part of the official record. 


Select a template ahead of the writing/editing process and agree among team members to be 
consistent in the production. 


Templates reside at http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/. Select the appropriate template by right 
clicking on the template name  


File the template — C:  Documents and Settings,  [yourname]  Application 
Data  Microsoft  Templates (Note:  This is the default directory for templates.) 


• Click on the Save button. The template will now be available when creating new 
documents in MS-Word. 
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Setting up MS-Word 


Document Formatting Options 
Set Tools  Options from the toolbar to control formatting more easily. Formatting marks are 
useful, especially when you have to strip out junk coding from poorly prepared documents. 


 


Under the View tab: 


• In the Formatting marks
section, check All to show 
all marks. 


Under the Edit tab: 


• Change Default Paragraph 
Style from “Normal” to 
“Body Text.” 


Under the Save tab: 


• Check “Prompt for 
document properties.”
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AutoFormatting Options 
Check AutoFormat Options. Select Format  AutoFormat  Options. 


  


Additional Information about Adding Text 
• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 


spacing after a sentence is a rule from the typewriter days. 
• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between paragraphs. Use the paragraph format 


option: Format  Paragraph. Add spacing before or after the paragraph. Spacing 
between paragraphs is 10 pt. 


• Do not underline text. Use the bold or italics feature to highlight text. Underlining is 
used only for hyperlinks. Underlining is another item we bring with us from the 
typewriter era — at that time it was the only way to highlight text. Underlining is not 
used for the title of books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO 
Style Manual, for the correct ways to display titles. 


• Use “Shift-Enter” to enter a line break within a paragraph. 


Under the AutoFormat and 
AutoFormat As You Type
tabs, check all boxes as shown. 
(The selections are the same for 
both of these tabs.) 


If you are using a FS template 
that has its own headings, do 
not check the “Built-in Heading 
Styles” because those are 
Microsoft styles. If selected, 
the program may not allow you 
to modify the built-in styles. 


Replacing straight quotes, 
ordinals, fractions, and hyphens 
will give you a more 
professional looking document. 
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Page Setup 
The overall page setup has been 
established in the templates. To 
reset, select the File  Page 
Setup, then select the thumbnails 
for Margins, Paper size, or Layout. 
When making changes, be sure to 
check whether you are setting them 
for This Section only or for the 
Whole Document. 


See the Template Setting Quick 
Reference for template settings. This 
is available at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/toolbox/
guides/template-ref.doc. 


Margins 
The standards specify that a one-
column page has a line width of 6”. 
This is also a readability standard 
because it is about the maximum 
width that they eye can scan 
comprehensibly. 


Margins can be set up for the whole document of be selectively changed as needed. 


Margins 
• Cover Page: 


o Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left: 0.75, Right: 0.75, Gutter: 0.25, Header/Footer: 0” 
o This page also has 2 columns. Column setting can be view by selecting Format  


Columns. 
Number of Columns: 2, Width and Spacing: col 1: width 1”, spacing 0.5”;  
col 2: width 5.25” 


o End the page with a “Next page” Section break (Insert  Break) 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o There should be a “Continuous” Section Break immediately following each Chapter 
Title. Double-click on the section break to view the margin, layout and page size 
setting for the Chapter Heading page. 
Top: 0.65, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0”; Footer: 0.65 


• Subsequent Pages: 
o Position the cursor anywhere on the content of the subsequent pages. Select File  


Page Setup to view the margin, layout and page size for these pages. 
Top: 1.25, Bottom: 1”, Left/Right: 1.25, Header: 0.65, Footer: 0.65. 
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o End the chapter with an Odd page Section break. 


Layout 
• Cover Page: 


o Section Start: New Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even, and first page. 
• Chapter Heading page: 


o Section Start: Odd Page; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 
• Subsequent pages: 


o Section Start: Continuous; Headers/Footers: Different odd, even and first page. 


Document Properties 
Set the properties and “metadata” of the document. Search engines and document indexes use this 
information to help users locate documents. 


 


 


• File  Properties  
Summary tab 


• Fill in the fields for the title of your 
document, subject, author, and 
company. 


• Document titles are mandatory 
for all files. Title should be unique.


• Type in keywords that will be 
useful in searching for the 
document. 
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Using Templates 
If you correct or modify an existing template, be sure to Save As a *.dot — a simple Save may 
create a document, not a template. 


If you like the formatting of a certain document, you can Save As a template, then replace the text 
that changes the next time you want to use it. 


Why use Templates? 
Creating proper document structure and setting up format styles is work. Applying Styles that 
are in a template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or piece of text and manually 
formatting it, is less work. If you need a new style, consider modifying an existing style or create 
one — don’t use inline coding for more than singular instances. Use of template styles will: 


• automate repetitive work and provide consistent formatting, 
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document, 
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 
Creating document structure and presentation styles as you produce a document may seem like 
too much effort. However, once that work is done and saved as a template, the next similar 
project is quicker and more efficient. 


Typewriter-ism 
Many, many people use the computer like a typewriter! They treat the screen as a sheet of paper. 
They are doing too much repetitive work and creating a morass of junk code that becomes 
another publisher’s nightmare. Turn on the paragraph marks to see them. Remove typewriter 
work habits: 


• Do not double space after the period at the end of a sentence — single space only. Double 
spacing after a sentence is a leftover rule when typewriters produced mono-spaced letters 
and one needed to create a visual break after sentences. MS-Word automatically adjusts 
for sentence ending space. 


• Do not use the Enter key to add spacing between 
paragraphs. Specify consistent spacing when 
formatting the Style. If incidental extra space is 
needed, select the paragraph with the right mouse 
button, select Paragraph to add spacing before or 
after that specific paragraph. 


• Do not underline text. Underlining is used only 
for hyperlinks or for emphasis of a single word or 
phrase. Underlining headings is another typewriter 
leftover when underlining and double-striking was the 
only way to highlight text. Underlining in 
bibliographies or references is not used for the title of 


Useful key strokes 


Use Shift+Enter to create a line 
break within a paragraph or a list. 
That is called a “soft break” or “soft 
return.” It moves the cursor position 
to a new line without creating a new 
paragraph or adding space. 
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books, articles, newspapers, magazines, etc. See Chapter 8, GPO Style Manual, for the 
correct ways to display titles. 


Structure v. Presentation 
Proper document structure is built by the orderly progression of the elements of the document and 
the styles applied to identify that organization. 


One does not pick and choose built-in heading styles based on what they look like — one selects 
the format style for an element based on its role: 


Title [Doc Title] 


Subtitle [Subtitle)] 


Chapter title [Chapter Heading] 


Paragraph Title [1st Degree Heading, etc. cascading down because they are not just 
convenient labels, but rather identification of relationships between the elements — 
document structure] 


The presentation aspects of the elements [font, size, color, alignment, space, etc] gives the reader 
visual clues of the document’s organization, and can be changed as needed. 
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Finding Templates 
For any document that you have to create more than a couple of times, you should select or create 
a template to take care of repetitive formatting tasks. 


Some basic templates are stored already in your Microsoft \Templates folder. Any document that 
you Save As a “Document template” automatically goes into your Microsoft \Templates folder 
as a *.dot. [C:\Documents and Settings\YourName\Application Data\Microsoft\Templates] 


You can open someone else’s template and Save As a “document template” and it will 
automatically go into your Microsoft \Templates folder as a *.dot 


Then to use a template, simply launch MS-Word, Select “General 
Templates” in the Task Pane under “New from template.” 


R3 Templates can be found at:  
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/ 
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Styles 
Styles are a huge help in working with MS-Word documents. Not only do they identify structure, 
they help create a consistent, professional presentation for the document. With Styles applied, 
making global changes to the document (like changing text size or font) can be done in one place, 
yet affect the whole document. Plus you can build in workflow, so that after selecting a style for 
the first line, you can continue to type and the styles will apply themselves until the next section 
is started. 


Every MS-Word document uses Styles. The big question is whether they are meaningful. In 
many documents everything is styled “Normal,” whether the line or paragraph looks like a 
heading or body text or a bullet list. 


Importance of being more than “Normal” 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting your document into other file 
types such as HTML, PDF, XML, and in meeting the accessibility requirements for electronic 
documents. Use of proper styles assists the software to convert the document and allows assistive 
technology devices to interpret the document. Using the “normal” style does not specify what 
relationship the line or paragraph has to the document structure.  


Use of styles such as “Body text,” “Block Quote,” “Bulleted Paragraph,” etc., identifies the 
structure or relationship of that text to the rest of the document. It is more informative than 
identifying the style as “Normal.” (See the List of Template Styles that are available in the 
Document, EA NEPA, and EIS NEPA templates. These templates can be found at: 
http://fsweb.r3.fs.fed.us/pao/services/) 


“Normal” has one important editing use (pre-2003 MS-Word versions) 
• Do not apply the Normal style in your document 
• Do not base any other style on “Normal.” 
• In the source document, select text that you are going to merge into your document and 


apply the Normal style to it before you copy and paste. That way, the merged text is less 
likely to corrupt the styles in your document. 


Once the new text is in your document, select it and apply 
Clear Formatting before applying the appropriate Style 
to it. 


 


In the latest FS version of MSWord, 
there is a function called “Paste 
Special” that enables one to copy 
from a source document as is, yet 
“paste unformatted text,” so it clears 
before it becomes part of the new 
document. 
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Use the styles that are part of the template rather than individually selecting each paragraph or 
piece of text and manually formatting it. Use of template styles will: 


• automate and provide consistent formatting,  
• reduce the amount of time in editing the document,  
• coordinate better with HTML for web publishing and ADA accessibility requirements for 


electronic documents. 


 


 
 


 


These control manual formatting. When changes are made using manual formatting, you 
must go through the document and apply the change to each individual occurrence. 


The list of styles available for your use is in this pull-down menu. Click anywhere within the 
paragraph then select the style needed from this list. It will be applied to the whole paragraph.  


When making changes to a style, the change is automatically made throughout the document 
wherever that style is used. 
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MS-Word 2002 and the Formatting Task Pane 
Proper document structure is extremely important when converting the document into other file 
types, such as PDF, HTML, etc., and in meeting the ADA requirements for electronic documents. 
Use of proper body style enables the software to successfully convert the document and allows 
assistive technology devices to successfully interpret the document. 


 


 


Click on the drop-down arrow from the View 
Task Pane and select Styles and 


Formatting. 


Remember: If your task pane is not open when you 
launch MS-Word, select View  Task Pane from the 
toolbar. 


You can quickly create a new style by selecting text that 
you have formatted inline, then select New Style, give it a 
name, select OK, and it keeps all the parameters of that 
selected text. Then you can apply that style to other text of 
the same value in hierarchy of styles. 


Note: If the style you want to modify does not appear in 
the list of styles showing under Styles and Formatting, then 
select All Styles from the Show pop-up window at the 
bottom of the dialogue box. 


Once you select and use, or modify and use, a style from 
the All Styles list, change the option back to Available 
Styles or to Styles in Use.  Otherwise, you’ll have to 
scroll through many unnecessary choices. 
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Fill in the top four fields when creating a new Style: 


  


Style Name: i.e., Body Text, Heading 
1, Heading 2, Caption, etc. 


Based on: Only styles that are within 
a category of styles should be based on 
another style. For example, Body Text 
is not based on another style, but Body 
Text Indent and Block Text could be 
based on Body Text. 


Note: When basing a style on another 
style, remember that if you go in and 
change one in some way that will affect 
all styles that are “based on” that style. 


Style for following paragraph: 
This will automatically apply the style 
you select here to the paragraph 
immediately following. 


Select the Format button at the bottom
and choose your settings for fonts, 
paragraphs, and others. 
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Font and Paragraph Setting 


Font Settings 
Arial and Times New Roman are installed on nearly all computers and are the default fonts for 
web browsers. Therefore, these are good choices if your document will be available 
electronically.  


 


 


Font size for text should be 11 pt. 


Font color should be automatic. 


Under the Character Spacing tab, 
select “Kerning for Fonts” enter the 
same point size as the font size. 


Avoid using anything listed on the 
Text Effects tab. 
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Paragraph settings: 
For styles within the body of the document: Window/Orphan control should be checked. 


 


For Heading styles, including subheads and captions, use the following settings: 
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Document Map Features 
Use the Document Map feature to check header formatting. Select View  Document Map. 
This feature enables you to immediately see problems with document structure. 


 


 
 


Hierarchy tree on the left 
corresponds to the style 
used


DO NOT use the “&” symbol anywhere, 
spell it out “and”. 
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Tables 
Select Table  Table Properties. The first tab, Table, enables you to specify the attributes 
that affect the design of the whole table: preferred width, where the table sits relative to the 
margins, and how document text is affected by the table’s placement. 


Use tables for columns of numbers such as budgets, spreadsheet data, or comparison data if 
enough information is shown to compare, otherwise it may be better to put the information in a 
text paragraph. 


 


Definitely consider and 
set the Table Options. 
Setting the attributes 
here, from the main table 
options, rather than in 
Cell options gives the 
table a consistent 
presentation. Neglecting 
to manage cell margins 
lets the text run right up 
next to borders and lines 
making it hard to read. 
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Borders and Shading 


Table 1. Table Example Showing Shading for Header Row 


Name Address Phone Number 
Jane Doe 123 Some St. 


Anywhere, US 
Unlisted 


Jack Ryan 456 Some St. 
Anywhere, US 


111-222-3333 


Table Header 
• Apply the Table Header style to the header rows and/or columns.  


o Use black for shading if shading is desired and change the font color to white. 
o Never use “hairline” for the border. A copier’s toner usually cannot show less than a 


½ point line. 
Note: Lines and shading are graphic treatments that should serve communication, not 
decoration. If lines are too bold or sharing too dark, the table data is harder to read. 


Table Cells 
• Use the Table Cell style for table text.  
• Merge table cells where necessary. 
• Do not use blank rows or columns for white space. Set the column height and width 


instead. 
• Use the “Shift-Enter” key to go to a new line within a cell, such as done in the “Address” 


column in Table 1. 


When using black shading 
in the header, make the 
inside border lines white. 
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Table Captions 
Insert a caption above the table (Insert  Caption).  Apply the Caption Table style to the 
caption. 


• Tables are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the end.  
• Do not add chapter prefixes.  
• Caption spacing is 10pt between text and caption and 3pt between caption and table. 
• Table captions should also repeat with the table when they continue on following pages. 


Table Accessibility 
Build accessibility into your tables. Identify the table’s header rows that will be repeated across 
the pages, and also identify the header for web documents. 


 


• Select the Table’s header row. 
• Select Table  Table Properties. 
• Check “Repeat as header row at the top 


of each page”.  


The header will be displayed at the top of 
each page should the table span more than 
one page. It also flags this row as the header 
row for assistive technology devices, which 
can help to make the interpretation of the 
table more understandable. 


Wrap text in the Cell Options flows the 
text into multiple lines and allows the cell a 
greater height without changing its width. 


Do not check the “Fit text: box. Fit 
text in the Cell Options visually reduces 
the font size to make the text fit in a fixed 
cell space. The actual font doesn’t change. 
This sounds useful, but is an MS-Word 
manipulation of presentation attributes that 
may not carry over to printing or web 
production, resulting in lost data, or pages 
that don’t fit. 
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Managing Images 
Never work with your original images. Protect them, by 
writing them to a CD-R, or to another archiving storage area. 
Make copies directly in the Windows filing system. Don’t 
open and save as a copy because that changes the image data. 
Once an original is changed, color data and fidelity are 
irretrievably lost. 


• Two copies of the image should reside in the project 
folder—a gray-scaled, high-resolution image in EPS 
or TIF format, and a low-resolution image (can be in 
color) in GIF or JPG format—sized and cropped to 
their final dimensions. 
High-Resolution Images for Offset Printing 


o EPS format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, and clip art.  


o TIF format is for photos. Set resolution at 300 dpi 
(dots per inch). Save as either grayscale (black and 
white), PANTONE spot, or CMYK (for color).  


Low Resolution Images for Electronic 
Viewing 


o GIF format is for vector, scalable graphics such as 
logos, maps, illustrations, graphics with 
transparent areas, animations, and clip art.  


o JPG format is for photos, images using textures, 
images with gradient transitions, and any images 
requiring more than 256 colors. Set resolution at 
72-96 ppi (pixels per inch). Save as RGB.  


o PNG format is a versatile web graphic format. 
However, not all web browsers can view PNG 
graphics. 


o SVG format is for vector, scalable graphics like 
maps. 


Note: PowerPoint graphics cannot be used. Commercial 
printers cannot separate them into individual printing plates for 
each ink color. 


Images 
“Images” signifies “pictures”: 
photos, drawings, maps, charts, 
graphics. It actually includes 
“clip art” even though MS-Word 
has a separate category for it. 


Color 
There are 4 types of color 
modes: 


Black/White: used for line 
drawings where the line is either 
black or white, no shades. 


Grayscale: used to depict 
continuous tone in one color, by 
shades or percentages of the 
color. For example, the color of 
this sidebar is 40% black. 


Computer monitors use RGB 
color. RGB stands for the 3 
colors of light that combine in 
the monitor to create a full range 
of color: Red-Green-Blue. 


Offset printing uses CMYK 
color CMYK stands for the 4 
color inks needed to print full 
color: Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-
Key [blacK]. 


Color monitors approximate 
CMYK with RGB light. 


Many color copiers have 
technology to recognize 
whichever color mode is used by 
the photos or images in a 
document. The copier 
approximates full color using 
toners. 


Most inkjet printers use CMYK 
inks. If the printer recognizes an 
RGB image, it approximates full 
color. 
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Rule of Thumb 
• Prepare your documents for the highest resolution that will be 


needed. The documents can always be down sampled for lower 
resolution publishing. But they cannot be “up-sampled”. 


• When scanning images, scan them as 300 dpi, RGB (even if they are 
black and white images). Then convert them to grayscale or CMYK. 
This provides for better image data. 


• For best results, use an image editing program to resample and resize 
images. 
o Resize and resample images to the actual size used in the 


document. Do not resize the image once it has been inserted into 
the document.  


• If the document is to be offset printed, insert the gray-scaled, high-
resolution image into the document. Color can only be used if prior 
approval has been obtained. 


• If the document will not be offset printed, insert the low-resolution 
image. 


Image Caption 
• Insert a caption below the image (Insert  Reference  Caption). Apply the 


Caption Figure style to the caption. 
o Title these images, “Figures.” Figures are any photos, maps, or other graphics.  
o Figures are numbered consecutively from the beginning of the document to the 


end. Do not add chapter prefixes.  
o Caption spacing is 10pt between caption and text, 3pt between caption and image. 


Resolution 


dpi: dots per inch  
used for print 


ppi: pixels per inch 
used for computer or 
digital 


Press: 300dpi 


Print: 200 ppi 


Copying: 150 ppi 


Web: 72 or 96 ppi 
(depending on the 
monitor) 
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Formatting Images 
  


 


 


Format Picture  Layout  


This is where you control how the 
image is located on the page and how 
it relates to the text around it. 


Format Picture  Layout 
    Advanced Layout 
       Picture Position 
       Text Wrapping 


Manage the margins around the 
image. 


Many people use blank paragraphs to try 
to position their images. This dialog box 
is more effective and efficient — plus it 
doesn’t add junk. 
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Alternative Text — Making Images Accessible 
Every image in your document must 
have “Alternative Text.” It indicates 
the function and purpose of the image. 


Compose the text in a sentence to 
identify what the image is: a photo, 
map, chart, graph, drawing, clip art. 


Then provide a functionally equivalent 
statement. In other words, whatever 
you write here takes the place of the 
image — it communicates the same 
information and if the image performs 
a function like linking to something 
else, includes that information. 


Of course it needs to be succinct, and 
not the same as the image caption. 


MS-Word and Image Manipulation 
 


 


These tools increase your control 
over the images you place on the 
page, but they are not as 
effective as professional image 
editing software programs. 


It does have some simple tools for changing the image once you place it on 
the page. As well as being in the Format Picture dialog boxes, these tools are 
all accessed on the Images toolbar. 


You can change color to grayscale; add or lessen contrast; brighten or darken; 
crop; rotate; add lines; resample; and set a transparent area (like the 
background) of an image. The MS-Word Help provides very good 
descriptions of how to use these functions. 
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Headers/Footers 
Page headers should show chapter titles. Page footers should show the document title and page 
number. 


• No headers or footers for the cover and inside front cover pages. 
• Start page numbering after the inside front cover through the Contents page. Use lower-


case Roman numerals. 
• Beginning with Chapter 1, start page numbering with “1” and number consecutively to 


the end of the document. 
• Chapter Heading pages: No headers; footer: document title flush with the left 


margin, page number at the right margin. 
• Subsequent pages:  


o Odd page headers: chapter title flush with the right margin;  
o Odd page footers:  document title flush with the left margin, page number at the 


right margin  
o Even page headers: chapter title flush with the left margin;. 
o Even page footers:  document title flush with the right margin, page number at 


the left margin  
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Contents Page 


 


 


 


• Insert  Index and 
Tables  Table of 
Contents tab 


•  “Show page numbers” is 
checked. 


• “Right align page 
numbers” is checked. 


• Select Options 


• Select the “Styles” box. 
o Under TOC Level, check to ensure the 


styles listed are those you want on 
your Contents page. Add any not 
shown; delete any that are unwanted. 


Example--Using the NEPA templates: 
Chapter Heading (level 2) and 1st 
Degree Heading (level 3) would be 
listed. All other styles would be left 
blank. 
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Digest--Continued: 
 
17.41 - References Departmental Regulation 4300-1 to obtain the appropriate nondiscrimination 
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This chapter presents requirements for national or regional publications prepared by Regions, 
Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office.  The emphasis is on what is 
required, rather than on who does it. 


10.4 - Responsibility 
 
Occasional reference is made to what only the Publications Control Officer has the authority to 
do, or to what is usually done by an editor, a printing specialist, a reviewer, a distribution officer, 
or some other specialist.  The responsibilities of these specialists often overlap, however, and 
their specific duties may differ in each office; specific duties of personnel are most 
authoritatively defined in position descriptions.  For example, the Publications Control Officers 
in Regions, Stations, the Area, the Institute, and the Washington Office are responsible for 
interpreting, applying, and enforcing all regulations and other legislative or administrative 
provisions for the planning, preparation, editing, clearance, printing, binding, and distribution of 
publications and administrative documents; Printing Officers coordinate the procurement of 
printing and binding of informational materials; Distribution Officers oversee or manage the 
distribution of informational materials, including the control of inventory and supervision of 
publications mailing procedures. 
 
Because they may share responsibilities in producing publications and administrative documents, 
Publications Control Officers, authors, editors, reviewers, and personnel who procure printing 
and distribute information must be aware of the following requirements. 


11 - APPROPRIATENESS 


11.1 - Consistency With Forest Service Mission   
 
A publication must be consistent with the mission of the Forest Service responsibility for Federal 
leadership in forestry, carried out through four main activities: Protection and management of 
resources; cooperation with State and local governments, forest industries, and private 
landowners; research in all aspects of forestry, forest and range management and protection, and 
forest products utilization; and participation with other agencies in human resource and 
community assistance programs. 


11.2 - Uniqueness  
 
A proposed publication must not duplicate an existing one. 


11.3 - Need   
 
A publication must report research or provide information needed by the general public, 
segments of the public, or substantial numbers of Forest Service and other U.S. Department of 
Agriculture employees. 
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11.31 - Approval  
 
After a unit determines the need for a publication, it must propose the publication to a 
Publications Committee established in accordance with Departmental Regulation 1440-1 (FSM 
1630.4). 


12 - PROPER PUBLISHER   
 
Carefully select the proper outlet for and level of publication.  The WO, the Department, and/or a 
professional journal or other private publisher are the appropriate publishers for manuscripts of 
national and international use, interest, or applicability.  Manuscripts limited to local or regional 
use, interest, or applicability are published by Forests, Regions, Stations, the Area, or the 
Institute. 


13 - ECONOMY AND EFFECTIVENESS 


13.1 - Requirements   
 
A publication must be planned for maximum effectiveness and economical production.  
Determining the applicable publication series and number of copies ensures that the optimum 
distribution is made to appropriate audiences.  Eliminate needless blank pages.  Finished size, 
cover, paper, and numbers of colors of ink must conform to JCP specifications, and the design 
must conform to USDA's Visual Information Standards. 


13.2 - Certification Statements 


13.21 - New and Revised Publications   
 
The Publications Control Officer shall certify each manuscript, on an appropriate transmittal 
form, memorandum, printing requisition, or accompanying approval form as follows: 
 


I certify that publication of this manuscript in the quantity and form requested is essential 
to the official business of the Forest Service.  Consistent with USDA Departmental 
Regulations and with applicable OMB and JCP regulations, it has been prepared to meet 
exacting standards of economy and effectiveness (after consideration of cost, timeliness, 
size of audience, alternative means of communication, and need) to carry out the 
Department's mission. 


13.22 - Reprints 
 
If the publication is a reprinting, the Publications Control Officer shall certify as to accuracy and 
timeliness of the reprint as follows: 
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This publication has been reviewed consistent with USDA Departmental Regulations and 
with applicable OMB and JCP regulations.  It is accurate, and text, illustrations, and 
references to the availability of other publications are up to date. 


13.23 - Administrative Documents   
 
(FSM 1631.12; FSH 1609.11, sec. 32.1).  If the information is an administrative document, the 
designated Administrative Documents Control Officer shall ensure that it is properly identified 
as prepared for administrative use and not for public information, and shall certify on an 
appropriate form or transmittal: 
 


I certify that this request is for administrative printing which is intended for distribution 
only to USDA employees and to cooperators who need the information to carry out 
official responsibilities with the agency. 


 
13.3 - Justification for Deviations  
 
The Publications Control Officer must justify any deviation from strict adherence to standards of 
economy.  Field offices need WO approval for printing in more than one color, printing more 
than 500,000 production units (one sheet, 8-1/2 x 11, one side, one color), using separate covers 
on 32 pages or fewer, or for publishing in any geographical area information of national or 
international interest, use, and applicability (DR 1410). 


14 - PROPOSAL, REVIEW, AND CLEARANCE 


14.1 - Proposal  
 
Submit a Form FS-1600-6, Publication Proposal, to the Washington Office (WO) Publications 
Committee for any proposed publication by the WO; the Proposal must precede completion of 
the manuscript.  This form may be adapted for use by field offices.  Manuscripts to be published 
by Regions, Stations, the Area, or the Institute must conform to whatever Publications 
Committee review and approval procedures these field offices have established. 


14.2 - Review  
 
Authors must have manuscripts reviewed by qualified personnel.  Obtaining review includes 
soliciting written comments from at least two peers competent in the subject matter, but not 
located in the author's immediate office; soliciting statistical review when appropriate; 
incorporating review comments in the manuscript; supplying the revised manuscript to the 
Publications Control Officer for editing and processing for local publication or for transmittal to 
the WO or non-Service publishing outlet.  Provide reviewers with guidelines so they will not 
concern themselves with matters for which editors are responsible.  Exhibit 01 is a suggested list 
of DO's and DON'T's for reviewers. 
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14.2 - Exhibit 01 
 


Guidelines for Reviewers 
 


DO 
 
Learn the purpose and intended audience of the report. 
 
Inspect for errors of fact, both large and small. 
 
Comment on the effectiveness of the report. 
 
Determine that the quality of information reported justifies publication. 
 
Give suggestions for improving the report. 
 
Point out statements contrary to FS or USDA policy. 
 
Eliminate or reconcile statements that contradict statements published by the FS in earlier reports. 
 
Inspect for proper acknowledgment of the work of others. 
 
Point out obscure or difficult technical passages in text. 
 
Be sure that proper references are made to figures and tables. 
 
Comment on whether the manuscript is worth publishing and whether it will reflect credit on the Forest 
Service. 
 


DON'T 
 
Edit for grammar. 
 
Make factual changes without calling them to the attention of the author. 
 
Make cryptic comments that cannot be understood by the author. 
 
Be sarcastic. 
 
Review piecemeal. 
 
Delay. 
 
----------------------- 
Adapted from Reviewing the Technical Report, ILCEP Monograph 4, November 1959.  Interlaboratory 
Committee on Editing and Publishing, West Coast Naval Laboratories. 
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14.3 - Clearance   
 
A manuscript must be cleared by all Departments, agencies, or other Government offices whose 
work or responsibility relates significantly to the information in the manuscript.  Clearance is 
especially important for sensitive information that must not be misunderstood by the reader (DR 
1410).  Use Form AD-159, Manuscript Clearance, for clearance by USDA agencies; it may be 
used also for obtaining clearance from Forest Service staffs.  Clearances obtained by the field 
before a manuscript is sent to the WO for publication will expedite the publishing process.  The 
Department's Office of Communications (OC) determines whether clearance with other 
Departments is necessary and is responsible for obtaining such clearances (DR 1410).  The WO 
will request extra copies of the manuscript when necessary to expedite needed clearances. 


15 - WRITING AND EDITING STANDARDS 


15.1 - Usage, Clarity, Style Practices, Organization  
 
The manuscript must be technically accurate, logically organized, complete in necessary detail 
but without unnecessary material, and written clearly and concisely in language suitable for the 
intended audience.  Conclusions reached and recommendations offered must be based on a 
logical analysis of the information presented.  Spelling, punctuation, and grammar must be 
correct, and GPO style must be followed consistently.  Accompanying illustrations must be 
essential and of high quality. 
 
Prepare an outline to help organize written material.  Determining the correct grade of heading in 
a manuscript is easier if the manuscript is logically organized.  For information on rules for 
outlining, see sec. 41 of this handbook.  An outline is a grouping of parallel parts; therefore a 
single subheading under any heading is illogical.  To eliminate a single subheading, combine it 
with the superior heading or add another subheading of equal grade. 


15.11 - Units of Measure  
 
In Forest Service technical and scientific publications, follow the selected journal's or external 
publisher's usage for units of measure (English or metric).  In USDA publications, use the units 
of measure most familiar to the major intended audience. 
 
When it is desirable or necessary to use both systems of unit measure in publications text, place 
metric equivalents in parentheses after the English units.  To reduce typesetting costs and 
eliminate awkwardness in expression, metric conversion tables may be substituted for the dual 
system in lengthy manuscripts or in those that contain large amounts of tabular material. 
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The symbols used for metric units must be those adopted by the National Bureau of Standards--
the International System of Units, designated "SI" in all languages.  These symbols are never 
followed by a period unless they appear at the end of a sentence.  For further information on 
using metric units of measure, see section 41 of this Handbook. 


15.12 - Abbreviations  
 
Abbreviations may be used in a publication to avoid distracting or awkward repetition of spelled-
out words or phrases.  The decision to use abbreviations is made by the writer or editor, who 
considers the requirements of the publication and its audience.  Abbreviations are used primarily 
in technical publications, manuals and handbooks, reference books, business and legal 
documents, and bibliographic citations. 
 
If an abbreviation is likely to be unfamiliar to the reader, the term should be spelled out where it 
first appears.  The abbreviation may follow (in parentheses) the spelled-out word or term.  If an 
unfamiliar abbreviation appears in tabular work, it should be explained in a footnote.  Never use 
an abbreviation where it would be awkward or vague. 
 
When using abbreviations in bibliographic citations, refer to the guides listed in the American 
National Standard for Bibliographic References (sec. 16). 


15.13 - References to the Forest Service   
 
When the agency name is first mentioned in a publication, write "Forest Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture."  Subsequently, "the Forest Service" will suffice (FSM 1022).   


15.14 - Copyright   
 
When an author intends to quote a copy-righted publication or use illustrations from it, written 
permission must be obtained from the copyright holder--usually the publisher.  Credit lines 
("Courtesy of . . .") must appear with illustrations published with permission.  Government 
publications are in the public domain and not copyrightable; thus, they may be reproduced 
without permission.  See DR 1410 for further guidance. 


15.2 - Editing 


15.21 - Editing Standards  
 
Editing must conform to the requirements of the publisher.  Manuscripts submitted to the 
Washington Office must conform to the requirements presented in this handbook. 
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15.22 - Sex-Specific Language   
 
Do not use sex-specific language in publications.  Nouns and pronouns referring to males have 
the effect of excluding women from participation in activities that should be equally accessible to 
both sexes.  For information on avoiding sex-biased language, see sec. 41 of this handbook. 


16 - LITERATURE CITATIONS AND THE ANSI STANDARD  
 
Use the American National Standard Institute Document ISO 690:1997, Bibliographic 
References, Content, Form and Structure, for preparing literature citations in manuscript text and 
for lists of literature cited, references, and bibliographies.  The Council of Science Editors (CSE) 
Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition, exhibits a large variety of examples. 
 
The ANSI standard is broad in scope and covers the preparation of bibliographic references to all 
kinds of print and nonprint materials, both published and unpublished.  Because citations for 
unpublished works, such as personal communications, fit conveniently into ANSI style, they 
may be included with published material in a broad "References" section, making footnotes 
unnecessary.  If only published material is cited, the section should be called "Literature Cited."  
The term "bibliography" usually means a comprehensive list of publications pertaining to a given 
subject that is printed as a separate publication. 
 
16.1 - Applying the ANSI Standard   
 
The following specific statements are meant either to modify or to emphasize the importance of 
certain rules in the ANSI standard: 


1.  The typographic style is to indent all lines an equal amount under the first so that the 
author's name or the citation number stands out. 


2.  Single space after each punctuation mark except a dash (--), the parentheses () when 
they enclose the issue number of a journal, and the periods in U.S. (as in U.S. Department of 
Agriculture) and U.S.C. (United States Code).  Periods in references have more than one 
function:  they indicate abbreviations, mark the end of a group of related bibliographic elements, 
and terminate references. 
 
There will be times when one period will perform two or more functions. 


3.  If the author is unknown, use agency issuing the report as author.  If that is not 
applicable, use "Anon." 


4.  The date (year) of issue follows the name(s) of the author(s). 
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5.  Do not abbreviate periodical (journal) titles; abbreviate series designations.  Use the 
two-letter postal abbreviations when naming the State where a conference was held and when 
naming the State where a publisher is located.  Spell out names of publishers.  Names of well-
known publishers (for example, Macmillan Company; John Wiley and Sons, Inc.) may be 
shortened by dropping generic modifiers such as "Company" and "Inc."  If a publisher is in a 
major city (for example, New York, Los Angeles, Seattle), the reference does not have to include 
the name of the State. 
 
 6.  Papers published in Government series are considered monographs rather than reports.  
Place the abbreviated series designation followed by a period immediately after the title. 


7.  When citing an article or chapter in a larger publication, always use "In:" before the 
author and/or title of the larger publication. 


8.  Ordinal number names (first, second) should be converted to ordinal number symbols 
(1st, 2d), and Roman numerals (I, II) should be converted to Arabic numerals (1, 2), except 
where required for specific meanings. 


9.  Use brackets () for information not carried on the original, or for inserting information 
needed for clarity. 


16.2 - Alphabetizing Literature Citations   
 
List entries alphabetically by author in the publications list (even if citations are numbered).  List 
a single-author entry before a multiple-author entry beginning with the same name.  When there 
is a senior author of different articles having various joint authorships, use the last names of the 
junior authors to order the citations alphabetically.  In ordering names alphabetically, initials 
used for names precede names that are spelled out. 
Example: 
 
 Brown, A. T. 
 Brown, Albert T. 
 Brown, J. S. 
 Brown, John R. 
 
When there is a single author or the same joint authors of several cited articles, arrange the 
citations chronologically.  If several articles of the same author or joint authors are published in 
the same year, arrange them alphabetically by title and add small letters to distinguish the dates 
(for example, 1964a, 1964b, 1964c). 
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For further information on alphabetizing publication lists, including the position of prefixes of 
family names (for example, du, Von), see the CSE Scientific Style and Format, 7th Edition.  It 
also explains the position of designations of rank in family (for example, Jr., III) when names are 
inverted for purposes of alphabetization. 


16.3 - Errors in Names 
 
If there is a typographical error in a name (for example, that Downs should be spelled Downes) 
make the entry as given on the publication but follow it with your correction in brackets, thus:  
Downs [Downes], George G.  Do not put the corrected name first, because the name given on the 
publication will probably be entered on a library card or in other bibliographical lists or data 
bases. 


16.4 - Citation References in Text   
 
In planning a manuscript, consider whether the author-date or number method will be better for 
citation references in the text.  The author-date method sets off the author and date, or only the 
date, in parentheses (for example, (Wyman 1966) or Wyman (1966)).  The number method notes 
the citation by numerals in parentheses, (for example, (40)). 
 
The author-date method is preferred over the number method because references can be added or 
removed without renumbering.  The author and date may be enough for the reader to recognize 
the work cited without turning to the Literature Cited list.  On the other hand, if there are 
numerous statements requiring several references, as might be needed in an extensive review of 
literature, the number method may be preferred. 


16.41 - Author-Date Method  
 
For three authors or more, reduce the text reference to senior author's name plus "and others" (for 
example, (Jones and others 1963)).  As in other parts of the text, abbreviations of the 
Government Printing Office Style Manual may be used to save space and avoid distracting 
repetition, especially for corporate names:  (FS 1972), (HUD 1971), (HEW 1973).  If the same 
author is cited for several contributions published in the same year, designate the references by 
letters after the dates (for example, (Jones 1935a, 1935b, 1935c)). 


16.42 - Number Method  
 
If more than two references are needed, simply list them in numerical order separating each with 
a comma (for example, (12, 56, 72,)).  The numbers correspond to those assigned to citations 
listed in alphabetical order in the publications list. 
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17 - STANDARD STATEMENTS 


17.1 - Acknowledgments  
 
Giving credit to authors of publications is permitted.  Acknowledgment may also be given for 
substantial contributions in compiling information and for outstanding editing, photography, 
design, typography, or layout.  Signatures are not permitted on freehand art or illustrations.  
Signatures of technical illustrators, designers, typographers, or layout artists shall not be 
permitted.  See DR 1410 for the mechanics of presenting acknowledgments to recognize unusual 
excellence. 


17.2 - Disclaimers   
 
Avoid mention of commercial firms or trade names unless it is in the public interest to include 
them (DR 1410).  Include a statement disclaiming Government endorsement for commercial 
firms, trade names, or products whenever such items are mentioned in the text.  An example of a 
disclaimer is: 
 


The use of trade or firm names in this publication is for reader information and does not 
imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service. 


 
Manuscripts submitted to private copyrighted journals or magazines must be declared to be in the 
public domain with a disclaimer statement, such as: 
 


This article was written and prepared by U.S. Government employees on official time, 
and it is therefore in the public domain and not subject to copyright. 


 
Place disclaimers prominently in the manuscript--before the text or, for short papers and articles, 
in a footnote. 


17.3 - Pesticide Precautions   
 
A pesticide precautionary statement must be included in every publication that discusses 
pesticides.  Three precautionary statements are approved by the USDA Office of 
Communications for inclusion in publications in which pesticides are mentioned (exhibits 01, 02, 
and 03).  Two of the statements are designed for publications that make direct or implied 
suggestions or recommendations for chemical control of pests:  exhibit 01 applies to farmers and 
forest users; exhibit 02 applies to home, yard, and garden users.  Exhibit 03 is for use in 
publications that report research involving pesticides but do not make recommendations.  Use the 
Department's official pesticide symbol with each of the statements.  Publications Control 
Officers have the symbol available in four sizes. 
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Editors may use discretion in adapting pesticide precautionary statements, depending upon 
whether the manuscript is a research publication or a document for the general public.  Esthetic 
considerations can also influence use of the full pesticide precautionary statement; for example, 
it would be inappropriate to issue a 3-page leaflet with a full-page precautionary statement.  The 
editor shall consider the audience for whom the publication is intended and condense the 
pesticide statement accordingly.  Special-use symbols, if approved by the Department, may also 
be used in these situations. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 01 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the directions and 
heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers under lock and key--out of the reach of children and animals--and 
away from food and feed. 
 
Apply pesticides so that they do not endanger humans, livestock, crops, beneficial insects, fish, and 
wildlife.  Do not apply pesticides when there is danger of drift, when honey bees or other pollinating 
insects are visiting plants, or in ways that may contaminate water or leave illegal residues. 
 
Avoid prolonged inhalation of pesticide sprays or dusts; wear protective clothing and equipment if 
specified on the container. 
 
If your hands become contaminated with a pesticide, do not eat or drink until you have washed.  In case a 
pesticide is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If a pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing immediately and 
wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Do not clean spray equipment or dump excess spray material near ponds, streams, or wells.  Because it is 
difficult to remove all traces of herbicides from equipment, do not use the same equipment for 
insecticides or fungicides that you use for herbicides. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers promptly.  Have them buried at a sanitary land-fill dump, or crush 
and bury them in a level, isolated place. 
 
NOTE:  Some States have restrictions on the use of certain pesticides.  Check your State and local 
regulations.  Also, because registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal 
Environmental Protection Agency, consult your county agricultural agent or State extension specialist to 
be sure the intended use is still registered. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 02 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to humans, animals, and plants.  Follow the 
directions and heed all precautions on the labels. 
 
Store pesticides in original containers--out of reach of children and pets--and away from 
foodstuffs. 
 
Apply pesticides selectively and carefully.  Do not apply a pesticide when there is danger of drift 
to other areas.  Avoid prolonged inhalation of a pesticide spray or dust.  When applying a 
pesticide it is advisable that you be fully clothed. 
 
After handling a pesticide, do not eat, drink, or smoke until you have washed.  In case a pesticide 
is swallowed or gets in the eyes, follow the first-aid treatment given on the label, and get prompt 
medical attention.  If the pesticide is spilled on your skin or clothing, remove clothing 
immediately and wash skin thoroughly. 
 
Dispose of empty pesticide containers by wrapping them in several layers of newspaper and 
placing them in your trash can. 
 
It is difficult to remove all traces of an herbicide (weed killer) from equipment.  Therefore, to 
prevent injury to desirable plants do not use the same equipment for insecticides and fungicides 
that you use for an herbicide. 
 
NOTE:  Registrations of pesticides are under constant review by the Federal Environmental 
Protection Agency.  Use only pesticides that bear the EPA registration number and carry 
directions for home and garden use. 
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17.3 - Exhibit 03 
 


Pesticide Precautionary Statement 
 
This publication reports research involving pesticides.  It does not contain recommendations for 
their use, nor does it imply that the uses discussed here have been registered.  All uses of 
pesticides must be registered by appropriate State and/or Federal agencies before they can be 
recommended. 
 
CAUTION:  Pesticides can be injurious to humans, domestic animals, desirable plants, and fish 
or other wildlife--if they are not handled or applied properly.  Use all pesticides selectively and 
carefully.  Follow recommended practices for the disposal of surplus pesticides and pesticide 
containers. 
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17.4 - Nondiscrimination Statements   
 
See FSM 1631.11 and sections 32 and 34 of this Handbook for further direction on materials 
considered to be publications and the distinction between publications and internal 
administrative documents.  See FSM 1630.3 (para. 4 and 8) and 1630.41b (para. 1) for related 
direction on depiction of women, minorities, and persons with disabilities in publications; 
exclusion of inappropriate, gender-specific terminology; and accommodation for the needs of 
persons with disabilities by issuance of publications in braille, large print, audio recordings, or 
other formats and media as appropriate to the audience. 


1.  Required Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Departmental Regulation 4300-3 and 
paragraph 4, FSM 1630.3, require that nondiscrimination or equal employment opportunity 
(EEO) statements be included in publications.  The requirements apply to public information 
materials prepared by the Forest Service (sec. 17.41) and by recipients of Federally assisted 
programs (sec. 17.43). 


2.  Optional Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements are 
optional in internal agency administrative documents  (sec. 17.42). 


3.  Exclusion from Use of Nondiscrimination Statements.  Nondiscrimination statements 
are not included in documents to be published in the Federal Register. 


17.41 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Forest Service   
 
See Departmental Regulation 4300-3 (DR 4300-3) for the appropriate nondiscrimination 
statement to be used in publications. 
 
Examples of publications (FSM 1631.11) required to carry the Departmental statement include: 


1.  Books, booklets, flyers, brochures, and so on issued in established Department and 
Forest Service numbered series (for example, Agriculture Handbook (AH) and Forest Service 
(FS) series); 


2.  Forest Service periodicals, such as "Fire Management Notes" and "Tree Planters 
Notes"; 


3.  Annual reports required by statute (FSM 1631.13). 


4.  Fact sheets, leaflets, folders, pamphlets, brochures, and posters with narrative that are 
not issued in established Department and Forest Service numbered series, but are intended for 
public distribution.  
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5.  Single-sheet maps that include text other than legends, such as National Forest visitor 
maps and special designated area maps; 


6.  Newsletters, instructor's aids, field interpretive guides, textbooks, and narratives; 


7.  Articles, leaflets, pamphlets, brochures, and booklets usually prepared cooperatively 
with State agencies, foundations, industrial associations, conservation organizations, or academic 
institutions but for which Forest Service is the publisher; and if the cooperator has contributed 
more than 50% funding and will be doing the printing, they are not required to use the statement. 


8.  Environmental impact statements, National Forest land and resource management 
plans, and other land and resource management documents required by law or regulation (FSM 
1631.13) and intended for public distribution. 


17.42 - Internal Forest Service Administrative Materials  
 
(Sec. 32.1).  It is optional to include the nondiscrimination statement in administrative 
documents prepared by the Forest Service for internal agency use. 
 
17.43 - Public Information Materials Prepared by Recipients of Federal Financial 
Assistance Programs  
 
Recipients of Federal financial assistance programs (such as grantees, permittees, and 
contractors) are required to provide public notification of nondiscrimination in printed materials 
prepared for public information, education, and distribution.  Nondiscrimination statements used 
by these recipients are not required to use the full text of the Department statement in section 
17.41, but the statements are required to include the words "equal opportunity" and to convey the 
message of equal opportunity by depiction of a diversity of participants in photographs and 
graphics.  Further direction related to recipients of Federal financial assistance programs is in 
FSM 1720 and 1770, and FSH 1709.11, chapters 20 and 70. 


17.5 - Cooperative Publishing   
 
Insert a statement acknowledging financial aid and other significant contributions (FSM 1632.3).  
A statement like the following should appear on the title page: 
 
Publication made possible by a grant from (insert name of cooperator) under (an interagency 
agreement) (memorandum of understanding) with the Forest Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 
 
If cooperation by a State agricultural experiment station is indicated on the title page, the 
publication must have been approved by the State experiment station director before printing. 
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18 - DESIGN 


18.1 - Graphic Design Standards   
 
The design of all Forest Service publications and administrative documents must conform to the 
standards, including sizes, prescribed in the USDA Visual Information Standards, published by 
the Creative Services Center of the USDA Office of Communications.  The Creative Services 
Center is authorized to determine design policy for all Department and agency publications (DR 
1470). 


18.2 - Design Elements 


18.21 - Cover  
 
The outside front cover of all Forest Service publications must have the title of the publication, 
the Department and agency names, the series identification and number, and appropriate 
symbols, seals, or logos.  Include the address of the issuing office and other bibliographical 
details on the inside front or the outside back cover or title page. 


18.21a - Separate Covers   
 
Carefully evaluate the need for a separate cover to enclose 32 pages or fewer before making such 
a request (DR 1410).  Separate covers for research publications usually may be justified on the 
basis of their predicted long life.  Separate covers on publications that receive constant, heavy 
use may also be justified.  A separate cover cannot be used for fewer than 16 pages unless 
approved by the WO. 


18.21b - Hard Covers   
 
Hard (casebound) covers for publications are extremely expensive and may be justified only for 
large volumes and for use in libraries or for other repeated, heavy use.  The WO or USDA 
Publications Control Officers shall approve hard covers for only that portion of the pressrun for 
which need can be justified. 


18.21c - Authors' Names on Covers   
 
Printing of authors' names on covers of publications is permitted.  Names of compilers and 
editors are not permitted for covers of Forest Service publications. 


18.22 - Issue Date   
 
The month and year of issue must appear inside the publication in a prominent place.  If the 
publication is a major revision, only the entry "Revised (MONTH YEAR)" is required.  If the 
publication is slight revision, include the date of issue or date of major revision plus the entry 
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"Slightly revised (MONTH YEAR)."  If the publication is a reprint, make no change in the date 
unless more than 5 years have elapsed since the date of issue or the date of previous reprint; then 
add:  "Approved for reprinting (MONTH YEAR)."  (DR 1410). 


18.3 - Multicolor Printing 
   
Carefully evaluate the need before requesting use of more than one color of ink for printed 
material, including publications.  The Government Printing and Binding Regulations (par. 18) 
give the criteria for justifiable use of multicolor printing.  Field offices must write to the WO-
Publications Control Officer, requesting permission to use more than one color of ink and 
describing how it is to be used and why it is needed.  A separate cover printed in one color with 
text in a different color does not require WO approval; however, a self cover must be printed in 
the same color of ink as the text pages or WO approval is required. 
 
The use of multicolors for WO printing and publications must be approved by OGPA.  When 
submitting a manuscript for WO publication, include a letter describing why multicolor printing 
is needed; WO Office of Communication will use this letter in requesting Departmental 
approval. 


19 - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS   
 
Follow the special instructions or style guidelines, in this section, that are provided to assure 
conformity and uniformity in certain specific publications or in specific series; for example, the 
Silvics Manual, Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets, or Recreation Opportunity Guides.  These 
instructions either supplement or deviate from the publishing standards set forth in this 
Handbook. 


19.1 - Servicewide 


19.11 - Fire Management Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Fire and 
Aviation Management, Washington Office (FSM 5196.1) for review and editing. 


19.12 - Tree Planters Notes  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Cooperative 
Forestry, Washington Office (FSM 3216) for review and editing. 


19.13 - Forest Insect and Disease Leaflets  
 
Submit the original and one copy of manuscripts with illustrations to the Director of Forest 
Health Protection, Washington Office for review and editing. 
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19.14 - Forest Service Organizational Directory  
 
The Forest Service Organizational Directory lists key Forest Service organizational units and 
personnel. 


19.14a - Objective   
 
The objective of the organizational directory is to aid internal communications and provide an 
index to key personnel. 


19.14b - Policy 


1.  Limit the directory listing for the Washington Office and field units to key 
organizational units and personnel at the GS-11 and above level only. 
 
Key organizational units and personnel are those generally required to communicate with others 
in person, by telephone, or in writing.  Considerations of personal prestige or other nonessential 
reasons shall not warrant adding names to the directory. 


2.  Ensure that organizational listings conform to the latest approved organizational chart. 


3.  Identify personnel by name and title at the Staff Director or higher organizational 
levels.  Identify other personnel by name and assigned function or project.  List the unit head as 
the first name in the unit listing. 


19.14c - Responsibility 


1.  Washington Office, Human Capital Management Staff Director.  The Director of 
Human Capital Management has overall responsibility for ensuring the annual issuance of the 
organizational directory, including gathering updated information from the Washington Office 
and field units; providing the final camera copy for printing; coordinating with the Office of 
Communication for printing arrangements; and overseeing distribution of printed copies. 


2.  Washington Office, Office of Communication Staff Director.  The Director of Office 
of Communication is responsible for printing and making the initial distribution of the directory 
to the Washington Office and field units. 


3.  Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, Institute Director, and 
Washington Office Staff Directors.  The Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, 
Institute Director, and Washington Office Staff Directors are responsible for providing updated 
information to the Human Capital Management Staff Director, Washington Office, according to 
instructions in the annual call letter and for ensuring that personnel listings are accurate and that 
the current approved organizational structure is followed. 
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19.14d - Instructions for Washington Office on Preparing Personnel and 
Organizational Listings   
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the Washington Office 
Staffs shall be the following:  Names and titles of managers from the level of the Chief down to 
Branch Chiefs in staff units; their principal staff, GS-11 and above; and support personnel who 
report directly to the Staff Directors and higher-level managers.  Provide information as follows: 


1.  List the name of the Staff Unit and personnel starting with the Staff Director; the 10-
digit telephone number; support person reporting to the Staff Director; staff assistants; and so on.  
List personnel within each Staff Unit by branches, starting with the Branch Chief; the 10-digit 
telephone number; and principal staff, GS-11 and above. 
 


2.  List Washington Office detached organizational units with their respective 
Washington Office Staffs as follows:  Name of the detached unit (for example, Geometronics 
Service Center following the Engineering Staff listing); mailing address; 10-digit telephone 
number; and unit manager and principal staff at the GS-11 and above, with their respective 
functions. 


19.14e - Instructions for Regions, Stations, Area, and Institute on Preparing 
Personnel and Organizational Listings  
 
The only information to be included in the organizational directory for the field units shall be as 
follows in paragraphs 1 through 4.  In addition, include at the beginning of each unit's listing:  
States and territories included in the Region, Station, Institute, or Area; mailing address; office 
hours; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only. 


1.  Regional Office.  For each Region, list key personnel from the Regional Forester 
through the Branch Chief level, and support personnel who report directly to the Regional 
Forester, Deputy Regional Foresters, or Staff Directors.  For Branch Chiefs and their principal 
staff, GS-11 and above, list their respective functions.  Also list the regional attorney, Office of 
General Counsel for each Region.  Include the telephone number for each of the preceding 
listings. 


a.  Regional Office Detached Organizational Units and Personnel. 


Under the respective staff in the directory; list the name of the detached unit; mailing 
address; 10-digit telephone number; and unit manager and principal staff, GS-11 and 
above, and their functions. 


b.  National Forests.  For each Forest list the name of the Forest; Forest Supervisor; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; mailroom FAX telephone number only; 
and primary staff officers and their functions, GS-11 and above. 
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c.  Ranger Districts, Nurseries, Job Corps Centers, and Similar Units Reporting to 
Forest Supervisor.  List the name of the unit; unit manager; location; 10-digit 
telephone number. 


2.  Stations.  For each Station list key personnel from the Station Director through the 
Assistant Director level, and their support staff; and principal staff, GS-11 and above, with their 
respective functions.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Station mailroom 
FAX telephone number only; for each Station. 


a.  Research Work Units.  For each Research Work Unit, list the name of the unit; 
mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; for the unit, but not the FAX number.  
List Project Leaders and scientists together with their respective projects or functions 
and the head of the administrative support section. 


3.  Area.  List key personnel from the Area Director through the Staff Director level, and 
their principal staff, GS-11 and above.  List support personnel who report directly to the Area 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the mailing address; 10-digit telephone number; Area 
mailroom FAX number only; for each of the preceding positions. 


a.  For each Area field office, list the staff specialists in charge and their respective 
functions; city and State location; name of the facility and location; mailing address; 
10-digit telephone number; but not the FAX number. 


4.  International Institute of Tropical Forestry.  List key personnel from the Institute 
Director through the Branch Chief level and support personnel who report directly to the 
Director and Assistant Directors.  List the telephone number; Institute FAX number in the 
mailroom only; for each of the preceding positions. 


19.14f - Distribution   
 
Following are the procedures for distribution of paper copies: 


1.  Internal Distribution.  Organizational directories are sent directly to all units when the 
annual issue is printed, including full distribution to the Washington Office; and limited 
distribution to the Regional Offices, Stations, Area, Institute, and other units as follows: 


a.  Each Forest and District receives a limited number of copies for the head of the 
unit, primary support personnel, and about two or three copies for each unit at these 
locations. 


b.  Each Station, Forest Products Laboratory, and the Institute receives a limited 
number of copies for distribution to subordinate units. 







WO AMENDMENT 1609.11-2007-1 
EFFECTIVE DATE:  02/02/2007  
DURATION:  This amendment is effective until superseded or removed. 
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FSH 1609.11 - PUBLICATIONS MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 


CHAPTER 10 - REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO ALL PUBLICATIONS 
 
 


2.  External Distribution.  The Washington Office, Office of Communication Director 
distributes a limited number of directories to agencies that either cooperate with the Forest 
Service on programs of mutual benefit or otherwise serve a public interest. 


19.2 - Field Offices   
 
Field units may issue, at this code, special instructions or style guidelines for publications they 
produce. 
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Attachment 1


Interdisciplinary Team Identification and Responsibilities


I, Forest Supervisor Jeanine Derby, am the Responsible Official for the Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  In this capacity I have identified four categories of interdisciplinary team participation to support the planning efforts for Rosemont Copper Project EIS:


· Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

· Interdisciplinary Team Core Members

· Interdisciplinary Team Extended Members


· Interdisciplinary Team Support Members

I have also noted SWCA Environmental Consultant counterparts to the interdisciplinary team to facilitate coordination.

Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

Agency management oversight includes direction, guidance, quality control, and compliance.  Table 1 – Agency Management Oversight, identifies the Forest staff assigned management oversight responsibilities.  These individuals will meet as needed with the interdisciplinary team leader to address emerging management needs, opportunities, and/or concerns.

Table 1 – Agency Management Oversight


		Forest Service Role

		Agency Position, Employee



		Responsible Official

		Forest Supervisor, Jeanine Derby



		Process Management

		Deputy Forest Supervisor, Reta Laford



		Planning Project Management

		Ecosystem Management and Planning, Teresa Ann Ciapusci



		External Communications Management

		Communications Team, John Able



		NEPA Management

		NEPA Compliance /FOIA Officer, Andrea Campbell



		NFMA Compliance

		Forest Planner, Jennifer Ruyle





The process manager provides strategic direction and guidance.  The project manager provides tactical direction and guidance consistent with the strategic framework provided by the process manager.  The project manager is also expected to monitor quality control and compliance.


The external communications manager leads tactical external communication actions within the strategic framework provided by the process manager and the tactical framework provided by the project manager.  Management of external communications will be in consultation with the interdisciplinary team leader.  External communications are to improve public awareness and understanding about the project, facilitate meaningful public involvement, and build long-term relationships.

The NEPA and NFMA managers provide direction and guidance for their respective areas and are expected to monitor quality control and compliance.


Table 2 – SWCA Management Oversight, identifies SWCA staff identified to provide management oversight for their employees working on this project.


Table 2 – SWCA Management Oversight

		SWCA Role 

		SWCA Employee



		Project Leader

		John MacIvor



		Project Manager

		Tom Furgason





Interdisciplinary Team Core Members

Table 3 – Core Team, identifies agency staff assigned as core team members for this project as well as their SWCA counterparts.  Core team members are those individuals who will be actively involved in managing the NEPA process in addition to representing their areas of expertise with oversight and review responsibilities.  They are responsible for ensuring procedural compliance with NEPA and relevant law, regulation, and policy.  They will steer the interdisciplinary effort through team meetings and other integrated actions.  They will bring extended team members into the process at times appropriate for representation of affected resource areas.  I intentionally limited the number of core members to six, based on my belief that smaller core teams tend to be more effective than larger core teams.

The interdisciplinary team leader will direct team operations.  Team leader duties include, but are not limited to:  prioritizing project tasks, scheduling activities and meetings, managing meetings, monitoring work progress and quality, setting deadlines, and record management.

Table 3 – Core Team

		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Interdisciplinary Team Leader /

Team Project Manager

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

		John MacIvor

Tom Furgason



		Transportation /Engineering

		Engineer, Walter Keyes

		Ralph Ellis



		Geology

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

		Jerome Hesse



		Hydrogeology (Ground Water)

		Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah

		TBD sub consultant



		Hydrology (Surface Water)

		Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah

		TBD sub consultant



		Light (Night Skies)

		Landscape Architect, Debby Kriegel

		Kristen Cox



		Minerals (Administration)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

		Jerome Hesse



		Recreation

		District Ranger, Keith Graves

		Marcie Bidwell



		Social and Economic Environments

		District Ranger, Keith Graves

		Jeff Connell


Cara Bellavia



		Scenery Resources, incl reclamation

		Landscape Architect, Debby Kriegel

		Marcie Bidwell



		Soils

		Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah

		Jerome Hesse



		Vegetation Resources, incl reclamation

		Wildlife Biologist, Deborah Sebesta

		Geoff Soroka



		Wildlife Resources

		Wildlife Biologist, Deborah Sebesta

		Ken Kartell


Geoff Soroka





Interdisciplinary Extended Team Members

Table 4 – Extended Team, identifies agency staff assigned as extended team members for this project as well as their SWCA counterparts.  I have identified a large number of extended team members so as to draw on the expertise of many individuals while reducing the impact that this project might have on any one individual.  Extended team members will be involved in the planning process at points appropriate to represent the resource areas they have been assigned.  Although welcome, extended members will not be required or expected to attend all of the interdisciplinary team meetings.  They will be expected to attend meetings and integration activities upon request by the core team.  However, it is realized that extended members have collateral duties beyond those for this project that the core team needs to consider.  Extended team members will also have oversight and review responsibilities for their area of expertise.  (See ‘Interdisciplinary Team Core Members’ section for a summary of the interdisciplinary team leader’s role.)

Table 4 – Extended Team

		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Access / Lands / Realty

		Realty Specialist, Tami Emmett


Forest Access Emphasis Mgr, George McKay

		Kristen Cox



		Air Resources

		Soils /Water /Air /Forestry Prog Mgr, Bob Lefevre

		Dave Morrow



		Clean Water Act Compliance

		Soils /Water /Air /Forestry Prog Mgr, Bob Lefevre


TBD

		Rion Bowers



		Environmental Justice

		NEPA Compliance Officer, Andrea Campbell

		Jeff Connell


Cara Bellavia



		Fire / Fuels

		Fire Management Officer, Shane Lyman

		TBD



		Forest Plan Consistency

		Forest Planner, Jennifer Ruyle

		Marcie Bidwell



		Hazardous Waste

		Civil Eng / Hazmat Spec, Eli Curiel

TBD

		Deanne Rietz



		Heritage

		Archaeologist, Chris Leblanc

Archaeologist, William Gillespie

Archaeologist /Tribal Rep, Mary Farrell

		Joe Ezzo

Suzanne Griset



		Minerals 

  (Mining Law)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		Jerome Hesse



		Mining 

  (Chemistry)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		TBD 


Geochemist



		Mining 

  (Mine Planning /Remediation)

		Civil Eng / Hazmat Spec, Eli Curiel


TBD

		TBD 


Geologic Engineer



		Mining 

  (Processes)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		TBD

Mining Engineer



		Mining 

  (Rock Stability /Fracture)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		TBD 


Geotech Engineer



		Noise

		NEPA Compliance Officer, Andrea Campbell

Safety Officer, Alan Belauskas

		Dave Morrow





Table 4 – Extended Team (continued)

		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Public Health and Safety

		Civil Eng /Hazmat Spec, Eli Curiel

Safety Officer, Alan Belauskas

		Cara Bellavia



		Range

		Range Conservationist, Kendall Brown

		Geoff Soroka



		Soils

		Soils /Water /Air /Forestry Prog Mgr, Bob Lefevre

		Jerome Hesse



		Water Resources /


Riparian Habitat (offsite)

		Wildlife /Fish /Rare Plants / Staff Officer, 


Tom Skinner

		Rion Bowers



		Wildlife Resources

		Wildlife Biologist, Larry Jones

		Ken Kartell


Geoff Soroka





Interdisciplinary Team Support Members

Table 5 – Support, identifies agency staff assigned to provide specialized support for this project as well as their SWCA counterparts.  Assignments and expectations will vary among support staff.  (See ‘Interdisciplinary Team Core Members’ section for a summary of the interdisciplinary team leader’s role.)

Table 5 – Support


		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Team Administrative Assistant

		Kendra Bourgart

		Melissa Reichard



		Administrative Support

		Resource Assistant, Janet Jones

		TBD



		Data Management

		TBD

		Glenn Dunno


Lara Mitchell



		External Communications

		Communications Team, John Able

		Claire Bingaman


Harmony Hall



		FOIA Administration

		NEPA FIOA Officer, Andrea Campbell

		Tom Furgason


Melissa Reichard



		Geospatial Analysis

		TBD

		TBD



		Technical Editing and Presentation

		TBD

		Heidi Orcutt-Gachiri


Camille Ensle



		Tribal Consultation

		Forest Supervisor, Jeanine Derby


Deputy Forest Supervisor, Reta Laford


Archaeologist /Tribal Rep, Mary Farrell

		Suzanne Griset



		Mailing Database

		Resource Assistant, Roxane Raley

		Melissa Reichard



		Media

		Communications Team, Heidi Schewell

		TBD



		Publications

		TBD

		TBD



		Website Management

		TBD

		TBD





Additional Assistance

Given the highly technical, nature of the proposed action, additional assistance may be sought from other areas or levels of the agency.  Potential areas of assistance needs include:  Hazardous Waste, Hydrogeology (Ground Water), Minerals (Mining Law), Mining (Chemistry), Mining (Mine Planning /Remediation), Mining (Processes), and Mining (Rock Stability /Fracture).

Attachment 2


Expectations of Team relative to Coordination


with SWCA Environmental Consultants

The Forest is responsible for leading the Rosemont Copper Project EIS planning effort, including the content of the EIS and compliance with all applicable law, regulation, and policy.  I have selected SWCA Environmental Consultants to provide third-party NEPA consulting service for this project and to deliver an EIS that complies with law, regulation, and policy.  They will cooperate with and support the Forest in completing the NEPA review process.  The agency interdisciplinary team will oversee the NEPA review process.


In consultation with the interdisciplinary team leader, team members are to work with the SWCA counterpart identified for their assigned area.  Although most communications with SWCA will be informal for efficiency, guidance is to be documented.  Guidance transmitted by email is to be cc’d to the interdisciplinary team leader.  Material transmitted in hardcopy is to be routed through the team leader.

My expectations of interdisciplinary team members relative to coordination with SWCA are summarized below:

· Provide mailing list corrections to SWCA.

· Provide information to SWCA.


· Provide guidance to SWCA.

· Provide oversight to SWCA product development, including the administrative record.

· Participate in technology transfer, field trips /site visits, and meetings with SWCA.

· Confer with SWCA in analyzing public comments.

· Confer with SWCA in developing EIS components such as the issues and alternatives to be addressed, as well as the scope of effects analysis.

· Review work products submitted by SWCA.

· Determine material to be included or excluded from the EIS and supporting record.


· Ensure that SWCA work products are accurate and complete.

· Ensure that SWCA work products are consistent with laws, regulations, agency policies, and regional analysis protocols.


Additional details on the roles of the Forest and SWCA can be found in the February 2008 MOU between the Forest and Rosemont Copper Company, available on the project website.

Attachment 3

Expectations of Team Relative to NEPA Process


The interdisciplinary team is responsible for ensuring that all aspects of this project comply with NEPA, CEQ’s implementing regulations at 40 CFR 1500-1508, and Forest Service Handbook 1909.15 (excluding chapters 30 and 40 pertaining to categorical exclusions and environmental assessments).

NEPA comprehension and Training

Interdisciplinary team members are to brush up on their comprehension of NEPA by reviewing NEPA, CEQ’s implementing regulations at 40 CFR 1500-1508, and the applicable sections of Forest Service Handbook 1909.15.  Members are also to review the agency’s ‘1900-1 Forest Plan Implementation’ training lesson plans and slides at http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/em/nepa/nepa_coordination_training/00index.html.


Additional books and material about the NEPA processes will be available in the reading room with other project materials.  Currently the following books are available:


The NEPA Book:  A Step-by-Step Guide on How to Comply with the National Environmental Policy Act, 2001 (Second) Edition.

The NEPA Planning Process:  A Comprehensive Guide with Emphasis on Efficiency.

Environmental Impact Statements:  A Comprehensive Guide to Project and Strategic Planning.

As each major component of the NEPA review is undertaken, interdisciplinary team members may be expected to attend and participate in specific training and technology transfer.  Training and technology transfer sessions may in the form of field trips /site visits, meetings, brown-bag lunches, etc.  At a minimum, local training is likely to cover the following components:

· Content Analysis


· Issue Identification


· Development of Alternatives, including the No Action Alternative

· Mitigation and Monitoring

· Effects Analysis (direct, indirect, and cumulative effects)

· Response to Comments

I also expect team members to assess their knowledge and skills as they relate to successful participation in the NEPA process.  Consider comprehension of the NEPA process as well as communication and management skills necessary for effective team participation and timely completion of work products.  The use of mentors and formal training should be considered for areas that would benefit from improvement.

NEPA Process

Note:  Project-specific documents referred to hereafter are available on the project website.

In the following, I describe my expectations for various sections of the environmental review and documentation.  I consider each of these components to be milestones within the overall environmental review process.  I will be coordinating with the interdisciplinary team leader and team throughout the process, but will specifically be seeking input or coordination as noted in the sections defined herein.

Although individuals are assigned areas of specific oversight responsibilities, identified in Attachment 1, I expect all members to hold each other accountable for the timeliness and quality work.  This means that you are expected to participate in review of products outside of your designated role or otherwise provide assistance, if requested by the interdisciplinary team leader.


Additionally, I requested a pre-decisional review by the Southwestern Region.  (The pre-decisional review process is detailed in the Regional Forester’s letter of February 9, 2007, R3 Policy for Regional Level NEP Document Requests.)  This incremental oversight review is designed to support us in our development of a quality NEPA document that is scientifically sound and legally defensible.  It will also make us aware of Regional recommendations regarding compliance with law, regulation, and policy so we can meaningfully incorporate them into our process in a timely manner.

Proposed Action

The proposed action was generated externally by the Rosemont Copper Company.  The proposed action consists of the material provided by the Rosemont Copper Company identified in my letter of October 19, 2007, and the 28 items responsive to my request for additional information.  An electronic composite of this information has been compiled to facilitate its use.  It will be referred to hereafter as the “composite MPO” (Mine Plan of Operation).

A summary of the proposed action is provided in the March 13, 2008, NOI (Notice of Intent) to prepare an EIS published in the Federal Register (see the Summary, Background, and Proposed Action sections).

The proposed action to be carried through the project analysis constitutes the material contained in the composite MPO, which I deemed sufficient to initiate the NEPA process.  I realize that this material may need to be presented differently to better convey in plain language the nature of the action and to fit within the four corners of the EIS, as well as to focus the effects analysis.  However, clarifying actions outside the scope of those defined in the composite MPO are to be handled as alternative design features or mitigation because they were not identified for comment during the public scoping period.

I expect to be briefed by members of the team on its recommended presentation of the proposed action in the DEIS.

Purpose and Need


Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding purpose and need:


40 CFR 1502.13


Although not required in an NOI (40 CFR 1508.22, FSH 1909.15(21.1)), the March 13, 2008, NOI provided a preliminary purpose and need statement:

“The purpose of the proposed Forest Service action is to grant permission to the Company to use NFS land for certain activities related to operation of the Rosemont Mine.  The agency’s need for action is based on statutes and policy that govern mining on NFS land.”

As the NEPA process proceeds, I expect SWCA and the team to further clarify the purpose and need.  At a minimum, the complete purpose and need will need to explain the proposed action’s relationship to applicable statutes and policies.  I also expect the purpose and need to be expanded to address jurisdictions of cooperating agencies, to disclose Rosemont Copper Company’s corporate objectives, and to otherwise clarify the context of the project.

Ultimately, the EIS shall briefly specify the underlying purpose and need to which the Forest is responding in exploring alternatives.

I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the purpose and need in the DEIS.

Decision Framework

The March 13, 2008, NOI described the following nature of the NEPA decision to be made:


“Based on the results of the NEPA analysis, the Forest Supervisor’s ROD regarding the MPO and reclamation plan will recommend implementation of one of the following:  (1) The proposed action and mitigation necessary to minimize or avoid adverse impacts; (2) an alternative to the proposed action and mitigation necessary to minimize or avoid adverse impacts, or (3) the no action alternative.  The ROD will also document the consistency of the proposed action with the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) (1986, as amended) and approval of Proposed amendments to it.”


The decision framework statement defines only the nature and the character of the decision, not the actual content of that decision.  Like the purpose and need, I expect the decision framework to be refined as the NEPA process progresses.

I will issue a ROD corresponding to the elements of the decision framework that includes identification of my selected alternative and the environmentally preferred alternative, should they differ.  In my ROD, I will also document determinations by various regulatory and resource agencies regarding statutory consultations, permits, and approvals related to the project.


I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the decision framework in the DEIS.

Issue Identification

Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding issues:


40 CFR 1500.1(b)

40 CFR 1500.4(c) and (g)


40 CFR 1501.1(d)


40 CFR 1501.7(a)(2) and (3)


40 CFR 1502.1

FSH 1909.15(10.4 #5)

FSH 1909.15(11)


FSH 1909.15(12.3b)

Public scoping for this project was initiated in the March 13, 2008, NOI to prepare an EIS published in the Federal Register.  Potential issues were identified in the NOI based on a preliminary review of the proposed action by Forest resource specialists, see Table 1 – Potential Issues identified in NOI.

Table 1 – Potential Issues identified in NOI

		Effects on the economy, public services, quality of life, and other community resources in Pima County, Tucson, and nearby communities



		Effects on the quality and availability of surface water and groundwater resources



		Effects on vegetation and wildlife, including those having special-status designations . . .



		Effects on soils and geology



		Effects on aesthetic resources, including visual quality objectives and State Highway 83, a state-designated scenic highway



		Effects on archaeological, historic, and cultural resources, including Native American interests and values



		Effects on Forest recreational use and compatibility with other Forest land uses



		Effects of increased traffic on local roads and transportation systems



		Effects of mining and processing and vehicle traffic on ambient air quality 1



		Effects of noise on nearby residents, Forest users, and sensitive wildlife





                 1 In the NOI, ‘ambient air quality’ was inadvertently omitted.

A Supplemental NOI was published in the Federal Register on April 29, 2008, to provide notice of additional scoping activities (open houses and public hearings) and extend the comment period to July 14, 2008.

SWCA will lead content analysis on the comments received or postmarked by July 14th, using a thematic coding schema approved by the Forest.  Interdisciplinary team members will be expected to participate in validating the results of content analysis.  Each core team member is encouraged to review all of the received comments and thematic results.  Collectively, the core team needs to be familiar with the comments.  Extended members will be required to review the thematic results for their assigned areas.  I consider validating the results of content analysis to be a very important early step in the NEPA process.


The results of scoping and content analysis will be made available to the public and Rosemont Copper Company.  Public outreach is also to occur that explains the process and solicits external validation of the results.


Comments received after July 14th will continue to be considered in development of the EIS.  However, the best way to incorporate subsequent comments will need to be addressed on a case by case basis.  For example, comments received shortly after the close of the July 14th comment period may be readily incorporated into the content analysis coding process, whereas comments received after substantial completion of the content analysis may not be.  Comments received later as the project progresses may be considered in several ways.  For example, they may serve to validate or augment the results of the content analysis process or they may contribute to other steps in the NEPA process and EIS such as alternative development, defining the affected environment, profiling environmental consequences, etc.

The list of potential issues identified in the NOI is subject to change.  The content analysis results will be used not only to identify significant issues to be analyzed in depth, but also to deemphasize insignificant issues.

Given the highly technical nature of the proposed action, assistance in responding to comments and developing issue statements may be sought from other areas or levels of the agency, Rosemont Copper Company, and cooperating agencies.


Issues are to be presented in a site-specific manner that conveys a clear cause-effect relationship attributed to the proposed action, with appropriate measures of change that link directly to the effects.  Related issues will be combined into comprehensive issue statements.

I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the issues in the DEIS.

Alternative Development

Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding alternatives:


40 CFR 1500.2(e) and (f)

40 CFR 1501.2(c)

40 CFR 1502.1

40 CFR 1502(d) and (e)


40 CFR 1502.14


40 CFR 1502.25(b)


40 CFR 1508.20


FSH 1909.15(05) Connected Action


FSH 1909.15(05) Environmentally Preferable Alternative


FSH 1909.15(05) Mitigation


FSH 1909.15(05) Preferred Alternative


FSH 1909.15(10.4 #6 and #7)

FSH 1909.15(12.3b and c)

FSH 1909.15(14), (14.1), (14.2), and (14.3)

Responsive to the significant issues, SWCA and the interdisciplinary team is to rigorously explore all reasonable alternatives that would avoid or minimize adverse effects, or enhance the quality of the human environment.  Do not impose artificial limits on alternative development.  Set aside preconceived notions and exercise creativity and an open mind.  Diligently seek appropriate alternative themes, design elements, and mitigation.  Do not preclude assistance from the public, Rosemont Copper Company, or cooperating agencies in the development of alternatives.

The interdisciplinary team is to formulate a range of action alternatives to the proposed action which addresses in whole or part the purpose and need and the significant issues.  As expressed in the NOI’s Nature of NEPA Decision To Be Made, the no action alternative is part of the range of alternatives.  The purpose of the no action alternative is to provide a bench mark, or point of reference, for describing the environmental effects of the proposed action and alternatives.  It represents the current situation and serves as a basis against which to compare the current situation and demonstrate change in effects resulting from action alternatives.  I expect analysis of the no action alternative to be on an equal basis with the other alternatives considered in detail.

In this case, the no action alternative means that the Mine Plan of Operation, with supporting additional information I deemed sufficient to begin the NEPA process, is not finalized and the proposed project does not take place.  However, the EIS may need to provide further clarification on the scope and implications of the no action alternative.

Think of the alternatives section of the EIS as an executive summary, a section which could stand alone and still give the reader a clear picture of the choices to be made.  Alternatives are to be described in a comparative format so as to sharply define the issues and provide a clear basis for choice among options.  Be objective, neutral, and unbiased in describing the alternatives.  Describe actions, not impacts.

In characterizing each alternative, do not overlook identification of connected actions.


Also, be sure to disclose each alternative’s relationship to the project’s purpose and need, legal requirements, and the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) (1986, as amended).  The evaluation of consistency with the Forest Plan is required by the National Forest Management Act.  If inconsistencies with the Forest Plan are identified, it may be necessary to modify the alternative to achieve compliance or to include a site-specific amendment to the Forest Plan.  Such amendments would be enduring changes until the Forest Plan is otherwise amended or revised.  The description for each alternative must include any site-specific amendments needed to ensure consistency with the Forest Plan.  The administrative record must also document a consistency review in compliance with the National Forest Management Act and its implementing procedures for each alternative considered.


Within the range of alternatives, alternatives outside of the Forest Service’s jurisdiction may be considered.  Actions outside the agency’s jurisdiction include both actions that the Forest Service cannot impose and actions which must be imposed by another agency or entity.  For example, sometimes it may appear that there would be a way to achieve the purpose and need and deal with significant issues if the State, County, local government, proponent, or other entity first took certain actions.  If an alternative fulfills those two criteria, it may, and perhaps should, be disclosed and analyzed.  Consideration of an alternative outside of the Forest Service’s jurisdiction would have to be explained in the EIS as to why it’s outside our jurisdiction, how it would have to be implemented, and that I cannot select it for implementation.

Alternatives will eventually need to be divided into two categories:  those considered in detail, and those eliminated from detailed analysis.  Do not omit recognition of any alternative considered.  Eliminating an alternative from detailed analysis is a judgment call.  Provide the rationale for eliminating an alternative from detailed analysis.

I expect the interdisciplinary team to recommend a preferred alternative which they believe would best fulfill its statutory mission and responsibilities, giving consideration to environmental, social, economic, and other factors.


Since NEPA is inherently iterative in the development of alternatives as new information is profiled, I would like to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team at key points as the range of alternatives evolves.  I also expect to be briefed on the team’s recommended range of alternatives to be presented in the DEIS, both those considered in detail and those dismissed from detailed analysis.  After completion of the effects analysis, I expect to be briefed on the team’s recommended alternative preferred for implementation and the alternative environmentally preferred.

Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences

Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding affected environment and environmental consequences:


40 CFR 1502.2(b)

40 CFR 1502.15


40 CFR 1502.16


40 CFR 1502.20


40 CFR 1502.21


40 CFR 1502.22

40 CFR 1502.24

40 CFR 1508.7


40 CFR 1508.8


FSH 1909.15(05) Cumulative Impact, Effects

FSH 1909.15(10)


FSH 1909.15(12.3a)


FSH 1909.15(13)


FSH 1909.15(15)


FSH 1909.15(16)


FSH 1909.15(22.3), (22.31), (22.33), and (22.36)

Commensurate with the importance of the impact, SWCA and the interdisciplinary team is to succinctly describe the affected environment that would be impacted by the alternatives under consideration.


Discussion of the environmental consequences forms the scientific and analytic basis for the comparison of alternatives and needs to disclose enough information to support the comparisons.  It needs to be site-specific, present cause-effect relationships, and include appropriate measures of change.  Most importantly, it needs to answer the “So what?” question.

The impacts of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions within the project area may, in combination with the impacts of the proposed action or alternatives result in cumulative impacts to the environment.  In proportion to their significance, I expect SWCA and the team to document in the EIS a thorough analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts relative to the physical, biological, social, and economic environments – regardless of land ownership.

SWCA and team members will need to review the potential for impacts and reach consensus on the level of analysis appropriate for each resource area.  All need to have a common understanding of the components of each alternative.  Analysis is to be conducted upon the agreed upon alternatives.  Assumptions need to be discussed and agreed upon.  If new design features or mitigation are to be included in an alternative, the alternative description and all effects analyses need to be modified to reflect the change.

I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the affected environment and environmental consequences in the DEIS.

Documentation and Administrative Record

I expect the EIS to be written in plain language.  Your work will not only be scrutinized for its technical accuracy, but also for its brevity and clarity.  Write-ups that are encyclopedic or that contain extraneous information will not be accepted.  Technical material is to be summarized in the body of the EIS with specific reference to supporting information in the appendices and/or record.  Graphics are to be used to the fullest extent where they could improve the reader’s understanding and reduce the amount of text.  Of course, graphics should have appropriate complementary interpretive text.

While I expect the interdisciplinary team to take advantage of communication technologies, I do not want these tools to replace personal interaction and dialogue between members.  The final administrative record must reflect an interdisciplinary and integrated environmental review process.

A designated electronic work area, filing structure, and filing protocol will be established for the team.  Until these are in place, the following guidance is in effect:


· Use dynamic communication when possible such as Sametime, telephone, or in person


· Minimize using internal e-mails

· Delete internal emails after they have served their purpose


· Do not save draft and deliberative materials once the final product is complete, unless it is necessary to document the evolution of the work

· SWCA will maintain the administrative record


I expect, at a minimum, the following documents to be included in the administrative record, in addition to any other information deemed relative to the project:


· Material submitted by Rosemont Copper Company, including the composite MPO and associated supplemental information


· Correspondence received prior to publication of the Notice of Intent


· Memorandums between Rosemont Copper Company and the Forest

· Conflict of interest forms signed by SWCA and its subcontractor staff


· Communication records with Rosemont Copper Company related to the NEPA review

· Communication records with SWCA related to the NEPA review


· Communication records with elected officials and other agencies


· Communication records with the public

· Federal Register notices


· News releases, legal notices, paid advertisements


· Mailed public notices, and identification of to whom they were sent


· Schedules of Proposed Actions containing the project listing

· Comments on the proposed action received any time prior to release of the DEIS

· Content analysis of comments received within the designated comment period

· Records of interactions with cooperating agencies, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation / inquiry, acceptance, and any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities


· Records of interactions with work groups and copies of any completed work products


· Interdisciplinary team meeting notes


· Interdisciplinary team member assignments


· Interdisciplinary team reports and process papers


· Final versions of the DEIS and other NEPA-related documents


Public Involvement


Considerable public involvement has occurred to date as part of the scoping process (e.g., Federal Register notices, mailings, news releases, postings, open houses, oral hearings, toll-free comment line, etc.).  Scoping efforts will be detailed in a process paper.


Various efforts are currently underway related to public involvement.  We have a commitment to Congresswoman Gifford to use public work groups.  A public work group educational / awareness session about the content analysis process is being explored.  Use of a more comprehensive public work group is being explored to validate the results of the content analysis.  A new web site is also being developed to improve transparency into the project and facilitate online interaction.

Public involvement will occur throughout the development of the EIS.  A living public involvement plan will be developed to address future public involvement efforts.  Development of this plan will be lead by the team member responsible for external communications management working with SWCA.  The Regional Office public affairs staff will also be briefed and consulted as appropriate.

Project status will continue to be provided in the Schedule of Proposed Actions.

Attachment 4

Project Timeline Expectations 


In February 2008, I signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Rosemont Copper Company for the Rosemont Copper Project EIS that included a two-year project timeline.  Circumstances have changed and a revised timeline will be forthcoming that considers:  a 90-day extension of the scoping comment period, the magnitude and nature of received comments, use of public work groups, pre-decisional review by the Regional Office, FY08 program of work reviews, and FY09 program of work development.  It may be more realistic that planning for this project may take three to five years to complete.

Regardless of the final timeline, I expect interdisciplinary team members to diligently engage in the planning efforts for this project.
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With this letter, I am establishing the agency interdisciplinary team for NEPA review of the Rosemont Copper Project proposed by the Rosemont Copper Company for implementation on the Nogales Ranger District.  (See Attachment A – Interdisciplinary Team Identification and Responsibilities)


My selection of team members reflects the disciplines that I believe are appropriate to the nature of the project and the results of scoping efforts conducted to date (40 CFR 1502.6, FSH 1909.15(11) and (12.1)).  As planning progresses and other needs are identified, I may change assignments and/or identify additional members.


Individual members are recognized for the knowledge and degree of experience they can contribute to this effort.  I consider each of you to be an expert in your field.  I have also considered the interpersonal skills each member brings to the team, as well as your ability to effectively communicate about your area of expertise and to collaboratively conceptualize and solve problems.  (FSH 1909.15(12.12))


With this letter, I am also defining my behavioral expectations of the interdisciplinary team.  Team members are to conduct themselves in a manner that furthers the spirit of the NEPA.  You are to be professional in all matters related to this project, internally and externally.  I expect team members to advocate for their areas of expertise and to collaborate with other team members when developing mitigation for alternatives.  Advocating personal values and opinions will not be tolerated.

I expect a dedicated commitment to this project as a Forest priority.  You will need to work independently at times as well as participate in team trainings, meetings, field trips, and reviews.  You will be expected to cooperate fully with SWCA Environmental Consultants, which I selected to provide third-party NEPA consulting services for this project.  You are also to communicate and coordinate with other agencies and entities as appropriate.  If there are questions regarding external relations, you are to confer with the team leader and external communications manager.

Records of external communications are to be made and given to the interdisciplinary team leader and external communications manager in a timely manner, regardless of the communication method (e.g., email, letter, phone, or in person).  Where there is uncertainty about the content of a communication, you are to confer with the team leader and external communications manager before providing a response.


Written and verbal requests for documented information are to be handled as a FOIA request.  Release of non-solicited documented information is also to be handled as a FOIA request and coordinated through the interdisciplinary team leader.  Using the FOIA to guide the release of materials is not intended to hinder public involvement.  It is to ensure that material covered by a FOIA exemption is not inappropriately released as well as to help us identify materials that others may be interested in so that we may post these materials to the web.


Similar to the FOIA exemption for documented material, I expect team deliberations to be kept internal with appropriate confidentiality.  I consider this essential to foster a safe and open environment for candid discussions among team members.

In Attachments 2 through 4, I have further framed my expectations of you as they pertain to coordination with SWCA Environmental Consultants, the NEPA process, and the project timeline.

I define success for this project as an environment where team members:


· Value and draw upon the unique contributions each member brings to the project


· Work together to effectively advance the planning efforts


· Sincerely consider external input


· Openly dialogue about the project’s beneficial and adverse effects


· Contribute objectively to the analysis


· Further the spirit of NEPA


· Complete timely staff work


· Promote a safe work environment


· Look out for the health and well-being of each other


I also define success for this project as a transparent planning process that takes a hard look at all the information presented, regardless of its source, and results in a credible and clearly written analysis document and decision that is consistent with law, regulation, and policy.


This assignment is to be viewed as a contract between us.  If, at any time, you cannot objectively and/or timely perform the duties assigned, you are to contact me for resolution or recusal.

Congratulations, and welcome to the team!


		

		



		/s/ Jeanine A. Derby

		 



		JEANINE A. DERBY

		 



		Forest Supervisor
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Attachment 1


Interdisciplinary Team Identification and Responsibilities


I, Forest Supervisor Jeanine Derby, am the Responsible Official for the Rosemont Copper Project EIS.  In this capacity I have identified four categories of interdisciplinary team participation to support the planning efforts for Rosemont Copper Project EIS:


· Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

· Interdisciplinary Team Core Members

· Interdisciplinary Team Extended Members


· Interdisciplinary Team Support Members

I have also noted SWCA Environmental Consultant counterparts to the interdisciplinary team to facilitate coordination.

Interdisciplinary Team Agency Management Oversight

Agency management oversight includes direction, guidance, quality control, and compliance.  Table 1 – Agency Management Oversight, identifies the Forest staff assigned management oversight responsibilities.  These individuals will meet as needed with the interdisciplinary team leader to address emerging management needs, opportunities, and/or concerns.

Table 1 – Agency Management Oversight


		Forest Service Role

		Agency Position, Employee



		Responsible Official

		Forest Supervisor, Jeanine Derby



		Process Management

		Deputy Forest Supervisor, Reta Laford



		Planning Project Management

		Ecosystem Management and Planning, Teresa Ann Ciapusci



		External Communications Management

		Communications Team, John Able



		NEPA Management

		NEPA Compliance /FOIA Officer, Andrea Campbell



		NFMA Compliance

		Forest Planner, Jennifer Ruyle





The process manager provides strategic direction and guidance.  The project manager provides tactical direction and guidance consistent with the strategic framework provided by the process manager.  The project manager is also expected to monitor quality control and compliance.


The external communications manager leads tactical external communication actions within the strategic framework provided by the process manager and the tactical framework provided by the project manager.  Management of external communications will be in consultation with the interdisciplinary team leader.  External communications are to improve public awareness and understanding about the project, facilitate meaningful public involvement, and build long-term relationships.

The NEPA and NFMA managers provide direction and guidance for their respective areas and are expected to monitor quality control and compliance.


Table 2 – SWCA Management Oversight, identifies SWCA staff identified to provide management oversight for their employees working on this project.


Table 2 – SWCA Management Oversight

		SWCA Role 

		SWCA Employee



		Project Leader

		John MacIvor



		Project Manager

		Tom Furgason





Interdisciplinary Team Core Members

Table 3 – Core Team, identifies agency staff assigned as core team members for this project as well as their SWCA counterparts.  Core team members are those individuals who will be actively involved in managing the NEPA process in addition to representing their areas of expertise with oversight and review responsibilities.  They are responsible for ensuring procedural compliance with NEPA and relevant law, regulation, and policy.  They will steer the interdisciplinary effort through team meetings and other integrated actions.  They will bring extended team members into the process at times appropriate for representation of affected resource areas.  I intentionally limited the number of core members to six, based on my belief that smaller core teams tend to be more effective than larger core teams.

The interdisciplinary team leader will direct team operations.  Team leader duties include, but are not limited to:  prioritizing project tasks, scheduling activities and meetings, managing meetings, monitoring work progress and quality, setting deadlines, and record management.

Table 3 – Core Team

		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Interdisciplinary Team Leader /

Team Project Manager

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

		John MacIvor

Tom Furgason



		Transportation /Engineering

		Engineer, Walter Keyes

		Ralph Ellis



		Geology

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

		Jerome Hesse



		Hydrogeology (Ground Water)

		Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah

		TBD sub consultant



		Hydrology (Surface Water)

		Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah

		TBD sub consultant



		Light (Night Skies)

		Landscape Architect, Debby Kriegel

		Kristen Cox



		Minerals (Administration)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

		Jerome Hesse



		Recreation

		District Ranger, Keith Graves

		Marcie Bidwell



		Social and Economic Environments

		District Ranger, Keith Graves

		Jeff Connell


Cara Bellavia



		Scenery Resources, incl reclamation

		Landscape Architect, Debby Kriegel

		Marcie Bidwell



		Soils

		Hydrologist, Salek Shafiqullah

		Jerome Hesse



		Vegetation Resources, incl reclamation

		Wildlife Biologist, Deborah Sebesta

		Geoff Soroka



		Wildlife Resources

		Wildlife Biologist, Deborah Sebesta

		Ken Kartell


Geoff Soroka





Interdisciplinary Extended Team Members

Table 4 – Extended Team, identifies agency staff assigned as extended team members for this project as well as their SWCA counterparts.  I have identified a large number of extended team members so as to draw on the expertise of many individuals while reducing the impact that this project might have on any one individual.  Extended team members will be involved in the planning process at points appropriate to represent the resource areas they have been assigned.  Although welcome, extended members will not be required or expected to attend all of the interdisciplinary team meetings.  They will be expected to attend meetings and integration activities upon request by the core team.  However, it is realized that extended members have collateral duties beyond those for this project that the core team needs to consider.  Extended team members will also have oversight and review responsibilities for their area of expertise.  (See ‘Interdisciplinary Team Core Members’ section for a summary of the interdisciplinary team leader’s role.)

Table 4 – Extended Team

		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Access / Lands / Realty

		Realty Specialist, Tami Emmett


Forest Access Emphasis Mgr, George McKay

		Kristen Cox



		Air Resources

		Soils /Water /Air /Forestry Prog Mgr, Bob Lefevre

		Dave Morrow



		Clean Water Act Compliance

		Soils /Water /Air /Forestry Prog Mgr, Bob Lefevre


TBD

		Rion Bowers



		Environmental Justice

		NEPA Compliance Officer, Andrea Campbell

		Jeff Connell


Cara Bellavia



		Fire / Fuels

		Fire Management Officer, Shane Lyman

		TBD



		Forest Plan Consistency

		Forest Planner, Jennifer Ruyle

		Marcie Bidwell



		Hazardous Waste

		Civil Eng / Hazmat Spec, Eli Curiel

TBD

		Deanne Rietz



		Heritage

		Archaeologist, Chris Leblanc

Archaeologist, William Gillespie

Archaeologist /Tribal Rep, Mary Farrell

		Joe Ezzo

Suzanne Griset



		Minerals 

  (Mining Law)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		Jerome Hesse



		Mining 

  (Chemistry)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		TBD 


Geochemist



		Mining 

  (Mine Planning /Remediation)

		Civil Eng / Hazmat Spec, Eli Curiel


TBD

		TBD 


Geologic Engineer



		Mining 

  (Processes)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		TBD

Mining Engineer



		Mining 

  (Rock Stability /Fracture)

		Geologist, Beverley Everson

TBD

		TBD 


Geotech Engineer



		Noise

		NEPA Compliance Officer, Andrea Campbell

Safety Officer, Alan Belauskas

		Dave Morrow





Table 4 – Extended Team (continued)

		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Public Health and Safety

		Civil Eng /Hazmat Spec, Eli Curiel

Safety Officer, Alan Belauskas

		Cara Bellavia



		Range

		Range Conservationist, Kendall Brown

		Geoff Soroka



		Soils

		Soils /Water /Air /Forestry Prog Mgr, Bob Lefevre

		Jerome Hesse



		Water Resources /


Riparian Habitat (offsite)

		Wildlife /Fish /Rare Plants / Staff Officer, 


Tom Skinner

		Rion Bowers



		Wildlife Resources

		Wildlife Biologist, Larry Jones

		Ken Kartell


Geoff Soroka





Interdisciplinary Team Support Members

Table 5 – Support, identifies agency staff assigned to provide specialized support for this project as well as their SWCA counterparts.  Assignments and expectations will vary among support staff.  (See ‘Interdisciplinary Team Core Members’ section for a summary of the interdisciplinary team leader’s role.)

Table 5 – Support


		Role

		Forest Service

		SWCA



		Team Administrative Assistant

		Kendra Bourgart

		Melissa Reichard



		Administrative Support

		Resource Assistant, Janet Jones

		TBD



		Data Management

		TBD

		Glenn Dunno


Lara Mitchell



		External Communications

		Communications Team, John Able

		Claire Bingaman


Harmony Hall



		FOIA Administration

		NEPA FIOA Officer, Andrea Campbell

		Tom Furgason


Melissa Reichard



		Geospatial Analysis

		TBD

		TBD



		Technical Editing and Presentation

		TBD

		Heidi Orcutt-Gachiri


Camille Ensle



		Tribal Consultation

		Forest Supervisor, Jeanine Derby


Deputy Forest Supervisor, Reta Laford


Archaeologist /Tribal Rep, Mary Farrell

		Suzanne Griset



		Mailing Database

		Resource Assistant, Roxane Raley

		Melissa Reichard



		Media

		Communications Team, Heidi Schewell

		TBD



		Publications

		TBD

		TBD



		Website Management

		TBD

		TBD





Additional Assistance

Given the highly technical, nature of the proposed action, additional assistance may be sought from other areas or levels of the agency.  Potential areas of assistance needs include:  Hazardous Waste, Hydrogeology (Ground Water), Minerals (Mining Law), Mining (Chemistry), Mining (Mine Planning /Remediation), Mining (Processes), and Mining (Rock Stability /Fracture).

Attachment 2


Expectations of Team relative to Coordination


with SWCA Environmental Consultants

The Forest is responsible for leading the Rosemont Copper Project EIS planning effort, including the content of the EIS and compliance with all applicable law, regulation, and policy.  I have selected SWCA Environmental Consultants to provide third-party NEPA consulting service for this project and to deliver an EIS that complies with law, regulation, and policy.  They will cooperate with and support the Forest in completing the NEPA review process.  The agency interdisciplinary team will oversee the NEPA review process.


In consultation with the interdisciplinary team leader, team members are to work with the SWCA counterpart identified for their assigned area.  Although most communications with SWCA will be informal for efficiency, guidance is to be documented.  Guidance transmitted by email is to be cc’d to the interdisciplinary team leader.  Material transmitted in hardcopy is to be routed through the team leader.

My expectations of interdisciplinary team members relative to coordination with SWCA are summarized below:

· Provide mailing list corrections to SWCA.

· Provide information to SWCA.


· Provide guidance to SWCA.

· Provide oversight to SWCA product development, including the administrative record.

· Participate in technology transfer, field trips /site visits, and meetings with SWCA.

· Confer with SWCA in analyzing public comments.

· Confer with SWCA in developing EIS components such as the issues and alternatives to be addressed, as well as the scope of effects analysis.

· Review work products submitted by SWCA.

· Determine material to be included or excluded from the EIS and supporting record.


· Ensure that SWCA work products are accurate and complete.

· Ensure that SWCA work products are consistent with laws, regulations, agency policies, and regional analysis protocols.


Additional details on the roles of the Forest and SWCA can be found in the February 2008 MOU between the Forest and Rosemont Copper Company, available on the project website.

Attachment 3

Expectations of Team Relative to NEPA Process


The interdisciplinary team is responsible for ensuring that all aspects of this project comply with NEPA, CEQ’s implementing regulations at 40 CFR 1500-1508, and Forest Service Handbook 1909.15 (excluding chapters 30 and 40 pertaining to categorical exclusions and environmental assessments).

NEPA comprehension and Training

Interdisciplinary team members are to brush up on their comprehension of NEPA by reviewing NEPA, CEQ’s implementing regulations at 40 CFR 1500-1508, and the applicable sections of Forest Service Handbook 1909.15.  Members are also to review the agency’s ‘1900-1 Forest Plan Implementation’ training lesson plans and slides at http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/em/nepa/nepa_coordination_training/00index.html.


Additional books and material about the NEPA processes will be available in the reading room with other project materials.  Currently the following books are available:


The NEPA Book:  A Step-by-Step Guide on How to Comply with the National Environmental Policy Act, 2001 (Second) Edition.

The NEPA Planning Process:  A Comprehensive Guide with Emphasis on Efficiency.

Environmental Impact Statements:  A Comprehensive Guide to Project and Strategic Planning.

As each major component of the NEPA review is undertaken, interdisciplinary team members may be expected to attend and participate in specific training and technology transfer.  Training and technology transfer sessions may in the form of field trips /site visits, meetings, brown-bag lunches, etc.  At a minimum, local training is likely to cover the following components:

· Content Analysis


· Issue Identification


· Development of Alternatives, including the No Action Alternative

· Mitigation and Monitoring

· Effects Analysis (direct, indirect, and cumulative effects)

· Response to Comments

I also expect team members to assess their knowledge and skills as they relate to successful participation in the NEPA process.  Consider comprehension of the NEPA process as well as communication and management skills necessary for effective team participation and timely completion of work products.  The use of mentors and formal training should be considered for areas that would benefit from improvement.

NEPA Process

Note:  Project-specific documents referred to hereafter are available on the project website.

In the following, I describe my expectations for various sections of the environmental review and documentation.  I consider each of these components to be milestones within the overall environmental review process.  I will be coordinating with the interdisciplinary team leader and team throughout the process, but will specifically be seeking input or coordination as noted in the sections defined herein.

Although individuals are assigned areas of specific oversight responsibilities, identified in Attachment 1, I expect all members to hold each other accountable for the timeliness and quality work.  This means that you are expected to participate in review of products outside of your designated role or otherwise provide assistance, if requested by the interdisciplinary team leader.


Additionally, I requested a pre-decisional review by the Southwestern Region.  (The pre-decisional review process is detailed in the Regional Forester’s letter of February 9, 2007, R3 Policy for Regional Level NEP Document Requests.)  This incremental oversight review is designed to support us in our development of a quality NEPA document that is scientifically sound and legally defensible.  It will also make us aware of Regional recommendations regarding compliance with law, regulation, and policy so we can meaningfully incorporate them into our process in a timely manner.

Proposed Action

The proposed action was generated externally by the Rosemont Copper Company.  The proposed action consists of the material provided by the Rosemont Copper Company identified in my letter of October 19, 2007, and the 28 items responsive to my request for additional information.  An electronic composite of this information has been compiled to facilitate its use.  It will be referred to hereafter as the “composite MPO” (Mine Plan of Operation).

A summary of the proposed action is provided in the March 13, 2008, NOI (Notice of Intent) to prepare an EIS published in the Federal Register (see the Summary, Background, and Proposed Action sections).

The proposed action to be carried through the project analysis constitutes the material contained in the composite MPO, which I deemed sufficient to initiate the NEPA process.  I realize that this material may need to be presented differently to better convey in plain language the nature of the action and to fit within the four corners of the EIS, as well as to focus the effects analysis.  However, clarifying actions outside the scope of those defined in the composite MPO are to be handled as alternative design features or mitigation because they were not identified for comment during the public scoping period.

I expect to be briefed by members of the team on its recommended presentation of the proposed action in the DEIS.

Purpose and Need


Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding purpose and need:


40 CFR 1502.13


Although not required in an NOI (40 CFR 1508.22, FSH 1909.15(21.1)), the March 13, 2008, NOI provided a preliminary purpose and need statement:

“The purpose of the proposed Forest Service action is to grant permission to the Company to use NFS land for certain activities related to operation of the Rosemont Mine.  The agency’s need for action is based on statutes and policy that govern mining on NFS land.”

As the NEPA process proceeds, I expect SWCA and the team to further clarify the purpose and need.  At a minimum, the complete purpose and need will need to explain the proposed action’s relationship to applicable statutes and policies.  I also expect the purpose and need to be expanded to address jurisdictions of cooperating agencies, to disclose Rosemont Copper Company’s corporate objectives, and to otherwise clarify the context of the project.

Ultimately, the EIS shall briefly specify the underlying purpose and need to which the Forest is responding in exploring alternatives.

I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the purpose and need in the DEIS.

Decision Framework

The March 13, 2008, NOI described the following nature of the NEPA decision to be made:


“Based on the results of the NEPA analysis, the Forest Supervisor’s ROD regarding the MPO and reclamation plan will recommend implementation of one of the following:  (1) The proposed action and mitigation necessary to minimize or avoid adverse impacts; (2) an alternative to the proposed action and mitigation necessary to minimize or avoid adverse impacts, or (3) the no action alternative.  The ROD will also document the consistency of the proposed action with the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) (1986, as amended) and approval of Proposed amendments to it.”


The decision framework statement defines only the nature and the character of the decision, not the actual content of that decision.  Like the purpose and need, I expect the decision framework to be refined as the NEPA process progresses.

I will issue a ROD corresponding to the elements of the decision framework that includes identification of my selected alternative and the environmentally preferred alternative, should they differ.  In my ROD, I will also document determinations by various regulatory and resource agencies regarding statutory consultations, permits, and approvals related to the project.


I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the decision framework in the DEIS.

Issue Identification

Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding issues:


40 CFR 1500.1(b)

40 CFR 1500.4(c) and (g)


40 CFR 1501.1(d)


40 CFR 1501.7(a)(2) and (3)


40 CFR 1502.1

FSH 1909.15(10.4 #5)

FSH 1909.15(11)


FSH 1909.15(12.3b)

Public scoping for this project was initiated in the March 13, 2008, NOI to prepare an EIS published in the Federal Register.  Potential issues were identified in the NOI based on a preliminary review of the proposed action by Forest resource specialists, see Table 1 – Potential Issues identified in NOI.

Table 1 – Potential Issues identified in NOI

		Effects on the economy, public services, quality of life, and other community resources in Pima County, Tucson, and nearby communities



		Effects on the quality and availability of surface water and groundwater resources



		Effects on vegetation and wildlife, including those having special-status designations . . .



		Effects on soils and geology



		Effects on aesthetic resources, including visual quality objectives and State Highway 83, a state-designated scenic highway



		Effects on archaeological, historic, and cultural resources, including Native American interests and values



		Effects on Forest recreational use and compatibility with other Forest land uses



		Effects of increased traffic on local roads and transportation systems



		Effects of mining and processing and vehicle traffic on ambient air quality 1



		Effects of noise on nearby residents, Forest users, and sensitive wildlife





                 1 In the NOI, ‘ambient air quality’ was inadvertently omitted.

A Supplemental NOI was published in the Federal Register on April 29, 2008, to provide notice of additional scoping activities (open houses and public hearings) and extend the comment period to July 14, 2008.

SWCA will lead content analysis on the comments received or postmarked by July 14th, using a thematic coding schema approved by the Forest.  Interdisciplinary team members will be expected to participate in validating the results of content analysis.  Each core team member is encouraged to review all of the received comments and thematic results.  Collectively, the core team needs to be familiar with the comments.  Extended members will be required to review the thematic results for their assigned areas.  I consider validating the results of content analysis to be a very important early step in the NEPA process.


The results of scoping and content analysis will be made available to the public and Rosemont Copper Company.  Public outreach is also to occur that explains the process and solicits external validation of the results.


Comments received after July 14th will continue to be considered in development of the EIS.  However, the best way to incorporate subsequent comments will need to be addressed on a case by case basis.  For example, comments received shortly after the close of the July 14th comment period may be readily incorporated into the content analysis coding process, whereas comments received after substantial completion of the content analysis may not be.  Comments received later as the project progresses may be considered in several ways.  For example, they may serve to validate or augment the results of the content analysis process or they may contribute to other steps in the NEPA process and EIS such as alternative development, defining the affected environment, profiling environmental consequences, etc.

The list of potential issues identified in the NOI is subject to change.  The content analysis results will be used not only to identify significant issues to be analyzed in depth, but also to deemphasize insignificant issues.

Given the highly technical nature of the proposed action, assistance in responding to comments and developing issue statements may be sought from other areas or levels of the agency, Rosemont Copper Company, and cooperating agencies.


Issues are to be presented in a site-specific manner that conveys a clear cause-effect relationship attributed to the proposed action, with appropriate measures of change that link directly to the effects.  Related issues will be combined into comprehensive issue statements.

I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the issues in the DEIS.

Alternative Development

Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding alternatives:


40 CFR 1500.2(e) and (f)

40 CFR 1501.2(c)

40 CFR 1502.1

40 CFR 1502(d) and (e)


40 CFR 1502.14


40 CFR 1502.25(b)


40 CFR 1508.20


FSH 1909.15(05) Connected Action


FSH 1909.15(05) Environmentally Preferable Alternative


FSH 1909.15(05) Mitigation


FSH 1909.15(05) Preferred Alternative


FSH 1909.15(10.4 #6 and #7)

FSH 1909.15(12.3b and c)

FSH 1909.15(14), (14.1), (14.2), and (14.3)

Responsive to the significant issues, SWCA and the interdisciplinary team is to rigorously explore all reasonable alternatives that would avoid or minimize adverse effects, or enhance the quality of the human environment.  Do not impose artificial limits on alternative development.  Set aside preconceived notions and exercise creativity and an open mind.  Diligently seek appropriate alternative themes, design elements, and mitigation.  Do not preclude assistance from the public, Rosemont Copper Company, or cooperating agencies in the development of alternatives.

The interdisciplinary team is to formulate a range of action alternatives to the proposed action which addresses in whole or part the purpose and need and the significant issues.  As expressed in the NOI’s Nature of NEPA Decision To Be Made, the no action alternative is part of the range of alternatives.  The purpose of the no action alternative is to provide a bench mark, or point of reference, for describing the environmental effects of the proposed action and alternatives.  It represents the current situation and serves as a basis against which to compare the current situation and demonstrate change in effects resulting from action alternatives.  I expect analysis of the no action alternative to be on an equal basis with the other alternatives considered in detail.

In this case, the no action alternative means that the Mine Plan of Operation, with supporting additional information I deemed sufficient to begin the NEPA process, is not finalized and the proposed project does not take place.  However, the EIS may need to provide further clarification on the scope and implications of the no action alternative.

Think of the alternatives section of the EIS as an executive summary, a section which could stand alone and still give the reader a clear picture of the choices to be made.  Alternatives are to be described in a comparative format so as to sharply define the issues and provide a clear basis for choice among options.  Be objective, neutral, and unbiased in describing the alternatives.  Describe actions, not impacts.

In characterizing each alternative, do not overlook identification of connected actions.


Also, be sure to disclose each alternative’s relationship to the project’s purpose and need, legal requirements, and the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) (1986, as amended).  The evaluation of consistency with the Forest Plan is required by the National Forest Management Act.  If inconsistencies with the Forest Plan are identified, it may be necessary to modify the alternative to achieve compliance or to include a site-specific amendment to the Forest Plan.  Such amendments would be enduring changes until the Forest Plan is otherwise amended or revised.  The description for each alternative must include any site-specific amendments needed to ensure consistency with the Forest Plan.  The administrative record must also document a consistency review in compliance with the National Forest Management Act and its implementing procedures for each alternative considered.


Within the range of alternatives, alternatives outside of the Forest Service’s jurisdiction may be considered.  Actions outside the agency’s jurisdiction include both actions that the Forest Service cannot impose and actions which must be imposed by another agency or entity.  For example, sometimes it may appear that there would be a way to achieve the purpose and need and deal with significant issues if the State, County, local government, proponent, or other entity first took certain actions.  If an alternative fulfills those two criteria, it may, and perhaps should, be disclosed and analyzed.  Consideration of an alternative outside of the Forest Service’s jurisdiction would have to be explained in the EIS as to why it’s outside our jurisdiction, how it would have to be implemented, and that I cannot select it for implementation.

Alternatives will eventually need to be divided into two categories:  those considered in detail, and those eliminated from detailed analysis.  Do not omit recognition of any alternative considered.  Eliminating an alternative from detailed analysis is a judgment call.  Provide the rationale for eliminating an alternative from detailed analysis.

I expect the interdisciplinary team to recommend a preferred alternative which they believe would best fulfill its statutory mission and responsibilities, giving consideration to environmental, social, economic, and other factors.


Since NEPA is inherently iterative in the development of alternatives as new information is profiled, I would like to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team at key points as the range of alternatives evolves.  I also expect to be briefed on the team’s recommended range of alternatives to be presented in the DEIS, both those considered in detail and those dismissed from detailed analysis.  After completion of the effects analysis, I expect to be briefed on the team’s recommended alternative preferred for implementation and the alternative environmentally preferred.

Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences

Interdisciplinary team members are to be familiar with the following regulation and policy regarding affected environment and environmental consequences:


40 CFR 1502.2(b)

40 CFR 1502.15


40 CFR 1502.16


40 CFR 1502.20


40 CFR 1502.21


40 CFR 1502.22

40 CFR 1502.24

40 CFR 1508.7


40 CFR 1508.8


FSH 1909.15(05) Cumulative Impact, Effects

FSH 1909.15(10)


FSH 1909.15(12.3a)


FSH 1909.15(13)


FSH 1909.15(15)


FSH 1909.15(16)


FSH 1909.15(22.3), (22.31), (22.33), and (22.36)

Commensurate with the importance of the impact, SWCA and the interdisciplinary team is to succinctly describe the affected environment that would be impacted by the alternatives under consideration.


Discussion of the environmental consequences forms the scientific and analytic basis for the comparison of alternatives and needs to disclose enough information to support the comparisons.  It needs to be site-specific, present cause-effect relationships, and include appropriate measures of change.  Most importantly, it needs to answer the “So what?” question.

The impacts of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions within the project area may, in combination with the impacts of the proposed action or alternatives result in cumulative impacts to the environment.  In proportion to their significance, I expect SWCA and the team to document in the EIS a thorough analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts relative to the physical, biological, social, and economic environments – regardless of land ownership.

SWCA and team members will need to review the potential for impacts and reach consensus on the level of analysis appropriate for each resource area.  All need to have a common understanding of the components of each alternative.  Analysis is to be conducted upon the agreed upon alternatives.  Assumptions need to be discussed and agreed upon.  If new design features or mitigation are to be included in an alternative, the alternative description and all effects analyses need to be modified to reflect the change.

I expect to be briefed by members of the interdisciplinary team on its recommended presentation of the affected environment and environmental consequences in the DEIS.

Documentation and Administrative Record

I expect the EIS to be written in plain language.  Your work will not only be scrutinized for its technical accuracy, but also for its brevity and clarity.  Write-ups that are encyclopedic or that contain extraneous information will not be accepted.  Technical material is to be summarized in the body of the EIS with specific reference to supporting information in the appendices and/or record.  Graphics are to be used to the fullest extent where they could improve the reader’s understanding and reduce the amount of text.  Of course, graphics should have appropriate complementary interpretive text.

While I expect the interdisciplinary team to take advantage of communication technologies, I do not want these tools to replace personal interaction and dialogue between members.  The final administrative record must reflect an interdisciplinary and integrated environmental review process.

A designated electronic work area, filing structure, and filing protocol will be established for the team.  Until these are in place, the following guidance is in effect:


· Use dynamic communication when possible such as Sametime, telephone, or in person


· Minimize using internal e-mails

· Delete internal emails after they have served their purpose


· Do not save draft and deliberative materials once the final product is complete, unless it is necessary to document the evolution of the work

· SWCA will maintain the administrative record


I expect, at a minimum, the following documents to be included in the administrative record, in addition to any other information deemed relative to the project:


· Material submitted by Rosemont Copper Company, including the composite MPO and associated supplemental information


· Correspondence received prior to publication of the Notice of Intent


· Memorandums between Rosemont Copper Company and the Forest

· Conflict of interest forms signed by SWCA and its subcontractor staff


· Communication records with Rosemont Copper Company related to the NEPA review

· Communication records with SWCA related to the NEPA review


· Communication records with elected officials and other agencies


· Communication records with the public

· Federal Register notices


· News releases, legal notices, paid advertisements


· Mailed public notices, and identification of to whom they were sent


· Schedules of Proposed Actions containing the project listing

· Comments on the proposed action received any time prior to release of the DEIS

· Content analysis of comments received within the designated comment period

· Records of interactions with cooperating agencies, including, but not limited to, letters of invitation / inquiry, acceptance, and any necessary memoranda of agreement regarding roles and responsibilities


· Records of interactions with work groups and copies of any completed work products


· Interdisciplinary team meeting notes


· Interdisciplinary team member assignments


· Interdisciplinary team reports and process papers


· Final versions of the DEIS and other NEPA-related documents


Public Involvement


Considerable public involvement has occurred to date as part of the scoping process (e.g., Federal Register notices, mailings, news releases, postings, open houses, oral hearings, toll-free comment line, etc.).  Scoping efforts will be detailed in a process paper.


Various efforts are currently underway related to public involvement.  We have a commitment to Congresswoman Gifford to use public work groups.  A public work group educational / awareness session about the content analysis process is being explored.  Use of a more comprehensive public work group is being explored to validate the results of the content analysis.  A new web site is also being developed to improve transparency into the project and facilitate online interaction.

Public involvement will occur throughout the development of the EIS.  A living public involvement plan will be developed to address future public involvement efforts.  Development of this plan will be lead by the team member responsible for external communications management working with SWCA.  The Regional Office public affairs staff will also be briefed and consulted as appropriate.

Project status will continue to be provided in the Schedule of Proposed Actions.

Attachment 4

Project Timeline Expectations 


In February 2008, I signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Rosemont Copper Company for the Rosemont Copper Project EIS that included a two-year project timeline.  Circumstances have changed and a revised timeline will be forthcoming that considers:  a 90-day extension of the scoping comment period, the magnitude and nature of received comments, use of public work groups, pre-decisional review by the Regional Office, FY08 program of work reviews, and FY09 program of work development.  It may be more realistic that planning for this project may take three to five years to complete.

Regardless of the final timeline, I expect interdisciplinary team members to diligently engage in the planning efforts for this project.
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